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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The mitrfty-developed curriculum materials in this course
package were selected by the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissem-
ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to make curriculum materials
developed by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials were acquired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
dissemination. Materials which were specific to the nilitary
were deleted, Copyrighted materials were either witted or appro-
val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum develoment.
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The National Center
Mission Statement

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State University
1980 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486 -3655 or Toll Free 800/

848-4815 within the continerhal U.S.
(except Ohio)4

Military Curriculum
Materials for

Vocational and
Technical Education

Information and Field
Scivices Division

The I fatienil Center for Fiesearch
in Voc?tional Education
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Military
Curriculum Materials What Materials
Dissemination Is . . Are Available?

an activity to increase the accessibility of
military-developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technic& educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in Pririt
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculums materials is
provided through a 'Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U-.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defense.

f
The acquired materials are reviewed by staff .

and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
nical education are selected fo-I- dissemination.

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the materials and conduct the project
activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Director

6
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One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials intlude _programmed
instruction; curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student wor.Anooks and ,technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &
construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
Drafting
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food ServiCe
Health
Heating & Air

Conditioning
Machine Shop
Management &

Supervision
Meteorology &

Navigation
Photogl.aphy
Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
rials with application to vocational and
technical prhication are identified and selected
for rlr,crinination.

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.

CURRICULUM COORDINA C rERS

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass

Director
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
217/782-0759

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377.2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D
Director
225 west Statue Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292-6562

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director
Building 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/753 0879

SOUTHEAST
James F.-Shill, Ph.D.
Director
Mississippi State University

Drawer DX
Mississippi State, MS 39762

601/325-2510

WESTERN
Lawrence F. H Zane, Ph.D.
Director
1776 University Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96822
808/948 7834
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C3ABL42331

Course Description

The instructional design for this course is self-paced and/or s'InW group paced. This
course trains personnel to perform duties as an Aircraft Environthental Systems Mechanic. 1

It includes organizational and field maintenance of aircraft pressurization, air conditioning,
and air starter systems, and life raft inflation equipment.

Block I - Fundamentals contains 24 lessons requiring 115 hours of instruction.
These are: safety; aircraft familiarization; physics; electron theory;
magnetism; DC generation and basic circuit symbols and terms; wiring

4 diagram fundamentals; control and protective devices; multimeter: Kirchoff's
current law; Kirchoff's voltage law; Ohm's law; series circuits; parallel
circuits; series-parallel circull.ts; switching circuits; DC motors and
control circuit; temperature control circuits; alternating current;
capacitance; inductance; AC motors and control circuits; solid state
dbvices; magnetic amplifiers; and trainer aircraft' air conditioning system.

*Block II

Block III

Air Conditioning Systems consists of 8 lessons convering 124 hotirs of
instruction. These are: fighter cabin air conditioning system; rain
removal system; equipment air conditioning system; temperature control
system tester; bomber air conditioning system; liecade resistor functions and
windshield amplifier bench check; cargo bleed air and anti-icing system;
and cargo air conditioning system.

Aircraft Environmental Systems Units contains 13 lessons coverirg 102
hours of instruction. 'These are the following: tools, hardware, safetying
devices, and we repair; maintenance of moisture separators; maintenance
of bleed air distribution ducting; air turbine motor maintenance; turbine
refrigeration devices; advanced fighter/bomber air source control system;
advanced fighter/bomber air conditioning system; advanced fighter/bomber
windshield clearing system; maintenance of air control units; anti -G
suit system; canopy seal system; pressurization systems; and cabin pressure
leakage check.

Block IV - Utility *stems and Flight Line Mairtenance consists of 9 lessons requiring
114.5 hours of instruction. These lessons are entitled:'gaseous 02 systems;'
liquid 02 systems; liquid refrigeration systems and components; inspection
maintenance of 02 systems (liquid); cryotainer systems maintenance; liferaft
inflatiop equipment, fire extinguisher system maintenance; flight line
maintenance - inspections; and flight line maintenance; removal and
replacement of system components'

This course contat s both teacher and student 'materials. Printed instructor materials
include plans of instruction detailing training equipment needed, training methods,
multiple instructor requirements and instructional guidance. The student material
includes workbook, and programmed' texts with review exercises.' A bibliography and
glossary of terms have been provided to aid both the instructor and the student.
In Blocks I and III, lessons on Orientation, Security, Prafgression it Career Field',
Maintenance Management, and the Technical Order Publications Systems have been
deleted 'eceuse of military specific materials.



AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL .SYST261ECIANJC
3ABR42331 def

TABLE OF CONTENTS

CLASSROOM COURSE

Block Page

I. Fnndamtentals 225
4

6
II. Air Cond.tioning Systems

6

III. Aircraft Environmental Systems Units 1850

IV. Utility Systems and Flight Line Maintnenance 2628

b

NOTE: Lessons 1-3 of Block I and Lessons 1-2 of Block III have been
deleted"because of military specific materials.
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COURSE CHART

eumete
C3ABR42331 000
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I 29 September 1978
covesenne
Aircraft- Environmental Systems Mechanic

SUPERSEDES CO' RIM CHART
?ABR42331, 20 October 1976

I CEN TER/ DIP AR WEN Tg amour

Chanute/3370 TCHTG
APPLICAILE fRANING STANDARD

,'`TS 423X1, September 1978
OP R ARO APPROVAL DATE ,

Chanute/TTGXS, 13 'October 1978

counsa mule C A Pic nom

UNUASSIFIED
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

lelf-Paded

LOCATOR OF TRAINING

Chanute AFB IL 61868

TAILS ATT ACHMEN TS

II

COURSE LENGTH I 70 AcAOIEMIC DAYS *IMARTIM IC COURSE

week

LENJ3TM 70 ACADEMIC DAYS HOUR;
Technical Training

Mild. y Training

TOTAL

*Course conducted 6 days per

508

52

560

edema
)

Effective Date: 17 October 1978 with Class 781017

Previous classes will 'Sje continued with Course Chart 3ABR42331, 20 October 1976

, A

This course is conducted on an 8-hour training day-

__,_
TABLE I - MAJOR ITEMS OP EQUIPMENT

Traiqing Equfpment: Giseous
,

Oxygen Systems Trainers, Liquid Oxygen System
System Trainers, Temperature Control System Trainers,

Aircraft Hardware Trainers. Fire Extinguishing
-Bridge drcuit Trainers, AC Valve Control System

Trainer; Electrical Pneumati(: Components, Test Stand
Trainers, Electrical Fundament s Trainers,, Handtool

Trainer, Anti-G Valve Trainer, Torque Wrench and Safety

Recharging Unit, Scales, Hot Purge Units Vacuum Pump
ranks.

Flow Meters, Cockpit Pressure Leak Testers, Tempera
Anti=G Suit Valve Tester, Oxygen Regulator Testers,

Liquid Oxygen Converter Tester, Liquid Oxygen
Sonic Leak Detector, Ignitor Circuit Tester, Oxygen

Box, Vacuum Micron Gage.
-

Traiuers, Air Conditioning
Environmental Systems Trainer,
TrainetAir Turbine Motor;
Tr ners>,.1C ReversibleMotor
Trainers; Rain Removal System

..

Trainers,-Wire Meaatenance
Wire Trainer,-CarbonDioxide
Aircraft, Cryotainef Storage
Test Equipment: Multimeters,
Lure Control System Testers,
Adapter Cabin Temperature Tester,
Capkeitance System Tester,
Syitim Master Test Gage, Decade

,

ATCPORIAPR711 REPLACES ATC FOAM 449. MAR 74 AND ATC FORM 44 A. MAR 70



COURSE CHART C3ABR42331 MEE II TRAINING CONTENT

Course Material - UNCLASSTFIED 153 Hours

BLOCK I - Fundamentals

Orientation (6.5 hrs); Security (2 hrs); Progressic.1 and Duties Of the
Aircraft Environmental Systems Career Field (2 hrs); Safety (3 hrs);
Aircraft Familiarization (3 hrs); Physics of Solids, Liquids and. Gases

41.
(1.5 hrs); Electron Theory (4.5 hrs); Magnetism (2.3 hrs).; DC Generation
and Basic Circuit Symbols and Terme (3 hrs); Wiring Diagrams (3.5 hrs);
Control and Protective Devices (2 hrs); Multimeter (12.5 hrs); Measure-
ment and Critique (1.5 hrs); Kirchoff's Current Law ;2.5 hrs); Kirchoff's
Voltage Law (2.5 hrs); Ohm's Law (2.5 hrs); Series Circuits (3 hrs).;
Parallel Circuits (3 hrs); Series-Parallel Cirduits (15 hrs); Switching
Circuits (3 hrs); DC Motors and Control Circuits (8.5 hrs); Temperature
Control Circuits (10 hrs); Alternating Current (1 hr)i Capacitance
(0.5 hr); Inductance (0.5 hr); AC Motors and Control Circuits (10 hrs);
Solid State Devices (1.5 hrs); Magnetic Amplifiers (4 hrs); Trainer
Aircraft Air Conditioning System (12.5 hrs);.Measurement and Critique
(1.5 hrs); Military Training (24 hrs).

(Equipment Hazards and Personnel Safety Integrated With Abolie Subjects)

Course Material - UNCLASSIFIED
BLOCK II - Air Conditioning Systems

Fighter Cabin Air Conditioning Systems (24 hrs); Rain Removal Systems
(13 hrs); Equipment Air Conditioning System (16 hrs); Temperature Control
System Tester (7 hrs); Measurement and Critique (1.5 hrs); Bomber Air
Conditioning System (24 hrs); Decade Resistor Functions and Windshield
Amplifier Bench Check (2 hrs); Cargo Bleed Air and Anti-Icing System
(18 hrs); Cargo Air. Conditioning System (22 hrs); Measgrement and
Critique (1.5 hrs); MT (6 hrs).

135, Hours

(Equipment Hazards and Personnel Safety Integrated With Above Subjects)

2



COURSE CHART C3ABR42331 TABLE II TRAINING CONTENT

Course Material - UNCLASSIFIED 141 Hours
BLOCK III - Environmental Systems Units

Maintenance Management (15 hrs); Technical Order Publication Systems
(12 hra); Tools, Hardware, Safetying Devices and Wire Repair (18 hrs);
Maintenance of Moisture Separators (3 hrs); Maintenance of Bleed Air
Distribution Ducting (3 hrs); Turbine Refrigeration-Devices (3 hrs);,

'Advanced Fighter- Bomber Air Source Control System (11 hrs); Advanced
Fighter-Bomber Air Conditioning System (15 hrs); Mer- : and
Critique (2 hrs); Advanced Fighter-Bomber Windshio" .4Ling System
(10 bra); Maintenance of Air Control Units (14 hrs); Peti-G Suit
System (2 hrs); Canopy Seal System (4 hrs); Pressurization Systems
(12 hrs); Air Turbine Motor Maintenance (3-hrs); Cabin Pressure

Leakage Check (4 hrs); Measurement and Critique (2 hrs); MT (8 hrs).

(Equipment Hazards andl'ersonvel Safety integrated With Above Subjects)

Course Material UNCLASSIFIED 131 Hours
BLOCK IV - Utility Systems and Flight-Line Maintenance

Gaseous Oxygen Systems (4 hrs); Liquid Oxygen Systems (4 hrs); Inspection
and Maintenance of Liquid Oxygen Systems (16 hrs); Cryotainer Systems
Maintenance (24 hrs); Life Raft Inflation Equipment (5.5 hrs); Fire
Extinguisher System Maintenance (8 hrs); Liquid Refrigeration Systems and
Components (13.5 hrs); Measurement and Critique (1.5 hrs); Flight-Line
Maintenance, Inspection (16 hrs); Flight-Line Maintenance, Removal and
=Replacement of System Compoltnts (24 hrs); Course Critique and Graduation
(0.5 hr); MT (14 hrs).

(Equipment Hazards and Personnel Safety Integrated With Above Subjects)

3
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTION
(Technical Training)

AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS MECHANIC

* *
*Illabiltr"

* tr

CHANUTE TECHNICAL TRAINING CENTER (ATC

POI 3ABR42111

(PDS Code ANZ)

17 October 1978 - Affective 17 October 1978 with class 781017

ATC FORM 21 UAN 7$) 01120LiTES ATC FORMS 214, MAT 66, 522, NOV 63 ANC 523, NIA 71. STANDARD COVIRSNIRT
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DEPARTMENT OP TEN-AIR MRCP
Depute*, for Technical Training (ATC)
Chanute Air lora: Paso, Illinois 61868

NUMB

PLAN OP INSMICTION C3ABR42331
(PDS Code ANZ)

1. PURPOSE. This publication is the plan of instruction (POI) when the pages
shown on page A are bound into a single document. The POI prescribes the
qualitative requirements for Course Mseber C30142331, Aircraft Environmental
Systems Mechanic, in terms of criterion objectives and teaching steps presented
by units of instruction and'shows duration, correlation with training standard,
and support materials and guidance: When separated into units of instruction,
it becomes Part I of the lesson plan. This POI was developed under the provi-
sions of APR 50-8, Instructional Systems Development, and AMR 52-7, Plans of
Instruction and Lesson Plans.

2. COURSE DESIGN/DIECRIPTION. The instructional design for this course is
self-paced and/or small group paced. This course trains personnel to perform
duties prescribed in OM 39-1 for Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanic,
APSC 42331. at includes organizational. and field maintenance of aircraft
pressurisation, air conditioning (heating, cooling, humidity control, etc.),
engine bleed. air, oxygen, anti-icing, defogging, fire extinguishing, air turbine,
and air starter Systems, and lite raft inflation equipment. In addition, re-
lied training is provided on driver education ,supplemental military training,
troop information program, commander's; calls/bIlefings, etc. The student will
not necessarily complete training as programmed. Sequence changes are required
to expedite student progress. Multiple Instructor Requirements are based on
Manpower Course Evaluation Data Sheets dated 11 August 1978.

3. TEAMING WIPMENT. The number shown in parentheses after equipment listed
as Traininglkuipment under SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE is the planned number
of students assigned to each equipment unit.

4. Ham. This plan of instruction is based on Specialty Training Standard
42311, September 1978 and Course Chart C3ABB42331, 29 September 1978.

Supersedes Plan of Instruction 3A2M42331, 22 December 1976
OPRs 3370 TCRTG
DISTRIBUTION: Listed on Page A

i
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PLAN Of INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 1

7 . . . I
Modular 'a -.ac -.

Li raft Rurironmental 8 = tams Mechanic

I

.., -

P
tale

linVISII COMMIT ME
_1.

Safety 3

a. Select the lee work habits and procedures consistent with
shop and flight line safety with a minimum of 80% accuracy. STS: 3a

Mean: W

b. Select the two required protective devices used for protection
from high intensity sound hazards. STS: 3b Mess: W

c. Select general housekeeping procedures which are consistent
with shop, flight line and !ize protection -ith a minimum of 80%
accuracy. STS: 3c Mean: W

d. Select the marking that is applicable to radioactive parts
and materials. STS: 14 Mess: W

e. Select the protects measures used against radiation hazards
with a minimum of 80% accuracy. STS: 12 Mess: W

f. Select the protective measure used against high frequency
transmission equipment. STS: Z Meas: W

g. Select the safety precautions that will be observed while
working arck.ad danger areas with a minimum of 80% accuracy. STS: 3g

Nees: W

NOTE: Numbers 1-3 ors. Bloc.* I. due onti+.+ed

because oc. A:64-41.y spec;c:e- "41'e/big/S.

It

WJRVISOR APPROVAL OP L ESSO PLAN (PART 11)

SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

-----

PLAN or tusraucwom Noma DATE PAGE NO.

30E42331 17 October 1978 7

ATC Pe" IOCT TS
PREVIOUS 10111 ON 1E OSSOLITS

16
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PLAN OP INSTOLKTION/LISSON PLAN PART I (CooNsweilso Shea)

COW= CONTINT

SUPPORT MIMEERIALS AND GUIDANCE

34111,Itt Instructional Materials

331-PT-104 (31242331-PT-102) Safety

tailtBILliftA&
Self-Instruction (3 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
The instructor will instruct /supervise the student class study period,
continually administer, evaluate, and critique appraisals as each student
progresses, record attendance, insure student has correct module materials,
record student progress, maintain each students ATC 156 record, counsel student
as needed regarding aoadamio and non-academic reasons, monitor breaks and clean-
up periods. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each student
as needed during class. Each student must satisfactorily complete the appraisal
to satisfy the objective(s). The instructor will pick up all reusable training
literature from the atudent(s) as feasible. Turn off all power when applicable
to conserve energy and resources. The instructor will refer to Part II Teaching
Guide for detailed instructions on this module.

PLAN Or INSTRUCTION NO.

ATC ."O» 133A

3A4233142331
DATE

17 October_ 197&
ASU MO.

RILACIS RTC PORNO Mk MAN /S. ANC rroA. AUG TIL WHICH SIMI. SC

17



PLAN,OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I

NAME OF INSTRUCTOR =wag TI TL[
(Modular Self-Paced)

Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanic

Fundamentals
-1 :-" ENT TIME

. Aircraft Familiarisation

a. Select elements used to make up the aircraft designation

system with a minimum of 806 accuracy. STS: 21, a Nees: W

b. Select the terms and elements of the aircraft station
numbering system with a minimum of 80% accuracy. STS: 22, Meas: W

c. Select major aircraft systems when given their purpose with

minimum of 8(3% accuracy. STS: 21 Meas: W

.

/

3

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL. OP LESSON PLAN (PART II)

SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

PLAN OP INSTRUCTION NURSER

143P42331

ATE

17 October 1978

A01 NO.

9

ATC "mu 133OCT 71
PREVIOUS t00110* II 011110LC.TI
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PLAN OP INITTRICTION/LISSON PLAN PART I (CaohneNea Soo)

(mums COKT1Wf

SUPPORT $A TATS AND GUIDANCE

t al

3A12442331-1105,4Wrafeniliarization

Trani= Methods
Self-Instruction (3 hrs)

Instructional Guidance

The instructor will instruct/supervise the student class study period,
continually administer, evaluate, and critique appraisals as each student
progresses, record attendance, insure student has correct module materials,
record student progress, maintain each students ATO 156 record, counsel student
as needed regarding academic and non-academic reasons, monitor breaks and clean-
up periods. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each student
as needed during class. Bach student must satisfactorily complete the appraisal
to satisfy the objective(s). IN instructor al pick .up all reusable training
literature from the student(s) as feasible. Turn off all power when applicable
to conserve energy and resources. The instructor will refer to Part II Teaching
Guide for detailed instructions on this module.

PLAN OP INSTRUCTION NO.

j
31=42331

OATS
17 October 1978

PAGE NO.
10

PAlt min
O RN

133A REPLACES ATC PORIM 27A. MAN 7$. AND 770A, AUG 13. WNICN TILL OEn



FLAN OF INSTRUCTION ISSOIRLAN PART I

(Nodular Self-Paced
Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechani

-

a ,.tali

.'l .
TIME

6. Physics

a. Select the result that would occur
and/or temperature on gases with a mint=
Mess: II

b. Select the result that would occur
atmospheric conditions on pressure, temperature,
with entitle= of 80% accuracy. STS:

from
of 8094

from

lld Mess:

a change in pressure
accuracy. STS: 11c

1.5

a change in
and humidity control

W

_ RN APPROVAL OP L IUDS PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

.

.

PLAN Or INSTAUCTION NUNIIIIIII \

\302R142 .

DATE

17 October 1978
II AO NO.

11

ATC '°1411 133OCT 711 PINVICIUS COITION If eeeoLirra

20

t3



ly PLAN ft tNSTIIICTION/LISSON PLAN PART I (CouNiseetiee 16.0

aims cOOMINT

11111.IIIMINP

SUPPORT MANTELS AND GUIDO=
-Nosms.

Studt Instructival Niderials
mid 331-PT106 OAMB42331-PT-111), hysioa of Solids, Liquids and Gases

Training Method.
Self-Instruotion (1.5 brs)

Instructional 2giapa
The instructor will instruct/supervise the Student class study period,
oontinnaliy administer, evaluate, and critique appraisals as each student ,

piogroises, recorksttendance, insure student has correct module materials,
mloora student prairies, maintain each student ATC 156 record, counsel student
as 'gilded regarding academic and non- academic reasons, monitor breaks and clean-
up Priods. The instructor will prOvids individual assistance to each student
as needed during class. Each student must satisfactorily complete the appraisal
to satisfy the objective(s). The instructor will pick up all reusable training
literature from the student(s) as feasible. Turn off all power when applicable
to conserve energy and resources. The instructor will refer to Part II Teaching
Guide for detailed instructions on this, module.

PLAN OP INITRUCTION NO.
313842331

OAT[
17 October 1978

PAWING.
1

ATC Av,ite,1 IISPLACC3 ATC POOMNI b7A, MAR 73, A00 770A, Al.10 7f. IOCH WI . ea
103131.

JI



PLAN O OWE ONALESSONPLAN PART 1

Modular Self-Paced
Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanic

Fundamentals

2 IIINE

. Meat= Theory

a. Relate electrical characteristics of materials
electrical current with a minimum of 8096 accuracy.
Maui W

b. Select the result that would occur from
temperature on metal* with a minimum of 80% accuracy.
Mess: W

to the flow of
STS: 11a, 12

4.5

a change in
STS: 11b, 12

iummson AFFNOVAL OF LESION FLAN (BAN? H)
MAME AND DATE SWAMI AND OAT,

. .

-TAM 'WAGE

17 October 1978

A Of NIS C NUMMI,

342331
NO.

13

ATC Ivai
TS

133 PREVIOUS E01110N IS OBSOLETEOCT



J6 PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Caatimeaties 51...)
1M

COW= CONTINT

SUPPORT 24/21RIAIS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
3A10112331-PT-107, Bleat= Theory

Z72011211 M12511
84,1.1-Instruction (4.5 bre)

Ipstructional Guidance,
The instructor will instruct/supervise the Mtudent class study period,
continnt.ly administer, evaluate, and critique appraisals as each student
progresses, record attendance, insure student has correct module materials
record student progress, maintain each students ATC 156 record, oounsel student

as needed regarding acaleaib and non-academic reasons, monitor breaks and clean-

up periods. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each student
as needed during class. Mach student must satisfactorily complete the appraisal
to satisfy the pbjective(s). The instructor will pick up all reusable training
aiterature from the student(s) as feasible. Turn off all power when applicable

to conserve energy and resources. The instructor will refer to Part II Teaching

Guide for detailed instructions on this module.

PLAN OP INSTRUCTION NO.

ATC 7$Pe" 133AAPN

341842331 DATE PAWING.
17 October 1978 14

RePt. Acts Ayr roma 117A, MAN 71, ANO 770A. AUG 71, MILL GS
08 0.



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESION PLAN PART 1

(Modular Self-Paced7-------"
Raxironmental S -tems Mechanic

ITZ1111111110TRITEMIR .

,

1 count TITLE

[Aircraft
SLOCK WIMP

I
in. cc Tint

Pundamentals 1

TIME

8. Magnetism

. :

a. Given a list of materials, select those that can be used to

make temporary and permanent magnets with 80% accuracy. STS: 12

Meal: W

b. Select the effects of lines of force when given the laws of

magnetism with 04 accuracy. STS: 12 Mess: W

2.5

SUPERVISOR APPIOVAL OP LESSON PLAN (PAST 11)

SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

PLAN OP INSTRUCTION SUNUP
3/2242331

DATE

17 October 1978

PAGE NO.

15

ATC Feall 133'OCT TS
Optimist tool ow it 0s1ci.t11

24
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LISSON PLAN PART I (Ciameeetiee Shem)

=11. 000.,

COM! coorrorr

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCt

Ihtud7t Instructs gnal Materials
331-PT-100 (301142331-M-1051), Magnetism

ZikaLliithods
Self-Instruction (2.5 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
The instructor will instruct/supervise the student class study period,
continually administer, evaluate, and critique appraisals as each student
progresses, record attendance, insure student has correct module materials,
record student progress, maintain each. students LTC 156 record, counsel student
as needed regarding academic, and nonmecademio reasons, monitor breaks and clean-
up periods. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each student as
needed during class. stident must satisfactorily complete the appraisal
to satisfy the objectilS(s100). The instructor will pick up all reusable training
literature *cm the student(s) as feasible. Turn off all power when applicable
to conserve energy and resources. The instructor will refer to Pert II Teaching
Guide for detailed instructions on this module.

Pt AN OF INSTRUCTION NO.

3A7610331
OAT[
17 October 1978

PASONO.
16

ATC Aroll°414 I33A 22PLACES ATC IORMS 327A. MAR 73, ANO 770A, AU0 72. MRCS WILL SW
USSR
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PLAN Of INSTRUCTIONAISSON,PLAN FAIT I

- ' .7"Cr-riGIEW-UrrViird)
Aircraft Itcvironmental tame

" . i

Mechani
- r-- . -

.

Fundamentals 1
.

t
..1 t :^ EN

9. DC Generation and Basic Circuit Symbols and Terms

a. Select basic facts, terms and laws used. in the generation of
an electromagnetic field with a minimum o.:. 8096 accuracy. STS: 12
Maas: V C

b. Select the basic symbols and terms used in electrical
circuits w2th a minimum of 8096 accuracy. STS: 12 Moss: W

3

-------

WPIRVISOR APPROVAL,
MO DATA

OF LEMON PLAN (PART II)
110NATURI AND OATSSNINATURII

An OF INSTRUCTION *utopia
30842331

OAT[

17 October 1978
PAO( NO.

17

ATC "478. 133 PREVIOUS 101110II If 3111101.4111
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20
.01.111.

PLAN OP INITIR/STIONARRION PLAN PART I (Caatimiaties $wim)

COUP= CONTI1NT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

331 -PT -109 331-P7-105B), DC Generation and Basic Circuit Symbols
and Terms

Training Method{
Self-Instruction (3 hrs)

Pstructional Guidance
The instructor will instruct/supervise the student class study period,
continually administer, evaluate, and critique appraisals as each student
progresses, record attendance, insure eIdent has correct module materials,
record Student progress, maintain each students ATC 156 record, counsel student
as needed regarding academic and non-academic reasons, monitor breaks and clean-
up periods. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each student
as needed during class. Etch student must satisfactorily complete the apprOmal
to satisfy Ihe objective(s). The instructor will pick up all reusable training
literature from the student(s) as feasible. Turn off all power When applicable
to conserve energy and resources. The instructor will refer to Part II Teaching
Guide for detailed instructions on this module.

.,..msoromermucylosomo.

3331 OAT!
--------T

PA011 PIC

17 October 1978 18

im preATC Ape n 1XIA N aPLActs AT: POMO SIM& NAM 7/, AND 770A, MIA 72. 1114101 WILL II
U SED.
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PLAN OF DIST' ON/LESSON PLAN PART

LOCK IIUSIBEW

I
'Loot -mitt

Ftmdamentals

t Environmental Systems Mechanic

EMT

10. Wiring Diagram Fundamentals

a. Select five (5) of the six (6) elements that make up the
wire numbering system. STS: 12, 13b, 130 Maas: W

4 b. Select oommon symbols of wiring diagrams, with a minimum of
806 acouracy. STS: 12, 13b, 130 Meas: W

TIME

3.5

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OP L !SION PIaAN (PART 11)

SIONATDR, AND DATE SIONATIMI AND OATS

AM OF $5 PlUCTIOIS NOMOUR

3ADE142331

DAYS

17 October 1978
FAG NO.

ATC 133 OSVIOUS Ii0/11011 Is 0110011711

21



as PLAN OP INSTNUCTION/LISSON PLAN PART I (Coatimeetion Shoo)

OURS* CONTINT

SUPPORT MATEEtILLS AND GUIDANCE

Sturm Instructional Materials
3k (30E42331-M-117), Wiring Diagrams Fundamentals

t
Trainer P/N 18 71 -4112 Electrical Components (1)
Trainer P/N 18 71 4113 Bridge'Circuits Components (1)
Trainer PAII 18 71 4114 Electrical Components (1)

21111142iLik...
Self-Instruction (3.5 him)

bitiaLUSIALSkird. ,

The instructor will instruct/supervise the student class study period,
Continually administer, evaluate, and critique appraisals as each student
progresses, record attendance, insure student has correct module materials,
record student progress, maintain each students ATC 156 record, counsel student
as needed regarding academic and non - academic reasons, monitor breaks and clean-
up periods. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each student
as needed during class`. Each student must satisfactorily complete the appraisal
to satisfy the objective(s). The instructor will pick up all reusable training
literature from the student(s) as feasible. Turn off all power When applicable
to conserve energy and resources. The instructor will refer to Part II Teaching
Guide for detailed instructions on this module.

_Je

StAN 01 INSTRUCTION NO.

3242331
ATC ePol,. 133A

[ DATE
17 October 1978

MO.
20

REPI.ACES ATC PORNO WA. MAN 711, AND MA, AU, it SNICK INLI. St
MOOR
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KANOFINSTRUCTION/LESSONPLAN
rm"""T"

PART I

vernrrtaviumm
'Aircraft

(Modular belt- Paced)
Environmental Systems Mechanic

KOCK KOMOCK
I ---=aria_zis:rtundamentalz

TIMEENT p.

11. Control and Protective Devices

a. Select the control and protective devices used in
electrical circuits with a minimum of 8096 accuracy. STS: .12 Meas:W

b. Select the control and protective device symbols and terms
used in electrical circuits with a minimum of 8096 accuracy. STS: 12

Maass W

2

WPIRVIIIOR APPROVAL OP LESION PLAN (PART II)

SIINATIORI ARO OATS SURIATuRs ARO RATS

----umlbs.Am ow assVaucTioN Nuaksa4

3M42331 17 October 1978

)Aog No.
21

ATC 138OCT 7$ POS1010111111011ION 11110,101.1TO
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;4 PLAN OF INSTRUCTIOWLISSON PLAN PART I (Coatimuotiew Seat)

COURNICONTENT

SUPPORT NATER/ALS ABB GUIDANCE

3A2B4233145.411 (3AER1423314T-105C), Control and Protective Devices

Trainer P 18 71

Trainer P/IT 18 71

Trainer 10/111 18 71

4112 Electrical Components (1)
4113 Bridge Circuit Components (1)
4114 Electrical Components (1)

2ksiminalakda
Self-Instruction (2 bre)

Instructional Guidance
The instructor will instruct/supervise the student class study period,
continually administer, evaluate, and critique appraisals as each student
progrieses, record attendance, insure student leas correct module materials.
record student 'moires', maintaineadh students ATC 156 record, counsel student
as needed regarding academic and nosy-academic reasons, monitor breaks and oleanp-
up periods. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each student
as needed during *lass. Bach student must satisfactorily complete the appraisal
to satisfy the objective(s). The instructor will pick up all reusable training
literature from the student(s) as feasible. Turn off all power when applicable
oto conserve energy and resources. The instructor will refer to Part II Teaching
Guide for detailed instruction' on this module.

PLATS OCNISTORCTION NO.

3ANd42331
PATE
17 October 1978

PAGE
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PLAN 0 INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
' ' rItn ar ac .

Aircraft .. .tal toms .tc

..

Pundamertals
'I :.l TT ... , TIME

12. Ehltimeter

a. Associate the controls of a umatimeter to their function
ea interpret meter seal* indications with a minimum of 80% accuracy.

STS: 14g1) Meas: 10:

41. b. Using a multimeter, voltage and resistive console, measure
and record electrical and resistive values with ± 10% of the actual

values. STS: 14a(1) Muss in

12.5

(9.5)

(3.0) I

SUPERVISOR APPNOVAL OP L (SION PLAN WART II)

VENOM AND DATE SIGNATURE MD DATE

PLAN OF NISTRUCTION NOM*
3A1142331

NM
17 October 1978

P UK NO.

23

1133 MIAOW 1101110m N 011110LiT1



PLAN OF INSTRUCTIOWLISSON PLAN PART 1 (Ceatimeetion Shoot)

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT IIIATIMIAIS An GUMMI

3ARB423314B-112 3ARR42331421-108), AN/PEM37 &Altimeter Performance

t

331416112 331-PT-108), Use of Test Equipment (PSM-37 &Altimeter)

allete!teli) (1)

Trainer P/E 18 70 4104, *altimeter Voltage/Resistance Console (1)

Methods
-Instruction (9.5 hrs)

Performance (3 hrs)

MultielelootenotorBsoliresede
Supervision, Equipment (3) 12b

Instructional Oni4ence
The olassroom and/or lab instructor will instruct/supervise the student class
study and/or lab period, continually administer, evaluate, and critique
appraisals, performance exercises, and performance test as each student pro-
gresses, record attendance, insure student has correct module material and
equipment, mord students progress, maintain each student ATC 156 record,
oounsel student as needed regarding academic and non-academic reasons, monitor
breaks and oleammup periods, insure student oomplies with safety practices IEW
in 127-101. Safety in the labs includes working with or around electrical/
mechanical devices. This includes safe use of electrical test equipment,
working with 28VD0 5-10 amp circuits and/or working with 115VAC 400 cycle single
phase power. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each student
as needed during class/lab periods. ledh student must satisfactorily complete
the ilAlividital appraisal and/or performance exercise and/or performance tests
to satisfy the objeotive(s). The instructor will pick up all reusable training
literature from the student as is feasible. Turn off all power when applicable
to conserve energy and resources. The instructor will refer to Part II Teaching
Quids for detailed instructions on this module.

13. Measurement and Critique

a. Measurement Test

b. Test Critique

1.5

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.

ATC A".4°79 133A

3A 2331
OATS AOC NO.
17 October 1978 24

REPI..ACIS ATC FORMS MA. MAN 71, AND MA. AUG 71. WHICH Will etusao.
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P IRSTRUCTIONA.ESION PLAN PART
. - a

_j_,tal t-Thireohani

".. ,

1 TIME

14. Kirchhoff's Current Law

a. Die Kirchhaff's current law to solve for unknown values in
basic eloctriasa circuits. A minimum of eight (8) out of ten (10)
unknown tables must be correct. STS: 12, 13b Mews W

2.5

VI APPROVAL OP LESION PLAN (' ART H)

SMINATVIE MIS DATE SIONATURI AND DATE

AN o Ws C1100 000
3=42331

A Z

17 October

AT'C "wl 133 114111001111001100 Is 00031.11T1I
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f PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Continvothe $1...)

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDAECE

s

331 -PR-11 3 141-111), Kirchhoff's Current Law

TrainineMetbOde
Self-Instruction (2.5 hrs)

lailmadtaslisidamt
The instructor will instruct /supervise the stlikent class study period,
continually administer, evaluate, and'oritique appraisals as each student
proves's*, record attendance, insure student has ommeot module materials,
record student progress, maintain each students ATC 156 record, counsel student
as needed regarding academic and non-academio reasons, monitor breaks Ind clean-
up periods. The instructor will provide individual assistance toes& student
as needed during class. ladh student must satisfactorily complete the appraisal
to satisfy the objeotive(s). The instructor will pick up all reusable training
literature from the student(s) as feasible. Turn off all power When applicable
to conserve energy and r09010008. The instructor will refer to Part II Teaching
Guide, for detailed insizettatians on this module.

PLAN OP INSTRUCTION NO.

3,111042331

ATC re It141 133A

OATI
17 October 1978

PAGE NO26

REPLACES ATC FORMS 237A. MAN TS, ANO AUG72. WHICH WIL t. SE
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LKSION P PART I
Nam or toditilbegill Modular Self-Paawir-

'Aircraft Invironmental Systems Mechanic
maximum-

I I

ma at Tint
rtmdaartzsmals

TIME

15. Kirchhoff's Voltage Law

a. Use Kirchhoff's voltage law to solve for unknown values in
basic electrical circuits. A minimum of eight (8) out of ten (10)
unknown values must be correct. STS: 12, 13b Mess: W

2.5

SUMMON APPSOVAL OP LIMON PLAN (PART II)
SMINATURII Ale OATS WINATUMI AND Dim

IMAM cuP aurrnuclion MUMS(

313842331
DATE

17 October 1978

PAGE NO.

27

ATC $ 133 ruinous =now h ossourra



PLAN OP 16TRUCTION/LIESSON PLAN PART I (Csatinvelso Sheet)

COURVICONTEMT

SUPPORT MTIIRIALS AID GUIDANCE

83:adalig,t Instructional Materials

rd 3314T-115 (30B42331-PT-111A) Kirthhoff's Voltage Law

Belf-Iastruotion (2.5 bars)

The instructor will instruct/supervise the student class study period,
continually administer, evaluate, and critique appraisals as each student
progresses, record attendance, insure student has correct module materials,
record student progress, maintain each students ATO 156 record, counsel student
as needed regarding academic and non-aoadesio reasons, monitor breaks and oleanp.
up periods. The instructor will prow de individual moistens* to oath student
as needed during class. Bach student must satisfactorily complete the appraisal
to satisfy the objeotive(s). Thar instructor will pick up all reusable training
literature from the student(s) as feasible. Turn off all power when applicable
to energy and meatuses. Thelmstruotor will refer to Part II Teaching
Guide or detailed instructions on thin module.

'IAN OP INSTNUCTION NO.
3k 2331

OAT(
17 October 197E,

PAGE NO.

ATC "."." 133A REPLACES ATC RONAN U7A, MAR 71, ANO 770A, AUG 73, 1041C14 WILL $t
usio.
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v

P or INSTRUCTION/LISIGH PLAN PART I
Sell-Paced)

i-vriiet Ihrrironmental Systems Mechanic
menseeleln

,

ROCK mu.
Fundamentals

TIME

'16. Oba's Lew

a. Use Ohm's law and power formulas to solve for unknown values

in basic electrical circuits. A minimum of eight (8) out of ten (10)

circuits must be correct. STS: 12, 13b fleas: W

2.5

EMPIIRVISOR APPROVAL OP LESION PLAN (PART II)

IMAM, AND DATE NIHAU'S! AND DATE

77Trio7--
29

Pi.A'"--71 0 INSTRUCTION sumes*

3BR42331
OAT(

17 October WS

ATC "els
oCT 711

PREVIOUS EINTION OS .ET!
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PLAN OP 1NSTRUCTIOWL MON PLAN PART I (CowNeweNdo shed)

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT' NATIRIALS AND GULD1101

Instructiqtalrerials
331-PT-116 ( I 331-PS-111B), Ohm's Law

ZigailiXARARSA
gelf4nstruotion (2.5 bre)

4

.1101121421aLMAINI
The instructor will instruct/supervise the student class study period,
conidnUally administer, evaluate, and critique appraisals as each student
progresses" record attendance, insure student has correct module materials,
record student progress, maintain each students ITC 156 record, counsel student
as needed regarding academic and non-acadasio reasons, monitor breaks and *loan,-
up periods; The instructor will provide individual assistance to each student
as needed during class. Rich student must satisfactorily complete the appraisal
to atisfy the objective(s). The instructor will pick up all reusable training
literature from the student(*) as feasible. Turn off all power when applioable
to conserve energy and resource*. The instructor will refer to Part II Teadhin
Guide for detailed instructions on this module.

PLAN 01 INSTRUCTION NO.

ATC AF,me".,1 13M

U1E2331
OAT'
17 October 1978

RASE MO.

NSOLACIIS ATC FORMS 337A. MAR 71, AND 770A, AUG 71. wwscsUSED.
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PLAN F MST* TION/LESSON PLAN PART I
ommarmawiral

ikmironmental Syitems Mechanic

I ftndamentals

--i rue

17. Series Circuits

a. thing Kirchhoff's current and voltage laws, and Ohm's law,
solve for unknown values in series circuits. A minimum of eight (8)
out of ten (10) circuits must be correct. STS: 12, 13b Meas: W

* b. Using a DC ftmdamental trainer, construct a series circuit
and measure electrical values with one instructor assist allowed for
each task area. STS: 3a, 12, 13b Mess: PC

3

SUP Ira R AP NOVAL OP LESION PLAN (PART II)
SWAMI ASO DA DONATORS AND OAT

mrat OR INSTNUCTiON MUM MA OAT(
3ABR42331 17 October 1978

NAOS NIX
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LIMN PLAN PART (Contimeaties Sheet)

COURSE CONTENT

ErOPPORT MAMMALS Ale Gurnescz

131-P1-117 (30242331-PT-114), Series Circuit

Instructional tvials

WM42331-10-117 (3122142331-WB-111), Series Circuit Performance

1lnIg3.1"aiLlItlaster PV-317,) (1)
Trainer"' 18 52 1685, DC Electrical Fundamentals (1)

Trainine Methods
Self-Instruction (1 hr)
Performance (2 hes)

lialialgjoetructor De
Supervision, likkuipmt t (5) 173

The classroom and /or lab instructor will supervise the student class study and/or
lab loriod, continually administer,_ evaluate, and critique appraisals, perfor
memo exercises, and performance test as each student progresses, record
attendance, insure student has correct module materials and equipment, record
students progress, maintain each student ATC 156 record, monitor student move
sent to oomplete this module between two stations, counsel student as needed
regarding wedged* and non - academic reasons, maritor breaks and clean -up periods,
insure student complies with safety practices IN AFR 127-101. Safety in the
labs includes working with or around electrical/Mechanical devices. This
includes safe use of electrical ':at equipment, working with and/or construction
of 28VDC 5-10 amp circuits and/or working with 115VAC 400 cycle single and/or
three phase power. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each
student as needed during class/lab periods. Each student must satisfactorily
=Inlets the individual appraisals, and/or pereo nance exercise and/or perfor
mance tests to satisfy the objectives. The instructor will pick -up all

rem Nls training literature from the student as is feasible. Turn- oft all

power When applicable to conserve energy and rerourtwa. The instructor will

refs: to Part II Teaohing Guide for detailed instructions on this module.

KAM C 7 111WfORICTIOA NO.

3A38142331

ATC a`p,,"7, 133A

OATS pAGENO.
17 October 1978 32aloperanImi.mixo.

REPLaccs AT(1 FORIMI 2:"A. MAR 7), AND 770A. AUG 72, SUMS MLA. it
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P P IN RUCTION/LIMON PLAN PART I

_
Modular I

Ravironmental = teem Mechanic

I Pundamantals

T13-1-1-NIE

18. Parallel Circuits

a. Using Lirchhoff,s current and voltage laws, and Ohm's law,
solve for unknown values in parallel circuits. A minimum of sight (8)

out of tan (10) circuits most be correct. MS: 12, 13b Mesa: W

* b. Using a DC fundamental trainer, construct a parallel circuit
and Immure electrical valves with one instructor assist allowed for
each Auk area. STS: 3a, 12, 13b Mesa: PC

3

APPS)VA!. OP LIMON P AM t/4/11' il)_MM,1011
WINATVIII AA° DA SWAMI AMC OATS

A* 1 NISTNUCT1601 WIMP
3ABR42331

COATI

17 October 1978

PAIN RC
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PLAN OP NSTIRICTION/LIIION PLAN PART I (Celefeeeffee Sheet)

COM' CONTIDIT

BOPP= )t& TAT AxD GITZDIRGI

lerials

33142.118 3,21:33142.111D), Parallel Circuits
3AAR42331431-118 34014233143.111A), Parallel Circuits Performance

(1)
Trainer P/11 18 52 1685, DC illectrical Pundamentals (1)

Malta (1 izr)

Pealcamenes (2 bre)

expervisiell"2141,111311dailitalrituipmeat1

ThlarralailLWeinlassreosiab instructor will supervise the student class study

and/Or lab period, continually administer, evaluate, and critique appraisals,
performance exercises, and perfaraana test as each student progresses, record
attendance, insure student has correct module materials and equipment, record
students progress, maintain each student ATV 156 record, monitor student multi-
sent to complete this module between two stations, counsel student as needed
regarding academic and ton-academic reasons, monitor breaks and clean -up
periods, insure student complies with safety practice, LY AYR 127-101. Safety

in the labs include. working with or around electrical/mechanical devioes. This

includes safe use of electrical test equipment, working with and/or construction
of 28VDC 5-10 amp circuits and/or wamildng with 115VAC 400 cycle single and/or

three phase power. The instructor wa..11 provide individual assistance to each

student as netded during class /lab periods. Mach student must satisfactorily

omplete the individual appraisals, and/or performance exercise and/or perfor-
armee tests to satisfy the objectives. The instructor will pick-up all

reusable training literature from the student as is feasible. Turn off all

power when applicable to conserve energy and resources. The instructor will

refer to Part II Teschin4 Guide for detailed instructions nu this module.

PLAN OP NISTRUCTION NO.

342331
CATE

17 October 1978
PAOS NO.

ac "" .33A REPLACES ATC 'OMNI 227A, NAN 72, ANC 7725. AUG 72, WINCH WILL St
USED.
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.., t MARTI

"en 'if V.' . -NI .. It . 'w ,

ntals

19. Series Parallel Circuits

A. Usimprinhhoff's current and voltage laws, Ohm's law, and
power formula, solve for unknown values in amissparallel circuits.
Asia:sum of eight (8) out of ten (10) circuits must be corroot.
STS: 12, 13b Maas: W

b. Using 'chapati° diagrams of ilmotrioal circuits, malfunction
indications, and aster readings, select the type of trouble for a
minimum of eight (8) out of ten (10) indications. STS: 12, 13b
Maas: W

* a. Using a DC fundamental trainer, construct a seriospara11s1
circuit and seams ileotrioal values with one instructor assist
allowed for each task area. STS: 3a, 12, 13b Miss: PC

15

(10)

(3)

(2)

VI At APPROVAL 0 L. $3014 PLAN PART II
SWUM, AilD OAT[ TM AZUL JAY

AN of INSTRU4 WIMP JA

312331 17 October 1978
ow
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31 PLAN OF INITIUCT1ON/1.11110N PLAN PART 1 (Chstiavethom Soto)

COURNICONTINT

SUPPORT NATIAIALS AID GUDMIC31

--'-31I1111333131-414411199 1,11briee4arallel Circuits Performance
110, Series-Pirellel Circuits

3A31423311:$1:11B)

Trainer F/II 18 g2 1685, DC Ileotrioal Fundamentals (1)

at edge (13 his)

PestOrmsnoe (2 hre)

illiitailliaLlaiskolorTiatoN92131212"122trartipsent 190

TbPagliggiltieltrolaseroomlab instructor will supervise the student class study
and/or lab period, continually administer, evaluate, and oritique appraisals,
performance exercises, and performance test an each student progresses, record
attendance, insure student has correct module materials and equipment record
students progress, maintain each student ATC 156 record, monitor student move-
sent to complete this module between two stations, counsel student as needed
regarding academic and non-academic reasons, monitor breakm and clean-up
periods, insure student °applies with safety practices INW AIR 127-101. Safety
in the labs- includes working with or around eleatrioal/meohenioal
Ibis includes safe use of electrical test equipment, working with and/or
construction of 28VDC 5-10 amp circuits and/or working with 115VAC 400 cycle
single and/or three phase power. The instructor will provide individual
ass to each student as needed during class/lab pemioda Leah student
must satiefaotorily complete the individual appraisals, and/or performance
exercise and/or performance tests to satisfy the objectives. The instructor
will piokimp alh. reusable training litarature from the student as is feasible.
Turn off all power when applicable to conserve energy and resources. The
instructor will refer to Part II Teadhing Guide for detailed instructions on
this module.

AN OP ONOTRUCTION
3LER42331 CATS

17 October 1978
PAIS NO.

36

ATC a:47164 133A
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20. Witching Circuits

a. Select component of relay switching circuit, when given
their

:

purpose, Witt, a minimum of 8C% accuracy. STS: 12, 13b
Mims

* b. Using a DC fundamental trainer, construct a relay switching
circuit and measure electrical values with one instructor assist
allowed for each task area. STS: 3a, 12, 13b Mean: PC

3

pPtitvoion APPROVAL OP LESION P
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\

PLAN OP NOTRUCTIONAMION PLAN PART I (Csatimmiss Skeet)

OURS' CONTIOIT

RIPPONT KLISIILLS AND GITIDANCZ

!211:13142-120 3A31142331-1*-1141, Introduction to Belays
3A3042331-0-120 3AMM42331-WD-1110 , Belay Switching Circuit Performance

paterials

litiggetift (1)

Trainer P/118 52 1685, DC glectrical Pundamentals (1)

flf-IdaVsliltniotenaS (1 hr)

Perfamsnoe (2 brs)

/fultiula 4etnuktor Itecut.A "meato

Suparrlaion, iquipment (5) 20b

The claseroas or lab instructor will supervise the student class study
and/or lab period, continually administer, evaluate, and critique appraisals,
performanoe exercises, and performance test as each student prowess's, record
attendance, insure student has correct module materials and equipment, record
students progress, maintain each student MO 156 reoard, monitor student move-
ment to completa this module between two stations, counsel student as needed
regarding academic and nocoaoadamic reasons, monitor breaks and clean -up

periods, insure student °applies with safety practices INV ITR 127-101. Safety

in the labs includes working with or around electrical/leabanioal devices.

This includes safe use of electrioal test equipment, working with and/or

construction of 28VMC 5.10 amp circuits morn' working with 115VAC I00 °yule

single and/or three phase power. The instt Jtar will provide individual

assistance to each student as needed during class/lab periods. Slob student

most satisfactorily complete the individual appraisals, and/or performance

exercise and/or performance tests to satisfy the objectives. The instructor

will pick -up all reusable training literature from the student as is feasible.

Turn off all power when applicable to conserve energy and resources. The

instructor will refer to Part II Teaching Guide for detailed instructions on

this sole.

Pt AO 0I UMITRUCTIOG NO. GA?' i PAGG NO.
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P PINT AISSOMPLAMPART I
Modular So - ace

Aircraft Invironmental Systems Mechanic

I

lommuw-
Fundamentals

I run

21. DC Mbtors and Control Circuit

a. Select cmapoments of DC motors When given their purpose
with a minimum of 80% accuracy. STS: 12 Mean: W

b. Using an electrical diagram, identity a minimum of eight (8)
out of ten (10) circuit malfunctions when given the cause and circuit
condition. STS: 12, 13b, 13c 114aL PC

* o. Using a DC motor control circuit, electrical diagrams, and
snit/meter, locate and record a minimum of four (l4) causes for five (5)
malfunctions. STS: 12, 13b, 13o, 16o Mean: PC

.

---.

J

8.5

(1.5)

(3)

(4)

SUP ettelIOR APPROVAL OF L ISM PLAN PART It)
IMAMS Atte DAT! IMAMS AND OATS

eir. aa 4) stitstuCItese maw*
32331

OATS

17 October 1978
BABE
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fotme or 111111T011411011 MO.

r...
1/(2 PLAN OP NOTRUCTION/LISSON PLAN PART I (GaNdesties Om.)

COUNNICONTINT

SUPPORT NOIOtIALSANDGITIDANCE

riudowt Instructional. Materials
111,4 331-PT-121 (

411
3A3842331-PT-111 DC Motors

311142331-0-121 (3ABE42331-114 DC Motors and Control Circuits Wiring Diagram
31E142331-W3-121A (3AER42331-1411-114A) DC Motors and Control Circuits Trouble-

shooting

t

MUltimeter P81 -37) (1)

Trainer P/N 18 50 1387 DC Reversible Motor System (1)
Trainer P/N 18 50 1318 Actuator Valve Assembly Display (1)

Training Methods
-Solf-Instruotion--(-45-1111)

Performance (7 bre)

Mb4inle Instructor _Re nts
Supervision, Equipment 3) 21b
Supervision, Equipment 5) 21c

Imeriptional Guidance
The classroom and/or lab instructor will supervise the student class study
and/or lab period, continually administer, evaluate, and critique appraisals,
performance exercises, and performance test as each student progresses, record
attendance, insure student has correct module materials and equipment, record
students progress, maintain each student ATC 156 record, monitor student move-
ment to complete this module between three stations, counsel student as needed
regarding academic and non-academic reasons, monitor breaks and clean-up
periods, insure student complies with safety practices IAW APR 127-101. Safety
in the labs includes working with or around electrical /mechanical devices. This
includes safe use of electrical test equipment, working with and/or construction
of 28VDC 5-10 amp circuits and/or working with 115VAC 400 cycle single and/or
three phase power. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each
student as needed during class/lab periods. Each student must satisfactorily
complete the individual appraisals, and/or performance exercise and/or perfor-
mance tests to satisfy the objectives. The instructor will pick-up all
reusable training literature tram the student as is feasible. Turn off all
power when applicable to conserve energy and resources. The instruotoT will
refer to Part II Pecking Guide for detailed instructions on this moduliL

Ate Apf,""4 1111A

342331
DATE
17 October 1978

MAO! NO.
40

niPLACIS Ate Poem MA, NAM IS, AND ?MA, AY. 71. MOMS ALL
Vie0.
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
.......,

Modular Self 'aced
t Environmental = toms Mechanic

I Pundamentals
COMM CONTENT 2 'fINE

22. Temperature Control Circuits

a. Using Kirchhoff's current, voltage and Ohm's laws, solve for

unknowns in temperature control] bridge circuits. A minimum of

eight (8) out of ten (10) unknowns must be correct. STS: 13a(1)

Mess: W

b. Using an electrical diagram, identify a minimum of eight (8)
out of ten (10) circuit malfunctions, when given the cause and circuit

condition. STS: 13a(1), 13b, 130 Meas: PC

* 0. Using a temperature control circuit, electrical diagrams,
and multimeter, locate and record a minimum of four (4) causes for

five (5) malfunctions. STS: 13b, 13c, 16c Meas: PC

.,

10

(3)

(3)

(4)

SUP I R VI SO R APPROVAL OP L ILION PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURI AND DATESIGNATURE AND DA 11

PLAN ON NISTINUCTION *UNRRA

383842331

OATS

17 October 1978
AOIS NO.

141

LI3



PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/MON PLAN PART I (Cacellomoilas Seat)

MINIS CONTINT

SOPPOSTNATERIALS ABD GifIDASCE

ti
331-PT-122 2331 -PT-114), Temperature Controlling Bridge Circuits

3ABB42331-WB-122 3ABB4233t-W8-115), Temperature Control Circuits Wiring Diagram
3ABB42331-WB-122A (92242331-W2-115A), Temperature Control Circuits Trouble-

shooting

t

Raltimeter PSA-37 (1)

Trainer P/I 18 63 3072 Bridge Circuit (1)

WARLIE18t2Sk
Self-Instruction (3 hive)
Performance (7 hrs)

ion, liquipment

t
22b

Supervision, ftnipment 5 22o

The classroom and/or lab instructor will 'supervise the student class study
and/or lab period, continually administer, evaluate, and critique appraisals,
performance exercises, and performance test as each student prolp.esies, record
attepdance, insure student has correct module materials and equipment, record
students ;,rogress, maintain each student MO 156 record, monitor student move-
ment to complete this module between three stations, counsel student as needed
regarding academia and non - academic reasons, monitor breaks and olean-up
periods, insure student complies with safety practices IAW APR 127-101. Safety
in the labs Janina*. walking with or around electrical/mechanical devices. This
includes safe use of electrical test equipment, working with and/or oonstruction
of 28VDC 5-10 amp circuits and/or working with 115VAC 100 cycle single and/or
three phase power. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each
student as needed during class/lab periods. Bach student most satisfactorily
complete the individual appraisals, and/or performance exercise and/or poem,-
mane tests to satisfy the objectives. The instructor will pick-up all
reusable training literature from the student as is feasible. Turn off all
power when applicptle to conserve energy and resources. The instructor will
refer to Part II Reaching Guide for detailed instructions on this module.

Are =To MA MOILAggs aye peast ma. ay.A n, AND !'NA, aim 71, moo ILL eeUN ft



iTionrrwrinevor___LuARINSTRUCTIONAESSOP4 PLAN PART 1
1 =tunsmi.g (nodular

lAiroraft Environmental Systems eohanic

e

eweMMUS
I

ILO= TITUS
Fundament:::

COURSE CONTENT z TIME

23. Alternating Current

a. Prom various sine waves, select peak voltage, effective
voltage and frequency difference with a minimum of 8096 accuracy.
STS: 12 Pleas: W

r ....

r

1

IUPERVIIOR APPROVAL OP LIMN PLAN (PART II)
IMMATURE AND OA II IMMATURE AND DATE

I
WIrAPI OF INSTIKIC OW NUN IN r

3A31142331

A II

17 October 1978
iAOS $0.
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WIND. a
PLAN OF INITOUCTION/LIIION PLAN PART i (CcaNamaks thest

COMO Mann

SUPPORT MIRIAM AND GUIDANCE

3A3142331-92-123 (3Allittlt11311), Alternating Current
itodynt loptroctigal

itttruldillgaotion8 (1 hr)

trurnial,instorwillinstruot/eupervise the student class study period,
ocntimally administer, *velvet', and critique appraisals as each student
progresses, record attendance, insure student has correct module materials,
record student progress, maintain each students ATC 156 regard, °annul
student as needed regrading academic and nra-acedemio reasons, monitor breaks
and oleansup periodh. The instructor will provide individual assistance to
each student as needed during class. ileh student must satisfactorily complete
the appraisal to satisfy the objeotive(s). The instructor will pia up all
reusable training literature from the student(s) as feasible. Ti n off all
power When applicable to conserve energy and resources. The instructor will
refer to Part II Teaching Guide for detailed instructions on this module.

ATC °°":9 133A

DAT
`OctoberOctober 1978

RAOa

iliLeees ATC 000212 MA, MAO 71, AND rem, Ale 71. 'novo WILL 22
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.
P1.AN OF INSTRUOT1ON/LES3014 PLAN PART 1

wain GirlINITNUCTIIN

inerromr----insermot
I7-------anireannin

1°Mni55 iriT" (Modular Self-Paced)
[Aircraft Swim:mental Systems Mechanic

Fundamentals

TITM.AI

24. Capacitance

a. Select basic facts, construction characteristic and
principles relating to capacitance with a minimum of 8096 accuracy.
STS: 12 Mess: W

.

0.5

1i It APPROVAL OP LESION PLAN (PART In
SIGNATURE AND DAY[ SIGNATURE AND Dan

30842331

OAS

17 October 1978

401 NO.

45

PLAN Or INSTRUCTION NUMMI

ATC "1 133
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PIICVIOUS COITION IS 0111SOLITIS
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.011=1111. 1.11=111111

PLAN Or INSTINK'TION/LIISSON PLAN PACT 1 (Centistuatios

COURNICONTiNT

SOPPORT 14ILTERTALS AND GUIDANCE

MaljalI3112444atris331-PT-1 3314T-105), Capacitance

Itgigialta0A
Self-Instruction (0.5 hr)

tz1&12E14211isksfia

The instinct= will instruct/supervise the student class study period,
continually adminit ,r, evaluate, and critique appraisals as each student
psogre3aes, record a` once, insure student has oorrect module materials,
record stndent progress, maintain each students AN 156 record, counsel student
as needed rsg *demi() and non-academic reas,,ns, monitor breaks and clean-
up periods. tractor will provide individual assistance to each student
as needs class Each student must satisfactorilj complete the appraisal
to satisfy the objective(s). The instructor will pick up allreusable training
literature from the student(s) as feasible. Turn off all -power when applicable
to conserve energy and resources, The instructor will refer to Part II Teaching
Guide for dete?ed instructions on this modulo.

fISC710.11 N.
3kp42331

ATC oom
133A
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. .P SIR .. YIONAISSON PLAN PAR1 I
.. I .

'47.75 ar = . I m-Ear---
Aircraft Ilavironmental Systems Mechario

I Pundamentals

COU121 CONTENT Nit;

25. Induntanco

a. Select basic facts, construction characteristic and
principles rels4ing to inductance with a miltmum of 8096 accuracy.
STS: 12 Mess: W

0.5 .

RN R APPROVAL OR LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIONATURI AND OATS SIGNATURE ASO DATE

PLAN OP loosToquCTiOs suailltPt
1L3R42331

DATE

17 October 1976

PACE NO.

47
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f0 PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (CoaNnewiss Um)

=IASI CONTIMT

SUPPOP2 MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructivel Materials,

3A3R42331-PT-125 (30R42331-PT-113C), Inductance

TraiRinm Methods
Self-Instruction (0.5 hr)

Instructional Guidance

The instructor will instruct/supervise the student class study period,
continually administer, evaluate, and critique appraisals as each student
progresses, record attendance, insure s1 'dent has correct module materials,
record student progress, maintain aach tLents ZTC 156 record, counsel student
as needed regardine academic and non-s min reasons, monitor breaks and clean-
up periods. The instructor will proviud individual assistance to each student
as needed during class- Each student must satisfactorily complete the appraisal
to satisfy the objective(s). The instructor will pick up all reusable training
literature from the student(s) as feasible. Turn off all power when applicable
to conserve energy and resources. The instructor will refer to Part II Teaching
Guide for detailed instructions on this module.

Ai7Z777:17iguc to. .0
3ARP42331

DATE
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PLAN .FINSTRU TIOMAISSON PLAN PART I, .

.
.,.

'n ar GI .ac
Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanic

I

.1-

rundamentals

MOSS CONIINT
,

2 TIME

26. AC Motors and Control Circuits

a. Select components of an AC motor when given their purpose with
a minimum of 8096 accuracy. STS: 12 Maas: W

b. Using an electrical diagram, identify a minimum of eight (8)
of ten (10) circuit malfunotions when gi,.en the cause and circuit
condition. STS: 12, 13b, 13o Mesa: PC

* o. Using an AC motor control circuit, electrical diagrams and
multimeter, locate and record a minimum of four (4) causes for five (5)
malfunctions. STS: 12, 13b, 130, 16c Mesa: PC

10

(1)

(3.5)

(5.5)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL.
OATS

OF LESSON PLAN (PART 11)
SIGNATURI AND OATS

SIONATURI AND

PLAN OP INSTIOUCTIOR mullein
DATE

17 October 1978
Aa1 NO.

49
ATC P"" 133OC? is PREVIOUS EDITION IS 00101.11E



5' a

.0111111

PLAN OP IMITRUCT1OWLISSOM PLAN PART I (Coutioveties Simi)

COMM! CONTIIIT

SUPPORT MATERIALS SAND arromm

3LEB423314T-126 3LER423%1-WE-116 , AC Motors and Control Circuits Wiring Dxagram
331-M-12 331-PT-119, AC Motors

30E42331-W8-126A (3ABB.42331-WB-1161), AC Motors and Control Cirouits Trouble-
shooting

Mhltimeter 21124-37) (1)

Trainer P/N 18 63 2999 Valve Control SysteL (1)

Trainer P/N 18 50 1318 Actuator Valve /assembly Display (1)

Training Methocg
Self-Instruction (1 hr)
Performance (9 bre)

t st to Be Temente
Supervision, Equipment 3 26b

Supervision, Equipment 5, 26o

t

The classroom and /or lab instructor will supervise the student class study
and/or lab period, continually administer, evaluato, and critique appraisals,
performance exercises, and performance test as each student progresses, record
attendance, insure student has correct module materials and equipment, record
students progress, maintain each student ATC 156 record, monitor student move-
ment to complete this module between three stations, counsel student as needed
'regarding academic and non-soadsmio reasons, monitor breaks and clear -up
periods, insure student complies with safety practices IN APR 127-101. Safety

in the labs includes working with or around electrical/mschaniosl devices. This

includes safe use of electrical test equipment, working with and/or construction
of 28VDC 5-10 amp oirouits and/or working with 115VAC 400 oyole single and/or
three phase power. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each
student as needed during class/lab periods. Each student must satisfactorily
complete the individual appraisals, and/or performance exercise and/or perfor-
mance tests to satisfy the objectives. The instructor will pick -up all
reusable training literature from the student as is feasible. Turn off all

power when applicable to oonserve energy and resources. The instructor will
refer to Part II Teaching Guide for detailed instructions on this module.

IPLAN or INfTOILIO10011 NO.

3A38142331 L74"illIctober 1978

ATC :4% 1214 RePLAOCIATOPORMOMA.MAR7t AND 770A, AUG IL MOON WILi Ut
Vita.
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_ RAMPART!
_ ,

Modular Se -Paced
Aircraft =mental Systems c

._

Pandementals
...11 :

27. Solid State Devices

a. Select basic facts and principles
and operation of solid state devices with
STS: 12 Maas: W

relating
a giniinum

to the construction
of 8096 accuracy.

1.5

RN A AMOY& OP LIMON PLAN MART 11)
SIIINATUNI ANO WI MiNATURI ASO OATS
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Pull OP NSTIWCT10114.111011 KIN PART (CessieseNee Skew)

COURINICONTINT

SUPPOIT MIRIAM AS GUIDANCI

I= Instruotistgrias
331-P6.127 4331P16.115), Principles of Solid State Devices

ZletSt&tgaion (1.5 bre)

ladigattaiLSOgilea
The instructor will instruct /supervise the student class study period,
odniinually administer, evaluate, and critique appraisals as each student
progresses, record attendance, insure student has morreot module materials,
reoord student progress, maintain each students ATC 156 reoord, counsel student
as needed regarding aoadapio and non-scadario reason, monitor breaks and clam-
up periods. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each student
as needed during class. Bach student must satisfactorily complete the appraisal
to satisfy the objective(s). The instructor will pick up all reusable training
literature from the student(s) as feasible. Turn off all power when applicable
to conserve energy and resources. The instructor will refer to Part II Teaching
Guide for detailed instruction. on this module.

PLAN OP INSTNOCTON NO.

ATC PO N*
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.,., ,, 7.-ni ar :41 .- . .

Aircraft livironmental Systems Mechanic

1 TIME
I Fundamentals

annerammt

28. Magnetic Amplifiers

a. Select components of magnetic amplifiers
circuits when given their purpose with a
STS: 12, 13a(3), 13a(14) Meas: W

b. Identify how a hot and/or cold
the components of magnetic amplifier temperature
minimum of 80$ accuracy. STS: 11'0 13a(3),

temperature control
minimum of 80$ accuracy.

signal from the bridge affects
control circuit with a

13a(4) 13b, 13o Meas: W

4

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OP LIMN PLAN (PART II)
MINATURS AMO OATS SIGNATURI AND OAT.

PS41 NO.

53

114.A.1 00 INSTRUCTION 'woman

X42331
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'6 PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LISSON PLAN PART 1 (CoaNaosHea $h...)

count carreiri

SUPPORT MiTIRL1.13 AND cunumcz

Itiu40nt InstrucIional Materials

11111331-PT-128 (30842331411-124), Magnetic Amplifiers

Audio Visual-Aida
Transparency, Magnetic Amplifier Circuits CT 73-1584 (1)

Training flbtbcds
Self-Instruotion (4 hrs)

111?"1621116241212r!ThlaserOomab instructor will instruct/supervise the student aims
study and/or lab period, continually administer, evaluate, and critique
appraisal', performance exercises, and performance test as each student pro-
gresses, record attendance, insure student has oorrect module material and
equipment, record students progress, maintain each student ATC 156 record, oounsel
student as needed regarding academic and non - academic reasons, monitor breaks
and clean -up periods, insure student complies with safety practices MAW
AYR 127-101. Safety in the labs includes working with or arounA electrical/
mechanical devices. This includes safe use of electrical test equipment,
working with 28VDC 5-10 amp circuits and/or working with 115VAC 400 cycle sinele
phase power. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each student
as noeci*d during class/lab periods. laoh student must satisfactorily complete
the individual appraisal and/or performance exercise and/or performance tests
to satisfy the objectives. The instructor will pick up all reusable training
literature from the student as is feasible. Turr off all power when applicable
to conserve energy and resources. The instructor will refer to Part II Teaching
Guide for detailed instructions on this module.

Pt A* Of INSTIINCTION NO.
3AB812331

ATC I "71 133A

OAT( PAOII NO.
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PLASCIFISZT_ ' /LESION PLAN I

kwoatuar twur-1llbs0
Inviranmental Systems lieshanio

11111111IWIROTRUCT5111 MOM T4TLI1

Aircraft
,

I

-

itndamental
. ,, :, 1 TRIO

29. Trainer Aircraft

a. Solent oomponents
system when given their
accuracy. STS: 1;411,

b. Using oleo
the ten (10) oiroui
oondition. STS: 13

* o. Using a trainee,
troubleshoot system and
malfunctions. STS:

Air Conditioning System

of a trainer aircraft
function and operation with
13b, 13o, 16a(h) Mean:

air conditioning
a minimum of 80%

W

of eight (8) of
cause and the circuit

multimeter,
(4) causes for five (5)

16d(2) Mess: PC

12.5

(3.5)

(3.5)

(5.5)

agrams, identify a minimum
malfunctions when given the
$ 13o Maas: PC

electrical diagram, and
record a minimum of four

3a, 13b, 13o, 16e, 16d(1),

sulbtavions APPROVAL OF LESION PLAN (PART II)
IMAMS AND DATE SIGNATURII AND DATE

AM Or NOSTFILTCSI NUMSIII

1242331
OA I

17 October 1978

ATC ""41
711

133OCT
PROVIOUS corn ow II °OWL IT!
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTIONA.11.1110N PLAN PART I (Comieeettee Ewa)

COVIISI COMMIT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

331-PT-129 331- -120), Trainer Aircraft Air Conditioning
3A2331-WS -129 3642331-VD-118), Trainer Aircraft Air Conditioning System

Wiring Diagram
30114233141.-129A (3AER42331-413-118A), Trainor Aircraft Air Conditioning System

Troubleshooting

Matimeter PSN- (1)

Trainer P/N 18 66 3301 Trainer Aircraft Air Conditioning System (2)

i§tnajlidilstganStruc (3.5 bre)
Performance (9 bre)

Mhltiule Instrmotor nts
Saporvision, Opipment 3 29b
Supervision, lquipment 5 250

Ustructional Gui4ance
The classroom and/or lab instructor will supervise the student class study
and/or lab period, continually administer, evaluate, and Critique appraisals,
performance exercises, and performance test as each student progresses, record
attendance, insure student has correct module materials and equipment; record'
students progress, maintain each student ATC 156 record, monitor student move-.
sent to complete this module between three stations, counsel student as needed
regarding academic and non-aoademio reasons, monitor breaks and clean-up periods,
insure student °applies with safety practices lAW APR 127-101. Safety in the
labs includes working with or around electrical/meobanioal devices. This
includes safe use of electrical test equipment, working with and/or construction
of 28VDC 5-10 imp circuits and/or working with 115VAC 400 oyole single and/or
three phase power. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each
student as needed during class/lab periods. Mach student must satisfactorily
comp' to the individual appraisals, and/or performance exeroise and/or perfor-
nano* teats to satiety the objeotives. The instructor will pick -up all
reusable training literature from the student as is feasible. Turn off all
power when applicable to conserve energy and resources. The instructor will
refer to Parc II Teaching Guide for detailed instructions on this module.

30. MT -4dentified in oourse chart) 24

31. Measurement and Critique 1.5

a. Measurement Test

b. Test Critique

KAN Of INSTRUCTION NO.

342331
ATC 075.14 133A

PtilCtober 1978 A011 NO.
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API * . ISOM RAMPART!
, . .... ,

Airoraft Ravizonmental Systems Mechanic
.-

Air Conditioning Systems
.. I I r . - Time

1. righter Cabin Air Conditioning System

a. Associate each bleed air system component
with a minimum of 8096 accuracy. STS: 15a Maas:

b. Select safety precautions that are applicable
nano* of bleed air system, without error. STS:

c. Identify cabin air conditioning system
with a minimum of 80% accuracy, STS: 16a(1),

d. Using a wiring diagram, identify causes
ten (10) given air conditioning system troubles.
Maass PC

* e. Using a multimeterAnd wiring diagram,
check and troubleshoot the bleed air system and
system trainer, locating seven (7) out of nine
STS: 3a, 15d, 16c, 16d(1), 17c, 17d Meaa: PC

with its operation
W

to the mainte-
3a, 15h Maas: W

component operation
17a(3) -Maas: W

24

(3)

(1)

(Li)

(4)

(12)

for eight (8) of
STS: 13b,13c, 13d

perform an operational"
cabin air conditioning
(9) troubles correctly.

SUPIRVIION APPNOVAL OP LESION PLAN (PART II)
SIONATURI AND DAT! SIONATUR1 AND DATE

*NAN OF INITRUCTION suusgot

3LBB42 331

OA It
17 October 1918

PACE NO.

57

ATC "m*It 1OCT omvsous gallon is ossoLgTs

66



41111Mb ..1011111m. - .10

40 PLAN OP INITRUCTIONARSION PLAN PART I (CesNueeNsa Shost)

IPLAN Or NegYNUCTION NO.

MIR= CONTINT

SUPPORT MATILULS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
3AEN4033141=201, lighter Bleed Air System
3AMB42331-PT-201A, Fighter Cabin Air Conditioning System
W142331-0-201, Fighter Cab _fir Conditioning System Wiring Diagram
3A3R42331-0-201A, lighter Cabin Air Conditioning System Troubleshooting

Audio Visual Aids
Cassette, Tape, lighter Cabin Air Conditioning System Wiring Diagram
LF0-42-5, Cassette, 8mm Sound, Fighter Cabin kir Conditioning System Wiring

Diagram

Trilnine Emullament

Trainer 3305, Fighter Air Conditioning (1)
Maltimeter (1)

Self - Instruction (8 hrs)

Performance (16 hrs)

AUltima. Instructor Requirements
Equipment, Supervision (4)

Instructional Guidance
The instructor will issue programmed text, workbook, and training equipment to
each student. Dinh student must satisfactorily accomplish each objective
before he /she can proceed to the next unit of instruction. Atter satisfactory
completion of PT -201A, direct the student to view Cassette LFC 42-5, 8mm Sound
Film, Fighter Cabin Air Conditioning and complete workbook WM423314E401,
Fighter Cabin Air Conditioning System Wiring Diagram (taped lesson). The
instructor will insure that all training equipment used by the student is
turned in and properly stored. Where feasible, shut off operating equipment
to conserve energy.

ATC 'WM
Nom rI 132A

_ _.`411116

30342331 1/11ctober 1978
NAOI NO.

IIMPLACI1 Ale rONINI MA, MAN It AND TA.A, Aye 71. 7714IgN WILL Ng
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PLAN F INSTRUC110.4AISSON PLAN PART 1
COWRIE TITLE s

Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanic
KOCK 1101111n

II

ELOCIC TITLE

AiT Conditioning Systems
Cauist CONTENT 1 TIME

2. Rain Removal Sys1.-Tm

a. Relate each rain removal system component to its opera -on
with a minimum of 809E accuracy. STS: 17a(4) Maas: W

* b. Using a multimeter and wiring diagram, perform an operatioual
check and troublelhoot the rain removal system trainer, locating the
cause of six (6) out of eight (8) troubles correctly. STS: 3a, 13c,

17c, 17d Mean: PC

0

J

....,

13

(5)

(8)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIONATURP A/40 DATE SIONATV1t1 AND DATE

PLAN OP iNITINCTION NuM1111

3.& L12331

DATE

17 October 1978
PAGE NO.

59

_Tr row
OCT 711

Riwous [pintos IS ossoLsTE

68
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it2 PLAN OP INMUCTION/LISSON PLAN *el 1 (Ceetieeetiee SIB,1=i1
COLORS! CONTINT

1

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials,
31.W19331-PT-202, Rain Removal System
3=42331-W8-202, Rain Removal System Troubleshooting

Training Ecuipment
Trainer, 3336, Rain Removal System (1)

Mhltimetor (1)

Traininfi:Methods

Self-Instruction (5 hrs)
Performance (8 hrs)

Matals. t for Re rnts
Equipment. Supervision

Instructional Guidance
The instructor wil; issue programmed text, workbook and training equipment to
eacl student. Each student must satisfactorily accomplish the objectives
before he /she can proceed to the next unit cf instruction. The instructor will
insure that all training equipment used by the student is turned in and
properly stored. Where feasible, shut off al. operating equipment to conserve
energy.

PI. AM OOP INITORKTIOM MO.

311042321 October 1978

ATC =I; 133A

PA411 MO.
60 1

sigPt. *CIS ATC Frit& MA, MAR 73, Ailo 770A, AIM 71. MICH L
utur n

69



.........
P P !SST RUC TIONA. *SSW PLAN PART I

NAIRCWTIIIITIVERit .i

Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanic
llt5Lit Immo,

II

'La= TrfCt

Air CondiIi:. 'ng Systems

--ri Tun

3. Equipment Air Conditioning System

a. Associate each equipment air coniiti41,-,g component with its

operation with a minimum of 80% accuracy. STS: 16a(1) Maas: W

b. Using a wiring diagram, identify 14 causes for the 10 given

equipment air conditioning system troubles. STS: 13b, 13c, 13d

Maas: PC -.\

* o. De a multimeter and wiring diagram, perform an operational

check and t bleshoot the equipment air conditioning system trainer,

locating seven (7) out of nine (9) troubles correctly. STS: 3a, 13c,

13d, 16d(2) Maass PC

16

(3)

(3)

(10)

SUP MASON APPROVAL OP LESSON PL AN (PART II)

SIGNATURE AND Ogg SIGNATURE ARO OATS .

',LAN Or MISTRUCTION mumeagt

34111131

OAT[ AOC NO.

17 October 1978 61

ATC ""
TS

113OCT
PolleV10011 COOT r,o1 t:

si o



6y PLAN OP INITRUCTION/LISSON PLAN PART I (CaliNasethis Owl)

C01/1411 COMMIT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

t .t2tional Materials

3A/142331-PT-z03, Equipment Air Conditioning System
3AER42331411-203, Equipment Air Conditioning System Wiri Diagram
3ABB42331-0-203A, Equipment Air Conditioning System Trou leshooting

Audio Visual A4.4 1
Cassette, Tape, Equipment Air Conditioning System Wiring Diam
L1C-42-6 Cassette, 8mm Sound, Equipment Air Conditioning SyslWiring Diagram

.,...:.W..24
Trainer 3305, lighter Air Conditioning (1)
Mhltimeter (1)

Trsinine Methods
Self-Instruction (3 hrs)
Performance (13 brs)

Multinla_lnetz
Equipment, Supervision 4

Instructional Guidance
The instructor will issue programmed text, workbook, and training equipment
to each student. Each student must satisfactorily accomplish each objective
before he/she can proceed to the next unit of instruction. After satisfactory
completion of PT-203, direct the student to view Cassette L7C-42-6, 8mm Sound

Equipment Air Conditioning System Wiring Diagram and to complete workbook
31314233140-203, Equipment Air Conditioeg System Wiring Diagram (tAped
lesson). The instructor will insure that all training equipment used by the

student is turned in and properly stored. Where feasible, shut off all

operating equipment to conserve energy. Cheek with each student daily to

insure the CTT assignment is being accomplished.

ATC 133A

3-43E142331
DATIL
17 October 1978 """ NO2

6

.113n.ACIL1 ATC room 337A, NMI 73, ANC 770A, AIMS 73. 1114{C/4 WILL Be
US$ D.



PLAN OFIMSTRUCTIOWLESSON PLAN PART 1
NAME OF OISTPIUCTOR COURSE TITLE

Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanic
SLACK NUNS ( N

II

BLOCK TITLE

Air Conditioning Systems

calfiramp 17W--

4. Temperature Control System Teeter

a. issociat- tee name of the controls on the temperature control

system teeter (AN/PSM -21) illustration with its purpose/function, with
a minimuw or 8096 accuracy. STSg 141) Meae: W

* b. Using a temperature control system teeter and multimeter,
perform an operational check and troubleshoot the cabin and equipment
air conditioning Systems trainers, correctly locating three (3) out of
four (L.) of tae assigned troubles. STS: 3a, lkt Mem: PC

7

(3)

(4)

SUP RVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE ANO DATE

---,
SIGMATURI AND OAT!

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NoMiltn °AYE NO.

3.LBM42331 17 October 1978 63
...

ATC "4s 133Oct 71 ieviOUS corn ON IS OSSOLETE

72



-.01Mimml. rsim. ....1111111

64 MOITMUCTIOWLESSON PLAN PART 1 Mealterstlea hue)

COUR3SCOWTINT

SUPPOIT IIIATZLIALS AND GUIDANCE

t Instruo ional Materials

331-PT-2Q, Temperature Control System Tester
3AI4233143-204, Temperature Control System Testing

A

Mhltimeter (1)
3 ter Air Conditioning (1)

Toot Set, AN/P8M41A (1)

Se ifttruA11112 (? hrs)
Performance (4 bre)

111"4"--1411W21-122t32561Equipment, Supervision

21022/01911e1.211Min
Th. Instructor will insure that all training equipment used by the student is
turned in and properly stored. Where feasible, shu' off operating equipment-to
conserve energy.

5, Mtativroment and Critique

a. Measurement

b. Critique

** or mil7111141CTSOm NO.

1.5

3A1042331 ctober 1978
Aillt NO. 64

ATC 132A IIIRPLACt/ ATC OMO MITA. MARn, ANO 770A, AU° 72. %MCP, MI. it
'ills.

73



PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I

mpg Off INISTRUCTOR =UNIX rm.t
Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanic

. , ...

Air Conditioning Systems
: f . ' g a 1 TIME

6. Bomber Air Conditioning System

a. Relate the name of each bleed air system component to its
operation with a minimum of 8094 accuracy. STS: 15a Maas: W

b. Select the safety precautions that are involved in the
maintenance of the bleed air system without error. STS: 3a, 15h

Maas: W

c. Relate the *me of each cabin air conditioning system
component to its operation with a minimum of 8016 accuracy.

STS: 16a(2) Maas: W

d. Using a lasing diagram, identify eight (8) causes for the
ten (10) given air conditioning system troubles. STS: 13c, 13d

Mew PC

* e. Using a multimeter end wiring diagram, perform an operational
check and troubleshoot the bleed air and cacin air conditioning
system trainer, locating a minimum of 11 cit cf 114 troubles correctly.

STS: 3a, 16c, 16d(1) Mess: PC

...

24

(3)

(1)

(4)

i

(4,

(12)

$UP vomit APPROVAL O LESSON PLAN (PART (I)
SltoNATURII AND DATE SIGNATURE AND OATS

RitiorOf INSTRUCTION NUM MI

3L3B42331 ,

DATE

17 Octobsr 1978

RAGS NO

65

ATC """ 113OCT TS
PRIIVIOUS [LIMON $5 01111OLIETII

74
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.1111M10.!111 AMIN

PLAN OP INITIWCT1ON/I BISON PLAN PART I (CoseNsemee Sheet)
..MMENIMM

COUIISS CONTIPIT

SUPPORT MOBILIS AND =WEE

331 331- 205), Bomber Bleed Air Supply Spites
30142331-PT-2061 3ABR42331-PT-205), Bomber Air Conditioning System

3LBR423314134-206 3ABR42331-411-205), Bomber Air Conditioning Syitmm Wiring
Diagram

3LBR42331-41406A (30842331413-205.0, Bomber Air Conditioning System
Troubleshooting

Audio Tigual Ai41
Cassette, Type, Bomber Air Conditioning System Wiring Diagram
120 42-7, Cassette, 8mm Sound, Bomber Air Conditioning System Wiring Diagram

Usinin, gment
Trainer 251a, Bomber Air Conditioning System
MUltimeter (1)

elf - Instruct on (8 hms)

Performance (16 bra)

/1111tSkStirinLtrtio s
lquipsen:, Supervision

(i)

Instructional tablit
The instructor wl:L1 issue programmed text, workbook, and training equipment to

each student. Pzih student must satisfactorily accomplish the objective before

he/she can proceed to the next unit of instruction. After satisfactory
completion of PT-206A, direct the student to view Cassette, LIC 42-7, 8mm SouL
Film, Bomber Air Conditioning System Wiring Diagram and then to complete
workbook 301E423314B-206, Bomber Air Conditioning System Wiring Diagram

(taped lesson). The instructor will insure that all training equipment used

by the student is turn.d in and properly stored. Where feasible Shut off

equipment to conserve energy.

Alt "., 133A

3A3E2331 17
T
October 1978

101.. me.
66

OA

2112PLACItS ATC /OMAN Ink MAR 72, AND 770A, IWO 71. 011CM MU. AN
Haan
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P PIN 11 A.ISSON PLAN PART I

Aircraft Rovtronmental Systems Mechanic
moot KIIIIIIIIr"".

II

ROCK TITLE

Air Conditioning Systems

TIM I

7. Decade leraimtor Punctiona and Windshield Amplifier

* a. Using a bench test adapter, decade box,
temperature amplifier, bench check and adjust the

1747
Lure amplifier to the specified values.
17f Mass PC

--- --....

Bench Check

and windshield
windshield

STS: 3a, 14a(2),

2

(2)

Ztl' ..IIRVISOR APP VAL OP LESION PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATESIGNATURE 140 DATE

16LAN OF INSTRUCTION MMUS

3LES42331

DAYS

17 October 1978
PACS MO.

67

ATC 133Oct 7s 11SY101,111 ROI fl ON IS 01111131.111

76
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70 PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LISSON PUN PART 1 (Ceetineetien Sheet)

COURSI CONTENT

SUPPORT MATmemia AND GUIDANCE

=t Instr uofional Materials

331-0-207 (3ABR42331-0407, WB-207A), Decade Resistor Punctions and
Windshield Temperature Amplifier Bench Check

Traininc Elcuiument

Adapter Cabin Temperature 5919 (1)

Beeade Box (1)

Control Assembly, Windshield Temperature Amplifier 6032

ekrigaitialtriPormanoehrs)

Matinle Instructor Reoulments
Equipment, Supervision (4

Ipstructional Guidance
The instructor will issue pragrammed,text and training equipment to each student.
Each student most satisfactorily accomplish each objective before he/the can
proceed to the next unit of instruction. The instructor will insure that all
training equipment used by the student is turned in and properly stored. Where
feasible, shut off operating equipment when not in use to conserve energy.
Cheek with each student daily to insure that the OTT assignment is being
accomplished.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.

41111111111MINOWN.

ATC APpo°47. 133A

11
OAT' .4e

342331 17 October 1978-1 68
it mo.

RIIRLACIS ATC PORNO RITA, MAN 13, AND 770A. AUO 72. IINICM WILL SR
UMWn

77



PLAN P INSTRU ON/LESSON PLAN PART I

Aircraft Bnvir6Umental Systems Mechanic
-IMME1Malem

II

Roca TIT a
Air Conditioning Systems

COURSE CONTENT -7----"Irrelt

8. Cargo Bleed Air

a. Associate the
system component with
17a(5) Maas: W

and Anti-Icing System

name of each cargo bleed air mut anti-icing
ite Jperation with 80% accuracy. STS: 15a,

diagram) identify four (4) out of five (5)
control circuits troubles. STS: 13b, 13c

diagram, identify four (4) out of five (5)
anti-icing system control circuit troubles.
W

18

(2)

(8)

(8)

b. Using a wiring
given anti-icing system
Mew W

c. Using a wiring
given air intake duct
STS: 13b, 13c Me,41

suPvnison APPROVAL

DATE

OP LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATESIGNATURE AND

CLAN OF INCTPIt'tTION ,4UMIIIE11 DATE

3ABBJ42331 L17 October 1978
Acia NO.

69

ATC "4" 133OCT TS
INIEVIOSJE ED1110N III OBSOLETE

78



=1M I ....=1111PIEW

PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LIMON PLAN PART I (CeesiessNes Shaw)

COURIII COMTINT

SUPPORT MA 2321111.5 AND =DAME

riglrInstructiTilatorisls
331-PT-208 ( 403314T-207), Cargo Aircraft login. Bleed Air System

3A1042331-PT-208A 311!42331-PT-207A), Wing and Empennage Anti-Icing System
3ABRI12331-PT-2088 3A 2331 -PT- 20TH), Engine Air Intake Duct Anti-Icing System

Training Methods
Self-Instruction (18 hrs)

jot:motional Guidance
The instructor wil issue prOgrammed text and training equipment to each student.
RYoh student must satisfactorily accomplish each objective before he/she can
prooted to the next unit of instruction. The instructor will insure that all
training equipment used by thirstu,dent is turned in and properly stored. When
feasiblevshut off operating equipment to conserve energy.

.7

k

LAN OF /1101TRUCTIOM MO.
3AV 233111

ATC 133A

DATE
17 October 1978

RGPLACIES ATC PORN/ 137A, MAR 71, ANC 770A. AUG nt, WNICH WILL GE

FAGG M.
70

use n

7



PLAN OFINSTRUCTION/LESSOM PLAN PART
IinstryroMPITe751

jAircraft

I COURSE TITLE

Divircoimental Systefts Mechanic
ROCK NIUM aim

II
;now Tint

Air Conditioning Systems
t COURSE COMM, 1 TIME

9. Cargo Air Conditioning

a. Associate the
component with its operation
Mess: W

b. Associate the
control system component
STS: 13a(2),' 13c, 16a(3)

System

name of each cargo
with 80% accuracy.

name of the mercury
with its operation

Mesa: W

diagram, identify
system

Maas: PC

diagram and multimeter,
the cargo air conditioning

five (5) out of seven
Mess: PC

air conditioning system
STS: 15a, 16a( d,

thermostat temperature
witl 80% accuracy.

eight (8) causes for the
electrical troubles.

perform an operational
system trainer,

(7) troubles correctly.

22

(14)

(4)

(6)

(8)

c. Using a wiring
ten (10) given air conditioning
STS: 13b, 13c, 13d

* d. Using a wiring
check and troubleshoot
locating a minimum of
STS: 3a, 16c, 164(2)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF L ESSON PLAN (PART 11)

SIGNATURE AND DATESIGNATURE AND DATE

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NUMMI

3LER42331

OAT!

17 October 1978
PAGE NO.

71

ATC
OCT"""TV

133 PREVIOUS COITION IS OSSOLETE



741

.11111=1.

PLAN OP 1 IVAN PLAN PART 1 (Comelossoies Sliese)

COMMICONTINT

SUPPORT MUMMA AND GUIDANCE

tio t ri s

331-PT-209 331-PT-208), Cargo Air Conditioning System
3ARR42331-PT-209A (31142331-PT-208A), Mercury Thermostat Temperature Control

System
3142331-WB-209 (3A2N42331-MB-208), Cargo Air Conditioning System Wiring

Diagram
3RR423314B-2091 (3A2N42331-W3-2081), Cargo Air Conditioning System

Troubleshooting

Audio Visual Aids
Transparency, CT 73-260 Mercury Thermostat System

Trainer, 3021, Cargo Air Conditioning Syster (1)

Mrltimeter (1)

Daggagba249.
Self- Instruction (8 hrs)

Performance (14 bre)

Multiole Instructor ts

Supervision, EquiPmnBrutOmen

Instructional Guidence
The instructor will issue workbook and training equipment to each student.

Each student must satisfactorily accomplish the objectives before he /she can

proceed to the next unit of instruction. The instructor utll insure that all

training equipment used by the student is turned in and properly stored.
Check with each student daily to insure the CTT assignment is bring

accomplished.

10. MT (identified in cdurse chart)

11. Measurement and Critique

a. Measurement

b. Critique

6.0

1.5

ri.in or iNSTNUCTION NO.
3ABP42331=wMIMIBENr

ATC 133A

.Y October 11'78

RIPLACEBATCPURNINIMA.MAR11,

PAO( NO.11
AND 770A, AU* 71. WHICH WILL IBS



.
PLAN .PINSTRUCTIONAIISSON PLAN PANT 1

Aircraft Environmental Systems MechanicINANK1OUI1UER

III
ROW TITO

. Aircraft environmental Systems Units

Tftiitt

S dams owned

3. Tools, Hardware,

a. Using a box
proper uses with 70%

b. Using display
match each item's number
matched correctly.

o. Using a trainer
type (1) nuts according
STS: 8a, 10o Mesa:

d. Using mechanical
bandtools, safety bolts,
dures covered in TO

e. Using a trainer,
to connectors as install
STS: 3a, 10o, 1ud(1),

f. Identify the
shielding, and grounding.
STS: 12AL11 Mess:

Ne4.e : NumLers

om;eci

Safetying Devices,

of handtools, select
accuracy. STS: 8a

boxes oontaining
to its proper

STS: 10c Mess:

and applicable
to procedures coverei

PC

safetying devices,
clamps snd connectors

1-1A-8. ST:. 3a,

applicable tools
electrical wiring

10d(2), 10d(3)

and Wire Repair

and match tools wit;. their
Maas: PC

items of aircraft hardware,
use. 70% of the items must be
PC

handtools, torque aircraft
in TO 1-1A-8.

a 1,rainer, and applicable

according to proce-
8b, 10o Mess: PC

and equipment, solder wire
IAW TO 1- 1A -1I.

Meas: PC

connectors, bonding
706 accuracy must be obtained.

TEL 1,4km been

Sptaic. Alderla S.

18

(5)

(3)

(1)

(5)

(3)

(1)
use of general purpose

A minimum of
W

I and 42 oar glad<

because. 01. oti1;744PY

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OP LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE

SIGNATURE AND GATE

ALAN OR INSTRUCTION NUM'S*

32331
DATE

17 October 1978
Rows NO

77
ATC 077% 133 utivocius ROI TI OI IS OBSOLETE



76 PLAN OP INITUCTION/L WON PLAN PART I (Csoiswettee Shoo)

=ass COWIN,

JUPPORT MAC 28IAM AND GUIDANCE

S t tructional Materials
341. 2331-PT-303, Maintenance Tools
3ABH42331-WB-303, Torque WreLch Performance
3ABH42331-PT-303L, Aircraft Hardware
33B42331-WB-3031, Safetying Methods, Procedures and Devices
3ABE42331-PT-3058, General Purpose Connectors, Bonding, Shielding
30E42331-W3,303B, Wiring Maintenance
301142331-WD-303C, Aircraft Eandtools
3ABB42331-341-303D, Aircraft Hardware
TO 1-1A-8, Aircraft Structural hardware
TO 1-1A-14, Aircraft Electric and Electronic Wiring

Audio Visual Aids
Film AVA 503, Soldering and Soldering Iron Preparation
Film AVi 505, Stripping and C.imping

Training Eaui>t
T-Ainer 4055, Toriue Wrench Applicatifn
Trainer 2301, Safetywire (1)

Trainer 14435 Wiring Maintenaree (1)
Torque Wrench (1)
oldering Iron (1)

Applicable Handtools (1)
Display Doxes 4115, Aircraft Bolts (1)

4116, Aircraft Fittings (1)
4117, Aircraft Fasteners (1)
4113, Pliers (1)
4119, Wrench (1)
4120, Sockets (1)
4121, Hammer (1)

Rat 1,1atn Methods
Sell-Instruction (7 hrr'

Performance (11 hrs)

Inetzvtim#1 GlUdamce
The instructor will give each student an orientation relative to
procedures, and will conduct individual assistance as reqaired.
requ-red to use wire maintenance trainers, safety wi_s trainers,
equipment, and torcus wre:ohes to complete assigned projects.
guides. and assists the students and performs progress checks.

laboratory
-udents are

soldering ,

instructor

Pt. AN Or INSTAUCTION NO.

3ABR142331

ATC 133A

DATE
17 October 1978

PAGE MO.

lidtLACCS ATC POMO MITA, Mall 71. ANC »DA. MAI TV. IMICK WILL Sit
11111N11

83



PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
epee cor iesyeecree MINIM l'IT1.1

Aircraft Savironmental Systems Mechanic,411/.1=11.1. , . .

III Aircraft Ihrrironmental Systems Milts'). rue
4. Maintenance of Moisture Separators

a. Match componeats of the moisture separator to their functton
and/or operation. 7096 of the listed components must be matched
correctly. STS: 16a(3) Maas: W

b. Using a TO, applicable handtools and equipment, disassemble,
inspect, and reassemble a moisture separator with a maximum of two (2)
instructor assists. STS: 16b Maas: PC

3

SOP RV1SOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART N)
,SIGNATURE APIs DATE SIGNATURE :ADM

Pt.AM Or tooSTNIUCTION NUMMI

30E42331
OATS

17 October 1978
NAGS NO.

79

ATC OCTCT TS PNEViONS SO' n ON IS OSSOLETIt



78 PLAN OP IKRTRUCTION/LISION PLAN PART 1 (Ceasimaties Shoo)

COUNSI CONTINT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

t tYuctional Materials

331-PT-304, Operation of an Aircraft !ir Conditioning System Moisture
Separator

3A 142331- W3-304, Maintenance of Moisture Separators
TO 1C-1301 -06, Work Unit Code Manual
TO 15A7-2-11-3, Moisture Separator
APO Po 349, Maintenance Data Collection Record

1£1111124-kgreMt
Moisture Separator (1)
Applioable Handtoola (1)

Tralang_Mothoda
SelfInstruction (1 hr)
Performance (2 hrs)

instruntional Guidanne,

The laboratory instructors will providt assistance on an individual basis as
required, and insure that each objective is accomplished. An instructor assist
is defined as limited aid such as location of a component, technical direction
or explanation, and/or technical order intexpr--tation given a student who can
proceed no further on his/her own.

A TC

INATPIUCT1011 NO

3A R1 +2331IMMINP
0 0111 Ritlit.ACE11 TCmos vs 1.14111 gun

OATR
17 October 1978

PAO, NO,

E7A. MAN 71, ANO 710A, ALM It, WINCH MIL AR



PLAN 91' INSTRUCTIONAELSON PLAN PART I

Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechani

I Lute or ilesTeucToa

MAKIMUMUR

III Aircraft kawironmental Systems Units
COUNS1 CONftNY

1 TIME
. Maintnence of Bleed

a. Inspect a section
three discrepancies

b. Identify the
bleed air duct insulation.

c. Identify three
on bleed air ducting.

d. Match the types
uses. 706 of the items
Mess: W

Air Distribution

of aircral ducting
found during the inspection.

three (3) types of
STS: 15g

(3) of lour (14)
STS: 10a Meas:

Ducting

and

repairs
Meas: W

methods used
W

and/or
correctly.

record a minimum of
STS: 15b Meas:

that can be made cm

to slow corrosion

lubricants to their
STS: 10b

PC

3

et cleaning agents
must be matched

SUPERVISOR A_.___PPAPPROVAL OP LESSON PLAN 'PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE S :MATURE AND DATE

PLAN Or iMITRUCTION fiA1111,1

313E42131
DA Tt

17 October 1978
PAGE NO

J1

ATC """ 133OCT 71 PRIV/IOUS E01110,4 IS ORSOLITE



1111111, . .01011.

10 FLAN OP INITRUCTION/LISION PLAN PART 1 (Castimostiee Sitont)

1. COUSIN CONTINT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

IllinInstructional Materials
1-PT-305, Maintenance of Bleed Air Distribution Ducting

3ABR42331.4B-305, Maintenance of Bleed Air Distribution Ducting

UManeLliglaUl
Aircraft Ducting (1)

7alaiRLICA211
calf- Instruction (2 bre)
Performance (1 hr)

Italpctional Guidance
The instructor will make sure the workbook and section of aircraft ducting are

available for the student to uae. Observe student's progress on the objectives

and provide individual assistance as necessary. Answer any questions that may

arise.

KAN OP isly70JeTelos No.

ATC 133A

3M42331
f03T. P20250.
17 October 1978 82
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PLAN 01194STRUCTION/LISSON PLAN PAPT I

COURSE TITLE

Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanic
. .. inocirRIE

III i

Aircraft Environmental Systems Units
--anTairdWrrN

TIME

. Air Turbine Motor Maintenance

a. Identify general principles pertaining
air turbine motor with a minimum act:uracy

* b. Using maintenauee tats collection
and inspection workcards perform an operational
air turbine motor with a maximum o... two

3b, 3g, 20b, 20c Meas: PC

of 80%.

forme.

instructor

to the operation of an
STS: 20a Meas: W

3

ground air cart,
check and 'nspect the

assists. STS: 3a,

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OP LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE AGNA run ANC OAT!

p------

PLAN OF ssTRucTiom iouheCA

3aR42331
PATE

17 October 1978
.MI NO.

83

ATC """ 133oc? PREVIOUS COIN C44 IS OUSOL. I TIE



1.2 PLAN OP INIITRUCTION/LILINON PLAN PART I (CeeNseeNee Ono)

COY 111111 CONTINT

SUPPORT NATIERIALS' AND GUIDANCE

Student

31I 3 , Air TUrbine Motors
3A3142331-4D-306 316 , Maintenance of Air TurbiLe Motors
AFTO'Porm 26, Inspection Workoard
APTO Form 349, Maintenance Data Collection Record

Zatiggg19211-21V4
gar Protectors)
lir Turbine Motor (2)
MA -1A Ground Air Cart (2)

DallgaSAPg.
Self-Instruction (1 hr)
Performance (2 bre)

putructional Guidance
The olassroom instructor will observe students in class and insure subject
material is completed before testing. Answer any questions that may arise.
The laboratory instructor will orient each student to the laboratory situation,
and brief students on safety hazards end precautions and conservation of
energy and materials. Stress danger areas when working with hot cowgressed
Also, insure that each student has ear protectors when working in high
intensity noise areas. Observe students performance while completing the
workbook, and provide individual assistance as required. Rave students record
work on maintenance data forms. Assure each objective is covered. An
instructor assist is defined as United aid such as location of a component,
technical direction or explanation, and/or technical order interpretation,
given to a student who can progress no further on his/her own.

PORM ea..
*pig 11-11All

DATt PAIN NO.
October 1976 814

Ot1PLACIL1 ATC FOAMS MA, MAP 71, ASO 770A AUG IL +snots wilt. oltuu o



411, V

,_-, li MST TIONAISSON FLAN PART I

Aircraft ,. ntal S teas Mechanic

III Aircraft Environmental Systems Units
:. I '..T ..." I'

TMI

7.

their
16a(2),

Turbine Refrigeration

a. Match listed
operation and/or
16a(1) Mess:

Devices

components of a turbine rfrigeration device to
location with 7096 accuracy. STS: 16a(1),
W

3

$ uP 'infirm APPROVAL Or LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND GATE SIGNATIRE AND DATE

' 411 OP PISTPUOTtOm AtiliftA ...---

3ABB42331

OAT[

17 October 1978
PAO( NO.

85
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OCT
° 133

Te PAIIMOU111 COITION if OffOLZTE

90



.111.

PLAN OP INITIOCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 1 (Costimestion %eat)

couasi CONTAWT

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
3113110331-PT-307, Turbine Refrigeration Devices

Training Methods
Self-Instruction (3 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
The classroom instructor will insure all necessary material is available for
student use. Es /she will observe students in class and insure subject material
is completed before testing. Answer any questions that may arise.

PLAN OP INSTRUCTION NO.

1:4042331
OAT!
17 October 1978

-
',hoe NO.

86
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PLAN Of INSTRUCTION/LESSON' PLAN PART I
"11111TrIVITIOL151 coungertn.t

Aircraft Environmental Systama Mechanic

III Aircraft Environmental Systems Units
t MAW COHYINT WA

8. Advanced Tighter /Bomber Air Source Oontrol System

a. Match the components of the fighter/bomber air source control
system to their operation/function with 7096 accuracy. STS: 15a,
16a(1), 16a(2) Maas: W

b. Using a wiring diagram of the figheT/bomber air source control
wystc,., identify seven (7) of ten (10) system malfunctions correctly.
STS: 13b, 13c, 15a, 16a(1), 16a(2) Maas: PC

o. Using a wiring diagram and a rafitimCer, perform an opera-
tional check on the advanced fighter/bomber air conditioning system
trainer and troubleshoot four (4) of five (5) malfunctions correctly.
STS: 13b, 13c, 13d, 15a, 15b, 15c, 151, 16a(1), 16a(2) Maas: PC

11

(1.5)

(5.5)

(4)

SUP INNIS° R APPROVAL. OP LESSON PL AN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND (Uri SIGNATURE AND DATE

41

-----,..--------...--....LAM Or INSTRUCTION MUMMER

U3142 1

OAT[

17 October 1978
t We NO.

87
ATC F°". 133OCT TS PREVIOUS earn ow is oesotari
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Coati sestios

COMO CONTINT

SUPPORT TERILLS AND GUIDANCE

!gut InstaNelional Materials

331-pT-30 Advanced Fighter/Bomber Air Source Control System
3ABR42331-WB-3081, Advanced Fighter/Bomber Air Source Control System
WM42331-43-308, Advanced Fighter/Bomber Air Source Control System Operational

Check and Troubleshooting
AFTO Form 781A, Maintenance Discrepancy and Work Document
AFTO Form 349, Maintenance Data Collection Record
TO 17-111A-06, Work Unit Cods Manual

ment
Trainer 4024, Advanced Fighter/Bomber Air Conditioning System (2)
Multimeter (1)

Training Methods
Se'f-Instruction (1.5 hrs)
Performance (9.5 hre)

Instructional Guidance

The classroom instructor will observe students in class, and insure subject
material is completed before testing. Answer any questions that may arise. The
laboratory instructor will orient each student to the laboratory situaion and
brief the students on safety hazards and precautions and conservation of energy
and materials. Observe students performance while completing the workbook and
provide individual assistance as required. Have students record work on
maintenance data forms. Assure each objective is covered.

Pt, AN OF INSTRUCTION NO

32331 OATS
17 October 1978 PAU=

'.o,
88
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Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanic
BLOCK MUMMER

III

BLOCK MIA

Aircraft Ihvironmental. Systems Units

-. TI "' EN TIME

9. Advanced Fighter/Bomber

a. Match the components
conditioning system
accuracy. STS: 13b,

o. Using a wiring
conditioning system,
from symptoms given.

c. Using a wiring
check and troubleshoot
trainer looping the
given. STSI 13b, 13c,

* d. Ubing a schematic
the fighter/bomber environmental
tional check, and troubleshoot
of five (5) malfunctions
16d(1), 17b, 17c, 17d

Air Conditioning System

of the advanced fighter/bomber air
to their function and/or operation with 70%

16a(1), 16a(2) Mess: W

,

diagram of the advanced fighter/bomber air
identify seven (7) of ton (10) systems malfunctions
STS: 13b, 13c, 13d, 16a(1), 16a(2) Meas: PC

diagram and a multimeter perform an operational
the fighter / bomber air conditioning system

08.1186 of four (4) of the five (5) malfunctions
13d, 16a(1), 16a(2), 16c, 16d(1) Maas: PC

diagrim, source of hot pressurized air, and
syatems capsule, perform an opera-

the system locating the cause of four(4)
given. STS: 3g, 15a, 15c, 15h, 16b, 16c,

Meas: PC

i

1

I

15

(4)

(4)

(4)

(3)

SOP CRVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

PLAN Or INSTRUCTION NUMMI

301142331
_

I OATS

17 October 1978
1

AOE NO.
89
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re PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LISSOM PLAN PART I (Costimostisa Soot)

COURSI comlmy

SUPPORT MATEsTkTA AID GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Matetriale

3ABS42331-PT-309, Fighter/Bomber Air Conditioning System
3ABR42331-PT-309A, Fighter/Bomber Temperature Control System
31E42331-W33-309A, Fighter/Bomber Temperature Control Wiring Diagram
3ABR42331-WB-309, Component, Identification, Operational Check and Troubleshoot
3ABR42331-WB-3098 (3ABB42331-WB-311), Functional Check of Air Conditioning

System

aininm Eauipment
Trainer, 4024, Advanced Fighter/Bomber Air Conditioning System (2)
Trainer CTS, Environmental Systems (4)
Ear Protectors (1)
*altimeter (1)

Training Methods
Self-InsAzruction (4 hxm)

Performance (11 bra)

Instructional Guidance
The classroom instructor will observe students in class and insure subject
material is completed before testing. Answer any questions that may arise. The
laboratory instructor will orient each student to the laboratory situation, and
brief students on safety hazards and precautions and conservation of energy
and materials. Stress danger areas when working with hot compressed air. Also,
insure that each student has ear protectors when working in high intensity noise
areas. Observe students performance while completing the workbooks, and provide
individual assistance as required. Have students record work on maintenance
data forma. Assure each objective is covered.

10. Measurement Test and Test Critique

a. Measurement Test

b. Test Critique

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.

342331 fnctober 1978
04( NO.

0
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 1
L..

. ..,. i .

tAircraft Daviromental Spites'. lier'fismic
ELOCK NUMMI!

III
----------arourawnom

BLOCK TITLE

Aircraft EftVirOCMGCtCa Syetems Unita

It Tumg

11. Advatced Fighter/Bomber

a. Match components
system to their function
STS: 17a(4) Mess:

Windshield Clearing System

of. the fighte-7/bomber windshield clearing
and/or operation with 70% accuracy.

W

diagram, identify seven (7) of ten (10) causes
in the fighter/bomber windshield clearing
13d Maass PC

diagram and multimeter, perform an operational
malfunctions on the fighter/bombe= windshield

locating the cause for four(4) of the five (5)
STS: lit, 122, 211, 17b, 17c, 17d

10

(1)

(5)

(4)

b. Using a wiring
for system malfunctions
system. STS: 13b, 13c,

c. Using a wiring
che.._ and troubleshoot

clearing system trainer
malfunctions given.
Ideas: PC

SUP *VISOR APPROVAL OP LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGN1TURI AND DATE

FACE NO.

91

PLAN OP INSTRUCTION NURSER

3LBR2331
OATE

17 October 1979
ATC ""?I 133OCT PREVIOUS EDITION IS CESOLETE

4



90 PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Csatiseeties Shoot)

COURVICOWTINT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
3ARR42331-PT-311 bABBL2231-PT-310), Fighter/Bomber Windshield Clearing System

3 42331-WB-311A (3A2R42231-WB-310A), Fighter/Bomber Windshield Clearing System
3ABR42331-WB-311 (3Amth2231-WT-310), Advanced Fighter/Bomber Windshield Clearing

System
MO Form 781A, Maintenance Discrepancy and Work Document
ALTO Form 349, Maintenance Data Collection Record
TO 1F-111A-06, Work Unit Code Manual

Training. Equipment
Trainer 4024, Advanced Fighter/Bomber Air Conditioning System (2)
Trainer CTS, Environmental Systems (4)
MUltimeter (1)

Training Methods
Self-Instruction (1 hr)
Performance (9 bre)

Instructional Guidance
The classroom instructor will observe students in class, and insure subject
material is completed before testing. Answer any questions that may arise.
The laboratory instructor will brief each student on safety hazards and pre-
cautions and conservation of energy and materials. Observe students performance
while completing the workbooks and provide individual assistance as required.
Have students record work on maintenance data collection forms. Assure each
objeotive is covered.

PL AM OP INSTRUCTION NO.

342331
,AT[

17 October 1978
PAGE NO.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I. , . el I

Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanic
LOCK NuMMER Iii \ -OCK TITtir

Aircraft Environmental systems Units
count demon. II. TIME'

12. Maintenance of Air Control Units

a. Match 4 a components of air control
and/or operatio.. 4th 70% accuracy. STS:
Maas: W

..

b. Using the applicable TO, electric/pneumatic
multimeter, and the necessary tools, bench
units with a maximum of two instructor-assists
unit Laecked. STS: 3a, 14c, 15f,
Mess: PC

c. Using a schematic, match the components
and shutoff valve to their funcition and/or
STS: 1520 16a(1), 16a(2) Meas: W

units
11e,

to their function
15a, 16a(1), 16a(2)

component trainer,
selected air control
each air control

16b, 16o, 16f, 16g

14

(4)

<5)

(3)

(2)

----

check
for

15h, 16a(1),
.

operation

airflow

of an airflow control
with 70% accuracy.

component trainer
control and shutoff
STS: 114c, lit,

d. Using the applicable TO, electric/pneumatic
and the necessary tools, bench check an
valve with a maximum of two instructor assists.
16E Meas: PC

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL. OP LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND OAT[

PLAN or INSTRUCTION MUMMER

3. 112331

DALE

17 October 1978
PAGE NO,

93
ATC "
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e

re
9ta PLAN Of INSTRUCTION/LISSOM PLAN PART I (Cominveties Ih...)

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Inetrucet% Materials
3ANI42331-PT-312, Control Valves
3ABR142331-WB-312, Bench Testing Eleotrio Motor Aotuated Valves

3A 42331- PT -312A, Principles of Airflow Control and Shutoff Valve
3ABR42331-WB-312A, Airflow Control and Shutoff Valve
TO 9154-59-43, Two and one-half inch diameter Pneumatic Shutoff Valve
TO 915-14-3-3, Two and one-half inch diameter Modulating Electric Air Shutoff

Valve
NIO 15L2-2-52-83, Motor Actuated Butterfly Shutoff Valve Assembly
TO 1B-52G-06, Work Unit Code Manual
TO 15A2-2-92-3, Power Operated Butterfly Valve
TO 1C-130A-06, Work Unit Code Manual
TO 15A2-2-20-193, Two and one-half inch diameter Shutoff Air Flow Regulator
APTO Form 349, Maintenanoe Data Collection Record
APTO Form 350, Repairable Item Processing Tag

Training Equipment
Trainer 3036, Electric/Pneumatic Component (1)
Applicable Aircraft Valves (1)
Applioable Randtools (1)
Matimeter (1)

Trainirur Methods
'Self- Instruction (7 bra)

Performance (7 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Tke olassroOM instructor will observe s ants during class, and provide
individual assistance as required. Insure subject material is completed before
testing, and answer any questions that may arise. Assure that the objectives
are covered. The laboratory instructor will orient the students to theblabora-
tory situation, and brief them on safety hazards and precautions. Provide
individual assistance as required, and assure objectives are covered. An
instructor assist is defined as limited air such as location of a component,
technical direction or explanation, and/or technical order interpretation, given
to a student who can progress no further on his own.

',LAN Of INSTRUCTION NO.

3AM42331
DATE
17 October 1978

PA.[ NO.
914
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PLAN Or INSTRUCTION /LESSON PLAN PART I

Aircraft Environmental Systems MechanicSLOCSMUMSER

III

no= Tint
Aircraft Environmental S toms DUits

-.' .;." INT
TIME

13. Anti -G Suit System

a. Match the major components of the
function and/or operation with 7096 accuracy.

b. Using a ground laboratory test
component trainer, the necessary handtools,
bench check an anti -G suit valve with a
assists. STS 14c, 17b, 12A, 17f, 17g

0. Inspect an anti -G suit valve in
list four (4) of five (5) discrepancies.

anti -G suit valve to their
STS: 17a(1) Meas: W

2

kit, electric-pneumatic
and the applicable TO,

maximum of two instructor
Maass PC

accordance with the TO, and
STS: 17b Meas: PC

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL 0 F 1. ESSON PLAN (PART 11)
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATEiv--

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NUMBER

32331
°ATE

17 October 1978
PRO( NO.

ATC ""
71

133OCT PREVIOUS ELSTON IS OSSOLETS
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99 PLAN o INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Coutimesties Sliest)

COURSI CONTINT

SUPPOP2 MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
3A11109331-PT-313, Principles of Anti-G System
3ABI142331-WB-313, Maintenance of Anti-G Suit Valve
TO 915-3-12-3, Anti-G Suit Valve

Trainer OS , Antis Suit Valva (1)

Trainer 3038, Electric- Pneumatic Component (1)
Test Kit P/N 10670, Ground Labccatoly (1)
Applicable Handtools (1)

Training hods
Self-Instruction f1 hr)
Performance (1 hr)

Instructional Guidance
The classroom instructor ill insure that the cutaway display of the anti-G suit

valve is available for s mat use. Provide individual assistance as required,

and insure subject mate al is completed before testing. Answer any questions

that may arise. As that the objective is covered. The laboratory instructor

will brief students on safety hazards and precautions, and provide individual
assistance as required, and assure the objectives are accomplished. An instructor

assist is defined as limited aid such as location o: a component, technical
direction or explanation, and/or technical order interpretation, given a student
who can proceed no further on his/her own.

!PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.

Wird42331
DATE

17 October 1978

PAGE NO.

ATC :::79 133A
NEPLACILI ATC /ONUS 337A. MAIN 73, AND 170A, AUG 73. NICN GILL OE
UEED.
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTION /LESSON PLAN PART II '1 .

-1

Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanicow c

III Aircraft Environmental Systems Units
COU SE .T TENT

TIME

14. Canopy Seal System

a. Match the major components of the canopy seal system to their
function and/or operation with 70% accuracy. STS: Ella Meas: W

b. Using the electric-pneumatic components trainer, the
necessary handtools and the applicable TO, bench check a canopy seal
pressure regulator with a maximum of. two instructor assists.
STS: 242, j, 27g Meas: PC

c. Inspect a canopy seal air regulator it accordance with the
TO, and list two (2) of three (3) discrepancies. STS: 17b Meas: PC

4

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL 0P LESSON PL AN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NUIAIIIER

3/01142331

OATS

17 October 1978
PAGE NO.

97
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96

4111=1.

FLAN OF INSTRUCT1ON/LIESSON PLAN PART 1 (CoaNnuatioe Swot)

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT rATESIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
3LBR42331-PT-314, Canopy Seal System

31 R42331-WB-314, Maintenance of Canopy Seal Regulators

TO 16R1-4-2-3, Overhaul Instructions with Illustrated Parts Breakdown Canopy

Seal Pressure Regulator'

Training Ekuloment
Trainer 3038, Electric- Pneumatic Component (1)

Canopy Seal Regulator (1)

Applicable Randtools (1)

Training Methods
Self-Instruction (1 hr)

Performance (3 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Ma classroom instructor will observe students during class and provide indi-

vidual assistance as required. Insure subject material is completed before

testing. Assure the objective is _overed. The laboratory instructor will

insure safety precautions are followed and provide individual assistance when

necessary. An instructor assist is defined as limited aid such as location of

a component, technical direction or explanation, and/or technical order

interpretation, given to a student who can progress no further on his/her own.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.

30%2331
lure

17 October 19

NAME NO.

ATC AF:,,Rmis 133A
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fp
PLAN OR INSTRUCTION/LESSOM PLAN PART I

-etsuarrnitt
Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanic

Nora OW INSTRUCTOR
...

BLOCK NURSER

III
BLOCK TITLE

Aircraft Environmental Systems Units
SE TENT

TIME

15. Pressurization Systems

a. Match cabin pressurization system
operation to their definitions. Seven (7)
matched correctly. STS: 18a Maas; W

b. Match the components of cabin pressurization
function and/or operation. 70% of the components
correctly. STS: 18a Mess: W

terms and/or principles of
of ten (10) items must be

systems to their
must be matched

12

(3)

(9)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OP LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE

SIGNATURE AND DATE

PLAN OP INSTRUCTION NUMBER

32331
OATE

17 October 1978
PAGE NO.
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9e PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Coatimeetioa Soot)

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional MateriOs
3ABR42331-PT-315, Pressurization Principles
3ABR42331-PT-315A, Fighter Pressurization System
3A3R42331-PT-310, Bomber Pressurization System
3111R49331-PT-315C, Variable Isobaric Pressurization

Audio Visual Aids
Film LPC 4212, Pressurization Principles
Film LFC 4213, Fighter, Bomber and Cargo Pressurization Systems

Traininr Methods
Self-Instruction (12 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
The classroom instructor will inform the students that they are to watch
training films TIC 14212 and LFC 4213 before starting on the programmed texts.
The instructor will insure all necessary material is available for student use.
He /she will observe students in class and insure 6ubject material is completed

before testing. Answer any questions that may arise.

IPL AN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
312p49331 17"17 October 1978

PAGE NO.
100

ATC PORN I..
010 1111 13JA
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PLAN Of INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
COURSE TITIA

Aircraft Environmental stems Mechanic

NAME Or INETNUCIMP

sLocxsumegg------

III
BLOCK TITLE

Aircraft Environmental Systeme Unite
COURSE CONTENT

2. TIME

16. Cabin Pressure Leakage Check

a. Using a diagram of the control
leakage tester, match the (Jntrols and gages
function. 70% of the controls and gages
STS: 114f Maas: PC

* b. Using a cabin pressure leakage
and the applicable TO, perform a cabin pressure
CT -5 trainer with a maximum of three inr.tructor

, 18b, 112, 28d, 18h Maas: PC

panel of a cabin pressure

to their purpose and/or
must be matched correctly.

tester, the nbcessary tools,

leakage test on the
assists. STS: 3g,

4

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OP LESSON PLAY (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

'-
/LAN OR INETNUCTIOK NUNINEN

3° 1 12331

DATE

17 October 1978
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101
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/00 PLAN OF INSTRUCT1ON/LESSON PLAN PART I (CeeNeeeNee Skeet)

COURUCOMTINT

SUPPORT MarRIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
3ABR42331-W1316 (3ATI242231-WB-317), Operation of MB-3 Leakage Tester
3LBEi2331-W-316A (3AB1;42231-SW-317), Cabin Pressure Leakage Check
TO 334-4-10-1, Portable Electric Motor Drivcri Pressurized Cabin Leakage Tester

Type MB-3
TO 1F-111A-2-2-1, Airframe and Related System

nt

Trainer CT Environmental Systems or Aircraft (4)

Safety Net (4)

Warning Signs (4)
MB-3 Cabin Leakage Tester (4)
Tool Box (4)

Trsinir
Performance 04 hrs)

Ina ructional Guidance
The instructor will orient students to the laboratory situation and brief
students on danger areas and noise protection. Provide individual assistance

as required, and assure objectives are accomplished. An instructor assist is

defined as limited aid such as location of a component, technical direction or
explanation, and/or technical order interpretation given to a student who can

proceed no further on his own.

17. MT (identified in course chart)

18. Measurement and Critique

a. Measurement Test

b. Test Critique

8

2

PLANOPIPSTNUCTIONNO.
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DATE
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Po AN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 1
I counsc TrIlit
'Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanic

L. K NU .,-

IY Utility Systems and Flight Line Maintenance

COURSE aNyrNT 2. TIME

1. Gaseous Oxygen Systems

a. Relate four (4) of five (5) low and high
oxygen system components to their purpose. STS:

b. Relate four (4) of five (5) demand oxygen
with their purpose. STS: 21a(1) Mess: W

c. Relate four (4) of five (5) pressure demand
components to their purpose. STS: 21a(1) Mean:

d. Relate four (4) of five (5) continuous
components to their purpose. "TS: 21a(1) Meas:

pressure gaseous
21a(1) Meas: W

system components

oxygen system
W

flow oxygen systim
W

pertaining to the
Meas: W

1

4

(.5)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(.5)e. Select, without error, safety precautions
use and handling of gaseous oxygen. STS: 21h

r

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PL AN (PART II)

SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

PLAN OF INSTRUCTiON NUMBER

3ABB42331 A.--.

DATE
17 October 1978

F AG[ NO.

103

ATC ""
75 133OCT prmvious eoinON Is ossoLurg
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FLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LEWIN PLAN PART 1 (Couffmatios Sleet)

mums. comma

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GITIDANCE

Student Instructional Material
331-PT- 01, Principles of Gaseous Oxygen and Safety

301,42331-PT-W1A, Len/ and ugh Preerire Gaseous Oxygen Systems

3111142331-PT-401B, Demand Oxygen Equipment
3ABB423314T-4010, Pressure Demand Oxygen Equipment
3ABR42331-PT-401D, Continuous Flow Oxygen Equipment

Training Methods .

Self-Instruction (4 hrs)

.,Instructional Guidance
The instructor will instruct/supervise the student class study period,

continually administer, evaluate and critique appraisals as each student pro-

gresses, insure to student has correct module materials, record student pro-

gress, counsel student as needed regarding academic and non - academic reasons,

monitor breaks and clean-up periods. The instructor provide individual

assistance to each student as needed during class. Each student must satis-

factorily complete the appraisal to satisfy the objecti7e(s). The instructor

will pick up all reusable training literature from the student(s) as feasible.

Turn off all power when applicable to conserve energy and resources. The

instructor will refer to Part II Teaching Guide for detailed instructions on

this module.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.

ATC nvis

30E42331
DATE PAGE NO.

104
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IiixgrarnrentletnerrryANF I NV RUC TI

7.-

A. EON SSO

Aircraft

VFW
A PLAN PART I

Environmental Systems Mechanic

Utility Systems and Plight Line Maintenance
I I .r. TENT

TIME

2. Liquid Oxygen Systems

a. Relate four
components to their

b. Relate four
components to their

u. Relate four
system components to

d. Relate four
components to their

e. Select, without
liquid oxygen. STS:

f. Prom a list
statements concerning
program. STS: 8c

(4) of five (5) basic liquid
purpose. STS: 21a(2) Meas:

(4) of five (5) advance liquid
purpose. STS: 21a(2) Meas:

(4) of five (5) liquid oxygen
their purpose. STS: 21a(2)

(4) of five (5) oxygen system
purpose. STS: 21a(2) Meas:

oxygen system
W

oxygen system
W

quantity indicating
Meas: W

servicing equipment
W

involved in nandling

(4) of five (5)

and POD prevention

4

(.5)

(1)

(1)

(.5)

(.5)

(.5)

error, safety precautions
21h Maas: W

of statements, identify four
the correct usage of CTICs

Meas: W

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OP LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

1- ,..

PLAN Or INSTRUCTION NUMBILIII

3LBRV331
OATS

17 October 197b
P AOC NO.
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/1) PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LI k PLAN ?ART I (Coating. lift Sew)

\ft

CONTIINT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

C

Student Instructional Materials
3ABB42331-PT-402, Characteristics and Safe Handling of Liquid Oxygen

3ABB42331-PT-402A, Aircraft Liquid Oxygen System Basio System with Single

Function Valves
3ABH42331-PT-4023, Aircraft Liquid Oxygen System Advanced Design with Dual

Function Valves
3AWBV331-PT-402C, Liquid Oxygen Quantity Indicating Systems

3A3B42331-PT-402D (301142331-PT-403), Oxygen Systems Servioing and Equipment

30E42331-HO-402, Foreign Objeot Damage Prevention and Composite Tool Kits

Training Methods
Self-Instruction (4 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
The instructor will instruct/supervise the student olass study period,

oontinually administer, evaluate and oritique appraisals as each student pro-

gresses, insure the student has oorreot module materials, reoord student pro-

gress, oounsel student as needed regarding academio and non-academio reasons,

monitor break and olean -up periods. The instructor will provide individual

assistance to each student as needed during olass. Each student must satis-

factorily oomplete the appraisal to satisfy the objeotive(s). The instructor

will pick up all reusable training literature from the student(s) as feasible.

Turn off all power when applioable to conserve energy and resources. The

instructor will refer to Part II Teaching Guide for detailed instructions on

this module.

PL OF INSTORICT ION NO.
3ARR ,331

OAT

4

PASS NO.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON
PLAN PART I

. .
,

,..

Aircraft Environmental Systems MechanicsLammumess BLOCK TITLE

Utili tems and 71 t Line Maintenance
I IN

TT-=i1E
3. Inspection and Maintenance

) * a. Using a trainer,
unit code manual, inspect
is permissible. STS.

* b. Using a field
tional check of the
Remissible. STS:

* c. Using a trainer
tional and leakage test
instructor assist.
Meas: PC

* d. Using a capacitance
necessary tools, bench
one (1) instructor assist
21h Maas: PC

* e. Using the TTU/162E
troubleshoot a liquid
instructor assist is
21h Meas: PC

* f. Using the necessary
replace selected components
assist can be given
Mess: PC

of Liquid Oxygen Systems

co-no-go gage, inspection
workcard and work

the oxygen system. One (1) instructor assist3a, 3c, 21b Meae: PC

teeter and oxygen regulator, perform an opera-
oxygen regulator. One (1) instructor assist is3a, 3c, 114(2) Mess: PC

and leakage test equipment, perform an opera-
on a liquid oxygen

system with one (1)
STS: 3a, 30, 114(2), lkt, 21b, 21c, 21d, 21h

16

(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(4)

tester, trainer, oxygen
the converter capacitance

rmissible. STS: 3a,

tester, perform an operational
oxygen converter for malfunction.

permissible. STS: 3a, 3c,

tools and equipment,
of an oxygen system.

for each component. STS:

converter, and
system with

3c, 14d(3), 21f,

check and
One (1)

3g, 14AL111 21d,

remove, repair and
One (1) instructor

3a, 3c, 3g, 3.1s

SUP RVISOR APPROVAL ESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE

SIGNATURE ANO DATE

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NUMBER

30R42331
OATS

17 October 1978
A011 NO.

107ATC
OC?"" 133TS PRIEVIOUS COITION IS OSSOLCTI1
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/06
a

PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LIMNS PLAN PART 1 (Ceetieeetios Shost)

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
3ABR42331-10-403, Oxygen Systeme Laboratory Projects
TO 15X1-1, Oxygen Systems and Equipment
TO 1T-38A-06, Work Unit Ccde Manual

TO 33D2-10-4-6-1, Operation, Servicing, Maintenance and Repair Instructions -
Liquid Oxygen Teeter TTU/162E

TO 33D2-6-182-1, Operation and Servicing Instructions Capacitance Liquid Oxygen
Quantity Indicating Systems Test Set TF20-1'

AFTO Form 26, Inspection Workcard

AFTO Po= 349, Maintenance Data Collection Record

Trai E ui ment
Go-no-go Gage
Oxygen Safety Equipment (1)
MS-1 Leak Tester (2)
Tool Kit (2)
Sonic Leak Detector (2)
Oxygen Converter (2)

TTU/162E Converter Tester (2)
TTU/28E Master Gage (2)
Hot Purge Kit (2)
MR-2 Leak Tester (2)

TP-20-1 Capacitance Tester (2)
MA-1 Service Cart (2)
T1U/27 Svice Cart (2)
Trainer 3251 Liquid Oxygen (2)
Trainer 1762 Oxygen Systems (2)
Trainer 3193 Liquid Oxygen Converter (2)
Tester, Field (2)

Training Methods
'Performance (16 bre)

Instructional Guidance
The lab instructor will supervise the lab period, continuAlly administer, evalu-
ate and critique performance exercises and performance teat as each student pro-
gresses, insure student has correct module materials and equipment, record stu-
dents progress, counsel student as needed regarding academic and non-academic
reasons, monitor breaks and clean - -u, periods, insure student complies with safety
practices ISM APR 127-101. The instructor will provide individual assistance to
each student as needed during lab projects. Each student must satisfactorily
complete the individual performance exercises and/or perfcrmance tests to satisfy
the objectives. The instructor will pick up all reusable training literature from
the student as feasible. Turnoff all power as applicable tc conserve energy and
resources. The instructor will refer to Part II Teaching Guide for detailed in-
structions on this module. An instructor assist is defined as limited aid; such
as location of a component, teohnicsil directicn or explanation, and/or technical
order interpretation given a student who can proceed no further on his/her cwn.
A detected safety violation-(DSV) is an automatic failure for that objective.

It, AM Or IIAST RUC?KM MO.

342331
ATC .7,4" 133A

OAT g

17 October 1978
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I,1

Aircraft Environmental S toms MechanicU.. -__IVstems and Flight Line Maintenance
..' I - TENT 1 TINE

4. Cryotainer Systems

a. Relate eight
purpose. STS: 2§,A

* b. Observe the
STS: ?A Meas: PC

* c. Using a KC-15
cryotainer, evacuate
permissible. STS:

* d. Using a 7MU-27M
purge cryotainer. Four
3b, 30, 3g, 26o

Maintenance

(8) of ten (10) cryotainer
Meas: W

safety precautions

vachum pump, vacuum
cryotainer. Three
3a, 3b, 30, 26b

.

components to their

relative to cryotainers.

micron gage Und 50 gallon
(3) instructor assists
Meas: PC

purging unit'and% workbook
assists permissible. STS: 3a,

...
,.

workcard, inspect
(3) discrellencies and

assist, per form, is
PC

leak detector, safety
and leak checks. One

3o, 26e Meas: PC

tools, remove and
selected components. One ----i

3a, 3c, 26f Mean: PC

24

(3.5)

(2)

(4)

(3.5)

(3)

(4)
.

(4)

LOX cart, GSU-62M
(4) instructor

Mess: PC

tools, inspection
locating three

349. One instructor
3a, 3c, 26d Meas:

* e. Using a cryotainer,
cryotainer and components,
record on AFTO Form
permissible. STS:

* f. Using leak teck
equipment and cryotaivi,
instructor assist permissible.

* g. Using assigned
reinstall three (3)
instructor assist in

---/

solution, ultrasonic
perform operational

STS: i 3s,

cryotainer and proper
of the eleven (11)
permissible. STS:

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OP LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE -----.

SIGNATURE AND DATE

PAGE NO.
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FLAN OF INSTRUCTION NUMI1401
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/0? PLAN Of INSTRUCTION/LESION PLAN PART I (Comoinvoisa Shoed

COURSICONTINY

`SUPPORT MkTERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Inotructional Matgials
30)142331-PT-4014, Cryotainer Construction and Maintenance
ABRI42331-WD-404, Inspection and Maintenance of Cryotainers
AMC Porn 349, Maintenance Data Collection Record
TO 00-25-06-2-2, Wbtk Unit Code Manual (Support Equipment)

Traininm SCulumsnt
Cryotainer Storage Tank (2)
Purge Unit (2)
Vacuum Pump (2)
Micron Gage (2)
Applicable Tools (1)

Training Methods
Self-Instruction (3.5 hrs)
Performance (20.5 hrs)

Instructional Guidance

The classroom and/or lab instructor will supervise the student class study and/or
lab period, continually administer, evaluate and critique appraisals, performance
exercises and performance tests as each student progresses, insure student has
correct module materials and equipment, record students progress, counsel student
as needed regarding academic and non- academic reasons, monitor breaks and clean-
up periods, insure student complies with safety practices IAW AFR 127-101. The
instructor will provide individual assistance to each student as needed during
class/isb period. Each student must satisfactorily complete the individual
appraisals and/or performance _exercise and/or performance tests to satisfy the
objectives. An instructor assist is defined as limited aid such as the location
of a component, technical direction or explanation and/or technical order inter-
pretation for the student who can proceed no further on his/her own. A detected
safety violation is an automatic failura for this objective. Stress danger areas
When working with hot compressed air and high pressure gases. Also, insure that
each student has ear protectors when_working in high intensity noise areas. The
instructor will pick-up all reusable training literature from the student as
feasible. Turn off power when applicable to conserve energy and resources. The
instructor will refer to Part II Teaching Guide for detailed instructions on this
module.

MIR: One instructor is required for every four (4) students performing in this
station. Students in this station use purge units and vacuum pumps (the
purge unit produces hot compressed air) and safety equipment to complete
assigned projects. Etudents also work with high pressure gas cylinders.
Multiple instructors are required for 20.5 hours of this lesson.

LAN or INSTRUCTION no.

ATC aFpw°7. 133A

3ARR42331
DAYS

17 October 1978
PAWN NO.

110
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PLAN OP INSTRUCT! /LESSON PLAN PART I

Aircraft Environmental Systems MechanicOLOCIOMUSIN

IT

TITLE

Utility Systems and Flight Line Maintenance
COMSE U$1INT l TIME

5. Life Raft Inflation Equipment

a. Relate four (4) of five (5) componsnte of life raft inflation
equipment to their purpose. STS: III Mess: W

b. Relate four (4) of five (5) components of life raft recharging
equipment to their purpose. STS: 23b Mess: W

* c. Identity the safety precautions relative to recharging and
discharging life raft cylinders with 100% accuracy. STS: 3a, 3c, 23f
Maas: W

* d. Using the inflation cylinder recharging equipment, scales and
tools, prepare and service a life raft cylinder to within 1/100 lbs of
its specified weight. STS: 3a, 3c, 3g, ilk, 211, ilt Mess: PC

* e. Using an assigned life raft cylinder and tools, inspect the
valve head assembly and cylinder. One instructor assist 'a permissible.
STS: 3a, 3c, 212 Maas: PC

5.5

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1.5)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OP LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND OAT!!

.......-PLAN or irsTrucvor 'wooer

3ABR423 1

DATE

17 October 1978

MA04 NO.
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I/O PLAN OP INITRUCT1OWLISSON PLAN PART 1 (CoaNaseties Show)

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

pauunt Instructional Materials

3LBR42331-PT 405 (3A 2331 -PT -404), Life Raft Inflation Equipment

3LBR42331-PT-4051 (3 ,2331- PT-404A), Recharging Equipment for and Maintenance
of Life Raft Cylinders

3842331.4B443AER42331-WB-404), Inspection, Operation and Recharging Life
Raft Cylinders

TO -_-a14-14-2-13-1 Operation, Servicing and Repair Instructions, Carbon
Dioxide Servicing Unit

IESItaiNELISUBMi
Carbon Dioxide Recharging Unit (2)

Sotle-Dial and Been (2)
Life Raft Inflation Cylinder (2)

Tool Kit (2)

Training Methods
Self-Instruction (2.5 hrs)
Performance (3 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
The classroom and/or lab instructor will supervise the student class study and/

or lab period, continually administer, evaluate and critique appraisals, per-

formance exercises, and performanco test at. each student progresses, insure

student has correct module materials and equipment, record students progress,

counsel student as needed regarding academic and non-academic rea one, monitor

breaks and clean-up periods, insure student complies with safety practices lAW

APR 127-101. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each student

as needed during class /lab periods. Each student must satisfactorily complete

the individual appraisals, and/or performance exercise and/or performance tests

to satisfy the objectives. An instructor assist is defined as limited aid such

as the location of a component, technical direction or explanation, and/or

technical order interpretation given a student who can proceed no further on

his/her own. A detected safety violation is an automatic failure for that

oblec.ive. The instructor will pick-up all reusable training literature from

the student as feasible. Turn off all power when applicable to conserve energy

and resources. The instructor will refer to Part II Teaching Guide for dei,;liled

instructions on this module.

PLAN Or INSTRUCTION NO.

342331
OATS

17 Grtehm_r 1Q7A

AOS NO.
112

ATC Ag,"TI 133A
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 1
NAME OF INSTRUCTOR ampm-InTat

Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanic,
CSERIMUsem

PI

eLocx yvyt.t

Utility S tams and Flight Line Maintenance
OW S I EN T'M"I1E

6. Fire Extinguisher System Maintenance

a. Associate four (4) of the five (5) components of the fire
extinguishing directional system with their purpose. STS: 22a(1),

8

(2)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(.5)

(.5)

22a(2) Maas: W

b. Select the safety precautions, without error, involved in
the handling of fire extinguishing agents, toxic compounds,
explosive squibs and high pressure gases. STS: 22i Mess: W

* c. Using a fire extinguishing trainer, inspection workcard and
maintenance data collection forms, inspect the fire extinguishing
system, recording a minimum of five (5) discrepancies on appropriate
forms. One instructor assist, per form, is permissible. STS: 22b
Mess: PC

.

.

* d. Using a trainer, perform an operational check of the fire
extinguishing system, with one instructor assist. STS: 22c, 22i
Mess: PC -i

* e. Using a fire extinguishing trainer and multimeter, trouble-
shoot the system for malfunctions, locating four (4) of five (5)
causes correctly. STS: 22d, 22i Meas: PC

* f. Using squibs, container provided, and igniter circuit. tester,
bench check two (2) squibs for proper resistance value, with one
instructor assist, while observing all safety precautions pertaining
to explosive squibs. STS: 22f, 22i Mess: PC

g. Relate four (4) of the five (5) components of the fire
extinguishing servicing mat to their purpose. STS: 22g, 22h
Mess: W

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART 11)
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

pt.Am OF INSTRUCTION NURSER

3A 1R)2331
OAT(

17 October 1978
PROS NO.

113

ATC Fe"OCT 71 PREVIOUS EDITION IS OSIOLETE
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Ila PLAN OP OOTRUCTIOM/LISSON PLAN PART I (Centime Nee Sine t)

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
3842331-PT-406 (30R42331-FT-407A), Aircraft Fire Extinguishing Liquid Agent

Systems

301142331-FT-406A (3AM42331-PT-40713), Aircraft Fire Extinguishing System

Recharging Equipment

3A3A2331-10-406 (3ABR42331-WB-407), Inspection and Operational Check of a Fire

Extinguishing System

3ABV12331-WB-1,16A (314313)12331-WB-407A), Troubleshooting Fire Extinguishing and

Engine isolation Systeme

301142331-WB-406B (3ABR42331-WB-407B), Bench Check Fire Extinguishing Components

AFTO Form 26, Inspection Workcard
APTO Form 349, Maintenance Data Collection Record

Audio Visual Aids
Film AVA C-10 Fire Ihtinguishers

Training Equipment
Trainer 3180 Fire EXtinguishing System (2)

Container and squib (2)

Mnitimeter (2)
Igniter Tester (2)

Training Methods
Self-Instruction (3.5 hrs)

Performance (4.5 bre)

Instructional Guidance
The classroom and/or lab instructor will supervise the student class study and/

or lab period, continually administer, evaluate, and critique appraisals, per-

formance exercises, and performance tests as each student progresses, insure

student has correct module materials and equipment, record student progress,

counsel student as needed regarding academic and non-academic reasons, monitor

breaks and clean-up periods, insure student complies with safety practices TAW

APR 127-101. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each student

as needed during class/lab periods. Each student must satisfact,:rily complete

the individual appraipals, and/or performance exercises, and/or performance

tests to satisfy the Objectives. Anikinstructor assist is defied as limited aid

such as location of a component, teelnical direction, or explanation and/or

technilal order interpretation given a student who San proceed no further on

his/her own. A detected safety violation is an automatic failure for that

objective. The instructor will pick up all reusable training literature as

feasible. Turn off all power when applicable to conserve energy and resources.

The instructor will refer to Part II Teaching Guide for detailed instructions

on this module.

Pl. AN o INSTRUCTS'S NO.
342331

OAT'
17 October 1978

Ael NO.

ATC 133A
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11Z
....FLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLANT PART 10117911-5,TRITRITeTtOt I COURSZ T111.

[Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanicet.oc.x mumillt

IV
'COCK TITLE

Utility Systems and Flight Line Maintenance
COURSE CONTENT

i TIME
7. Liquid Refrigeration Systems and Components

e. Relate four (4) of five (5) components
system to its overation. STS: 211(11

b. Relate four (4) of five (5) components
refrigeration system to their purpose.

c. Select the safety precautions relative
without error. STS: 2% Meas: PC

* d. Using an inspection workeard, maintenance
forms, and trainer, inspect a liquid refrigeration
a minima of two (2) discrepancies. One
is permissible. STS: 3a, 3c, 3g, 7d,

* e. Using a trainer, perform an operational
refrigerant system with one instructor
252, 25h Meas: PC

* f. Using a trainer and schematic,
refrigerant system, with one instuctor
Lid Mess: PC

',______,'

* g. Using a trainer, vacuum pump, leak
Freon cylinders, bench check and repair
instructor assist. STS: 2511, ga,

,._

--,

of a liquid coolant
Meas: W

of a liquid cycle
STS: Meal: W

13.5

(1)

(2.5)

(1)

(2.5)

(2.5)

(2)

(2)

,25a(2)

to liquid refrigerants

data collection
system, recording

instructor assist, per form,
lik Meas: PC

check of a liquid
assist. STS: 3a, 3c, 3g,

troubleshoot a liquid
assist. STS: 3a, 3c, 38,

detector, tool kit and
system components, with one

Meas: PC

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OP LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION muscles......................3OAT(

October 192.......115

A0el NO.

ATC "MN
7S
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"if PLAN OP INITRUCT1OWLISSON PLAN PART I (CeemeesNee Sheet)

COURSI CONTINT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

ItAgtr Instructional Materials

931-FT-407 (3 42331 -PT -409), Liquid Coolant Systems
3LBR42331-FT-4071 (3ABR4231-PT-409A), Liquid Cycle Refrigeration System
3ABR42331-WB-407 (3ABR42331-WB-409), Liquid Refrigerant System Maintenance
A/TO Bann 26, Inspectionliorkcard
AlTO Form 349, Maintenance Data Collection Record

Audio VieuAl Aids
Film TB 56248, Refrigeration, Expansion Valves, Thermostatic Valve Operation
,Film TI 5536A, Ser71%.ing the MA-3 Air Conditioner
Film TY 5536B, Refrigeration

t
Trainer 4369 Liquid Re
Vacuum Pump-(2)
Leak Detector (2)

?non Cylinders (2)
Tool Kit (1)

Traiaina Methods
Self-Instruction (4.5 hrs)
Performance (9 hrs)

ration System (2)

Instructional Guidance
The classroom and/or lab instructor will supervise the student class study and/
or lab period, continually administer,-evaluate and critique appraisals, per-
formance exercises, and performance tests as each student progresses, insure
student has correct module material and equipment, record students progress,
counsel student as needed regarding academic and non-academic reasons, monitor
breaks and clean -up periods, insure student complies with safety practices TAW
AYR 127-101. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each student
as needed during the class/lab periods. Each student must satisfactorily
complete the individual appraisals, and/or performance exercises and/or perfor-
mance tests to satisfy the objectives. An instructor assist is defined as
limited aid such as the location of a component, technicaljlireation or explaniy
tion, and/or technical order interpretation given a student who can prooeed'no'
ftrther on his/her own. A detected safety violation is an automatic failure
for this objective. The instructor is to insure each student wears eye pro-
tection during the handling of Freon to prevent possible blinding of the student.
The instructor will pick up all reusable bibining literature from the student as
feasible. Turn off all power when applicable to conserve energy' and resources.
The instructor will refer to Part II Teaching Guide for detailed instructions on
this module.

j.3Neaeurement and Critique

a. Measurement Test

b. Critique

1.5

KAN a IIIIITIWCTION NO.
30E42331

DATE
17 October 1978

PAGE NO.
116
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PLAN Of INSTRUCTION /LESSON PU-Ni PART 1NAMUOVINSTRUCTOR
'1

Aircraft Environmental Systems Mech.
-.''

Utility Systems and Flight Line Maintenance
...) SI X INT

TIME

9. Flight Line Maintenance - Inspections

* a. Usingan inspection workoard, available
technical ordert,'and maintenance data collection
selected components of the bleed air distribution
minimum of two (2) discrepancies on appropriate
assist, per form is permissible. STS: 34,- 3c,
Mesa: PC

* b. Using an inspection workcard, available
technical orders and maintenance data collection
selected components of the air conditielitng system,
minimum of five (5) discrepancies on appropriate
assist, per form, is permissible. STS: 3a, 34,
Meas:' PC f

---.

*--,e. Using an inspection workcard, available
technical orders, and maintenance data collection
selected components of the auxiliary air system,
of two (2) discrepancies on appropriate forms.
is permissible. STS: 3a, )c, 3g, 4h, 4d, 7c, la

A

* d. Using an inspection workcard, available
technical orders Ahd maintenance data collection
selected components of the pressurization system,
of two (2) discrepancies on appropriate forms.
per form, is permissible. STS: 3a, 3c, 3g, 4d,

* e. Using an inspection workcard, available
technical orders andmaintenance data collection
selected components of the liquid oxygen system,
of five (5) discrepancies on appropriate forms.
is permissible, per form. STS: 3a, 3c, 3g, lib,
Mess: PC

Aircraft, applicable
forma, inspect

system, recording a
forms. On instructor
3g, 4h 7c, lik

aircraft, applicable
_forms, inspect,

recording a
forms. One instructor
3g, 4b, 4d, 70, 16b

16

(3)

(4)

(3)

(3)

(3)

aircraft, applicable
forms, inspect

recording a minimum
One instructor assist

Meas: PC

aircraft, applicably
forms, inspect

recording a minimum
One instructor assist,
7c, 18b Meas: PC

aircraft, applicable
forms, inspect
recording a minimum

One instructor assist
a, 7c, 21b

SUPERVISOR APP ROYAL OP LESSON PL AN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE

SIGNATURE AND DATE

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NUMBER

3.L3R4)S31
0A-T1

17 October 1978
PAGE NO.

117
ATC "" 133

OCT 711 PREVIOUS ECNII ON Is oSsoLITC
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//6 PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Gahm* les Snot)

COWIN ONTINT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materigl
Applicable Technical Orders

APB Porm 349, Maintenance Data Collection Record
APL'O Porm 26, Inspection Workoard
30R42331410-410, POD Prevention (Replaced by 3ABR42331-H0-402)

TrainUttkniument
Available Aircraft (4)
Tool Zit (2)
ME-2 Leakage Tester (1)
T-38A Neat, Pressurization and Anti-Ice

thods
Performance (1 6 hrs)

ratiole Instructor Reauirements
Safety, Equipment and Supervision (3) 10a, 10b, 10c, 10d, 10e

Instructional Guidanot
The lab instructor will supervise the lab period, continua* administer,
evaluate, and critique performance axemises as each student progresses, insure
student has correct module materials and equipment, record student progress,
counsel student as needed regarding academia and non-academic reasons, monit
breaks and clean-up periods, insure student complies with safety practiced I21114411tkik

APR 127-101. The instructor will provide individual assistance to each student
as needed during the lab period. Each student must satisfactorily complete the
individual performance exercise and/or performance test to atisfy the objectives.
The instructor will pick up all reusable training literature from the student as
feasible. Turn off all power when applicable to conserve energy and resources.
An instructor assist is defined as.limited aid, each as the location of a
component, technical direction or explanation, and/or technical order interpre-
tation given a student who can proceed no further on his/her own. A detected
safety violation is an automatic failure for that objective. Insure students
wear ear protectors in high intensity noise areas. The instructor will refer to
Part II Teaching Guide for detailed instructions on this module.

MID: One instructor is required for each four (4) student performing in this
station. This is due to the physical layout of the hangar, the amount of
maintenance performed by the students and the safety involved while working on
the flit line. Students in this station inspect, perform maintenance and
operational checks on sal oted components of the T-38A environmental systems.
Multiple inatru...tors are required for 16 hours of this module.

PLAN Of MISTROCTION NO.

1111111111.111111

ATr ,:" ibA

3ABB42 331 1175,,ber 1978
PA01

ePLACISATCIORNIIISTA.MAPITI. AND 770A. AUG n. MCA WILL. et
mare
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PLAN OF NTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 1

Environmental Systems Mechanic

NAND GP INSTRUCTOR

__Aircraft

I couniTtrrus

IP

BLOCK KUMIDER BLEICE TITLE

Utility Systems and Flight Line Maintenance
(------MUMdbr74TENT Z TIME

10. Flight Line Maintenance,
Components

a. Using available
tools and maintenance

selected components of
instructor assist is
100, 112, 112, 15h

b. Using available
tools and maintenance

form an operational check
system. Two instructor
4h, 7c, 8a, 10c,

c. Using available
tools and maintenance
components of the auxiliary
permissible. STS: 3a,

Maas: PC

d. Using available
tools and maintenance

components of the pressurization
permissible. STS: 3a,
Mess: PC

e. Using available
tools and =intertwine
components of the liquid
permissible. STS: ILL

Reioval and

aircraft, applicable
data collection forms,
the bleed air distribution

permissible. STS:
Meas: PC

aircraft, applicable
data collection forms,

on selected components
assists are permissible.

15h, 1690 16e Mesa:

Replacement

techrdcal
remove

3a, 3b,

technical
remove

PC

%echnieal
move

One instructor
7c, 8a,

technical
ramm

One instructor
8a, LI,

technical
remove

One instructor
AL

of System

orders, hand-
and replace

system. One

3c, 3g, 4b, 7c, 8a,

orders, hand-
replace and per-

of the air conditioning
STS: 3a, 3b, 3c, 3g,

order, hand-
and replace selecte.

assist is
10c, Iih, as, al

orders, hand-
and replace selecte

assist is
10c, 18e

(5)

(6)

(5)

(3)

f

(5)

aircraft, applicable
data collection forms,

air system.

lk, 3c, 36, 41),

aircraft, applicable
data collection forms,

system.

3c, 3g, 41), 7c,

aircraft, applicable
data collection forms,

oxygen system.
321 jira, 4111. as.

orders, hand-
and replace selecte

assist is
10c, 21e Meas: PC

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL. OP LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE ANO OAT!

' 30,
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PLAN Ole INSTRUCTION RUNNER

30B42331
DATE

17 October 1978
%...-------

ASS NO.
119
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FLAN OF INSTRUC'TION/LIZION PLAN POT I (Coatlemsfee Skeet)

COURTS CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
Applioable Technioal Orders
AUTO Po 350, Repairable Item Prooessing Tag
AlTO PO= 349, Maintenance Data Collection Record
AFTO Form 781A, MaintenanceNiscrepancy Work Document

Available Aircraft (4)
Tool Kit (1)
Nar Protectors (1)

3231gsg Methods
Performance (24 hrs)

Mbltiole Instructor Betuirements
Safety, Equipment and Supervision (3) 11a, 11b, 11c, 11d, 11e

Instructional Guidance
The lab instructor will supervise the lab period, continually administer,
evaluate, and critique performance exercises and performance tests as each
student progresses, insUre student has correct module materials and equipment,
record students progress, counsel student as needed regarding academic and non-
academio reasons, monitor breaks and olean-up periods, insure student oomplies
with safety practioes IN APR 127-101. The instructor will provide assistance
to each student as needed during the lab period. Each student must satisfactorily
°caplet., the individual performance exercise and/or performance -test to satisfy
the objectives. An instructor assist defined as limited aid such as the
location of a component, technical direction or explanation, and/or technical
order interpretation given a student who can proceed no fm..!-- on his/her own.
The instructor will pick up all reusable training literature from the student
as feasible. Turn off all power when applicable to conserve energy and resources.
A detected safety violationis an automatic failure for that objective. Insure
students wear ear protectors in high intensity noise level area. The instructor
will refer to Part II Teaching Guide for detailed instructions on this module.

NIRs One instructor is required for each four (4) students performing in this
station. This is due to the physical layout of the hangar, the amount of
maintenance ..-d by the students and the safety involved while working on
the flight line. ctudents'in this station inspect, perform maintenance and
operational oh- on selected components of the T-381 environmental. systems.
Multiple instructor are required for 24 hours of this module.

11. MT (identified in course chart) 14

12. Course Critique and Graduation .5

PLAN Or INIMMUCTION

3ABB42331
DATE
17 October 1978

ATE ;Am MA

A411 NO.

MarLACIS ATC FORMS MA. MAR 71. AMC 770A, AUG 71. WMICM MILL 1
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INSTRUCTIONS jai
Study this programmed text alone at your own pace. If parts of the text are not clear the

first time you read them, review the material.

The material in this text is presented in small steps called frames. You respond to
each frame by either writirg answers, completing statements, or selecting answers. The
correct answers follow (sac . frame and are separated from the text and questions by
verticallines(11111111 ! 11111111111).

Use a card or heavy paper as a mask to cover the correct answers. Place the card on
the page and slide it down the page until you uncover the vertical lines (see example below).
Then read the information and answer the questions. After you have answered the questions,
check your answers by uncovering the correct response. If you respond incorrectly to
any frame, reread and study the frame until you understand it.

Example:

Air Training Command initials are

11111111111111111111

TC (answer under mask)

MASK

1
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124 OBJECTIVES

1. List three prerequisites that should be met before starting to study. r

2. Identify the lesson objective, main heading, and subheadings in a narrative written in
study guide format.

3. Scan a reading assignment and write questions to be answered while reading.

4. Underline the topic sentence in each of several paragraphs.

5. Outline the key points contained in several paragraphs.

6. Write a summary paragraph for a three paragraph reacting assignment.

7. Underline the correct answers to the questions concerned with the reading assignment
material. ,

8. Identify the facts or parts in a given illustration.

9. List and explain the steps to be followed for the SQ3R method of study.

10. List three requirements for effective listening during a discussion or lecture.

11. List three rules for taking notes during a discussion or lecture.

12. Write an acceptable outline for taking notes during a discussion or lecture.

13. Locate specific words in a dictionary, write or state their meaning, and pronounce
them correctly.

14. Alphabetize a group of words,

15. Find or state the page number of a subject appearing in a Table of Contents.

16. Listen and take notes identifying the four main points of an oral presentation.

2

131
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INTRODUCTION

0 Good study habits are essential to effective use of study time. Your study time can be used
more effectively if you practice the proven procedures covered in this text. Remember,
good study habits never develop accidentally.

To improve your study habits, study the information in this text, don't just read it. Practice
the procedures given here each thee-you -study to help form good study habits.

PREPARE TO STUDY

OBJECTIVE
List three prerequisites that should be met before starting to study.

INTRODUCTION

Learning doesn't just happen; it must be planned The time you spend in preparing for
study is time well invested. There are at least three important things you need to do
before you begin to study. You must develop a positive attitude toward study you must set
a definite time each day for study; and you must choose a specific place to study.

INFORMATION

Attitude
Attitude is defined as feeling or emotion.

Your attitude toward study influences how
well you learn. You must have a positive
attitude toward study before you can learn.
If you have a feeling of opposition toward
study, you will learn little or nothing at
all. Sometimes your feeling of opposition
toward study stems from some problem
not connected with your study. In these
cases, you should identify the problem and
attempt to correct it. Than your attitude
toward study should improve.

Figure I. The Problem

Use Mask on Next Page!

3
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126
Before you begin to learn, you must have a

toward study.

11111111111111111111

positive attitn de

That which most affects learning from study is possibly the student's

11111411111111111111

attitude

If you have a feeling of opposition toward study, you should try to determine the MUM'
of this

11111111111111111111

attitude

Sometimes your feeling of opposition toward study is due to a not
connected with your study.

11111111111111IIIM

problem

Take time to solve the problem and your toward study will improve
and learning will be easier.

11111111111111111111

attitude

The feeling you have toward study is your

11111111111111111111

attitude

Use Mask on Next Page!

4,



Time To Study
r

You will be more satisfied with yourself
and of more value to the Air Force if you
will develop good study habits. You should
set aside a regular time each day for study.

When is the best time for you to study?
This depends on you and your schedule.
There are two study periods you need for

J effective study.

First, set aside a specific time prior to
class to study the material to be covered
in class., This should be the same time
each day.

Second, set aside some time each day
after class to review the material covered
in class. A large portion of information
lost is forgotten within 24 hours after you
hear or read it.

Once you set aside these same periods
each day for study, stick to it.

Do not schedule study immediately prior
to bedtime. The end of the study period
may find you asleep.

You should set aside a
each day for

study.

1111111111

regular time or specific time

Ig7

Figure 2. Study Time

Figure 3. The Instructor Can't Do It All

Instead of studying now and then when it is convenient, you should set aside a
each for studying.

11111111111IIIIIIIII

specific or regular time day

Use Mask on Next Page!

5
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You should eliminate as many distracters
as possible. Distracters are things such as
television, radio, odors, pictures, books
not relating to the subject to be studied,
hunger, and uncomfortable clothing. Room
tempiirature can also be a distracter if it
is too hot or too cold. If you cannot elim-
nate distracters, you must learn to ignore
them.

Make an effort to begin studying as
soon as you sit down in your selected
place for study. This will soon become
part of your good study habits.

I raq .

I O

Figures. Distractions are Numerous

A good study habit is to have a selected to study.

11111111iIii11111111

place

You should attempt to study in the same place and at the same
every

111111111111IIIIIIII

time day

Your place for study should be and

quiet comfortable

If your place of study is too comfortable you may be inclined to go to

III111111111111111li

sleep

Use Mask on Next Page!

7
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Your study can be interrupted by

.11111111111111111111

distracters ,

A

Television, radio, uncomfortable clothing, hunger, and odors are all

11111111111111111111

distracters

You should eliminate or ignore all
k

11111111111111111111

distracters

1

Your place of study should be , , and free of

1111k11111111111111

quiet comfortable distracters

Good study habits are essential to effective use of study time. There are three needs
to consider before beginning to study. Yoit. must have a
toward study; have a definite to 'study; and select the best available

for study.

11111111111111111111

positive attitude time place

Nv
NOTE: By now you should be accustomed to the use of the mask. So you will no
longer be reminded to use it throughout the text.

8
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0 OBJECTIVES

c)

STUDY TO LEARN 131

Given a reading assignment consisting of 10 pare icrphs.

1. Identify the objectives, main headings, and subheadings.

2. 3:an the paragraph' and write at least one question from each paragraph. ' 1

3. Underline the to. ntence in each paragraph.

4. Write an outline containing all key points. `L

5. Write a summary paragraph for the entire assignment.
6. Underline the correct answers to questions you write as you scanned the material.

INTRODUCTION

Learning is a science based on definite rules and principles. Regardless of your
background a d ability, if you follow the rules and principles of learning, you have a
tremendous ad' antage over those who ignore them.

A good study plan starts with 'determining the intent (objective) of the lesson. Since
authors use different styles of writing, you must learn to recognize the style and identify
the lesson objective. Air Training Command (ATC) study guides and student taxis all
follow prescribed formats. This rhould make it easier for you to determine the lesson
objective and identify key points.

INFORMATION

ATC manuals establish guidelines for writing student texts and ',udy guides. Objectives
at the beginbAng of each major section describe what you should know or 13,4 able to do after
completing thu ltdon. Headings, subheadings and subsubheadings are used to break the
material down into smaller units. Summary paragraphs and questions Ire normally used
at the end of major sections to aid you in reviewing the material.

You can determine the intent of a lesson in an ATC student text by reading the
at the beginning of the major section.

11111111111111111111

objective

9
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Read the objective of Practice Lesson #1, "Preparing for Disaster," on page 15. The
disasters identified in this objective are , and

Ilu-itilim11111111

floods, tornadoe', hurricanes

After reading the lesson objective, look for the main headings, subheadings and sub-
"mbheadinp. These follow the word INFORMATION and give you an idea of how the lesson
is layed out. They also give you a chance to 'mentally form some uestions about the subject. --,-,

'1_

Check Practice Lesson #1 on page 15 for the heading an subheadings and list them
aglow.

a. Heading

b. Subheadings -

11,1.1111111111111111

a. Heading - Natural Disasters

b. Subheadings - (1) Floods; (2) Tornadoes; (3) Hurricanes; (4) Emergency Surviv
Supplies

One way to determine lesson layout and to start forming questions is to look for the
and

11111111111111111111

headings, 4headings, sub-subheadings

The next step in the process of learning by reading is to scan the lesson and jot down
qvstionr to answer when you read the text. Remember, scanning is NOT reading the
teat word for word, but picking out a sentence here and them to get a general idea of the
subject. This enables you to write questions to answer while reading. An example of a
queztion on Practice Lesson #1 is:

What public utilities are disrupted during a severe flood?

You would answer this question while reading the lesson.

10
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Scan Practice Lesson #1, "Preparing for Disaster," on page 15 and write at least five

questions to be answered when you're reading the lesson.

Questions

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

111111111IIIIII11111

Sample Questions:
1. What guidelines are given in preparing for an approaching flood?

2. How can a tornado be recognized?

3. What hurricane warnings are given by the Weather Bureau?

4. What type of emergency survival supplies should be stocked?

5. Which is more essential foi urvival, food or water?

A properly wi-itt-n paragraph has a topic sentence. The topic sentence states the
main idea of the paragraph. The remainder of the paragraph is supporting information and
raM1111 an .

You can find the general idea of the rnatenal in a paragraph by reading the
sentence.

ItIllIllillii'lilltl
topic

A method of determining the content of a paragraph is to look for the

illilillillliiillill

topic sentence

11
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13L1
Read the part of Practice Lesson #1 concerning Hurricanes (page 16) and underline

the topic sentence in each paragraph.

There are paragraph g with a total of topic sentences.

iiiIiIIIHM111111.1

4 4

The article on hurricanes leas the topic sentence as the first sentence of each para-
graph. You should have underlined the first sentence of each paragraph.

Underlining key points is a good way to make lesson review easier if the text is yours
to keep. If the book must be returned, a good method to use is to outline the material in
the following manner

1. First Main Idea

a. Fact and reasoning supporting 1

(1) Fact and reasoning to support a

(2) Additional fact and reasoning to support a

(a) Support for (2)

(b) Additional support for (2)

1. Support for (b)

2. Additional support for (b)

b. Additional fact and reasoning to support 1

(1) Support for b

(2) Additional support for h

(3) Etc.

2. Second Main Idea

a. Fact and reasoning supporting 2

b. Etc.

The outline can be more oz less detailed depending on the complexity of the material
and what you need for review.

Use the part of Practice Lesson #1 covering Emergency Survival Supplies and complete
the following outline:

1. Emergency Survival Supplies

a.

12

14 0
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11111111111111111111

Your outline should be sir- to this:

1. Emergency Survival Supplies
a. Basic supplies

(1) Food
(a) Two-week supply at home
(b) Three-day supply in automoolle
(c) No refrigeration or cooking

(2) Water or other liquids
b. Comfort supplies

(1) Food seasonings
(2) Flashlight
(3) Radio
(4) First aid
(5) Games and books

Another way to help yourself remember the material is to write a summary paragraph for
small sections of the material. Read the summary paragraph for Practice Lesson # 1.

Two ways to aid retention of material and provide for review is to make an or
write a_ paragraph.

11111111111111111111

outline summary

Using that part of the practice lesson coveriAg Tornadoes, write a summary paragraph
for these three paragraphs. Your summary paragraph should have at least one sentence
for each paragraph.

SUMMARY: Tornadoes
.,
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11111111111111111111

Your summary should be simila. to the following:

Tornadoes

A tornado is usually a funnel-shaped cloud spinning rapidly and extending from e thunder-
cloud. Heavy rain and hail accompan the tornado. It can destroy almost everything in its
path. In case of an approaching tornado, you should seek shelter in a cellar, a cave, an
underground excavation or under furniture against inside walls. Buildings should have doors
or windows open on the side opposite the approaching tornado.

Some lessons have review questions at the end of a section or chapter. These questions
are there for your convenience. Answering them aids in your review of the material. The
questions usually concern key points of the lesson.

Key points of a lesson may be determined by looking up the answers to

11111111111111111111

review questions

One way to identify of a lesson is to underline review
question answers in the text.

liffillniiiiii1111i

key points

The following review questions cover part of the practice lesson "Preparing for
Disaster." Locate and underline the answers to the questions.

1. What should you do with canned goods in the event of flood?

2. If a tornado is approaching, where should you seek shelter?

3. What is a hurricane alert?

4. How many days food supply is considered adequate for emergencies?

5. How much liquid per day does a person need for survival over an extended period of
time?

You must learn to study before you study to learn. Study methods have many names,
but they follow a pattern similar to this section on "Study to Learn." You should deter-
mine what the lesson is about and what you need to know after studying the lesson. Scan
the lesson for headings and topic sentences. Read the lesson and answer questions you
developed while scanning. Review what you have read. If you follow this procedure, you
will have a better understanding of the lesson.

NOTE: Go to page 18 and 19.
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Practice Lesson #1

PREPARING FOR DISASTERS

OBJECTIVE

State at least three precautions you
should take against each of the following:
floods, tornadoes, and hurricanes.

INTRODUCTION

The word "disaster" means a sudden and
extraordinary misfortune. It implies an
unforeseen mischance bringing with it
destruction of property and/or life You will
study some advanced planning and
precautions you can take to reduce the
serious effects of natural disasters if they
occur within your neighborhood.

INFORMATION

NATURAL DISASTERS

Floods

Severe floods may be infrequent, but their
effects can be disastrous. There may be a
breakdown in telephone and other
communication; the disruption of water,
electric, and gas services; food spoilage and
difficulty in food distribution; the outbreak
of disease; costly p, party damage; and loss
of life. When the waters have subsided,
debris must be cleared away, services
restored, and property rebuilt.

The Office of Civil Defense has given
some guidelines in preparing for an
approaching flood. You should pack dishes,
canned goods, and household supplies in
baskets and other containers. Store these
and movable furniture on the top floor or the
highest part of the house. Disconnect all
electrical appliances and motors. If possible
move them to safety. Also, turn off gas
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appliances. When the above actions have
been taken, leave as early as you can and
take an ample supply of food and water with
you.

Tornadoes
A tornado is usually observed ai a funnel-

shaped cloud spinning rapidly and
extending toward the earth from the base of
a thundercloud. An hour or two befcire the
tornado strikes, dense, turbulent,
thunderstorm clouds will form. Tlleiv will
appear to bulge down. These clouds often
have a greenish-black color. Rain and hail
often precede the tornado and heavy rain
usually falls after it has passed.

Tornadoes are ery clffiletive. The
violent winds associaW with a tornadd can
uproot treesodlestroy buildings, and create a
serious hazard from objects blown through
the air. Also, the differences in air pressure
within the funnel may lift large objects or
cause buildir to collapse.

To know what to do when a tornado is
approaching may mean the difference
between life or death. The National Weather
Service has furnished scale guidelines for
people to follow when a tornado is
approaching. You should keep a radio or
television tuned to a local station for
information about the tornado. Do not call
the Weather Service because you might tie
up the telephone line that is needed for
emefgency calls. Seek shelter such as a
cellar, cave, or underground excavation. If
such is not available, lie flat in a ditch or
earth depression. If you are insids. a
building, stay away from windows and
outside walls. Seek cover under heavy
furniture and against inside walls. Doors
and windows on the side of the house away
from the approaching tornado may be
opened to help equalize the air pressure to
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prevent the collapse of the building. If you
are in open country, move at right angles to
the tornado to get out of its path. Above all,
remain calm so your thinking and reasoning
will be straight.

Hurricanes
Hurricanes form over the ocean and build

in intensity as they move over the water.
They are very destructive because of the
high speed and circular movement of the
wind accompanying them. The
destructiveness of the wind is not noticeable
while the hurricane is out at sea, but
becomes appr rent as it moves inland. Also,
most hurricanes are accompanied by heavy
reins. This results in destruction to property
exposed to the rain.

As soon as there are definite indications
that a hurricane is forming, the Weather
Service begins issuing advisory reports.
Hurricanes are given names by the Weather
Service, such as Beulah, Carla, etc. A hurri-
cane alert means that there is no immediate
danger but that everyone should stand by
for further reports and be ready to take
precautionary action if necessary. A storm
warning may be issued to warn some coastal
sections that winds and tides will be
dangerous, so that preliminary precautions
can be taken. A hurricane warning means to
take all precautions immediately against
the full force of the storm.

The Weather Service issues advisories,
alerts, storm warnings, and hurricane
warnings every six hours, or oftener if
needed. To keep the public informed of the
progress of a storm when it is near the
mainland, the Weather Service issues
bulletins for press, radio, and television
every hour or so. State and local civil
defense and cooperating Government
agencies disseminate warnings by every
available means.
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The Weather Service has furnished
guidelines for you to follow if you are near or
in the path of a hurricane. Keep your radio
or television tuned to the local station for
reports and warnings. It is well to keep a
battery-operated radio for use in case of
electrical power failure. You may use your
car radio. Get away from low-lying beaches
or locations which may be covered by high
tides or storm waves. If the building you are
in is well built and is out of danger of high
tides, it is possibly the safest place for you.
Board up the windows with good material
and fasten them securely. _Store extra food
and water. The food should not require
refrigeration. Since city water service will
likely be disrupted, clean the bathtub, jugs,
bottles, and cooking utensils and fill them
with drinking water. Secure everything that
might be blown away or tarn loose. Garbage
cans, garden tools, porch furniture, and
other loose ,objects become instruments of
destruction in the strong winds. It is well to
fill the gasoline tank in your car. If power is
off, gasoline p mps may not be operative.
Check the condition of your flashlight or
other emergency lights and be sure they are
operative. Remain calm. Your ability to meet
emergencies will inspi ,e and help other!.

Emergency Survival Supplies
We are always vulnerable to the ravages

of nature. Every wise family or individual
should prepare for emerge4cies. If you re-
member you mother's ftntry, it was
stocked with food for any emergency,
whether it was unexpected company or
being snowed in by a winter storm. Such
preparation might mean the difference be-
tween comfort and hardship; even between
survival and starvation in case of an ex-
tended disaster.

An adequate supply of food and water is
one of the basic preparations for
emergencies. A two-week supply of food in
your home and a three-day survival kit in
your automobile is considered adequate.
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Select foods that do not require refrigeration
or cooking. Put them in packages suitable
for one meal for yourself or for the family
group. This makes for easier serving,
prevents leftovers that might spoil, and you
can plan a variety of foods for each meal.

Water,-or other liquid, is essential. Water
is more essential than food. Each individual
can live on a quart of liquid per day for an
extended time. However, one gallon per
individual per day will allow for limited
bathing.

Other items that may not be essential but
will still make conditions more comfortable
are salt, sugar, matches, cooking utensils,
paper supplies, battery radio, flashlight,
first -aid supplies, blankets, pails, garbage
containers, etc. Games and items for

/3?
entertainment are handy items to have
along as well as a Bible for religious needs.

SUMMARY

Floods, tornadoes, and hurricanes can
cause severe disasters through the
destruction of property and/or life. Floods
usually result in the spoilage of many items,
spread of diseases, and distiptio.-. of public
services. Both tornadoes aild hurricanes
cause the above-mentioned destructions as
well as damage to property and/or life
through violent winds and heavy rains. You
should follow the guidelines furnished by
the National. Weather Service in both the
early and Fate preparations for such
disasters. Items rET{It use in the event of
a disaster sho a be checked periodically
and kept in a usable condition.

17
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ILLUSTRATIONS

OBJECTIVE

Identify the facts or parts in a given illustration.

INTRODUCTION

Charts, graphs, drawings, and pictures are used to clarify what the author is writing
about. Goya illustrations eliminate the need for long and involved descriptions. As a
student, you will be required to use inform lion from illustrations inyour studies.

INFORMATION

The line drawing of a reservoir accumulator shown in figure 8 is a frequently used
type of illustration. Note that the shaded areas represent pressure, return, and air charge.
The balloons (circles with numbers) have arrows pointing to parts that are identified

--below the drawing. This helps you identify- parts- *Antigua and airflow. Tor- in:tame,
number 4 points to a check valve and the shaded area which runs through the check valve
is a return line.

PRESSURE RETURN AIR CHARGE EM

111341U11/ GAO!
2. INDICATOR PIN
3. VI/42 UM"

CMICIT PAW'
S. IISIRV0111

64-'1
6. 1,111' VALYI
I. MUM LINE
S. SYSTEM PRISSY'S UP41

PUMP SUPPLY L1141
It PISTON

Figure 6. Reservoir Accumulator
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II. 11111/11/011 PISTON
It. PISTON IXTINSION
13. ACCUMULATOR
14. PILLER YAWS

4.

C
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Number 6 identifies a and the three shaded areas represent

C
, and

iiiIiiltill111111111

relief valve pressure, return, air charge

The reservoir piston is identified by number and the shaded area to the left
of it is representing a

11111111111111111111

11 return

Another type of illustration is used in
figure 7. This figure is a pictorial of a
pressure gage with the parts named on
the illustration.

The type tube used ia the pressure gage
is a tube.

1111111111

bourdon

0
Figure 7. Pressure Gage

Illustrations may be sin-ple or complex. They have one purposeto clarify the written
text. Illustrations are one of your greatest aids to effective study.

19
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OBJECTIVE

. THE SQ3R, METHOD

List and explain the steps to befollowed for the SQ3R method of study.

INTRODUCTION

There are many names for planned methods of study. One is the SQ3R method which
has five steps. These steps must be done in the proper sequence for best results. The
steps are:

S = Survey - Survey the material.

Q = Question - Ask yourself questions concerning what the lesson is about.

R = Read - Read the material carefully and look for answers to your questions.

R = Recite - Recite to yourself and answer your questions.

R = Review - Think about the lesson and reread areas which aren't clear in
mind.

The SQ3R is a AA' study.

11111111111111111111

planned method

your

,
Which of the following statements are true?

a. A planned method of study helps you get mcre out of your study time.

b. SQ3R = Survey, Question, Read, Recite, and Reject.

c. The SQ3R is a planned method of study.

d. The steps 4 the SQ3R method of study have no recommended sequence.

1111111111111111111i

a and c
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The first step of the SQ3R method is
the survey step. This step is to determine

0 the general content of the lesson. To survey
the lesson, read the lesson objective first.
Then read the headings, subheadings, and
subsubheadings. Read the summary and
review questions at the end of the lesson.
Then scan each paragraph for the topic
sentence.

0

0

To determine the general content of the
lesson without concerning . yourself with
specific details, you should
the lesson.

"/3

Figure 8. S = Survey

Which of the following statements is true?

a. The best way to survey a lesson is to read all of the text.

b. In surveying the lesson you should first read the objective, headings, subheadings,
and sub-subheadings.

c. Summaries should only be read when reviewing the lesson.

11111 1111111 1 1111 III

b

Summaries and review qu tions should be read for the first time during the
step.

1111111111111 1111111

N survey
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11114 Topiesentences aid in the step.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
survey

Scanning is the best way to perform the survey step. Running the eyes rapidly down
a page is called

11111111111111111111

scanning

. List at least four things to do when surveying a lesson

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

11111111111111111111

1. Read the objective.
2. Read the headings, subheadings,

sub-subheadings.

3. Read the summary.
4. Read the review questions.
5. Read the topic sentences.

Survey Practice Lesson #2 on pages 29 and 30. DO NOT READ THE LESSONonly
survey it. In the spaces below, list the title, objective, heading and subheadings of the
lesson.

Title:

Objective.

Heading:

Subheadings:

22
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41.) Title: Principles of Learning

Cbjective: List the six principles of learning and describe the function of each.

Heading: The Learning rrocess

Subheadings: Will to Learn Organization
Action Understanding
Atter...Ion Review

Per.

After surveying a lesson, yi. !-Iould
devise questious to answer ai3oul. ,_...2 sub-
ject. A good method is to rewrite each
he ---iing and subheading into a question.
For example, if the heading is "P-.nution,"
you could devise the following questions:

Whas is pollution?

What causes pollution?

Wbat can be done about pollution?

In some eases you may not be able to
answer all ;our questions from the lesson
text but the questions will give direction
and purpose to your study. Figure 9. Q = Question

F.Ewriting each heading and subheading into a question is a goad way to perform the
step of the SQ3R method cnt study.

11111111111111111111

question

Which of the following statements are true?

a t au should. read the material before devising questions.

b. The "Q" in SQ3R represents "qualify."

c. Devising questions will aid in studying the lesson.

d. The lesson should be surveyed before devising questions.

11111111111111111111

c and d
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Your study will have better direction and purpose if you perform the

step by rewriting the headings and subheadings into

I
1 11 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 11

question questions

Perform the question step of the SQ3R method of study using PraLtice Lesson #2,

Questions:

11 II! 1 III 1 1 1 1 11 i 1 III

The following are typical questions:

1. What is theLearning Process?

2. What does "Will to Learn" mean?

3. What does "Action" have to do with the learning process?

4. How does "Attention" affect the learning process?

5 How does "Organization" affect the learning process?

6. How can I increase my understanding of material I read?

7. What advantage can I gain from review?

24
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0

0

I"2
Two down and three to go. You should now know how to survey (S) and question (Q).

The 3R sta.-ids for Read, Recite, and Review.

The next step in the SQ3R method is to
read the text carefully. Don't skip from
here to there hunting the answers to the
questions you devised in the question step.
Look for the answers as you read each
paragraph. Be sure to study each illus-
tration. Start at the beginning of the lesson
and read all the material.

Which of he following statements is
true?

a. You should look for answers 6o yoi.r
questions as you read the lesson.

b. Graphs and tables are supplementary
material and mot be read if you have time.

c. Disregard the questions you wrote
in the previous step until you have read
the lesson tv-ice.

Figure 10. R= Read

11111111111)11W Ill

a

The third step of the SQ3R method of study is to carefully all the material
and look for to the you devised in the previous step.

read

I I I I I I 1 I ! I I I I I I 1 I I

answers questions
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Recite, the second "R," reoeires re-
phrasing the lesson in your own words
When you finish a paragraph or section,
lean back, look away from your book and
restate in your own words what the author
said. It is best if you recite verbally,
whether aloud or under your breath. This
aids your understanding of the lesson
because you read it first, then you say
it and hear it.

You will increase your understanding
of the lesson if y can the
material ii. your own words.

111111111!

recite

Figure 11. R= Recite

4

Which of the following statements are true?

a. Reciting aloud will help to organize the material in your mind.

b If a person reads well, he wastes time if he stops to recite the material in his
words.

c. You will understand the lesson better if you rephrase the material in your own words.

d It is childish for an adult to recite aloud.

a and c

own

The 3Rs of the SQ3R method of study are and

read. recite, review

Now, using the questions you devised and wrote down on page 24, perform the read and
recite steps on Practice Lesson 42. page 29.

15



The third "R" is Review. The review
step is so important to understanding that
at least as much time should be spent
reviewing as was spent on the survey,
question, read, and recite steps combined.
To begin your review, close your book
sit back, and think about the material you
have studied. This is called reflective
thinking. If, during reflective thinking,
there is some material that isn't clear and
fully understood, go back ah..: reread that
material. Then repeat the reflective think-
ing process. Remember, you should spend
at least half of your study time on the
review step.

The third R in the SQ3R planned method
of study stands for

Figure 12 R = Review

11111111111111i11111

review

Which of the following statements are true?

a. If you read the lesson carefully, there is no need to spend a lot of time in reviewing

b. A good review can be made by leafing through the material.

c. The best way to review is to first close your book, sit back, and think over what
you've read.

d. The time spent in the review step should be as much or more than the time spent on
all other steps combined

e. Organizing the material into your own words causes you to do reflective thinking

IIIIIII1111111111111

c, d and e

If the material is not clear dunng the step, you should reread it

1111111H11111111H1

review
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/ TO Close your book, sit back and think about the material you have studied. This is

11111111111111111111

reflective thinking

The steps of the SQ3R planned method of study are
, and

11111111111111111111

survey, question, read, recite, review

NOTE: Go to page 31.
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Practice Lesson #2

PRINCIPLES OF LEARNING

OBJECTIVE

List the six principles of learning and
describe the function of each.

INTRODUCTION

Learning is an active process that takes
place according to a number of well- defined
principles. These .principles are the will to
learn, action, attention, organization, under-
standing, and isview.

INFORMATION

THE LEARNING PROCESS

Will to Learn

The will to learn results from having a
definite objective and recognizing the need
to achieve that objective. A person is
motivated to do a job when he knows exactly
wliat he is expected to do and realizes why
he must do it. Contrast the amount of
knowledge that you got from the average
high school lecture with the amount that
you got from a briefing on an important job.
You learned more from the job briefings
chiefly because you were getting something
that you were looking for and something
that would affect your future well-being.

Action

We have said that learning is an active
process. Your education, in the final
analysis, depends entirely upon your
participation in the learning situations
which confront you. When you are faced
with new ideas, facts, or principles, you are
in a learning situation;" and you learn as
you react to and participate in that
situation. Learning is in direct proportion to
the amount of your reaction to a learning

29
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situation. Anything that you can do to
generate definite mental action while
listening or reading will help you to achie,. e
effective learning.

Attention
The third principle in learning is

attention, which means focusing the full
power of your mind on the material that you
wish to learn. When working with about 50
percent attention, you "take in" the material
you hear or see; but it quickly fades from
your mind and is never used. If your
attention lies between the halfway mark
and total attention, you will be able to
understand and remember the material you
see or hear. You should feel some interest or
cithosity concerning the material presented.
In your case, there shoull be little material
in which you cannot develop a genuine
interest if you honestly try to relate it to your
present work or car,' -.

Organization
You cannot learn a subject effectively

simply by memorizing all the facts about it.
Before you are able to use material that you
have learned, you must understand its
organization; that is, 'how the parts fit
together to make a complete picture. If you
can get the author's central idea and his
general plan of attack, you will be able to
follow more intelligently his individual
ideas and items of information. If You know
what the end result of your listening or
reading will be, you can better interpret each
detail.

Understanding
The fifth principle in learning is

understanding. By this we mean getting the
basic idea which the author is trying to get
across. You can do this by putting the
author's statement in your own words.
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When you read material, you get the
organization that the author considered
most logical in dealing with his
subjectyou get his organization. In order
to put the material to the best use, you must
formulate in your mind the organization
that makes most sense to you. This may or
may not be the same as that used by the
author.

Review

Few experiences are so vivid that we learn
from them in one trial. Generally speaking,
we must repeat any operation to make it our
own. Material studied for an hour a day for
four days, or even an hour a week for four
weeks, will be remembered much better than
material studied four hours one day and

30

never reviewed. You will find in your own
case that some review will give you better
comprehension and better memory than
study concentrated at one time with no
review.

SUMMARY

We have said that learning does not take
place in some mysterious and unexplainable
fashion; neither is it a process that Opel aces
automatically when you are exposed to
material to be learned. Learning is an active
process that takes place according to a
number of well-defined rules and principles.
They are the will to learn, action, attention,
organization, understanding, and review.
All of these principles should be applied
when forming good study habits.
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LISTENING

OBJECTIVE

List three requirements for effective listening during a discussion or lecture.

INTRODUCTION

Listening is another important factor in
the learning process. You must master the
art of listening to get the most from a
discussion or lecture. Proper listening
will affect your studying, too. You must
learn to ignore distractions in order to
pick nut the important points being pre-
sented. The six factors covered in Practice
Lesson "2, "Principles of Learning " also
apply to effective listening techniques.

INFORMATION

I C3

Figure 13. Learn to Listen and
Listen to Learn

You must have the will to learn in order to listen effectively. You will not pay close
attention to a speaker unless you are interested in what he is saying._

Action is how you react to what the speaker says. You cannot sit with your body and
mind relaxed and expect the speaker's points to impress themselves on your brain. It's
like putting your car in neutralyou won't get vary far.

To listen effectively and with understanding, you must give your undivided attention to
the speaker. You cannot learn and retain the subject matter if you permit your mini to
wander.

Organization is important to effective listening. You should be constantly alert to the
speaker's organization of the subject. The subject organization should help you to under-
stand the material. Without understanding, you will not learn or retain the subject wetter.

Review is the last factor in listening to learn. To review a lecture, refer to your
notes or a prepared outline. How well you take notes during the lecture has a definite
effect on how effective your review will be. In most cases, it is wise to expand your notes
as soon as possible after the lecture.
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List the six factors that affect listening effectiveness.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1. Will to learn
2. Action

11111111111111111111

3. Attention 5. Organization
4. Understanding 6. Review

Select the true statements:

a. By concentrating, you can reject sounds not related to the subject.

b. Review does not affect learning by listening.

c. You must rtspond mentally to listen effectively.

11:H111111111111111

a and c

Without mental response, you are not to the speaker.

1!111111111H1111111

listening

If you do not give your to the speaker you cannot learn and retain
the subject matter.

11111111111111111111

attention
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The subjsct

0
will aid you to

11111 1 1 1 11111111111i

organization

the material.

understand

/55'

To listen effectively you must

a. Start listening when the instructor starts talking.

b. Keep listening until he stops talking.

c. Respond mentally to what he says.

0
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NOTE TAKING

OBJECTIVES

1. List three rules for taking notes during a discussion or lecture.

2. Write an acceptable outline for taking notes during a discussion or lecture.

INTRODUCTION

The best way to review subject matter presented in a discussion or lecture is to
refer to your notes. If your notes are to be useful, you must follow proven rules of note-
taking.

INFORMATION

There are many rules which can be
applied to note-taking but well confine
this coverage to four basic ones. These
rules are:

1. Listen for the speaker's main ideas
and then write them down in your own
words.

2. Be brief.

3. Record informationdon't just list
topics.

4. Organize your notes in the prescribed
outlinefurra.

Listen for the main ideas of the speaker.
When you identify these ideas, write them
down in your own words. Then as the dis-
cussion or lecture continues, jot down
important facts which support each main
idea. Figure 14. Take Good Notes

Select the correct statement.

a. Only those items the speaker writes on the chalkboard are main ideas.

b. Good notes require writing down the main ideas in your own words.

c. The instructor will tell you when he is giving a main idea.

11111111111H1111111

b
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A rule for good note-taking is "Be
Brief." Don't try to write down everything
the speaker says but don't just list topics
either. Remember, your notes must make
sense to you an hour, a day, or a week
later. Plan to jot down only the key points
and supporting facts

Select the true statements.

a. A single word is usually sufficient
notes on a single main idea.

b. You should rephrase and write down
everything the speaker says.

c. Listing topics is an effective way to
take notes.

d. Good notes must b-' as brief as clar-
ity permits.

Is 7

Figure 15. Pick Out the Key Points

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ,11 I

d

Another notetaking rule to follow is "take down information, not just topics." For
example, if one of the topics covered in a lecture was "Safety" and your notes consisted
of just that one word, you might have trouble recalling what was covered if you waited a
week to review your notes. However, if you made the following notes, you would have an
advantage:

1. Safety

a. Driving

(1) Obey laws

(2) Don't drink and drive

(3) Watch other driver

b. Swimming

(1) Swim with buddy

(2) KnOw the water

(3) Don't horseplay
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Which of the following is rota good rule for taking notes?

a. 13ebrief.

b. Write down information, not 'just topics.

c. Writedown main ideas in your own words.

d. Use the speaker's exact woIrds when taking nQt-ae.

. .
Soria people write down useful informatior but due ti a lack of organization, the in-

formation lolies aims- of its effectiveness. Develop the habit of taking notes in outline
form and they v411 be more useful to you. The Air Force approved outline format,is shown

below. Note that no capital letters or Roman numerals are used. Your notes should follow

this outline.

2.

b

You'll notice that I used this format in the sample outline of notes on page 35.

In the outline the key points are identified by the

111111iiiiiiiiiiiiii

numbers 1, 2, 3, etc.
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Main aubpoints are identified by

0 11111111111111 i 11111

0

letters a, b, c, etc.

/59

During a lecture an instructor said that weapons of the US incl _ded the A-7, the RF-4, the
C-141, and the C-5A aircraft, the Minuteman and the Titan Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles
(ICBM), and the Sparrow and the Sidewinder Air Intercept Missiles (AIM).

Outline this information in the recommended Air Force outline format.
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Outline:

1. Aircraft

a. A-7

b. RF-4

c. C-141

d. C-5A

2. Missiles

a. ICBM

(1) Minuteman

(2) Titan

b. AIM

(1) Sparrow

(2) Sidewinder

11111111111111111111
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As soon as possible after class, organize your dotes and write in the supporting infor-

mation that you didn't have time for during dais. This will heir you review for a test at
a later date.

Yuu should and notes taken in class as soon as
possible after class.

11111111111111111111

organize supplement

When taking notes, write as legibly as possible. Don't be one who "can't read his own
writing after it gets cold."

The four rules for note-taking are:

a. Listen for the speaker's main ideas and then write them down in your own words.

b. Be brief.

c. Record informationdon't just list topics.

d. Organize your notes in the prescribed outline form.

NOTE: Obtain a dictionary for use with pages 39 through 42. If a dictionary is not
available turn to page 43.
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USING THE DICTIONARY

OBJECTIVES

/6/

1. Locate specific words in a dictionary, write or state their meaning and pronounce
them correctly

2. Alphabetize a group of words.

INTRODUCTION

A foreign studer. once said, "I have difficulty with the English language. You have a
' patient' in the hospital, and you are 'patient' with your students." Here the same word is
used two times with different meanings. Foreign students are not the only ones who have
difficulty with our language. The above illustrates the need of having a knowledge of word
meanings and how these meanings are influenced by other words in the sentence.

INFORMATION

One way to increase your knowledge of word meanings is to use the dictionary. Writers
often use uncommon words. Anytime you read to learn you should have a dictionary near
and you should use it.

To get the most from your studies, you should use a to look up
unfamiliar

11111111111111111111

dictionary words

You can build your vocabulary by using the di&doliary but the alone isn't enough, You
also must learn the vocabulary of your career field.

Every activity has its own whether it is in the field of education,
electronics, O. ,tography, or baseball.

1111111111111111W 1

vocabulary
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There are instructions and aids given in the dictionary to assist you in using it. A

pronunciation key, usually located on the inside covers or bottom of each page, gives
assistance in sounding the letter, in words. In addition to the key,
detailed instructions in pronouncin ; words are given in the section in the dictionary
titled "A Guide to Pronunciation."

11111111111111111111

pronunciation

Many words have more then one definition given in the dictionary. The first
is the earliest acceptable meaaing and those following it are usually given in order of
the detz af their acceptance.

11111111111111111111

definition

Learn to open your dictionary tc a page that is near the place where the word you are
looking for is located. The guide words at the top of each page are very }telpful. The first

is the first word on the page

11111111111111111111

guide word

The second guide wora is the last wcrd on the page. If the word you are looking for is
alphabetically between these two you will know it is on
that page.

11111111111111111111

guide words

Look up the word "alphabet" in your dictionary. Note that this word is divided into
three syllables. In pronouncing this word the stress or accent, identified by the heavy
stress mark, is on the first syllable. Look at some other words in the dictionary, and you
will find some of them have two ; a heavy one and a lighter one.

11111111111111 11111

stress marks

40
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The heavy stress mark is called the primary accent and the lighter stress mvaerIk63is

givencalled the secondary accent. In pronouncing these words more to
the with the heavy stress mark.

11111111111111111111

stress syllable

Immediately following each word is a respelling of it to help you in its correct pro-
nunciation. In this the vowels are marked to show how they are
sounded. Note these markings in the word "alphabet."

11111111111111111111

respelling

These markings are called diacritical marks. The key tc these sounds is at the bottom
of the page or in the section "Guide to Pronunciation," near the front of the

HINIHIHIH1111h

dicZonary

The letter or letters following the respelling of the word identifies its part of speech
suck. as a noun, verb, adjective, etc. The letter "n" following the word "alphabet"
identifies it as a

0 11111111111111111111

noun

Thr information enclosed within the brackets gives the origin or derivation of the word.
Note that the word "alphabet" is from the Latin word alphabetum,
which in turn oases from the Greek words alpha and beta.

11111111111111111111

derived or originated

The definition of frip word is next. If there are severgl , you must
consider the word in relation to its use in the sentence and then select the correct

Illi!lilliIIIIIIII

definitions definitiA
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A dictionary should be an important part of your study references The more you use it

the easier it will be to locate words and their meanings. Arrange the following words in

alphabetical order and look up the definition of the words in italics.

lady, ,inber, stream, argue, profile magnolia, simple, ladies, embarrass, beast,

air.unent, arguing

11111111111iiIIII

argue, arguing, argument, beast, embarrass, - ember, .adite, lady, magnolia,

profile, simple, stream

beast; la: an animal as distinguished from plant b: .a lower animal as
dialing-jai-0d from man' c: a 4-footed mammal as distinguished from man, lower
vertebrates, d invertebrates'` -d: an animal under human control 2: a contempt-

ible person

embarrass; la; to limper the movement of b: HINDER, IMPEDE. 2a: to

place in doubt, perp exity, or difficulties b: to involve in financial difficulties
c to to experience in state of self-conscious distress. 3: to make intricate:
COMPLICATE.

ember; 1: glowing fragment (as of coal) from a fire; esp: such a fragment
smoldering in ash2s. 2 pr: the smoldering remains of a fire.

magnolia; any of a genus (magnolia of tht family Magnoliaceae, the Magnolia

Family) of No. American and Asian shrubs and trees with entire evergreen or
deciduous leaves and usu. showy white, yellow, rose, cr purple flowers appear-
ing in early spring. -
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TABLE OF CONTENTS

OBJECTWE

/65-

Given a Table of Contents and a list of subjects, write page number of each subject.

INTRODUCTION

Knowing how to study is essential to your learning efforts. Since r students have a
limited time for study, maximum use of this time is important. This section deals with
the Table of Contents. Learning to use the Table of Contents will save you valuable
min utes.

INFORMATION

The design If the TLble of Contents varies with the author. The examples used in this
text -.1U .'sf-iliarize you with some of the designs.

?se rahie of Contents on page 45 uses chapters and sections. If you are looking for in-
_ _

formation concerning crystals, you would locate this information in chapter 1, section B,
page 6.

If you need information about stabilizing ciicuits which use diodes, you would locate
this in chapter , section , page

11111111111111111111

3 C 39

Y3u are a te,_ inician who needs to review information about phase inverters. From the
Table of Conte is on page 45, you would find this material in chapter , section

, page_

11111111111111111'

4 C 57

4 Another Table of Contents is shown on page 46. This one uses chapters, headings, and
subheadings. You locate desired information in this Table of Contents in basically the
same manner as the first example.
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You are going to write trainin ; literature and ..eed information about the standards for

illustrations. Where in the book would this information begin?

Chapter , Title:

Heading:

Subheading:

Page.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Chapter 1, Preparing Training Literature
Heading: Quality Standards
Subheadings.--pistrating
Page: 1-13

You want to find information about the use of study guides? Use the Table of Contents
on page 46.

Chapter: , Title:

Heading:

Page:

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Chapter 2, Study Guides
Heading: Purpose and Use
Page: 2-1

ern back to page 3 and briefly glance over tile material. Don't forget the recite and
review steps of the SQ3R planned method of study. Use them with this text, too.
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/67
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This handout is in three sections. Section I is a list of frequently used

abbreviations. Section II is intended to give you general definitions that
apply to several areas of study. Section III (electrical terms) is more
specific in that the terms apply to one main area of study. Anytime you
are studying a piece of material that has words of which you are not sure
of the definition use this handout. If the definition is not in this handout
please consult your instructor.

SECTION I. FREQUENTLY USED ABBREVIATIONS

ACFT Aircraft

A/C Air Conditioning

ATH Air Turbine Motor

Btu - -- British Thermal Unit

CB Fire Extinguishing Agent (Bromochloromethane)

C/B -Circuit Breaker

C Celsius (previously Centigrade)

CFM -Cubic Feet Per Minute

Cu.In.------Cubic Inches

AP Delta Pressure (Differential Pressure)

ERA Engine Bleed Air

Fahrenheit

(TM Gallons per minute

H
2
0 -Water

lig Mercury

LPM Liters per minute

rpm- Revolutions Per Minute

SHE -Secondary Heat Exchanger

SOY- -Shut off Valve

Sigma

PPM Pounds per minute

PJE Primary Heat Exchanger

psi--- Pounds Per Square Inch

pcia---- ---Pounds Per Square Inch Absolute

psid--------Pounds Per Square Inch Differential

psig--------Pounds Per Square Inch Gauge

1
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ABORT

SECTION II. DEFINITIONS OF CINERAL TERMS

-A-

/ 7 /

1-Of airborne persons or aircraft; to turn back from
an aerial mission before completion, especially for
reasons other than enemy action. 2-To cause an air
mission, sortie, or operation to fall short of success
for reasons other than enemy action.

ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE A temperature expressed In terms f a scale beginning
at absolute zero.

ABSOLUTE ZERO

ACCELERATION

ACCESSORY DRIVE

ACTUATE

The temperature at which all thermal motion or heat
action ceases. On the Fahrenheit scale it is equal to
459.7 degrees below zero. On the Celsius scale it
is equal to 273.16 degrees below zero.

The action or process of velocity increase; the rate
of velocity increase, often measured in G's.

A special driveshaft and gears, operated off the
engine, to actuate and drive accessories.

To put into use; to move; to cause to operate.

ADIABATIC The change in the temperature of the air or other gas
due to a change in pressure on the air or g,is,

AERODYNAMIC BREAKING FAN A fan designed to create a drag on the turbine of
some aircraft starters, thereby limiting the turbine
speed.

AERODYNAMIC HEATING

AIR

AIR CONDITION

The heating of an aircraft due to the friction of air,
significant chiefly at high speeds.

The mixture of gases in the atmosphere. The element
through which aircraft fly.

The process of con&tioning air. This is done by
heating, cooling, cleaning the air, and controlling
moisture content.

AIR FLOW A flow or movement of air.

AIR INLET An entrance for air.

AIR INTAKE A scoop, duct, or the like for taking in air, an air
inlet.

AIR PRESSURE Either the static or dynamic pressure of air or both.

AIR SCOOP A device or part mounted on the aircraft which opens
toward the front for taking in air during flight.

3
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AIR SEAL

AIR START

ALTIMETER

ALTITUDE

Any partition, gasket, or the like used to block off

or stop the flow or passage of air.

An act or instance of starting an airplane's engine

while in flight.

A flight instrument
that indicates altitude above a

given reference
level, as above the sea or ground.

The elevation of an oblect above a given level, ..,

above sea or grognd. The vertical distance between

any point in the atmosphere or air and a reference point

on the earth's surface.

ALTITUDE INDICATOR Any device for indicating altitude.

AMBIENT
Surrounding, encompassing, as in ambient air, ambient

temperature.

ANEROID

ANOXIA

A disc shaped metallic capsule from which all air has

been evacuated, which expresses its sensitivity to

changes in atmospher. pressure by expanding and

contracting.

LiterAlly the absence of oxygen in the blood cells,

or ti-sues, as would be the case if a person were at

50,000 feet without benefit of oxygen equipment.

ANTI (prefix) Counter; agains., opposing.

ANTI -G DEVICE

ANTI-G SUIT

ANTI-ICER

Any device designed to protect a person against

high G forces.

A suit designed to protect a person against positive

G forces over 1.75 G.

A device designed to prevent the formation of ice.

ANTI-ICING Of a compound, a fluid or equipment that prevents icing.

ANTI-ICE SCREEN

ATMOSPhERE

ATMOSPHERIC 1-RESSURE

AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

A wire mesh screen located in the turbine outlet of

some air conditioning systems that is designed to

prevent icing of the water separator.

1-The body of air which surrounds the earth. 2-The

pressure of the air at sea level, equal to 14.7 psi.

The static force or pressure exerted by the atmosphere

in any direction in any part of the atmosphere envelope.

Designating mechanisms that work in reaction to certain

conditions to automatically control the temperature of

an aircraft cockpit or cabin.

4
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AUXILIARY

AUX1L'ARY POWER UNIT

AXIAL RAM

BAILOUT

BAILOUT OXYGEN BOTTLE

BALL BEARING

BAROMETER

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE

BAROMETRIC SWITCH

BELLOWS

BENCH CHECK

BENDS

BERNOULI'S LAW

BLEED

BLOWER

BONDING

173
Of ...-ir operated systems; that supplemt- , or I, in

addition to regular air operated systems, as in
ra n removal systems, anti-C suit systems, canopy
seal tstems, and windshield defoggIng anu
systems.

A power unit that can he used In addition to, or in
place of other sources of power.

In a jet aircraft, the flow of air along the
longitudinal axis of the engine.

-B-

The action of bailing out of an aircraft by parachuting.

A portable metal bottle containing oxygen to be used
by a person after bailout at high altitudes. Some-
times railer! a "bailout oxygen cylinder."

A bearing in which the moving parts operate against
freely revolving steal balls contained in a race,
chiefly for the purpose of reducing f-ition; anyone
of the balls in such a bearing.

An instrument for measuring atmospheric r essure, uses'
in such instruments as an altimeter.

Atmospheric pressure as measured by a barometer.

A switch activated by an aneroid reacting to a
barometric pressure.

An open, flexile container operated by atmospheric
nressuze.

A work shop check of the condition, completeness, or
-corking czder of a piece of equipment.

A painful r:ramping in the joints cau,,,t by a rapid

rise to high altitudes without the use of oxyger

A law of physics stating that as the velocity of a
fluid increases, its internal pressure decrease

To drain or divert all or part of the contents of an
air line or chamber.

A device for moving large volumes of air at Jot.
pressures.

A system of cowl.ctions of contacts which insure that
the metal parts of ,n aircraft form a continuous

electrical unit thus preventing the ar,ing of static
electricity.
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BOUNDARY LAYER A thin layer of air next to an air foil, distin-

guishable from the main air flow by distinctive flow

characteristics of its own set up by friction.

BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL The des'Isn or control of -,rfoils and certain airfoil

attachments to reduce or remove undesirable aerodynamic

effects as parasite drag, caused by the boundary layer;

the science of such design and control.

bJURDON TUBE

BREATHER TlivE

kW:Ea!

BRITISH THERMAL UNIT

BUCki.T

BULKHEAD

BURNER CAN

BY-PASS

CABIN

A metallic C-shaped or coil shaped tube open at one

end to receive gas or fluid pressures, used in certain

instruments as a pressure measuring device.

A tube providing an opening in the sump of an ATM, a

starter, or a turbine assembly to equalize the pressure

in the oil sump with atmospheric pressure.

The c,ntainer on a cartridge starter where the

cartridge of ammonium nitrate is placed, for igniting.

A unit of heat. The heat required to raise-tha
temperature of one pound of water, at its maximum

density, one degree Fahrenheit. Also, the heat

to be removed in cooling one pound of water one degree

Fahrenheit.

One of the blades or vanes attached to a turbine wheel.

A partition or frame serving to divide, support or

give shape to the fuselage of an aizplane.

A combustion chamber in a jet engine or combustion

heater.

1-A path for curre..t or fluid to be carried around

something. 2-A route used -s an alternate when some
obstruction makes use of the normal route impracticable.

-C-

An inclosed compartment in an aircraft for passengers

or crew members. Also known as cockpit.

CABIN IiLATER DUCT A duct for conveying heater air to au aircraft cabin.

CABIN LEAKAGE TESTER Used to suonl- air to the aircraft cabin for testing

the cabin tr.,. ;lir tightness under pressurized

conditions.

CABIN PRESSURE The air pressure in an aircraft cabin.

CAM A part mounted on a shaft and us,d to impart a

reciprocating or alternating motion to another
part by bearing against it as it rotates.

6
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CAM FOLLOWER

CANOPY

CANOPY SEAL

175"
A part that rides the cam.

Any overhanging cover as in "a canopy of an aircraft."

Used to seal the cabin to an airtight condition.
Usually inflated by air pressure.

CAPSULE An air tight .jectable airplane cockpit or cabin.

CARBON DIOXIDE SYSTEM

CARTRIDGE

CARTRIDGE-PNEUMATIC
STARfER

A system using carbon dioxide for extinguishing fire
in an aircraft.

A solid propellant of ammonium nitrate used to turn
the turbine of a cartridge-pneumatic starer.

Used to start aircraft engines by use of either a
solid propellant cartridge or bleed air.

CASTE,LATED NUT A nut divided into slots to receive a cotter pin and
thus resembling a castle.

CELLULOSE NITRATE Any several esters of nitric acid used as an
explosive. Produced by treating cotton or some other
form of cellulos' with a mixture of nitric and sUlphuric
acids. Used in explosives such as in a fixed fire
extinguisher squib. Also called "gun cotton."

CELSIUS A thermiDmeter scam-' (son times called CentigLade) iu
which 0 degrees represents the freezing point and
100 degrees represents the boiling point of water
under standard atmospheric conditions.

C NTRIFUGAL Moving or directed away from the center of rotation.

CHANGE OF STATE

CHECK POINT

CHECK VALVE

CLEAR ICE

CLIMB

CO
2

COCKPIT

A change in the physical characteristics of a
substan such as when water becomes steam or steam
becomes water.

A known or deignated point used as a ieference in
troubleshooting an electrical systeir.

A valve that automati(ally prevents a rever,e flow
of a gas or fluid.

A transparent ice deposited in layers on the airfoils
of an airplane in flight. Also called glaze.

Of an airplace; to ascend or gain altit(i' esper-ially

under power.

Fire extinguisher ,tgent.

Se Cabin
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COMBUSTION

COMBUSTION CHAMBER

COMPENSATOR

COMPONENT

A chemica- action, or burning; in a combustion heater

the burning of a fuel-air mixture.

A chamber or cylinder-like assembly where fuel and

air are mixed, ignited, and burned.

Any device used to offset or allow for undesirable

forces or motions.

A constituent part of a whole, especially one having

no function apart from th whole, as the wing of an

airplane.

COMPRESSOR A machine or apparatus for compressing something;
especially for compressing air.

CONDENSE To change state from a gas to a liquid

CONDENSER A device for removing heat from a gas for the purpose
of causing the gas to condense to a liquid.

CONDUCTI'" Heat transmission by contact of two substances.

CONSTANT FLOW OXYGEN

EQUIPMENT

1ONTINUOUS PRESSURE

A kind of oxygeik equipment designed to supply a
continuous flow of oxygen to the user. Also called

continuous flow oxygen equipment.

A kind of pressure breathing in which a minimum amount

BREATHING of pressure variation exists inside the mask. See

pressure breathing.

CONTRO AIR Compressed air tn,ed as a controlling device.

CONTROL PANEL

CON rROL SURFACE

CONVECTION

CONVERTER

A surface or panel on which switches, rheostats, and
indicators are located for controlling and s ,ervising

system eration.

In broad sense, any movable Airfoil used to

or control an aircraft including the rudder, elevators,

ailerons, spoiler flaps, trim tabs, and the like.

The vertical movement of a limited body pf air. The

rising of relatively warm, light air; the dowi,ward
movement of relatively cold, heavy air.

A; applied to an oxygen sytcm. A double walled, vai_num

insulated container that is sphetlial in Olave and is

used as a -,oral f(a- liquid ,Ixgn.

(00LFR Heat hang,r that an( f r ough

it.

CO)I.A;. r Any t i
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#. CORROSION

COWLING

CUT OFF SPEED

DECELEKATION

DECOMPRESSION

DEICER

DEICER BOOT

DEMAND REGULATOR

To eat away gradually by chemical action. Also

called rust.

A covering of metal or other material placed over
or around an aircraft component or section for
nirecting and' regulating the flow of cooling air;
for streawlining and for protecting the part or

section covored.

The speed at winch electrical power to the starter
control valve is removed, thereby closing the starter
control valve and stopping the rotation of the
pneumatic starter.

-D--

The action or process of velocity decrease; the
rate of velocity decrease, often measured in G's.

The process of decreasing the air pressure within a
chamber or cabin.

Any of several devices used especially during flight
for keeping cert in surfaces of an aircraft free
of ice.

A rubber strip on the leading edge of an airfoil
actuated pneumatically to break the ice that has
formed.

A device used in an aircraft oxygen system to supply
oxygen automatically through the mask to a flyer
according to the dem ad, the flow being controlled
according to itude.

DENSITY The weight per unit volume of a substance.

DEPRESSURIZE To release the pressure. ,um a pressurized compa, ment
of an aircraft.

DESICCANT A chemical which absorbs mosture from the air. Used
to keep the it inside packs ; cases or p,u,es of
equipment dry.

DFSTCCATOR A unit cu-tii,ing a chemical which ah9orbs moisture
from 0 air.

DIAPHRAGM A dividing partition, membrane, or capsule that
expands, contract, v-tious
purpcses in certain , file parts.

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE Tie differe.1,

1.S 3
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DIFFERENTIAL RANGE Applicable-to aircraft pressurization; a tange of

altitudes where a preset differential pressure will
be maintained between the inside and outsii'e of the

aircraft cabin.

DOUBLE HINGED SWINGING A duct support bracket founu in the leading edge of
CAYE DUCT SUPPORT BRACKET wing that -ill allow a pivot a_tion to take place

daring expansion aEd contraction of the duct.

DUCT A tube or passage for conveying air or gases to its

point of use.

DUCt UNIVERSAL JOINT

DbM? VALVE

ELEVATOR

A bellows type assembly placed in the duct runs to
provide for absorption of movement in the ducts due
io thermal stresses and structure leading.

Applicable t9 aircraft pressurization; a valve used
during emergencies (bailout) for rapid decompression

of the pressurized areas.

-E-

A control surface, usually attached to the horizontal
stabilizer, moved to make the tail of the aircraft go

up and down.

ENGINE BLEED AIR Compressed air that is bled from a jet engine or

gas turbine unit.

ENGINE NACELLE t nacelle primarily used for housing an engine and

its associated parts.

FAHR(NHEIT

-F-

A to _rature scale in which 32 degrees is the
freezing pcint and 212 degrees represents the boiling
point of water under standard atmospheric conditions.

FAN A device for moving large volemes of ail at extremely

low pressurL.s.

FEEDBACK In electronl's and electricity, feedha k 1s the
transfer )f energy from the output to the input of

the same electrical system.

Any device or s:. ranee through whi,' .omethiag is

p.r.reci in order to clean,e, purify, r t.cparaLe it

irRE .1!ISOFF A device used in putting out fires. `-'ay he a lixeci

or portable unit.

1-1." rbl,t it.le,
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FLAP

FLOWMETER

FLO4RATOB

FOLDING WING

179
Any control surface such as speed brakes, dive brakes,
or dive recovery brakes, that are used primarily to
increase the lift or drag on an airplane.

An instrument that measures and dLplays the rate
of a large flow of d liquid or gas.

An instrument that measures and displays the rate
of a small flow of a liquid or gas.

A wing so hinged that it may be turned upward.

FORCE Power or energy exerted against a material body in a
given direction.

FRANGIBLE DISC A device usually made of metal which is scored to
break at the score lines. Used in fire extinguisher
systems.

FREEZING POINT The temperature at which substances become stiff
or immobile.

FROST

FUSELAGE

FUSIBLE PLUG

FUEL Nt4Z7.LL

FUEL PUMP

A feathery d-ca_sit of minute ice crystall or grains
upon a surface or object formed directly from vapor
in the air.

The main structure or central section of an airplane
which houses or contains the crew, pa,,enaers, or
cargo.

A safety device having an insert of a low melting point
alloy. At excessive temperatures the alloy will melt
and release the substance inside.

Atomizes and sprays the fuel into the combustion
chamber of a heater far proper b irning.

Delivers aircraft foe, der pressure to the fuel
nozzles in the combust for heaters.

-C-

G-kOKCE The gravitational force or pail of the earth.

GlaS Any substance, like air, carbon dioxide, or chlorine
that has no shape or volume independent of a container
that might hold I. . and tending to cxp.And indefinitely.
Distinguished from a liquid or a solid.

(AS TrultINE A mech.nical gni! t spins or rotates in r ation
to a fl a4 of gas pd.-. ql through or over it.

11
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GAS IURB1hE COMPRESSOR A small gas turbine engine that is mounted on hoard

the aircraft to provide hot, high-pressure air for
ground checking of the air conditioning systems and
starting aircraft engines.

GAS TURBINE UNIT A small gas turbine engine that supplies hot, high-
pressure air for aircraft use and emergency electrical
and hydraulic iwer. This unit will be mounted on-
board the aircraft.

GASKET A piece or ring of rubber, metal, pcper, etc.,
placed around a piston or joint to make it leak proof.

GAUGE A measuring instrument. Air.° spelled gage.

GO-NO-GO GAUGE A key like piece of metal used for measuring
clearances between points.

GRAVITY

GROUND AIRCART

1-The force that makes a body, if free to move,
accelerate toward the center of the earth, 2-A G-force

due to acceleration and deceleration.

A device consisting of a ',mall gas turbine engine
used to provide hot, high-pressure air for starting
the aircraft engines and ground checking the air
conditioning system.

GRouND CHECK To cheL of inspect an alrplanc ur piece of equip rent
on the ground before it becomes airborne.

GROUND COOLING EJECTOR Forces engine bleed air out of a nozzle to create a
low pressure area in the heat exchanger ram air exhaust,
that draws cooling ram air across the ',eat exchanger.

See jet pump.

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT The equipment required to maintain and care for an
aircraft while on the ground.

HEAT EY..:HANGKR

A garment containing a number of bladders for covering
parts of the body below the chest, designed to
inflate automatically to the exact pressure to prevent
or retard the pooling of blood below the heart during

exposure to abnormal forces, Also called anti-

blackout suit and anti-G suit.

-El-

1-In aircraft air cunditiqping, a device or system
;whereby heat is transferred from the hot engine bleed
air to the ram air, thereby cooling the engine bleed
air. 2-In a more general senr,e, anv device such as
a water radiator.

11.
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HANG EIRE

HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
EQUIPMENT

HIT KIT SPOT WELDER

HORIZONTAL STABILIZER

HYPEROXIA

1 wi

Pertaining to cartridge starters; an abnormal delay
between the actuation of the ignitor and the establish-
ment of the balanced burning pressure oc the
cartridge during a cartridge start.

A kind of aircraft oxygen equipment designed to
withstand a relatively high internal gas pressure.

A portable welding machine that can be o -d to

repair metal foil duct insulation.

The horizontal component of an airplane's empennage
extending on both sides of the fuselage.

Excess of oxygen in the body.

HYPERVENTILATION Over breathing; excessive loss of carbon dioxide
from the blood.

HYPDXIA Oxygen deficiency in the blood, c,A.ls or tissues.

-1-

ICING The act or process of atmospheric moisture freezing
upon the surfaces of an aircraft; the condition
in which this phenomenon takes place.

IGNITER PLUG A 4)ark lug used to 'grate the fuel mixture in a
combustion heater

IGNITION HARNESS A system or assembly of wires, together with any
shielding or conduits inclosing them, for conducting
electric current to the igniter plug of a combustion
heater.

IGNITION SYSTEM The electrical sr,tem which supplies the spark for
the combustion of fuel in a combustion heater.

INCONEL (A trademark name) A nickel, chrome, and iron alloy
designed for corrosion resistance at fairly high
temperature.

INDICATOR An Instrument or device.

INDICATOR, RATE OF Indicates the rate of presnre change in the cabin or
CHANCE cockpit of an aircraft.

INNER LINER

f(GBARIC PRESSURE

The inner shell of a combustion chamber inertPd to
diffuse the compressed air in the chamber and
maintain an efficient flarne pat tern.

Having iqnct
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ISOBARIC RANGE

JET PUMP

JET NOZZLE

Applicable to aircraft pressurization; a range of
altitudes where the atmospheric pressure in the
cockpit is held at the came pressure regardles of
the aircraft altitude.

-J-

A device that will create a low pressure area in the
ram air outlet of a heat exchanger which will draw
additional ram air across the heat exchanger. See

ground cooling ejector.

A nozzle producing a jet of liquid or gas. An

exhaust nozzle for the escape, of gases.

-K-

KINETIC Pertaining to or due to motion.

-L-

A carbon seal used in refrigeration packs of aircraft

air conditioling systems.
LABYRINTH SEAL

LAMINATED METAL

IANDING FLAP

JAW OF HEAT TRANSFEr.

LEAK TLST

LEAK TC

LIMIT SWITCH

IIQUID

Metal consisting of two or more metal plates bonded

securely together.

A flap used especially to slow an airpiale down

for landing.

Heat always travels from hot to cold.

Tests made in various manaers to determine the
existence and lo:'ation of leaks.

A soapy solution usel to determine the existence
and location of leal. In an oxygen system.

On valves; a switch that is actuated when the open
or closed limits of a valve are reached.

A substance, like water, neither solid nor gaseous,
_hat flows freely and conforms to the shape of a

container.

1,11f .P A liquid mcd=cure. Approxiloately 34 ounce .

LoW Pl.o.Y,URE OXYGEN A kind of aircraft oxygen equipment deigned to
EWAPMt-NT function a relatively low internal gas pre,:sure.

Short f or iubr1 it i rg oil ,

-M-

t"-.cd to t,r V: 0:1 di" '--,(11 lit e nd ditI +-rcitt'.?1

I4
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MASTER SWITCH

MATTER

MERCURY BAROMETER

METAL FOIL INSULATION

MINIMUM TEMPERATURE
WNTR01, SYSTEM

MISFIRE

MICRON

OODULATING VALVE

3)ISTURE SEPARATOR

NACELLE

NEGATIVE C

NOMENCLATURE

NOZZLE

NULL

NULL f1DICA1'OR

133
The main switch that 011 control the starting and
stopping of the cntire system.

Anything that has weight and occupies space.

A barometer using mercury as the sensitive element
for measuring atmospheric pressure.

An insulation wrapped arourild hot air _ducts to minimize!
the heat loss from the ducts, prevent damage to the
structure and equipment adjacent to the ducts, and
prevent injury to personnel coming in emits( with
the ducts.

An aircraft temperature control system designed to
prevent the te"Iperature of the refrigerated air from
getting too low.

Pertaining to the cartridge starter, the failure of
the cartridge of a cartridge starter to ignite.

Measurement of size used in rating filters.

A valve that, as part of a cabin temperature (ontrol
systems, varies its position to maintain the
temperature at a constant point.

A device used to remove Tiol:Aure from an Ai rcrd
air conditioning system.

A separate streamlined inclo,,ure on an airplane for
:,Leltering and housing something.

A U -force exerted open the lwman body acting . om
the f.?ot to he-' .

A set of sys.._ ( _ names or symbols given to items
of supply arid cc =,-"ant, nr to other variously
identifiable r_1 ;:q; ,.cans of classification and

A du L t, oegh which a liquid or gas c! directed,
desiineo tn(- 'ase the velocity of the liquid
Or r1S.

A 2ondition exist tug when 1 miniidum nnhalame signal
is i-eLeived from a bridge ireeit. to bridge circuit
is at balance.

A 'toter scale a, :eter ,,hncted bridge circuit
and 1_1,,ed to indi(ate ell then the bridge (ircuit is at
balance.

15
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0-RING SEAL

OIL COOLER

OIL DIPSTICK

OIL FILTER

OIL LEVEL

OPEN WU ORDER

-0-

A synthetic rubber seal made in the shape of the letter
0 that is used to prevent leaks.

A kind of a radiator in the lubrication system of
an aircraft for cooling the lubricating oil.

A dipstick for measuring oil in tanks or similar
containers.

A device used to remove foreign matter from the oil
before it reaches the areas to be lubricated.

The level in a urit or component_ at which oil must
be carried for proper lubrication.

A work order or job that has not been completed.

ORIFICE An opening; mouth or outlet of a tube, cavity vent.
A calibrated circular hole used to regulate flow.

OUTSIDE AIR TEMPERATURE The temperature directly outside the aircraft (ambient).

OVERRUNNING SPRAG CLUTCH Part of an aircraft starter that transmits the torque
of the turbine only in one direction, thereby preventing
the aircraft engine from driving the starter after
the engine. starts.

OXYGEN A chemical element, occurring free in the atmosphere
as an odorless, colorless, tasteless gas and also in
combination in other substances. It can be compressed
to a liquid state.

OXYGEN BOTTLE A metal bottle designed to hold oxygen for breathing

at high altitudes.

OXYGEN LACK

OXYGEN MM..

OXYGEN STATION

OXYGEN TENSION

A condition of scarcity or absence of oxygen in the
atmosphere, as at high altitudes, or in a confined
space unsupplied by oxygen.

A mask that covers the mouth, nose, and lower face,
used in inhaling oxygen from a tank or bottle.

A place or point in an aircraft where an oxygen
mask can be attached to the oxygen supply system.

The faculty of oxygen at a given pressur and a given
amount to extend itself into the cells of lungs or
into the blood or tissues of the body.

16



PACK PRESSURE LIMITER

PERIODIC DOCK

PERIODIC INSPECTION

PHILLIPS SCREW

PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER

PISTON ENGINE

PITOT-STATIC TUBE

PLENUM CHAMBER

/85"

A pneumatically actuated type unit designedite,,
regulate the airflow giong to the air conclitioning-
system.

A dock for the periodic inspection or overhaul of
an aircraft or engine.

An inspection repeated either at regular intervals of

calendar time or in reference to certain equipment
after it has been used for a given number of times.

A holding screw having a special head with two slots
which cross one another and are deeper at the center
than at the ends.

A cross tipped screwdriver; to be used with a

Phillips bcad screw.

A reciprocating engine, especially an internal-
combustion reciprocating engine.

A tube arrangement, which, when inserted into a
moving air steam measures impact pressures and
static pressures.

An air chamber opening into the compressor chamber on
certain turbojet or turboprop engines where air is
collected for the compressor.

PNEUDRAULIC Of or pertaining to mechanisms or devices that work
by both pneumatic and hydraulic action.

PNEUMATIC 1-Mechanisms, devices, or tools worked by compressed
air or other gases. 2-Also used to designate
associated devices as in pneumatic compressor.

POSITIVE C A G-force exerted upon the human body acting from
the head to the feet.

PRECOOLER A device used to initially cool the engin,- bleed air.

PREFLIGHT INSPECTION 1-A regular procedure followed by a ground crew
each time or each day before a particular aircraft is
flown. 2-A regular part of the periodic inspection
made before the aircraft is given a flight test.

PREHEA1ER A device for warming up something before use.

PRESSUR: Amount of force distributed over each unit of area.
Expressed in pounds per square inch (psi).

PRESSURE, ABSOLUTE Pressure measured in reference to zero pressure.

17
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PRESSURE, ATMOSPHERIC

°RESSURE ALTIMETER

RESSURE ALTITUDE

'RLSSURE BREATHING

:RISSURE (-ABIN

PRESSURE Di-,MA"-D

EQUIPMENT

PRESS. GAUGE

r.WSSURE RATIO

PRESSURE REGULATORS

FRESSURE SUIT

PRESSURE SWITCH

The pressure exerted by the earth's atmosphere. Under
standard conditions, at sea level, atmospheric pressure
is 14.7 ps'a or 0 psig.

An altimeter that measures and indicates altitude by
means of differences 'Al atmospheric pressure.

1-A simulated pressure altitude in a low pressure
chamber. 2-either indicated pressure altitude or
calibrated pressure altitude.

The breathing of oxygen or other suitable gases
through a special system or apparatus at a pressure
in excess of the ambient pressure.

A prr-ssurized cabin.

A kind of low pressure oxygen equipment that functions
either as demand oxygen equipment or as continuous
pressure breathing.

A ulge or instrument that measures pressure, or is
actuated by pressure.

A ratio between two pressures as he ratio between
the inlet and outlet pressures t a compressor.

Devices which establish the working pressures in a
system and maintains them at that point.

A garment designed to provide pressure upon the body
so that ' respiratory and circulatory functions may
continue normally.

1-Composed of a sealed case with an air inlet
connection, diaphragm assembly, and double set of
electrical contacts. Air pressure against the dLaphragm
operates the elk zrical contacts. 2-A switch activated
by a given ambient pressure.

PRESSURE, TEMP8RATURE, & As pressure increases, temperature increases and
VOLUME RELATIONSHIP volume decreases.

PRESSURIZATION The term used to designate the pressurizing of
atrcraft cabins to a lower altitude.

PRESSUP IZE To produce and maintain in a cockpit, cabin or
compartment of an aircraft an air pressure
higher than toe ambient atmospheric pressure,
in order to compensate for the lowcred pr ssures
at high altitudes.

PUMP, OIL SLpplies pres-,urized oil for lubrica'-inn purposes.

18
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PYROMETER Precision measuring in-,trument for f.enclature
indications.

1b7

QUADRICYCLE LANDING GEAR A landing gear consisting of four stparate wheel
units.

QUICK DISCONNECT FITTING A pipe or electrical fitting ia an aircraft designed
for ready disconnection and connection.

RADIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR

RADIATION

RAM

RAM AIR SCOOP

RANKINE SCALE

REDUCTION GEAR

-R-

A centrifugal compressor in which air is drawn into a
rotating impeller axially, being discharged radially
at the circumference of the impeller at high velocity
into a diffuser, where velocity is reduced resulting
in conversion of kinetic energy into pressure energy.

1-The act or process of radiating or the state of being
radiated; also, that which is radiated. 2-The combined
process of emission, transmission, and absorption of
radiant energy.

The forward motion of an air scoop or air inlet through
the air.

A scoop extended into the air stream to provide an
emergency source of ram air for ventilation of the
crew compartment of the airplane.

temperature scale that uses Fahrenheit degrees, but
makes the 0 degree signify absolute zero (degrees R).
The freeziLg point of water on the Rankine Scale is
491.69°.

A gear assembly between a powered shaft and another
shaft, by which the latter shaft is driven at a lower
rpm than the powered shaft.

REED AND PRINCE A trade name for a kind of screwdriver having a blunt
SCREWDRIVER tip and a cross shaped cross section at the top.

REGULATION The act of governing, controlling, or directing; or
the state of being controlled or directed.

REGULATOR A device that regulates the flow or pressure of a
liquid gas.

REGULATOR, CABIN PRESSURE A device that controls cabin pressure by controlling

the amount of pressu ized air leaving the cabin.

REGULATOR, CANOPY SEAL A device that regulates air pressure for pressurizing
the canopy seal.

19
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REGULATOR, AIR PRESSURE

REGULATOR, CABIN
TEMPERATURE

A device that establishes the working pressure of an

air operated system and hc4ds it at that point.

A device operated either electrically, electronically,

or p,romatically provided to maintain cabin temperature

at a predetermined setting.

RELIEF VALVE
A safety valve used to relieve excessive pressure.

RUPTURE DISC

SEAL

SEALANT

SEAT, VALVE

A metal disc installed in an air conditioning, fire

extinguishing, or oxygen system that will burst when

pressure becomes too high.

-S-

A device to prevent leakage of liquid, gas, or air.

A sealing compound.

That part of a component which forms the seal between

the housing ald the valve when the valve is in the

closed position.

SIGHT GAUGE Used to observe the condition of a fluid in a system

or component.

SOLENOID A coil of insulated wire wound in the form of a spring

or on a spool. A solenoid uses DC or AC fc_ its

operation.

SOLENOID VALVE A valve actueted by a solenoid.

SPRING LOAD Held or driven under spring pressure.

SQUIB 1-Any of various small size explosive devices.

2-Specifically an electrically detonated explosive

charge in a thin walled metal container.

STATIC AIR PRESSURE Static pressure exerted by air upon an object

esRecially by the air of the atmosphere as in a pitot-

siatic tube.

STATOR

STATOR BLADE

STRUT, ENGINE

SUBASSEMBLY

In machinery, a part that remains fixed in relation ta

a rotating part.

A blade or vane that remains fixed with respect to a

rotating blade.

Any rigid structure that protrudes from a wing, fuselage,

or other surface of an aircraft to support an engine.

A unit or element of a major assembly, consisting

of two or more separate parts assembled together.

90
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SUMP A reservoir at a low point in a fuel or lubrication
system where the liquid is collected and stored.

SWINGING CATE DUCT
SUPPORT BRACKETS

Brackets mounted in the leading edge of the wings to
all n pivot action to take place during expansion
and contraction of the ducts.

SWITCH,

PRESSURE
An electrical switch actuated by differential

SWITCH, PRESSURE

SWITCH; THERMAL

pressure.

An electrical switch that is opened or closed when a
specified pressure is applied to it.

An electrical switch made of bimetallic contacts
that will open or close in response to the
temperature it senses.

-T-

TACHOMETER An instrument that indicates in revolutions per minute
the rotational speed of a unit. .

TECHNICAL ORDER

TECHNICAL ORDER KIT

An AF publication that gives specific technical
directions and information with respect to inspection,
storage, operation, modification, and maintenance
of given AF equipment.

A kit consisting of the tools or parts necessary
to use or maintain a piece of equipment as prescribed
in an AF TO.

TEMPERATURE Degree of hotness or coldness measured on a definite
scale.

TEMPERATURE, AMBIENT The temperature of the air surrounding the object under
consideration.

TEMPERATURE SELECTOR A device used by the crew members to select the
temperature to be maintained in the cockpit or cabin.

TEMPERATURE SENSING A te2erature sensitive resistance that is part of the
ELEMENT balance bridge circuit and senses the temperature

changes that takk_ place in the cabin or the duct.

TEST SET A set of equipment used to test system operation and
locate fPults and troubles in the systems maintained
by this career field.

TEST STAND

THERMAL COMPENSATOR

A strong stationary stand on which the component part
of the systems found in this career field are tested
for operation.

A device installed in the ducts of the bleed air
system to allow for linear growth of the duct caused
by thermal expansion of the duct.
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1HERMISTOR

1HERMOCOUPLE

THERMOSXAT, MERCURY

TOLERANCE COMPENSATOR

TORQUE

TORQUE WRENCH

TRICYCLE LANDING
GEAR

TURBINE

TURBINE COMPRESSOR

TURBINE AND FAN

ASSEMBLY

TURBINE WHEEL

A small resistor in which the resistance varies over a

wide range with temperature.

A connection or junction of two pieces of dissimilar (5
metals which produces a current when heated.

An apparatus consisting of a glass tube and metal

contacts in which mercury rises and falls as it

expands or contracts from changes in temperature. This

unit is used to regulate temperature in an aircraft cabin.

A device installed in ducts in the bleed air system

to improve the necessary adjustments in duct lengths

due to duct and aircraft tolerances.

A movement that produces or tends to produce rotation,

twisting, or torsion.

A wrench designed to disengage when the torque required

to turn a bolt or nut increase beyond a certain point.

A three wheel landing gear in which no tail wheel or

tail skid is used, normally consisting of two main

wheels with an auxiliary wheel forward.

A mechanical device that spins in reaction to an

airflow passing over or across the vanes.

A combination of a turbine wheel and a compressor
wheel mounted on the same shaft. The compressor ,s

used to raise the temperature and pressure of the

air passing through it and put a load on the turbine

to keep it from overspeeding. The turbine cools the

air applied to it by rapid expansion and by converting

heat energy to mechanical energy. This unit is the

cooling unit found in some aircraft air conditioning

systems.

An expansion type cowling unit used in some aircraft

air conditioning systems. The fan is used to put a

load on the turbine and draw ram air across a heat

exchanger. The turbine cools the air applied to it by

rapid expansion and by converting heat energy to mechanical

energy.

A wheel or disc equipped with blades or vanes designed

to spin in reaction to an air flow passing over or

across the vanes.

TURBOJET ENGINE A type of jet engine that uses a gas turbine

to drive an air compressor and engine accessories.

TURBOPROP ENGINE A turbojet engine designed to drive a propeller by

Transmitting power through a shaft.
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UNPRESSURIZED RANGE

VACUUM

VACUUM PUMP

VALVE

VALVE, AIR CONDITION
SYSTEM SHUT OFF

VALVE, ANTI-G SUIT

VALVE, BLEED AIR PRESS.
REGULATOR & SHUT OFF

,ALVE, BUTTERFLY

VALVE, BYPASS

VALVE, CO
2
DIRECTIONAL

VALVE, CO2 TRIGGER

RELEASE

VALVE, CO
2
QUICK

RELEASE DISCHARGE

VALVE, FLOW CONTROL &
SHUTOFF

VALVE, RAM AIR

VALVE, SAFETY RELIEF

-U-

Applicable to aircraft preSsurization, the range
of altitudes where both the aircraft altitude and
cabin altitude are equal.

-V-

A reduction of pressure below atmospheric pressure;
usually stated in inches of mercury.

A pump for exhausting a system. A pump designed to
produce a vacuum in a closed system or vessel.

Any device such as a swirling plate, hinged lid, plug,
or ball through which the flow of gas or liquid may
be checked, stopped, started, or regulated.

A device used to stop and start the flow of engine
bleed air to the air conditioning system.

A device that regulates the pressure going to the
anti-G suit and stops and starts the air flow going
to the suit.

A device that starts and stops the flow of engine
bleed air going to the air conditioning system and
regulates the pressure.

Usually a round type valve with am upper and lower
bearing.

A passage for air to go around a unit.

Used on aircraft fire extinguisher installations to
direct the CO

2
to the desired engine.

Used on portable CO2 fire extinguishers to start and

stop flow of CO2 at will.

Used on CO
2

fire extinguishers to release the CO
2

;

this valve, once opened, will be held open constantly
and cannot be shut off.

A device used on some aircraft air conditioning systems
that operates as both a shut off valve and an air flow
control valve.

Allows air to enter the cabin directly from the outside.

A valve designed to relieve the pressure from a
vessel or system whenever the pressure exceeds the
setting of the valve.
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VALVE, SLIDING ( ;ATE Used in low pressure systems; consists of a piece of

metal that slides to open or close the opening in

the duct or valve.

VALVE, SPOON Usually a round valve with 2 upper bearings and no

lower bearing.

VALVE, WATER SEPARATOR

BYPASS

VALVE, VACUUM RELIEF

A pneumatically operated valve that opens when the
water separator becomes plugged or frozen to allow
conditioned air to bypass the separator and enter the

cockpit area.

Applicable to aircraft pressurization; a valve that
prevents outside atmospheric pressufe from exceeding
inside the cabin pressure. Valve will open to allow
high outside pressure to equalize the pressure inside.

VAPOR Any substance in its gaseous state.

VAPORIZE 1-To convert something into a gaseous state, as through
spraying or heating a liquid. 2-Of a liquid to go into

a gaseous state.

VARIABLE AREA NOZZLE A nozzle the opening of which is a variable size.

VELOCITY 1-Speed. 2-Speed or rate of motion in a given direction

and in a given frame of reference.

VENTILATION The process of moving air through the cabin area.

VENTURI 1-A venturi tube. 2-A device used to control the flow

of air in an air conditioning system.

VENTURI TUBE

VOLATILE

VOLATILITY

VOLUME

%MP

A short tube with a constricted throat which, when placed
in a fluid flow parallel to the flow, brings about an
increase in flow velocity at the throat with a consequent
reduced pressure within the fluid at the throat.

Easily passing away by evaporation.

The quality or property of a liquid for evaporating.

Amount of space included by the bounding surface of an

object.

-W-

WALK AROUND OXYGEN A carry around oxygen bottle.

BOTTLE

WARNING LIGHTS A system of lights that illuminate to give the pilot
warning of a malfunctioning system.

24
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WATER BOILER

WATER SEPARATOR

WICK

WING ROOT

(93
A*type of heat exchanger that uses water as the cooling
agent; heat energy is transferred from the engine bleed
air to the water causing the water to boil and 'evaporate.

A device in an aircraft air conditioning system designed
to remove the water condensed in the air as a result of

refrigeration.

Pertaining to a turbine used for cooling; allows oil to
flow to the blanket by absorption.

The very base of an airplanes wing, wIlere it joins and

is faired into the fuselage.
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A-C Generator

SECTION III. ELECTRICAL TERMS DEFINITIONS

-A-

Hit

Rotating electrical machine, generally known as an
alternator that converts mechanical power into

alternating current.

Adjustable Resistor Resistor whose resistance can be changed mechanically.

Admittance (Y)

Air Gap

Alnico

The measure of the ease with which an alternating
current flows in a circuit.

The space between any two ,iron or steel elements in a

magnetic circuit.

An alloy of iron with aluminum, nickel and cobalt
having magnetic prooerties such that it can be used

to produce an extremely strong magnet with relatively

small mass.

Alternating Current (AC) Current periodically changing direction and constantly

changing magnitude.

Alternation A term used to signify that part of the change in an

alternating current during which it rises from zero

to maximum and back to zero again. Half of one

complete cycle.

Alternator An alternating current generator.

Alternator, Three-Phase Produces 3 voltages 120° apart.

Ammeter An instrument for measuring current, with a scale
graduated to read directly in amperes.

Ampere (Amp, IA) A practical unit of current. The amount of current

flowing through one ohm resistance at the pressure

of one volt.

Ampere-Hour (AH) A current of one ampere flowing for one hour. Term

used in rating storage batteries.

Ampere-Hour Capacity

Ampere-Turn

Amplification

The amount of current a battery can provide for one

hour. Theoretically, a battery rated at 100 ampere-
hours will furnish 100 amperes for 1 hour, or 50
amperes for 2 hours, or 5 amperes for 20 hours.

The magnetizing force produced by one ampere of
current flowing through one turn of a coil in an

electromagnet.

A process whereby a small fluctuating signal voltage
or current is stepped up to a value many times greater

than its original strength.
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Amplification Factor (u) A vacuum tube rating indicating the maximum increase

in signal strength which can be provided by a given

tube. It is the ratio of a small plate voltage change

to a small grid voltage change which would produce the el
same change in plate current.

Amplifier A device used to increase the signal voltage, current

or power. It is generally composed of a vacuum tube
and associated circuits called a stage. It may contain

several stages in order to obtain a desired gain.

Amplitude The maximum value of the displacement from the zero

position.

Augle The apace between intersection lines; the ratio
between the arc and the radius of the arc.

Anode A positive electrode, such as the plate of the

vacuum tube.

Apparent Power (AP) The product of source voltage and source current in

an alternating current circuit. Expressed in volt-

amperes.

Armature As applied to:

Arc

Armature Core

Armature Reaction

Atom

Attraction

At'_omatic Circuit
Breaker

Motors or DC Generators it refers to the movable

or rotating part, consisting essentially of coils of

wire around an iron core.

Alternators - The circuit which contains the
conductors that have the 11F induced in them and

that are in series with the load.

Relays - The moving portion of a magnetic circuit.

A discharge of electricity through a gas.

Assembly of laminations forming the magnetic circuit

of the armature.

Reaction between the magnetic flux of the armature

and that of the main magnetic field.

One of the minute particles of which the universe is

composed; a natural group of electrons, protons and

neutrons.

The force that tends to make two objects approach each

other. Attraction exists between two unlike magnetic
poles and between two unlike ctatic charges.

Device that automatically opens a circuit, usually
through electromagnetic means, when the circuit

exceeds a safe value.
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Autotransformer

Average Value

P76
A transformer having one continuous winding. A part
of this winding is used for both the primary and
secondary coil.

That value obtained by adding unit values and dividing
the sum by the number of units. The average value for
half a cycle of AC is .636 times the maximum or peak
value.

-B-

Back Electromotive Force The counter EMF of any system is the effective EMF
within the system which opposes the passage of current
in a specified direction.

Ballast Resistance A steadying resistance used to limit variations of
current in a circuit.

Barrier Layer Surface cf contact between a metal and semiconductor.
It acts as a rectifier of alternating currents.

Battery A device for converting chemical energy into
electrical energy.

Bias A fixed voltage, usually negative, applied to the grid
of a vacuum tube so that it operates along a certain
portion of its characteristic curve.

Bias Resistor A resistor, placed in grid, cathode or plate circuit,
which supplies a grid bias proportional to current
passing through it.

Bimetallic Always made up of two unlike metals.

Bleeder A resistance connected in parallel with a power-supply
output to protect equipment from excessive voltages
if the load is removed or reduced, to improve the
voltage regulation and to drain the charge remaining
in the filter capacitors when the unit is turned off.

B-power Supply Power source which supplies positive voltage for other
electrical devices.

Bonding

Breadboard

Breakdown Voltage

Connecting the metal parts of the aircraft with flexible
conductors, so that all parts will have the same
voltage or potential.

In electronics, an arrangement in which components
are fastened temporarily to a board or chassis for
experimental purposes.

1. Voltage ar which an insulator or dielectric
ruptures.

2. Of a semiconductor diode, the voltage measured
at a specified current in the breakdown region.
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Bridge Circuit

Bridge Rectifier

Brush

Bus Bar

Calibration

Capacitance (C)

A network in which the output indicating device or the
load is bridged across intermediate points of the two
parallel elements across which the input voltage is

applied.

Full-wave rectifier with four elementa connected :n a
bridge so that direct voltage is obtained from one

pair of opposite junctions when alternating voltage
is applied to the other pair.

A metal or carbon block used to make contact with a
rotating or other moving part in an electrical circuit.

Heavy metal bars used to carry current. The wires of

several circuits may be connected to one bus bar or

one terminal.

-C-

Process of comparing an instrument or device with a
standard to determine its accuracy or to devise a
corrected scale.

That property of a system of conductors and
dielectrics which permit the storage of electrical
energy in an electrostatic field between the con-
ductors; unit of measurement is the Farad.

Capacitive Reactance (Xe) The opposition which a condenser offers to AC or
pulsating DC. It is expressed in ohms.

Capacitor A system consisting of two conductors of considerable
surface separated by a comparatively thin dielectric,
thus possessing an appreciable capacitance. An
electrical device or unit designed especially to
have the quality of capacitance (condenser).

Capacity See capacitance.

Cathode (K) Negative, or the electron emitting electrode of a
vacuum tube. 4-

Cell A single unit capable of serving as a DC voltage
source; also a single rectifier unit.

Dry Cell - Composed of an outer shell of zinc, an
electrolyte of paste and a carbon rod in the center.

Primary Cell - Commonly called "dry cell," battery

that cannot be recharged due to a nc.,eversible
chemical reaction that takes place between th;-- piaLes

and the electrolyte when the cell is in use.
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Secondary Cell A battery cell that can be recharged
by reversing the current flow throu6h the battery.

Wet _Cell - A case containing lead coated plates and a

3tquia electrolyte.

Characteristic A distinguishing trait, quality or property.

ChArge The act of oupplying electrical energy to 3 metal
object, a condenser or a storage battery. When an

object hat more electrons than normal, it has a

negative charge. When it has less electrons than
normal the object has a positive charge.

Charged Bodies Bodies with an excess or deficiency of electrons.

Choke Coil A coil used to impede the flow of pulsating current
or alternating current by means of its self-
inductance.

Circuit r% closed path usually including a source of voltage.

Circuit Breaker An automatic switch which opens a circuit under
abnormal conditinns such as an overload. It also
may be "tripped" or opened by hand.

Circuit Diagram Schematic drawing of the electrical connections of

a device.

Coil A number of turns of wire wound on an iron core or a
number of turns of wire wound on a form of insulating

material.

Coil, Toroidal A coil wound in the shape of a doughnut.

Cold Cathode A type of cathode which does not require heat to

emit electrons.

Collector In a transistor, an electrode through which a primary
flow of carriers leaves tile interelectrode region.

Collector Junction In a transistor, a junction normally biased in the
high resistance direction, through which the current
can be controlled by the introduction of minority
carriers.

Collector Rings "Sliprings" a contact ring for making connection
through brushes between a windirg on a rotating part
of a machine_ or apparatus and an external circuit.

Commutation The process of converting alternating current which
flows in the arm4ture of a DC generator to DC.
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MtA drum built up of insulated segments connected to the --]

i

armature winding of a generator or motor to or from
which current is taken by the brushes.

Commutator Ripple

Component

Condenser

Small periodic variations in voltage and current
output of a DC generator caused by passage of
brushes over individual commutator segments.

A functional part of a subsystem or electrical
circuit which is essential to the operational
completeness of the subsystem of circuit.

See capacitor.

Conductance (G) The ease with which a conductor passPe, current. The

reciprocal of resistance. Expre' hms.

Conductor

Contact

Contactor

Any material which possesses an appreciable
proportion of free electrons and therefore permits

'a current to pass.

Part of an equipment designed to touch a similar
part to permit current to flow, or designed to break
this union to cause current to cease.

A device for repeatedly establishing and inter-
rupting an electric circuit.

Continuity The property of having a complete or continuous
electrical path.

Control Grid (G) The electrode of a vacuum tube, other than a diode,
upon which the signal voltage is impressed in order

to control the plate current.

Control Panel A panel, open or closed, where switches, rneostats,
meters, etc., are installed for controlling and
protecting electrical machinery.

Copper-oxide Rectifier A metallic rectifier made of alternate layers of
one cr more discs of copper cn copper-oxide.

Core .Magnetic material placed within a coil to increase
the aagnetic intensity of the magnetic fie',;.
Magnetic material inside a relay or inductor coil
winding.

Coulomb (Q) A quantity of electricity; the number of electrons
passing a point, in a given conductor when one
ampere flr's for one second.

Counter Electromotive A voltage (CEMF) induced in a coil ot conductor of

Force opposite direction to the applied voltage.
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Current (1) Movement Jf electrons as measured in amperes.
a00

Current Limiter An electrical device used to limit the current flow

in a circuit.

Cycle ( r. or c) One complete set of recurring events which takes

place periodically.

-D-

D'Arsonval Movement The mechanism of a permanent-magnet-moving coil

instrument.

D-C Generator

D-C Resistance

Deenergize

Delta

Density

Depletion Layer

(See Direct Current Generator).

Opposition to the flow of direct current offered by
a circuit or body.

To stop the flow of current in a circuit, or remove
the voltage in a circuit, as by opening a switch.

Method of connecting the stator windings in a 3 0

motor e- generator.

Concentration of anything; quantity per unit volume.

In a semiconductor, a region in which the mobile
carrier charge density is insufficient to neutralize
the net fixed charge density of donors and acceptors.

Dielectric A nonconducting material.

Dielectric Constant

Diode Tube

A numeral which describes the effectiveness of a

dielectric. It compares the capacity of a,condenser
using dielectric with that of an otherwise identical
condenser using air as a dielectric. Air has a

dielectric constant of one.

A two-element tube having cathode and plate. Used

mostly as a rectifier. A diode allows electrons to
pass in only one direction, from cathode to plate.

Direct Current (DC) Current which is constant in uirection.

Pulsating DC - Current which varies or fluctuates in
value, but flows in only one direction.

Direct Current Generator Rotating electrical machine which converts mechanical

power into D-C power.

'Discharge 1. Release of stored up energy. 2. In a storage

battery, the conversion of the chemical energy of the
battery into electrical energy.
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Dropping Resistor Resistor used to decrease a given voltage to a

lower value.

Effective Current

Effective Value (RMS)

Effective Voltage

Electrical Charge

Electrical Degrees

Electricity

Electrode

Electrolyte

Electrolytic Capacitor

Electromagnet

Electromagnetic Field

E-

That value of alternating current which will cause
the same effect as a given value of direct current.
It is equal to .707 times maximum or peak value.

The value of AC which has the same effect as the
corresponding value of DC. For a sine curve the

effective value is .707 times the maximum value.

That value of alternating voltage which will cause
the same effect as a given value of DC voltage.
It is equal to .707 times maximum or peak value.

The quantity of electricity on (or in) a body is the

excess of one kind of electricity over the other kind.

A plus sign (+) indicates that the positive is in
excess, a negative sign (-) indicates that the

negative is in excess.

A measurement of time in an electrical cycle. One

degree = 1/360 of a cycle. At 60-cycle frequency,

1 degree = 1/21, 600th of a second. The actual

length of time represented by the amount of electricity
produced and shown in electrical degrees with respect
to mechanical degrees and time.

A form of energy due to the separation and independent
movement of certain pJ of atoms called electrons.

A solid conductor by which a current passes to or from
a liquid or gas to another solid conductor of different

material.

The liquid or chemical paste which is used between the
plates in a battery or dry cell.

Capacitor which is comprised of two plates separated
by an electrolyte. Under the action of the applied
DC voltage, a film of hydrogen gas is formed on one
plate, and it is this film which is the electrolyte.
This type of construction makes it possible to
concentrate large values of capacitance in relatively
small space.

A magnet produced by the flow of an electric current
through an associated coil.

Field of influence which an electric current produces
around the conductor through which it flows. Magnetic

field resulting from the flow of electricity.
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Electromagnetic Induction Production of a voltage in a coil due to a change in

the number of magnetic lines of force passing through

the coil.

Electromotive Force
(emf)

That force which tends to cause an electric current
or electron flow by producing a difference of

potential.

Electron The elementary charge of negative electricity.

Electron Drift

Electron Emission

Electron Theory

Electrostatic

Electrostatic Charge

Electrostatic Field

Element

Actual movement of electrons in a definite direction
through a conductor during current flow, as contrasted
from transfer of energy from one electron to another

by collision.

The liberation of electrons. As from the cathode
of a vacuum tube.

The theory which explains all electrical phenomena
by the independent movement of electrons.

Pertaining to electricity at rest, such as charges
on an object.

ElecA-ic charge stored on a capacitor or on an
insulated body.

Meld of force between two electrically charged
bodies.

1. Substance, in chemistry, that cannot be divided
into simpler substances by any means ordinarily
available. 2. Of a semiconductor device, any
integral part of the semiconductor device that
contributes to its operation.

Emitter a transistor, a region from which charge carriers
that are minority carriers in the base are injected
into the base.

Emitter Junction In a transistor, a junction normally biased in the
low-resistance direction to inject minority carriers
into the base.

Energy The capacity for performing work. Energy of motion
is kinetic energy. Energx_of a stationery or static
form is called potential energy. Energy cannot be
created or destroyed but may'cliange its form.

Epkrgize Supply per necessary to provide normal and

Excess Electron

effective operation.

An electron introduced into a semiconductor by a donor
impurity and available to promote conductio4.__An
excess electron is not required to complete the bond
structure of the semiconductor.
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Excitation

Exciter

External Resistance

Farad (f)

Field (Electric or

Magnetic)

Field Coil

Field, Differential

Field Distortion

Field of Force

Field Pole

Field Windings

Filament

Filter

Fixed Bias or Grid Bias

Fixed Capacitor

A A

Excitation of an alternator is the resultant of the

magnetic lines from the exciting source and magnetic

lines of force set up by the load current through the

armature.

A direct current generator supplying current for

excitation of one or more other machines.

Resistance that is connected externally between the
terminals of a battery or other power source.

-F-

The unit of electrostatic capacity. A condenser
possessing the capacity of one farad will allow one

coulomb of electrons to flow upon its plates when
the potential of one volt is applied for one second.

A term used to indicate a region where magnetic or

electrostatic forces are exerted.

A suitable insulated winding to be mounted on a field

pole to magnetize it.

Field which has the series and shunt coils connected

to oppose each other.

Undesired shift in the fields between the N and S

pole due to CEMF in the armature windings.

Term used to describe to total force exerted by an

action-at-a-distance phenomenon such as gravity upon
matter, electric charges acting upon electric charges,

magnetic forces acting upon other magnetics or

magnetic materials.

Magnetic material on which field coils may be mounted.

The coil of an electromagnet used to supply the
magnetic field in motors and generators.

'I've wire through which current is sent in a vacuud

t Je or a light bulb to utilize the heat given off

due to the current flow.

Any system of inductance, capacitance and resistance

which is used to smooth the pulsations of DC from a

'rectifier or commutator.

A bias voltage of constant value, such as one
obtained from a battery, or other DC power supply.

Capacitor having definite capacitance value that

cannot be adjusted.
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Fixed Resistor

Flow

Fluorescence

Flux ( 4 )

Flux Density

Force (F)

Forward Current

Forward Direction

Free Electrons

Frequency (f)

2o'1
Resistor having a definite resistance that cannot
be adjusted.

Passage of electrons (a current) through a conductor
or through space between electrodes.

Light given off as a result of electron bombardment.

A general term used to designate collectively all
the electric or magnetic lines of force in a region.

The number of lines of force per unit area.

That which tends to change the state of rest or
motion of matter.

Current which flows upon application of a forward
voltage.

In a semiconductor diode, the direction of lower
resistance to the flow of steady direct current.

Electrons which are not bound to a particular atom,
and ,Are free to move under the influence of an
electric field.

The number of complete cycles which an alternating
EMF or current executes in one second. Generally,
the number of recurring events in a given period
of time.

Frequency - 3 # of poles X RPM
2 60

Frequency Meter A meter used to indicate the number of cycles per
second of an alternating current.

Full-Wave Rectifier

Fuse

Rectifier arranged so that current is allowed to
pass in the same direction to the load circuit during
each half cycle of the alternating current supply.

A wire strip or bar of metal designed to melt or to
interrupt the circuit when a predetermined current
is exceeded.

-G-

Gain Ratio of output to input voltage, current, or power,
usually expressed in decibels.

Galvanometer A D'Arsonval-type meter used for measuring or
indicating extremely small electric currents. Its
scale usually indicates relative deflection, and
the actual current, voltage or charge value must be
calculated.
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Generator A machine for the conversion of mechanical energy

into electrical energy.

Graph

Grld

Pictorial presentation of the relation between two

or more variable quantities, such as between an

applied voltage and the current it produces in a

circuit.

A tube element in the form of a metallic mesh or

screen through which electrons pass under control

of a potential applied to the grid.

Grid Bias See fixed bias.

Grid Current The current passing to or from a grid through the

space inside a vacuum tube; measured in the input

circuit.

Ground A connection, intentional or accidental, between an

electrical circuit and the earth, some conducting
body, or chassis serving in place of the earth.

Ground Potential Zero potential with respect to ground or earth.

Grounded Connected to earth or to some conducting body which

serves as earth.

Growler

`Half-Wave Rectifier

Meat Sink

Heater (H)

Henry (h)

Test equipment used to check motors and generators

for opens, shorts and grounds.

-H-

A nonlinear device used to rectify alternating current

into direct current. Only one-half of the input cycle

is rectified, the output being a pulsating direct

current,

A device for the absorption or transfer of heat away

from a critical part or parts.

An electric heating element for supplying heat to an

indirectly heated cathode.

The unit of inductance. A circuit has an inductance

of one henry when the current, changing at the rate
of one ampere per second, induces one volt CEMF.

Hertz (Hz) A unit of frequency equal to one cycle per second.

Hole A mobile vacancy in the electronic valence structure
of a semiconductor which acts as a positive charge
with a positive mass.

Hole Current The current in a semiconductor associated with apparent
positive charges designated as holes.
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Horizontal Perpendicular to the direction of gravity. In the

direction of, or parallel to, the horizon. level.

Horsepower (hp)

Horseshoe Magnet

Hot

Hydrometer

Hypotenuse

Hysteresis

Hysteresis Loss

Impedance (Z)

Impurity

A unit of electrical power equivalent to the amount
of power in a mechanical horsepower. Electrically,
one horsepower equals 746 watts.

Permanent magnet or electromagnet bent in the shape
of a horseshoe or having a U shape so as to bring

the pole together.

Connected, alive, energized; pertains to terminal

or any ungrounded conductor. Not grounded.

An instrument used to determine the specific gravity
of the liquid of a storage battery; hence, the state

of charge of the batte

The side opposite the 90° angle of a right triangle.

Magnetic hysteresis occurs when a magnetic substance
is subjected to a varying magnetic field and is due
to intermolecular friction which is a form of power
loss in electromagnets in the form of heat, generally

a lag. Dielectrics are also subjected t6 a varying
electric field causing heat in the dielectric.

Power loss in an iron core transformer or other
alternating current device due to a magnetic

hysteresis.

The total opposition, measured in ohms, offered to
passage of alternating current by the resultant of

resistance and capacitive and inductive reactance.

An atom in a crystal which is foreign to the crystal.
An imperfection that is chemically foreign to the

perfect crystal.

Impurity, Acceptor In semiconductors, an impurity which may induce holes.

Impurity, Donor

Induced

Induced Current

Induced Electromotive
Force

In semiconductors, an impurity which may induce
electronic conduction.

Produced as a result of exposure to the influence or
variation of an electric or magnetic field.

Current due to an induced voltage.

The electromotive force induced into a conductor due
to the relative motion between the conductor and the
magnetic field.
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Inducti.nce (L)

Induction,

u tion Motor
J.

Inductive Circuit

The physical property of a circuit which tends to
oppose a change in current flow.

Magnetic Induction - When a material is placed in a
magnetic field it has magnetism induced into it.

Self-Induction - The production of a counter-
electromotive force in a conductor when its own
magnetic field collapses or expands with a change
in current in the conductor.

Mutual Induction - (Transformer Action) - As current

is varied in a conductor, a second conductor parallel
to the first will have an EMF inchiced into it.

Note: The more nearly parallel, the greater the
EMF induced. If the conductors are at right angles

no voltage will be induced.

Electromagnetic Induction - (Generator Action)
When a conductor and a magnetic field have relative
motion, a voltage is induced into the conductor.
A voltage is induced if either the conductor or the

field is moved. The conductor must be moved other
than parallel to the lines of force.

AC motor-rotation achieved by reaction of main
magnetic field and the magnetic field of the induced
current in the rotor.

Circuit containing a greater-amount of inductive
reactance than capacitive reactane.e.

Inductive Reactance (XL) The opposition to the flow of alternating or
pulsating current caused by the inductance of a

conductor. XL is measured in ohms.

A coil. A wire lying in an armature slot and forming

part of a coil. That part of a wire which moves in

a magnetic field and in which an electric current
or pressure is induced. The careless practice of
using the word conductor for inductor shot'ld be

avoided.

Inductor

In Phase

Input

Describing a (-1dition in which two or more
fluctuating components such as an AC voltage and
current attain maximum values simultaneously in the
same direction.

1: Current, voltage, power, or driving force applied

to a circuit or device. 2. Terminals or other places
where current, voltage, or power, or driving force
can be applied to a circuit or device.
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Input Transformer

Instantaneous Value

Insulated Wire

Insulation

Insulator

Intensity

Interlock Switch

Internal Resistance

Interpole

Inverter

Ion

Ionization

Ionize

IR Drop

I
2
R Loss

Iron Core Coil

Iron Loss

A,08
Transformer used to transfer energy from a voltage
source to the input of a circuit or device.

The value of an 'alternating voltage or current at a
given instant of time.

Conductor covered with a nonconductive material.

A material which has a sufficiently high resistance
to permit its use for separating one electrical
circuit or wire from others.

A medium which will not conduct electricity.

Relative strength of electric or magnetic energy.

Safety switch which deenergizes voltage when doors,
access covers or other openings are opened.

Resistance within a cell or battery to the flow
of current.

Placed between the main field poles of a DC motor
or generator to reduce field distortion.

A device which chanigms DC to AC. It consists of an
AC generator driven by a DC motor.

A "charged" atom or molecule. One that has fewer

or more electrons than normal.

The process whereby a substance becomes ionized.
Utilized in a gaseous tube &o take advantage of the
good current carrying characteristics of the ionized

gas. Present when insulators break down.

To make an atom lose an electron. The atom which
loses the electroa becomes a positive ion, the
gaining atom is a negative ion.

Voltage drop produced across a resistance R by the
flow of current I through the resistor.

Power loss in transformers, generators, connecting
wires, and other parts of a circuit due to the flow
of current through t'o resistance of the conductors.

Coil in which iron forms part or all of the magnetic
core, linking its windings.

Power loss occurring in iron cores of electric
machines, coils, transformers, etc., due to hysteresis

and eddy currents.
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Jack

Joule

Kilo (K)

Kilovolt-Amperes (KVA)

Kilowatt (KW)

Kilowatt-Hours (KWH)

Lag

Lagging Current

Laminated

Laminated Core

Law of Charges

Law of Electromagnetic
Induction

Law of Electrostatic
Charges (Coulombs Law)

-J-

A connecting device to which a wire or wires of a
circuit may be connected.

A unit of energy of work. In electricity, one
watt-second.

-K-

One thousand.

Volt amperes divided by 1,000. One KVA equals
1,000 volt amperes.

Watts divided by 1,000. One KW equals 1,000 watts.

A measure of the consumption of electrical energy.
The unit of electrical energy equal to 1,000 watts
being consumed for one hour.

-L-

Of two alternating electrical quantities of the
same frequency the one that reac"s a particular
cyclic point later is said to lag the ocher. This
lag is expressed in electrical degrees.

Current flowing in a circuit which lags voltage
applied to the circuit.

Made of thin layers.

The core of an armature, transformer, etc, built up
of stamping of sheets of iron which are insulated
from each other to reduce eddy currents.

Like charges repel; unlike charges attract.

(Faraday's Law) Electromotive force induced in a
circuit is proportional to the change of the flux of
magnetic induction linked with th-, circuit. When
the change in flux linkage is caused by motion,
relative to a magnetic field, of a conductor forming
a part of an electric circuit, the electromotive,
force induced in the circuit is proportional to the
rate at which the conductor cuts the flux of
magnetic induction.

Force of attraction or repulsion between two charged
bodies concentrated at two points in an isotropic
medium is proportional to the produce of their
magnitudes and is inversely proportional to the
square of the distance between them.
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Law of Magnetism Like poles repel; unlike poles attract. aio
Lead (Material) A term given to a wire or conductor.

Lead (Theoretical) Of two alternating electrical quantities of the
same frequency, the one that reaches a particular
cyclic point first is said to lead the other. This

is expressed in electrical degrees.

Leading Current

Leakage

Left-Hand Rule

Lenz's Law

Current that reaches its maximum value before the

.voltage that produces it.

Term used to express current loss through imperfect
insulators.

For generators, stretch the thumb and first finger
of the left hand at right angles to each other in
the same plane and the second finger at a ninety
degree angle perpendicular to the plane of the thumb
and first finger. For a conductor in a generator
armature, when the thumb indicates the direction of
magnetic lines of force the second finger indicates
the direction of electron flow. For a motor the
right hand rule is used. For a current carrying
wire, if the fingers of the left hand are closed
around the wire so that the thumb points in the
direction of electron flow, the fingers will be
pointing in the direction of the magnetic field.

Whenever an induced current is produced by any
motion, current will flow in a direction such that
mechanical forces will be produced which oppose
the motion.

Linear Applied to meter scales, having equal graduations.

Line Drop Voltage drop existing between two points of a power
line due to resistance.

Lines of Force Imaginary lines to inflicate the direction and
intensity of a magnetic or el2ctrostatic field.

4
Line Voltage Voltage level of the main power supplied to equipment.

Load 1. Power consumed by a machine or circuit in
performing its function. 2. Resistor or other
impedance which can replace some circuit element
temporarily or permanently removed. 3. Power that
machine or apparatus will deliver. 4. Device
used to absorb power and convert it into the desired
useful form. 5. Impedance to which energy is being
supplied. 6. Power consuming device connected to a
circuit.
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Loss

Magnet

Magnetic Amplifier

Magnetic Circuit

Magnetic Field

Magnetic Flux

Amount of electrical attenuation in a circuit, or the

power consumed in a circuit component. 2. Energy

dissipated in accomplishing useful work; usually
expressed in units of watts.

-M-

A magnetic material which has the property of

attracting or repelling other magnetic substances.

A device using one or more saturable reactors to
control the field strength of a generator.

sib

The complete path of magnetic lines of force.

Space in which magnetic lines of force exist.

The total flow of magnetic lines of force through a
magnetic circuit.

Magnetic Flux Density Milinetic field intensity measured in oersted.

Magnetic Lines of-Force

Magnetic Pole

Magnetic Saturation

Magnetic Shield

Magnetism

Magnetomotive Force

Majority Carrier

Imaginary lines used for convenience to designate
the direction in which magnetic forces are acting
as a result of a magnetomotive force.

The part of the magnet where the lines of force
enter or leave the iron and where the forces of
attraction and repulsion are concentrated.

The point of magnetization in an electromagnet where
an increase in current causes only a very small

increase in magnetism.

Sheet or core of iron, enclosing instruments to
protect them from stray magnetic fields by providing
a convenient path for the magnetic lines of force.

The property of the molecules of certain substances,
as iron, by virtue of which they may store energy
in the form of a field of force and is due to the
motion of the el ons in the atoms of the substance;

a manifestation f energy due to the motion of a

dielectric field f force.

That force which produces magnetic flux; measured
in ampere-turns.

In semiconductors, the type of carrier constituting
more than half the total number of carriers. The
majority carriers may be either hoiss or electrons,
depending on the construction of the semiconductor.

Matter Anything which has weight and occupies space.
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Maximum Value

Maxwell

X;f.
The greatest instantaneous value of an alternating
current or voltage.

Centimeter-gram-second electromagnetic unit of
magnetic flux. It is equal to one oersted per
square centimeter, or to one magnetic line of
force.

Meg or Mega A prefix meaning one million times.

Megger High range ohmmeter used for measuring insulation
resistance values or other high resistances.

Megohm (MO) A large unit of resistance; equal to one million
ohms.

Mica A mineral used for insulating purposes because of
high dielectric strength and resistance to high
temperatures.

Micro ( A prefix meaning one-millionth of; designated by the
Greek letter Mu.

Microfarad ( p f) Practical unit of capacitance; one millionth of a
farad.

Micro-Micro ( p u ) One millionth of one millionth.

Milli A prefix meaning one thousandth.

Milliammeter A meter calibrated in milliamperes.

Milliampere (ma) A unit of current equal to one-thousandth of an
ampere.

Minority Carrier

Molecule

Molecular Theory of
Magnetism

Motor

Motor Starter

Mu,

In semiconductors the type of carrier constituting
less than one half of the total number of carriers.

The smallest particle of a substance which can exist
and still retain all of the characteristics of that
substance.

Assumption that each molecule of matter is a separate
magnet and that in ferromagnetic materials these
magnets all line up with their magnetic poles pointing
in the same direction when the material is magnetized..

A machine which converts electrical energy into
mechanical energy.

A device for protecting electric motors from excessive
current while they are reaching full speed.

Permeability, amplification factor, prefix micro.
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Mutual Induction

N.!gative

Negative Bias

Negative Temperature
Coefficient

See induction (mutual).

-N-

A term used to describe a terminal or point that has

more electrons than normal; such as the negative

terminal of a battery.

A bias placing a negative charge on some tube

element in respect to another tube element. Usually

making the control grid negative in respect to the

cathode.

Temperature coefficient expressing the amount of
reduction in the value of a quantity, such as
resistance per degree of increasing temperature.

Network Special type of electric circuit which cannot be
classified in terms of series and parallel parts.

Neutron

Nonlinear

N-P-N Transistor

The small particle of an atom having no electric

potential.

In meters, a term used tc express unequal graduations

in the meter scale.

A transistor which consists of a thin slice of P-type

semiconductor material sandwiched between two layers

of N-type semiconductor.

N-P Semiconductor See crystal diode.

Nucleus

Ohm

Central part of the aom which makes up most of the
weight of the atom.- An atomic nucleus is made up of
two kinds of fundamental particles, protons and
neutrons. It has a positive charge equal to the

number of protons it contains.

-0-

The unit of electrical resistance. It is that value

of electrical resistance through which a constant
potential difference of 1 volt across the resistance
will maintain a current flow of 1 ampere through the

resistance.

Ohmic VA.,..ae Resistance in ohms.

'Ohmmeter An instrument used for measuring the resistance of a

circuit.
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Ohm's Law The current in au electrical circuit is directly
proportional to the electromotive force in the

circuit. It is the fundamental law of electrical
circuits and is true of all metallic circuits and
most circuits containing an electrolyte resistance.
The most common form of the law is E = IR, where E is
the electromotive force, I is th4 current flow in the-
circuit, and R is the resistance of the circuit.

Ohmmeter Zero Adjustment Potentiometer or other means provided to compensate
for the reduction of battery voltage with age in an

ohmmeter.

open Circuit

'Oscilloscope

Out-of-Phase

Output

Overload

Overload Relay

Oxidation

1. Condition of an electrical circuit caused by the
breaking of continuity of one or more of the conductors
of the circuit; usually an undesired condition.
2. Circuit which does not provide a complete path
for current to flow.

An instrument for showing, visually, graphical
representations of waveforms encountered in' ".

electrical circuits.

Having waveforms that are of the same shape but do
not pass through corresp2nding values at the same
instant.

1. Current, voltage, power, or a driving force
delivered by a circuit or device. 2. Teaminals or
other places where current, voltage, power, or other
driving force may be delivered by a circuit or device.

Condition where the load is greater than the rated
load or a device.

A device which opens a circuit when the current
exceeds a specified level. ,

The dhe,ical process of combining with oxygen, often
by exposure to air.

-P-

Parallel Circuit An electrical circuit which has two or more paths
for current to return to its source.

Parallel-Series Circuit in which two or more parts are connected
together in parallel to form parallel circuits and in
which these circuits are then connected together in
series so that both methods of connections appear.

Part A mechanical unit which cannot readily b2 subdivided
such as a tube, resistor.

Peak MaxiMum instantaneous value of an alternating
quimItity.
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Pentode

Period

Permanent Magnet

Permeability

Phase

Phase Adapter

Phase Difference

pk-Network

Plate (P)

Plate Voltage

P-N-P Transistor

Polarity

Pole Piece

A five-el wilt tube.

Time required for the completion of one cycle.

A magnet not dependent on a current for magnetization.

The ability of a material to conduct magnetic lines
\of force, as compared to air.

The fraction of a cycle that has lapsed since a
voltage or current has passed through a given

cyclic point.

A devise containing a coil and a capacitor for
changing single-phase current into three-phase

current.

The relation between two sine' wave quantities of the

same frequency as to time that they pass a given
cyclic point on their respective sine waves. The

amount of time is expressed in electrical degrees.

Network of three impedances, two across the line
and a third inserted in one line between the first
two. Connected in such a manner as to resemble the
Greek letter pi. x

See anode.

The DC voltage applied between the.plate and cathode
of a vacuum tube.

A junction transistor formed by a slice of N-type
'semiconductor between two layers of %type
semiconductors.

1. Condition of an electrical ci4cuit by,Wbich the

direction of current flow can be etermined. Usually

applied to batteries or other direct voltage sources.

2. Two opposite charges, one positive and one
negative. 3. Quality of ..aving two opposite

magnetic poles, one North and one South.

Piece of ferromagnetic material forming one end of a
magnet and shaped so as to control the distribution
of the magnetic flux in the adjacent medium.

Polyphase Having more than one phase; as in three-phase.

Positive 1.. A term used to describe e terminal having fewer
electrons than anoLher.

Poqtive Temperature
Coe'fficient

CharacterisHc of a device or substance in which the
resistance of a substance increases when the
temperature increases.
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Potential

Potential Barrier

0

Potential Difference

Potentiometer

Power

Difference in voltage between two points of a
Pi

circuit; frequently one is assumed to ground (zero

potential). Generally expressed in volts. --

Region in which the electric potential is such that
moving electric charges attempting to pass through
it encounter'oppoSition and may be turned back.

Algebraic difference between two points or individual

potentials. Voltage existing between two points.

A resistor which has a movable contact arm which can
be set at any point of the resistor. The applied

voltage is connected to the fixed end terminals of the
resistor, and the output circuit is connected between
the movable contact and one of the fixed terminals.
Rotating the movable contact varies the proportion
of the total voltage which is applied to the output

circuit,

Time rate of doing work or expending energy. In

electrical systems, the basic unit is the watt.

'Tozer Factor (PF) The ratio expressed in percentage of actual power
consumed in an AC circuit over apparent power.

Power Supply

Powy. Transformer

Primary

Source of electrical energy required for normal
operation of any electrical device or system.

Transformer used to change the supply voltage to the
various higher and lower values required for a
system operation.

The first, in eiect.rical order, of two or more
coupled circuits, in which a change in current
induces a voltage in the other or secondary circuit;
such as the primary winding of a transformer. The
primary is usually connected to the source of power.

Primary Current Current flowing in the primary winding of a transformer.

Primary Voltage Voltage applied to the primary windings of a
transformer.

Proton The particle in the nucleus of an atom having a
positi.7e charge.

Pulsating Direct Current Current which varies in magnitude, but not in
direction.

Pulsating Voltage

Pulse

Varying voltage, the variations of which take place
during regular intervals of time and may or may not
include changes in polarity.

A brief excursion of a quantity from normal; such as
a pulsating voltage.
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Pulse-per-second (pps) The number of pulses of a pulsating voltage in a
given length of time. Usually expressed as a
frequency of a pulsating voltage.

-R-

Rate Measurement of movement per unit of time; e.g.,
rate of flow, climb, etc.

Rated Output

Reactance (X)

Reactive Load

Reactive Power

Output power, voltage, or current, etc., at which a
machine, apparatus, or device is designed to operate
under specified normal conditions.

The opposition offered to the flow of an alternating
current by the inductance, capacitance, or both in any
circuit. Measured in ohm.

Load having reactance, such as capacitive load or an
inductive load, rather than a resistive load.

Power given back in any circuit, by the collapsing
magnetic field of an inductive reactor; or by ail
collapse of an electrostatic field of a capacitor or
capacitive effect, or the combination thereof.
Reactive per is generally expressed as volt-
amperes-reactive (VAR) because the term "power"
implies the expenditure of unrecoverable energy.

Rectification The process of changing alternating current to direct
current.

Pectifier A _device for converting alterna..ing current to

pulsating or full-wave direct current.

Full-Wave Rectifier - A device which uses both
positive and negative alternations of AC to pr2,_Ince
a direct current.

Ralf-Wave Rectifier - A device which converts AC into
pulsating DC by allowing current to pass during one
alternation of each AC cvcief

Regulator, Carbon Pile Device for controlling the voltage or current output
of generators.

Regulator, Reg Ohm Varies resistance in the control windings of the
positive control mag amp.

Relay An electromagnetic switch which permits rJntrol of a
large current in one circuit by a much smaller
current flowing in a control circuit.

Reluctance Opposition to flow of magnetic flux.
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Residual Magnetism

Resistance (R)

Resistor

Resistance Wire

Resonance

Retentivity

Rheostat

Right Triangle

Ripple

Ripple Frequency

Rotor

Rh?
The magnetism which remains in a material after the

magnetizing force is removed.

The opposition o the flow of current caused by the
nature and physical dimensions of a conductor.

A circuit element whose chief characteristic is
resistance; used to oppose the flow of current.

Wire made of a metal or alloy having high resistance
per unit length, such as nichrome. Used in wire-

wound resistors, heating elements, etc.

A circuit in which the inductive reactance and
capacitive reactances are equal. (In a circuit

whose inductive and capacitive elements are in
series, the total impedance at the resonant
frequency is equivalent to the DC resistance;
in a circuit in which the capacitive and inductive
elements are in parallel, the impedance reaches a
maximum value.)

Ability to hold magnetism.

A variable resistor.

A triangle which has one 90-degree angle.

Periodic fluctuation on a DC voltage which results
from incomplete filtering in a power rectifier set,
or from the bars of the commutator of a DC generating
machine.

The number of pulses or ripples per unit length of
time. It is used as an expression of the frequency
of a pulsating voltage or current.

The part of an electrical machine that turns or
rotates.

Rotating Magnetic Field Name applied to the magnetic field in the stator of
AC motors.

Saturation

Saturable Reactor

Schematic Circuit Diagram

-S-

In a vw.alum tube the condition which exists when an
increase in plate potential does rot increase electron
flow of the tube.

Magnetic core reactor in which a low value of current
produces magnetic saturation of the core.

Circuit diagram in which component g:trts are
represented by simple, easily arawn zylbois. May be
called a schematic.
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Screen Grid

Secondary Coil

Secondary Emission

Secondary Voltage

Selenium Rectifier

Self Excitation

Self-Inductance

Self-Induction

Semiconductor

A grid placed between the cbntrol grid and the plates.
It has positive potential less than the plate ana tends
to neutralize the capacitive effect between the control
grid and the plate.

The output winding of a transformer.

The emission of electrons from the plate due to the
bombardment of electrons from the cathode.

Voltage across the secondary windings of a

transformer.

Rectifier formed of discs of metal'in contact with a

layer of metallic selenium.

A generator that receives excitation power from

itself.

Induction associated with but one circuit.

1. Action in which a counter electromotive force is
produced in a conductor when the conductor's awn
magnetic field collapses and expands with a change of
current flow. 2. Production of a voltage in a
circuit as a result of a varying voltage in the
same circuit.

Solid or liquid electronic conductor, with
resistivity between that of metals and insulators.

Semiconductor Diode A diode made of semiconductor materials.

Series Circuit

Shell

Short Circuit

Shunt

Shunt Wound

Two or more units connected with only one path for
current through them.

A group of electrons supposed to form part of the
outer structure of the atom, and having a common
energy level.

A low or zero impedance path between two points.
A type LI electrical trouble wherein the current
bypasses the normal unit of resistance in the circuit.

A particular type"of resistor designed to be
connected in parallel with an instrument to extend
its current range beyond the value for which the
instrument is already complete.

A motor or generator wound so that the armature and
field are in pirallel.

Signal Any transmitted electrical impulse.
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Silicon

Sine Curve

Sine of on Angle

Sine Wave

Slip

Slip Rings

Solenoid

Space Charge

Specific Gravity

Spark

aJo
Nonmetallic element which is a semiconductor used
in the manufacturing of transistors.

The graph obtained by plotting the sine of an angle
against degrees.

One of the trigonometric functions of an angle in
connection with a right triangle; the ratio of the
side opposite the angle to the hypotenuse.

The waveform of pure alternating current showing the
buildup to maximum value and the falling off to zero
of both negative and positive alternations.

The difference between synchronous speed and actual
speed of the rotor of an induction motor.

Copper rings which complete a circuit to a rotating
member through brushes. May be used for either AC
or DC circuits.

A coil of insulated wire wound in the form of a
spring or on a spool.

A negative charge in a vacuum tube due to free
electrons which are not attracted to the plate.

The ratio of the weight of a even volume of any
substance to the weight of the 88M10 volume of pure
water.

Flash due to an electric discharge through air or
some other dielectric material, taking place between
two or more electrodes.

Squirrel. Cage Windings Short circuited windings with its conductors joined
by a continuous end ring.

Static Fixed, nonvarying, non-moving condition.

Static Electricity An electric charge caused by friction of two
dissimilar materials, generally found in nature.

Stator A stator is the part of an AC generator or motor
which haE the stationary winding on it.

Step-Down Transformer Transformer in which the energy transfer is from a
high voltage winding to a low voltage winding or
windings.

Step-Up Transformer A transformer in which the energy transfer is from a
low voltage winding to a high voltage winding or
windings.
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Subatomic Particles

Switch (SW or S)

Switching

Symbol

Particlem Calch make up the atom. Proton, neutron
and electron.

A device for closing, opening, or changing the
connections of q circuit.

Making, breaking, or changing the electrical
connections of a circuit.

In circuit diagrams, a conventional sign, such as
a letter, a character, or an abbreviated word used
as a circuit part.

Synchronization The process of bringing two or more AC units in
phase with each other. A

Synchronous Moving in perfect time or step.

Synchronous Motor A motor which turns at the same speed az the
rotating magnetic field.

-T-

Tank Circuit An inductor and capacitor in a parallel connected
resonant circuit. Since such a circuit has the
Ability to store energy for a £hort period of time,
it acts as a reservoir or tank.

Tap A connection brought but of a winding of a transformer
at some point between its extremities, usually to
permit changing of the voltage ratio.

Tapped Resistor

Terminal

Test Jack

Test Lead

Test Prod

Tetrode

Wire-wound, fixed resistor having one or more
additional terminals along its length generally for
voltage divider applications.

A point to which electrical connections are made.

Appearance of a circuit or circuit element in jacks
for testing purposes.

Flexible insulated lead used chiefly for connecting
meters and test equipment to a circuit under test at
a test point.

Sharp mtal point provided Jith an insulated handle
and means for electrical connection to a point under
test. It is used for making touch connections to a

A four-element vacuum tube.

Thermiontc Emission The emission of electrons from a heated cathode in a
vacuum tube.
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Thermocouple

Thyratron

Toggle Switch

Torque

Transformer (T)

A joint of two dissimilar metals across which a DC
voltage is produced when heated.

A mercury vapor tube containing a grid by means of
which relatively high currents can be controlled.

A manually o :crated lever type switch.

A twisting or turning force.

A device for transferring electrical energy from ore
circuit to another. It may step up the voltage and
step down the current or vice versa. In any
particular case the total energy transferred remains
the same, except for copper loss, eddy currents and
hysteresis.

Transistor Active semiconductor device with 3 or more
electrodes.

Triode A three-element vacuum tube.

True Power (Pt) The power actually consumed in an AC circuit and

equal to I
2
R. Measured in watts.

Turn Ratio The ratio of the number of turns in a prlmary
winding of a transformer to the number of turns Ink,
the secondary winding.

-V-

Vacuum An inclosed space from which practically all air has
been removed. (A perfect vacuum is not obtainable.)

Vacuum-Tube Voltmeter (VTVM) device utilizing the characteristics of a
vacuum tube for measuring voltages.

Valence Measure of the extent to which an atom is able to
combine directly with other atoms. It is believed
to depend on the number and arrangement of the
electrons in the outermost shell of the atom.

Valence Band

Variable Capacitor

Variable Inductor

Variable Resistor

The range of energy states in the spectrum of a solid
crystal in which lie the energies of the valence
electrons which bind the crystal together.

Capacitor whose capacitance can be varied from
maximum to minimum value by mechanical means.

Coil in which the inductance value can be varied by
mechanical means.

Wire-wound or composition resistor, the value of
which can be changed by mechanical means.
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Variac

Varmeter

Vector

Vibrator

Volt (v)

Voltage

Voltage Drop

Voltage Rating

Voltage Regulator

Voltage Sensing Coil

Volt-Ampere (VA)

Vo 1 t -Amp-Reartive -(VAR)

Voltmeter

Trade name for an autotransformer with toroidal

winding with a rotating carbon brush, giving a
continuously adjustable voltage from zero to line

plus 17 percent.

Meter used to measure reactive power in an electrical
circuit. Measures volt-amp-reactive; measures all
of tba volts of the circuit times all of the out-
of-phase amps or current.

A line which by length shows amount of a quantity
to scale and whose arrow represents direction or
angle of the quantity.

A mechanical-electrical device used to change a
continuous steady current into a pulsating current.

Unit of electromotivq force or electrical pressure.
One volt is the pressure required to send 1 ampere
of current through a resistance of 1 ohm.

Term used to signify electrical pressure. Voltage
is the force which causes current to flow through
an electrical conductor. Voltage of a circuit is the
greatest difference in potential between any two
conductors of the circuit concerned.

A part of the applied voltage used up in a particular
part of a circuit. In a simple circuit the voltage
drop across the unit of resistance would equal the
applied voltage.

The maximum sustained voltage that can be safely
applied to an electrical device withdjt risking the
Oossibility of electrical breakdown.

A device used in connection with generators to keep
the output voltage constant as load or speed is
changed.

Coil in the carbor pile regulator which senses and
compensates for a voltage drop.

The unit of apparent power in an AC circuit.

The unit of reactive power; the product of the out- -
of -phase voltage and current.

Instrument for measuring potential difference or
voltage. It may be calibrated in volts, millivolts,
or kilovolts.
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-W7

Practical unit of electrical power. It is the power
required to do work at the rate of 1 Joule per
second. In a DC circuit, the power in watts is
equal to the voltage multiplied by the current in
amperes. In an AC circuit, the true power in watts
is the effective voltage multiplied by the circuit
power factor. (Note) 746 watts 3 1 horFepower.

Wattage Rating Rating expressing the maximum power that a device
can safely handle.

Wattmeter An instrument for measuring true power.

Wavelength The distance between two corresponding phases of two
consecutive waves of a Oave train. It is usually
expressed in meters.

Weight The force with which a body is attracted toward the
center of the earth by gravity.

Winding One or more turns of wire forming a continuous coil
for a transformer, rotating machine, or other device.

Wire Bond or stranded group of solid, cylindrical
conductors having low resistance to current flow,
with any associated insulation.

Wire-wound Resistor

Wiring Diagram

Work

,Working Voltage .

Resistor utilizing, as the resistive element, a length
of high resistive wire or ribbon wound on an
insulating form.

D?awing that shows electrical equipment and/or
component parts together with all the wiring that
connects this equipment and/or parts.

The result of,a force acting.against opposition to
produce motion and is measured in terms of the
product of the force and the distance it acts.

Voltage rating. In a capacitor it is the maximum
that the device can withstand under normal operating
conditions.

Wye Method of connecting the stator windings in a 3.phase
motor or generator.

Zener Breakdown

-Z-

In a semiconductor diode, a brf -down that is caused
by the field emission of holes . Id electrons in the
depletion layer.
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aato FOREWORD

j4his programmed text was preplied for use in the 3ABR42331 and

3ABR42334 Instructional Systems and was validated using student

enrolled in the subject courses.') At le,st 90 percent of the students

achieved the objectives as stated. The average time required to

complete this text is 55 minutes.

OBJECTIVES

1. Select the safe work habits and procedures consistent with

shop and flight line safety.

2. Select general housekeeping procedures which are consistent

with shop, flight line, and fire protection.

3. Select protective measures used against radiation hazards.

4. Select the protective measures used against high frequency

transmission equipment.

5. Select the safety precautions th.it will be observed while

working around danger areas.

Note: The above objectives will be accomplished with a minimum

of 80% accuracy.

6. Select the protective devices used for protection from

high intensity sound without error.

7. Select the marking applicable to radioactive parts and materials.

INSTRUCTIONS

This programmed text presents information in small sttps called

"frames." Carefully study each frame until you understand its contents.
You are required to identify or complete or match items to related

situations. Specific instructions are given in each frame. Check

the accuracy of your work by looking at the answer at the bottom of

the following frame. If your response is incorrect, read the frame
again and correct your error before going to the next frame. DO

NOT HURRY!

Supersedes 3ABR32531-PT-105, 3ABR422:10-PT-105, 3ABR32530-l-PT-803,
3ABR32632B-PT-202, 3ABR42132-PT-103, 3ABR42231-PT-106, 19 July 1973.

OPR: 3370 TTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TTG1C - 600; 11VSR - 1
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GROUND SAFETY

Frame 1

Most accidents don't just happen. They are caased by unsafe
acts of people. Safety education is the most. effective' tool &n pre-
verting these acts. Training is a particularly important accident
prevention control; it gives each man a personal safety tool by
developing habits of safe practice and operation. The principal
objective ..ny safety program is to provide safe operating standards
for ground operations that will aid in eliminating accident-causing
sources.

2.

3.

4.

Check the correct statement(s).

Most accidents are "man made" and can be controlled.

Adequate safety education is the most effective way of

preventing "man made," accidents.

Training usually is ineffective In preventing accidents.

One principal objective of any safety program is to

eliminate accident-causing sources.
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Frame 2

Accident _evention is the responsibility of management personnel

such as commanders and supervisors. However, the person most responsible

for your own safe work habits and attitudes can only be yourself. Unless

you develop safe work habits and constantly practice safety, you or
your fellow workmen may

t

e injured.

1.

s6
140 ?

Woo

Check the correct statement(s).

If you are involved in an accident, you should ilways
blame your supervisor.

2. Being completely familiar with safe work nrncedures
does not insure against accidents.

3 'Accident prevention is the respAsibility of management
pert.- nnel.

4. You are responsible for your safe worn habits.

Answers to frame 1:

1. 2. 4.

4
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Frame 3

Accidents involving handtools'are usually the result of misuse.
-Just because handtools are simple devices does not mean they can be
used safely by anyone with little or no training. Therefore, pre-
vention of accidents involving handtools becomes a matter of proper
instruction and adequate trainin6 in safe working practices.

Check the correct statement(s).

1. Proper instruction is better than experience when learning
to use handtools.

2. Simple handtools are not dangerous; it is only their
misuse that causes accidents.

3. You should be taught handtool safety before using them.

4. The misuse of handtools is not a violation of safety
rules.

Answers to frame 2:

1. 3. 4.

235
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.game 4

Screwdrivers are probably the most commonly used handtool. They

are used for one purpose -- to loosen or tighten screws. If used for

other purposes, they are misused. Common misuses of screwdrivers are

as follows:

1. punches.

2. chisels.

4. pryst 7. wedges.

5. nail pullers. 8. scrapers.

3. pinch bars. 6. hammers.

The misuses listed above are dangerous to personnel, as well

as damaging to the screwdrivers which makes them unsafe for further

use.

Check the correct statement(s).

1. You may misuse a screwdriver as long as you think it is

a safe act.

2. Damaged screwdrivers must not be used.

3. Screwdrivers are designed for use on screws.

Answers to frame 3:

1. 4.__
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Frame 5

Mi3use of files presents a safety hazard because of sharp cutting
surfaces, tanged (pointed) ends, and brittle metal. The following
safety practices will be observed when using files:

1. Do not use files without handles as pointed tangs can stab
or cut your hand.

2. Clamp the work to be filed in a vise, never hold it in your
hand while f"4ng.

3. Do not use a file for a pry bar. The tang end is soft and
will bend, while the body is hard and brittle &lid ,nay snap.

4. Never hamr r on a file. Remember, a file is brittle and may
chip, splinter, or snap, scattering sharp fragments.

5. Old files should never be-Peshaped into knives, chisels or
punches. They are too brittle to use for these purposes. Unexpected
breaks could be dangerous.

Check the correct statement(s).'

1. You should not uae a file without a handle.

2., Files make good knives.

3. An important reason for not misusing a file is the
danger of breaks and chips.

Answers to frame 4:

1. 2. 3.
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Frame 6

Wrenches are frequently misused resulting in injury to personnel.

The following practices will be observed concerning their safe use:

1. Use a wrench of the correct size. A loose wrench may slip

and injure the hand.

2. Do not use wrenches with spread or distorted jaws, bent

handles, or cracks.

3. Do not use a wrench as a hammer. To do so will weaken it.

4. Do not use a pipe or other device on a wrench handle for

greater leverage. The wrench handle may snap and cause injury to

personnel.

5. Never hammer on wrench handles to free frozen nuts.

6. Pull a wrench never push it. You can maintain your

balance easier by pulling.

Check the correct statement(s).

1. Wrenches are not dangerous, it is only their misuse that

is dangerous.

2. it a wrench jaw is cracked, it may as well be used

until it breaks.

3. A wrench of the correct size, when used properly,
will not slip.

Answers to frame 5:

1. 2. 3.

p.

8
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Frame 7

Hammers should be kept clean and free of oil or grease which would
cause the handle to slip from the workman's hand or cause the hammer
to glance off the object being struck. The ends of hammer handles will
not be used for prying, pounding or tapping. This practice may damage
and weaken the handle and lead to an accident.

1.

2.

Check the correct statement(s).

Hammer heads should be kept greased to prevent rust.

YoU should never put oil on hammer handles.

3. You shoulo "ot tap work with the end of a hammer
handle.

Answers to frame 6:

1. 2. 3.

9
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Frame 8

The following safety rules apply to knives:

1. Keep knife blades sharp. Dull blades contribute to more
accidents than sharp blades.

2. Use knives for cutting, never for a screwdriver or pry bar.

3. Do not leave knives lying around where they may cause injury.
Keep pocket knives forded (riosed) when not in use.

4. Cut away from the body, being careful to cut in a direction
that will not endanger fellow workers should the knife slip.

Check the correct statement(s).

1. If you sharpen a pencil with a pocket knife, place the
end of the pencil on your thumb and cut toward your thumb.

2.

3.

4.

Pocket knives are dangerous unless used properly.

Dull blades are more hazardous than sharp blades.

Knives may be used for many jobs other than cutting.

Answers to frame 7:

1. 2. 3.

10
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Frame 9

Punches and cold chisels will be kept free from grease and oil to
prevent slippage. Hold these tools between the thumb and four fingers.
If tools have become mushroomed they must be properly dressed or ground.
If practical, hand guards such as sponge rubber will be used.

Workers will wear safety goggles or face shields whenever they
strike chisels or punches.

Check the correct statement(s).

LSPONGE
RUBBER

R 924

1. A chisel becomes mushroomed on the end opposite from
the cutting edge.

2. Chisels cut better when the cutting edge is greased.

3. Mushroomed punches should be dressed by grinding. #

Answers to frame 8:

2. 3. 4.
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Frame 10

Pliers and diagonal cutting pliers are often used around electrical

equipment. Electrical equipment. must be turned off when using these

tools on electrical circuits. Pliers must not be used to tighten or

loosen bolts and nuts. To do so may damage the bolt head or nut.

Wrenches used on bolts or nuts thus damaged may slip and injure the hand.

Check the correct statement(s).

1.
Diagonal cutting pliers may be used on electrical circuits

only after the electrical system is turned off.-

2. You must not use pliers to loosen nuts./

3. You may use pliers on electrical equipment when the

circuit is turned on if you wear rubber gloves.

Answers to frame 9:

1. 2. 3.

12 242
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Frame 11

Unsafe grinding practice can result in many serious injuries. In

addition to the shatterproof glass shields, workers will wear protective
goggles or face shields while operating grinding wheels." You must

never operate a grinder with the metal hoods removed. Tool-rests will
be adjusted to not more than one-eighth inch from the grinding wheel.

Check the correct statement(s).

1.

2.

FINE
WHEEL

You must wear goggles or a face shield wl-v.rn grinding on

an electrical grinder.

While grinding large objects, you should remove the
metal hood.

3. Beflre grinding you must check the distance between
the grinding wheel and tool-rest.

Answers to frame 10:

1._ 2. 3.__

243
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Frame 12

Compressed air must be handled with care. If you use compressed

air for cleaning parts you must wear eye protective equipment, such

as goggled. It must never be- used to blow dust from clothing or skin.

Pressures as low as 10'to 15 pounds per quare inch can cause serious

injury to skin, eyes, ears, and penetrate the body. Horseplay with the

air hose will not be tolerated. Under no circumstances will compressed

air be directed toward A fellow worker.

Check the correct statement(s).

1. You must use eye protectors or goggles while cleaning
parts with compressed air.

2. Compressed air must not be used to blow dust from your

hair.

3. Ten pounds of zfr pressure is too low to cause personnel

injury.

Answers to frame 11:

1. V 2. 3.
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Frame 13

Degreasing solvents are used to remove grease from parts. Some
of these agents are poisonous when in contact with the skin, taken
internally, or inhaled. Trichloroethylene, a nonflammable degreasing
solvent, is a narcotic and anesthetic material. An accumulation in
the body, due to prolonged exposure, can cause anemia and liver damage.
Use trichloroethylene outdoors or in a well ventilated building. You
must not expose your skin to this solvent or breathe its vapors.

1.

2.

Check the correct statement(s).

yrichlorOethylene must not come in contact with the
skin.

You must not breathe vapors of trichloroethylene.

3. Trichloroethylene is not a hazard if skin exposure
is for short periods.

Angwers to frame 12:

1. 2.__ 3.

245
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Frame 14

Hernias, back strains, crushed hands and feet, and broken bones

may result from improper lifting. Lift from a squatting position with

the back straight. The testi should exert the primary lifting force

as shown in the "Yes" figure below.

Check the correct statement(s).

1. When lifting, the back should be the main lifting force.

2. The figure on the left is an illustration of a workman

lifting with the legs.

Answers to frame 13:

1. I 2. 3.

16
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Frae 15

You may think it impossible to rer,,mber all the safety procedures
wLile performing your daily work. Howevei, it is not difficult to
remember that Air Force rules and instructios are written and publishe,1
for your use. you must use -hese written rules, regulations, and
instructions as you perform your daily work. Do not rely upon your
memory when personnel safety is involved. If you perform your work
correctly by following written instructions, the possibility t,f accidents
will be reduc?cl. Above all, never engage in horseplay and always use
common sense. Keeping these facts in mind will help you perform your
daily work in a sr a-o efficient manner.

No Response Required

Answers to frame 14:

1. 2. V



Frame 16

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Check the fotowing statements that are correct,

Accidents are sometimes caused b, lack of safety training.

Each worker is directly responsi.le for his own safe

work habits.
.

Learning to use haodtools properly involves training in

safe use of Oondtools.

Screwdrivers are bandy tooll and should be used when other

tools such as pry bars and chisels are not available.

Cue hazard connected with misuse of files is possible

breakage due to briCIple metal.

I( a nut is ":cozen," you should tap the wrench handle

with a hammer.

A 1 .,aver with a split handle should be used until you

can get a new hammer or replace the split handle.

When cutt.ng with a ',life, cut away from th ody, not

toward it.-

9. Danger from mushro.,ed punches and chisels results from
possible hand cuts or flying chips from the tool.

10. 2liers must not be used on bolts and nuts.

11. GrincLng wheel tool -rests must be not r -e than of eighth

inch from the grinding wheels.

12. The pr-Lncipal object of any safety program is to aid in
eliminating accident-causing sources.

13. There is no special danger connected with the use of
compressed air for cleaning parts.

14. The greatest danger in using trichloroethylene :4s the

extreme fire hazard.

15. You should lift with your 1L,_q, not your back.

18
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HOUSI.Kr.FPliNc. AND FIRE SAFElY

Frame 17

Good housekeeping and accident prevention, go together. Shops must
be kept neat and orderly. All ,persons must cooperate to keep their woe,
area clean, orderly, ancl,SAFF. Serious accidents could result from
tripping over trash-, hardware, tools or electrical power cords on floors.
Liquids spilled on floors produce slippery surfaces that are particularly
dangerous. Keep walking areas clear and clean.

Check the correct statement(s).

1. Possible electrical sT is usually the greatest hazard
re-ulting from power is lying oa the floor.

.2. If a tool is dropped on the floor, it should be picket.
up immediately.

3. Oil el the floor is a source of accidents as well as
a fire hazard.

Answers to frame 16:

1. 5. 9. 13.

2. 6.' 10. 14.

3. 7. 11. 15.

4. 8.

24 9
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Frame 113

Tools must be stored in their proper place, either in the tool kits

or on special tools racks. Good habits concerning tool storage and care

are essential to efficient and safe job performance. Keep all of your

tools in good condition. Clean, sharp, and well selected tools are the

mark of a professional systems specialist. Greasy tools used on oxygen

equipment ore a sure way of causing an explosion and fire.

jr,

7//1 '10 vt

KEEP OP AND GREASE AWAY FROM OXYGEN

No Response Required

Frame 19

Lockers, cabinets, shelves, and drawers must'be kept neat and orderly.

These areas require constant attention as their contents are usually hidden

from direct vision. Heavy objects should be stored on bottom shelves

to lessen lifting or dropping hazards. Drawers and cabinet doors should

not be left open as tney usually protrude into the walking area when

open.

CFeck the correct statement(s).

1. Orderly arrangement of drawer and cabinet contents is

a safety requirement.

2. Drawers and cabinet doors should not be left open.

3.
Lighter objects should be stored on bottom shelves,

heavy items on top shelves.

Answers to frame 17:

2. 3.

U

25
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Fr 20

)Good housekeeping practices are essential to effective fire pre-
vention. Working and living areas must be kept clean and orderly as
accumulations of dust, trash, rubbish, and waste are sources of fire.
Every man shares the fire prevention responsibility within his working
an3 living area.

Check the correct statement(s).

You should not be concerned with good or bad housekeeping
practices in your shop because that is the responsibility

of your supervisor.

2. 'Good housekeeping is concerned with cleanliness in the
work area.

3. Bad housekeeping practices may cause fires.

Ans:.t rs to fral! 19:

1. 2.

251
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Frame 21

Combustible trash must be placed in closed metal containers
that are plainly marked for such materials as shown in the figure

below. Lids must be kept closed. At the end of the day or shift,

these containers must be emptied or removed to a safe location out-

side the shop.

-,

Check the correct statement(s).

YES 1 P7(

1. Noncombustible trash must be placed in closed metal

containers.

2. You need not empty trash cans until they are full.

3. Metal trash cans with lids tightly closed may be kept
in the shop during working hours.

Answers to frame 20:

1. 2. 3.

'1



Frame 22

oil and paint soaked rags must not be placed in trash cans. Self-

40sing metal containers will be used for this material. A separate
ezied metal container must be used to store clean rags. Containers
u:11 be marked as shown in the figure below. Do not put oily and clean
83;4 in the same ,--ntainer. Care must be taken to prevent oil rags
ft= bursting into flame through spontaneous combustion. Empty the oil
rag containers, or place them in a safe location outside the building at
et end of each day or shift.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Check the correct statement(s).

Trash should no be placed in an oily rag container.

Clean rags, in their metal container, present a fire hazard
and should be removed from the building at the end of
the day or shift.

Paint soaked rags should be discarded by placing them
in a metal trash can.

Oily rags present a special fire hazard because of
possible spontaneous combustion.

Answers to frame 21:

1.
3,-

23 253
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Frame 0 --

Oils, paints, cleaning solvents or other volatile liquids must

be stored in closed metal containersin designated areas outside of shop

buildings. A "safety can" with a flexible spout is a safe container for

flammable liquids such as gasoline and cleaning solvents. These con-

tainers are shown below.

METAL CANS

Check the correct statement(s).

SAFETY CAN 930

1. Flammable liquids must not be stored in the shop.

2. Oil does not evaporate rapidly so it may be stored in

open cans.

3. Cleaning solvents will be stored in "Safety cans."

Answers to frame 22:

1. 2. 3. 4.

24
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Frame 2

Oil, grease, and other flammable substances spilled on floors
will not only,create fire hazards, but also slipping hazards. If
spills do occur, they must be cleaned immediately with noncombustible
absorbents such as sand. Floors will not be cleaned with flammable
liquids nor wIll these liquids be flushed into building plumbing
systems and floor drains.

Check the correct statemPnt(s).

03/

1. f To reduce fire hazards, water should be used to flush dirty
oil down a drain.

2. If you spill a flammable solvent on the shop floor you
must clean it up immediately.

3. Gasoline should not be used to clean up spilled o!l.

Answers to frame 23:

1. 2. 3.

2S 255
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Frame 25

Liquids such as gasoline, jet engine fuel, and flammable

solvents must not be placed in open containers near electrical equip-

ment. Flammable solvents will not be used for cleaning fatigue

clothing or used in cigarette lighters. Vapors icon these liquids

are explosive and may ignite unexpectedly.

1.

2.

Check the correct statement(s).

Gasoline may be used for cleaning purposes.

Some solvents are flammable.

3. Flammable solvents must not be used near electrical

equipment.

Answers to frame 24:

1. 2. 3.

26
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Frame 26

Smoking is prohibited in areas in which a match, flame, spark, or
careless disposal of smoking material would be a fire hazard. Look
for "NO SMOKING" signs in these areas. Where complete prohibition of
smoking is impractical, certain areas will be clearly marked and
separated from hazardous areas to stop the possibility of fire.
Cigarette butts and burned matches must not be placed in trash cans.
Special "butt cans" will be provided for this purpose.

1.

2.

3.

4.

NO
SMOKING
WITHIN sortoF

HAN 6 A A Mt ANCAMIT

4

_ 'Poo' -

'DANGWE

Check the correct statement(s)

You may smoke in specified smoking areas.

You must not smoke in areas where smoking is prohibited.

Cigarette butts must be discarded in trash cans.

You must not smoke within 50 feet of a hangar or aircraft.

Answers to frame 25:

1. 2.

2/
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Frame 27

The following ingredients are necessary to produce fire:

1. Fuel (gasoline, wood, paper, rags, etc.).

2. Oxygen (air).

3. Temperature high enough to cause combustion.

Elimination of any one of these will extinguish the fire.

TEMPERATURE

Check the correct statement(s).

Gasoline will not burn without oxygen.

Oxygen will burn without fuel.

1.

2.

3.

R 934

A fire may be extinguishe3 by reducing the temperature.

Answers to frame 26:

1. 2. 3. 4.

28
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Fratie 28

There are three general classes of fires. They are Class A, Class B,
and Class C fires. Each fire is classified according to the type of fuel
that is burning.

1.

Check the correct statement(s).

The class of fire is determined by the ignition temperature
of the fuel.

2. Class A, 13, and C refers to types of fuel.

Answers to frame 27:

1. 2. 3.

29 259
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Frame 29

Fires in wood, paper, and rags are typical Class A fires. They

will be safety extinguished by coo'.ing or quenching the fire with water.

1.

3.

Check the correct statement(s).

Burning waste paper is a Class A fire.

Burning gasoline is a Class / fire.

Water will spread :Vass A fire.

Answers to frame 28:

1. 2.

260



Frame 30 a5.5

Class B fires are fires. in flammable liquids such as gasoline,
oil, and paint. These fires cannot be extinguished with water. They

require fire extinguishers containing smothering agents such as four;.

936

Cb,ck the correct statement(s).

1. Foam cannot extinguish gr-.se fire .

2. Foam is a suitable extinguishing agent for C] 3=;= B

3. A burning liquid is a Clas-, B fire.

Answers to frame 29:

1. 2. 3.

2G1
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F me 31

Electrical fires are Class C fires. Elet.trical shorts in wires,

7,--etrat3i-li\ and generators produce heat which causes combustible n,telials

( in thes electrical units to burn. al fires must be extinguished

with nonconducting smothering agents such , ; chlorobremomethane (CB).

Do not use water on electrical fires as water conducts electricity d d
you could receive a severe or fatal shock.

1.

2.

3.

Check the correct siatement(s).

CB should be used on Class C fires.

Water may be used on electrical fires.

Class C fires are electrical fires.

Answers io frdp.e 30:

1. 3.

262
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Fro:-:e 32
25-7

ChlorolDromomethane can also be used to smother Class E fires.
a, Remember, the chemical CB can be used on both Class C and B fires.

(CB on C and B

CLASS B EdtL

Cheek the correct statement(s).

CLASS C FIRE

I 038

1. CB can be used to extinuish oi, or an electrical generator
fire.

2. Class A fires should be excjnEuished with

3. CB extinguishes fires by exLlulini, the air f r thk
(smothering the fl-rc?).

to fr,e 31:

1. 7. 3.

33 f)
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Frame 33

Carbon dioxide (CO ) is another clicTical that can be used on

Class B and C fires. CO1 smothers c fire by displacing the air

surrcinding the fire. CO
2

is a nonconductor of electricity, so may

be safely used un electrical fires. It may also be used to extinguish

typical class A fires

2.

3.

Check the correct statement(s).

CO
2

should be used on burning :Tood.

CO
2

smothers a

1-939

CO
2
or CB may be used to extinguish electrical and

flammable liqui-1 fires.

Answers to frae 32;

1. 2. 3. vi

26,1
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Frat 34

Fire extinguishing agents must be directed at the base of the
fire, where the combustible vapors combine with air and ignite. "Aim"
the extinguisher nozzle at the surface of the material where the flames
originate.

Check the correct statement(s).

1. Combustible vapors combine with air at the base of the
fire.

2.

3.

You should "aim" the extinguisher nozzle at the base of
the fire.

The base of the fire is the top of the blaze.

Answeis to ft amp 33:

2. 3._____

35 265
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Frame 35

If you report a fire, give your name and location of the fire,
and then stand by to direct the fire crews to the fire.

No Response Required

26t6
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Framc 36

This frame is a review of the material on hoosekeeping and fire
safety. Check the following statements that are correct.

1. There is no relationship between fire preverAlon and
good housekeeping.

2. Gaaoline should be used for cleaning parts.

3. Oily rags should be stored in close' metal containers.

4. Fuels, cleaning solvents, and paints should be stored
in the shop.

5. Common causes of fires are poor housekeeping and care-
less use of flammable liquids.

6. Water is a good extinguishing agent for Class A fires.

Grease fires are Class B fires.

8. Burning jet fuel should be extinguished with water.

9. Electrical fires are Class A fires. 49--

10. CB is carbon dioxide.

11. Carbon dioxide may be used to extinguish electrical
fires as well as flammable liquid fires.

12. Chlorobromomethane may be used on electrical fires.

13. Extingu_shing agents should be directed at the top of
the blaze to smother the fire.

14. Class B fires can be extinguished by using extinguishers
containing smotnering agents such as foam.

Ar.-;.-Jers fre 34

3/
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Frame 37

SAFETY PERTAINING TO ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

DA'"GER

HIGH VOLTAGE

Here is a sign many of us are familiar with. Voltages present in

shops throughout the world vary somewhat: 110 - 220 - 440, etc.

You will be working on systems that operate on AC and DC voltage.
-You must be constantly alert for shock hazards, and remember - it takes
as little as 10 milliamperes (.01 ampere) of current to prove fatal.
Some persons have bee- fatally injured on e.en less.

The proper attitude toward electricity is "don't fear it understand

1t and respect it."

Check the correct statement(s).

1. Syerems with less than one ampere of current flow are
not dangerous.

2. Systems with less th&n one ampere of current flow can
be fatal.

3. The amount of voltage in shops may vary from one location
to another location.

Answers to frame 36:

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14.

38 268
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Frame 38

While working around electrical or electronic circuits you must
remove your rings, metal, wrist band, watch, or other metallic objects
which could at as conductors of electricity and cause shocks, burns,
or electrocution. So, form the habit of removing jewelry before ding
electrical/electronic work or while performing maintenance on or around
aircraft. Repeated exposure to shock may cause bursitis, contraction
or dilation LA the walls of blood vessels, and muscles can be seriously
affected.

Check the correct statement(s).

1. Severe burns can result from rings, contacting "live"
electrical circuits.

2. Wearing a wrist watch on the arm is a potential hazard
while working on "live" electrical circuits.

3. Repeated exposure to electrical shock has no after
effect on the body.

Answers to frame 37:

1. 2. 3.

39
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Frame 39

Due to the many different systems that employ electrical/electronic

principles, we will not attempt to list the safety pre.lautions tkat may

be involved in each. However, before performing maintenance on these

systems, you will comrly with all the instructions contained in the

appropriate technical orders, manuals, handbooks, and/or applicable

directives. Below are examples taken from a technical order on a B-52D

type aircraft.

WARNING /
If you observe an individual being electrically shocked, DON'T

JUST STAND THERE - DO SOMETHING! First, shutoff the circuit. If the

circuit cannot be turned off without delay, free the victim from the

live conductor. Remember:

1. DO NOT touch the victim with your bare hands.

2. Protect yourself by using dry insulating material:

a. a dry boardr your belt, dry clothing or other non-

conducting material.
.

Check the correct statement(s).

1. An aircraft technical order will list any electrical

hazard peculiar to a system.

2. The bare hands should never be used to remove a shock

victim from a live circuit.

3. A shock victim should not be removed from a live circuit,
ander any titeum5tancos, u,til the cinuit is tulnod off.

Answers to frdule 38

1. / 2. 3.

.0
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Frame 40

The flight line can be a very interesting and fascinating place
due to aircraft taxiing back and forth some being towed, and others
parked on the ramp. In these situations it's easy to f.)rget the hazards
that forever lurk about on the flight line. One area where only one
mistake can cost your life is the exhaust of an operating jet engine.
Directly behind the engine, the temperature is 1600°F, and the velocity
is 950 knots. Imagine yourself absent-mindedly stepping behind this
death trap. Never come any closer to the exhaust of an operating jet
engine than 200 feet, and this includes while you are in a vehicle.
Remember, lack of knowledge, improper attitude, and inattention are
the real hazards.

1600°F AT MAX THRUST
TEMPERATURE 1

200FT

VELOCITY 1
950 KNOTS

Check the correct statement(s).

R- 458

1. The sate distance behind an operating jet engine is
200 feet.

2. Safety is not easily forgotten on the flight line.

3. Temperature and velocity is not a safety factor if the
engine is not operating at maximum thrust.

Answers to frame 39:

1. 2.
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Frame 41

If blast deflectors are positioned behind the engine being operated,

then it is permissible to come within 100 feet of the exhaust. The blast

deflector, besides reducing physical hazards, also prevents nuts, bolts,

rocks, sticks, and other rubbish more
commonly known as F 0's (Foreign

Objects) from being blown on to active runways and taxi-ways.

1.

STAY 100FT BFHIND
-411-

BLAST DEFLECTOR

RED LINES

Check the correct statement(s).

If deflectors are used, the on

F O's.'

4.4,

BLAST DEFLECTOR

R -4.59

hazards that exist are

2. Using deflectors prevents F 0's from blowing on to taxi-ways.

3. 100 feet is a safe distance behind exhausts if deflectors

are used.

Answers to frame 40:

1. 2. 3.

/42
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Fram,2 42

' Jet engines have ht appetites, and will consume anything in the
immediate area. The minimum distance you should be from an operating
jet engine intake (see frame 40) is 25 fees. Keep all nuts, bolts,
screws, and tools off the intake cowling and out of the reach of the
intake. . Any one of these items could result in'the loss _f the aircraft
and crew. Always report missing tools which might have fallen into the
engine:

1.

2.

DANGER AREA

Check the correct statement(s).

R- 456

,

You should stay 2: feet from the intake of an operating
jet engine.

41

If you lose a tool, get it when the aircraft returns.

3. Laying tools on the intake is okay as long as you pick
them up later

4. Keep all nuts, bolts, and screws picked up.

Answers to frame 41:

1. 2. 3.

43 27,3
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Frame 43

The ill be ttmes when you have to work around the engine while
it is operating, especially checking systems where test equipment can

not simulate an "engine run." If This is the case, you should stay a

minimum of 5 feet to the rear of the intake as illustrated in the picture

below.

R-457

Check the correct statement(s)

1. You should stay a minimum of 5 feet to the rear of an
operating jet engine.

2, You will not work around a jet engine while it is operating.

3. You will be work'ng around the engine while it is operating
to check out some of your systems.

Answers to frame 42:

1, 2. 3. 4.

2 '74



Devices rotating at tremendously high rpm (revolutions per min)

might disintegrate. Therefore, We must be well aware of where these

hazards exist. Note the red lines around the engine in frame 43.
These indicate the plane of rotation of the engine's turbine wheels.
When possible you should stay clear of these areas. On aircraft with
reciprocating engines, there will be red lines painted around the
fuselage to indicate the planes of rotation of the propeller:r. The

tips of the propellers will be painted yellow so they will be visible
while spinning. This is to help preve t someofle from walking into them.

BEWARE OF SPINNING PROP

R- .60

Cor.,plete the following statements.

1. The propelliq tips are painted
_ _

will be while spinning,

2. ThP red oank around the fuselage of a jet engine indicate

the of of the turbine wheel.

in color so they

3. Dt.liCaS th_ rotate at high revolutions per minute are

Jangerous be, xse they might

Answers to frame 43:
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Frame 45

Before you enter an aircraft make certain someone has installed

the gear down lock safety pins. Thei 74as prevent the from

collapsing on you. They are easily identified by the red streamers

attached to them and the words "remove before flight."

iI

10

U. S.Agi FORCE

J

yyt

1.

Ole you have seen that these pins

are installed (see Cloto), look in tha
cockpit (jet aircraft) and see if similar
pins have been installed in the ejection

seats. 'nese seats are real killers if

ya,u trivet one of them. II they have no

pins and streamers -- DON'T GET IN. Notify

the crewchief immediately. It takes a

specialist that understands them to render

the seats harmless. See the photo to the right.

Completr the following statement.

(INSIDE COCKPIT)

INITIATOR SAFETY PIN

It is permissible to work in the -ircraft if red streamers and
are installed in the proper places.

Answers to (rune 44:

1. yellou visible ' een or something to that effect)

2. plane of rottiun

r t )
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low Fr,,ic 46

When you must work isiv_Oe co,:kpit area, respect your lack of
knowledge of other systerqs. 'Also, beware of flipping switches, pushing
buttons, and' mciving levers which could cause drop tanks to fall, a

drag chute dottr or speed brake surface to open, or a bomb bay door to
close on someone and sheJr him in half. Usually, a sign will be dis-
played if an out-of-the-ordinary hazardous condition exists in which
someone might be injured.

C-;-)''
d \ SI

ce 1°P

-4
-...--,-----a"7-- * I / Q11

111
.; 6 ,.

..;.,,
SrAwr CI )/: .r. , lep

Complete the follow'ng statement:

When ajob req6ircs you to be in the cockpit ara, you shuuld
never

that is not associated with your systems.

Answer to Frame 45:

Safety Pine

47 2
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Frame 47

Wing and door edges are razor sharp on some aircraft ,ind have been

known to cause serious cuts and scars. Wings are exttmely slipper/ after

a rain or early morning dew. If you slip from a wing, you can be sure

concrete is waiting below. Fast acting canopies account for 77,-,y

involving the amputation of arms and whatever else might get in their way.

Nu Response Pequired

Answer to frame 46:

switc: s, push buttons or move levers (_,r similar wori
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Work on aircraft frequently cells for the use of maintenance
stands. these stands cor' in an assortment of sizes and designs. Re-
gardless of the purpose for which a particular stand w,es intended, you
will find that once you hove climbed aboard, a fall from it could coe,,e
seripus injury. For this reason, handrdils and/or safety pins are
provided with them. Stands with removable railings will be in place
before maintenance ?ersonne,. begin working on aircraft from these stands.

RAISING
a

LOWERING
UNIT -WORKSTAND-

The handrail (A) provides a gripping surface and will, if you
should stumble, keep ,,ou from taking a nasty fall.

The sefety pin (B),,,properly installed in the device that raises
the stand Into the sir, wil, keep the r' -d from collapsing with you
or on you.

Complete the statement below:

will prevent injury to the user i the lifting
system should fail. Injury due to falling over the edge of the stand
will usually be prevented by the use of

4).....,,
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Frame 49

Check the statement,: that are correct:

1. As little as 10 milliampe rs of current can be' fatal,

2. Watchea, rings and other jewelry ar2 shock hazards

when working on electrical/electronic circuits.

3.

V

Before working on systems that employ electrical/electronic

principles, you shouid,comply with instructions given in

technical orders, eti:.

11.

4. Temperature and wind velocity is not a safety factor

if a jet engine is of operating at maxim thrust.

5. :00 feet 1.3 the minimum safe distance behind the exhau-:t

of a jet where blast deflectors are used.

6. The minimum safe distance to be in front of an operatina

jet engine is 5 feet.

7. You will NEVER work around a je'ttengine while it is

operating (running).

8. the tips of propellers are painted yellow so they may

be seen while spinning.

9. Safety pins should be installed in any ejection seat
system before entering the cockpit to work.

10. Handrails properly installed en a maintenance stand
will prevent the device that raises the stand into the

air from collapsing.

11. The main reason for removing a wrist watch while working
on eleetrial/electronic circuits is to prevent magnetic

damage to the watch.

Answer to frame 48:

safety pins handrails.

2 1.1
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Fra,),2 50

Noise on the flight line is an ever present danger. If not respected,
itcan cause serious damage to your hcaring; sometimes even deafness.
The presence of extremely loud noise can interfere with speech come
municatINs, hearing, and cause mental and physical "FATTrUF" which
in turn ca h jeopardize your job performance. The Ai: Force recognizes
the seriousness of this hazard, and issues earmuffs and earplugs which
must be used when in high intensity noise areas. These device: offer
the protection needed while performing your job. The three things that
determine the effect noise has on the ears are, intensity, frequency,
and duration. The fatensity is the greatest at 115° to 155° to the
rear of the nose of the aircraft. The unit of measurement of sound
(noise) is the "Decible."

"Mickey Mouse" Ear Muff44,and Wr

Types of ear protectors (defenders)

th(_ c.orrt:._t statement(s):

Ear protectors should be wcr" At all times in hi::
intensity noise areas.

2. Wearing earplugs a!one offer,.- as mu,-h pr,to,Itioz-1

us_:tig both muffs at,1 plugs toget,,r.

3. Loud noise can ruse :rental catign...!

4. Noise intensity is the greatest at 115° t, to th-
re, _ of the qese of the aircraft.

An r to frame 49:

1. , 3. 1 5. 6._

8. 10. 11.
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Frame 51

While we are on ._he subject of sounds and injury, there are

sounds above our ability to hear. These are called radio frequency

tninsmissions (electromagnetic radiation is another common expression

for it). This radiation is given otf by high frequency transmitters

(antennaes), such as Radar and Electronic Counter Measure Devices.
The source of this hazard is oten hidden behind the nose cone of an

aircraft; therefore, we may come unsuspectingly in contact with it.

The terrific energy radiated by these antennae can cause burns beneath

the skin, cataracts over the eyes, and can even cause flash bulbs

to ignite and steel wool to burn. The presence of this energy,

since it is invisible, may not be readily apparent since burns will

rc,ult before the pain is felt.

note: 12,:'iatin occars only along a line directly in front of
the antenna; however, some antennae swing in an arc or a circle.

For the minimum safe distance, applicable aircraft technical

orders '-ould be referred to as the distance will vary from
aircraft to aircraft due to the type of systems installed.

RADiAZPON AURA{ KAUAI,

*AV !AM 1111'rottir us*,

WM* SARA. IS OPIIAATIM41

The best protection against Lhis unseen mei: ice is to ;i:L.1) /c

(41 zps4",, r1,-- high frequency electromagnetic radiation and to steer

`clear of aircraft and fixed antennae that are in operation.

Check the correct statement(s):

Elect re-11,1611H, ic 1-(liat ion , ,n he

2. Operating trAD;mitters are 31 l ti i I-10,

3. Kow the mnimlim Ynft, dl _lnLe u will not be

iniured.

-:s to fr -

1. r 2. 3.

252
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Nuclear (atomic) radiation is probaoly the least likely hazard
to be encountered on the flight line. It might exist, however, in the
event an accident should occur while handling one of these weap_as
or if an aircraft carrying one of them should crash. Then, too, one
of our planes may fly through a contaminated zone; and upon its return,
require maintenance on one of our systems. However, under normal cir-
cumstances, the aircraft will be decontaminated (washed down with soap
and water) by the flight line crews before any maintenance is performed.
Radiation can be emitted from many other sources, but all sources will
be marked by the Radiation Placard shown below. Materials that are
radioactive will be so marked that the symbol can be seen from any
direction of approach. Study the symbol; its shape and colors.

DANGER*

RADIATION

r--

2. YELLOW3. RED

I. BLACK

This symbol appears on AFTO Form 9 and 9 series "B" through
"F," and warns personr.el of radiation and raoioactive hazardous area
or materials.

Check the correct statem,nt(s):

1. If you see the above symbol, but haven't heard an
explosion, it is safe to disregord it

2. AFTO Form 9 warns us of ha:,,ards dut_ to high frequency
noise.

3. AFTO Form 9 has a red backgrowld,

4. AFTO Form 9 series warns us of radioactivity anr1
radiation harards.

Answer to frame 51:

2. 3._ 253
53
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Frame 53

Tf you should wo_'K on or be near contaminated equipment, you will
be under the supervision of medical person nel and a monitoring team.
In addition, you must wear a film badge or "dosimeter" so the amount
of radiation (dosage) you have received can be measured and p t in your

medical records. iou will not be allowed to accumulate too many "Roentgens."
The'roentgen is the unit of measurement of radioactivity.

Corlplete the following ,,tatement:

Radiation dosage is m,a:ired by a
.

and is expressed in units of measurement cilled

Answer to fr. a 52:

1. 2. 3. 4.

or
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Frame 54

Cigarettes, cokes, candy, etc, will not be carried or consumed
while in a contaminated area. After working in or around a contaminated
area, you will shower and be checked to see if you have removed all
the radiation particles. If you are completely free of them, you will
dress in clean, contamination free clothing. Any waste materials from
the cleaning, let's say, from a contaminated aircraft will be disposed
of by burial downwind from the maintenance activity. Pi-,rts that , e

radioactive will be marked (Frame 52) with one of the AFTO Form 9
series. One of the early effects of radiation over-exposure is nausea.

Match the terms in column A to the terms in column B by placing
the number in the space provided.

Column A Column B

1. Radiation placard
2. Roentgen
3. Burying
4. Dosimeter
5. Smoking

Answers to frame 53:

b.

c.

d.

e.

Film badge or dosimeter Roentgens

Method of disposing of contaminated
waste.
Not allowed in contaminated areas.
Measures radiation dosage.
AFTO Form 9.
Unit of measurement.
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This completes the programmed text on safety. Ask your instructor

for the test on the safety information you have just completed.

Answers to frame 54:

3a. 5b. 4 c. 1 d.

56

2 e.
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FORWARD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the Environmental Pneudraulic

Branch, Instructional System. The materials herein were validated with

students from the subject course. At least % of the students achieved

objectives as stated.

OBJECTIVES

The foil -lag objectives pertain to the Aircraft Environmental System

Mechanic Course. Students enrolled in the 3ABR42331 course will only accomplish

the following objectives.

SECTION I

Select elements used to make up the ai::,:raft designation system

with a minimum of 80; accuracy

SECTION 17

Select the tern and elements of the aircraft station numbering

system with a minimum of 80% accuracy.

SECTION III

Select major aircraft ,'stems when given their purpose with a

minimum of 80% accuracy.

2S
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INSTRUCTIONS

Use the response sheet and place all your answers on it. DO NOT WRITE IN

THIS BOOK. This program presents information in sections:

SECTION I Aircraft Designation System

SECTION II Aircraft Station Numbering System

SECTION III Major Aircraft Systems

In each section you will find the program presents the information in small

steps called "FRAMES'. After reading each Brame, you are normally asked to

select an anawer or make an entr that sh6ws you understand the information in

that frame. Check the accuracy of your work with the answers supplied at the

end of each section. If you responded incorrectly, find out why you missed the

question. You can do this by reaccomplishing the frame or the section. If you

still continue to have incorrect responses consult your instructor. Insure you

have taken corrective measures for your incorrect responses before you move on

to the nexrame, section test or text. If you have correctly responded,

cdntinue working as directed in the proglAm.

After completion of this program texts response sheet (all three sections)

consult your instructor so you may be given the test on this program.

Now turn to SECTION I, Frame 1 and begin.
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FRAME 2

AIRCRAFT

DEFINITION - An air vehicle designed primarily for flight in the atmosphere

which has incorported in its basic design the ability or requirement for human

occupancy.

On the response sheet place "T" for true and "F" for false for the following.

l. in aircraft will always have the requirement for human occupancy.

21)0
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FRAME 3 EXAMPLE---------4 G R 3 - 52 A 01

BASIC DESIGNATION

DEFINITION - The minimum combination of letters and numbers required

to identify alliftately an aerospace vehicle.

On the response sheet place "T" for true and "F" for false for the following.

1. Letters are the only things used to identify adequately an

aerospace vehicle.
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FRAME 4

AEROSPACE VEHICLE DESIGNATION SYSTEM

All military aerospace vehicles will be assigned a basic designation

consisting of items listed in Frame 5 through Frame 10, as applicable,

in the order shown.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

GO TO NEXT FRAME

2
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FRAME 5

G R B - 52 A 01

STATUS PREFIX SYMBOL

This symbol (letter), if applicable, indicates an aerospace vehicle which

is not standard because of test instrumentation, modification, experiment 1,

or prototype design. For aircraft, the symbol will be placed at the immediate

left of the modified mission symbol or the basic mission symbol in the absence

of the former. Attachment 1 contains the authorized status prefix symbols,

at the end of this section. Turn to attachment 1 and discover the letter,

uCdtitle and discription which are ed for status prefix symbols.

1
Without looting attachment 1, on your response sheet mark the correct

Answer for the following.

1. The status prefix symbol "G" shown in the example above has the title,

a. permanently grounded.

b. experimental.

c. prototype.

d. planning.

2. Experimental arerospace vehicles will use which letter for status prefix

symbols?

a. J

b. N

c. X

d. Y
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FRAM 6

MODIFIED MISSION SYMBOL

EXAMPLE----4 G R B - 52 A 01

This symbol will consist of a prefix letter placei at the immediate left of

the basic mission of the aircraft. Normally, only one modified mission symbol

will be used for any one designation. Attachment 2 contains the authorized

modified mission symbols at the end of this section. Turn to attachment 2

and discover the letter, title and discription which are used for modified

mission symbols.

Without looking in attachment 2, on your response sheet mark the correct

answer for the following.

1. The modified mission symbol "R" shown in the example above has the title,

a. special electronic installation.

b. reconnaissance.

c. transport.

d. rescue

2. An aerospace vehicle will use which modified mission symbol letter to

identify a tanker?

a. C

b. P

c. K

d. T

On the response sheet mark "T" for true and "F" for false for the following.

3. The example given above tells you the aircraft has been modified to

a reconnaissance aircraft and al has been permanently grounded.
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FRAME 7 EXAMPLE G R B - 52 A 01

BASIC MISSION AND TYPE SYMBOLS

The basic mission symbol (letter) denostes the primary function of cabability

of an aircraft. Mission and type symbols denote the mission and type of aircraft

other than fixed wing. An aircraft identified by a type symbol such as "H" for

helicopter will be further identified by either a mission symbol or a modified

mission symbol, but not both. Attachment 3 contain the authorized basic mission

and type symbols at the end of this section. Turn to attachment 3 and discover

the letter, title and discription which are used for basic mission and type

symbols.

Without looking in attachment 3, on your response sheet mark the correct

adswer for the following.

1. The basic mission and cYpe symbol "B" shown in the example above has the title,

a. attack.

b. bomber.

c. tanker.

d. transport.

2. itn aerospace vehicle will use which basic mission and type symbol letter to

identify a tanker?

a. C

b. K

c. T

d. X

On the response wheet mark "T" for true and "F" for false for the following.

3. The example given above tells you the aircraft was a bomber and

has been modified to a reconnaissance mission and has been permanently

grounded.
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FRAM 8 EXAMPLE G R B - 52 A 01

DESIGN NUMBER

This number denotes changes within the same basic aerospace vehicle. Design

numbers will be assigned consecutively beginning with "1" for each vehicle. A

dash will be inserted between the basic mission symbol and the design number for

all aerospace vehicles.

The above example shows this was originally a 8-52 (bomber) aircraft which

is the 52nd design number.

Examples:

8-1, B-:12, B-3, , B-24, B-25, - - - B-52, - - - B-58, - - B-66, etc.

On the'responde wheet mark "T" for true or "F" for false for the following.

1. The example given below tells you the aircraft was a bomber and modified

to refueling aircraft and has been permanently grounded and also is

the 52nd tanker in the design number sequence.

EXAMPLE: G R 3 - 52 A 01
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A M E 9 EXAMPLE - - - ) G R B - 52 A 01

1'

SERIES SYMBOL

A letter after the design number denotes the initial production model and

follow-on major modifications to an aerospace vehicle. This change is made

when it results is significant difference affecting the relationship of the

vehicle to the original aircraft production model. Series symbol letters

will be assigned consecutively, beginning with "A". To avoid confusion, the

letters "I" and "0" will not be used as series letters.

Example:

B-52A, B-52B, - - - B-52E, B-52F, B-53G, B-52H, -- -etc.

C-130A, C-130B, C130E, - - - - C1:30J, C-130K, - - - etc.

On yon response sheet mark the correct answer for the following.

1. In the example GRC - 24D01 which letter is the series symbol.

a. G

b. R

c. C

d. D
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FRAME 10

BLOCK NUMBERS

EXAMPLE------4 G R B - 52 A

The production block numbering system will consist of the assignment of

production blocks, starting at 01, next 05, and progression in multiples of five

after 05. Intermediate block numbers will be reserved for field modifications

and will be applied by the using military department.

Multiples
of Five

EXAMPLE 01
02

05

10 Field
modifications

IS

16

20

On your response sheet mark the correct answer for the following.

1. The block number in the aircraft designation GRB-52G23 shows that the

a. production block number is "20" and the intermediate block number for

fielt' modifications is "23".

b. production block number is "23" and the intermediate block number for

field modifications is "03".

c. production block number is "52" and the intermediate block number for

field modifications is "02".

d. production block number is "52" and intermediate block number for

field modifications is "23".
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FRAME 11

a/3
EXAMPLE 63 - 545143

CONTRACT YEAR ----t

Sequence of Manufacturing

SERIAL NUMBER

The method of assigning serial numbers is at the discretion of the using

military department. As shown in the above examplfl the first two numbers in

front of the dash is the contract year of the aircraft. The group of numbers

to the right of the dash is the number assigned in the sequence of manufacturing

the aircraft.

On the response sheet mark "T" for true or "F" for false f T the following.

1. The contract year is not part of the aircraft serial number.

NOTE: In the three attachments you will find the most common titles underlined.
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FRAME 12

Identify each part of the aircraft designation given below. You will do

this by selecting the correct identification in cclumn 1, than write its letter

in the correct circle under the aircraft designation. DO NOT WRITE ON THIS PAGE.

You are to do this work on the reqponse sheet.

Column 1

a. Block numbers (Frame 10)

b. Design number (Frame 8)

c. Serie3 symbol (Frame 9)

X E C L29 C 03

d. Status prefix symbol (Frame 5)

e. Modified mission symbol (Frame 6)

f. Basic mission and type symbols (Frame 7)

NOTE: If you make an error study the required frames as needed before you

go to frame 11.



. . ,

FRAME 13

If you have made an error on frame 12 be sure you restudy the required

frame(s) before you start this frame.

Identify each part of the aircraft designation given below. You will do

thts by selecting the correct identification in column 1, then write its letter

in the correct circle under the aircraft designation. DO NOT WRITE ON THIS PAGE.

You are to do this work on the response sheet.

YR F 4 D 08

Column 1

a. Block numbers (Frame 10)

b. Design number (Frame 8)

c. Series symbol (Frame 9)

d. Status prefix symbol (Frame 5)

e. Modified mission symbol (Frame 6)

f. Basic mission and type symbols (Frame 7)

00

NOTE: If you make an error in this frame you should go back and restudy frames

1 through 13.

After finishing frames 1 through 13 correctly go on to SECTION II.
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STATUS PREFIX SYMBOLS

AEROSPACE VEHICLES

LETTER TITLE DESCRIPTION

0* Permanently Grounded Aircraft permanently grounded and utilized for ground instruction and

training.
r

.1 Special. Test, -Temporary ' Aerospace vehicles on special teat programs by authorized organizations or
on bailmen' :ontract having a special test configuration or whose installed
property has been temporarily removed to accommodate the test.

N - Sprial Test, Permanent Aerospace vehicles on spegial test programs by authorized activities or on
bailment contract, whose configuration is so drastically changed that return
to its original configuration Of conversion to standard operational
tonfiguation is beyond practicabh or economical limits.

X Experimental Aerospace vehicles in a d' veloprortnt experimental stage where the basic
mission symbol and design nernber have been designated, but not
established as a standard vehicle.

Y Prototype Aerospace vehicles procured in limited quantities, usually before production
decision, to serve as Models or liafferna. ,

Z Planning Aerospace vehicles in the planning or °redevelopment stage

Applies only to aircraft

Attachment 1
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LETTER TITLE

A Attack

C Transport

D Director

E Special Electrorec
Installation

H Search Rescue

K ,Tanker

L Cold Weather

M Mine Countermeasures

O Observation

P Patrol

Q Drone

R Reconnaissance

S Antisubmarine

T Trainer

U Utility

Staff

W Weather

,297

MODIFIED MISSION SYMBOLS

Al RCRAIIT

DESCRIPTION

Aircraft modified to search out, attack, and destroy enemy land or sea targets, using
conventional or special weapons. This symbol also describes aircraft used for interdic-
tion and close air support missions.

Aircraft modified for the carriage of personnel or cargo.

Aircraft modified for controlling drone aircraft or a missive.

Aircraft modified with electronic devices for employment in one or more of the follow-
ing missions:

Electionic countermeasures.
(2) Airborne early warning radar.
CO Airborne command and control, including communications relay.
(4) Tactical data communications link for all nonautonomous modes of flight.

Aircraft modified and equipped for performance of search and rescue missions.

Aircraft modified and equipped to provide in-night refueling of other aircraft.

Aircraft modified for operation in the Arctic and Antarctic regions; includes skis,
special insulation, and other ancillary equipment required for extreme cold weather
operations.

Aircraft modified for aerial mine countermeasures and minesweeping missions.

Aircraft modified to observe (througn visual or other means) and report tactical
information concerning composition and disposition of enemy forces, troops, and
supplies in an active combat area.

Long-range, all-weather, multi-engine aircraft operating from land and/or water bases
modified for independent accomplishment of: antisubmarine warfare; maritime recon-
naissance; and mining function.

Aircraft modified to be controned from a point outside the aircraft.

Aircraft modified and permanently equipped for photographic or electronic reconnais-
sance missions.

Aircraft modified so that it can function to search, identify, attack and destroyenemy
submarines.

Aircraft modified and equipped for training purposes.

Aircraft modified for a capability of performing multiple missions such as battlefield
support, localized transport, and spectal.light missions. These aircraft will include
those having a small payload.

Aircraft mtalified to provide acrnmndations such as chairs, tables, lounge, berths, rte.,
for transporting staff personnel.

Aircraft modified and equipped for meteorological missions.

Note: Above you will find the most common titles underlined.
lo
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BASIC MISSION AND TYPE SYMBOLS

AIRCRAFT
LETTER TITLE

DESCRIPTION
A Attack :Aircraft designed to search out, attack, and destroy enemy land or sea targets, using

zenventional or special weapons. This symbol also applies to aircraft used for interdic-
ton and dose air support missions.

B Bomber Aircraft designed for bombing enemy targets.
C Trans Aircraft designed primarily for carrying personnel or cargo.
E Special Electronic Aircraft equipped with electronic devices for employment in one or more of the follow-Installation ing missions:

(1) Electronic countermeasures.
(2) Airborne early warning radar.
(3).Airbonte command control including communications relay.
(4) Tactical eli.ta communications link for all nonautonomous modes of flight.

F Fighter Aircraft designed to intercept and destroy other aircraft and/or missiles (includes
multipurpose aircraft also designed for ground support missions), for esample, inter-

.
diction and dose air support.

H Helicopter Rotary-wing aircraft designed with the capability of flight in any plane, for example,
horizontal, vertical, or diagonal.

K Tanker raft designed for in-flight refueling of other aircraft.
Observation reraft designed to observe (through visual or other means) and report tactical

information concerning composition and disposition of enemy forces, troops, and
supplieJ in an I.:five combat area.

P Patrol Long-range, all-weather, multiengine aircraft operating from long and/or water hoses
designed for independent accomplishment of: antisubmarine warfare; maritime recon-
naissance; and mining function.

R Reconniniesancr Aircraft designed to perform reconnaissance missions.
S Antisubmarine Aircraft designed to search out, detect, identify, attack, and destroy enemy subma-

ringa.

T Trainer Aircraft designed for training personnel in the operation of aircraft or related equip-
men:, and hzving provisions for instructor personnel.

U Utility Aircraft designed with a capability of performing multiple missions such as'battlefield
support, 1cP,rzed transport, and special light missions. These aircraft will include
tha* having a small payload.

V VTOL and STOL Airt..it designed for vertical takeoff or landing with no takeoffor landing roll, or
aircraft capable of takeoff and landing in a minimum prescribed distance.

X Research Aircraft tir.nignerl fur testing ernifigurnt inn of a radical nature. These aircraft are not
normally intl-nded for use as tactical aircraft.

Type Symbols

Note: Above you will fiad the most common titles underlined.

Attachment 3
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CORRECT RESPONSES FOR SECTION I
Frame 1

Frame 9
1. F

1. d
2. T

Frame 10

Frame 2
1. a

1. F
Frame 11

Fr ime 3
1. F

1. F
Frame 12

Frame 4
a

No response c
Frame 5

b
1. a

f

2. c
e

Frame 6
d

1. b
. Frame 13

2. c
a

3. l'

c

Frame 7
b

I. b'
f

2. b
e

3. T
d

Frame 8

1. F
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SECTION II.

AIRCRAFT STATION NUMBERING SYSTEM

Frame 1

In this portion of the lesson the station numbering system will be

covered.

_Military aircraft have become so large and contain so much

equipment that it has become necessary to devise a system for

locating the various units. No doubt, you are familiar with the

way most cities are laid out with two dividing streets intersecting

each other at right angles in ele heart of the city. Any point

in the city can be located with reference to these two lines. The

same principle is employed in locating parts of an aircraft except

that a third reference line is needed because the aircraft has three

dimensions, namely, length, width, and height. Diagrams of the

station numbering system, as well as the terms used in the system,

are shown and defined in the following grames.

On the response sheet write the correct answer for, the following.

The purpose of the station number system is to:

a. aid in the location of various parts or units.

b. aid in the use of the data collection system.

c. be usq4 in the number sequencing of aircraft.

d. aid in the identification of types of aircraft.
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FPA) 1 (aet) ILLUSTRATION FOR FRAM 3.
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IN 11111.0 MIGNON

TNWATIS tINS, DISTANCI .410010 OVi A 1/0111ZONTAt
ANA NMI TN! TOTTON Of INS SOOT SITTTENE TOOT

STATIONS 30 AND IISS AS WI 100

301

0-1100T STATION, DISTANCE IRON A POW 37 INCNIES FOE
WAI) 011 THE NOSS TO A NAM UPIENOICULAA 10 TNR
SOOT ( IN INCHES

Tot LSl

AAMAP4 I AND SOOT
MATTOCK INS 0

Air2lane Station Nomenclature Diagram.
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Frame 2

Sta 0

a 175.1111 43$

Body Station. Diagram/.

EXAMPLE: This is 175.60 inches from station
"0" forward of the nose.

Body stations (BS) are distances measured in inches from a point forward

of the nose (STA 0) aft along the fuselage to the tail of the aircraft. These

stations are planes cutting through the fuselage at right angles, which are then

numbered. The number of a station tells how many inches it is from station GOr

The station 0 being forward of the nose allows for aircraft to be lengthened

without changing the station numbering system.



Frame 2 (cont)

303

On the response sheet mark the correct answer for the following.

1. Distances from a point forward of the nose of an aircraft aft along

the fuielage tc the tail, are called

a. Water Lines (WLs).

b. Body Buttock Lines (BBLs).

c. Body Stations (BSs).

d. Reference Datum Lines. (RDLs).

2. Body station number 180 means that

a. station is 180 inches from previous station.

b. station is 180 inches from tail section of the aircraft.

c. station is 180 inches from station "0".

d. 180 is just any number assigned with no additional meaning.
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Frame 3

Body Buttock Lines (BBLs) are distances measured in inches, right

and left from the vertical centerline of the fuselage. These lines

run parallel to the vertical centerline and are numbered just as

fuselage body stations are numbered. Those on the left of the center-

line are indicated by the letter "L" and those on the right by the

letter "R".

IL 40L \ IL 401

Body Buttock Lines.

On the response sheet write the correct answers fof the questions below.

1. Body Buttock Lines are measured in inches for and aft of

the horizontal centerline of the aircraft.

2. BBL 40L means that this Body Buttock Line is located on

the left side of the fuselage and is 40 inches long.

3. BBL 40R means that this Body Buttock Line is located on

the right side of the fuselage and is located 40 inches

from the vertical centerline.
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S$1u01 PON mg In

0

x WATER
LINE 200

200 INDIO

(NW now WI 114

0 WATER LINE

touwayom oiCs WI

One more reference 'line is needed to fix the location of a unit.

This line starts somewhere below the lowest part of the fuselage..
Horizontal parallel lines are drawn upward from this point and

numbered. The numbers tell how many inches the lines are above

this lowest point. These are called Water Lines (WLs).

Circle the correct response to the following statement.

Water Lines are distances measured in inches from a point

a. parallel to the vertical centerline.

b. below the lowest part of the fuselage.

c. to the right of the vertical centerline.

d. forward of the nose.
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Using the above illustrations, write the designated numbers next

to the correct nomenclature listed below. More than one number may

be used for each nomenclature.

a. Body Stations (BS).

b. Body Buttock Lines (BBL).

c. Water Line (WL).

Note: If you missed any of the above questions, DO NOT GO
ANY FURTHER in this text. Review frames 1 through 4 in Section II, until
you understand the information and can answer the above
questions correctly.

When finishing frames 1 through 5 in section II go on to Section III
Frame 1.
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CORRECT RESPONSES FOR SECTION II

Frame 1

a

Frame 2

1. c

2 c

Frame 3

1. F

2. F

3.

Frame 4

b

Frame 5

a. 1 & 3

b. 5

c 2L4 2 66---.
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SECTION III

MAJOR AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

In this section we will cover major aircraft systems such as; propulsion,

pneumatic system, fuel, pneudraulic (hydraulic), and electrical systems. These

systems should be operational if an aircraft is to make a safe flight.

J
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FRAME 2

Ths propulsion (engine) syste- provides oower (thrust) to get the

aircraft moving and keep it airborne.

The Ingine may also drive

* alternator(s)

* generator(s)

* hydraulic pump(s)

and provide pneumatic air power.

The two types of engines most commonly ..-sed on today's aircraft are

the reciprocating (piston) and the jet engine.

On the response sheet place "T" for true or "F" for false for the following.

1. The two types of propulsion systems most commonly used on today's

aircraft are reciprocating and piston.

2. The propulsion system provides the power to get tb2 aircraft

airborne.

3. Alternators and generators may be driven by the engine.
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Frame 3

Mihy military jet aircraft use a pneumatic system (air powers

to drive air turbine motors to operate the hydraulic pumps, generators,

alternators, and also supply air for the air conditioning system and

much more.

This air comes from the compressor section in the jet engine.

Thiekompressor has two purposes, compress air for engine combustion

and also to supply compressed air, or Engine'llleed Air (EBA) for the

pneumatic system. EBA air comes to the pneumatic system uhder pressure

and high temperature.

. COMPRESSOR'",....
COMBUSTION SECTION

EXHAUST SECTION

IGNITER-". 1 I

Engine Bleed Air:1,

(EBA)

Air Turbine Motor Lamp

Generator

On the response sheet write the correct answer for the following.

1. The compressor in ti. jet engine

a. wil- provide combustion for the jet engine.

b. will provide compressed air for the engine comhusion and

supply EPA for air conditioning.
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FRAME 4

The fuel system provides stora3e for large quantities of fuel and also

supplies guel to the engine(s) at the correct pressure and/or quantity. Without

fuel or a fuel system, the propulsion systems (engines) are not ping to operate.

The fuel system may use pneumatic air from a jet engine and/or electric fuel

pumps to supply fuel to the engines.

On the response sheet place "T" for true or "F" for false for the following.

1. The fuel systems provide the stora3e space for fuel and supply

fuel to run the engines.

2. A powered aircraft can make a sustained flight without fuel or

a fuel system.

3. Only pneumatic power is used to supply fuel to the engine(s).

31 7
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Frame 5

The aircraft hydraulic (Pneudraulic) system works on the same principles

as a farm, auto, or industrial hydraulic system. Just as the modern car has

power steering, so have most of today's modern aircraft. The hydraulic system

provides the pilot with power steering on the landing gear for maneuvering

and braking on the ground. It also provides power for controlling the flight

control surfaces (elevators, rudder, ailerons, etc.) while in flight.

There ore many other items that depend on the hydraulic system.

Some of these systems are the cargo door(s), inflight refueling boom,

flight control surface(s), brake(s), etc. You will come in contact with

most of these systems on the flight line.

On the response sheet write the correct answer for the following.

1. Moving flight control surface(s) is primarily done with

, a. hydraulic pressure.

b. electricity.

2. Steering the aircraft and braking the aircraft on the ground is

primarily done with

a. hydraulic pressure.

b. electricity.
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Frame 6

Most of today's modern aircraft electrical power is alternating

current (AC) and/or direct current (DC). This power can be supplied by the

alternator(s), generator(s), and batteries. These sources of power suppl;

0
power for the aircraft lighting, electrical, instrument(s), electronic

system(s), etc.

On the response sheet write the correct answers for the following.

1. Most of today's aircraft electrical power is supplied by

a. only DC power source(s).

b. only AC power source(s).

c. both AC and DC power sources.

When you have finished correctly SECTION I, II, AND III see your instructor

and request the test on these three sections. If you have any questions on

any part of these three sections see your instructor before you request the

test.
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'rams 1

No response

Frame 2

2*

?rase 3

1. b

Frame 4

1. T

2.

3. r
Frame 5.

1. a

2. a

Frame 6

1. c

,11.11

CORRECT RESPONSES F SECTION itr
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use iwthe 3A1R42231 instructional

system. The material contained herein has been validated using

forty 42010 students enrolled in the 3ABR42231 course. Ninety percent

of the students taking this text surpassed the criterion called for in

the approved lesson objective. The average student required 93

minutes to complete the text.

OBJECTIVES

1. Select from a list the correct atmospheric composition

percentages.

2. Correctly choose statements that describe the effect altitude

has on density, pressure, volUme and temperature.

3. Identify areas of an illustration to show the relationship

bEftween velocity and pressure.

4. Select statements that correctly describe the relationship

between volume, temperature, pressure, velocity and density.

S. Match terms with their definitions.

6. Recognise the physical difference between Fahrenheit and

Celsius (centigrade) scales.

7. With no reference material - convert Celsius to Fahrenheit

and Fahrenheit** Celsius. Conversion will be approximate.

S. Identify the states of eatter by libeling materials with the

term that applies to them.

Standard of Performance

The Idnimum acceptable
performance will be achieved by attaining

at least 70% on the criterion test.

INTRODUCTION

In this programmed text you will becomeecquainted with the subjects

listed in the "Objectives." When you have completed the text, return

to the list of objectives and see if you have accomplished then. You

will be questioned on the contents of this text and you will be

graded according to the extent you have achieved the objectives.

It is essential for anyone becoming an Aircraft Environmental Systems

Specialist to understand some of the principles upon which our systems

are designed to operate. Knowledge of certain facts will enable you to

troubleshoot problems when they arise and help you develop an insight

into related problems and lead you to their solutions. Please read

the information presented in ese small "frame," think about it, and

write your answer. Check your answer on the next even numbered page.

If you were incorrect, read the frame again to see what caused you to

misunderstand. After you are sure of the information, move on to the

next frame.



3117
Frame 1

We find that the entire earth is composed of matter and energy.
Energy will be discussed in,detail in another programmed text so we
will discuss only "matter." Matter is ANYTHING that HAS WEIGHT and
OCCUPIES SPACE. Matter is found in three physical states, solid,
liquid, or gas. You are already familiar with "solids" such as stone,
iron, steal, trees, paper, and many others.

From the list below, select those things that are in their
SOLID state at room temperature.

a. water G. oxygen
b. copper f. helium
c. wood g books
d. iron h. paper

PROCEED TO FRAME 2

Frame 2

Liquid doss not have a definite shape as solids do, but tends to
take on the shape tf the container it is in. Examples of liquids are
water, gasoline, oil, etc.

From this list of materials put an "S" in front of the setter
that is in its solid state and an "L" in front of those that are in
the liquid state.

a. water e. kerosene

b.

--
wood f. concrete

c.

d.

plastic g. paper

gasoline

PROCEED TO FRAME 3

33
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COCRECT RESPONSE TO' FRAME 1: b, c, d, g, h.

CORRECT RESPONSE TO FRAME 2: a. I. , b. S , c. S , d. L , e. L ,

f. S , g. S .

Frame 3

Solids have a definite shape, liquids seek their own level and
take on the shape of their container. GASES also *sauna the shape of

the container in which they are confined, but they canbe squeezed
down to fit into a smaller container or simply Aillowed to float away.
Examples of gaseous substances are steam, oxygen, and hydrogen. Some

of these are also invisible.

In the list below, indicate the solids by plading an S in front
of the materials that are solids, an L for the liquids, and a G for
the items that are normally found in their gaseous state.

a. sand hi. water

b, carbon monoxide i. salt

c. walla* j. diamonds

d. milk k. air

a. steam 1. plywood

f. cement (dry) n. oxygen

E. helium n. oil

PROCEED TO FRAME 4
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Frame 4

Certain terms will be used throughout this study of physics and
throughout your tour as a specialist. We will familiarise you with
them as we go. When we speak of natter we generally refer to an
amount of matter in this manner; "the MASS of gold in a bucket is
25 lbs." Naturally we are referring to how much is in the bucket
and express that quantity in terms of weight. Then, the mass of
gold in the bucket is 251blune. Suppose for a moment the
bucket is full of oxygen. mass is 5 lbs. If we close
the bucket, compress some oxygen and stuff it into the bucket, the
mass will be increased to 10 lbs or maybe more. Wb,at has happened
then is this - by squeezing the oxygen we have moved the oxygen's
molecular, closer together so more of them will fit into the bucket.
Na have increased the DENSITY of the oxygen: It can be seen then
that the oxygen will be heavier. Mass and Density are both measure -
smuts of quantity but the mass is expressed as weight. Another
example of density is - A forest has 100 trees on one acre of ground.
The fobst next to it has 800 trees cn one acre of ground. Which
area of forest has the greLtest density? The acre with 800 trees
is 8 times as dense as the acre having only 100 trees. They are
packed closer together.

This statement describes DENSITY very wag.

"The amount of mass in a given space."

True or False?

PROCEED TO FRAME 5

Frame 5

The term "FORCE" applies to the total push or pill on matter.
Example: If a tank is filled with water and that water weighs 100 lbs,
it is pushinj down on the bottom Atha tank with a FORCE of 100 lbs.
The total force on the bottom of the tank is 100 lbs.

Underline the correct answers for each of the statements below.

a. 500 lbs of cement pushes down on the earth with a total
force of SOO pounds. (True) (False).

b. "Total push or pull on matter" is the definition of 1. mass,
2. density, 3. force.

PROCEED TO FRAME 6

3
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 3: a. S , b. G , c. L , d. L ,

a. G p f . _ , S. G , h. L ,

,s,, j. S , k. G 1. S ,

m. n. L .

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 4: True.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 5: True, Force.

Frame 6

PRESSURE is a term that you have hear! many times. It is used

when we wish to express the force applied to a given area and is

measured in pounds per square inch (psi). Example: A tank having

100 lbs of water has a total force on its bottom of 100 lbs. But -

if the tank's bottom area is Winches square, then it will have a

PRESSURE of 1,poundl per Square inch. Since the pressure is one

pound per square inch, and the bottom of the tank ii 100 inches

square, the total force is 100 pounds.

Refer to the illustration below and answer the questions that
follow by underlining the correct answer.

pyoy../ry=Yq.orooftOma".........

. 100

POUNDS =1M.110=0. .0=1=0

...0

14 10 SQUARE 1

INCHES

a. Total (Force) (Pressure) on the bottom of the tank is 100 lbs.

b. Area of the bottom of the tank is (10 inches) (10 square inches).

c. Pressure in this tank is (100 lbs) (100 psi) (10 lbs) (10 psi)

(1000 lbs) (1000 psi).

PROCEED TO FRAME 7

4
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Frame 7

As a form of review match the terms in Column A with the
definitions or statements in Column I by placing the letter of
the term next to the definition or statement it matches.

Column A

a. pressure

b. liquid

c. matter

d: solid

a. forte

f. gas

g. density

1.

Column B

has a definite shape.

2. assumes the shape of its

container.

3. total )ush or pull on matter.

4. force applied to a given area.

5. amount of mass in a given area.

6. can be compressed (squeezed down)
to fit a container.

7. has weight and occupies Space.

PROCEED TO FRAME 8

Frame 8

You may already be acquainted with the term VELOCITY. It is
commonly used when we are talking about the speed and direction of
something. Example: If we are talking about how fast a bullet is
traveling as it leaves the muzzle of a rifle, we call it muzzle
velociM The term velocity generally includes direction as well
as speed.

UnitsOf measurement for velocity are - miles per hour, feet per
second, etc., to mention a few of the more common ones. For instance,
an automobile's velocity might be 60 miles per hour.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

PROCEED TO FRAME 9

5
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CORRECT LliFONSItS'TO FRAME 6: a. force, b. 10 sq. in., c. 10 psi.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 7: 1. d , 2. b, 3. e , 4. a ,
5. 6. f , 7. c .

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 8. NONE REQUIRED

Frame 9

Humidity is a word nearly everyone has heard. We use it when we
Wet to the moisture in the air, You will hear it often ac you
Continue through this career field.

Write the correct term in'the space beside its definition.
Terms are in the left column and definitions in the right column.

Humidity a. can be compressed.

Velocity b. has a definite shape.

c.Density c speed and direction of an object.

Solid d. has wuight and occupies space.

Liquid e. moisture 1n the air.

Gas f. amount of mass in a given spice:

Hatter g. assumes the shape of its container.

Answers to Frame 9:

a. gas
b. solid
c. velocity
d. matter
e. humidity
f. density
g. liquid

PROCEED TO FRAME 10

6
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pee that you are familiar with some Of the terms used in our

careef,field, we will go on to some of the subjects with which they
ire csaeciated. So you will see what happen, to a gas (air fir example,
as it passes through pipes in our systems, we havi'drawn an illustration
below that shows the. relationship between pressure and velocity. As
you study the illustration, keep this fact in mind -

IT THE SAMI(A) NT OF AIR LEAVES A 1172E AS ENTERS IT, PRESSURE
WILL DE GREATEST WHERE THE DIAMETER IS LARGEST AND VELOCITY WILL BE
GREATEST WHERE THE DIAMETER IS SMALLEST. Look at the illustration as
we explain this. Notice the diameter of Point A is the same as the
diameter of. Point C. If at Point A the Velocity is 100 mph it will
also be "74 mph at Point C. BUT it Will Le such higher (say 500 mph)
at Point a. Pressure at Points A and C is 100 psi but at PoiUt II is
only 20 psi.

AIRFLOW + A I

.10

C

As proof of this "pressure-velocity" relationship hold a piece of paper
as shown below and blow a high speed stream of air scoss the top of
the paper.

Notice that as the velocity of air increases the, paper moves

'the

toward it! Does this look like the pressure is high where
the velocity is high? NO - instead a low presSure area occurs where
the velocity is high and because the pressure below the paper is high
(and the velocity is zero), the high pressure sir below rushes up
toward the low pressure area a.:.rove toe paper pushing the paper UP
with it.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED'

PROCEEr TO FRAME 11
7 329
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Frame 11

comparison betweenNotice that in the illustrations below we have made a

the pressures and velocities.

0111111

5 psi

ld mph

****..

25 mph

20 psi

2 psi

20 soh

S psi

10 mph

......"14"411,411

100 25 mph

5 ps
20 psi

The pressure drops as the velocity of the air increases as it rushes

through the narrow part of the pipe.

Think of a squadron of airmen in formation ALL trying to get through

a door at the same time. 1P as many get through the door as enter it without
ammo: stopping. some one is going to have co run through that door. The

vehicity (speed) has increased. The here that as many leave as eater.

In the illustration below write the word "Nigh" c- "Low" next to the terms
Velocity and Pressure according to what it should be at that poini.

VELOCITY

PRESSURE \**RESSI',

/////1////////////////

8

VELOCITY

ittssuRe

330
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VELOCITY. LOW VELOCITY HIGH VELOCITY LOW

PRESSURE HIGH PRESSURE LOW PRESSURE HIGH

1110°........"6
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Frame 12

Since our systems desd largely with air and its velocity,
temperature, density, volume, and pressure, we will look into the
relationship between them. Changing one of them has some effect on

the others.

If a tank is filled with air (a gas), thy cap is placed on, and
the,. the tank is squeezed down to where its volume (volume is how
much it can normally hold) becomes much less, what will happen?

Right - the density of the air increases inside, that is,,all
of the air molecules are squeezed closer together so that as they
move around more and more of them strike the walls of the'tapk. AB

more of them strike the tank the force inside becomes greater and
greater until finally - POW, the tank explodes or pops its seams.

Underline the correct answers to the questions or statements
below.

a. If the volume of a tank is decreased, the pressure inside
will (increase) (decrease).

b. Th..4 molecules of the air' are squeezed together if the

volume of the tan', is decreased. (True) (False).

PROCEED TO FRAME 23

9
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CORRECT RESPONSES TC: FRAME 12: a. increase, b. true.

Frame 13

Have you noticed how HOT a compressor becomet-at the air is

compressed and forced into the storage tank? If the air is compressed,

the density increases. All of the molecules of air are squeezed
closer together and more of them strike the wall of the tank. They

also get hot from valbing against each other and the inside wall of

the tank. These things happen then if a gas (air) is compressed.

The pressure increases.
The temperature increases.
The density increases.

See the difference between these two drawings.

There are 12 molecules of gas in each of these two containers,

but something has happened.

Underline the correct wcrd in the statements below.

a. Tank A has the (greater) (smaller) VOLUME.

b. Tank A ham the (greater) (least) DENSITY.

c. Tank B has the (higher) (1.)wer) TEMPERATURE.

d. Tank B has the (gx.atest) (least) PRESSURE.

e. The walls of tank "II" are being struck by the as molecules

(most often) (least often).

f. Friction between the molecules will.be greater in tank (A) (B).

PROCEED TO FRAME 14

10
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Frame 14

Looking at it a little differently, we can see that if instead of
compressing the gas we EXPAND it, some interesting things happen.
Have you ever seen a small Co I cartridge fired? Like the ones used

in model boats, racers, or siblanes. Remember how the cylinder

FROSTED over?

the volume expanded, the gas came from a small volume in the

cyllitr to a large volume (tha outside air around the cylinder), the

molecules moved far apart. The density of the gas has decreased is

another way of saying it. The pressure and temperature have dropped
at the outlet of the cylinder. Low pressure, cold temperature!

ESCAPING GAS loot,,,

0 n°
OUTLET

8
0 00

0 00COLD
0

LARGE VOLUME

LOW PRESSURE
LOW DENSITY

40.4.4-40 to.c. ;:-- *AI.4106.6.w14s *AO A0
S. .4 es :le *1-

- "-10"40 54",..V

HIGHPRESSURit.
HiGHDENSITY

SmALL'VOLumE

CO 2 CYLINDER

INCREASING. THE VOLUME

HOT

From this example underline the correct Worts in the statements
that follow.

As the volume of a gas increases OUTSIDE of the container:

a. the density (increases`) (decreases).

b. the temperature (increases) (deireases).

c. the pressure (increases) (decreases).

d. the as is being (compressed) ( expanded).

. PROCEED TO FRAME 1S

11
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cultucT RESPONSES TO FRAME 13:

CORRECT RESPONSES TO PRAMS 14:

frame 13

a. greater,

d. greatest,

a.

c.

decreases,
decreases,

b. lfitast, c. higher,

e. most often, f. B.

b. decreases,
d. expanded.

Below is an illustration of a "cooling turbine." Notice how it
resembles the agitator in a washing machine or a water pump impeller

in a car.

OUTLET

C01:0.1.

PRESSU

High- pressure, high-temperature air is blown from a pipe onto the

large and of the turbine where the turbine then EXPANDS the air la

rapidly spinning, it outward at a tr&mendous rate.

Remember what you already know about air that has been expanded?

Underline the correct word in ech statement below. You may

refer to the illustration of the turbine if you wish.

a. The hottest air is at the (inlet) (outlet) end of the turbine.

b. The lowest pressure will be found at the (inlet) (outlet)

and of the turbine.

c. The purpose of this turbine is to (compress) (expand) the

air.

d. Air is expanded to (cool) (heat) it.
/-

e. Air that is spun out from the outlet end of the turbine is

(high-pressure, high-temperature) (low - pressure, low-temperature).

f. This device might properly be called a (cooling turbine)

(compreosor).

PROCEED TO FRAME 16

12
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Frame 16

You have seen that changing either temperature, pressure,
volume, density, or velocity will have scare effect on all the, others.

Each of these must be taken into consideration when an air -
conditioning system is designed or when something goes wrong and
you, are required- to locate the trouble.

To dcithis-you must extend your thinking to include the effect
higher or changing altitudes will have on these principles. This

will be easy to understand since you already are familiar with the

principles involved.

In the following frames you will see how temperature, density,
pressure, and volume vary at different altitudes where aircraft
operate.

..... MEM. Affil. .....

.10. -.. . .
v 0 ku I° t..0" __No, _, _ _____oe t . . .... " . ...

OlUm:// .` i°` -. . ' -
/ 1..° "" tuo i

0

/
I

/
i 1 (

1 %

% . / /\ \ ` . / / /' . `,.._.. / /
N. "1 /

...........\

\
\

amo

100,000 FT

50.000 FT
10.000 FT

SEA 'LEVEL

The Volume of the earth's atmosphere is largestlat t'le highest

altitude.

PROCEED TO FRAME 17

13
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 1St a. inlet, outlet, expand,

d. cool, e. low-pressure, low-

temperature, f. cooling turbine.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO TRAM 16: NONE REQUIRED.

Trams 17

At sea level the air presses on our body with a pressure of 14.69,
or 14.7 pounds per square inch. This is normal at sea level but what

happens if we go to a higher altitude? Is it the same as at sea level?

The table illustrated below will show you changes that. occur at

different altitudes. Safer to the table to get the figures you will

need to complete the statements that follow. Underline the correct

answer wherever it is required.

IF
/Wile of U. S. Soustiand Atmeop Az,

antlat- IMMATURE RATIO

Peal IMO% I lb per Nis C 1

0 748.0 14.0 15.0 59.0 1.000

UN 706.6 13.67 11.0 51.9 .9428

4111 816.3 12.14 7.1 44.7 081
0001 01.0 11.71 3.1 37.6 .1051

WO 561.4 111.91 - 0.8 30.5 .7891

ION 512.6 :0 11 - 4.1

C.32

.7384

12011 413.3 9.35 , 6
1

- 8. .6131

1401 446.4 063 -It i--- 9.1 .640
NM 411.8 790 -11.7 .1.9 .0018

MO 379.4 734 -20.7 - 5..3 .5698

UM 30 1 675 -24.6 -123 5327

22801 321.8 6.20 -28.6 -19.5 4947

24001 294 4 5 19 -32 5 -26.6 4640

20001 20.8 5 22 -36.5 -33.7 4323

SOO 244 9 4.77 -10.5 -40 9 .4023

3100 225 6 4 X -44 4 i6.0 .3740

=I 205.8 3.98 -41.4 -55.1 .34n
3009 1674 362 -52.4 -62.3 3218

WV 175.9 3 41 -55.0 -67 II 3058

MO 01.4 3.30 -55.0 -67 0 2962

3803 154.9 300 -55 0 -67 0 202
400 140 7 272 -55 0 -47.0 .2447

4703 127.9 2.47 -55.0 -12 0 .2124

44000 116.3 225 -55 0 -67.0 .2021

40000

ami
10.7
91 05

206
1.0

-55 0
-ss o

-V 0
-67.0

143$

1670

50000 47 30 1 0 -55 0 -67 0 .1318

5200 79.34 1.53 -55 0 -67.0 1379

5001 71.12 1.39 -55.0 -67.0 1254

MON 65.55 1.27 -55.0 -67 0 1110

SECO 59.51 1.15 -55.0 -67 0 1036

030 54 IS 1 CO -SS 0 -67 0 0941

a. At sea level (0-feet) atmospheric pressure is

lb per sq in (psi).
14
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b. At 18,000 ft,'pressure is psi.

c. Atmospheric pressure at 18,000 ft is approximately'
(1/2) (1/4) (two times) as much as it is at sea level.

4. Atmospheric pressure at 60,000 ft is psi
which is about (1/2) (1 /13) (two times) (15 timeTrirusaCiras it
is at sea level.

1(
e. The temperature at 50,000 ft is (hotter) (colder) than it is

at sea level.

331

f. The temperature is approxiiitely 0421 at approximately
feet.

g. The temperature stays the same from feet to
feet.

h. Density ratio of the air is stalevel,

i. An air density ratio of .5327 is equal to feet..

j. At feet the air density is only 1/4 (approx)
or .2443 u mud' as it is at sea level.

k. The air is (more) (less) dense at 60,000 feet than it is
at sea level.

1. Atmospheric pressure is (greater) (less) at 60,000 feet
than it is at sea level.

s. Temperature at 60,000 feet is (hotter) (colder) than it
is at sea level.

n. VOLUME of the atmosphere at high altitude is (greater)
(less) than it is at sea level.

PROCEED TO FRAME 18

Frame 18

Going back for a moment we can see that a gas is affected by any
change in temperature, volume, density and prsssurs. Now we can compare
those very same effects to the effect changing altitudes will have on a
gas, such as the atmosphere around us. Did you sae at as we increase
altitude the VOLUME of the sarth's atmosphere increases? Whenever the
Vaill-16creaTair'the pressure decreases.

Underline the correct answer to the questions below.

a. At high altitude the VOLUME of the earth's atmosphere
(increases) (decreases).

b. The VOLUME of the earth's atmosphere is least at (60,000 feet)
(sea level) .

PROCEED TO FRAME 19

is
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO TRAM' 17: a. 14.69, b. 7.34, c. 1/2,

d. 1.05 and 1/15, a. colder,

f. 16,000 (Approx), g. 35, 332 to

60,0004 h. 1.000, i. 20,000,

j. 43,000, k.less, 1. less,

116 colder, n. greater.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 18: a. increases, b. sea level.

Praise IS

If the volume /Arum the pressure will be lass. The same is

true at high altitude. The volume of the atmosphere is such larger,
the molecules of air 'move further apart (become less DENSE) and as

a result the PRESSURE decreases.

You any recall that when the pressure drops the TEMPERATURE also
mss. The air molecules have =ved further apart and there is

less fsiction between them to haat them.

Let's see if you have these few facts straight. In the chart
below underline the word that describes the conditions at the
altitude shown by comparing the two altitudes.

Sea Leval

Temperature
Pressure
Density
Volume

110:0

50.000 Feet

,(high) (low) _

.1.0 (low) (high) (190.

(high) (low) (high) (low)

(spell) (great) (small) Zireat)

PROCEED TO FRAME 20

Frame 20

The earth's atmosphere is actually a sea of gage& that surround
the earth. This "gas" is made up of several different gases, one of
which we depend upon for life support. This gas is oxygen. Nearly
everyone knows that without oxygen to breathe, human life would be
snuffed-out in just a few short mutes.

The sea of gas grounding us is composed (made up) of nitrogen,

oxygen, and other gases in the following percentages

Nitrogen 782

Oxygen 212
Other gases 12

While oxygen makes up only 212 of the atmosphere there is
certainly enough for everyone at sea level. But how about at high

altitudes? There's the same 212 at high altitudes with just one
very important difference - DENSITY. Remember, the higher you go,
the less dense the atmosphere is. (Refer to Frame 19.)

16
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If you drink fiom'a glass of kool aid that is made up of 982
water and 22 kool aid, you can drink it all down in a few swallows
beelines the molecules in the glass are very douse. Pow, spill the
same glass of 982 water and 22 kool aid into a large shallow pan.
Can you get it all up in a few swallows or will you have to move
'iround to got it all up?

You, see - the percentage is the same but the density (amount
in a given area) has decreased. This i exactly the same for the
atmosphere, the same percentage of nitrogen 782, oxygen - 212,
and other gases - 11 is at all altitudes but because the molecules
are so far apart at high altitude you will not get as slimy with
each breath.

Underline the ,correct answers to the statementis-balow:

a. The percentage of gases An the earth'. atmosphere is
782 nitrogen, 212 oxygen, and 12 othe gases. (true) (false)

b. There is as much oxygen in a 'Allan of air scooped up
at high altitude as-di-ere is in a salron of air taken ft sea level.
(true) (false)

c. At 50,000 feet the atmosphere contains (212) (782) (912)
oxygen.

d. At 33,000 feet there is (212) (782) nitrogen.

PROCIO TO FRAME 21

17
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RESPONSES TO FRAME 19: high, high, high, small, low, low,
low, great.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 20: a. true. b. false (less dense

at high altitude) c. 21% d. 78%

Frame 21

Humidity is the atmosphere is something we pay little attentidn

to, but as an Environmental System specialist you'll find humidity can

be a problem. Early in this program you learned humidity was the

"moisture in the air." We will add at this point that we are
concerned only with the humidity below 35,000 feet because above that

altitude there isn't enough to worry about. The air can contain a

certain amount of water vapor depending on the air temperature.

You have seen water form droplets on the outside of a glass of

cold water on a hot day. As soon as the "moisture" in the hot air

is cooled by the cold sides of the water glass, it turns from a gas

back to a liquid.

What we have said then is that if the atmosphere is "cooled"

the moisture (humidity) will turn to a liquid, or in this case, RAIN.

Underline the correct answers to the statements below.

a. Moisture in the air is called (dampness) (humidity).

b. Moisture is only found above 35,000 feet. (true) (false)

c. Droplets will form on the outside of a glass of (hot)

(cold) water if the air around it is warm.

d. We Cie expect to find rain above 35,000 feet. (true) (false)

e. Usually we can e%pect rain if the temperature drops quickly

on a hot day. (true) (false)

FROCEED TO FRAME 22_



Frame 22 Alr

Rain falls because the water vapor is cooled until it becomes
'a liquid. Liquid is heavier than air so the moisture falls in the
form of rain. Since the air above 35,000 feet is very cold (see the
chart in Frame 17) it cannot hold moisture. In fact the-moisture
will have cooled and fallen as rain before it ever gets to-35,000 feet.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED, PROCEED TO FRAME 23

Frame 23

On soma occasions in the future you may be required to use a
temperature scale that is different than the Fahrenheit scale you
are accustomed to. There is really no difference in scales insofar
SO physical size is concerned. It is how many lines the scales are
divided into that makes the difference.

In figure Awe see two thermometers that have been heated the
same amount. Notice that the mercury has risen the same amount in
each.

FIGURE A

Responses to frame 21: a. humidity, b. false, c. cold, d. false,

a. true.

19
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212

32

-406

SOILING
POINT

(WATER)

FREEZING
POINT

(WATER)

ABSOLUTE

-273.1° -439 7 ZERO

Frame 24

The two actual scales we will work with are the Fahrenheit scale
(you already know this one) and the Celsius scale. The Celsius scale
was previouily called the Centigrade scale. CENTI GRADE - because it
is "graded" in hundredths. This illustration shows both of the scales.
If-we compare these two scales to sae how much difference there is
between the markings on Sham we will find there is 180° an the
Fahrenheit scale for 100 on the Celsius scale. An explanation of
this follows.

Look at the Celsius scale. The freezing point of water is 0°,
while on the Fahrenheit scale the freeing point of witer is 32°.
If you look for the boiling point of water (at sea level) you will
find it is 100° Celsius and 212° Fahrenheit. Perhaps you noticed
there are 100° Between freezing and boiling on the Celsius scale,
that is 0°to 100° 100° and between 32° and 212° on the Fahrenheit
scale there are 180° or 212.

-32
180

Since the actual difference is 100° and 180° we can make it
easier to remember the difference by breaking it down this way

100 - 180

10 - 18

1.0 - 1.8 or for each
degree Celsius there are 1.8 degrees Fahrenheit. 1.8 is almost two
degrees so it becomes easy to remember that tLa Fahrenheit scale is
nearly twice as large as the Celsius scale. There is one thing that
must be remembered -- the Fahrenheit scale STARTS AT 327-(using the
freezing point of water as a starting point) so we,must allow for thigh'

You may look at the two scales to answer these questions by
underlining the correct answer or filling in the blanks.

a. The scale having the most graduations is the
scale.

b. rh lowest mark on the Celsius scale is

21
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 23: a. No 1, b. 18, c. 180,/d. True.

.40

CORRECT RUPONSES TO FRAME 24: a. Fahrenheit, b, 23.1 ° - -below

c, 100, 212, d. It01..,e. false.

c, Water boils at degrees Celsius and degrees

Fahrenheit.

d. There Are degrees difference between the freezing points

and boiling points of the Fahrenheit scifte.
4..........

1 #

e. The same amount of heat will Miike the mercury climb Ligher

in one thermometer tube than in the other. (trim) (false)

PROCEED TO FRAME 25

Frame 25

Zero qn the Fahrenheit scale is 320 less than the freezing point

of water so we will halve to allow for that difference --man we =men

trum one scale to tie 'other. To change a Celsius reading to a

Fahrenheit reading it must be remembered the Fahrenheit number will

come out larger than the Centigrh_a number. This is a clue to solving

the problem. make a small number larger you can multiply and add.

Let's try one.

Change 25°C to Fahrenheit.

First step - Multiply 25°C by 1.8. (Remember the Fahrenheit scale

has 1.8 degrees for every degree Celsius.)

25

x 1.8

200

25

45.0

Second step - Add

Therefore, 25°C 77°F.

45.0
+ 32.0 (explained above)

*, 77.0° Fahrenheit

Just two easy steps. Solve the problems below by changing the

Celsius Readings to Fahrenheit readings.

Writs your answers on this page.

a. 26°C °F d. 5°C F

Fb. 10 °r °F 15°C .. °F

f°F f. 40 °C
c. 10°C Nis

°C ., .

PROCEED TO FRAME 26

22
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Frame *26

Aid you multiply and add in each Case? If so, you probably had no
trouble arriving at the correct answer each tislom. It is just se easy
to convert 4..renheit scales to Celsius scales (a large scale to a
smaller scale) by OTRACTINC and DIVIDING. F. slow through these
easy steps to see how it is dome. Change 78.8° to Celsius.

First step - Subtract 78.8°F
-32. (Don't forget '-he 32)
X46.8

1.8Second step - Divide

Answer - 78.8°F 26.Q°C

36--A
108

108

000

Again, two **tip steps, only this time to chenge,s large scale to
a small ;tale we .TRACT Ord then DIVIDE. Now solve a few to see
how well you have learned toiconvertlfrom one scats to the other.
Write your answers in-the spades provided. `

,a0 r"
a. 95 °F d.°C 50°F

om

\b. 140°F e. 60°F

c. 70°F ,m1

0
C f. 100

o
F C

PROCEED TO FRAME 27
a

Frame 27

If you Are honestly doing well at converting from one scale to
the other you will enjoy solving the problems we have presented\bilow.
If you are a little shaky though, we would rather you go beck fan
enough to reassure yourself and then return to solve these problems.

Using the correct procedure, convert these tempelatures. Write
your answer in the spaces provided and remember - 'large to small'-
subtract than divide. small to large - multiply then add.

a. 50°C
of

60°C
o
F

c. 70°C
o
F

d. '96°F -

e. 80'r

f. 115°F

PROCEED TO FRAME 28

23
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 25: a.

d.

78.8°F,
41.01,

b.

a.

86.0°P, c. 50.0.1,
f. 104.0*F

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 26: a. 35.0°C, b. 60.0°C, c. 21.1°C,

d. 10.0°C, e. 15,6°C, f.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 27: a. 122.0°F, b. 140.0°F , c. 158.0°F,
d. e. f. 46.1'C

Frame 28

If You are one of the specialists who may someday have a chance to
go to Europe you will find a daily use for temperature conversion.

Suppos.someone casually says 'to you, "It must, be about 20° Celsius

todak.". Now you're on the spot, how will you answer? There is a

simple solution to this dilemma. Try this; to change a small

(Centigrade) scale to a large (Fahrent, t) scaleoyou must MULTIPLY

and then ADD. It's difficult to molt by 1.8 in your head but easy

to Multiply by2. Try it --- Someone _Id it's 20'C today.

Quickly now, 2 x 20 a 40 + 32 a 72°F. Was that hard? 20°C - 72°F.

Let's check it. 20°C a °C x 1.8 + 32 a 68 °F. Not bad, in fact 72' is

close enoug0 to 68° for conversational purposes. Of course, it would

.be just as easy to tell that Fraulein, "it's a nice cool 10° Celsius,

isn't it? How did you do it? You know it was 52°F and that to make

a large (°F) scale small (°C) you SUBTRACT and the1i DIVIDE. Try it.

Subtract 32 from 52, you have 52
-32

-20

then
_ then 10

livide by 2 2 20

the tempirature is 10° Celsius and you look like a genius. Haw close

was your approximation? Check it - (when you divide, watch the

decimal point carefully).

°C - °F - 32 - 52

1.8 -32 11.1

20 1.8 20.v

The accurate answer is 52°F - 11.1°C. at was closi, only 1 degree off.

Convert these in your head.

a. 62°F a °C d. a °F

b. 44°F - °C e. 20°C =
or

c. 32°F - °C f. 1°C = °F

PROCEED TO FRAME 29
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'Frame 29

Why did we go co the trouble of showing you a way to do it in
your head? It provides you with a means of remembering the PROPER
PROCEDURE for temperature szale conversion and as a rough check of
your own work to see if you have overlooked any of the steps. Here
is an example of how you eight use it. Sgt. Joivta was in a hurry,
and using a pencil, he quickly changed 102 °F to 51°C.

In your head check his figures to see if he used the proper
procedure.

a. The approxiMate answer should be 35°C. (True) (False)

b. Did he arrive at the correct estimate? (Yes) (No)
4

c. Re shoUd have subtracted 32 and then divided the answer
by 2. (True) (False)

d. Using a pencil determine the EXACT answer. The EXACT
answer is (35°C) (38.8°C) (51.0°C)

PROCEED TO FRAME 30

Frame 30

Check your responses for Frames 28 and 29 on page 26.

This concludes this portion of physics. If you have any
further question* or comments, please bring them to the instructor's
attention. He will,guide you to the next unit of instruction.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 28: a. 19°C, b. 6°C, c. 0°C, d. 42°F,
a. 72°F, f. 34°F.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 29i a. True, b. No, c. True, d. 38.8°C.

25
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PORNO=

This programmed text me prepared for use in the 3A342331
instructional system. The material contained herein has been
validated miss 30 students enrolled in the 3A8R42331 course.
Ninety proem of.the studamta taking this' text surpassed the
criterion celled for in the approved lesson objective. The
~age student required three hours to complete the text.

03JRCTIVES

Without reference, relate electrical characteristics of
materials to the flow of electrical current, and also select
the result that would'occur from a change intemperature of
materials with a minimum of SOZ accuracy.

INTRODUCTION

Some of the information that you will study in this PT
is background information. Once having mastered the subject
matter, you will understand why an electrical current (a flow
of electrons) occurs. Understanding how and why current flows
will aid you in understanding how electron tubes, solid state
devices, and other electronic equipment works.

asTiWcrtota

This programmed text iresents information in mall steps
called "frames".. Read the material presented, select your roman:41(s)
at the end of the frame as required. Do not mark in the text.
Inter your rummage) on the,responee sheet provided. After
you have mede your selections check your work against the
mowers on the following` page. If the responses are not provided
ask your instructor -to grade it. If your Mleationo were
correct, go on to the next freed and repeat the above process.
if 'wham lode an incorrect response, reread the frame until
you understand your error and/or see your instructor.

On: T3TOTTG
Dtsrustrnall I

3370TiOTC - 200; TITS' - 1



Answers to Frame 1: 1. T 2. T 3. 4 X 3. M 6. I 7. M

S. X 9. E 10. X 11.E 12. E

Frame 2

As we stated in the lait frame, the atoms that make up one type
of material are very different from the atoms that make up other
kinds of arterials. 'Theis atoms vary in the number.of subatomic
particles or very smell bits that they contain. There are three
main subatomic particles which are called PROTONS, NEUTRONS, and
ZLECTROVI. Of the three the electron is the most important to you
inverting with electricity. In the figure shown of the carbon atom,
you can see just how the subatomic particles relate to the atom.
The protons end neutrons together mike up the center or NUCLEUS of
the atom, around which the electrons revolve, much like our planet
revolves around the sun. The electron is very small and is said
to have a very small negative charge of electricity. The proton
in the center is said'to have a positive charge of electricity.
This positive charge is equal in strength but opposite to the
charge of the electron.

'CARSON NOV

Merk the following true statements with a "T" on your response
sheet.

amolIMIM011101

/
aNIIIMM11/111MON

1. The electron is considered to have a small negative
charge.

2. The carbon atom pictured above has the some number of
electron, as protons.

3. Electrons revolve around the nucleus of an atom.

4. The proton is considered o have no electrical charge.

4
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Prams 1

Our earth and atmoaphdre is made up of matter and energy.
Metter is defined as things that take up space and have weight.
ImIshew geses,400,44.air, paper, silly wire, steel and water

itaftrealy a few esemplas .a.leatter... They ell have weight .andi take

Aop.epsee. attereembelm.three:statest solids, liquids,
.11 iesee.: AWIMOMbar is made up of small particles @Wad
fAgesig.. usies which,maka up ems body of matorialere..different
frea.essee which make up other kinds of matatials. But what of
Chas things that do exist and yet. do not have weightrnor take
op swot

/Or imetanoes heat, light, sound and electricity. Vona .

of these can be weighed. /Awe you ewer seas a tin can full of
light? Thep are forms of energy. Energy is the ability to do
womb»

DO MOT MOE IS TMIS TEXT

Murk the following true statements with a nr on your
response Sheet.

1. This P T is an exempla of matter.

2. This PT is made up of small particles called atoms.

3. An atom *enser is identical to an atom of gold.

Next ao each item listed in the (alums below, write the
letter "IN for energy or the letter "M" for matter that correctly
dogmas@ which it is:

.

4. glass

5. water

6. electricity

7. sand

8. oxygen

9. light

10. gasoline

11. heat

12. sound 3,30



aye
Ammer* to Vicar 2: 1. T 2. T 3. 4.

ONO

Frame 3

In nest atoms there is a small part with no charge, called a
neutron. This smell neutron has a mess just about the same else
as a proton but mill not have no electrical charge. The protons
amid lemaxeme make up a very heavy ouster or uncles mood which
the very light electrons revolve. As the atom becomes Odle and
sere eemplioated, the sober of protons and electrons viii also
tmeteees Is sneer. rut, not all of the electrons revolve Ir the
sere belt, orbital path or shell, as Shown in the figure below.
The swims smiler of electrons that any one belt or shell may
have is limited. leatrons In the inside belts or shells, are
booed tightly to the smaleme or osater*of the atom. The electrons
is the outer shells ate not as tightly bound to the nucleus and
Ohm am:Outside forme to applied, the electrons in ..he outermost
shell soy be freed from the atom.

COPPER 11104

Ixk the following true statements with a "T" on your
response sheet.

1. Ileetrons in the outer shells of an atom are easily
removed.

2. she neutron has no electrical charge.

3. The oopper atom shows in this frame has one electron
in its outer orbit.

4. The protons and neutrons together make up an ion.

DO NOT NAM In TRIO TUT



Mowers to Frame 3: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4.

hams 4

Under normal conditions NA atom is electrically neutral, that
is, the muMber of protons is equal to the number of electrons.
See figure A. If an atom is not neutral, it is called an ion.
Per as atom to become as ion it met either lose or.gaia an
electron. I! one eleatxon is tors may from the atom as sham
is figure 11, this will leave the atom with a deficiency of
electrons. Thus, this atom has more positive 'barges than
negative °barges. This atom is than referred to as a positive
Aga. In figure C helm, this atom has Wiled an extra electron.
This mikes it sere negatively charged than a neutral atom so it
is referred to as a negative ion.

A. B.

BALANCED ATOM UN1ALANCED ATOM

DO NOT MABEIM TiliS TEXT

Mark tpe correct anew= for each of the following questions
on the response sheet.

n. An atom with six electrons and five protons is a

a. negative ion.
b. positive ion.

2. An atom with six electrons and ex protons is a

a. unbalanced atom.
b. balanced atom.

3. Under certain conditions electrons in the cuter orbit
can be forced to leave an atom.

a. True
b. False

4. An atom with eight electrons and nine protons is i

a. negative ion.
b. positive ion.

C.

UNBALANCED ATOM

6
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ain
Aware to Prams 4: 1., 2.b 3. AL 4.b

Prime 5

DO NOT NM IN THIS TUT

Mat& the terms on the right to their descriptions on theleft by planing letter in each blank on your responseSheet.

DOM ,Mach letter may be used more than once.

1, Negatively charged. a. Peutrons

2. Positively charged. b. Protons

3. No 4144trital charge. C. Mentions

4. Devolves armed the nucleus.

5. las sass approximately equal to
that of a proton.

6. Mother with the neutroms make
up the nmelans of the atom.

.

ark the true statements with a "T" on your
response sheet.

7, A,segative ion has more electrons than protoms.

Normally an atom has the same number of elsetroms as
protons.

9. Am atom that has plead an electron would be milled a
positive ion.

7
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Ammer, to /rams 3: 1. c 2. b 3. a 4. g 3. a 6. k
7. T 8. T 9.

Mesa

As was stated in past frames an atom can be made to lose or
gala Oleitteds under msermede conditions. The electrons which
move from ens VAS to another are kind of loosely bound to the
smaless. Thesielesteees are referred to as v614044 electrons.
These are the mime that are easiest to take from an *toms outer
shell, Molbs-now you are wondering where the "lost" electrons
se, and-iiere the gained eleatross some tram. V. know that when
they go some pleas or came from some place, there has to be
nowemost !Evolved. This movement of the electrons is defined as
arrest flow, sad will be discussed later in this lesson. Thom
eleatroms that are loosely bound to the nucleus of an atom are
referred to as EIEE erectness Theta:es not meetly free, but
they will tend to move from one atom to another, exchanging
places all the time with other free electrons.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on your
response sheet.

=1101M

4441.411141441

1. IloOtroma in the outer orbit are the ones most-easily
removed from an atom.

2. The electrons that are loosely bound to the nucleus
are called free electrons.

8
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Armors to Irmo 6: . 1. T 2. T

Frame 7

A good conductor is a uoterial that has atoms which have a
large ram of free electrons. Some good exempla' of eonductors
are silver, gold, copper, and almmamm. Silver is a snob better
semdtelor this sonar, but you will fled tapper used sore oftss
be se it dose not oat so sooh. It is stronger than silver and
is wary (Nosy to bead sod tom AldMIMM is light and is used when
weight is an important tutor. Au insulator is arterial whose
tens have very for free eleotrons. No hmownnaterial is
panful tesulater. Some aatertals are such peer oandustors,
that for all practical use, they are rated as insulators. Some'
ems .lee are slams, dry wood, tubber, mica, and tome plastics.

DO NOT MAK IN THIS TEXT

Hark the following true statements with a "T" on your
response Amt.

1. A good insulator has many free electrons.

2. Copper is an example of a good °abductor.

3. Silver has many free electrons.

4. lubber is an exempla of slipped insulator.

S. 4A11 materials contain the same number of free
electrons.

9 355
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Answers to Frame 7: 1. 2. T 3. T 4. T 5.

tram 8

Static electricity can be made in a number of ways. You will
from time to time Leal a shook when you touch the door handle of
a car after sliding over its plastic seat covers. The friction
made between glass and silk when rubbed with each other will
male static electricity the same Hay as air passing over the
skim of am aircraft. Static electricity is generally considerLd
to be electricity at rest. A charged body is one that has more
Or IOU them the normal number of electrons. A neutral body is
one that has an equal number of electrons and protons in each
atom. It can be shown in the figure below that bodies with like
charade will push each other apart and those with unlike aharger
will draw to each other.

_

ITNo Charge Like Charges

DO NOT NARK IN THIS TEXT

Mark the correct answer for each of the following questions
on the response sheer.

Unlike Charges

1. An atom that has three electrons and two protons
would be

a. negatively charged.
b. positively charged.

2. Two bodies which attract to each other are called

a. positively charged bodies.
b. negatively charged bodies.
c. unlike charged bodies.

3. Static electricity is sometimes re/erred to as
electricity at rest.

a. True
b. false

35" 6
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Answers to Frame 9: 1. T 2. T 3. T

Frame 10

A grounding wire can be used to 2onnect a body to the earth
to drain its static charges. Fro example, a grounding wire is
used co counect the aircraft am fuel truck to the earth during,
refueling. A static discharger a rubber cottlu wick which
has graphite in it. It si hooked to the trailing edge of the
wings, rudders and elevators. It has a sharp point on the end,
which gives the excess electrons a path to flow off of the
aircraft to the air. The purpose of the static discharger is
to eliminate the static charge that is caused by the flow of
air over the skin of the aircraft during flight. A bonding
wire is used to connect metal parts to each other cm the_air-
craft so that all parts on it will have the same charge. If

the aircraft is properly bonded, there will not be any
difference in charges between various aircraft parts. As
stated earlier, if each body has a different charge these
charges will try to equalize and sparking will occur. This
could also cause an aircraft fire.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on your
response sheet.

1. The static discharger is used to connect an object
to the earth to eliminate static charges.

2. Bonding wires are used so that all metal parts of
the aircraft have an equal amount and the same
polarity of charge.

;



3sa
berets to Pram: 8: 1. a 2.11 3. It k,.

Frame 9

Static electricity is always preeentlas a'hasard around air-
sraft whom Whims of umlike charges are placed close to each other.
The Amos gill try to become equal with seta other. When .this
happiest there will be a small spark joi';:og from one body'toithe
other body. The greatest hasard hers is that this spark can cause
fires.

Amother problem is that it can case radio static nose and
shoot. There are a lot of things used to help reduce the nulber
of Maude frc. static electricity. Some of thole things are
grommiing wires static dischargers and bonding wires.

DO NOT MARX IN TBIS TEXT

Mirk the following true statements with a "T" on your
response sheet.

1. Shock is one hasard of static electricity.

2. Unlike charges will try to equalise when brought
together.

3. fire can be caused by sparks created by static
electricity.

35S
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Armors to Frame 10: 1._ 2. T

c----

?tame /1

Meta the terse on the right to their description or examples
or the loft. Place the correct letter in the blanks provided on
the response sheet.

NOM The letturs .say be used more than once.

41.11.1111=MMIMI),

1. Contains many free electrons. a.' Insulator

2. Con fewtew loosely held
electrons

3. Rubber

4. Copper

5. Silver

6, Glass

1. Aluminise'

b. Good conductor

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on your
response sheet.

8. Two bodies that are positively charged will repel
each other.

9. An atom that has 12 electrons and 11 protons would
be an example of a charged body.

10. The greatest hazard of static electricity around en
aircraft is fire.

11. A grand wire is used, to help eliminate static charge.

12. An electron has a smell negative charge.

13. A positive ion has more protons than electrons.

14. An atom with 13 electrons and 12 protons is an
example of a negative ion.

15. The subatomic particle that has a negative charge
is the neutron.

16. The proton revolve. around the nucleus in paths
called shells.
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Answers to Irma 1I: 1. b 2. a 3. a 4. b 3. b 6. a

7. b 8. T 9.1 10. T 11. T 12. T

13. T 14,T 15._ 16._

grass 12

Earlier you learned that the electrons in the outer shell
of an atom mey be forced from that atom by'some external force.
Suppose that a copper wire is connected between two charged
bodies as shown below: Remember that copper is a very good
conductor and has many free electrons. On one and of the body
is a positive charge and at the other end Is a negative charge.
This Mans the C the positive body has a, lour suer of electrons
and tit, mgatiAt body hai an excess sum of electrons. The
negative side will repel the free electron; through tha copper
wire as shown by the arrows. Also, the positive charged mass
can be thought of as attracting the electrons. As one electron
is forced away from its atom, it makes :hat atom positively
charged. With this atom now at a positive charge, it will try
to pall an electron from a .lose at hand, negative or stable
atom, into its ea orbit. This is what makes that atom take. on
a different ne.ative atom. The movement of electrons will keep
taking place until the two bodies are the same. This flow of
electron.; is called-CURRENT FLOW.

ExCESS Of ELECTRON CEFOINT OA PC11T1.91 TERMINAL.

mill11110
-4w

Electron mown.* through conductor.

14
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/rime 12 (Coned)

DO SOT MAK IN THIS Tim

ark the correct answer for each of the following questions
ma the response sheet.

1. The flow of electrons through a conductorli called

a. voltage
b. current

2. The electron is a small

a. negative charge
b. pallet's Charge

. .

The free electrons revs from negative foice toward
the positive force.

a. True
b. Fels*

Trams 13

In the last frame you learned that electrons will stop
flowing between the charged bodies when the bodies become
peal, charged. In electrical circuits carmen must flow
-all the. floe. Thus, there suet ba some source that will keep
the two points at different pressures so that the electrons will
beep ma flawing. A "Puree e this type is milled a source of
eleetromotive fovea. Ileatromotiw. fore* ($) is a fovea Adak
will asses electrons to wove through a conductor. It is very
import-met that you understand the differenses between must (1)
and alectlemptive (13(F) force. UHF es defined as the MOM
Y1!? CADS= =CMS TO MOM TIMM A corzucroa. Current ems
defined as the ACTUAL NOFEWINT OF ILEUMS TB20001 A COUDUCrOlt.

DO MT MARL 111 Mir TUT

Mark the following me statements with a "T" on your
response sheet.

1. Ileatromotive force and current have similar meanings.

2. Ins order to have electron flow you must have gMF.

361
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Answers to Frame 12: 1. b 2. a 3. a

Answers to Frame 2f: 1. 2. T

Frame 14

We now know that in order to have current flow through a
conductor we must have a difference in pressure between the two
points that the conducuor is connected to. This difference in
pressure is genetally referred to as potential difference or a
difference in potential. Tow of the most common sources of EMF
are batteries I generators. We'll discuss these in a later lesson.
The unit of saasura for EMF is the volt. From the term bolt the
word 22111e has come into use to mean the same as EMF. The
symbol used ti represent voltage, potential difference, EMF, or -

-electrical pressure is E.

Mark the following,true statements with a "T" an your
rasponse sheet.

1. Voltage and EMF have similar mean4ng.

2. An EMF can be used to provid a continuous flow
of electrons.

^en

3. The unit if measure for EMF is volt.

Fill in the blanks with the correct term on your
response sheet.

4. The movement of electrons from a negative to a positl "'e
potential is called

5. The force that causes electrons to move through a
conductor is called

AID
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Ammer' to /tame 14: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. current

S. volts e or IMF

Irmo 15

We know that a good conductor, such as copper, contoins many
free OldietTCOS. Whom one electron leaves the negative terminal
of a source of WV, it leediately repels a free electron from an
atom in the wire. This free electron repels another free electron,
eta. obeip reaction Ulm place throughout the entire conductor.
At the seme time that one electron 140,114 t* Iagettve terminal, a
free electron moves from the conductor into the positive terminal.
The net offset of this movement is felt instentashoesly between
the temmdmels and throogh_the conductor. The process that goes
on inside a saunas of MMIP to keep the negative terminal supplied
with in emotes of electrons will be explained in a later Lesson.
The rats at which electrons pees a gives point in a conductor is
a measure of the amount of currant flowin4. The unit of asasurs
for &meat flow is the gm. The symbol which is uswhl;y wad
to represent electric current is I, which means amount current.

lurk the correct answer for each of the following questions
on the response sheet.

1. The unit of measure'for current flow is4111.111

a. IMP.
'1. voltage.
a. electron.
d. ampere.

2. The symbol used to represent electric current is

a. F

b. I.

a. R.
d. P.

3. Current is the flow of electrons through a

a. conductor.
b. non - conductor.

4. The symbol for voltage is

a. I.

b. R.
a. Y.
d. I.

063-s
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Answers to Frame 15: 1. d 2. b 3.-i 4. d
351
Frame 16

DO NOT MARK '"N THIS TEXT

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on your respocae.:sheet.

1. The proton has a positive charge On it.

2. The electron orbits around the nucleus in paths, called shells.,

3. An atom that has lost an electron would be called a negative ion.

4. Normally an atom is electrically neutral.

5. Silver is an example of a good conductor.

6. A good insulator such as glass has few loosely hel4A,
electrons.

7. Copper has many free electrons.

8. Two bodies that are positive charges will'attract each other.

9. Static electricity can cause fires.

10. An atom with 12 electroni and 12 protons is an example
of a charged body.

Match the terms or symbols, on the right to their definition
or the term they sumbolize. Place the correct letter on the
blanks provided on the response sheet.

LI. Force that causes electrons to move
througi a conductor.

12. The movement of electron;
through a conductor.

13. 'Symbol vor voltage.

14. Symbol for current.

Fill in each blank with the correct term or letter on the
response sheet.

15. The unit of measure for EMI is the
16. The unit of measure for current is the
17. In the figure shown below, the electrous will move from

point to point

A

COPPER WIRE

18
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Answers to Frame 161 1. T 2. T 3. 4. T 5. T 6. T 7. T

8. 9. T 10. 11. c 12. d 13. a

14.b 15. volt 16. ere 17. A to I

Frame 17

Since conductors have many free electrons, they will permit a
large currentsto flor in response to little SHF. Since insulators
contain very fro free electrons, they vill permit relatively little
current flow in response to a large or great INF. Actually no
material is e perfect insulator. All materials have some free
electrons that will flow kaurrent. On the other hand even the
beat conducting materials available have some opposition to current
flow. This opposition to current flow is celled resistance. The
letter R is used as the symbol for resistance and the unit of
measure of resistance is the'ohm. A conductor has a resistance of
one obit when an applied voltage -of one volt causes a current of one
ampere to flow through it.

Fill in each blank with the correct term or symbol on the
response sheet.

14 The symbol for current is

2. The symbol for resistance is

3. The unit of measure for voltage is the

4. The opposition to current flow is called

5. The force, that causes current flow is called

6. A material that contains very few free electrons is
called a/an

19
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Answers to Frame 17: 1. I 2. R 3. volt 4. resistance

-5. voltage or EMF 6.'insulator

Frame 18

Conductance'is the ability of a material to conduct current;

thus it is the opposite of resistance. A material with high

conductance would have many free electrons. Copper would have

high conductance. A notarial such as glass, which does Lot

conduct current very well, would have low conductance and high

resistance. A maternal such as copper, with high conductance

would have low resistanne, etc. The symbol for conductance is G.

The unit of measure of conductance is the mho (ohm spelled backward).
,fte

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on your response

sheet.

1. A substance such as rubber has relatively high conductance.

2. Silver has very high conductance and very low resistance.

Fill in each blank with the correct term or symbol on the

response sheet. .

3. The ability of a material to conduct current is called

4. The symbol for voltage is

5. The symbol for conductance is

6. The symbol for resistance is

7. The unit of measure for resistance is the

8. The unit of measure for conductance is the

9. The movement of electrons through a conductor is

called

366
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AMMO to Prams 18: 1. 2. T 3. conduatance 4. 3. G 6.

7. oh S. mho 9. onset

'items 19

Dor each of the following descriptions writs on the response
sheet the tiro described, the syMbol for the term, and the unit of
measure for the tarn.' A list of terms; symbols, and units are given
for you to use; but the information on any one line is not correctly
related.

DO NOT MARK t1 1818 TEXT

TERME' UMW DEUS OP MEASURE

Voltage 1 Ohm

Currant Mho

Issistemoe E Volt

Conductance G Ammo

ST$SOL OF TEM

Ir

216 7

DIRT orlinstas

1.. Opposition to
current flow.

2. Ability of s.
material. to

conduct
currant.

3. now of
electrons
through a
conductor.

4. Pores that
causes the
flow of
electrons
through.*
conductor.



Answers to frame 19:

SYMBOLS UNITS 01 MUSUREHENT

resistance 1 Ohm 1.

conductance G Mho 2.

eurreat I Ampere 3.

voltage B Volt 4.

frame 20

The size end type of material of'the wires used in electrical
circuits are chosen so as to keep the electrical resistance as low
as possible. The electrical resistance of a wire will depend on:
(1) its length; (2) its diameter, (3) the type of material, and
(4) the temperature. For a given material at a fixed temperature,
increasing the length will cause its resistance to increase.
Doubling the length will double the resistance. However, the larger
the diameter of a conductor, the lower will be its resistance to
current flow. This is the reason why large diameter wires are used
in high current flow circuits.

Look at the comparison between the figures shown below.

FIG A

FIG B

-7-D
-4:

Figure B has twice as large a diameter as figure A. Since it
is twice as large in diameter it will have many, many, more free
electrons that can be moved and as a result it will have less
"Resistance."

36
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trams 20 (Canted)

In this illustration notice the difference in the MGM of the
two conductors (wires) .

FIG A

FIG B 2 M

4

The conductor with the greatest length will have the greatest
resistance because the electrons have further to travel.

Nark the following true statements with a "T" on your response
sheet.

1. k piece of aluminum wire two feat long will have
more: resistance than one three feet long.

2. The larger the diameter of a copper wire, the
less resistance it will have.

Frame 21

Different types of materials offer different amounts of resis-
tance. Metals have 16w resistance whereas glass and rubber hews high
resistame. In most conductors (copper, aluminum, silver, iron, etc.)
the resistance increases with ar increase in temperature. 'These
materials are said to have a pocativer-temottratute coefficient. The
resistance of carbon and liquids decreases with an increase in
toomerature. These materials are said to have a negative Iggelatjal
coefficient.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on your response
sheet.

1. Resting a piece of copper wire will cause its
resistance to decrease.

2. Glass has very high resistance.

3. £11 materials increase in resistance when heated.

i

23
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Answers to Frame 20: 1. 2. T

Answers to Fr is 21: 1. 2. 1 3.

Frame 22

In your own words write the definitions Of each of tie
following terms on the response sheet.

1. Voltage

2. Current

3. Resistance

4. Conductance

For each of the fy_lowing terms fill in the correct symbol on
the response sheet.

5. Current

6. Voltage

7. Resistance

8. Conductance

SYMBOL

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on your response
sheet.

9. Heating a piece of alininum wire will cause its
resistance to increase.

10. The longer a wire is the more resistance it will have.

11. The larger the diameter of a wire the more resistance
it will have.

12. Copper and aluminum have very low resistance.

13. The unit of measure for current is the ampere.

14. The unit of measure for conductance is the ohm.

15. The unit of measure EMF is the volt.

24
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Answers to Frame 22.

1. the for that causes electrons to move throo:h a conductor.

2. the movement of electrons through a conductor.

3. the opposition to the flow of electrons.

4. the ability of a material to conduct current.

5. I 6. E 7. R 8. Si 9. T 10. T 11. 12. T 13. T

14. 146

Prams 23

The effects of current flow such as heat, chemicalk,shock, and
magnetism (boom; for their intensity on the amount of current. Heat
is r!oduced When current flow. through a conductor. You have
probably seen applications of the heating effects of current. Also
yftu probably have experiene,4 electrical shock in one form or another.
The chemical effect of current can be observed when charging a
storage battery such as the one you have in your automobile. The
mahnetic effect can be both harmful and helpful. in that harmful
category it can cause errors in some meters and compass hs in air-
craft, if not guarded against. In the useful c.,egory it make.
possible the remote .ontrol of circuits. It is also used in voltage
generation. You will study magnetism in greater depth "ie a later
14411016

Mirk the correct answer for aach of the following queatiodf
on the response sheet.

11

1. Mere heat is produced when the current flowith4owh
a conductor is

a. increased.
b. decreared.

25
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Answers to Frame 23: 1. a

Frame 24

Match the terms on the right to their description on the left.
Place the correct letter on each blank provided on the response sheet.

MYIN.I

NOTE* Letters mu' be used more tlian once.

1. Positively charged

2. Negatively charged

3. No electrical charge

4. Revolves around the nucleus

Mark the following true statements with
sheet.

a "T"

a. Neutron

b. Proton

c. Electron

on your response

5. A positive ion has MOTO protons than electrons.

6. Normally an atom has the same number of electrons as
protons.

7. An atom that nes gained an electron would be calledt
a negative ion.

8. A good conductor contains many free electrons.

9. An example of a good insulator is rubber.

10. An example af a good conductor is copper.
45

11. A good insulator bacfam free electrons.

12. Like charges attract each other.

11. An atom with nine electrons and seven protons would
be positively charged.

14. Electrons flow fort a positive potential to a negative
potential.

15. ENV and voi64.614 have similar meanings.

16. The flair of electrons through a conductor is called voltage.

17. Mesita' an aluminum wire will laose its resistance to
/ureic*.

18. If all other factors are identical, a copperivire three
feet long, will have more resistance than on two fee* long.

19. Copper has much lover resistance than rubber.

26
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Frame 24 (Coned)

Fill in the blanks with the correct term on the response sheet.

20. The movement of electrons from a negative to a positive potentialis called

21. The force that causes electrons to nave through a conductor isplied

22. The ability of a material to conduct current is,called

23. The opposition to the flair of electrons is called

For each of the following terms on the response sheet, write thesymbol and the urtt of measure on the correct line. A list of symbolsand units of measure are given below.

SYMEC!..9 UNITS OF MEASURE

Mho

I Ohm
1

Volt

G Ampere

TERMS SYMBOL UNIT OF MEASURE

Resistance 24. 25.

Current 26. 27.

Conductance 28. 29.

Voltage 30.

=1-1111..0.1
31.
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Answers to Frame 241 1. b 2. c 3. a 4. c 5. T 6. T, 7. T

8. T 9. T 10. I 11. T 12. 13. 14. 15. T 16.

17. T 18. T 19. T 20. current 21. voltage or DIY 22. conductance

23, resistance 24. R 25. ohs i. I 27. misers 28.4 29. ills

30. I 31. volt

9t ti
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FOREWO;

programmed text was prkpared for use in the 3ABR42331

Lot tional system. The materials contained herein have been

valid* ed using 10 stud is enrolled in the 3A3142331 course.

Eighty percent of the students taking this text surpassed the

criterion called for in the app.;:oved lesson objective. The average

student requivid 2.3 hours to ctewlete the text.

OBJECTIVES

Given a list of materials, select those that can be used to

make temporary and permanent magnets.

Describe the laws and effects of lines of force.

Given diagrams of electromagnets, use principles of magnetism

to identify effects of magnetism.

STANDARD

A minimum of 802 accuracy is required on the aLdve objectives.

INSTRUCTIONS

This programmed text presents information in small steps called

"FRAMES." Carefully study the written material and diagram if one

is provided you are satisfied that you understand its contents.

Each frame requires you to respond to the information in some way.

For example, rot: may be required to select the true statements, etc.

Specific inst. .1:time are provided in each frame. After you have

made your response on the response sheet, compare your answers with

the answers given at the beginning of the next frame. If you are

correct, go on to the next frame. If you are incorrect, study the

frame again and correct your mistakes before continuing. Read

carefully, select the correct answers and DO NOT HURRY. DO NOT

WRITE IN THIS TEXT.

OFR: 3370 TTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TTGTC - 600; irrvsa -
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Things such as metal are said to be a magnet if it has the power
to draw to it such things as iron, steel, nickel, or cobalt, which are
known as 'Fanatic materials. There are two groups of magnets known as,
natural magnets and artificial magnets, First we will discuss natural
magnets. A natural magnet is found in ;the earth. Back in the daTs
of the ancient Greeks, they knew that coma stones found in the town
of Magnesia, in Asia Minor, drew bits of iron to them. These stones
were called magnetite. The Orientals learned that if a piece of
these rocks were hung in a horizontal plane and allowed to turni the
same end would always point to the north. Then as time went on the
Europeans learned of this discovery and used it as a navigator's compass
to aid in navigation. Natural magnets have limited practical use
because their magnetic force is not always the same and also very weak.

Mark'the following true statements with a '7" on the response
sheet.

1. Natural magnets have many practical uses.

2. Natural magnets are very weak magnets.
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Answer to Frame 1: F 1. T 2.

Frame 2

The first artificial magnets were made by touching the metal to

be magnetized with a natural magnet. In later years it was found

that an iron bar could be magnetized by aligning; the bar with the

magnetic field of the earth when it was being forced. In the modern

times of today, magnets are made by placing a metal bar in a magnetic

field made by an electrical current. We will look at this kind of

magnetism later in this text. Man made magnets are made in a wide

variety of sizes and shapes, and they are used mostly in electrical

equipmesit. The bar magnet, the horseshoe magnet, and compass needle

are the most common types of artificial magnets today. Any substance

Which is capable of being magnetized or can be drawn to a magnet is

called e magnetic substance. Soma common magnetic substances are

iron, inn alloys such as steal and alnico, cobalt, and nickel. All

of the substances that are not attracted by a magnet are usually called

nonmagnetic substances. Some common examples of these are wood, glass,

copper, and gold For our purpose in this text, we are chiefly con-

cerned with substances which are noticeably attracted by a magnet

and as a result of that, we are not going to get involved in a more

detailed classification system.

DO NOT MARX IN THIS TEXT.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response
,)

sheet.

1. A bar of alnico could be made into a magnet.

2. Glass is generally considered to be a nonmagnetic substance.

3. Artificial magnets can be made by using an electrical current.

3 i8



Answers to Frame 2: T 1. T 2. T 3.

Frame 3

373

Men made magnets may be termed as "permanent" or "temporary"
depending on how well they can hold their magnetic strength after the
magnetizing force has been removed. Filings of soft iron brought into
contact with a magnet will become magnetized and act as small magnets
which will is turn draw other soft iron filings to it. When the soft
iron filings are removed from the magnet, they will lose their magnetic
properties fast. Any magnet which loses its magnetism in a very short
time is called a temporary magnet. Substances such as hard steel and
alnico will become highly magnetized when brought into contact with
a magnet or close to a strong magnetic field. The state of magnetism
will be held over a long period of time. Any magnet which can hold
its magnetism over a long period of time is called a permanent magnet.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response
sheet.

1. Hard steel :an be made into a good permanent magnet.

2. Temperary magnets retain Their mainetism for long periods.

3. Soft iron makes good permanent magnets.

5
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Answers to Frame 3: T 1. 2. 3.

Frame 4

When a bar magnet labeled A in figure 1 below, is suspended so

that it is free to swing, it will swing around and COMM to rest with

one end pointing nearly due north. When this effect was first

established, it was decided arbitrarily to call the north - seeking

end of the mqgnet a th pole. The other end was called the south

pole. These Ossignat for the ends of a magnet are still used.

Frequently, permanent magnets are marked N at the north pole and S

at the south pole. If the north pole of a second magnet, labeled B

in figure 2, is brought into the vicinity of the north pole of the

suspended magnet A, magnet A will be pushed away in the direction of

the arrow at that point. From th4s effect us have the following

fundemental'law of magnetism: like magnetic poles repel each other.

If the south pole of magnet B in figure 3 is placed into the vicinity

of the north pole of magnet A, magnet A will b3 pulled in the direction

of the arrow at that point. This effect forms the basis of another

fundamental law of magnetism: Unlike magnetic poles attract each other.

Figure 1.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT.

Figure 2. Figure 3.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response

sheet.

1. Two south magnetic poles will attract each other.

2. The magnet in figure 1 will have its north pole pointing

nearly due north.

3. Figure 3 shows an example of two magnets repelling eafh

other.

330
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Answers to Frame 4: 1. T _2. 3.

Frame 5

37c

If a bar magnet is di.pped i filings, a large number of those
filings will cling to the magnet war its ends, but very few will
attach themselves to the magnet near its center. See figure 4 below.
This shows that the magnetic force is concentrated at the en's or poles
of the magnet. The space surrounding a magnet, i which the magnetic
force acts, is called a magnetic field. An experiment has been done
for you, in figure 5, using s magnet, a piece of paper, and some iron
filings used to show the invisible magnetic field pattern around a
magnet. One point you should remember is that you are not looking at
the magnetic field itself, because the field is invisible; you are
looking at the filings which are used to detect the magnetic field.
The magnetic field around the magnet causes the iron filings to form
themselves into lines that circle the magnet. These lines are called
lines of force.

0.

.ci

Figure 4.

k

era

DO NOT. MARX 116 ',"AXT.

Mark the following :us ivtemente with a "T" on the reaponse.
shea..

1. A largt number of iron filings will attach themselves
to the center of a magnet.

2. The area around a magnet where its force can be felt
is called its magnetic field.

3. From studying figure 1 you might estimate that the magnetic
field around the S pole of the magnet is as strong as the
field around the N pole.

381
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Answers to Frame !: 1. T 2. T 3.

Frame 6

In frame 5, we saw the magnetic field pattern around a magnet.

A simple and more commonly used method is that of arbitrarily repre-

senting the forces in a magnetic field by drawing a few lines called

lines of force. See figure 6 below. Note one thing in particular

that is vwealed by figure 6; the concentration of magnetic field

within the metallic bar is vary great, while the concentration of the

external field decreases veri_rapidly with distance from the poles.

-Observe also that arrowheads have been placed on each of the lines

of force of the external field. The direction of the arrowheads is

away from the north pole and toward the south pole of the magnet.

In other words the arrowheads indicate that the lines of force leave

the magnet at the north pole and enter the magnet at the south pole.

Within the substance of the magnet the direction of the force is

assumed to be from the south pole to the north pole so, that a con-

tinuous loop is formed by each line of force. The direction of

magnetic lines of force is defined as the lirection in which the

north pole of a compass needle will point if placed at any point

along a line of force.

Figure 6.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response

shout.

1. The farther you are from a magnet the stronger the magnetic

force is.

2. The lines of force go from north to south inside the

magnet.

3. The magnetic field is concentrated inside the magnet.

4. Each line of force fc -s a continuous loop.

8352



Answers to Freda 6: 1. 2. T 3. _4.
Frame 7

377

There are two forces which act upon the lines of force. One is

the mutually repellant force that causes them to try to spread out
as far sway from one another as possible. The other is the force
of attraction that they have for the south pole of the magnet; that
is as they travel externally from the north pole to the south pole,
they try to take the shortest path to the south pole. These two
opposing forces account for the pattern of the lines of force that
are formed around the magnet. The two opposing forces acting upon
the Lines of force cause the lines of force to behave as if they
were elastic bands stretched out in the field of the magnet. Because

of this, if the magnetic force decreases, the lines of force will
tend to collapse toward the magnet. If the magnetic field is-

increased, the lines of forde will expand. The greater the strength
of the magnet, the farther out into space surrounding tha magnet its

Mellnetic force will extend. Also, when the strength of a magnet is
increased,' the number of lines of force in the magnetic field will-

also increase. This increased number of lines of farce results in

. the lines being closer together.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response

gheet.

1. The stronger the magnetic field the more lines of force
that a magnet will have.

2. Lines of force act as if they are elastic bands.

3. The greater the strength of a magnet, the closer together
the lines of Lorca are.

414
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Answers to Frame 7: T 1. T 2. T 3.

Frew 8
I

There are several basic laws concerning magnetic fields. We

have already discussed that (1) lines of $.orce travel from north pole

to south pole outside the magnet (soutu to north inside the magnet_);

(2) lines of force form continuous loops; and (3) lines of force aee

elastic and act as if under tensim. In figure 6, we observed that

the lines of force never crossed one another. Magnetic fields (lines

of force) have no known insulator. There-is no known substance in

the world through which a magnetic field cannot pass.

" NOT MARK IN THIS T.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response

sheet.

1. Rabbet does not allow the passage of lines of force.

2. Lines of force will never cross one another.

?. Lines of force are cnly continuous on the outside of the

magnet.

4. Mnes of force travel from north to south outside the

magnet.

3S4
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Answers to Flame 8:

371

1. T 2. 3. T 4.

Frame 9

When a bar magnet is broken into two separate pieces (refer to
figurer 7 below) it can be easily shown that each piece will have a
north polaond a south pole. The piece which contains the north
pole orthe original magnet will establish a south pole at the end
where,the break occurred, and the piece that iad the south pole of
the original magnet will establish a north pole at the end where
the break occurred. Each of the broken pieces of the original
magnet can be broken into two more pieces and you will have four
Azagnets. Each time the magnet is broken, a new pols'is established
.at the newly broken end and that pole is of the opposite type to the
pole at the other end. Iflyou would continue to break the magnet
Successively in half until molecular size were obtained, you would
find that the tiny molecule is a magnet possessing both a north pole
and a south pole, with its own magnetic field.

,N

A

Poles of a bar magnet

[N S

B

Poles of a bar magnet
After breakage

(Figure 7.

Theaa tiny magnets which are so small that they cannot be seen
with aafticroscope, are thought_,of as being origitilly jumbled ...at

random, with no definite order. This is illustrated in part A of
figure 8. Consideringthat these molecules are tiny magnets, you
might expect thatthey would automatically align themselves to form
a magnet. Internal stress in the iron or steel can override the
small magnetic fields of these magnets and hold theni immobile, so
that they maintain their haphazard alignment. An artificial magnet
can be made by stroking an iron of steel bar with a permanent magnet,
as shown,in part A of figure 8, provided that the strokes are made
in the same direction. If this process is contilued", we can align
the molecules as shown insert B of figure 8 and we have a magnet.
This process is referred to as magnetic induction. Heating or

jarring a magnet greatly weakens its magnetic force, since both of
these processes make it easier for the molecules to move back to
their randomly oriented position.

11
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Frame 9 (Continued)

0

A
UNISIONIT1211 STEIL.

I
MMINCTIUD MT EL

Figure 8.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT.

Mark.the following true statements with a "T" on the response

sheet.

1: A magnet is thought to be composed of many tiny magnets,

each with its own magnetic field.

2. The molecules of steel will automatically align themselves

to form a magnet.

12
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Answers to Frame 9: T 1. 2.

Frame 10

DO 801/141E IN THIS TEXT.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response
sheet.

1. Flow from south to north inside the magnet.

2. Form continuous loops.

3. Will pass through any substance.

4. Will cross only at the poles.

5. Are concentrated inside the magnet.

6. Are elastic and act as if under tension.

Write the letter for one correct answer of the four given on the
response sheet.

7. Which of the following substances are used in making
temporary magnets?

a. Hard steel.

b. Soft iron.

c. Soft silver.

d. Glass.

8. Which of the following substances are used in making
permanent magnets?

a. Hard steel.

b. Soft iron.

c. Soft silver.

d. Glass.

13
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Trams 10 (Continued)

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT.

MARK the following true statements with a "Th on the response
sheet.

9. Unlike magnetic poles repel each other.

10. Permanent magnets retain their magnetism for long periods
of time.

11. The space surrounding a magnet in which the magnetic lines
of force exist. is called a magnetic field.

12. If a magnet is broken in half, it will no longer have
any magnetic strength.

13. All of the following are good magnetic substances: alnico,

cobalt, steel, and gold.

3



Answers to Frame 10: T 1. T 2. T 3. 4. T 5.

T 6. 7. b 8. a 9. T 10.

T 11. 12. 13.

Frame 11

383

There are a few terms related to magnetism that you should be
familiar with. The first term is permeability, which is the measure
of the ease with which a given material can conduct magnetic lines
of force as compared tc air. The permeability. of a vacuum is cholen
to have a value of 1. The permeability,Of-iir has a value of 1.00004;
thus, for all ptactiCal purposes it can be considered as equal to 1.
The permeability of iron is vary high, depending upon the grade,
generally about 10,000. This means that the magnetic field will find
a path through iron that is 10,000 times easier to follow than that
through air. The property of permeability is used to direct and
concentrate a magneiic field with, respect to a given point in space.
Figure 9 shows how a magnetic field between the north and south poles
of a bar magnet is distorted or directed into a desired path through
.a soft iron bar. An important application of this property of permea-
bility is the use of magnetic shields, which are made of highly
permeable materials, such as soft iron, to protect delicate instru-
ments from damage due to an external magnetic field. If shy magnetic
substance is placed in a magnetic field it can become mangetized.
Many delicate instruments, such as watches and meters, are rendered
quite useless if some of their partslbecome magnetized.

SOFT IRCO BAR

OFre 9.

If, as in figure 10, a soft iron ring is placed around the
instrument to be protected, the lines of force from the magnetic
source will follow the permeable path through the soft ring, and
thus be deflected away from the instrument inside. Your watch
is probably another example of shielding. The back of it probably
specifies that your watch is antimagnetic or nonmagnetic. This
VOA= that the back is made up of a highly permeable material.

15
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Frame 11 (Continued)

Figure 10.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT.

Fill in each blank with the correct term on the response sheet.

1. The measure of the ease with which
conduct magnetic lines of force as

called

2. A highly permeable substance used
instrument from magnetic lines of

3.90

16

a given material can
compared to air is

to protect a delicate
force is called a
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Answers to Frame 11: 1. permeability 2. magnetic shield

Frame 12

Another term that you should be familiar with is retentivity,
which is the ability of a material to retain its magnetism. Since

steel holds its magnetism longer than soft iron, steel has much more
retentivity than does soft iron, It means that a material with good
retentivity will mike a good permanent magnet. Another term that
is very similar to retentivity is residual magnetism.

Residual magnetism is the amount of magnetism held by a substance
after the magnetizing force has been removed.

Hard steel will have very high residUal magnetism so it has high
retentivity, whereas, soft iron will have small amounts of residual
magnetism and a low retentivity.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT.

Fill in the blanks with the correct terms on the response sheet.

1. The amount of magnetism retained by a substance after
the magnetizing force is removed is called

2. The ability of a material to retain its magyitism is

called .

/I

3. Temporary magnets have (small/large)
amounts of residual magnetism and (high/low)
retentivity.

4. Permanent magnets have (high/low)
retentivity and large amounts of magnetism.
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Answers to Frame 12: 1. residual magnetism 2. retentivity

3. small, low 4. high, residual

Frame 13

The next term you will be concerned with in your study of
magnetism is magnetic saturation. A substance is said to be
magnetically saturated if increasing the strength of the magnetizing
force will not produce any additional magnetic field in the substance.
The typo of material that is being magnetized will determine the
point where the material becomes magnetically saturated. Soft iron

has a much lover saturation point than steel or alnico.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEler.

Mark the following true statements with a
sheet.

1111 on the response

1. All magnetic materials have the same saturation point.

2. Increasing the'strength of the magnetic source above tha
saturation point will cause a rapid increase in magnetism
of the material being magnetized.

3. Steel will reach its saturation point before soft iron.

18
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Answers to Frame 13: 1. 2. 3.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT.

Frame 14

317

Match the terms on the right to their4definition on the left by
placing the correct letter in the blank provided on the response sheet.

DEFINITIONS TERMS

1. Highly permeable material used a. Magnetic saturation
to protect delicate instruments
from damage due to an external b. Permeability
magnetic field.

2. Measure of east, with which a
given material can conduct
lines of force.

3. Ability of a material to
retain its eagnetiam.

4. Point where the magnetic
strength of a material will
not increase with an increase
in the Transtixing force.

5. Amount of magnetism retained
by a substance after the
magnetizing force is removed.

c. Magnetic shield

d. Residual magnetism

e. Retentivity

Mark the following trus statements with a ihr" on the response
sheet.

6. Soft iron will make a good permanent magnet.

7. A permanent magnet will retain its magnetic force for a
long period of time.

A.\ Two north poles will attract each other.

9. Magnetic field is concentrated inside the magnet.

The stronger thomagneticcfield the more lines of force
that a magnet will have.

11. Lines of force flow ziromiorth to south outside the magnet.

12. Hard steel will have higher retentivity than soft iron.

19
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Answer's to !frame 14: c 1. b 2. e 3. a 4. d 5.

6. T 7. 8. T 9. T 10.

T 11. T 11.

Frame 15

Up to this point we have been concerned with the characteristics

of magnets and their magnetic fields. In the next frames you will

begin to see the tie-in between magnetism and current flow. You

will learn how an electromagnet works and see some examples of how

we use magnets.

An electric current has with it cer..ain magnetic effects and these

effects obey definite laws. If a compass is placed close to a current

carrying conductor, the needle aligns itself at right angles to the

wire, thus, it shows that a magnetic field is there, see figure 12

below. The presence of this magnetic force can be shown by sprinkling
iron filings on the flat piece of paper this current carrying conductor

goes through, see figure 11 below. This shove that a magnetic field

exists in circular form around the wire.

POCKET
COMPASS

Figure 11.

DO NOT NARK IN THIS TEXT.

Figure 12.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response

sheet.

1. Lines of force exist around a conductor that has current

flowing in it.

2. Lines of force form complete circular loops around a

current carrying conductor.

3. A conductor will always have a magnetic field around it.

20
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Answers to Frame 15: T 1. 2. 3.

Frame 16

387

In the last frame we saw that a magnetic field does exist around

a current carrying conductor (wire). This magnetic field is very

much like the magnetic field around a permanent magnet. We also

saw that the lines of force do form circles around a current carrying

conductor. Each line of force around the wire ar..ts much like an

elastic band. When current in the wire goes up more lines of force

are stretched farther out from the wires, but as soon as current flow

goes down, some lines spring back toward the wire. Thus lines of force

act as if they were under tension. The circular lines around the

conductor in figure 13 below show that the lifDaLof force are all

along the full length of the wire.

Figure 13.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT. (:

Mark rue following true statemejets with a "T" concerning lines

of force around a current carrying conductor on the response sheet.

1. Form complete circles *round the conductor.

/. Act as if they areunder tension.

3. EXtend farther into space when the current flow through

the conductor is increased.

394
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Answers to Frame 16: T 1. T 2. T 3.

Frame 17

''',1

Lin of force around a conductor have another distinguishing

trait in that they' form at right ambles to the direct:ton of current

flow. The magnetic field around a straight conductor does no'. have

a north or a south pole since the lines of force are in circles. The

way in Which current is flowing through a conductor determines the

,
direction of the magnetic field mound it. A ;simple rule used to

find the direction of the magneti field vhett the direction of current

flow is known is the left hand rule. It can be stated as follows:

Grasp the conductor in the left hand with the thumb pointing iu the

direction of current flow as shown in figara 14 Nglow. The fingers

will point the way the magnetic field goes around the conductor.

This rule can also be used to find the direction of/current flow

through a conductor, if the direction of the magneeic field is known.

Figure 14.

DO NOT MARK IN /kIS TEXT.

Fill in the blanks with the correct word(a) on the response sheet.

1. The direction of the magnetic field is determined by the

direction of the through the conductor.

2. Reversing the current through a conductor will
the direction of the magnetic field surrounding it.

3. Increasing the amount of current flowing through a conductor

will the strength of the magnetic field

around it.

22
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Answers to Frame 17: 1. current glow 2. reverse 3. increase

Frame 18

If a wire is beat into the form of a loop, all of the lines of

force will go on aid circle the conductor as they did when the wire

was straight. Figure 15 below dhows that each line of force will
pass through the center or inside of the wire loop in the same

direction. Each line of force will then circle around the outside

of re loop to complete its path. The lines of force are con-

cen:::111 inside the wire loop causing the magnetic strength inside

the wire loop to increase.

Figure 15.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response

sheet.

1. The lines of force on the inside of a conductor loop will

be in the same direction.

2. Reversing the direction of current flow through the loop
will cause the direction of the lines of force to reverse
direction.

3. The lines of force on .the inside of a conductor loop will
oppose one another and cancel the magnetic effect.



Answers to Frame 18: T 1. T 2. 3.

Frame 19

If you can remember the path taken by' lines of force in a bar

magost, you will see that it is almost tio same as the lines of force

through a loop of wire. Lines of force in a bar magnet all go one

way inside the magnet, then each line completes its loop by circling

outside the magnet. A loop of wire has poles just like a bar magnet.

All lines of force go in one, aide of the loop and leave from the other

side of the loop. Thus, a north pdle is made on one face of the loop

and a south pole on the other. See figure 16 below. The side of the

loop into Which the lines of force enter is the south pole, while the

side from Which the lines of force leave is the north pole. Magnets

made by current flow through coils obey the same fundamental laws of

magnetism (like poles repel and unlike poles attract) as do permanent

magnets.

Figure 16.

.D0 NOT NARK INTHIS TUT.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the resnonse

sheet.

1. Lines of force flow from north to south inside the Loop

of a current-carrying wire. -

2. The magnetic field around a straight conductor has a north

and south pole.

3. The magnetic field created by the loop of a current-carrying

conductor is very similar to that of a bar magnet.

4. A loop of wire with current flowing has a north andri-south

pole.

5. If you placed, two currant-carrying coils so that the

north poles faced each other, the coils would be pushed

away from each other.

398
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Answers to Frama-019: 1. 2. T 3. T 4. T 3.

Frame 20

The magnetic fields of two parallel wires with their current
flowing in the same direction are shown in figurb 17 below.

Figure 17.

393

Notice that in the area between the conductors, the magnetic lines
of force oppose each other, while the rest of the lines of force join
'to form complete magnetic loops which are stronger than the field'

around either of the separate conductors. The magnetic fields of the
two conductors will join only if the currents cre flowing in the same
direction.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response
sheet.

1. The magnetic fields of two parall conductors with current
flow in the same direction will be additive.

2. The magnetic fields of two parallel conductors with current
flow in opposite directions will be additive.

3. The magnetic lines of force between two parallel conductors
with current flow in the same direction will combine.

4. The number of parallel conductors with current flowing
in the same direction determine the overall magnetic
strength.

25
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Answers to Frame 20: T 1. 2. 3. T 4.

Trams 21,

when a wire is wound into a coil of many loops or turns, the

magnetic fields around all thq loops of wire tend to join to form

a large magnetic field. The magnetic field of this coil goes one

way inside the coil and the opposite way outside the coil. See

figure 18 below. The external lines of force leave the coil at the

north pole and go back to the coil at the south pole: just as in

a permanent magnet. The same fundamental lams of magnetism apply

here also. The polarity of a coil (north or south pole) is determined

by the way current flows through the coil windings.

Figure 18.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT.

Mark the following true statsments with a "T" on the response

sheet.

1. The polarity of a coil 7,-1 remain the dame when current

direction is reversed through it.

2. Lines of force travel from north to south inside of

a coil.

3. Adding more turns on a coil will cause the coil's magnetic

strength to increase.

26
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Answers to Frame 21: I. 2. T 3.

39.5"

Frame 22

Because the direction of the magnetic field (polarity) of a coil
depends on the direction of the current flow through the coil, it is
possible to figure out which end of the coil is the north pole. A
simple rule was made to do this. This rule is referred to as the

left hand rule. This rule is as follows: Grasp the coil in your
left hand with your fingers pointing in the direction of current
flow through the coil windings, as shown in figure 19 below. Your

thumb will point toward the north pole of the coil. Care must be
taken to be sure the fingers point in the direction of current flow
through the coil windings.

ad.
\ k te

-111-

.111=1 oIMIns. OMNI.

ollImo WNW.

4,

Figure 19.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT.

Fill in the blanks with the correct words on the response sheet.

1. In using the. left hand rule. as in figure 19 above, your
point in the direction of current flow, and

your points toward the north pole of the
coil.
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Answers to Frame 21: fingers, thumb

Frame 23

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TUT.

Choose one of the four answers given and write its letter on the

response sheet.

a.

b.

1. The direction of current through these coils is correctly

indicated by

a. arrows A and C.

b. arrows B and D.

c. arrows A and D.

d. arrows B and C.

2. Circle the letters of the coils that have a north polarity

at point X.

c.

d.

402
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Answers to items 23: 1. d 2. b, c

317

Prams 24

In the last frame you should have seen that if the coil winding
direction remains the same and the direction of current flow is
reversed, the polarity of the coil will be reversed. The same is

true, if the direction of current remains the same and the direction

of the coil minding is reversed; the polarity will also reverse.
If the direction of 'winding and current flow are both reversed the

polarity will remain the same.

DO NOT MARK D THIS TEXT.

Choose one of the two answers given and write its letter on

the response sheet.

1. Which coil has the south pole at point X?

a. b .

I

4 0,3
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Answer to Frame 24: 1. b

Trams 25

Jel: There are several things which will effect the magnetic streng0

) f a coil. One of these is the amount of current flowing through the

il. When current flow increases, the magnetic strength of the coil

will also increase. This factor is easy to control because it does

not depend on the physical asks up of the coil. Another factor which

effects the magnetic strength of a coil is the number of turns in the

coil. The word "turn" as used here refers to a loop of the conductor

in the coil. The more turns on the coil the more magnetic strength

the coil will have.-

DO NOT MARE IN MIS TEXT.

Fill in the blanks with the correct word(s) on the response

sheet.

1. If current flow is decreased through a coil, the magnetic,

streggthOf the coil will

2. If two coils have the same amount of current flowing

through them, then the one with five turns will have

(more/less) magnetic strength than the

coil with two turns.

404
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Answers to Frame 25: 1. decrease 2. more

Frame 26

3?,

The Magnetic strength of a coil is also based on how close the
turns in the coil are to each other. When the turns are relatively
far apart, as shown below in part A of figure 20, many of e lines

of force will circle one turn of the coil only. When the urns are
close to each other as in B, a great many more lines of f ce will

encircle the whole coil. Thus, coil B will have a stronger magnetic
field than will coil A. (assuming that both coils have the same amount
of current flowing through them). The relationship between magnetic
strength and turns in the coil can be summed up in the statement:
"The greater the number of turns per inch in a coil, the greater its
magnetic strength will be." The magnetic force of a coil, which is
based on the turns per inch and the current in the coil, is called
"magnetomotive force" and is equal to the current (in amperes) in
the coil multiplied by the number of turns per inch.

Figure 20.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT.

Fill in the blanks with the correct word(s) on the response sheet.

1. Magnetomotive force can be increased either by increasing
the turns per inch in a coil or by increasing the

through it.

2. The number of turns per inch multiplied by the current

(in amperes) 18, equal to the amount of
force in a coil.
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Answers to Frame 26: 1. current, 2. memoomotive,

Frans 27

We have juit seen that the magnetomotive force in a coil affects

the magnetic strength of a cgil. The kind of material in the core

of a coil also affects the mignetic strength of a coil. If a soft

iron bar is inserted into a coil, the magnetic strength of that

coil will be increased tremendously. The reason for this is that

the iron is much more permeable than air and therefore, more lines

of force will flow through the iron. We stated earlier it this
programmed text that air has a permeability of about 1.0 whereas

soft iron has permeability of about 10,000. This means that the

magnetomotive force necessary to produce one line of force inside

a coil with an air core, will produce about 10,000 lines of force

if a soft iron core is inserted into the coil. This is partly due

to the fact that the iron cora becomes magnetised and its magnetic

field is added to the magnetic field of the coil.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT.

Choose one of the answers given and write its letter on the

rev ponse sheet.

1. If the magnetomotive force in each of these coils is

the same, the magnetic strength of coil

will be much greater.

2. Three factors mentioned in this programmed text which
affect the magnetic strength of a coil are (circle the

'letter in front of the correct answer).

a. permeability of the core, flux leakage, and current

flow.

b. permeability of the core, turns per inch, and current

flow.

c. current, voltage, and resistaoce.
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Answers to Frame 27: 1. B 2. b

Frame 28

4/01

Reluctance is commonly defined as the opposition offered by a
magnetic circuit (for instance a coil) to lines otiforce. The reluctance
of the coil depends on the length of the core, the cross-sectional area
of the core and the type of material of the core. The distinguishing
traits of the reluctance of a coil are comparable to those of resistance
in an electrical circuit. A substance such as hard steel will have more
reluctance than will soft iron whereas soft iron has higher permeability
than les hard steel. From this we can see that permeability and
reluctance are opposites.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT.

Fill in the blanks with the correct word(s) on the response sheet.

1. The opposition offered by a magneticocircuit tp lines of
force is called

2. Soft iron has (lower/higher) reluctance

than does hard steel.
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Answers Sp Frame 28: 1. reluctance 2. lower

Frame 29

When current flow is increased, the magnetic strength of a coil
will increase up to the point of saturation of the core material.
At this point very little increase in magnetic strength -will occur
with a current increase. The amount of current that can flow through
the coil is determined by the size of the wire in the coil, the

.number of turns, and the applied voltage.

DO NOT NARK IN THIS TEXT.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response

Sheet.

1. Magnetic strength will increase very rapidly at saturation.

2. As current increases through a coil, the magnetic strength
will increase until saturation occurs.

3. Dicreasing the current flow_through a coil will cause the

magnetic field to decrease.

34
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Answers to Frame 29: 1. T 2. T 3.

Frame 30

403

A current carrying coil which has a core of magnetic material
is commonly called an electromagnet. Many electromagnets usa iron
cores due to the fact that'iron is easily magnetized. Some electro-
magnets, such as the one in figure 21 below, are so large and powerful
that they can lift tons of scrap metal at one time. Other electro-
magnets used in some electrical and sled /ionic circuits are very small.
Magnets commonly.used can be'classified as either permanent magnets or
electromagnets (temporary).

Figure 21.

DO NOT MARK EN THIS TEXT.

Fill in the blanks with the correct word on the response sheet.

1. A coil which is wound on a core of magnetic material is
called an

2. Horseshoe magnets, bar magnets, compass needles, which
work without electrical power, are all
magnets, while magnets which get their power from the
current,in a coil ar.

NN

3. Regardless of the sources of tLe fields around magnets,
they all the' fundamental laws of magnet:sm.
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Answers to Frame 30: 1. electron:gnat 2. permanent electromagnets

3. obey

Prams 31

As stated earlier, electromagnets are used in any electrical

devices such as circuit breakers, relays and aicropositioners. You

will study all of the* in greater detail in a later lesson. However,

let us take a closer look at the use of electromagnets in a meter used

to measure current now.

If an electromagnet is mounted on a pivot between the poles of

a permanent magnet as in figure 22, as current flows through the coil,

the poles of the electromagnet' will be repelled by the poles of the

permanent magnet. The are current that is flowing through the coil,

the sore the electromagnet will turn. If a needle is attached to the

coil-as in figure 23 below, and a calibrated scale is added, we can

measure the amount of currant flowing in the coil.

.,^ 0.5ms 0
Op

DIRECTION OFNOVENENT

ArN
11STOP PIN

Figure 22.

DO NOT MARK ER THIS TEXT.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response

sheet.

!mow.
Comm=004

Figure 23.

1. In figure 22 the electromagnet is attracting the permanent

magnet.

2. The coil in the meter movement in figure 22 can turn in

either direction.

3. Electromagnets have many uses in electrical devices.

41()
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Answers to Frame 31: 1. 2. T 3.

Frame 32

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TUT.

Yor

Select those 2actors) that cause the magnetic strength of an
electromagnet to increase by placing a Checkmark in the blank provided:
on the response sheet.

1, Decrease the nuMbei of turns of the coil.

2. Decrease the distance between the turns of the coil,.

3. Decrease the current flow through the coil.

4. Replace an air core with en iron core in the coil.

5. Increase the distance between the turns of the coil.

6. Increase, the current flow through the coil.

7. Remove the iron core from the coil.

8. Increase the number of turns of the coil.

,Choose one of the answers given and write its letter on the
response sheet.

9. Which coil has the north pole at point X?

a. b.

X

10. Whizb of the following would make the best magnetic shield?

a. Hard steel.

b. Soft iron.

-. Soft silver.

d. Alnico.

e

ti
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rimers to Frame 32: 1.

T 6.

frame 33

T2. 3. T 4. 5.

7, T 8. 9. b 10. b

DO POT MARK IN THIS TEXT.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response

sheet.

1. Soft iron is used to make temporary magnets.

2. Permanent magnets retain their magnetism for long periods

of tine.

3. Like magnetic poles will attract each other.

4. Alnico is used in making permanent magnets.

5. The space surrounding a magnet in which the magnetic

force acts is called a magnetic field.

Select the-statements) that correctly describe the magnetic

lines of force by placing a checknark in the blank provided on the

response sheet.

6. Are elastic and act as if under tension.

7. Will cross at the poles.

8. Will not pass through glass.

9. Form continuous loops.

10. Flow from south to north outaile the magnet.

Fill in the blanks with the correct tit= on the response sheet.

A list of terms is given below for you to use.

11. The measure of the ease with which a Reluctance

given =torte.' an conduct magnetic
lines of fore*, as compered to air is Retentivity

called
Residual Magnetism

12. The amount of magnetism retained by
a substance after the magnetizing Permeability

force is removed is called
Magnetic Shield

13. A highly permeable substance used to
protect a delicate instrument from Magnetic Saturation

magnetic lines of force is called

a

14. Tt., ability of a material to retain

its magnetite is called
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15. Point Where the :magnetic strength of
a material will not increase with an
increase in the magnetising force
is called

16. The opposition offered by a
magnetic circuit to lines of
force is called

. Answers to Frame 33:

T 1.

T 2.

3.

T 4.

T 5.

T 6.

7.

8.

T 99.

10.

11. Permeability

12. Residual Magnetism

13. Magnetic Shield

14. Retentivity

15. Magnetic Saturation

16. Reluctance

39
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3A3R42331
,,instructional system. The materials contained herein has been
validated using students enrolled in the 3ABR42331 course.
Ninety percent of the students taking this text have reached
or surpassed the criterion called for in the approved lesson
objective. The average student required 2 hours and 54 minutes
to complete the text.

'OBJECTIVES

1. Select basic facts, terms, and laws used in the
generation of an electromagnetic field.

2. Select the basic symbols and terms used in electrical
circuits.

Each of the above objectives will be accomplished with a
minimum of 80% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONS

Read each frame carefully beginning with the first frame.
Answer the questions at the end of each frame in accordance
with the instructions provided inthe frame. Check your
responses with the correct answers which are located on the
top of the next frame. If you made an error, determine the
cause and correct it before going on to the next frame. When
you complete this lesson, contact your instructor for further
instructions. Write all your answers on the response sheet.
DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT!

I

OFR: 3370TTG
DISTRIBUTION:

337OTTGTC - 600; TTVSR - 1
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Frame 1

The most complex electrical circuit can be reduced to a very
basic circuit. Therefore, there is a great need for you to know
all of the basic symbols in order to read these circuits. A basic
circuit has.five main parts each of which we will talk about as we
move on into this lesson. These five main parts are the power
source which supplied EMF to the load unit, conductor, protective
device, and the controlling device.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. Badic circuits are not meaningful to you.

2. A basic circuit has five components.

3. One of the components of a basic circuit is a power
source which supplies EMF.

4. One of the components of a basic circuit is a
multimeter.

Answers to Frame 1: 1. T 2. T 3. 4.

Frame 2

First, let us talk about some common sources of EMF. In the
lesson on electron theory we defined EMI' as the force that will
cause free electrons to move in a conductor (wire) from a negative
potential to a positive potential. There are a lot of ways to
generate voltage, but we are only going to talk about three of
the more common types with which you will be dealing. They are
chemical, mechanical, and hat.

Mark the following true statement? with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. EMF is the force that causes electron flow.

2. There are only three methods cf voltage generation.

3. A source of EMF is needed for current flow.

3
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Answers to Frame 2:

Frame 3

T 1. 2. T 3.

First of all we will look at the mechanical method that is

to make an EMF. In this method a device is used that will changes

mechanical energy to electrical energy. The generator that we will

find on our cars and on an aircraft and those that supply power to
our homes are examples of this device. As the generator is turned,

the conductors on the inside are moved through (cut) magnetic lines
of force, this will induce a voltage in the conductor.

.

movimEMTill CONDUCTOR

FLUX
MAGNETIC FIELD

IIIMANENT
MAGNET

The above sketch shows this type of voltage generation in

one of the simpler ways. You can see that the magnetic field is

made by' a "U" shaped permanent magnet. The conductor is hooked

to a meter that acts as a road. Mechanical energy of some sort

is used to move the conductor through the magnetic field. This

will induce a voltage in the conductor. The voltage will flow

through the wires and meter connected to the conductor and the
meter will show. the amount of induced voltage.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. A generator changes electrical energy to mechanical energy.

2. Voltage can be produced by moving a conductor so that it

cuts magnetic lines of force.

3. The energy used to operate the electrical units on the
aircraft is energy that has been changed from mechanical
energy supplied by the engines.

4. The generator is one of the LEAST used devices for
generating or producing voltage.

4
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Answers to Frame 3: 1. T 2. T 3. 4.

Frame 4

In sketch "A" you can see that the "U" shaped magnet does not
move but that the conductor does move down. In sketch "B" note
that the magnet moves up and the conductor does not move. From
these sketches it is easy to see that the outcome is the same; a
voltage was inluced in the conductor. A voltage will be made any
time a conductor moves through magnetic lines of force.

The conductor must move across (not parallel to) the lines of-
force in order for it to "cut" these lines of force. A relationship
will exist between the motion of the conductor and the angle at which
it cuts the lines of force. This relationship is called relative
angular motion. It can be said that when there is relative angular
Notion between a conductor and a magnetic field a voltage mill be
induced in that conductor. This is called electromagnetic induction.
Electromagnetic induction is the principle of operation of all
generators.

MOVEMENT

CONOUCTOO MAGNET
MOVEMENT

Mark the following true atateme with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. Voltage is induced in a conductor when both the conductor
and the magnetic field are moved in the same direction at
the same rate of speed.

2. If there is relative angular motion between a conductor
and a magnetic field, electromagnetic induction will take
place.

3. The motion required for voltage generation may be provided
by moving either the conductor or the field.

5
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Answers to Frame 4:

Frame 5

1. T Z. T 3.

You have now learned how to produce voltage by the mechanical

method; now let us see how voltage can go up and down. This is

done by increasing the speed of the relative angular motion between

the conductor and the magnetic field. This means that the conductor

will cut more lines of force in a given time which will cause the

induced voltage to go up. ,Making the strength of the field go up

means there will be more lines of force for a given area. If the

magnetic Bald was to go up, and speed stay the same, the conductor

would cut more lines of force in a givenItime, and the induced
voltage would go up. Another way of making the voltage. produced

go up, is to add more conductors. When a conductor is wound to

form a coil (as thread on a spool), there will be more conductors

to cut the lines of force. Since the turns of the wire are in the

same direction, the voltages are additive, and the total induced

voltage will go up.

Mark the following true statem'nts with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. Increasing the speed of the relative angular motion
between a conductor and a magnetic field decreases

induced voltage.

2. Decreasing the strength of the magnetic field through
whist a conductor cuts the lines of force decreases
voltage induced in the conductor.

3. Increasing the number of turns in a conductor cutting
magnetic lines of force decreases induced voltage in

the conductor.

4. Speed, strength of the magnetic field, and the number of
turns of the conductor are, three factors which affect the

amount of voltage induced in the conductor by electro
magnetic induction.

6
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Answers to Frame 5: 1. T 2. 3. T 4.

Frame 6

The next way of producing a voltage is by the chemical method.
The battery in a car, or the cell in a flashlight are examples of
voltage generation by the chemical method. If any two metals,
which are not the same, are put in a solution that will conduct
electricity, a voltage is produced. The metals are referred to
as plates. The solution in which the plates are put is called
electrolyte. If a plate of copper, and a plate of aluminum are
put in a container of 4;inking water, a voltage is produced. In
the sketch below, note the deflection of the needle on des meter
which is hooked up to the copper and aluminum plates in the
drinking water.

ALUMINUM
DRINKING WATER COPPER

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Two like metals immersed in an electrolyte produce a
voltage.

The voltage produced by immersing copper and aluminum in
drinking water is produced by the Chemical-method.

Copper and iron plates immersed in drinking water produce
a voltage.

The materials immersed in electrolyte to produce voltage
are called *Imes.
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Answers to Trams 6:

Trams 7

1. T 2. T 3. T 4.

Since you know how voltage can be produced by the chemical method,
let us find out how the voltage caa be raised or lowered. One way to
do this is to use a different electrolyte. Amaill in the sketch below
are identical except for the electrolyte. The one on the left uses
drinking water as the electrolyte, and the other one uses a solution of
vinegar and water as the electrolyte. Note that the vinegar and water
solution will make a greater needle deflection on the meter. This will
tell you that a higher voltage is produced.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. If the same two unlike metals are immersed in a different
kind of olectrolyte, the same amount of voltage is
produced.

2. In the above illustration, voltage is being produced by
the chemical method.

3. The meters in the illustration indicate that a higher
voltage is produced with the electrolyte of vinegar and
water solution than with drinking water.

8
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Answers to Frame 7: 1. T 2. T 3.

Frame 8

We have found that the same combination of metals when put in
different types of electrolyte will produce different amounts of
voltage. By using different combinations of metal plates in the
same electrolyte we can also produce different amounts of voltage.
In the sketch below, A and B are identical, exept that a different
combination of metals have been put in the electrolyte. Note that
the voltage produced by the copper plates and the zinc plates is
much higher than the voltage produced by the copper plates and the
aluminum plates.

COPPER

Al (MINUM

COPPER

ZINC

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response skeet.

1. Copper and aluminum immersed in water produce a higher
voltage than copper and zinc immersed in water.

2. Voltage produced by the chemical method can be varied by
either using different types of metals, or by the use of
different types of electrolyte.

3. In the above illustration, voltage is produced by the
mechanical method.

42;
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Answers to Frame 8:

Frame 9

1. T 2. 3.

Even though the mechanical and chemical methods are used to
produce most of our electrical power, the thermal or heat method
of voltage generation also has its uses. This method is used in
heat indicating circuits and fire warning systems. The device
that is used to produce the voltage is called a thermocouple.
In this method when two wires of unlike metals are joined at one
end, md heat is put on the junction of these wires, a whelp
will be produced. In the sketch shown, one wire is iron, and the
other wire is constantan (an alloy of nickel and copper). Heat
is applied to the junction (the point at which the two wires are
joined. together), and the meter that is hooked up to the thermo
couple shows that a voltage is generated.

11.INCTION

-CONST ANTAP4

MON.CONSTANTAN
TNERMOCOUPLI

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. A thermocouple is a device used to produce voltage by
the heat or thermal method.

2. The chemical method Of producing voltage, changes heat
energy to electrical energy.

3. If two dissimilar metal wires joined at one end are
heated at their junction, a voltage is generated.

10
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Answers to Frame 9; T 1. 2. T 3.

Frame 10

Ihe voltage made by the thermal method can be changed in two
diffitent ways. If the heat is changed, the amount of voltage
generated will change. This is why the thermocouple can be used in
heat indicating circuits. As the heat goes up, the voltage goes up.
As shown in the sketch, a meter can be hooked between the ends of the
thermocouple and must be marked in degrees to chow .the temperature
at the thermocouple junction. The other means of getting a different
voltage is to,..use two different metals in the wires. In the sketch
shown, A and B are the same thermocouples, but more heat is put on
B than is put on A, and the voltage generated by B is higher. -A: and
D are made of different metals. The same amount of heat is put on
each, but the iron- conetantan thermocouple generates a higher voltage
than the chromel-alumel thermocouple.

IRON

CONSTANTAN

A

IRON

CONSTANTAN) >11.
C

IRON

CONSTANTAN
0 I

000.01.

AtUM1L

D

>aa

Mark the following true statement(s) with a "r" on the response sheet.

1. Different metals in thermocouples produce different
amount of voltage.

2. Increasing the amount of heat applied to a thermocouple
increases the amount of voltage generated.

3. In the illustration, voltage is produced by the chemical
method.

4. The thermocouple is used to produce voltage by the
mechanical method.
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Mowers to Frame 10: T 1. T 2. 3. 4.

Tram. 11

Match the dffinitions on the right to the terms on the left. Be
sure to distingvish between the device or example and the method.
Write your answer on the response sheet.

1. Madianical method a.

2.

b.

3. Generator

4. Beat or thermal method

5. c.Thermocompl

E. Cherica1 method

d.

e.

f.

12

Device that uses mechanical
energy to produce an EMF.

Voltage is produced by two
dissimilar metals immersed
in a solution which will
conduct electricity.

Voltage is produced by
relative angular motion
between ccaductors, and
a magnetic field.

Device that uses heat to
produce an EM!.

Example of the chemical
method.

Voltage is produced when
heat is applied to two
dissimilar metals which
are joined at one end.
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Answers to 1..tme 11: c 1. e 2. a 3. f 4. d 5. b 6.

Frame 12

By now you should understand that the first part of a basic
circuit is the yowersource which pupplies EMS. Examples of a
power source are a battery, generator, and thermocouple. In frame 1,
we said that there was a need to know basic symbols in order to trace
out the circuits. Symbols are used to make identification of units
easier, and to remove thy need for writing the name or drawing a
picture of the Unit. The schematic symbols for a battery, generator,
and thermocouple are shown below.

NOTE: Short line is negative,
long line is positive.

Draw the correct symbol by its term on the response sheet.

1. Thermocouple

2. Battery

3. Generator
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Answers to frame 12.

Tress 13

1. 2. 3.

The second part of a basic circuit is the load unit. This is

a 44,4441 which rinds custom" to perform a task. Some examples are

lamps, motors, resistors, and coils. For now, we will be concerned

mainly with lamps and resistors.

Mark the fol:owins true statements with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. A load unit performs its function by using current.

2. A motor is an example of a load unit.

3. A thermocouple is an example of a source of off.

4. A resistor is a source of MI.

3. A lamp is a protective device.

427
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Answers to Frame 13: T A. T 2. T 3. 4. S.
Prams 14

Some examples of load MILLS and their symbols are shown below:

MID 11511101

WIP1111

ImiNAL I If Ilmiv4AL
1 3

LAMPSVAWIL P01 A 111.1105TAT
OP A VARiAllit IMMO.

C0101111) LAMPS ARE
RHEOSTAT DESIONATIO AS POlLOWSI

CLEAR LAMP

0 IMO LAMP

TiaLew LAMP

Draw the correct symbols beside their terms on the response sheet.

1. Variable resistor or rheostat

2. Fixed resIstor

3. Lamp

4. Clear lamp
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Trams 13

A third part of a basic circuit is a co ct r. This is the

pert that is-usd to form the path. that current wi follow. A wire

is the must caws mad of a conductor used. The schematic symbol

for a wire is a a..lid line. The metal frameAf the aircraft can also

be need as a conductor (wire). To lift **Inuit, the metal
frame is used as one of the paths for This soda will

also cut down the weight of the aircraft by cutting down the amount

oficirlagthasirmattAushava,_ften i t in the sketch below

is closed. the- circuit is completed. Elect us will flow from the
battery to the aircraft frame, through the frame to'the lamp ground

wire, and on to the lamp. Prom the lamp they move on through the

wire; to and through the switch to the battery. A scheMatic

diagram of this is shown below.

LAMP SYMiOt

I
NOTE:
THESE SYMSOLS IIIESENT THE CONNECTIONS
TO TITS PIAMIAOROUNDI

GROUND -11`

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. is a ground connection symbol,

16429



Pratte 15 Cont'd
2. The aircraft structure is used as a conductor.

3. A wire is the only conductor used in the aircraft.

.....1,444. The case of some units is used as a conductor.

Answers to Trams 15: T !L. T 2. 3. T 4.

Brame 16

Below are the symbols widely used to indicate connection or no
connection of conductors.

1. Crossing (no connection.)

2. Connection.

3. Ground connection.

aN111111111N,

IMO

Drew the correct symbol beside its name on the response sheet.

1. Ground connection

2. Crossing (no connection)

3. Connection
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Answers to frame 16. 1. 2. 3.

Prams 17

Letts check to see haw much you

I. Retch the terms on the rfsht
Ssee terms viii be used more
(meths response Sheet.

1. Motor

have learned.

with the components on the left.
than once. Write your answers

p. Load unit

2. Battery b. Conductor

3. Wire c. Source of EMI.

4. Resistor

5. Thermocouple

6. Aircraft structure

7. Case of a unit

8. Generator

9. Lamp

18
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Frame 17 (Cont'd)

( II. Match the terms on the right with the symbols on the left.
Write your answers on the response sheet.

=10011/1101M

6.

7.

8.

9.

a. Generator

b. Lamps

c. Thermocouple

d. Variable resistor

kt. Conductors connected

f. ;roiled

g. Resistor fixed

h. Battery

i. Conductors crossing
(aa connection)

If you missed any of the above, review the appropriate frame
before proceeding with frame 18.

If you got them all correct, proceed with frame 18.

19
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Answers to Frame 17:

Section I: a 1. c 2. b 3. a 4. c 5. b 6. h 7. c 8. a 9.

Section II: h 1. c 2. i 3.' b 4.

From 18

_&_5. a 6. f 7. e 8. d 9.

So far we have gone over three parts of a basiccircuit. We have
two more parts left, a.controllAng device and a protective, devtce. The
controlling device is used to turn the circuit ON and OFF. Switches
and relays amused for this purpose. The relay is used as a remote
Control type of,esitch. You have used a switch each time you turned
your room light on and off. There are a lot of different types of
switches Fer --tom

present, remember that relays and switches are controlling devices.
Shown here is-the symbol for a basic switch.

*ark the following true statements with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. The relay is the only controlling device that you will use.

2. The symbol for a switch is. .

3. ,A controlling device is used to turn a circuit ON and OFF.

4. A switch is a controlling device.111111=D
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Answers to Frame 18: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4.

(- Frame 19

To close a switch means to turn the switch to a position which
will allow current to flow through it. Thus, to open a switch means
to turn the switch to a position which will no allow current to
flow through it.

T
Figure 1.

In figure 1 we have a source of EMF (power), conductor, load unit,
and a controlling device. Note that the switch is open. Thus, we
have a circuit which will not have a complete path for current flow.
Now if we close the switch, as in figure 2, we will have a complete
path fOr current to flow to the load.

MN*
eammINON

Figure 2. Figure 3.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. In figure 3, there is a complete path for current flow.

2. In figure 3, if the switch it closed there will be a complete
path for currentippow.

3. Figure 3 shows. &complete circuit of a switch, conductor,
resistor, and a generator:

3 4
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Answers to Frame 19: 1. T 2. 3.

kerns 20

The fifth and last part of a basic circuit is a protective
device. It is used to protect the circuit against too high a
current flow. To examples of protective devices are fuses and
circuit breakers. The main difference between the two is that
a circuit breaker can be reset and-reused, while a fuse cannot
and mast be replaced if blown. There are any types of fuses
and circuit breakers. You will study these -in a later lesson.

The basic symbol for a fuse is 4.\,, . The symbol for one

type of circuit breaker, the push-pull is 4-T1

)1

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. The symbol for a fuse is CV!

2. A fuse can be reset.

3. The symbol for a push-pull circuit breaker is 4X1

4. A protective device protects the circuit from an under-
voltage condition.

5. Fuses. and circirlt breakers are protective devices.

Answers to Frame 20: T 1. 2. T 3. 4. T 5.

Frame 21

Draw the correct symbol beside its name on the respcnse sheet.

1. Switch open

2. Switch closed

3. Push-pull circuit breaker

4. Fuse

435
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Answers to frame 21. oe//e. 1. w2lc 2.
4;%

3.
.,

4.

Frame 22

it30

In the lesson you had on Electron Theory EMP, Current, and
Resistance was defined. In this frame we will review the definitions
of EMP and current and add some other facts you need to know about them.

EMF is the force that is needed to cause current to flow. EMF is
the abbreviation for electromotive force. There are other terms
which have almost the same meanings, like voltage, potential difference,
and electrical pressure. The symbol we use for all these term, is E.
The unit of measurement of EMI is the volt. Oni voltis the pressure
that is required to send one severe of current through a resistance of
one ohm. The symbol for volt is V.

Current was defined as the flow of electrons through a conductor
from a negative potential to a positive potential. Again it met be
said that there are terms that have Inst about the same meaning as
current. These are electron flow, intensity, and amperage. The symbol
for all these terms is I. The unit of measurement for current is the
ampere. The symbol for ampere is a.

Place the symbol in the blank space on the response sheet for each of
the following terms. .

1. electromotive force

2. current

3. volt

4. potential difference

5. amperes

6. voltage

23 436
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Answers to Frame 22: E 1. I 2. V 3. E 4. a 5. E 6.

Prams 23

Resistance is the opposition to current flow in a dc circuit.
The symbol for gesistamce is R. The unit of measurement of resistance
is the ebn. Oa' obn Is the value of resistance through which I ampere
of earrestwill flow when one volt is'applied to it. The symbol for
.% is the Great letter omega, witty' as Cl.

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response sheet.

I. Resistance is the opposition to current flow in a DC
circuit.

2. The symbol for resistance is O.

3. The unit of measurement for resistance is MOW

4. The symbol for oha is O.4011MI

Answirs to frame -1: T 1. 2. 3. T 4.

Frame 24

Mitch the symbols on the right with the terms on the left and writs
the answers on the response sheet.

1. Volt a. E

2. Ohm b. V

3. Resistance c. R

4. Current d. a

5. Amipers e. 0

6. Voltage f. I

If you suss any of these, restudy frames 22 - 23 before
proceeding to frame 25.

If you eot-thase all correct, proceed to frame 23.

24
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Answers to Frame 24: , _.L l. 2. c 3. f 4. d 5. _A.6.

Frame 25

The amount of voltage, current, and resistance ic a circuit
is based on the type of circuit. For measuring th alms we
440 meters. To measure current flow we use an soma to 0040=0

10

potential difference we use a vb taster, and to sure resistance,

we wie an ohmmeter. The use of hose meters wil be the topic of
another lesson. For now we are ncerned only with the symbols for

these asters. They are as 'follows

1. Ammeter

2. Voltmeter

3. Ohmmeter

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. An ohmmeter is used to measure current flow in a circuit.

.-- 2: The symbol for the ohmmeter is.

3. The symbol for the voltmeter is

4. The symbol for the ammeter is

4358
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Ammer. to Trams 25: 2. . T 3. T 4.

Trams 26

Now let's combine some of thesymbola you have learned and draw
M basic circuit.

Mow you will draw a basic circuit en the response ghost with a
battery, conductor, circuit breaker, switch, and a lamp, not a
resistor as Show above.

26
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Answer to Froodiri6:

Frame 2-

Ma 1 the terms.on the right with the conpoienta on the left. The
terms can be used more than once. Write your answers on the response

1.Wire

2.- Aircraft structure

3. Resistor

4. Relay

S. Motor

6. Lamp

7. Switch

8.. Case of unit

9. Generator

a. Load unit

b. Source of EMT

c. Conductor

d. Protective device

e. COntrolling device

_10. Thermocouple
.

11., Fuse

12. Battery

13. -Circuit breaker

i

If you missed any of these, restudy the appropriate frame
oec_Ing with the question or questions you missed before proceeding
with frame 28.

If ybu got these all correct, proceed with frame 2b.

27
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AMAVeri to Frame 27: _1_1. _1_2. a 3. e 4. a 5. a 6. e 7.

cc _8. b 9. d 11. b 12. d 13.

Frees 28

Match the terms on the left with the symbols on the right. Write

your answers on the response-sheet.

1. Generator a. n o.

2. Thermocouple b. a
A

3. Volt ,-.. -V p.

4. Variable nails= d. h

S. Ammeter e. E q.

6. Ground f. I

7. Fixed resistor g. r% e:
8. Voltage

9. Battery h. a.

10. Ohmmeter

11. Resistance i. t.

Lamps

13. Currint J. u.

14. Ohm

15. Voltmeter

16. .Conductors connected

17. Ampere

18. Circuit breaker

19. Conductors crossing

20. Switch

21. Fuse

k.

1.

m.

n.

Tf you missed any of these, restudy the frame covering that symbol

or symbols before proceeding to frame 29.

28
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lab

f. Voltage is produced when
heat is applied to two
dissimilar metals -ihich
are joined st one end.

e. Example of the chemical
method of producing an
EMI!.

1. Chemical method a.

2. Thermocouple

b.
3. Generator

4. Heat or thermal method

5. Battery c.

6. Mechanical method

d.

e.

f.

a

Device that uses mechanical
energy to produce an EMI'.

Voltage is produced by two
dissimilar metals immersed
in a solution that will
,conduct electricity.

Voltage is produced by
relative angular motion
between conductors sad a
magnetic field.

Device that uses heat to
produce an EMF.

Example of the chemical
method of producing an
EMI!.

Voltage is produced when
heat is applied to two
dissimilar metals -ihich
are joined st one end.

produce an EMF.

If you missed any of, these,' restudy frames 2 - 11.

Answers to Frame 29: b 1. d 2. a 3. f 4. e 5. c 6.

29
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FOREWORD

\ This programmed text vu prepared for use in the 3AIR42331

instructional system. The material contained herein has been validated

utiles 30 strients enrolled in the 3iSR42331.course. Ninety perfent of

the students taking this.text Surpassed the criterion called for in the

approved lesson objective. The average student called for in the approved

lesson ohjective. The average student required three hours to complete

the text.

OBJECTIVES

Select five (5) of the sin (6) elements that make up the wire

numbering system.

Select common symbols of wiring diagrams, with a minimum of 80%

accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONS

This programmed text presents information in small steps called

"frames." Read the'material presented, select your tosponsCs) at the

end of the frame as required. Do not mark in the text. Enter your

response(s) on the response sheet provided. After you have.sade you'

check your work against the answers on the following page.

If your selections were correct, Wan to the next frame and repeat the

above process. If you have made an incorrect response, reread the frame

'ntil you understand your error and/or see your instructor. After you

complete the text end response sheet see your instructor for the appraisal

test.

Supersedes 3ASI42331-PT-117, 14 August 1972.

OPR: 3370 TCITG
D/STIMIUTION: X

3370 TCITG/TTGU-P - 400; TTVSA -

2
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Frame 1

'tiny miles of electrical mire are used to connect the various units into
operational systems. These wires are the connecting links between the source
of power and the unit tequiringlOver. By placing a number of these wires,
units, amd circuits together a diagram is formedb As a mechanic,
you will be called upon to use and interpret these wiring diagrams; that is,
identify the symbols used, identify he wires, and trace the electrical
systems. Wiring diagrams can help you gain an understanding of how the
system larks. Wiring diagrams are also it Valuable aid in troubleshooting
the electrically operated portions of the numerous systems that make up the
aircraft control systems.

Place the letter T beside each of the following true statements.

1. Training on the proper use and interpretation of wiring diagrams
is important to you because you will have to check aircraft circuits.

2. A wiring diagram on an aircraft air conditioning system will help
you troubleshoot the system.

3. To be 4.ble to use a wiring diagram efficiently you must be able to
identify the symbols, identify the wire, and trace a wire that is
used to operate a unit.

4l
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Answers to Prase I: 1.

Prime 2

2. 3.

Some AN connectors are shown below in illustration #1., They are used where
an electrical unit must be removed and reinstalled easily and quickly.
These connectors consist basically of a plug, a receptacle, and a coupling
nut which holds the unit together. Both the plug and receptacle consist of an
alumina' shell containing an insulated insert which holds the -__atact points.
The symbols shown in illustration #2 below are used on electrical wiring diagrams
to illustrate the AN connectors. The symbols in illustration 2A and 2B are
used on some diagrams to illustrate the plug and receptacle on some connectors.
The symbol shown in illustration 2C is also used to illustrate the plug and
receptacle of these connectors. The letter in front of each connector number
denotes whether it is a plug or receptacle, F standing for plug and.3 standing
for receptacle.

ILLUSTRATION t

PLUS rig IttelPTsCLI

id

A

PLUS Net? tattt

Neartm.)

8

ILLUSTRATION RA 2

C

Place the letter T beside each of the following true statements.

1. Symbols are used on wiring diagrams to indicate the components
required in the electrical system.

POO

2. In connector number P159, the letter P indic- es that this section
of the connector is a receptacle.

3. Connector plugs and receptacles are used where an electrical unit
mist be removed and reinstalled easily and quickly.

4
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Anvers to Frame 2: 1. ...t.. 2. 3.

Frame 3

A terminal block (strip) and terminal are shown below in illustration 1.
There is a single row of terminal posts (studs) set in some insulating
material. This is shown in illustration #2. Terminal strips are used
to connect wires going to ,one unit and to parallel electrical circuits
when one source of power id used for more than one circuit. The symbol
for a terminal block (stzip) is shown in illustration 2. Terminal block
(strips) are usually located in an enclosed distribution box called a
Junction Sox.

RAT NUT

SOCK WASNUS

MAMAS STUD

TIROMMAL AND

ISPASAT0211

IIMMON/11,
KOCK

MAMAS KOCK

Illustration #1

JAM NW

NAT WASNU

=110

0
CD

CD

CD

MAMMAL &MX

PARTIAL. TERMINAL
LOCK v/IT14 TERMINAL
POSTS MASSER
TO4111TNER

ILLUSTRATION #2

Place the letter T beside each of the following true statements.

1. Terminal blocks (strips) are used where an electrical unit must be
removed and reinstalled easily and quickly.

2. The terminal posts r s terminal strip can be bussed (connected)
together.

3. A terminal block (strip) is a single row of studs mounted in a terminal
block which is made of some insulating material.



Answers to Frame 1. 1 2. T 3.

Frame 4

The symbols shown in the illustration below are used on wiring
diagrams to indicate the conductors. The symbol for the cable assembly

indicates the wires that are bound together in the same wiring harness

or bundle. Some bundles msy be as thick as a man's arm while others

may be made up of only two cables. Wire bundles are used throughout
the aircraft to minimize battle damage and to speed manufacturing of

the aircraft.

0110810111 MSS Se11111111011 TIMID ONMUOTO*11 some UMW

Place the lerterfT beside each of the following statements that are true.

1. As little as two wires can be used to make up a wire bundle.

2. Two conductors can be twisted together.
111111111/11..

1
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Answers to ?rams 41 1. 2.

Pram* 5

Match the oymbols in column I with the identifying name for that symbol
in column A.

Column A

1. Crossing paths conductors

2. Twisted conductors

3. Terminal block

4. AN connector

5. Cable assembly

7
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Column

A

OR

B

C

a

0
0

E



Answers to !rams 5: 1. C 2. 3. E 4. A 5. D

Frame 6

A cable splice is a means of joining two pieces of cable together. The
splice can be a permanent or quick disconnect type. The solder splice and
the crimped splice can be used to repair a broken wire. The illustration
below shows the different types of splices and the symbols that are used for
them.

NMI Met* Inlet

Ma.

swcs ONDOSOMMT sun

PE AANIENT SOLDER CONNECTION

S Y111101.

kM1FE SPLICE ON
WICK Pi SC Mita

11,111104.2

IMMANENT SPLICE

ci.c)
MELDED PUMMUT "LICE

IMMANENT MINNIE SPUCt

1. Draw the symbol used for a knife splice.

2. Draw the symbol used for a permanent splice.

4 50
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Answers to tram 6: 1. 2.

?rem 7

Symbols are used to represent the various types of switches and relays
that control the electrical circuit operation. These symbols are shown in
the illustration below. The relays are shown in the de-energised position.
When the relay is energised, the armature of the relay (heavy black line
connected, to the-dashed line) will love down. The symbols shown for the
relay contacts are used on schematic diagrams and are being used more
extensively. These symbols make it easier for you to follow the path of
current flow through en electrical circuit.

Note: See instructor for display 9.

SWITCHES

O ova s *Au Peuti 0 .40 EU at. ../ SOME MOW0.!r ER MAW !. -au 64 ind MU *F2 III W", 1111restato LTM1 0-*Pr-0 0 011M,
P4VAISsal sr, IINISIONIna heO 0 . m NN

"D" LiO 0 A "C" a,. si
" F "

RELAYS
MONA MA nuilLS ?NNW

Mat MU MOW ?WWII

641'4 1 `Ate"
11212.1, III

7..vo as - ,_411**0 &24.m art.-- al ... --m- AI aiii.....As ...
.014 1

011

N/ 11 1....111*

XI .0 OR

..-110
so 4

as.. '111 ., -; 14.

al
II IN

ro

Ad!.ito
04LN MUM

MInanuesialunale
N

mies--1 u
mmolux".um mamma to
ammomms

Match a letter from the illustration above to each of the statements below.

1. A switch that can be used to turn one circuit on or off.

2. A switch requiring one source of power capable of turning either
one of two electrical circuits on and off.

3. A relay that can control two electrical circuits.

4. A normally open relay contact.

5. A switch that can control tee electrical circuits.



Answers to trams 7: 1. ;_p__ 2. 3. _I 4. 5.

Items S

Place the letter of the symbol from column B beside the correct name f-r

that Itymbol in column A.

Column A Column B

1. Splice area

2. Rotary switch

3. Single pole double throw relay

4. Knife splice or quick discongect

S. Single pole single throw allay

6. Single pole single throw switch

7. Single pole double throw twitch

8. Double pole double thtow switch

Permanent splice

C

I

A
f

0 0

0 0
0 0

A

0Or0
,01 OF ft

0



Answers to Frame 8: 1. J

6. C 7. II 8. F 9 Gr

017

. D 4. E 5. A

F:ame 9

The illustration below shows some of tae other symbols you will 6eb
as you look at a wiring diagram. Becoming familiar with these symbols
Fill help you mad a miring diagram.'

Note: See instructor for display 10.

FIXEO.
RESISTIVE .4CES

MOW FIxiii110TON

RESISTOR FIXED
tixagnsom.,

CIRCUIT

SAFETY DEVICES

CIRCUIT BRIAR EA

0r\i--0 Fuss

Circuit Elesentii

RESISTIVE DEVICES

VARIABLE
RESISTIVE DEVICES

a) ct) CD

POTENT4i1ETER RHEOSTAT

(II ERNA,L) (INTERNAL)
(VARIABLE) (VARIABLE)

SENSOR

(INTERNAL)
(VARIABLE)

ACTUATOR
MOTOR

(INTERNAL)

GROUND SYMBilL

Ug:ng the illustration above, draw the symbols that represent each of
the following units.

1. Internal view of a fiawd resistor.

2. lush-pull type circuit breaker.

3. Ground symbol.

4. Internal view of a potentiomater.

5. Fuse.

6. Internal view of a rheostat.

7. View of a senior.

3 453



Answers to Frame 9:

5 er0
Pram* 10

1. -wv- 67" 3. 4_ 4 *--iVNAt-4b

6.

Illustrated below is an example of how wires are,sized. If a wire is

to carry a large amount of current it must be a large wire. These re not

drawn to scale but simply reprevent the difference in sizes and the manner

in which tney are numbered or '3'3ed."

Note: See instructor for display 8.

SIZE 22 0

20 -DP- 0

14 0
12 0
8 0
0

It is impossible to cover every symbol that you will find on aircraft

wiring diagrams. Each aircraft has a technical manual which is referred to

as a wiring diagram handbook which contains the symbols that will be used on

the aircraft's wiring diagrams. It is a good idea tc review these symbols

so that reading the diagram will have meaning to you.

Pla:e the letter T beside each of the following statements that are true.

1. The symbols used on an aircraft wiring diagram can'be found in

the wiring diagram handbook for that particular aircraft.

2. A wiring diagram will have meaning if you can interpret the

symbols that are used.

454
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Answers to Frame llz 1. 2. 0 3. 1+ 4. A 5.

6. J 7. E S. / 9. C 10. K 11. 8

Trams 12

To a..d installation and troubleshooting of wiring, each wire, except
shielded wire or high-temperature wire, is identified by a letter-number
combination, as shown in the illustration below, stampei at about 15 inc?,
intervals along the entire length of the wire. The wire is also identified
within three inctes of a junction or terminal point. The wire identification
coda contains a unit number (when applicable), a circuit function letter, a
wire number, a wire segment letter, a wire size number, and in some cases, a
phase letter and a ground, kit, or test letter. In any case, it is best to
check each technical order wiring diagrai you use to see exactly how the wire
is coded on the aircraft you are maintaining.

0

CIRCUIT FliCTION

WIRE KAISER

WIRE SEGMENT

AN WIRE la
OROUNO

10 0
N 215 A 20 N

Place the letter T beside each of the following staters that are true.

1. A wire number consisting of a combination of letters and numbers
is used to identify Ares.

2. wire number should be stamped at about 15 inch intervals along
the entire length of the wire.

3. The wire number is also stamped on shielded or high-temperature wire.

4. The wire number will aid in the installation-and troubleshooting
of a wire.

14
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Answers to Prase 10: 1. T 2. T

Prase 11

Place the lotto,- oz. the symbol from column B beside the correct name
for that symbol in column A.

Column A

1. Actuator motor

2. Push pull circuit breaker
and bus bar

3. Single yole double throw relay

4. Potentiometer (variable resistor)

5. Fuse and fuse holder

6. Crossed pea conductors

7. Ground

S. Rotary switch

9. Variable renistoe (sonsor)

10. Single pole double throw switch

11. Fixed resistor

456
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Column B

F

411 AS .0
At AOar Ai

1

o 0
.r

cr
0 0
0 0
0 0

J

K
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Answers to Frame 12: 1. 2. T 3. F 4. T

Frame 13

The unit number, shown in the illustration below, is used to designate
the circuit where there are two or more identical circuits on the aircraft.
An example of this would be the engine anti-icing circuits found oil a multi-
engine aircraft such as the C-130. The engine anti-icing systems are identical
in construction so to tell the difference in the circuits, the circuit for
engine one would have the unit number ., the circuit for engine two would
have the unit number 2 and so on.

UNIT NUMBER

14 200 A 20

Place the letter T 'reside each of the following statements that are true.

1. The unit number is used to identify the circuit when there are
two or more identical circuits on the aircraft.

2. The unit number 1 will be found stamped on the wires of the
anti-icing system in engine number 3.

3. Identical
/
aircraft electrical circuits carry the same it number.

A
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Answers to Frame 13: 1. -T 2. F 3.

Frame 14

The circuit function letter, shown below, is used to identify the

major system the wire la in. The circuit function letter (U) is used

to identify a circuit in the major system of heating, ventilation, and

de-icing

Complete the following statements.

1. In the wire number 148D20 the circuit function letter or major
system is indicated by the letter .1.

2. The circuit function letter in wire number 8351120 is indicated

by the letter

3. In the wire number 2Q384C22 the unit number is the number

4. The major system in wire number H188818N is identified by the

letter

458
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Answers to Frame 14: 1. M 2. H 3. 2 4. ti

V13

Frame 15

In the blank spaces (A and B) below write the identifying names
for the first number and letter of the wire number.
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Answers to Frame 15: A. Unit number. B. Major Systems or Circuit Function

Letter

Frame 16

The following chart shows the circuits or systems identified by each
circuit function letter and special circuit function letter. A chart similar

to this will be found in the technical manual of electrical systems covering
the aircraft you are working on.

CIRCUIT
CODE

FUNCTION GENERAL DESCRIPTION
LETTER OF CIRCUITS

A

C

Armament
Photographic
Control surfaces

D Instrument (other than
flight or engine)

Engine instrument
Flight instrument
Landing par
Resting, ventilating, and

de -icing
Ignition
Engine control
Lighting
Miscellaneous
D-C power
Fuel and oil
Radio (navigation and

communication)
Radar
Special electronic circuits
D-C power and d-c control

cables for. a-c system
Warning and emergency

(other than those listed
under specific functions)

A C power
Alluvia (thermocouple

coding)
Chrome: (thermocouple

coding)

Code letters II, 3, T, and X indicate functions
to winch additional coding must be added to identify
specific functions. This identification is accomplished
by ending a second letter an indicated in the followinc

RADIO (NAVIGATION AND
COMMUNICATION).

F
G
H

L

P

R

S

T
V

AL

CR

CIRCUIT FUNCTION GENERAL DESCRIPTION
CODE LETTER OF CIRCUITS

RA
RC
RF

Instrument landing
Command
VHF liaison

CIRCUIT FUNCTION
CODE LETTER

RH
RI..
RM
RN
RS
RU
RV
RX
RZ

RADAR.

SA
30
SN
SS
SX

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
OF CIRCUITS

Homing
Liaison
Market beacon
Navigation
SHF command
UHF command
VHF command
Recorder
Interphone and headphone

Altimeter
Fire control system
Navigation
Search
Recognition (IFF)

SPECIAL ELECTRONIC.

TA
TB
TC
TF
TG
TM
TN

TR
TS
TT
TX
TY
TZ

A-C POWER.

XA
XB
XC
XN
XP

XV

Adapters
Radar control
Radio control
Repeat back
GM homing
Chaff dispenser
Navigation
Transmitters and

receivers
Receivers
Antisubmarine (ASW)
Transmitters
Television transmitters
Television receivers
Bombing devices

Phase A
Phase B
Phase C
Neutral or ground
Inverter or alternator

(d-c power or control)
Inverter or altennu,

(single-phase a-c
power or control)

Using the chart above, place the circuit function code
space beside the general description of the circuit.

letter in the blznk

1. Miscellaneous 5. Phase C of AC power

2. Warning and emergency b. AC power neutral

3. Heating, ventilating and de-icing or ground

4. Phase A of AC power 7. DC power

18 8. AC power



Answers to Frame 16: 1. M 2. W 3. H 4. XA

5. A_ 6. AL 7. P 8. --I__

Frame 17

The illustration below shows the mat 3 portions of the wire number.
The wire number is used to tell the difference between wires in a particular
circuit. A different number is usii: for wires not having the same junction
or terminal. The wire segment letter is used to tell the difference between
wire sections in a particular circuit. The wire segment code letter changes
each time the wire is broken at a plug or terminal strip. The wire gage
(wire size) number identifies the AN or AL site of the wire.

WIRE NUMBER

200 A 20

WIRE SEGMENT LETTER

WIRE GAGE NUMBER (glja)

Place the letter T beside each of the following statements that are true.

1. The wire number will remain the same for a complete wire run
that interconnects equipment.

2. The wire number is used to tell the difference between wires in
a particular circuit.

3. The wire segment letter remains the same for a complete wire
run.

__it. If pressure bulkhead connector plugs are used on a complete wire
run, the wire number will remain the same, but the wire segment
letter will change each time a connector plug breaks the wire.

S. The size of wire used in the circuit is identified by the wire
gage number.

19
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Answers to Frame 17: 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. T 5. T

Frame 18

The ground letter is used at the and of the wire identification code, as
shown in the illustration below, to identify any wire that corlletes the

circuits to ground. The ground letter (N) can be replaced witn a kit letter

(M) or a test letter (T). The kit lector (M) is used when the wire segment

or circuit has bean modified by a modification kit. The test letter (T) is

used when the wire segment or circuit has been modified or added for testing

purposes.

GROUND WIRE SYMBOL

H 200 A 20 N

Place the letter T alongside each of the following statements that are true.

1. The ground wire symbol (N)-is used at the end of the wire identifi-
cation code to indicate a wire connected to ground.

2. If a wire segment or circuit has been modified or added for testing
purposes, the letter T is added at the end of the wire identification

code.

3. The kit letter will be added to the end of the wire identification
code when the wire segment or circuit has been modified by a

modification kit.

4. The ground wire letter, kit letter, and test letter will be found

at the beginning of each wire identification code.

20
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Answers to Frame 18: 1. a_j__ 2. 3. T 4. F

Frame 19

In the blank spaces provided in the illustration below write in the
identifying 11811148 for the last four numbers and letters of the wire
identification code.

A

C

0

200 a 20

21
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Answers to Frame 19: A. wire number B. ylakitument letter

C. Wire gage number (size) D. Ground wire symbol

Frame 20

Match the letters from the illustration below to the identifying
names for each letter and number in the wire identification code.

1. Wire number

2. Ground wire symbol

3. Unit number

4. Wire size

5. Circuit function

6. Wire segment

C=z 200 A 20

A

C

E

F

4 6

22
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Answers to Frame 20: 1. C 2. F 3. 4 4. I 5. B 6. D

Frame 21

Use the wiring diagram shown belo to complete the following statements.

OPP terse

sea* wane. 11141110--r SPIN1---0 r--1--a

;:;11re RAIN ANIMAL vasvtwan N KW?, AIN
CneWf ANIAMIX
PANEL

mom I

UAL,

PAO MN ANIIIINIANA
Ate S NMI" VAt.vIt
&JW

1. The wire that connects to pin C of the ran removal valve is numbered

2. Thm symbol for the rain removal circuit breaker indicates it is a
type. (push pull, switch)

3. The splice symbol between wires M8A20, M81320, and M8D20 indicates the
splice is (temporary, permanent).

4. The symbol for rain removal switch identifies it as a
(single pole-single throw, a single pole-double throw).

5. In the wire number M9A2024:

a. The 9 indicates the

b. The N indicates the wire is a

c. The M indicates the

. (Size of wire, wire number).

-_- (power or ground wire).______

(circuit function, major

23
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Answers to Frame 21: 1. $16A20 2. Pull 3. permanent

4, sinus pole double throw 5a. a vies number Sb. around

Sc. circuit function

14
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42331
instructional system. The material contained herein has been vali-
dated using 30 students enrolled in the 3ABR42331 course. Eighty
percent of the students taking this text surpassed the criterion
called for In the approved lesson objective. The average student
nquired 2.1 hours to complete the tsxc.

OBJECTIVES

1. Select the control and protective devices used in electrical
circuits with a minimum acLaracy of 80%.

2. Select the basic chabols and terms used in electrical
circuits with a minimum of 80% accuracy.

INSTRUCTION

Read each frame carefully, beginning with the first frame.
Answer the question* at lie end of each frame according to the instruc-
tions provided in each frame. Check your answers by comparing your
response with the correct answers which are found on top of the
following page. If you made an error, determine the cause of your
error, and correct it oefore going on to the next frame. When you
complete this lesson, contact your instructor for further instructions.
Do not mark in this text. Write your answers on the response sheet.

OM 3370 TTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TTGTC - 600; TTVSR - 1

2
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Frame 1

Control and protective devices are very important parts in an
electrical circuit. Control devices are used to control the paths
for the flow of current. Protective devices are used to protect
units and wiring in the :vent the load is too large. These types
of devices are used in your houses as well as in aircraft. These
devices are identified by symbols in schematic diagrams since it
would be difficult to draw in a picture of each device. It is very
important that you learn all about them and associate these devices
by name, symbol, and their purpose is a circuit. Let is see what
you already knJw about control and protective devices.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Mark the correct a"swer for each of the following questions on
,the response sheet.

1. An example of a proteLLive device is a

a. smirch.
b. fuse.

2. A fuse is used fc.r the same purpose as a

a. switch.
b. circuit breaker.

3. If a fuse is wrapped with tin foil, it will provide
protection for the circuit.

a. True
b. False

4. Switches are used

a. to control circuits.
b. as protective devices.

5. Circuit breakers are used

a. to control circuits.
b. as erotective devices.

,1G,9
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Answers to Frame I: b 1. b 2. b 3. a 4. b 5.

Frame 2

If you have answered all of the questions orrectly in frame 1,
this shows that you do know a little about control and protective
services. But, let us take a more detailed look at these units. We

will start with the control devices. Control devices are known as
switches. Although there are hundreds of types of switches, all of
them can be grouped in one of four types. The four types of witches
are manu.,1, mecLanical, magnetic operating types and electronic
devices. We will study the first three in this text. The fourth,
an electronic device, will be studied later.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response
sheet.

1. A magnetic switch is a circuit control device.

2. Fuses are used to control a circuit.

3. There are hundreds of classes of control devices.

4. Control devices are used to control paths for current to
flow.



Answers to Frame 2: T 1. 2. 3. T 4.

Frame 3

Let us study the manual switches iirat. A sample of a SPST
switch can be found in display bourd number nine in your classroom.
The most common type of manual switch is known as the toggle switch.
This switch has a toggle ce.ich you must operate manually to open or
close the switch internal electrical path. When we say manually,
it means you mast physically move the toggle. Let us take a look
at a simile toggle switch. If we learn the principles of this
switch, the' can be used for all toggle switches, shown here.

TOGGLE-"°-.41r mOvABLE CONTACTOR
(OR POLE)

w- 0

TERMINALS

SYMBOL

All toggle switches have poles. A pole is the movable contactor.
Since the se.tch above has only one movable contactor, it is known
as a single pole (SP) switLa. When the toggle is moved to the other
position, it pushes the pole dawn to make contact with the terminal
on the right, completing the cirlit to both t3rmina4.J.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS 4T

Mark the "orrect answer for each of the following qu-,tions on the
response sheet.

). When the toggle is moved to the ON posi:icn the poles which
ere internal contacts are

a. close.
b. open.

2. Poles are also known as

a. positions,
b. movable contactors

The switch above is shown in the

a. closed position.
open position.



An 'rs to Frame 3: a 1. h 2.

Frame 4

Switches also have moveiknts called throws. This means the number
of "ON" positions the switch has, which means 0.1 number of paths where
current can flow. In the switch below there is ,,nly one ON position or
one path for'cutTknt to flow. refore, this 44! known as a single
throw (ST) switch. Notice the symbol below on(the right. This is the
way we show, on a schematic diagram, that the ch is closed. 1

SYMBOL.)

Notice that there is now a complete path for current flow through the
switch. This path is shown by a series of arrows in the above switch,

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Mark the following true statement with a "T" au the response
sheet.

The switch above is known as a SPST toggle switch.

The number of throws a switch hks Is equal to the n er of
terminals on the bottom of the switch.

3. The switch above is shown in the CLOSED or ON position.

SPST stands for simple polarized switch terminals.



*--Answers to Frame 4: T 1. 2. T 3. 4.

116 7

Frame 5

To make a complete identification of a toggle switch, there is
one more thing you should know. That is the number of positions it
has. The snitch shown in frames 3 and 4 has only two positions; they
are, one "ON" position, and the other is the "OFF" position.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Choose one of the answers provided and write its letter on the
response sheet.

1. The switch you have learned about so far can be completely
identified by calling it a

a. SPST 2-position knife 5witch.
b. SPDT 2-position toggle switch.
c. SPST 2-position toggle switch.
d. SPST 3-position toggle switch.

Use frame 35 to answer the following question on the response
sheet. The blank may require more than one number.

2. SPST toggle switches are identified by what number(s) in
frame 35?

7
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Answers to Frame 5: 1. c 2. 1,3,6

J

Frame 6

Now let_us look at another manual switch. Apply the SAMe things
direhave dare y learned, and see if you can figure out how it works

in a circu1ew Be sure and look at the symbol which represents this
switch. See d play #9 in your classroom.

BOTTOM VIEW

0
ON OFF ON

DO NO1 MARK IN THIS TEXT

O
C:01111

0

SYMBOL

Nark the following true statements with a "T" on the response
sheet.

1. The above switch has two positions.

2. The above switch has two throws.

3. The above switch is a toggle switch.

4, The above switch could be classified as a double pole switch.

5. The above switch could be used to complete two circuits, but
not at the same time.

choose one of the answers provided and write its letter on the
response sheet.

6. The switch above could be identified completely by saying
it is a

a. DPDT, 3- position toggle switch.
b. SPDT, 3- position toggle switch.
c. DPDT, 2- position toggle switch.
6. SPST, 3- position toggle switch.

Use frame 35 to answer the following question on the response
sheet. The blank may require more than one number.

7. SFDT 3-position toggle switches are identified by what

number(m) in frame 357

4 7.1

8
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"6'14 Answers to Frame 6: 1. T 2. T 3, 4. T 5.

6. b 7. 9 A 11

Frame 7

Than are other switches which act atmost like a normal SPST, SPDT,
etc., but are called momentary throws. This means that one or more of
the throw* is spring loaded to the OFF position.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the respcnse
sheet.

1. When the switch is plac
released, it springs ba

%

The symbols below indicate-" hat there are momentary thaws in only
the direction of the triangle.

one of the ON positions and
the OF? position.

475
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Answers to Frame 7: T 1.

Frame 8

Since you are not Able to look inside a switch to figure out how
many poles it has in it, there is a way you can find out. Place a
toggle switch inany of the ON positions. Nov draw an arrow through
the center of the toggle, and count the number of terminals it points
to. Look at the illustration shown,

ice the arrow points to only one terminal, this is a SP switch. If

Mere were two terminals in a row, it would be a DP switch, etc. Some-
times the switch positions are marked on the switch case. The marks
show the position of the toggle. We can tell which terminal will
match one or the other of either of the positions by using the same
arrow as above. Look and see that the switch is in the ON position.
The arrow points to the ON terminal.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS T7XT

Mark the correct answer for each of the following questions on the
response sheet.

1. The ON terminal at the bottom of the switch above is on the

a. opposite side of the ON position of the toggle.
b. same side of the ON position of the toggle

2. If the switch is in the ON position, and it points to P row
of three terminals, we have a

a. double pole (DP) switch.
b. triple pole (TP) switch.



Answers to Frew 8: a 1. b 2.

them.

A171

Frame 9

Now let us look at some toggle switches and see if you can identify

A.

INDICATES TWO POLES

INDICATES TWO POLES

ON OF ON

s.

BOTTOM YIEV/- SYMSOI.

The dashed lines between the poles on the symbols mean that the two
poles are mechanically linked together. If you move the toggle to the ON
position, both poles go to the ON position. Notice the ON and OFF
positions are marked on the switch case, and arrow through the center
of the toggle points to the terminals which match up ith the toggle
ON position. Study the DPDT in display #9 in your classroom.

DO NOT MARK IN t z..17

Mark the following tr, = statement: with a "T" on the response
sheet.

1. The switch in figure A .As a ...PST, 2- position toggle switch.

2. The toggle in figure A , lints to two poles.

3. The switch in fig...re A is a 3-position Switch.

4. The switch in figure B is a DPDT, 2-position toggle switch.

5. The switch in figure B is a 4-pole toggle switch since the
total number of terminals in ON positions is four.

6. The switch in figure B is a 3-position switch.

'1771
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Frame 9 (continued)

Use frame 35 to answer the following question on the response
sheet. The blank may require more than one number.

7. DPST toggle switches are identified by what nuMber(s) in
frame 35?

8. DPDT toggle switches are identified by what number(s) in
frame 35?

4 78

12
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Answers to Frame 9: T 1. T 2. 3. 4. 5.
T 6. 2.10 7. 12 8.

Frame 10

We have talked about symbols a number of times in the past frames.
Let us see what you have learned about them. Al]. of the items listed
below are toggle switches.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Match the switches to their symbols. Wr!.te the letter representing
the symbol in the proper blank on the response sheet.

1. SPDT, 2-position

2. DPST, 2-position.

3. SPST, 2-position.

4. SPST, 2-position, spring loaded to OFF.

5. SPDT, 3-position, 1 position spring loaded to OFF.

6. TPDT, 2-position.

7. MT, 3-position.

8. 4PDT, 3-position.

F.

0'115

C. D.

O
,

o

o 910

G.

T O

I

O

H.
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Answers to Frame 10: h 1. d 2. f 3. b 4. e 5.

a 6. g 7. c 8.

Frame 11

Using the list of switches below, locate the switches in frame 35
and tinter the switch number in the blanks provided on the response
sheet. Alsallutare talkin: about toggle switches only. It is possible
that more than one number can go in a blank.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

a. SPDT, 7 lsition.

b. 4PDT, 3-position, 1 position spring loaded to OFF.

c. DPST, 2-position.

d. SPST, 2-position, spring loaded to OFF.

e. 4PDT, 3-position.

f. DPDT, 3-position.

:_g. SPDT, 3-position, 1 position spring loaded to OFF.

14





Answers to Frame 11: 19 a. 17 b. 2,10 c. 3 d. 18 e.

12 f. 11g.

Frame 12

Another type of manual switch is the rotary selector switch as
shown below. When the knob of the switch is turned, the switch opens
one circuit and closes another. Sometimes there are a number of wafers
stacked, one on top of the other. When the knob is in any one position,
it will complete a circuit in that position for each wafer. This type
switch is used as the function switch on multimeters. Study the rotary
switch stack type in your classroom display board #9.

ROTARY
CONTACTS
101.ES1

1 WAFER
A

2 WAFERS

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

3 WAFERS
C

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response
sheet.

1. The dashed line in the schematic symbol, figure C, means that
all the poles are mechanically linked together.

2. The schematic symbol, figure C, shows that the switch is a
triple-pole (TP) 8-position rotary selector switch.

3. The drawings abot are all of the same switch.

Use frame 35 to answer the following questions on the response
sheet. The blank may require more than one number.

4. Rotary selector switches are identified by what number(s)
in frame 35?

si
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Answers to Frame 12: T 1. T 2. 3, 7 4.

Frame 13

One more type of manual switch used on the aircraft is shown below.
It is known as a push ktton switch. This type is used in your home

to ring the door bell. On the aircraft it can be use, as a microphone

button. When the pilot wants to talk over the radio he simply pushes

the microphone button.

,SYm5)1.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response

sheet.

1. To complete the circuit, the button is pressed.

2. When the button is released, the circuit is broken.

3. This would be a good switch to use in a lighting circuit.

4. The triangles in the symbol represent momentary contacts
which means the switch is spring loaded to OFF.

Use frame 25 to answer the following question on the response
sheet. The blank may require more than one number.

5. Push button switches are identified by what nuMber(s) in
frame 35?

16
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Answers to Frame 13: T 1. T 2. 3. T 4. 15 5.

I

4/77

Frame 14

4111kMnical switches will be the next group of switches that we
will study. The word mechanical means that they are operated by some
mechanical device. These switches are shown as normally open (NO) or
normally closed (NC) depending on the position to which they are spring
loaded. They will always be spring loaded to one of these positions,
and will have no center OFF position. This kind of switch is called a
microswitch or limit switch.

OPERATING PLUNGER
NORMALLY CLOSED TERMINAL

SPRING

MOVING
CONTACT ARM

411111.111111111_1

.Z; /..:/r
NORMALLY

OPEN TERMINAL

SYMBOL

SPOT mICROSWITCM

The operating plunger in some way will always be hooked to some
kind of spring as shown in the drawing above. When some kind of
mechanical thing pushes the plunger down, the gwitch will change
positions. The switch can be wired to either the NO or NC. Each of
the positions can complete a circuit, or only one set of contacts may
be used. It all depends on where the switch is used.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Mark the correct answer for e -7..h of the following questions on the
response sheet.

1. The switch shown above is a

a. NC microswitch.
b. NO microswitch.

2. The switch shown above is a

a. two-position switch.
b. Three- position switch.

3. In the above switch the moving contact arm could be called the

a. pole.
b. position.

17
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Answers to Frame 14: a 1. a 2. a 3.

Frame 15

Let us see how two switches like the one in frame 14 can be used

in a circuit. One of the switches is NO and the other is NC. In the

schematic, the throttle mic:mswitch is NO and the .gear switch is NC.

This means if the throttle were pulled back to idle, the mechanical

hook up would press the plunger in the switch and close the circuit.

If the gear is dawn and locked, the plunger would be pressed to open

the circuit. With the condition shown the warning horn would sound,

warning the pilot that his gear is not down and locked. Normally, the

throttle is only retarded when the pilot is attempting to land.

LANDING
GEAR

Mark the following true statmaents with a "T" on the response

sheet.

1. If the throttle is retarded and the gear is down and locked,,
the warning horn will sound.

2. When the gear comes down, the gear switch will OPEN.

18
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Frame 15 (Continued)

3. When the throttle is retarded, the throttle microcwitch will
OPEN.

4. The purpose of the above-circuit is to warn the pilot if his
gear is not down when he is attempting to land.

19s5
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Answers to Frame 15:

Frame 16

1. T 2. 3. T 4.

The symbols for microswitches can e drawn several ways, but they
are all easy to identify by the little lump drawn over the pole. Lnother

symbol for a microswitch is drawn below.

SWAIM

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Use frame 35 to answer the following question on t.le response
sheet. The blank may require more than one number.

1. MicroswitChes are identified by what number(s) in frame 35?

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response sheet.

2. Microswibohes can be identified as SPDT, 2-position, etc.

3. The switch identified by the symbol above would be a SPDT,
2-position microswitch.

456

20



Answers to Frame 16: 4 14 1. T 2. T 3.

Mechanical switches can also be operated by other means. In
hydraulic or pneumatic systems, we need something to tell us when the
pressure is MI high ortoo low. Because of this, we have a need for
pressure switches. The symbol for a pressure switch can be drawn two
ways. Examples are shown below.

Frame 17

Both of the uymools above represent pressure switches which would
move from normally CLOSED to momentary ON position when the pressure
builds up to a given amount, REMEMBER: Whenever you,see dashed
lines under a switcht the li =es represent only mechanical linkage

circuit

DO 30T MARK IN THIS =TEXT

Use frame 35 to answer the following question on the response
sheet. The blank may require more than one nuMber

1. Pressure switches are identified by what number(s) in
frame 35?



Ina

Answer to Frame 17: 16 1.

Frame 18

Another type of mechanical switch is operated by heat. It is often
used when time delays are needed in the circus:. It takes a little time
for the switch to warm up and then close. Several symbols for the heat
or thermal switch are shOwn below.

Or or 0 I

When the element (not shown in the symbols) iskheated, the metals
expand to touch the contact, completing the circuit. Othe uses for
thermal switches are as warning switches and temperature sensing
devices.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Use frame 35 to answer the following question on the response
sheet. The blank may require more than one number.

1. Thermal switches are identified by what number(s) in frame 35?

4ss

22



Answer to same 18: 5 1.

You have now covertd
,us see what you have 1...itn

/13

Frame 19

st of the control devices in frame 35. Let

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Match the switches to their symbols. Write the letter representing
the symbol in the-proper blank on the response sheet.

1. SPST pressure switch.

2, SP rotary selector switch.

3. SPDT microswitch.

4. D?DT toggle switch.

5. SPDT push button switch.

6. DP rotary selector switch.

7. 'Thermal switch.

4

a. b. c. d.

a A

. F.

0
0

0

0 ,0--0

0 0

0

23
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Answers to Frame 19: e 1. e 2. a 3. f 4. b 5.

g 6. d 7.

Frame 20

This brings us to the third
class of switches;

the magnetic
type.

These
switches are better

known as
rellys and

can be
placed into two

different types,
fixed core and movab.e core.

See display
#9 in your

classroom
for relay displays.

SNP.* 10 0,04 CONTACTS

I he
Feelay is a Switch

Operated by an Electromagnet.

V

(3-ft*ht)

SYMI101.

The relay
shown on this page

has a fixed core.
When curren:

passes
through the coil surrounding

the core, it produces an electro-

magnetic
field which attracts

the iron armature
and pulls

it down

against spring tension.
This closes the contacts

to complete the

circuit.
When there

is no current
flow in the coil,

the spring
tension

opens the contacts.
DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Mark ihe correct
answer 7 each of the followiub

questions on

the response
sheet.

1. The relay
shown is a

a. DPST relay.

b. SPST relay.

2. A relay is actually a

a

a. switching
device.

b. safety device.
24 d1;)()
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Answers to Frame 20: b 1. a 2.
V

Frame 21

Relays are used to open or close circuits by remote control.
Note that tLere are two distinct circuits. in the diagram belott,
both circuits use the same battery power soutce. The control circuit
consists of the switch and the relay coil. The controlled circuit
consists .of.the relay contacts and the bell which are in the circuit
with the heavy dark lines.

The relay can be placed in the circuit close to the unit it
controls. This eliminates a-great amount of heavy wiring, thereby
reducing aircraft weight. The relay is then controlled by smaller
wires Which can he operated fram any place inside the aircraft.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response
sheet.

1. The circuit which causes the relay to operate could be
called the control circuit.

2. The relay cent's:to above are in the control circuit.

3. The schematic above shows the relay coil mechanically linked
'to tbe relay armature.

4.- \The 611 circuit could be called the load circuit.



Answers to Frame 21: T I. 1 3. T 4.

Frame 22

So far we have avoided saying that a relay is either open or
closed. The reason for this is emplaired the follouiug sentences.

Let us take a look at another symbol fur a relay wired in a simp'e
circuit.

You car sea that the relay above completes a circuit in either
position. So, which position would be the CLOSED position? The

answer is, both positions are CLOSED. The efo_e it is far better to
speak of a relay as oeing either energized or deenergized. Energized

means that current is flowing through the coil pulling the contacts
toward the coil. i5.elays are always drawn deenergized unless otherwise
stated.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response
sha,at.

1. The relay shown is a SPST relay.

2. When the relay is deenergized, the lamp 41 will glow.

3. Both lamps can operate at the same time.

26
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Answers to Frame 22: 1. T 2. 3.

Frame 23

There are probably just as many types of relays as there are toggle
switches. Some relays require large amounts of current to flow through
the contacts. You might say they are heavy duty relays. Their symbols
are drawn as intthe diagram on this page.

*

MGM CURUNT CAMS

SPRING

The coil hook ups are usually labeled X1 and X2, while the contacts
are labeled Al and A2, 81 and B2, etc. Notice that triangles are used
to show memcmantary contacts the same as they do in toggle switches.
These type of relays are often called solenoid relays and have movable
,cores. The soft iron core is hooked to the bar or bars at the top. When
,current flows through the coil, the electromagnet will tend to center the
'iron core into the hollow center of the coil.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response
sheet.

1. Solenoid relays are used as heavy duty relays.

2. Solenoid relays have fixed cores.

3. If you see the letters X1 and X2 on the terminals of a relay,

you will know that these are the coil connections.

Use frame 35 to answer the following question on the response
sheet. The blank may require more then one number.

4. Relays are identiffed by what number(s) in frame 35?

27
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Answers to Frame 23: T 1. 2. T 3. 13 4.

Frame 24

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Match the list of relays below to their symbols.

Write the letter corresponding to the proper symbol in the blanks
provided on the response sheet.

1. SPDT fixed core relay.

2. 4PDT fixed core relay.

3. TPDT fixed core relay.

4. SPST solenoid relay.

S. SPST fixed core relay.

6. 4PST solenoid relay.

a.

a

28
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Answers to Frame 24: d 1. b 2. e 3. a 4. f 5. c 6.

Frame 25

Use the list of relays below, and locate the relay in frame 36 of
this text. Write the number of the relay in the blanks provided on the
response sheet. A blank may require more than one number.

a. TPST relay.

b. 4PDT relay.

c. SPST relay.

d. SPDT relay.

e. TPDT relay.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

29 495
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Answers to Frame 25: 4 a. 8 b. 1 2 5, 14 c. 7 d. 3 6 e.

Frame 26

Now are ready to discuss protective devices. The purpose of

these dev..,:es is to protect electrical circuits from excessive overload

or circuit damage. An overload means that too much current is flowing

in the circuit. This condition can be caused by a short circuit, or

trying to operate 'too many units on one circuit. Overloaded circuits

cause the wire to overheat, and possibly burst into flames. Protective

devices are known as fuses or circuit breakers. Let us talk about fuses

first. Here are a few examples.

SYMBOL

The fuses elements are made to melt at a much lower temperature

than the wire in the circuit it is protecting. Tn case of an overload,

the fuse element melts to open the circuit.

DO NOT NARK IN THIS TEXT

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. A fuse rated at 5 amps would blow (burn out) if 6 amps were

flowing in the circuit.

2. A protective device should be used in every circuit.

Use frame 36 to answer the following question on the response

sheet. The blank may require more than one number.

3. Fuses are identified by what number(s) in frame 36?

30
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Answers to Frame 26: T 1. T 2. 11, 12, 13 3.

JO/

Frame 27

Other types of fuses will allow a power overload for a short
period of time before blowing. These type fuses are usually referred
to as "slow blow" fuses. They are needed in electric motor circuits
because motors require higher current for starting than they need
for continuous running. If for some reason this 'higher current flow
should go on past the starting stage, the fuse would blow,/protecting
the circuit. These fuses are perfectly safe since it takes a little
time for the wires to heat up. If we put in exactly the right size
fuse to protect the circuit wiring for a running motor, it would blow
every time the motor started.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Mark the correct. answer for each of the following questions on the
response sheet.

1. High starting current would probably blow an ordinary

a. switch.
b. fuse.

2. "Slow blow" fuses will allow higher than rated current flaw
1

a. temporarily.
b. indefinitely.

3. A blown 10 amp fuse was replaced in a 10 amp circuit. There
would be a possibility of fire without the fuse ever blowing
if it was-replaced by a

a. 30 amp fuse.
b. 5 amp fuse.

34 9 7
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Answers to Frame 27: b 1. a 2. a 3.

Franke 28

Another type of protective device is known as a circuit breaker.
Three types of circuit breakers are shown below along with the symbol
for each. Circuit breakers serve the same function as fuses, that is,

to protect circuits in the event of an overload.

PUSH TO BESET

SYMBOL

PUSH-PULL

SYMBOL

TOGGLE TYPE

r+1

SYMBOL

The push-pull and tha toggle-type circuit breakers can be used
to open a circuit manually, the sate as you would do with a switch.
All of these will work automatically to open the circuit in the event

of an overload.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Use frame 36 to answer the following question on the response

sheet. The blink may require more than one number.

1. Circuit breakers are identified by what number(s) in frame 36?

49s
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Answers to Frame 28: 9 10 1.

#93

Frame 29

Circuit breakers operate on the thermal effect of current. This
means that wires and electrical components are heated by the current
that flows through them. If too much current flows through a circuit
breaker, the heat created by the current causes the circuit breaker to
trip or "pop." You can tell at a glance when a push button or push-pull
circuit breaker is tripped because of a white band around the button.
When the button is pushed in, you cannot see the white band. When the
circuit breaker is tripped, the white band is exposed. You can also tell
when the toggle type circuit breaker is tripped, because it will be in
the OFF position.

MAKE! CLOSED
ON NORMAL LOAD

CLICK! IT OPENSI
ON OVERLOAD

Mark the following true statements with a "T" on the response
sheet.

1. The thermal effect which causes a circuit breaker to trip
is caused by the applied voltage.

2. A circuit breaker is a device which prevents damage to
circuit components.

3. You can tell when a circuit breaker is pushed in, because
you can see the white band.



Answers to Frame 29:

Frame 30

1. T 2. 3.

Fusee and circuit breakers
should never be bypassed b:

penny behind a fuse or wrapping a fuse with tinfoil.
If i

or a circuit breaker "pop," their is usually a good reason

happen. If you bypass the protective
device, a serious fi

result.
NEVER BYPASS_A PROTECTIVE

DEVICE. Neither should

a protective
device with one that has a larger rating than

for in the circuit.

Mark the following true statements
with a "T" on the

sheet.

1. A penny plated behind a fuse would cause the ci

to be bypassed.

2. Many fires are caused on aircraft
because of tt

circuit protection.

3. Bypassing the circuit protective
device would

having no protection at all.

r) 0



Answers to Frame 30: T 1. 2. T 3.

Frame 31

All control and protective deviea-are rated by current and
voltage. Some devices have a data plate and others have the rating
stamped on the side of the case. Always use devices with proper
ratings in any circuit.

DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT

Mark the correct answer for each of the following questions on the
response sheet.

1. Control and protective devices have two things in common.
They are all rated in

a. current only.
b. voltage only.
c. current and voltage.

2. Ratings can usually be found some place on the control or
protective device.

a. True
b. False

3. You should pay strict attention to the control an(
protective devices

a.

b.
manufacture title.
ratings.

3;501
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Answers to Frame 31: c 1. a 2. b 3.

Frame 32

Now let's see what you have learned about control and protective
devices. Match the terms on the right with the symbols on the left.
Write the letter corresponding to the appropriate device in the blanks
proided on the response sheet.

2 +:70

3. it,r...9

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

A

11. 44(6
Lmj

13.

a. SPST "momentary on" switch

b. Push button switch

c. Circuit breaker (push-pull)

d. SPST relay (solenoid-type)

e. Thermal switch

G. SPDT switch (toggle)

g. Circuit breaker (push-to-reset)

h. Pressure switch 10,

i. Rotary 8-position switch

j. Microswitch (limit switch)

k. SPST switch (toggle)

1. SPST relay (fixed-core type) ,

m. Circuit breaker (toggle-type)

n. Fuse

A
A e

$
o

36
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4/97
Answers to Frame 3 d 1. k 2. n 3. m. 4. b 5.

e 6. t 7. a 8. A 9. i 10.

h 11. f 12. c 13. 1 14.

Frame 33

Using the list of control and protective devi4es below, find these
items to frames 35 and 36, and list their corresponding numbers in the
blanks rovided on the response sheet. You may have to use more than
one number in a blank. It is NOT important that you list which frame
the item is on, as long as you have the correct number in the proper
blank.

a. SPST "momentary ON" switch (toggle)

b. Push-button switch

c. Circuit breaker (push-pull)

d. SPST relay (solenoid-type)

e. Thermal switch

f. SPDT switch (toggle)

_____g. DPDT switch (toggle)

h. Pressure switch

i., Rotary switch

___J. Microswitch (limit switch)

k. SPST switch (toggle)

SPDT relay (fixed-core-type)

m. Circuit breaker (toggle-type)

Fuse

37
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Answers to Frame 33: 3 a. 15 b. 9 c. 14 d. 3 e.

19 11 f. 1. 16 h. 7 i.

4, 14 j. 14146 k. 7 1. 10 m.

11i_12 13 n.

t

Frame 34

Which of the following ratings are common to fuses, circuit
breakers, and 'witches? Write the letter which identifies your
answer an the response sheet.

a. Current, voltage and pressure.

b. Current, voltage;\and blow characteristics.

c. Current, voltage and temperature.

d. Current and voltage.

38
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Answer to Frame 34: d

Frame 35

1. 2. 3. L.

'

5.
____._.,

6.---1-----;

,---.

.°.. 9. 10.
(9...

6.

15.
I

A A

19.

a

17.

7.

4

8.

4,9 9

1

.
1 .

I

I U.
g

13.
I/

ip..-.

A

. 114.
. .

V

18.

"` \.....1
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Frame 36

1.

0"---r---;
t

.1"

5
1

.

1

1</

10.

r'S

416

6.

U.

3 4.

1

1

1
t - -- H 1
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared fL, use in Course 3ABR42335,

Aero.,pace Ground Equipment Mechanic. The material; contained herein
were validated with 30 students from the subject course. At least

90% of the students passed the objectives as stated. The average

time to complete this text was 543 minuses.

OBJECTIVE

Indicate the relationship of meter controls to their function and

interpret meter scale indications with a minimum of 70% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONS

This programmed text gives you information in small steps called

"frames." Read and study the written material in each frame with

care until you feel that you understand it. After eac:, frame you

are expected to respond by supplying a word, or words, to complete

a sentence, choose either a true or false statement, select a

nut
correct answer, or match some terms to their loca ons or functions.

After you have made your response, check your a ers with the

answers given at the bottom of the page of the next frame. If your

answers are right, go on to the next frame. If you are wrong on any

of your answers, read and study the material in that frame again
and correct your mistakes before you go on to the next frame. If

you still do not understand the material, ask your instructor for

help.

Note: This programmed text is to be accomplished with the use
of a PSM-37 multimeter and meter leads. Your irstructor will

provide you with these items.

INTRODUCTION

During your life you have used measuri -g devices. Some of these

Iare clocks, rulers, speedomete-s, and weight scales.

As you read this PT you will learn about a measuring device

used in electrical circuits. It is called a multimeter.

Supersedes 3ABR42335 -PT -202, 14 October 1976, which may be used until
a31 stock is depleted.
OPR: 3370 TTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TTGTC 600; TTVSR 1 50s
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Frame 1

The multimeter taught in this PT is the PSM-37 multimeter. The

PSM-37 can be used to check alternating current (AC), direct current
(DC), AC and DC voltage, and resistance. The maximum value of each
that this meter can measure is given in the chart shown below.

Units

4

Without A
Lead Adapter With Adapter

Voltage 0-1000 Volts 0-5000 volts

Current 0-1 amp 0-10 amps

Resistance 0-100 Megohms No Adapter

List the Five Functions of the PSM-37

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



504
Frame 2

In order for you to make volts, amps and ohms tests with the
PSM-37 multimeter, you must know where all of the controls are found

and what they do. We will tell you about each of them in the near,t,

few frames. As we talk of them, find them on your meter to check

your knowledge of their location.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED.

ia

Answers to Frame 1:

1. AC voltage, 2. DC voltage, 3. AC current, 4. DC current

5. Resistance (in any order).

2
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Frame 3

The meter face shows the values that you are measuring. It

is made up of two scales, OHMS and AC and DC.

The green OHMs scale is used when you make a resistance test.
It is read from right to left. Look at your meter; you will see
a wide green area on the OHMS scale from 5 to 60. The reason for
thie is to show the part of the scale where the most accurate readings

can be made. In later frames you will find it extremely important in
taking readings from this wide green area for the most accurate range.

The black AC & DC scale is used when you make a voltage or current
test of circuits. The values of the scales will be volts when measuring
voltage and milliamperes (W) when you test for current. By now you

should have seen that there are three sets of numbers below the black
scale You will be told more about these later.

The meter needle (pointer) points to the value of volts, milli-
amperes or ohms being measured.

Match the statement or functio in Column B with the names to
which they relate to in Column A by placing the letter of the Column
B items beside the numbers of the Column A items.

1.

..olumn A

OHMS scale

AC & DC scale

Needle

Most accurate ohms
range area

a.

b.

c.

2.

3.

.

Column B

Read left to right and
evenly marked.

Moves to indicate the
value being measured.

Ranges from zero (0)
to infinity (a')

3 511
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Frame 4

d. Displays the values being

measured.

e. 0 to 60.

f. 5 to 60.

The OHMS ADJUST knob is found at the center and to the left of

the meter front and is marked ADJ. It is used to compensate for

the aging of the batteries that are in the meter. It is turned to

make the needle line up on the "0" on the ohms scale, before you make

a resistance check.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED.

Answers to Frame 3:

1. c, 2. a, 3. b, 4. f

4
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Frame 5

The FUNCTION switch can be seen in the lower left on the meter
front. It is used to set the meter up to test for AMPS, OHMS, or
VOLTS. It has seven positions. The ones that you will have to use
the most are the "MA" position for current checks, "LP" and "STD"
for resistance checks, and "10 meg 2" for voltage checks. The "LP"
position on ohms has a low power output for use when testing solid
state devices and very small values of resistance (0 to 60 2).
The "STD" is used for all other ohms checks.

AMPS

MA
PULSE MA

100VA
SPECIAL
100 MV

CHMS
LP STD VOLTS

20K n/N

IK n/V

10 MEG n

FUNCTION

Place a checkmark () beside each true statement.

1. To set the meter for measuring voltage, you would turn the
function switch to one of the voltage settings.

2. The "STD" position of the function switch is for measuring
low powered components.

5
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Frame 6

The test jacks are found at the bottom center of the meter front.

The red one is the positive jack and is marked with a "+". The black

jack is negative and is not marked. The two jacks give a connection

point for the meter leads. There are two meter leads; one red and

one black. The red lead will always be placed in the positive side

of the circuit and the black in the negative. To put the meter leads

in the test jack, do the following: slide the front part of the

plug back while you push the plug into the jack. When you let go

of the plug it will lock in place in the jack. Be sure that you

match the colcr of the lead with the color of the jack. If you reverse

the leads, the meter may be damaged when it is connected to a live

circuit (one that has power in it). Refer to the diagram below.

Note: Place your meter leads in the test jacks of your meter
at this time (the leads are normally stored in the meter lid).

FUNCTION RANGE

t.) ® C(5)

BLACK JACK JACK RED BLACK
PLUG PLUG

Complete the following statement(s) by choosing the correct word
or words and record on the response sheet.

1. The red lead is (negative-positive) and is

connected to the (red-black) meter jack. The

(red-black) negative lead is connected to the

(red-black) meter jack.

Answers to Frame 5: 1. 2.

6
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Frame 7

The RANGE switch is found in the lower right corner of the meter

front and is marked RANGE. It is used to set the maximum values of
voltage and current to be measured or, the multiplier for the

resistance checks. The maximum range aettings are those numbers

below the lines. The multiplier are the R X numbers above the line.
The position of the range switch relates one of three things to the

operator:

1. The maximum voltage that the meter can measure at that

particular range setting. Set the function selector to the volts
10 Meg position and the range switch to the 10 position. The meter

will measure a maximum of 10 volts.

2. The maximum current that the meter can measure at that
particular range setting. Set the function selector to AMPS - MA

and the range switch to 500. The meter is capable of measuring a

maximum of 500 ma (one-half of an amp).

3. The multiplier of the ohmic (resistance) value that the

meter is reading. Set the function selector to the OHMS - STD posi-

tion and the range switch to R X 1K. Multiply the meter reading by

1000 to get tne correct resistance value.

MULTIPLIER

MAXIMUM
VALUES

R X 1K
50

R X 10K
250

R XIOOK

RANGE

500

1000

Place a "T" in the space provided beside each true statement.

1. The range switch means the maximum voltage the meter will

measure on the OHMS function.

2. While the PSM-37 is set to AMPS - MA, the range switch tells
the operator the maximum current the meter is capable of

measuring at that setting.

3. With the RANGE switch in the R X 11K/250 setting, the
operator would multiply the OHMS scale readings by 10,000.

Answers to Frame 6: 1. positive, red, black, black

7 515
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Frame 8

i

The polarity switch turns the multimeter on and o f, and sets
the meter to test DC+, DC-, or AC. The "+" and "-" sins s mean
the polarity that must be applied to the red test lea when you
make DC measurements so that the meter pointer will move up scale
to the right. If the pointer moves to the left, just change the
polarity switch to the other DC setting or reverse the test leads
in the circuit. When you make OHMS checks, the + or - will mean the
output polarity of the red test lead. The shape of the polarity
switch knob will not allow the cover for the meter to be put on unless
the switch is in the off position. '

Complete the following statements by placing the correct word(s)
in the blank spaces.

1. When a negative voltage is applied to the red lead, the
polarity switch %tat be turned to the

. position.

2. The meter polarity switch would be turned to
when measuring alternating current.

position

3. If the meter needle moves to the left of the "0" on AC &
DC scale, the switch must be turned to the opposite
DC position.

Answers to Frame 7: 1. T 2. T 3.

8
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Frame 9

The OVERLOAD indicato:, and the PUSH TO OPEN AND
RES0

ET conAl
are both a part of the overload protection circuit. A red shaft
will show in the overload indicator when the meter has been over-
loaded. Tu reset the meter for normal use, just take the meter
leads out of the circuit, and push the "push to open and reset"
control. The red shaft will retract and stay that way when you let
go of the button, if 'the overload circuit breaker has been reset
the right way. The next step is to set the meter to a higher range
so that it will not be overlqaded again. Now the meter is ready for
use. The push to open and set control should be pushed in when
you change the range or funct on switch setting and you do not take
the test leads from the circuit.

OVERLOAD

PUSH
0 OPEN

A
N
D

RESET

Complete the statements below by filling in the blank spaces with
the correct answers.

1. If too much voltage or current is applied to the meter, the
indicator will have a shaft appear

in it.

2. After removing the meter from a circuit due to an overload,
you must push in the button.

Answers to Frame 8:

1. DC-, 2. AC, 3. Polarity

9
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Frame 10

'---"-dULTIMETElt
ME- 418/ PSM-37

US

This illustration is to be used with the meter controls and
function exercise on the next page.

10
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Frame 10 (continued)

The following exercise checks your knowledge of the meter control
names, location and functions. Use the illustration of the meter on
the preceding page to select the letter that corresponds to the name
of that control. Place the letter you chose from the illustration
in the "Meter Letter" column. Then match up the function of the con-
trols in the "Function" column with the name of the control in the
"Name" column. Place your letter choice in the "Function Letter"
column.

Name Meter
Letter

Function
Letter

1. Needle C (b) (a)

(Pointer)

2. OHMS ( )

(Green) (b)

3. OHMS Adj. ( )

4. Test
jacks

( ) (c)

5. Function
switch

( ) (d)

6. Polarity ( )

Switch

(e)

7. PRESS Tt.. ( )

OPEN and
RESET

(f)

8. AC & DC ( )

9. Overloadv.

(g)

10. Range ( )

Switch

(h)

(i)

(j)

Answers to Frame 9:

1. overload, red
2. Push to open and reset

11

Functions

scale used to indicate
voltage or current
readings.

aligns with the scale
to indicate value
measured.

hook-up point for
leads.

used to break meter
circuit and

reset overload
protector.

used to "zero" the
pointer on OHMS
scale.

determines if meter
measures OHMS, VOLTS,
or AMPS.

used to select the
type of current or
voltage to be applied
to the meter.

indicates values in
OHMS.

determines maximum
value to be measured
or multiplier for
ohms.

indicates excessive
power has been
applied to PSM-37.

519
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Frame 11

The PSM-37 meter is built to measure many OHMS values. A look
at the meter in front of you shows that there are six (6) positions
for the ohmmeter function. They are R X 1, R X'10, R X 100, R X 1K,
R X 10K and R X 100K. To measure resistance, the POLARITY switch
must be turned to one of the DC positions (usually DC+); the RANGE
switch must be set to one of the six positions listed above and
the function switch must be set on OHMS. The OHMS position used
in this block will be the STD position. (NOTE: The LP positton
is for testing low power devices and is used with the R X 1 posi-
tion of the RANGE switch.) To measure resistanCe.accurately, the
ohmmeter must first be "zeroed". You zero the meter by touching the
ends of the leads together with the meter set as you were told above.
The meter needle should move to the zero end of the ohms scale.
Note that the OHMS scale is GREEN. If the needle does not go all
the way to zero, or goes past, then turn the OHMS ADJ knob. Turn
the knob to bring the needle in line over the "zero" on the OHMS
scale. When the test. leads are separated the needle should go
back to the left end of the OHMS scale, over the infinity (co) mark.

Use your PSM-37 and zero the ohmmeter in the R X 10 through
R X 100K range positions.

Note: The PSM-37 meter should not need to be rezeroed-on each
of the RANGE switch positions. Once zeroed, the meter should
stay zeroed through all resistance range positions.

If your meter will not zero on any of the ranges, push the "Push
to Open and Reset" button. If your meter still will not zero, ask
your instructor for help.

Check the true statement(s).

1. With the function switch in OHMS STD and RANGE switch in
R X 1, the meter can be zeroed on OHMS. (Use your meter
and test this statement.)

2. The readings are taken from the green scale of the PSM -37
when the function switch is in the OHMS function.

3. The PSM -37 meter needs only to be zeroed when you first
start to use it as an ohmme er.

4. The zero mark for OHMS is on the left side of the OHMS
scale.

Answers to Frame 10: 1. C (b) 2. A (h) 3. D (e)

4. F (c) 5. E (f) 6. H (g) 7. I (d)

8. B__ (a)__ 9. J (j) 10. G

12
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Frame 12

The OHMS (green) scale is pr b 1YFthe most easy to read. The
value of each mark on the scale s s the same for each position of
the RANGE switch. For example, the numbers on the OHMS scale will
always be the same value; 5. 10, 20, 30, and so on. The range
switch is what determines what you multiply these numbers by to
het the resistance reading of what you are measuring. This will be
covered in the next frame

You will not have much trouble with reading the meter whey the
meter's needle comes to rest on cne of the larger marks which are
numbered, or when the needle :tomes to rest halfway between any two
numbered marks. The hard part comes when the needle comes co rest
on a cnoll mark or between small marks. To find the small mark
values follow theserleps:

1. First step, note the two numbered values which the needle
is resting between.

2. Subtract the smaller value from the larger value.

2. Count the number of divisions (blank spaces) between the
two nqmbers.

4. Divide the value you got in step two by the number of
divisions counted in step three.

5. You now have the value of one division on the scale you
are using.

5. Add up th. number of divisions your needle is from tne
lowest valw. you notc.: is step one.

7. The lazt st'p is to add the total value of the summed
divisions in step six Lo tne lowest number value to get he proper

reading.

As an example of the procedure outlined above, we will go through the
complete procedure for the value indicated by pointer A in the figure
on the next page.

52
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Frame 12 (continued)

50

OEMS

1

1. Needle is resting between 30 and 50.

2. Subtract 30 from 50 you get 20.

3. Count 10 divisions between 30 and 50.

20 (from step 2) by 10 to get 2.

5. One division is equal to 2.

6. The lowest value is 30 and the needle is four divisiOns
to left of this value.

7. Multiply 4 times 2 to get 8; add 8 to 30 to get 36.

Using the figure above, complete the following by filling in
the blank with the correct response.

1. Needle B is indicaang

2. Need1.. C is indicating

3. Each division mark between 20 and 30 is equal to

4. Each division mark between 50 ani 100 is equal to

Answers to Framc 11: 1. 2.

14

3.

522

4.
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Frame 13

)6m. illustration below shoW the ohmmeter scale of the PSM-37.
measuring resistance in the R X 1 range, it is read just as

is shown by the needle on the OHMS scale. With the RANGE switch
in any of the other R X poiitions you would multiply the resistance
teading (R) times the number at the R X position.

Example: In the R X 1Q position the needle stops at the 30
mart*. on the OHMS scale. You would take 30 times 10.rr T ohmic

value you have measured is 300 ohms. In the R X 109( tion it

would be 30 times 100, which equals 3000 ohms.

What rilloaxence is indicated in each of the-ohmmeter scales

below?

1. R X 10 =

OHMS

30 20
10

\CP

Is 523
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Frame 13 (continued)

2. R X 10K

OHMS

3. R X 1K iii,

OHMS



4. R X 1 ..

OHMS

30 20

571
Frame 13 (continued)

10
I

0

Answern'to Frame 12: 1. 14 2. 6.5 3. 2 4. 5

I 525
17

',.
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Frame 14

The range to be used in measuring any resistance that you do

not know depends on the ohmic value of the unknown resistance. Let

us say that the R X 1 range of the PSM -37 is being used and that the
unknown resistance that you have is more than 2,000 ohms. In this
case the resistance Is too great to move the pointer away from

infinity (co). The RANGE switch would then have to be set to the
R X 10 position. this val. done and the needle still did not move,
then you would h ve o use the R X 100 range, and so on. If the
needle still does not move when you use the R X 100 range, you have
a resistance that is too high to measure with the PSM-37. This is
commonly referred to as an infinite amount of resistance and is
represented by "co".

Note: To be sure no problem exists with the meter, check
to see if the meter will zero in all resistance range
positions.

Check the true statemer*(8).

1. A resistance reading of co is the same as one of 0 ohms.

,2. When testing resistance, if the needle of the ohmmeter
doesn't move, it is indicating infinity (c..).

Answers to Frame 13: 1. 15052 2. 420,0000 3. 8,5000

4. 60Q

18 526



Frame 15

When ou use the PSM-37 to check ohms s t the RANGE switch toa position where the needle rests in the wide green area of theOHMS scale. Try not to take the readingi from any other part of thescale, if it is possible. We need to do this because the ohmmeteris lesi accurate from 0 to 5 and 60 to ce. In example A, a resistorwith an ohmic value of 360 ohms is being measured with the rangeswitch in the R X 1 range. The meter needle is between the 300 to400 marks, a difference of 100 ohms. Since the operator is forcedto guess at the reading, a large margin for error can exist.

OHMS

Example B shows the same resistance measure. Jsing the R X 10range. Even though the operator must multiply the scale readingby 10, the reading is more accurate because each mark in this areaof the scale is 20 ohms (marks are 2 points each times 10, equals20). Then, the margin for error is reduced.

OHMS



saa
Frame 15 (continued)

Example C shows a 360 ohm resistance reading on the R X 100

range. In this case you must multiply the scale reading by 100.

The measurement is less accurate than B because each mark is worth

50 ohms (.5 X 100 equals 50). The margin for error is increased.

C.

Study the ohmmeter scales shown below. Find out if the

resistance is being read by the most accurate range. If the right
range ix used, write "OK" in the blank next to that scale. If the
right range is not used, write the range which should be used.

1. 480 ohms, R X 1 range

OHMS

I0

20

52&



2. 25 ohms, R X 10 range

OHMS

30 20

I
Frame 15 (continued)

lo

3. 240 ohms, R X 10 range

OHMS

21
529
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Pismo 15 (continued)

4. 2200 ohms, R X 100

Answers to Frame 14:

26",)0
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Frame 16

Look at the face of the PSM-37 meter in front of you. The AC
DC scales are printed in black. On the lower left side of the

meter face you will find the FUNCTION switch. It has three VOLTS
positions. While in this block we will have you use the 10 meg SI
position. The only difference between 0* three positions is in
circuit loading and this is of no importance to you at this point.
On the lower right side of the meter face is the RANGE switch.
This switch is very important since it is used to select the
maximum range the meter can measure in volts and current. If you
select the wrong range, you could cause damage to the meter.

Look at the AC & DC scale. You will notice that there are
three sets of numbers. In the space below, write the range for
each set of numbers. The first one has been done for you.

Top Scale: Numbers range from 0 to 2.5.

Middle Scale: Numbers range from to

Bottom Scale: Numbers range from to

Answers to Frame 15: 1. R X 10 2. R X 1 3. OK 4. OK

23

53
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Frame 17

The number to the far right of each scale shows the maximum

deflection of the meter's needle. The values of these numbers
(2.5, 5, and 10) will depend on where the range switch is set.
There are seven ways to set the range switch: .5, 2.5, 10, 50,

250, 500 and 1,000. These numbers show the highest value which

can be read with the meter for any of the settings of the ranie

switch. For example, if the range switch was set at 250, the max-
imum value that could be checked with the meter would be 250.
This value may be in volts or milliamps as determined by the
function switch. If more than 250 were applied to the meter,
it might be hurt.

Fill in the blanks with the correct number.

1. If the range switch is set at 50, the maximum voltage
that can be measured would be .

2. If the range switch is set at 2.5, the maximwdlvoltage
that can be measured would be

3. If you wanted to measure s voltage, the value which
would be between 250V and 500V, the RANGE switch would
hate to be set at the position.

Answers to Frame 16: 0 to 5

0 to 10

24
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Frame 18

Since there are seven ways to set the range switch and only three
different scales, each scale is used by several range positions. The
2.5 and 250 range switch positions use the top scale (0-2.5). The
.5, 50, and 500 ranges use the middle scale (0-5). The 10-100 range
use the bottom scale (0-10). Do not try to memorize these as they
are easy to figure out.

.0

00'
oe

oe V4.0

/

4101

/IN MIN fNO Obal.
.ftb eft. War.,

A.G. 4 D.C.
SE FOR
.5 AND 250

0EANF

.5,

AND 500

lUSE FOR 10
I000

Place either 0-2.5 or 0-5, or 0-10 in the spaces provided to
indicate the scale that would be used for each of the range switch
settings. The first one has already been done for you.

Range Switch Set at Scale Used

.5 a. 0-5

2.5 b.

10

50

250

500

1000

Answers to Frame 17: 1. 50V

c.

d.

e.

f.

8.

2. 2.RV

25

3. 500V

533
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Frame 19

In the last frame you learned how to choose the right scale for

each range position. With the RANGE switch set on 50, the readings

are read from the 0-5 scale. Since the meter can now only read a

maximum of 50, the number 5 will mean 50. The 4 will mean 40, the

3 will mean 30, and so on. Notice that the changlng of S to 50

resulted in the maximum number on the scale matching the RANGE

rwitch position, and the other numbers change by tte same amount

(multiplied by 10). The way to determine the value of the maxi-

mum number on the scale is: it must be changed to equal the range

switch position. Example: The range position of 250 uses the 0-2.5

scale. The 2.5 will now mean 250, the 2 will mean 200, the 1.5 will

mean 150, and so on.

For all the exercises below, .the POLARIIY switch is set on
"DC+," the FUNCTION switch is set on 10 meg VOLTS. What is the

voltage indicated on each of the following scales for each of the.
RANGE switch positions? The first one is completed for you.

1. Use figure A.

a. 50 range 40V DC c. 500 range

b. 1000 range d. .5 range



2. Use figurz B.

a. 2.5 range

b. 10 range

I

Frame 19, (continued)

c. 250 range

d. .5 range

Answers to Frame 181 b. 0-2.5 z. 0-10 d. 0 -S

e. 0-2.5 f. 0-5 g. 0-10

535
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game 20

The maxims value of each scale is determined by the position

of the'RANGE switch. With the RANGE switch at the 10 range, the

07=10 scale was read as is, Max 10. The difficulty in reading the
scale comes,when the needle stops on one of the small mark- between

the numbers. To find the value of each mark on the scale, 4vide

the RANGE sr-itch position by 50. Example: RANGE switch in 4.0

range, divide 10 by 50 to get .2. Each marking on the 0-10 scale

is worth .2 points a piece. See figure A below. When you start
at zero, you would count th2 marks, 0, .2, .4, .6, .8. 1 - -

- - - ', 9.4, 9.6, 9.8, 10. You use the same procedure to find
the value Jf the small mark for each of the RANGE switch positions.
The reaLiit we use 50 as the denominator is there are 50 marks along
the AC & DC scale. Since the scale is linear (evenly spaced and
marked), you can use the 30 as the denominator on all range positions
and scales.

28
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Frame 20 (coatirued)

PROBLEM 1

Fill in he blanks with the appropriate
used and the value of each black mark
is accomplished for you.

Range Switch Set At Scale Used

on the
response for the scale
scale. The first one

Value of Each Mark

.5 0-5 .01

2.5 a. b.

10 c. d.

50 e. f.

250 g. h.

500 i. j

10C.- k. 1.

linswers to Ftame 19:

1. b. 800V DC c. 400V DC d. 24V DC

2. a. 1V DC b. 4V DC c. 100V DC d. .2V DC

29
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Frame 21

The following exerclse is to insure your ability to interpret
meter indications in various RANGE switch position , plus check

your ability to determine the value of each mark on the meter

scales. Fill in the correct answer in the appropriate apace for

each of the following items. Number one is completed fJr you.

oo
0

1

2

4

AC. & D.C.

15
3

6

8

Range Switrh Set At Value Indicated

.371. .5

2. 2.5

3. 10

4. 50

5. )50

6. 500

7. .1000

Answers to Frame 20: a. 0-2.5 b. .05 c. 0-10 d. .2

e. 0-5 f. 1. g. 0-2.5 h. 5. i. 0-5 j. 10 k. 0-10

1. 20

30

036
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Frame 22

You now know how to read the scales and its values, with the
range switch set in any of the ranges. What you have learned will
be true even if the meter is measuring AC or DC voltage or currenL.
In the next few frames you will learn 11Jw to set the meter up to read
DC volts, AC volts, DC current and AC current. It is important that
you know the positions of the three switches, so you can tell wh,t
the meter is reading. The switches are: The POLARITY switch to tell
if you are measuring + or - PC or AC volts, or current; the FUNCTION
switch to tell if you are measuring voltage (VOLTS position), resistance
(OHMS position), or current (AMPS position); the RANGE .witch to
tell you the maximum value and scale to be used for the readings.

Place a :heckmark () beside the true statement(s).

1. To measure OHMS, the polarity switch would be on either DC
position, the function switch to OHMS, and the range switch
to appropriate R X position.

2. To measure a 30 volt battery, the polarity switch would be
jr I +DC, the FUNCTION switch to VOLTS, and the RANGE switch
to R X 1K/50 position.

Answers to Frame 21: 2. 1.85 3. 7.4 4. 37 5. 185

6. 370 7. 740

31
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Frame 23

When you want to read DC voltage it is important to have the
meter set up right. The FUNCTION switch set to VOLTS (in school,
10 meg fl position); the POLARITY switch set to the polarity of the
voltage applied to the RED test lead; (Note: In most cases, this
will be positive and the polarity switch will be set at "DC+".) the
RANGE switch will be set to the value of the voltagSo be read. Fcr
example, if the'voltage to be read is 8 volts DC, the RANGE switch
would be x.et at 10. It is important to keep in mind the range switch
sets the maximum value the meter can read; so, set the RANGE switch
above the value to be read. When you want to read an unknown voltage,
start LIth the range switch at the highest value. Then, turn the
RANGE switch to a lower setting until the meter shows a voltage
value. This procedure is a good practice to follow, regardless
of what you are measuring.

Fill in the blanks with the correct switch position. For
practice, set your meter up to measure the voltage in problem numberone.

1. If you knew that you were going to measure approximately
120 volts DC, the RANGE switch would -ce set at
the POLARITY switch set at DC+ and the FUNCTION switch
set at

2. If you didn't know the approximate value of the voltage
that you were measuring, you would use the range
first.

3. A negative voltage polarity is applied to the RED test
lead, the POLARITY switch would be set at

Answers to Frame 22: 1. 2.

32
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Frame 24

When you use a voltmeter, you have to be sure the readings are
as true as you can get them. Always choose the RANGE switch position
which will cause the meter needle to move as close to a full scale
reading as you can. For example, you could read 2 volts DC on the
PSM-37 in front of you by setting the RANGE switch on 10 and read
the voltage value off the bottom scale (0-13). But, it would be
better if you set the RANGE switch to 2.5 and read the voltage on
the top scale (0-2.5). By doing this, you can get more needle
deflection than if you ;rid set the RANGE switch on 10.

Fill in the blanks with the correct positions.

1. Look at the meter in front of you. If you were going to
measure approximately 300V, you would have to set the
range switch at to get the most accurate reading.

2. If you wanted to accurately measure 30V, you would have to
set the range switch at

Answers to Frame 23: 1 25Q, VOLTS _(10

3. DC-

33
541

2. 1000 (highest)
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Frame 25

1. Fill in the correct answers in the appropriate spaces for

the meter scales shown below. The FUNCTION switch set at VOLTS (10

meg 0, and POLARITY switch set at DC+. Be sure to indicate if
value is volts or current and if it is AC or DC.

Range Switch Setting Indication

a. .5

b. 2.5

c. 10

d. 50

e. 25C

f. 500

g. 1000

2. For each of the following voltages, indicate on the blank,
the range that should be used to obtain the most accurate readings.

Voltage Range Switch Setting

a. .15

b. 1.5

c. 15

d. 150

e. 750

Answers to Frame 24: 1. 500 2. 50

31,
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Frame 26

The way that you read AC voltage is much the same as for reading
DC volts. The only change is that you set the POLARITY switch to the
AC position. You see that the POLARITY switch must be set to match
the type of voltage or currant that you will measure. Since AC
stands for alternating current, the meter leads have no set polarity
whil_! measuring AC.

Place the correct answer in the spaces for the following
exercise. For practice, set your meter up to measure the voltage
value in problem number one.

1. To measure 240 volts AC, turn the POLARITY switch to
, the RANGE switch to , the FUNCTION

switch to and take the readings from the 0 to
scale.

2. Use the meter scale below to complete items a and b. Use
your meter and knowledge to complete item c.

1-11-1-\00

a. Range switch at 50.

b. Range switch at

c. Range switch at

250.

Answers to Frame 25: 1. a. 232. b.

f. 320 g. 640 2. a. .5 b. 2.5

35

Voltage indicated V AC.

Voltage indicated V AC.

Voltage indicated 5.2V AC.

1.6 c. 6.4 d. 32 e. 160

c. 50 d. 20 e. 1000
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Frame 27

You use the same scales to read current as you used to read volts.
To measure DC AilliampeEtE (MA) set the POLARITY switch to the "DC+",
set the FUNCTION switch to "MA/PULSE MA", and set 0.2 RANCE switch
to the value that you wish to measure.

The PSM-37 can read up to 1000 MA which is the same as one ampere.
To change MA to amps, move the decimal point three places to the left.
Example: 1000 MA is I amp, 200 MA is .2 amp. To change amps to MA,
move the decimal paint three places to the right; I amp is 1000 MA,
and .5 amp is 500 MA.

Note: The POLARITY switch position is determined by the polarity
of the current applied to the RED test lead. Fill in the correct
answer in the appropriate space for the frIlowing items.

1.

1.5
3
6

FUNCTION switch set at AMPS, MA position.

a. RANGE switch set at 1,000. Current indication.is
MA or amps,

b. RANGE awitch set at 500. Current indication is
MA or amps.

c. RANGE switch set at 250. Current indication is
MA or amps.

d. RANGE switch
MA or

set at 10. Current indication is
amps.

36
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Frame 27 (continued)

2. Set your mettx up to measure 22 MA DC.

a. The RANGE switch setting is

b. The POLARITY switch setting is

c. The FUNCTION switch setting is

Answers to Frame 26:

1. AC, 250, VOLTS, 2.5

2. a. 26V AC b. 130V AC c. 10

37
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Frame 28

When you use the PSM-37 as a milliameter, you will start on the
highest range (1000) of the RANGE switch and work the switch down to

the most accurate range. You should always push in on the PUSH TO
OPEN and RESET button when you change the RANGE switch. This will

cut 4own the chance of harm to the meter when measuring current. You

should note that the most accurate reading on the AC & DC scale will
be made when the needle moves as far right on the scale as it can,
and still not go past the end of the scale.

Fill in the blanks below with the most accurate range switch
position for each of the readings given. You may refer to your PSM-37

for a list of the ranges.

READINGS RANGE READINGS RANGE

1. 40 MA

2. 400 MA

3. 4 MA

4. 225 MA

5. 11 MA

6. 600 MA

Answers to Frame 27: 1. a. 440 MA, 44a b. 220 MA, .22a

c. 110 MA, .11a d. 4.4 MA, .0044a 2. a. 50 b. DC+ c. AMPS MA

38
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Frame 29

The difference in the way that you set up the meter for measuring
AC current rather than DC, is the way you set the POLARITY switch.
To read AC, the POLARITY switch is set in the AC position.

Fill in the blanks with the correct response.

1. Using your PSM-37, set the controls up to measure 150 MA AC.

a. FUNCTION switch position is

b. RANGE switch position is

c. POLARITY switch position is

2. Using the meter scale below and your meter, fill in the
blanks below with either the RANGE switch position or the indicated
MA reading.

a. Range switch at 1,000. Current indication is MA.

b. Range switch at 500. Current lication Is MA.

c. Range switch at . Current indicated is 110 MA.

d. Range switch at . Current indicated is 22 NA.

Answers to Frame 28: 1. 50

S. 50 6. 11V.00

2. 500

39

3. 10 4. 250
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Frame 30

This frame gives values that are to be measured. You will provide
the positions of the POLARITY, FUNCTION, and RANGE switches, plus the
scale and the group of digits that w4!1 be used to make the proper
reading. Record this information on the blank spaces that are pro-
vided on the response sheet. You may use your meter as a reference.

TO MEASURE FUNCTION RANGE POLARITY SCALE/GROUP

1. 230 Volts AC VOLTS 250 AC AC & DC/0-2.5

2. 1500 ohms /

3. 225 Volts DC

4. 22 MA DC

5. 290 Volts AC

6. .43 Volts DC

7. 27,000 ohms

8. 17 ohms

9. 980 MA AC

10. 1.9 Volts AC

11. ' MA DC

12. 6 ohms

Answers to Frame 29:

1. a. AMPS-MA b. 250 c. AC

2. a. 440 MA b. 220 MA c. 250 d. 50

40 546
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Frame 31

In this frame you will be given one of the two meter faces shown
and the position of the polarity, function, and range switches. You
will be required to provide the proper reading of the meter.

OHMS

30 20

Meter ill.

These are the met, face, that you will use. ThP exrcise that
are to fill out is Jn the next page.
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Frame 31 (continued)

Fill in the blanks with the proper meter readings. Be sure to
use the meter referred to for each of the contrn1 s_ttings. PLUS,
indicate in your answer if the value is V DC, V AC, IA DC, MA AC, or
0.

METER
?TIMBER

FUNCTION Sw
SETTING

RANGE Sw
SETTING

POLARITY Sw
SETTING

PROPER
READING

1. 1 VOLTS 50 DC+ 23V DC

2. 2 VOLTS 250 AC

3. 2 OHMS-STD R X 100 DC+

4. 1 VOLTS LO AC

5. 2 VOLTS .5 AC

6. 1 OHMS-STD R X 1K DC+

7. 1 AMPS-MA 50 AC

8. 2 VOLTS 2.5 AC

9. 1 OHMS-LP R X 1 DC+

10. 2 AMPS-MA 10 AC

11. 2 OHMS-STD R X 10 DC+

12. 1 AMPS-MA 250 DC+

Answers co Frame 30:

1. VOLTS 250 AC AC & DC/0-2.5

2. OHMS-STD R X 100 DC+ OHMS/0-c.

3. VOLTS 250 DC+ AC & DC/0-2.5

4. AMPS-MA 50 DC+ ,AC & DC/C-5

5. V.LTS 500 AC AC & DC /O - -5

6. VOLTS .5 DC+ AC & DC/0-5

7. OHMS-STD R X 1K DC+ OHMS /0 -co

8. OW-LP R X 1 DC+ OHMS/0-.0

9. AMPS-MA 10n0 AC AC & DC/0-10

10. VOLTS 2.5 AG AC & DC/0-2.5

11. AMPS-MA 10 DC+ AC & A 10-1P

12. OHMS-LP R X 1 DC+ OHMS/0-c.,
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Frame 32

To this point, all we have talkei about is how to set the posiLions

of the switches and how to -ead the PSM-37. We will now discuss how

to use the meter to test for the value of volts, amps, and ohms in

a circuit. A circuit is a path for current to flow. Before you can

make the test, you must learn about how to determine the positive (+)

and negative (-) side of the parts that are in a direct current (DC)

circuit. You must also learn how to properly place the meter in the

circuit to make a circuit test, In your next assignment, you will

be going to the test lab and will have to test a circuit for volts,

amps, and ohms.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED.

Answers to Frame 31:

1. 23V DC

2. 190V AC

3. f50

4. 4.6V AC

5. .37V AC

6. 24,000 ;-/

7. 23 MA AC

8. 1.9V AC

9. 24 Q

10. 7.4 MA AC

. 65Q

115 MA DC

If you have made any errors r tl'e last two frares, review the

frame(s) of this PT where this irvormation was covered. If you still

have difficulty, ask your instructor for assistance.
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Frame 33

You have learne0 that the word direct means to go one way and

current means the flow of electrons. Join the two words and you

have direct current (DC). They mean a current that flows in one

direction all the time. 1ti flow will be from negative (-) to

positive (+). Any time curtcnt flows in a circuit, a voltage will

come across the components of the circuit. The polarity of this

voltage drop can be foune. by the way that current flows through

the component. In tie circuit below, note that current is leaving
the negative post of the battery, flowing through the circuit and

returning tc tL positive post. As the current goes in a resistor,

it will cause that lnd of the resistor to have a negative polarity.

When it leaves a resistor it leaves that and with a positive polarity.

This is true in all DC circuits.

Note: If the power source is not a battery, the negative side
is sometimes marked "-" or is black; the positive side will
have a "+" or painted red.

E3=10y

smr

DIRECTION OF E2= QV
CURRENT FL O!"

L _

Els6V

Place the right polarity to the components of the two circuits

below. Also, point out with an arrow, the direction of current

flow in the circuit.

R4 R3

R2

RI

CIRCUIT A CIRCUIT 8

Answer to :r.-me 32: No Re,,yon,e Requited.
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Frame 34

When you test for the voltage of a DC circuit you must watch
the polarity of the voltage drop before you place the test leads in
the circuit. Once you know the polarity, place the black lead of
the voltmeter to negative and the red lead to positive. The meter
must be connected across (in parallel with) the component being
measured, as shown in the diagram below. If you place the meter or
leads in some other manner, you will have a wrong reac..ng. Plus,

it could cause damage to the meter.

Note: Another thing that is important before you test for DC
voltage, ib that you should have your PSM-37 set up for the
polarity value and the type of voltage that you will test.

E=24VDC

E3= KrIf

In this manner, the voltmeter is connected in

Sele t the correct word and place it in the blank space to
complete statements one, two, and three. For item fo'r, fill in
the blanks with the correct position of the switches.

l. When using the PSM-37 as a voltmeter, you would connect
the meter in (series/parallel) with the voltage
t) be measured.

2. If the meter is connected in series when making voltage
checks, the readings will be (accurate/inaccurate).

3. To measure the voltage E3 in the circuit above, the red
lead will be placed on the (right/left) of the
resistor and the black lead on the (other/same)
end of the resistor.

4. Set your PSM-37 to measure the voltage El in the circuit
above. The range switch position is , the
polarity switch position is and the function
switch is set at

553
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Frame )4 (continued)

Answers to Frame 33:

+

CIRCUIT A R2
CIRCUIT 8
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Frame 35

To measure current flow, the :titer must be connected in series

in the circuit. When you connect it in series the same current that

flows through the circuit is the same that flows through the PSM-37.

Do not place an ammeter in parallel to measure current. If you do,

the meter can be damaged or the reading you take will be inaccurate

and low. The circuit below shows you an ammeter that is properly

placed in a DC circuit.

R3

RI

OM.

AMMETER
Air

R2

Identify the true statement(s) by placing a T on the blank spaces

,-rov1ded.

I. The ammeter must be connected in series with the circuit

component being checked.

2. To accurately measure current the same current must flow

through bot i the meter and *Le circuit com,onent being

checked.

3. If the PSM-:7 is connected in parallel to measure current,

the readings sould be inaccurate and low.

Answers to Frame 34:

1. parallel 2. inaccu-..-ate 3. left, ot}o 4. 10, DC+,

VOLTS 1p Meg

474 7 55.5
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Frame 36

Study the two diagrams for a few moments before reading the rest
of this frame.

R3

A B

E=24VDC

-MAP

RI

" CIRCUIT AN

RI

"CIRCUIT B"

To connect an ammeter in a circuit to test current flow, the
circuit must be broken. Notice in circuit A that there is a point
marked AB. In circuit B this point has been separated to form - -
points "A" and "B". Since point "A" is connected to the plus (+)
post of the battery through R3, point "A" is positive (+); point "B"
is connected to the minur (-) post of the battery through R1 and R2
sc it is negative (-). Remember, this circuit has DC volts applied.
You must observe the polarity of the points to which the meter is
connected.

The red test lead will be connected to point "A" and the black
tcst lead connected to point "B". The circuit current now leaves
the minus side of the battery, goes through R1, R2, in the black
lead, through the meter, out the red lead, through R3 and back to
the plus post of the battery.

Caution: Turn power "off" to the circuit when connecting and
disconnecting an ammeter in and out of a circuit.
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Frame 36 (continued)

Place the correct answer in the blank space provided, to complete
the following statement(s).

1% Before the PSM-37 can be used to test circuit current, the
circuit must be and the meter placed in
with the circuit.

2. Set your PSM-37 up to measure 29 MA DC.

The position of the switches are:

a. Range switch

b. Function switch

c. Polarity switch

Answers to Frame J): T 1. T 2. T 3.

49 'd



Frame 37

When you use the PSM-37 to measure the volts or amps in an AC
circuit it is the same way as for DC circuits. The one difference

is you do not need to observe polarity since AC means alternating
current; a current that will first flow in one direction and then
it will flow in the opposite direction.

To use the PSM-37 as an AC voltmeter, you must set the controls
up properly; plus, you must place the meter in parallel with the
voltage that you will Lest. 1Jr AC current measurements' you must set
the controls up properly, and you will connect the meter in series
with the circuit.

Meter in PARALLEL TO
measure AC voltage drop

Meter in SERIES to measure
AC current flow

Place a checkmark () beside the true statement(s).

1. You must observe polarity when measuring volts or amps
in an AC circuit.

2. An ammeter is connected in series to measure voltage in
an AC circuit.

Answers to Frame '36:

1. broken series 2. a. 50 b. NIPS -MA c. DC+

50
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Fraro 38

There is an important safety precaution that you must follow
when you use the ohmmeter functions of the PSM-37. Do not hook an
ohmmeter to a live circuit (one that has power applied); be sure that
no power is applied to the circuit. The parts in the meter need very
little current to work. lney are easy to damage if the meter were
to be hooked to a "live" circuit. There is a small battery in the
PSM-37 that gives us the current required to work the meter in the
ohms function. Another important cuing to remember is that the ohm-
meter must be "zeroed" before you make your first ohms test. Think
back; eJ zero the meter, first set the ohmmeter up for measuring
resistance. Then, touch the two lead tips together. The needle
should move to the right and zero over the "0" on the ohms scale.
If it does not, turn the ohms ADJ knob until it does. If the needle
does not move at all, press the "Push to Open and Reset" button. If
it still will not zero, ask the instructor for help.

true.
Place a "T" in the space provided beside each statement that is

1. The ohmmeter function of the PSM-37 requires current from
the circuit being checked to operate.

2. The ohmmeter is "zeroed" before use to insure accuracy.

3. If the pointer cannot be adjusted to zero on the ohms
scale, this means that the internal battery is weak.

Answer to Frame 3/: 1 2.

51
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Frame 39

After the ohms adj knob has been adjusted, the needle should stop

at "0". This means that there is no resistance to current flow. Keep

in mind that the meter lead tips must be touching each other or be in

contact with a common conductor. If the needle stops to the left of

"0", there is some opposition to the flow of current. If the needle

only moves part of the way toward "0", there is resistance being
measured. If the needle does not move at all, a great (infinite
co) amount of opposition to the flow of current is present. We refer

to each of these conditions by different terms. First, a "0"

reading means that there is continuity (no resistance), in the
circuit. A reading which will cause the needle to move, but to
stop short of "0", means that there is resistance in the circuit.
If the needle does not move at all, an open circuit is indicated,
or the meter is at infinity "co" and the resistance is either too large
to be measured on that scale, or by that meter.

Place a "T" in the blank space beside each true statement.

1. Continuity refers to the amount of resistance in an
open circuit.

2. A resistance that is too large to measure is referred
to as infinity.

3. When the pointer is reading a value other than "0", this
means some resistance is present in the component being
checked.

Place the correct response in the space provided.

1. The component being checked with an ohmmeter mast be
from the rest of the circuit.

2. The ohmmeter must 14iVER be used to check the resistance
of a circuit that has on it.

3. The manner in which the ohmmeter is connected to the
component being checked is similar to the way the volt-
meter is connected; that is, in

4. Set up your meter to measure 500 ohms of resistance. Place
the position of your switches in the blanks below.

a. Range

b. Function

c. Polarity

Answers to Frame 38: 1. T 2. T 3.

52
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Frame 40

The figure shows one test lead is placed to ore side of the resistor.
The other lead is placed to the other side of the resistor. When you
make a resistance check on-a component of a circu!-_, the component
must he isolated (disconnected) from the rest of the circuit. This
can be '4one in three ways: First, totally remove the resistor and test
it out of the circuit; second, disconnect one-end of the component to be
tested from the circuit; third, is to take out the wire (conductor)
leading up to one end of the component that you will test. In all three
cases, the battery power from the metes will only have one path to flow
through; that is, through the component being tested. If you do not
isolate the part being checked, your ohms reading will be inaccurate.

Identify the true statement(s) by placing a "Ti' on the blank
spaces provided on the response sheet.

1. The component being checked with an ohmmet r does not have
to be isolated from the rest of the circuit.

2. The ohmmeter must never be used to check the resistance of
a circuit that has power on it.

3. The manner in which the ohmmeter is connected t, com-
ponent being checked is similar to the way the v,Itmeter is
connected.

Answers to Frame 39:

1. T 2. T 3.

1. isolated (or disconnected or re.,oved) 2. power_( or voltage)

3. parallel 4. a. R X 100 b. Oh,e-Sio c. pc-±±):)

53
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Frage 41

If you check a high chins resistor on a low R X range, the needle
may not move of " °" mark. Turn the range switch up range until the
needle stops In the wide green area of the OHMS scale. Then take
the reading times (X) the 7 nge switch position. This will give you
the value of the resistor under test. With the range switch in a
high R X position and meter leads hooked to a low ohms resistor,
the needle may move to "0". In this case, turn the range switch
down range. When the needle stops between the 5 and 60 of the ohms
scale, take the reading. Multiply the reading times the range posi-
tion to get the value of the resistor.

Place a "T" in the space provided beside each true statement.

1. With the ohmmeter on R X 100 and connected to a 10 ohm
resistor, the needle will not move off "..." mark.

2. With the PSM-37 set up on the R X 1 range and connected
to a 2500 ohms resistor, the needle will move ;:o 25 on
the ohms scale.

Answers to Frame 40: 1.

54
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Fr 42

this frame summarizes the safety precautions that must be observed
when ueing the PSM-37 to test circuits.

1. The PSM-37 should never be handled carelessly. Aside from
befng expensive, it is sensitive and delicate. Don't abuse ic.

2. When measuring voltage and current, start your check with
the range switch set on "1000". Then move it to a lc'wei seLting if

r .cessary. Then turn it to a range higher than that applied to the
circuit after making the check. This way the meter will be ready
for the next check.

3. Never connect the ohmmeter to a circuit that has power on
it.

4. When used as a voltmeter, connect it in "earallel" with the
voltage drop being checlfed.

5. When Laasuring DC voltage and current, be sure to observe
polari,- when connecting the meter to the circuit. Note if the metee
needle move- left on the scale, either reverse meter leads on he

circuit of _urn the polarity switch to the other DC position.

6. When used as an ammeter, connect it in "series" with the
portion of the circuit beiag cheC _d.

7. Before connecting the meLer to a circuit, make sure it is
eet up for the values to be measured. (AC or DC volts and amps, or
rhms)

8. Peeiodically check the strength e. the internal battery.
Accomplish th's by zeroing the ohmmeter on each of the range switth
settings. If :t does not zero an all settings, the battery needs to
be replaced.

9. Store .he meter with the switches in the followin3 posi-
tions: POLARITY switch "OFF," RANGE switch "1000," and FUNCTION
switch VDLTS - :0 meg St. These positions give the meter some pro-
tection if the next person forgets to check the meter befoee placing
it in a circuit.

:4ote. Pla:e your meter controls in the positions listed above
and return it to your iretructor at this time. Do not proceed
with this PT uncil you have done so.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED.

Answer to Fi'me 41: 1.

56355
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Frame 43

Complete the following statements by entering the missing word(s)

on the blank spaces provided.

1. When using the PSM-37 to measure a voltage of 34 volts Dr,
you will set the function selector to the (a,

---77---position, the range switch to the (b) position,
and the polarity switch to the (c) position.
The reading will be taken from the 0 to (d)
scale.

2. When using the PSM-37 to measure .008 amps DC, you will
move the function switch to (a) , polarity switch
to (b) , and range switch to (c) _
The reading will be taken from the 0 to (d) scale.

3. When measuring 210 volts AC, you will move the function
switch to the (a) position, polarity switch to
(b) , and range switch to (c) . Your
readings will be taken frLJI the 0 to (d) scale.

4. When using the PSM-37 as an ohmmeter you will take the
readings from the (a) (color) scale. The functim,
switch must be 'et to the (b) position when
making resistance checks. Now assume you are checking a
resistor; you have the range switch set to R X 1K and the
pointer stops at 21 on the OHMS scale. The reading of 21
is multiplied by (c) and the value of the
resistor is (d) ohms.

Place a "T" in the blank space beside each true statement.

The ohmmeter readings will be r-st accurate when the readings
are taken when the pointer is stopped in the wide green area
of the ohms scale.

C. When measuring voltage, the meter must be connected in series
with the component being checked.

7. If the ohmmeter is not "zeroed" properly, you will get
inaccurate readings.

8. A DC ammeter must be connected in series with e component
being checked and you must observe polarity when .:onnecting
the leads.

56
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Frame 43 (continued)

Match the items in the right-hand column to their correct statement

in the left-hand column. Enter your letter answers in the space provided.

9. An indication of zerc
ohms.

10. Determine whether the meter
measures ohms, volts or
milliamps.

11. Is always connected to the
positive point of a DC
circuit.

12. An unmeasurably large
resistance.

13. Provides current in the
ohms function only.

14. Used to make the pointer
of the ohmmeter read
exactly "0".

15. Used to measure AC and DC
current and voltage, plus
resistance.

16. is always connected to the
negative point of the
circuit.

17. Determines the meters
.,..:xi mum volt3ge3 and

current or tmcitiplter

for resistance readings.

18. Protects the meter from
overload and Lan be used
to break the input circuit

to the meter.

A. Black test lead

B. Press to Open and

Reset Button

C. Continuity

D. PSM-37

E. Red test lead

F. Range switch

External switch

H. Function switch

I. Internal battery

Infinity

K. Ohms Adj knob

Red indicator

;1
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Frame 43 (continued)

19. The function switch is set on VOLTS -ind the polarity switch

is on AC. Use the meter face below to obtain the readings
for the range switch positions given in the chart below

the meter face.

RANI SW. .5 H) 50 250

READINSS _..

20. The function
switch is se
the readings
chart below

Twitch is set to AMPS-MA and the polarity

t to DC+. Use the meter face below to obtain
for the range snitch position given in the

the meter lace.

OHMS

33 20

2 3

6

4 6

AG & C/.

0

B ,d /Si.
'0

500 1000
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Frame 43 (continued)

21. The function switch is set to ohms and the polarity switch

to DC+. U.;e the meter face belcw to obtain the readings
for the range switch positions given in the chart below tle
meter face. Enter pointer A readings in line one and pointer
B in line two.

RANGE SW. R X 10 RX IX RX1OOK

POINTER A e

PoorrEP"s"

22. Using the illustration of the complete PSM-3' meter on
the next page, math the names of te controls 4 scales in Column A
with the letter that corresponds _o that item .gym the illustration.

Place your letter answers in the space provick, in Column B.

Column A

a.

b.

c.

d.

e

f.

g -

h.

i .

Overload

Polarity switch

Function switch

Ohm,-; Adj

Ohms (GrePn)

AC & De

Push to Op,n and Ret_-t-

Te-J

Range switch

Column B
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Frame 43 (continued)

22. Continued. This illustration is to 1,e used in conjunction

with item 22, matchirg exerciLft of meter controls 'gni sales.

MULTIME TER
ME 418/ PSM-37

Us
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Answers to Frame 43:

1.

2.

5.

6.

9

10.

11.

12.

13.

19.

20.

21.

(A) Volts ....-. (A) Volts

(B) 50 (B) AC

(C) DC+ (C) 250

(D) 5 (D) 2.5

(A) AMPS -MA (A) Green

(B) DC+ (B) Ohms

(C) 10 (C) 1000

(D) 10 (I)) 21,000

T 7. T

F 8. T

C 14.

H 15. D

E i6. A

J 17.

.1 18. B

.5
2SVAC

10

5.6VAC

50

2.8 VDC

250 I

140 VAC I

2.5 10 500 1000

1 .7 W A D C 6.8MA OC 340 MA DC 680 MA Dr.

RXIO RXIK RXIOOK
170 17,000 1,700 000
75 i 7500 750,000

61
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Answers to Frame 43 (continued):

22. a. I f. B

b. G g.

c. D h. E

d. C i. F

e. A

If you missed any of these items, turn to the part(s) of this

PT which covered the item tested. If you still do not fully under-

stand that item, ask your instructor or assistance.
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Environmental Pneudraulics Branch
Chanute AYB, Illinois

PS24-37 MULTI METER PERFORMANCE

OBJECTIVES

3ABR42331-W11-112

Using a multimeter, voltage and resistive console, measure andrecord electrical and resistive values within + or - 10% of the
actual values.

EQUIPNYIT

AN /PSM -37

Multimeter Traii.er, P/N 18-70-4104

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student

PROCEDURE

1. REMOVE ALL JEWELRY.

2. Proceed to the lab where the trainer is located.

3 Follow all the projects according to the instructions asstated.

4. Insure the instructor has connected power to the trainer.

5. When you leave your trainer for scheduled or unscheduledbreaks, insure the following has been done before you go.

a. Place your power switch to the OFF pos4tion.

b. Secure your meter at this time.

(1) Insure the controls on the meter are properlyset for storage.

(1.----

(2, Leave the test leads attached to the meter.

(3) Wrap the leads around the instrument.

(4) Place the meter on the locker shelf.

c. When you return from the break, take the sane rooterand go back to work.

Supersedes 3ABR42331-WB-108, 18 October 1977.OPR: 3370 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TCHIG/TTGU-P 300; TTVSX -
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Note: In the first projects, you will be doing practice problems
on taking voltage and resistance readings. At the end of the
practice problems a progress chock will be made on which you
will be given An S or U. If you have any questions after comr
plating the practice problems, please ask your instructor before
starting the progress check.

Project 1

INSTRUCTIONS

With the multimeter function switch set for voltage and the
polarity switch set for DC +, read and record the voltage for each
checkpoint listed, in the spaces provided.

Note: If at any time during the following projects and progress
Check, your meter needle floats and/or fluctuates, see your
instructor for advice, if needed.

Step 1. Shown in figure 1 is an example of how your meter leads
should be connected to the circuits being checked. Note that the

black meter lead is connected to the point marked -1- . The red

lead is connected at each point being checked. In the figure also
note that the red lead is connected to Point "A" of the DC voltage
panel. To take further readings, simply move the red lead to the
points to be checked (a-d). Go NO FURTHER than D.

Note: Be sure to set the multirseter to the highest range when
checking for unknown voltages. Then work (turn) the range
selector switch down.

Make sure you complete the following steps for each voltage
problem.

1. Set the range switch Lo 1000 C red lead to check-
point.

2. Use the correct scale on the met::: ,.termine if the
voltage is below 500V.

3. If it is, turn the ran, sel.Ictor to 500. If not, leave
the range switch on 1000 and take a t,cding.

4. If you turned it down to the 500 range, det:rmine if the
voltage is less than 250V. Ir it is turn the range switch down.
If not take a reading.

5. Proceed in this manner for each range until you find the
lowest possible setting. Make sure you do not turn the range switch
to a setting that is lower than the amount of voltage you are
measuring.

3
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5" Not-. If you do nct disconnect the test leads from the live
circuit when changing the "range" switch you must push in on
the "push to open and reset" button during range switch movement.

If the meter pegs out to the extreme right, immediately remove
your red lead and turn the range to a higher setting.

Step 2. Locate the "POWER PANEL" and turn the "ON and OFF"
switch to the "ON" position. The rad power light should glow when
the trainer per is on. If the light fails to come on, notify

ir the instructor.

Step 3. Using the muitimeter, set your meter for DC voltage,
than read and record the voltages for points "A" through "D" only.
Be sure that you have the black meter lead inserted into the ground

ill checkpoint.

PRACTICE PROBLEMS

DC.CBECKPOINTS VOLTAGE READINGS

A. volts

B. volts

C. volts

D. volts

Upon compl.etion of this project, see your instructor if you
have any questions, also have the instructor check your answers
for accuracy.

Have the instructor initial below before you progress.

Instructor's Initials

4
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Figure 1.

Project 2

INSTRUCTIONS

With the multimeter function switch set for voltage and the

polarity switch set for AC, read and record the voltage for each

checkpoint listed, in the spaces prc ied.

Note: If at any time during the following projects and progress

ihshtick, your meter needle floats and/or fluctuates, see your

etructor for advice, if needed.

Step 1. Connect the multimeter leads the same as you did when

taking the DC voltage readings on the DC panel. Remember, set your

meter high and work down for unknown voltages. Be sure that you

have the black meter lead inserted into the ground checkpoint.

step 2. Read and record the AC voltages for checkpoints "A"

through V.

5
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IC CLOMINTS

A.

B.

C.

VOLTAGE READINGS

volts

volts

Volta
D. volts

Upon completion of this project, see your instructor if you
have any questions, also have the instructor check your answers
for accuracy.

Have the insmctor initial below before you progress.

Instructor's Initials

Project 3

INSTRUCTIONS

Note: Turn the trainer power switch "OFF".

Using Ohms portion of your multimeter, read and record the
resistance for the resistors listed. 'Mt resistor.; are located on
the right side of the meter. Place the polarity switch to + DC
and the function switch to ohms. To take readings just place the
black_lead at one end of the resistor and the red lead at the
other end of the resistor. When us' g OHMS only, there is no
+ or - end of a resistor.

PRACTICE PROBLEMS

RESISTOR CHECKPOINTS RESISTANCE READINGS

1. 1 to 2 ohms

2. 3 to 4 ohms

3. 5 to 6 ohms

4. 7 to 8 ohms

5. 9 to 1C ohms

6. 11 to 12 ohms

7. 13 to 14 ohms

8. 15 to 16 ohms

9. 17 to 18 ohms

10. 19 to 20 ohms
6
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if you have any questions on how to use the ohms portions of
your mmltimeter, please be sure to ask the instructor at this time.If you no questions, continue on with the remainder of this
project.

POWER PANEL

A 0
ON LINT FUSE

RHEOSTAT

A

Figure 2.

J

Position the rheostat on the t-ainer on the right side of the
power panel (note in figure 2, A chru K), to the checkpoints
indicated below. Read and record the resistance values in the
spaces provided.

PRACTICE PROBLEMS

RHEOSTAT CHECKPOINTS
RESISTANCE READINGS

B.
ohm

E.
ohms

G.
ohms

I.
ohms

K.
ohms

C. N
ohms

7
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Upon completion of this project, see your instructor if you have
any questions, also have the instructor check your answers for accuracy.

Have the instructor initial below before you progress.

Instructor's Initials

Project 4

INSTRUCTIONS

The trainer has six (6) different test circuits. Using thefirst circuit you will learn to identify whether a circuit is good,shorted or open.

Note: insure the power is turned OFF when using the ohmmeter.

Step 1. Connect the ohms portion of the multimeter across thetop test circuit. This circuit is identified by checkpoints A to B(top circuit on the test circuit panel.). These test circuits are
located just to the left of the POWER PANEL.

Step 2. Move the test switch in circuit #1 to the UP position.Note that the multimeter indicates a "0" (zero) ohms reading. Thisreading indicates one or two things:

1. IF the circuit being checked DOES NOT contain f, resistorbut is only a straight length of wire, the meter indicates that the
circuit is GOOD.

Note: A continuous run of wire must indicate continuity "0"
(zero) ohms, IF NOT then it is bad.

2. IF the circuit being tested DOES contain a resistor, thenthe meter reading of zero ohms could indicate that the circuit inquestion is SHORTED.

Note: Simply a resistor must indicate a certain resistance value.
This value should be greater than zero ohms and leas than
( 0 ) infinity.

Step 3. Move the teat switch to the DOWN position and againnote the meter reading. The meter should indicate infinity ( m ).Remember -

1. When reading a straight, continuous piece of wire, themeter should read zero ohms.

2. When reading a resistor in a wire, the meter shouldindicate a resistive value.

8
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Note: IF the meter reads infinity, this indicates that the
circuit is OPEN (broken). If it is OPEN, you no longer have
a completed path through the circuit for electron flow.

Step 4. Move the test switch back and forth until you are sure
you can prop aliaidentify a shorted or opened circuit. Keep in mind
that you are us the switch as a resistor.

Step 5. If you have any questions about OPENS, SHORTS, or a
GOOD circuit, ask your instructor at this time. If you'd° not have
any questions, continue and check the remaining five tett circuits
and determine if each circuit is GOOD, OPEN or SHORTED, and then
write either GOOD, OPEN, or SHORTED in the blanks below.

PRACTICE PROBLEMS

CIRCUIT NUMBER CHECKPOINTS

2 C to D

3 E to F

4 G to H

4 H to I

5 J to K

INDICATION

Upon completion of this project, see your instructor if you
have any questions, also have the instructor check your answers for
accuracy.

Have the instructor initial below before you progress.

Instructor's Initials

This completes the multimeter practice projects. Insure that
the trainer power switch is in the OPF position.

Turn this workbook in to your instructor for your progress
check assignment. _

PROGRESS CHECK INSTRUCTIONS

This progress check will require you to measure and record
electrical and resistive values within + or - 10% of the actual
values. This should be accomplished in much the same manner as
the practice problems. The instructor will initial your work
after you have satisfactorily completed the progress neck.

flo
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PROGRESS CHECK

Instructor's

Take the

21 to 22

Student Name

Initials

Rheostat

Date

following resistance readings:

ohms

23 to 24 ohms A. ohms

25 to 26 ohms C. ohms

27 to 28 ohms D. ohms

29 to 30 ohms F.' ohms

31 to 32 ohms H. ohms

33 to 34

35 to 36

37 to 38

39 to 40

ohms J. ohms

ohms

ohms

ohms

Take the following voltage readings:

DC AC

E. volts E. volts

F. volts F. volts

G. volts G. volts

R. volts H. volts

I. volts I. volts

J. volts J. volts

Upon completion of this progress check, see your instructor to

have your answers checked for accuracy.

Instructor's Initials Progress Check Grade

53()
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in Course 3ABR42J31,

Aircraft Environmental Mechanic. The material' contained herein has

been validated with students from the ,subject course: Ninety percent
of the students achieved the objective as stated. Average time to

complete this text was 2 hours.

OBJECTIVE

Using Kirchhoff's current lay, solve for =known values in basic'
electrical circuits. A minimum of eight out Of.the ten ,unknown must

be correct.

INSTRUCTIONS

This PT presents information in small steps called "frames."
,Carefully study the written material, and/or diagram in each frame
qntil you are satisfied that you unaerstand'its contents. Each frame

requires you to respond to the information in some way. For example,

you may be required to solve for unknowns in circuits. Specific

instructions, are provided is each frame. After you have made your
response on,the response sheet, compare your answers with the =were
given on the top of thOinext page. If you are correct, go on to the

nextframe. If you are incorrect, study the flame agpin and correct

your miasakas before continuing( Read carefully, select the correct

answeti and DO NOT HURRY. DO NOT MARX IN THE TEXT!

f-

OPR: 3370 TTG
DISTRIBUTION: X
3370 TTGTC - 200; ITURT 1

2

.
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Frame 1

Kirchhoff's current law is stated as follows: The sum of the
currents that flow into any Junction of conductors is equal to the
sum of th, currents that flow sway from that Junction. In order to
apply this law,,you must understand what we mean by a junction of
conductors. A unction is the point where two or more conductors
are joined togethe'. In the figure shown, we have identified junctions
ar points ,A, 3, and C.

There is one path for current to flow into junction C and two
paths for current to.flow out of junction C. The arrows are indicting
the direction of current,flow in the circuit. There are two paths for
current to flow into B and one path for current to flow out of B.
There is one path for current to flow into junction A and one path for
current to leave A.

For each of the junctions lettered in the circuits below, indicate
how many paths are leading into.the junctidniand how many are leaving.
Regember, current flows from a negative potentia1 to a positive
potential4 The short line of the battery symbol represents the
negative terminal. Put your answer on the appropriate blank on the
response sheet.

1. 2.

A

a. How many paths leading
into A?

b. Haw many paths leaving
A?

3

.111011,

a. How many paths leading
into B?

b. How many paths leaving
B?

553



Frame 1 (Continued)

3.

OMNI.

I

4.

a. How many paths leading
into C?

b. Haw many paths leaving
C?

a. How mA.ay paths leading
into D?

b. How many paths leaving
D?
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Anpwevs to Frame 1: la. 1 2a. 2 3a. 1 4a. 3
b. 2 b. 1 b. 1 b. 1

Frame 2

Now that you understand how to determine how many paths are leading
into a junction and how many are leaving, you are ready to learn how to
apply Kirchhoff's current law in solving for unknown currents in a
circuit: First, we'll restate ths lay: the sum of the currents flowinji
into a junction of conductors is equal to the sum of the currents flowing
away from that Junction. To demonstrate hqw to apply this law we will
use the circuit shown below. In the circuit below we need to find the
amount of current flowing through Rl. Applying Kirchhoff's current law
to junction A, we have the sum of the currents flowing into A, 1

2
+ 1

3
5a. Thus, we must have 5a leaving A. Therefore, I1 5a.

R2

R4

Determine the unknown current in each of the circuits below. Put
your answers on the appropriate blank on the response sheet.

1.

Il= a

12=3a

1
3
=3a

2.

)
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Answers to Frame 2: 1. 6a

Frani 3

2. 2a

In this frame you will see that Rirthhoff's current law is valid
in an actual circuit.

Since there is only one path
at any point in the r-ccuit. Let
want to find tha values of I

t'
I.

for current flaw, it must be the same
I s bee why. In the circuit below we

d I
2'

There are 2 amps flowing

ent law we have 2 amps leavi ginto i'liladtion C. Using Kkkchhoff's c
junction C. Since there is only one path leaving junction C, the
current through R2, 12, must also be 2 amps. Tblis, we have 2 amps

flowing into junction B. Sinwthere.is only one path leaving B, II

2a. Since there are '2. amps flowing into junction A and there is only
one path leaving junction A, It must also be 2 amps. Fill in 2a for

' I
t'

I
l'

and I
2

in the circuit below.

A RI a R2 C R3

ir a I2 = _a I3=2a ,

a

I

Using Kirchhoff's current law, solve for the unknown c=rents in
each of the following circuits. Put your answers on the appropriate
blank on the response sheet.

ft/

=3a

6

2.

I1=4a

It a

__T_



Answers to Frame 3: 1. 3a 2. 4a

Frame 4

581

In the last frames you saw that Kirchhoff's current law is valid
in an actual circuit. The remainder of this lesson is going to give
you practice applying Kirchhoff's current law to various circuits.
First, we'll give ono more example problem that is worked out step-
by-step. Since It .5 6a in the circuit below, there are 6 amps flowing

into junction 1. Applying Kirchhoff's cwrett law we have 6 amps
leaving junction 1. Since there are 2 amps flowing up through R2,

there must be 4 amps flowing into junction 2. Thus, there must be 4
amps leaving junction 2. Since there is 1 amp flowinb up through R4,

there must be 3 amps flowing into R5. Thus, 15 3a. Fill in 3a for

I5. Next we want to find the value of I
1

. Since there are 2 amps

leaving R2, there must be 2 amps flowing into RI. Thus, 11 2a.

Fill in 2a for I.

151".a
RS

NO FURTHER RESPONSE REQUIRED, PROCEED TO THE NI.: FRAME.

3

7 5 S 7
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Frazee 5

Using Kirchhoff's current Jaw, analyze he circuits below to
determine the unknown current in each circuit. Put your answers on
the appropriate blank on the response sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

3.1-4a

a

"V't oVNI'v%,"

r2.63

1t=8a I1 =2a I2=2a

411IINIa

8

55 V

=,_a



/dowers to Frame 5: 1. 6a 2. 4a 3. 6a 4. 2a 5. 5a

Frame 6

Using Kirchhoff's current law, analyse the circuits below to
determine the unknown current in each circuit. Put your answers on
the appropriate blank on the response sheet,

1.

It-2a

Iiw,a I3 a

=110

71 I I

L....NnesAn_l I

It=lat

4. 11.-22a

I
t
-ea

5.

3.

13 a

It= _a

___,AM1410._,1 I I

I

I
5
=3a

I
1
2.-.2a

of
(

583
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Answers to Frame 7:

1.

t

Al

5J1
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in Course 3ABR42331,

Aircraft Environmental System Mechanic. The material contained herein
has been validated with students from the subject course. Ninety percent

of the students achieved the objective criteria as stated or surpassed it.
Average time to complete this text was 130 minutes.

OBJECTIVE

Using schematic diagrams and Kirchhoff's voltage law, solve for
unknown voltage values in 8 out of 10 electrical circuits.

INSTRUCTIONS

This programmed text pres nts information in small steps called
"frames." Carefully study _the ttan material and or diagram in oach

Isms* until you are satisfied the ou understand its contents. Each

frams requires you to respond to the information in some way. For

example, you may 1k required to solve for unknowns in circuits. Specific

instructiaos are ptIded in each frame. After you have made your response
on the response she t, compare your answers with the answers given on the
top isf the next page.of the text. If you are correct, go on to the next

frame..... /f you are incorrect, study the frame again and correct your

mistakes before continuing. Read carefully, selec the correct answers

and DO NOT gURRY., DO NOT MARK IN THE TEXT.

INTRODUCTION

1n your last lesson you learned how to apply Kirchhoff's current law
in solving for unknowns in a circuit. This lesson is designed to filniliar-
ize you with Kirchhoff's voltage law and to show how to apply it to actual

circuits.

593

NE13NfTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TTGTC - 200; TTVSR - 1 2
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Frame 1

Eirchhna's voltage. lawis stated as follows: The sum of the voltage
Amps around any closed path is equal to the tot (l voltage applied to that
AA. In order to- use this law you must understand -what is meant by a
closed path. To explain this we will use the examples shown below.
Example A his just one closed path. It is point A- B -C -D. In example B
there Ore two closed paths. One path is point A-B-E-F. The other path
goes from. point A-B-C-D-E-F. Trace these two paths in example B to be
sure that you understand that there are two closed paths.

A.

For each of the following circuits indicate in the blanks provided
how many closed paths each circuit has.

1. How many paths?

3. How many paths?

2. How many paths?

3

594
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Answers to Frame 1: 1. 1 2. 3 3. 3

Frame 2

Now that you know how to determine the closed paths in a circuit,
we will show you how to use Kirchhoff's vcltage law to determine unknown
voltages. First, we'll restate Kirchhoff's voltage law. The sum of the
voltage, drops around &AY closed path is equal to the total voltage
applied to thatuth. To show this we will use the circuit shown below.

This figure has two paths. Let's first use the path: A-B-C-D-E.

Adding up the vcltige drops in this path we have, E4 + E, + El 6V +

5V + 10V 21V. Kirchhoff's voltage law states that the sum of the
drops around any closed path is equal to the total voltage applied.
Thus, Et a 21V. Nov let's use the other path. It is as follows:

A-B-F-D-E. Adding up the voltage drops in this path we have E4 + E3 +

El a 6V + 5V + 10V a 21V. Thus, E. 21V. As you can see it didn't
atter which path we used, we founa Et a 21V using either path. The

imports= thing to remember is to add up the voltage drops around only
ONE closed path,

NOTE: REMEKBER THE GROUND SYMBOLS INDICATE
ELECTRICALLY CONNECTED.

Using schematic diagrams below, analyis the
total voltage in each circuit. Put your answers
on the response sheet.

THAT THESE POINTS ARE

circuits to determine
on the appropriate blank

2.
Eiu6V E2.6V E38V

10V

4S95

Et= V
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Fr/ 2 (Continued)
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Answers to Frame 2: 1. 26V 2. 20V 3. 24V 4. 32V

Frame 3

Using the schematic diagrams below, analyze the circuits to determine
the unknown voltage in each circuit. Put your answers on the appropriate
blank on the response sheet. Remember the total voltage is the sum of
the voltage in only one close path.

1.

2.

6

OZI



Answers to Frame 3: 1. 10V 2. 5V

Frame 4

In the past frames you saw that Kirchhoff's voltage law is true
in actual circuits. The rest of this lesson will give you practice
applying Kirchhoff's voltage law. First, we'll give you one more
example problem that is worked out step by step. There are two closed

paths in the circuit: below. One path is A-B-C-D-E.

Applying Kirchhoff's voltage law to this path we have 'ER4
ER2

Ell 30V. Substituting in known values we have ER4 ER2 + 10V 30V.

Since there are two unknown voltage drops in this path, we cannot
determine the value of either E

R4
or E

R2
by using this path. We must use

a path that has only one unknown voltage in it. The other path is

A-B-F-D-E. Note that this path has only one unknown in it. Applying

Kirchhoff's voltage law to this path we have ER4 + ER3 + ER1 30V.

Substituting in known values we have ER4 + 12V + 10V 30V. Thus,

ER4
8V. Fill in 8V for ER4 in the circuit below. Now we have enough

information to findE
R2'

Applying Kirchhoff's voltage law to the path,

A-B-C-D-E, we have ER4 4-ER2 +E
1(1

Et . Substituting in known values
7-.

we have eV + E
R2

+ 10V E
R2

12V.

DO NOT WRITE IN THIS TEXT.

C

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

Proceed to the next frame.
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Frame 5

Using Kirchhoff's voltage law, analyze the circuits below to
determine the unknown voltage in each circuit. Put your answers on
the appropriate blank on the response sheet.

3.

4.

5.

Eta V Eia6V

Ei 66V

E37V E4
6V

EvISV

8

1E226V

4



Answers to Frame 5: 1. 28V 2. 6V 3. 14V 4. 4V 5. 7V

Frame 6

Using Kirchhoff's voltage law, analyze the circuits below to
determine the unknown voltage in each circuit. Put your answers on the
appropriate blank on the response sheet.

4.

2.
Et 2V E2. 4V

Et12V

eon,

Et 26V

---11/0ei II
E2s6V E5s2V

E4s5V

E36V



915.

Answers to Frame 6: 1. 3V 2. 6V 3. 10V 4. 13V 1. 18V

Frame 7

Fill in the voltmeter readings in the circuits below on the response

2

3.

Have the instructor check your answers.

Instructor's Initials

60

10

64,
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Fr.me 8

Using Kirchhoff's voltage law, analyze the,,circuits below to

determine the unknown voltage in each circuit. Put your answers
on the appropriate blank on the retiponse sheet.

1 .

3.

Et 24V

EIOV

ANV----
E4.10 V

I

EI I2V

Et

E5* ''V

E 4*12V

Ei 812V E212V E326V

Et48V

GO TO 1HE NEXT PAGE,

11

Es s_

602

tE2N6V

mr

516

E 4 ev
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It

Frame 8 (Continued)

EL

7.

8.

9:

I0.

E3s6V

Have tha instructor check your answers.

E7s2V

E5a6V

Instructor's Initials

12

603
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FOREWORD

Thie programmed text was prepared for Rae in Course 3ABR42331,
Aircraft Environmental Systems Repairman. The material contained
herein has been validated with students from the subject course.
Ninety percent of the students tested achieved all objectives as
stated. Average time to complete this was 1 hour and 46 minutes.

OBJECTIVES

Use Ohm's Law and power formulas to solve for unknown values in
basic electrical circuits. A minimum of eight out of tan
unknown values must be correct.

=NSTRUCTIONS

This programmed text presents information in small steps called
"frames':. Carefully study the written material and/or diagram
in each frame until you are satisfied that you understand its
contents. Each frame requires you to respond to the information
in some way. For example, you may be required to select the true
statements or insert a correct answer. Specific instructions are
provided in each frame. After you have made your response on tkle
response sheet compare your answers with the answers at the boetom
of the next frame. If you are incorrect, study the frame again
and correct your mistakes before continuing. Read carefully,
select the correct answers and DO NOT HURRY. DO NOT HARK IN THIS
TEXT.

OPR: 3370TTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370TTGTC - 400; TTSVR - 1

ti 2
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FRAME 1

In the following circuits you will see what happens when the voltage,
current or resistance values are changed.

Enc12V R"2

T
Is 6 a

Figure 1.

1. If the circuit below, figure 2, is compared to the circuit above,
figure 1, you would see the resistor value has been increased to
6 ohms. This increase will cause the circuit current to drop to
2 amps.

Eca2V

I= 2 a

Figure 2.

R=6

Note: If the resistor was to drop in its value the current
will increase.

2. If the circuit below, figure 3, is compared to the circuit above,
figure 1, you can see the applied voltage was increased. This
increase will cause the circuit current to increase to 12 amps.

E=24Y

I= 12 a

Figure 3.

R=2

Note: If the applied voltage was to drop in its value the
current will decrease.

From this you can see that there are several relationships between
current, voltage and resistance. To be sure you unde stand them,
fill in the blanks on the next page with the corr term. Please
place your answers on the response sheet.

3
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FRAME i (Coned)

1. Increasing the voltage in a circuit will cuase the current to

2. Decreasing the voltage in a circuit will cuase the current to

. Decreasing the tesistance in a circuit will cause the current

to

4. Increasing the resistance in a circuit will cause the current
to

_

FRAME 2

The relationships that we have seen in the last few frames is called
Ohm's Law and is stated in general terms as follows: The current in

a circuit is directly proportional to the applied voltage and
inversely proportional to the circuit resistance. The term
"proportional" implies that the current will change by the same

factor that the voltage changes. In other words, directly

proportional implies that: if the voltage is doubled, the current

will be doubled. Inversely proportional implies that: the current

will' decrease by the same' factor that the resistance increases. In

other words, if the resistance is doubled, the'current is halved.

Fill in the blanks with the correct term on the response sheet.

1. Decreasing the voltage will cause a proportional
in the currant.

2. If the resistance is halved, the currant will be

3. If the voltage is halved, tha current will be

4. If the voltage is tripled, the current will be

..1P

Answers to Frame 1: 1. increase 2. decrease 3. increase

4. decrease

4

607
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FRAME 3

Ohm's Law may be shown as an equation: 1 - LA I, where I - current ine-
amps, E - voltage in volts, and R resistance on ohms. For example,
in the circuit shown below we want to find the value of I. Substituting
the known values into the formula, I = E/R, we have I = 10V/2 - 5a.

E=10V R2.A.

ir I= a

Solve each of the following problems for the amount of current flow.
Place the answers on the response sheet.

1. E = 12V 2. E = 6V 3. E = 6V

I- a I- a I- a

R = 6n 2. i --.... R = 652 R = 1252

Answers to Fra e 2: 1. decrease 2. doubled 3. halved 4. tripled

608
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Si

FRAME 4

In many circuit applications used in this course, current is known and
either voltage or resistance will be the unknown. In these seas there

are two additional formulas that are derived from the form.__, I E/R.

To find the value of R when E and X are known, use the formula, R E/I.

To find the value of E when I and R are known, use the formula, E IxR.

A simple memory device that will help you to pick the proper Ohm's Law
foimula is shown below.

1'

For example, to cover E with a finger as shown in

below, The uncoviaed letters indicate that E IR. If I

it is.equal to E/R, see figure b below. If Ris unknown,
to E/I, see figure c below.

Place the following answers on the response 'beet.

The three formulas for Ohm's Law are

2

figure a
is unknown,
it is equal

, and

Answers to Frame 3: 1. 2A 2. lA 3. .5A

6

609
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FRAME 5

Now let's solve some problems for unknown voltages and currents.

In the diagram below, the unknown resistance can be found by using
the formula, R E/I. -Substituting in the known values for E and I,
we have R 25V/5a 5 ohms.

-I-
E=25V

T -1=5a

1'1

In the diagram below, the unknown voltage can be found by using the
vformula, E IxR. Substituting in the known aluesifor I and R, we

have E 5a x 7 35V.

Solve each of the following problems for the unknown. Put your

answers in th appropriatiLblank on the response sheet.

I

1;---- V E=16V R=321. E=24V

71 1.c3a a T I=12a

Answers to Frame 4: 1. E IxR 2. I E/R 3. R E/I (any order)

7

6i
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FRAME 6

Calculate the resistance in each of the following circuits. Put your
answers in the appropriate blank on the response sheet.

1. Ri

2. R

3. R
E.5v

. .1a

?

4. R c1 =Ep.10V

2016

Answers to Frans 5: 1. 18V 2. .5a 3. 2 ohms

Ell

40
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fRAME 7

Calculate the voltage in e of the following circuits. Put your
answers in the appropriate blank on the response sheet.

1. E

2. E

V

V

4. E V

4e)

Ariswerm to Frame 6: 1. 8 ohms 2. 6 ohms

9

612

TI = 001a

4

181,.

R = 5,000 1L

= .la

.tiE=? R 50

. 50 ohms 4..5 ohms
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FRAME 8

Calculate :he current in each of the following circuits. Put your //

answers in the appropriate blank on the response sheet. //

1. a

ft=24 .n.E=12V

T 1-?

2.

R=40.4%E=60V
a

I=?

3. I .1 a

Fte.214.".E=24V

a

Answers co Frame 7: 1. 28'' 2. 94 3. 5V 4. 5V

10
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FRAME 9

Solve for the unknown in each of the following circuits. Put your
answers in the appropriate blank on the response sheet.

1. 2.

V R=12

3. 4.

-1-

-_I

E-48V 1

-:::I=16a E ::

5. 6.

E=16V R=4 E=16 V R 4

I I = __a

Answers to Frame 8: 1. .5a 2. 1.5a 3. is 4. 12a

11
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FRAME 10

Perform each of the following steps in the seelence given. Fill in
the blanks with the correct word or number on the response sheet.

1. In circuit (1) solve
for the current.

If you got I 3a, you are correct, go to step 2. If you
didn't get I 3a, find your mistake before going to step 2.

I

2. In circuit (2) solve
for the current.

( 2 )

_ E=20V

a

If you got I 4a; your are correct, go to step 3. If you

didn't get I 4a, find your mistake before going to step 3.
#

3. The only difference between circuit (1) and circuit (2) was
,tpe amountof vbltage4applied. When the voltage was increased from

. 15V to 20V, the current was increased from 3 amps to 4 amps.

No further response req,Ted, proceed to the next frame.

Answers to Frame 9: 1. 6V 2. 36V 3. 3 ohms 4. 2 ohms 5. 4a 6 .25a

615
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FRAME 11

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or number on the response
sheet.

1. In the circuit below, if the voltage is increased to 20V, the
current will (decrease/increase) to

amperes.

E=10V

T

a

2. In the circuit below, if the voltage is decreased to 12V, the
current will (decrease/increase) - too

amperes.

E=18V

I 1=3a

61613

ti
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°RAM 12

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or number on the response
sheet.

1. In the circuit shown below, if the 3 ohm resistor is replaced
by a 6 ohm resistor, the currant will (decrease/increase)

OD a.alof

I
11-3

TIlia

2. In the circuit shown below, it the 6 ohm resistor is replaced
b., a 2 ohm resistor, the current will (decrease/increase)

to a.

1

EF.12V 11..6J%.

71
I =211

I

Answers to Frame 11: . increase ZA . decrease IA
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FRAME 13

Fill in the anks with the correct term or formula on the response
sheet. The irst two have been done for you.

1. Ohm's LSW states that: The currents in a circuit is directly
proportional to the voltage and inversely proportional to the
resistance.

2. The three formulas for Ohm's Law are E a IxR, I a E/R, and
R E /I.

3. Increasing the resistance in a circuit will cause a proportional
(increase/decrease) in current.

4. Decreasing the voltage in a circuit will cause a proportional
(increase/decrease) in current.

Solve the following problfinc, th- unknown. Put your answers in
the appropriate blank on the 1ponse sheet.

5. E

I a .25a

R a 400

V 6. E a 18V 7. E a 28V

I a a T a 14a

R a 12Q R a

Answers to Frame 12: 1. decrease 3a 2. increase 6a
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FRAME 14

Power isrthe rats at which work is dons. Work is done when a force

'causes motion. Previously it was shown that voltage is an electrical
force and that voltage will force current to, flow in a closed path.
When there is voltage between two points, but current can not flow,

no work is done. A total amount of work may be dony in different

lengths of time. For example, a given amount of electrons may be
moved from one point to another in 1 second or 1 hour depending on
the rate at which they are moved. In both cases the total work dons

is the same. When the work is done in a shorter time, the rate is

- greater than when the same amount of work is done in a longer time.

'910 basic unit of power is the watt. The symbol for power is P.

The basic power formula isPoIxE I is the current through,
and I is the voltage across the resistor or unit for which power is
beiag measured. The abbreviation used for the watt is w.

Note: The formula for power will be easy to remember by
spelling the work PIE. We also have the memory device
shown below.

Mark the true statements with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. '..;ork is done when a battery forces electrons to move

through a circuit.

2. The terms work and power have identical meanings.

3. The power in a cilcuit is equal to the curren, multiplied
by the voltage.

Answers to Frame 13: 1. Voltage Resistance 2. EIxR 3. decrease

IE/R
R -E /R

4. decrease 5. E10V 6. 1.5a 7. 2 ohm

16
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FRAME 15

In the circuit shown below, the value of the power that the battery
supplies to the resistor can be found by means of the equation
P I x E. To find the power output of the battery, substitute the
current, 2 amps, for I, and substitute the battery voltage, 12 volts,
for !. The power in watts is equal to 2 x 12m 24w.

T

Find the power supplied byOthe battery in each of the following
circuits. Put your answers in the appropriate blank on the
response sheet.

1. P +

2. P
//famam./aly0

w

414

Answers to Frame 14; 1. T 2. F 3. T
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FRAME 16

Fill in the blanks with the correct term or formula on the response
sheet.

1. Ohm's Law states that: The current in a circuit is directly

proportional to the and inversely proportional

to the

2. Increasing the resistance in a circuit W.11 cause a proportional

(incr' ./decrease) In current.

3. Incr4asiug the voltage in a circuit will cause a proportional
(increase/decrease) in-sugrent.

4. In the circuit shown below, if the voltage is decreased to 10V,

the current will (decrease/increase) to

amperes.

-1.-
E745V

T I ,3a

Rso5.81.

5. In the circuit shown bellow, if the 5 ohm resistor is replaced
by a 15 ohm resistor, the current will (decrease /increase)

to amperes.

E=30V

T

Answers to Frame 15: 1. 96w 2. 6w

621
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FRAM 17

Solve for the 5.nkmomms in each of the following problems. Put your

answers in the appropriate blank on the response sheet.

1. 2.

3.

5.

7.

E-12V Rs24n

a

ONO R..4012

4.

6.

E -16V Rs n

!-32a

E-6V
v

T
;L)

R-20

P. W t R-16+2 E -1OV 10200

W

Is 2a T

Rs4517

62j?

8.

12.50
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FRAME 17 (Con't)

9.

E-9V R360 Ee36V

1. a

R -9Q

Answers to Frame 16: 1. voltage resistance

z
Answers to Frame 17:

2. decrease

3. increase

4. decrease ZA

5. decrease 2A

1. .5a

2. .5i1

3. 10V

4. 18w

5. 64w

6. 5w

7. .6V

8. 50V

9. .25a

10. 4a

20
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3A8R42231 instructional
system. The material contained herein has been validated using thirty-five
42010 students enrolled in the 3A3R42231 course. Ninety percent of the

students taking this text surpassed the criterion called for in the approved
lesson objective. The average student required fifty minutes to complete the
text. After completing this text the student will be able to attain the
objectives with an accuracy of 702.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completing this programmed text you will be able to:

1. Define a series circuit.

2. Identify electrical symbols.

3. Identify a series circuit diagram.

4. Describe the characteristics of voltage, amperage, and resistance
in a series circuit.

5. Apply Ohm's Law to solve unknown values using a series circuit
diagram.

INSTRUCTIONS

This program presents information in small steps called "frames."
After reading each frame, you are asked to select an answer or make an
entry that shows you understand the information in that frame; do so by
writing your answer in this book. You may check the accuracy of your answer
by looking on the next page.

Supersedes 3A3R42231-PT-114, 8 March 1971.

OPR: 3370 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TCITG/TTGU-P - 100; /TM - 1

625
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Frame 1

A fixed resistor has a value that is considered "fixad," that is,
its value doss not change under normal circumstances. It can be easily
identified in a diagram because it does not have an arrow.

From among the symbols of resistors shown bslow, circle the letter
of the resistor that has a fixed value.

d.

1-2-1111

e.

c.

3

626
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Answer to Frame i; c. is a fixed resistor.

Frame 2

A variable resistor can be recognized by the arrow.

The arrow means the value of the resistor can be changed. This kind

of resistor is found frequently in an aircraft air conditioning system.

Circle le letter beside the variable resistor.

a. b.

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

a.

Frame 3

The symbol that represents a lamp (often referred to as a bulb) is a

circle with a small loop of wire inside. The loop represents the small wire
that glows ill a lamp and the circle means the loop is inside an enclosure,

in this ease a glass with a partial vacuum.

Circle the letter of the symbol that represents a lamp.

a.

b.

C,

e.

4



Anwar, to Frame 3: d. is a lamp.

6)2

Frame 4

Below are several symbols. Write the letter of the symbol in the
appropriate space of the right hand column.

(
a.

b.

1 I I I----

f.

h.

1.

2.

3.

5

Variable resistor

Lamp

Fixed resistor



Via
Answer to Frame 4: 1. d 2. j 3. a

Irate 5

The battery symbol is shown below. Notice the differince in the two lines.

One is long and represents the Positive side of the cell.
The other is abort and represents the Negative terminal of the cell.
The two lines make up one call and usually indicate one and one-half volts.
A "Battery" then is made up of many ls.

From the symbols below, circle the otter of the battery that has a voltage
of 9 volts and has its terminals correctly drawn.

C.

111111111F-

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

e.

4

Prams 6

The gr und symbol has a long vertical, or horizontal line and two or three
vertical or horizontal lines that are each smaller than the one before it.

Circle the letter beside the ground symbol below.

1.111--
b. c. d.

///WM/////////M////////////////i/////////i/i///////////////////l////////

a.

Frame 7

Below are some names with which you should now be familiar. Draw the correct

symbol in the appropriate space beside the name.

a. fixed resistor

b, lamp

c. variabli resistor

d. three volt battery

e. "Ground"

629
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*Answer to Frame 7:

a.

d. 11/1

C.

Frame a

You will see many switches in diagrams for the cirepits we work on.
They are Armen in symbol form so that you can see how they switch currant
within the circuit.

Curren; enters the part of the switch called a "Pole," and the position
it can be 'thrown to" so a circuit will be completed, is called a "throw."

Pros this description, identify the single-pole-single throw" (SPST)
and the "single-pole-double-throw" (SPDT) twitches by writing the latter of
the symbol in the_appropriate space in Lae right hand column.

L. c-- 1.

0 6 co--- 2. SPST

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

1. b 2. a

SPDT

There are seven symbols below and a space to the right of them.
Identify the symbol and wits the correct name in the space beside the
symbol.

a.

b. --V.V\r--

.7

630
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14 Answers to Frame 9:

a. Lamp b. fixed resistor c. switch SPST d. battery (4 1/2V)

e. switch SPDT f. resistor, variable g. ground

Frame 10

A eeries circuit is a circuit that has only one path for currant to
follow. All of the components that make up a series circuit are arranged
in such a way that currant must travel through each part and not be given
any other path to travel.

1.

Prom the diagrams below, choose the ones that are "Series Circuits."

3.

111-411111---A/wv--

5.

F;31

4.

6.



Answers to Fr&a 10: 1, 4, and 5 are series circuits.

66

These are series circuit diagrams.

Frame 11

Circle the letter of the statement that correctly describes series
circuits.

a. Serie.% circuits are arranged in such a way that current
must travel chroug- the only path provided.

provided.

b. Current can travel through any of the two or more paths

9

I) '4 0
)
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Answer to Frame 11: a is the only correct armwer.

Frame 12

We see that all the components are arranged in a sequence called "Series."
Let's look into these components and see how they are represented by symbols
in a diagram. In the diagram below we have drawn several items using only
their symbols.

Fill in the blanks beside the letter with the names of the components
that correspond to the symbols in the diagram. Compare your answers with
the correct ones on the next page.

C D E

A. B. C. D. E. F. G. H.

I. J.

G 3 3

10



Answers to Frame 12:

A. 'round B. battery C. circuit breaker D. switch E. lamp
F. fixed resistor G. coil H. capacitor I. _rheostat
J. variable resistor

6dt

Frame 13

At this point you are familiar with Ohm's Law, circuit symbols, and
series circuit construction. We will use this information to recognize the
characteristics of a series circuit and to solve some circuit problems. In
C-.? circuits below, notice that each resistor is directly in the path of the
current flow.

This means that the voltage must work hard to push current (amperage)
through each of the resistors. Therefore, the total resistance in a series
circuit is found by simply adding the value of all the resistors.

RI R2 R3 R4

1=4n 1 :6n R=I 2n R=2f1

RI, (Resistance total) = 240

Ri=sn it2=3n R3=85f)

ity=96n

Ri=u)

RT=isn

Circle the letter of the statement that best describes the characteristics
of resistance in a series ,circuit.

12=5n

a. Total resistance is the same as any one of the individual
resistors in this circuit.

b. Total resistance is tho "SUM" of all the individual
resistors in the circuit.

11.

6 34



Answer to Frame 13: b. is correct

prase 14

Now that you recognise total resistance as !aways in a series circuit
the "SUM" of the ind.tvidual resistances, solve the problems below. Plaze
your answer in the proper space beside each diagram.

3.

1=311

F ;35

12

2.

4.

R=70

Itr:2311

1=60f)



Answers to Frame 14:
1. Rt 0 8 0 2. R 20 Q 3. R 0 76 0

JIMMINIMOIN

630
4. R

t
90 0

Frame 15

A second thing we should know, and perhaps the most important, is how
current flows in a series circuit. Current flow (amperage) is the "SAMS" all
through the circuit. Logically, it must be since no more electrons can return
to tls battery than originally left it. Suppose a meter has been used in
each of the illustrations below. The meter indications near the circuit
components show that current is the same throughout a series circuit.

InCUIIIINT TOTAL; =7i I r-7A

iii

1=2A

Solve the problems below and write your answer in the appropriate spaces.
Check your answers with those on the next page.

.11.111ffilw

i;60A

I=60 A

2.

1.
4.

I T= 2A

tit 2A

13

I f=8A

6' 3 6
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Answers to Frame 15:

1. I
t

60a 2. I 7a 3. I 12a 4. I 8a, I 8a, I mg 8a

In a series circuit total resistance is the SUM of the individual
resistances. Amperage is always the SAME throughout the circuit. Below are
some problems that can be easily solved by using this information and Ohm's
Law.

Write your answers in the appropriate spaces below.

1.

ET236V
IT = 2A

=anommr

2.

ET=12V

IT=

E2r2AV RT

I 2A
2-

2""

El=8V

11'

Ri=

E2=AV

12r

12"n

////////////////////////;////////////////////i/////////////////////////th///
1. Rt 18R, Il s 2a, R2 II 120

2. It ul la, L1 -12n, la, R1 II 8 0, 1 2 II la

Frame 17

Circle the letters of the statements below that correctly describe the
characteristics of Resistance and Amperage in a series circuit.

a. Amperage remains the same throughout the entire circuit.

b. AmperageNia the sum of the amperages throughout the circuit,

c. Resistance is the same throughout the entire circuit.

d. Resistance is the sum of the individual resistors An the
circuit.

/////////////////////////////////////////////////1///////////////////////////
a arid d

6 3 r
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Frame 18

The final characteristic that must be considered in a series circuit is
the effect of voltage. You have learned earlier that voltage does not travel
through a circuit, but rather pushes (or pulls) the current through the
resistors. A certain amount of this voltage is "dropped" (used up) as it
pushes current through each resistor. Naturally the voltage drop won't be
the same for each resistor since it will require more voltage to force
current through a large resistor than through a smaller one.

From this, we can conclude that total voltage is the SUM of the voltages
required to force current through each of the resistors.

Notice in the diagrams below how voltage drops are determined.

E=IIIV

1 224V ITZI14V

011.

1:4V

Solve the Voltage Problems below using the characteristic -Voltage is
the SUM of the indivielal voltage drops and write the voltage values in the
appropriate spaces.

1.

3.

a.

E:i4V

ET:24V
1=12v

15

63S

£ :72V

I:21v

ET-50v



AnLsweErs.tot6Fvraise 128:

E 6V 3. E is 10V 4. E
t

.1 150V

Frame 19

- From the characteristics listed below, indicate whether the total in a
series circuit is the SUM or the SAME by writing the word SUM or SAME in the
space beside the characteristic i4describes.

a. Total Amperage is the (Sum of - Same as) all the amperages
throughout the circuit.

b. Total Voltage is the (Sum of - Same as) all the voltages dropped
throughout the circuit.

c. Total Resistance is the (Sum of - Same as) all t!ne resistances
in the circuit.

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
a. Same b. Sum c. Sum

Frame 20

Use OHM'S LAW and the characteristics of a Series Circuit to solve the
following Series Circuit problems. Write your answers in the spaces
provided.

01

1:3V

t=1 5Y
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Answer to Frame 20:

Ii=2A

R=6A

1:7A

I=7A

1=76A

11=1A

R=3A

01
.....,

i 1,124V

17

t , . 0

11=10A

11=20A

E=IIV

1=6V

E=3V

E=10V

E=13V

637

1=40V

1=70'.

1=7A

1=7A

1=7A
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Frame 21

Use OHM'S LAW and the characteristics of a Series Circuit to solve the
foliating Series Circuit problems. Write your answers in the spaces
provided.

I

IT2

lIa
%TS? 1:

tzsa

IT

I=A.

1=1V
1=4A2=

/2
121A
12
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Vtsl 
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vt=v 
vi zi 

Agri 
VIsI 

AP :i 

ap9 

Vi sa 
Vt.T1 

AC=I 

Vasa 
Vasl 
Ils1 

V Psi 
Vas! 

AC 1:1 

V91:1 
I/ .11 

ALt=1 

Vt:11 
77 
A =1 

Vsa 

A za 

V01211 

AlTs1 

61 
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314 
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Environmental Pneudraulics Blanch 3ABR42331=WB -117

'Chanute AFB, Illinois

SERIES CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE

JBJICTIVE

Using a DC fundamentals trainer, construct a series circuit and
meausrefelectrical values wirh one instructor assist allowed for
each task area.

EQUIPMENT

Trainer, P/N 521685 DC Fundamentals
Multimeter

SAFETY

Basis of Issue

1 /student

1/student

---
Caution: Remove watches, rings, bracelets, etc., before starting
any work on the equipment. It is also a good safety practice to
work on the equipment with one hand. /This practice reduces the
chances of receiving an electrical shock to some vita: body
organ when working with electric**. Also remember that light
bulbs, resistors, etc., do get HOT and could burn the skin.

PROCEDURE

Pay close attention to all directions that you are given in the
workbook. When performing in the workbook, such as answering questions
or recording electrical measurements if tour -espouse is incorrect,
restudy the information bith your instructor's assistance as nee=ed.
Do not hesitate to ask the instructor questions. You will be
requited to accomplish several exercises and have some of them
chocked by your instructor before you 04e to the next exercise.
You will also fins thatWany of the exercises have the correct
Mowers on page 11. After you have completed all the exercises
you will satisfactorily complete the progress check assigned by your
instructor. Pages 15 through 22 may, if you wish, be removed for
your convenience.

When you leave your trainer for scheduled or unscheduled bteaks,
complete the following checklist before you go.

1. Insure the SPST switch is turned OFF in the circuit.

2. Insure the 2'V DC bus bar (red) has all the electrical
leads removed from it.

3. .Insure the negative (black) bus bar has all the electrical
leads removed fiom it.

Supersedes 3ABR42231-WB-111, 26 August 1977.
OPR: 3370 TTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TTGTC Coo; rrysA - 1

)(14' 1
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4. Insure the multimeter is properly stored during this period.

a. Insure tl:e controls on the meter are properly set for

storage.

b. Leave the test leads attached to the meter.

c. Wrap the meter leads around the instrument.

d. Place the meter on the locker shelf.

5. Whefi you return from the break take the same Teter and go
back to work.

Exercise 1

1. Trainel preparation for exercises 2 through 8.

a. The metal plate on the right side of the trainer may
be raised for your workbook to lay on.

b. Sign out a multimeter, see the lay)Anstructor if
assistance is needed.

c. Insure that the instructor has connected power to the
trainers You will do this by measuring the power with Lhe multimeter
at the positive (red) and negative (black) bus bars. These bus bars

are located in the 4er right and left hand corners of the trainer.
If you don't read a voltage (24V DC ± 4V DC) see your instructor.

d. Insure that fuse wire is across the fuse holders of zach
of the three (3) ammeters on the trainer. This will protect the
ammeter intexneltircuit from over load. If the fuse wire is burnt in
two or is-tissing, see your instructor for Azsistance.

e. Pull tne circuit breaker out (open) and turn OFF (open)

two (2) single pole single throw (SPST) switches.

f. Insure all le , in the thaw are in good condition with

a plug at both ends. If you find any damaged lead, give them to the

instructor.

g. Examine the electrical leads ends, and note haw you
may connect them together if one lead is too short. See your instructor

for assistance if needed.

Exercise 2

2. Build a series circuit with two (2) loads, one light bulb
and oLa 10 ohm resistor as follows:

a. Using the electrical leads from the drawer, construct
the circuit shown in figure 1, page 15, consisting of a ,.ircuit
breaker, SPST switch, one light bulb, and one 10 ohm res4tor,

3
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Note: If ap,Alectrical lead is ton shy-t you may connect leads

together to prevent stretching or break -le them.

b. Before applying rower to your circuit, be _sure you have

only one path for current to flow from the negative to the positive

source through the two loads. Tracing from negative (-) to positive

(+) the electrons will first ge through the 1( lb: resistor, then the

lamp and on through the switch and circuit er to the positive

(+) bus bar.

STOP and have your instructor check your work at this time.

c. After :he instructor has checked the circuit and is

present, you will dc ie following:

(l) Push in the circuit breaker.

(2) Turn the single pule single throw (SPST) switch

ON. The ,amp should light. If the lamp does not light, turn OFF

the SPST switch and ask the instructor for assistance.

(3) If the lamp lights and everything appears OK,

turn the SPST switch OFT.

STOP and have your i.structor initial hire before you proceed.

Note: The instructor must see that the circuit is properly

constructed and also see an operational check performed. This

must be done before the instructor initials above. You will

not proceed until the instructor has initialed above.

Exercise 3

3. Using the ammeter in a series circuit.

a. Sometimes it is necessary to take amperage readings

of a circuit. You are now going co learn how to set up ard use the

ammeter in a given series circuit. There are a few imporant facts

that you must know about the ammeter before you proceed.

(1) Anmeters are connected in series with the rest of

the series circuit. This means the ammeter will normally replace the

wire in the circuit to be measured.

(2) With the ammeter connected there must be only one

path for current to flow through the circuit, from negative to the

positive bus bar. WiLA the ammeter connected in the circuit or the

part of a circuit being measured, all of the curt -n' to be measured

in that circuit must flow through the mete tf path (electrical

wiring) allows current to bypass the meter tht ter (current) reading

will be incorrect.

4 4
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(3) The ammeters must be protected by fuse wire on this

trainer. If at any time the fuse wire burns in two or is missing, then
without touching the circuit see your instructor for assistance.

b. Before continuing, answer the following questions.

(1) The ammeter is connected in with the

rest of the circuit.

(2) With ammeter connected there must be only
path for current to flow from the negative to the positive bus bar.

(3) The ammeters on the trainer are protected by

You will find the correct answers to the above questions on page 11
of this workbook. Do not check your work until you have answered all
of the above questions. If you have any questions about the work thus
far, see your lab instructor right NOW.

c. Refer to the circuits shown in figures 1 and 2. You
will find these circuits are the same circuits. But in figure 2 y.Ju

will also find that the ammeter (symbol) with leads has been added.
Using the ammeter in the lower right hand corner of the trainer, you
will be able to measure the amount of current flow in the circuit
you have already constructed. You will accomplish this as follows:

(1) Take two electrical leads from the drawer and
connect one to each side of the ammeter and let them hang as shown
in figure 2.

(2) Be sure the circuit SPST switch is in the OFF
position.

(3) Remember the ammeter has a positive (red) and negative
(black) side, and it MUST NOT he wired i^to the series circuit backwards,
or the ammeter could be damaged.

(4) Knowing that the ammeter must replace a circuit
wire, the wire between points 1 and 2 will now be removed. See

figure 3.

(5) The negative side of the ammeter must always
connected to the negative side of the circuits So connect the
ammeter negative lead to the negative bus bar. See figure 4.

(6) The positive aide of the ammeter must always be
connected to the positive side of the circuit. So connect the ammeter
to point 2 of the circuit because it will be more positive than the
negative bus bar when power is turned on. See figure 5.

Note: Now you have it 1 the ammeter in series in a series
circuit to measure tne total current flow in the series circuit
witn power on.

5
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(7) Turn ON the power (SPST) and,pecord the ammeter

reading in figure 5. If you DO NOT get a reading on the Waster and/or

circuit b:eakar paps, end/or fuse wire burns in two, turn OFF the SPST

switch and see your instructor.

Note: Do not leave or turn the switch back ion if you didn't

get a reaLing,the first time. This will help prevent internal

damage to the ammeter. If you nave problems with this exercise,

see your instructor.

(8) Turn OFF the power (SPST).

Exercise 4

4. Measuring and proving current flow is the "SAME" in a series

circuit.

a. You will use all three ammeter., on the trainer to prove

current flow is the "SAME" in a series circuit. One meter is already

connected from exercise 3. If you do n't have exercise 3 on the

trainer, you must go back and place the circuit for exercise 3 in

the trainer.

b. Jae figure 5 (the exercise 3 circuit which you have

already built) and the two other ammeters to complete this exercise.
Figure 6 shows t4e wiriug diagram to use. You are to change figure 5

by doing steps .4) through (3), then use the remaining steps to

complete this exercise.

(1) Connect an ammeter between points 3 and 4. Remember

the polarity of the ( +) and (-) of the ammeter to the circuit. The

positive lead of the ammeter will go to the most positive point and

the negative ammeter lead will go to the most negative point of the

circuit.

(2) Connect the other ammeter between points 5 and 6.

(3) Insure the ammeter polarity is correct, on all

three ammeters. You should have all three ammeters in the circuit

as shown in figure 6.

(4) Insure the circuit breaker is pushed in.

(5) Turn ON the power and record the ammeter readings

in figure 6. If you do not get a reading on tue ammeters and/or the

circuit breaker pops, and/or fuse wire burns in two, turn OFF the

power. Do not touch the circuit wiring and see your instructor. Do

not leave or turn the switch back on if you didn't get a reading the

first time. This could prevent ipternal damage to the ammeter.

the circuit.

(6) If your,anewers were correct, turn OFF the power to

(7) If you have any questions, see your instructor NOV.

6
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(8) If yo; have incorrect answers, see your instructor

NOW.

(9) Put all the leads in the drawer if you fully

understand this exercise.

You will find the correct answers to the above readings on page 11

of this workbook. Do not check your work until you have recorded All

of the readings on figure 6.

Exercise 5

5. Series circuit with only one load, the light bulb.

a. In this exercise you will see the difference in
amperage that was created by remo:ing the one resistor from the

circuit.

b. Build a series circuit like the one shown in figure 7.

As you can see, one of the loads has been left out, the 10 ohm
resistor.

c. Continue on to exercise 6.

Exercise 6

6. Measuring current flow in a series circuit with only one

load the light bulb.

a. Using the three ammeters take amperage readings at the
following check points in figure 8. Record these findings in figure 8.

b. Notice that the single lamp glows brighter than it did

when you had the lamp and resistor in the circuit. WHY? Because

the amperage increased in the circuit. WHY? Because you have

removed or decreased the amount of resistance (opposition) in the

circuit. Removing the resistor decreased the total resistance of

the circuit. As a result the total amperage also increases. Remember,

if we change any one of the three values of a circuit (voltage, amperage,
or resistance) then the other two will be affected. Tht are resistance

(ohms) you have ir. a given circuit the smaller the amperage. The lower

the resistance in a circuit the higher the amperage will be if the

voltage remaIns constant.

c. Referring to the one lamp circuit, figure 8, and or,

he trainer, answer the following questions.

1. The single lamp circuit has (more/less) resistance

to current flow than the two load Arcuit,

2. The single lamp glows brighter because the total current in

the circuit has (increased/decreased),

7
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3. When the total resistance of a series circuit is decreased,

the total amparage'in the circuit- (increases/

decreases).

Note: Turn 0P7 the circuit power by upening.the SPST switch

and pulling guts the circuit breaker, then remove all the leads

and.temporatily store them in the storage drawer.

You will find the correct answers to Lhe above questions on page 11

of this workbook. Do not elle& your work until you have answered all

of the above questions. If you have any. questions about the work thus

far, see your lab instructor right NOW.

Exercise 7

7. Construct a series circuit with two loads, one light bulb,

one 10 ohm resistor, as follows:

a. Construct a series circuit as shown in figure 9.

b. Set up your aaltimeter to measure a maximum of 28V DC.

STOP and have your. instructor check your work And do not pr'gress until

the instructor has initialed here.

c. With the circuiebreake s pushed in and the switch in

the OFF position. Use the multimeter and take the following voltage

readings and record them in figure 10 in the switch OFF column.

Remember the following when using the multimeter:

(1) Be sure the multimeter is set up correctly before

y3u take your measurements.

(2) Insure the multimeter red lead is placed on the

positive side of the load, and the black lead placed on the negative

side of the load in the circuit. See figure 10 multimeter leads.

(3) The multimeter when used for voltage readings IS

NOT connected in series like an ammeter, BUT in parallel in the series

circuit.

(a) Ammeter - Series (any kind of circuit).

(b) Voltmeter (multimeter) - parallel (any

kind of circuit).

Note: Because the SPST swit-.a, when 14 the OFF position has

an air gap between its contacts, current will not flaw through

the switch or the circuit. You will reed voltage across the

switch in the OFF position. The reason f .3r this will be

explained later on in this exercise.

d. With the circuit breaker IN and switch ON use tile

multimeter to measure the following voltage readings and record

them in figure 10 in the switch ON column.

e. Refer to checkpoint 6 and 7, figure 10.

8
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(1) With the switch OFF, point 6 and 7 had a reading

of approximately 28V DC. With the switch ON point 6 and 7 read zero

(0) volts. WHY? Because the voltmeter reads a difference in potential

(voltage). With the switell'OFF the circuit is divided into a positive

side and a distinct negative side. The voltmeter reads the difference

between positive and negative of approximately 28V DC.

(2) When you closed the switch you noticed that the
voltmeter dropped to a reading of zero (0) volts at pointe6 and 7.
By_connecting 6 and 7 together, checkpoint 6 is just as positive as

checkpoint 7. There is NO distinct difference between positive and
negative now.

(3) But because the switch is closed you will find the
TOTAL (sum) voltage drop across the two (2) loads is equal to the
applied voltage at the bus bars or the voltage across the open switch.

f. Turn OFF the power to the'circuit.

g.
NOW.

If you have any questions at this time, see your instructor

Exercise 8

8. Measuring voltage on a ground circuit.

a. Use the same circuit you constructed in figure 9 and do

the followilg:

(1) Remove the ground wire between points 1 and 2.

See figure 10.

(2) Take two leads from the drawer, connect one lead to
point one and the other to points two. See figure 11.

(3) Connect the two wires lead ends together.

b. Turn on the power to the circuit (SPST switch).

c. Use the multimeter and measure between points 1 and 2,

r .ording the readings in figure 12.

d. With the power still turned on, multimeter still connected
to points 1 and 2, disconnect the circuit at the point where you hooked
the two leads tocother. See figure 13.

(1) You will note the lamp goes out and the multimeter
now reads about 28V DC. This is because you now have an open ground
wire (c4r.:....it) between points 1 and 2.

9
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e. With the power st_11 turned on, multimeter still
conneated to points 1 and 2, reconnect the two leads in the ground
circuit.

(1) Ycu wilK mote the lamp comes on and the multimeter

now reads OV DC. This is because you now have a good circuit between
points 1 and 2.

f. RemMtbar a voltage reading on a ground wire (circuit)
indicates an open ground, and a 0 zero readicg on the ground wire
(circuit) indicates.a good ground. This is only with power applied
to the circuit.

g.. Remove all the leads and store them in the drawer and
report to your instructor for a progress chick assignment.

41
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Correct responses for exercises 1 through 8 and related figures.

EXERCISE 3

b. (1)

(2)

(3)

c. (6)

series
one
fuse

1-2

wize

1 amp (Figure 5)±0.3 amps

EXERCISE 4

b. (5) 1-2 1 amp (Figure 6)±0.3 amps
3-4 1 amp (Figure 6)±0.3 amps

5-6 / amp (Figure 6)±0.3 anos

EXERCISE 6

a. (1) 1-2 1.2 amps (Figure 8)±0.3 amps
3-4 1.2 amps (Figure 8) ±0.3 amps

5-6 1.2 amps (Figure 8)±0.3 amps
TOTAL 1.2 amps (Figure 8)±0.3 amps

c. 1. less
2. increased
3. increased

EXERCISE 7

READINGS

1 & 2 OV OV
2 & 3 OV 11V t 3V DC
3 & 4 OV OV
4 & 5 OV 15V ± 3V DC
5 & 6 OV OV
6 & 7 26V ± 4V DC OV
7 & 8 OV OV
8 & 9 OV OV
9 & 10 OV OV

EXERCISE 8

c. 1 & 2 0 volts (Figure 12)



PROGRESS CHECK INSTRUCTIONS

This progress check will require you to correctly construct a

series circuit and measure electrical values with one instructor

assist allowed for each task area. Instructor assist for each task

area is defined as an aid, such as technical direction or explanation

given a student, who can proceed no further on hi /her own. The

instructor will initial ;cur work after you satisfactorily completed

each task of the progress check. If you do not pass the progress

Check you will follow the instructions given by the instructor.

You will not communicate (talk, etc) with other students dar444

theprogress check without your lab instructor's permission.

You will not use fellow stAdent's work to solve the problems in

this progress check.

You at satisfactorily complete this progress check before further

progression to other iab.progress checks.

Have your instructor-select' and initial on pager 12 or 13 the series

circuit progress check you are to draw on figure 14. Using a lead

pencil only, draw in the series circuit leads between the various

symbols. Later you will construct this circuit on.the trainer. After

you have satisfactorily Fompleted the progress check, you will follow

the instructions on page 14,

Instructor's initials. Assigned progress check el.

After completion of each task listed below, dd not progress

until the instructor has initialed your work for that task.

TASK I Draw the series circuit for three light bulbs, SPSI switch,

and circuit breaker on figure 14.

Instructor's initials. Task initials

TASK 2 Construcc the series circuit drawn on figure 14 on the

trainer and complete an operational check for the instructor.

Instructor's initials. Task initials

Measure and record the electrical values required below.

Total current flow amps.

Total_ voltage to the circuit

Voltage drop across each bulb . (left)

. (center)

TASK 3

. (right)

Instructor's initials. Task initials

12
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Turn to page 14 for further instructions.

Note: If the instructor provides an instructor assist for a
task, the instructor will initial behind task initials (see
objective).

Instructor's initials. Assigned progress check #2.

'yr

'After completion of each task listed below, do not progress until
the instructor has initialed your work for that task.

TASK 1 Draw the series circuit for three 10 ohm resistors, SPST
switch, and circuit breaker on figure 14.

Instructor's initials. Task initials

TASK 2 Construct the series circuit drawn on figure 14 on the
trainer and complete an operational check for the instructor.

Instructor's initials. Task initials

TASK 3 Measure and record the electrical values required below.

Total current flow amps.

Total voltage to the circuit volts

(left)

Voltage drop across each resistor( (center)

(right)

Idstractor's initials. Taak iuitials 11
Turn to page 14 for further instructions.

Note: If the instructor provides an instructor assist for a
task, te_instructor will initial behind task initials (see

objective) .

1.3



After you have satisfactorily completed the progress check, you

will do the following:

1. Put all the good leads in the drawer of the trainer.

2. Give all the broken leads to the lab instructor with the

parts.

3. Place the work table in the down position on the trainer.

4. Return the multimeter to its storage cabinet. Be sure the

controls on the meter are set correctly for storage.

5. You will turn in your work to the lab instructor before you

leave the lab area.

Note: You may review any part or all of this 4rkbook if you
wish, but your work will not leave the lab area without the

lab instructor's permission.

T)
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Figure 5.

CHECKPOINT

1-2

See page 11 for correct answers.
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AMMETER I

CHECKPOINT

1-2

3-4

5-6

Figure 6.

Sle page 11 for correct answers.

AMMETER

AM7ERAGE READING

Laps

amps

amps



1 & 2

3 & 4

5 & 6

Total current

See page 11 for correct answer'.
19
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AMPERAGE READINGS

amps

amp s

amps

amps
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BLACK( -)

CHECKPOINTS

-) 1 & 2 (+)
(- ) 2 & 3 (+)
(-) 3 & 4 (+)
(-) 4 & 5 (+)
(-) 5 & 6 (+)
(-) 6 & 7 (+)
( .) 7 & 8 (+)
(-) 8 & (+)
(-) 9 & 10 (+)

See page 11 ,r correct answers.

20
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Sr4. OFF SW. ON



28VDC

Figure 11.

MULTIMETER

SET DC
RANGE 50V 'LI/

PO S NEG

Figure 12.

CHECKPOINTS

1 & 2

See page 11 for correct answers.
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READINGS SW. ON

V DC



We
MULTI METER

Figure 13.
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in Co se 3ABR42331,
Aircraft Environmental stem Mechanic. The material contained herein
has been validated h 30 students from the subject course. Ninety
percent of the stu nt tested achieved or surpassed the criteria
established in tilt lesson objectives. Average time to complete this
PT was 50 minutes.

OBJECTIVES

1. Use Kirchhoff's current law to solve for unknown values in
basic electrical circuits.

2. Use Kirchhoff's voltage law to solve for unknown values in
basic electrical circuits.

3. Use Ohm's law and power formulas to solve for unknown values
in basic electrical circuits.

Standard of Performance:

A minimum of 8 out of the 10 unknown values must be correct.

INSXRUCTIONS

This programmed text presents information in small steps called
frames. Carefully study the written material and/or schematic in each
frame until you are satisfied you understand its conte s. Each_frame
requires you to select true statements, solve problems, Specific
instructione are provided in each frame. After you have made your
response on the relponse sheet, compare your answer with the answer
on the cop of the next frame.

If you are correct, go on to the next frame. If you are incorrect,
study the frame again and correct your mistakes before continuing. If

you still can't understand your mistakes, ask your instructor for
assistance. Read carefully, select the correct answer(s) and DO NOT
HURRY. DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT. Be sure you have the handout ;HO)
in front of you called RULES, LAWS AND FORMULAS.

Supersedes 1ABR42231-PT-114A, 26 July 1971.
OPR: 3370 TTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TTGTC - 300; TDJSR - 1
fi f;
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Frame 1

A parallel circuit is a Orcuit that has two or =Le path. for
current to flow through. The components that make up a parallel
circuit are arranged so thst current will have more than one way to
flow. ,Start tracing at the negative pole of the power source and
follow all the_paths back to the positive circuit.

Which circuit(3) below is/are PARALLEL CIRCUIT(s) and write their
number(s) on the response sheet.

3.

1.
t

2.

6.

3b6s

111---i1111
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Answers to Fran* 1: 2, 3, 6

Frame 2

The illustrations below are parallel circuit diagrams.

Which statement correctly describes parallel circuits? Write
yot- answer on the response sheet.

1. Circuit components are arranged such, that all the current
must flow through the only path provided.

2. Current will divide and flow through all of the paths provided.

t; f;



Answer to Frame 2: 2

Frame 3

Since current has been provided with more than one path in which
to flow, you can see how the main currant would divide and flow across
each of the paths. How much of the current flows through each branch
of the circuit depends on how much resistance is in each branch.
Certainly there will be more current flowing in a branch that has a
small :esistance than there will be in a branch with a large amount
of resistauce. Regardless of the amount of current flowing across
each branch, one thing is certain, the "TOTAL current flow iu the
entire parallel circuit is the SUM of the currents flowing through
each breach!"

Write the
characteristic

A. Total

B. Total

latter of a

of amperage

amperage is

amperage is

13 - 12a

statement b...low that describes the

in a parallel on the response sheet.

the sum of all the amperages of the branches.

the same throughout the entire circuit.



1.

3.
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Answer to Frame 3: A

Frame 4

If you recognize total amperage as being the SUM of tha amperages
throughout the circuit; solve the problems below. Enter your answer
in the proper space on the response sheet.

it

It

ala

It 9a

6

I
t

100a

.1
2



Answers to Frame 4: 1. 3a 2. 5a 3. lla 4. 94a

Frame 5

Tetal amperage is ALWAYS the SUM of the amperages in a parallel
circuit. Let's consider the effect of voltage in a parallel circuit.
Voltage in a parallel circuit pushes with equal pressure across all
of the branches. Thus, what we have said here is: Voltage is the
SAME across each path in the circuit.

Notice what happens to the applies voltage in the diagrams below.

al2v 4.1
(1)

IT ,m100TIT E1.100v E2.100v E3100,

Below are some parallel problems. Solve the problems and wri4a
;'our answers in the spaces provided on the response sheet.



k

l

c.

3.

I.

667

Answers to Frame 5: 1. 4V 2. 7V 3. 3V 4. 2V

T
Frame 6

So far you have seen that amperage is the "SUM" and voltage is the
"SAME" in a parallel circuit Using this information and OhM'S law,
solve the problems listed below and write your answers in the spaces
provided on the response sheet.

IP

1
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Answers to Frame 6:

1. E
t
a 24V El a 24 E2 a 24

I
t

3a I, a la I
2
a 2a

R
t
a 80 R1 a 240 R

2
a 120

2. E
t
a 24V E

1
a 24V E

2
a 24V

I
1
- 4a I

2
a 8aI

t
a 12a

RI a 60 R2 a 3S2R
t
a 2a

Eta 8V El sy E2 a 8V E3 Ely E4 i 8V

I
t

33a I
1
a 2a I

2
a 8a I

3
20a I

4
a 3aa

Frame 7

Perhaps you noticed while you were working the problems in frame 6,
that the total resistance (R

t
) was even less than the smallest resistor

in the circuitl If you didn't notice, go back and'look at the Rt value.

How can this be? By adding.more resistors in parallel, the current has
more paths to flow through. Therefore, the total resistance in the
circuit must be lowered to allow more current flow from negative to
positive.

Which statement below best describes resistance in a parallel
circuit? Write your answer on the response sheet.

1. Adding resistors in parallal will cause resistance to increase
and amperage to decrease.

2. Adding resistors in parallel decreases the resistance by
offering more paths for current to flow, therefore, increasing
the amperage.

3. Total resistance is the sum of the resistors in parallel.

4. Total resistance is the same as any resistor in the circuit.

9
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Answer to Frame 7: 2

Frame 8

Using Ohmillitr and the characteristics of voltage (same) and
amperage (sum), solve this problem. Pay particular attention to the
total resistance. Write your answer in the spaces provided on the
response, sheet.

Before you compare your answer with the ones on the next page,
did you find the total resistance (Re) to be less than the smallest

resistor? If not, work the problem again.

675
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Answers to Frame 8: E
t

24V El 24V E
2

24V

I
t

6a I
1

2a I2-4a

Rt 4i2 R1 12n R2 63,

Frame 9

Match the terms to the statements on the left by writing the letter
of the terms on the right in the appropriate space provided.

1. Remains tha SAME throughout the a. Current
parallel circuit.

2. Is the SUM of all of those in the
parallel circuit.

3. Is SMALLER than the smallest in the
parallel circuit.

b. Voltage

c. Total resistance
(R

t
)
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Answers to Frame 9 :, 1. b 2. a 3. c

4%

Frame 10

Ipo to mathematically solve for the total resistance in the parallel
.circuit without current or voltage values given in a circuit is shown
below. What is the total resistance? It can't be 21 ohms since that
isn't "smaller than the smallest resistor."

S

Using the formula shown you will be able to solve for any Rt in a

parallel circuit. This is called a reciprocal formula. You should use
scratch paper to work this problem below as you study it.

R
t

R

1 +1 +1 +1 + etc.
Rl R2 R3 R4 R5

R 1211.

Now let's take only what's needed from this formula and solve fo:
R
t
in the above circuit.

1
R
t 1 1 1

R
1

R
2

R
3

Because the circuit has only three resistors we will need only
part of the formula to solve R

t
for the above circuit.

R
t

1

=+ 1 , 1

30 60 120

Now substitute the resistive values into the formula.

1
R
t 1

+ 1 + 1. -° numerator
3n 60 120 -0 denominator

"In any fraction the'top number is called the numerator and the

bottom number is the denominator. The lowest common denominator (LCD)

is the smallest number which all denominators can be divided into evenly.
In opr example 12 is the LCD, (thitamallest number 3, 6, and 12 can be
diviZed into evenly).

(LCD) 12+ 30 -4
12 + 60 2

12 + 120 1
12

677
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Frame 10 (Continued) '

Replace the resistive values with equal fractions which use the LCD
as their denominators. To dc this, divide the denominator of each
fraction (3n, 6c2, and 1252) into the LCD and enter the result over the
LCD.

t

+
?

+12 12 12

1 2 ---st

3)3.23S2 12

2

1- )126n 12
6

1
1 ?2 1

12
2 )12

'1
Rt

4 2 1

. 12 t 12 12

Now, add the numerators, 4 + 2 + 1 7, DO NOT add the LCD,
simply enter the sum of the numerators over ttlrnM(12) .

1
R

t' 4 + 2 + 1
12

R
t 7

12

1

7

2

7To complete the problem you need to dividAL-..into 1 is actually
_1 12

the denominator of the larger fraction and 1 is the numerator). Dividing
a fraction into another number is the same as inverting that fraction and
multiplying it times the other number.

7
Rt 1 +

Rt- 1 X 11
7

RC.
12

7

The final step is to convert this fraction into a whole number.
Do this by dividing the denominator into the numerator.

1.71
R
t

771756
7

50
49
10

7

R
t

1.7152

13 6 78



Frame 10 (Contlnued)

Using the reciprocal formula solve for R
t
in the circuits below.

Write your answers on the response sheet.

2.

3
3141.".

4.n. R* S.A. *24.n.

[..

4.

RI 4

R2* t21. R3

SERIES CIRCUIT

R4* 411.A.

Note: Compute the-series circuic
first, using the series circuit
rules.

R1*441'

...a...

R
3
*12.A. R4*244.Rlee" Ns

14
679

4E.n.Rs*
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Answers to Frame 10; 1. 1.841 2: 2.09n 3. 3.33il, 4. 1.920

Frame 11

The next formula we will cover is the product over the sum, which
is also used to solve for total resistance in a parallel circuit.
This formula is primarily used when there are two (2) resistors in
parallel whether they are of equal viue-mr not.iq

-

When two (2) numbers are multiiiied th answer is called a
product. When me (2) numbers axe.. th answer is a sum. Therefore
this formula is worked by multipfing two (2) numbers, then adding the
same two (2) numbers, and dividing-the two (2) answers.

For the circuit shown below, we will sAve for Rt using the product

over the sum formula. The formula you just covered in the last frame
could also be used, however, at this time let's use the product over the
sum.

You should use scratch paper to work this problem below as you
study it.

R
1
X R

2
Step (1) Rt R +

8 X 4 32
(2) R

t = 8 + 4 12

(3) R
t 12

2.666c

(4) Rt 2.666n

(5) R
t

fm, 24 4

15

6 0
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Frame 11 (Continued)

Using the product over the sum formula solve for R
t
in the circuit

below. Write your answer(s) on the response.sheet.

k

651
16

R3'21

NOTE: Compute the total

resistance in the

series circuit.
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Answers to Frame 11: 1. 1.50 2. 5.330 3. 2.00 4. 6.40

676

Frame 12

The last formula we vill cover is the 'resistive value over the total
amount of like resistors in parallel.

This foram is primarily used to solve for total resistance in
likretlel circuit if' 14.1 the resistatge values in parallel are equal.
The reciprocal, formula shown in fraMe'10 gin alsobe used, howLver the
formula, shown in use beloW, is easier and faster. to use if the resistive
values are equal in value.

You should use scratch raper to wor is problem 3

Tha value of one of the resistors in parallel
Step (1) R E if they are all equal in value.

t N
The number of resistors incarallel.

(2) it
40

ea

(3) R
t 3

40

ea
= 1.333

(4) R
t
= 1.333 = 1.330

(5) R = 1.330
t

1.333
3747555

3

10

9

10

9

10

9

1

This 40 resistance is the value of one of
the 40 resistors in parallel only if all
the resi;ors in the circuit are of equal
value.

Thir is the total of like resisto \s used
in parallel with each other.

17
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Frame 12 (Continued)

Using the resistive value over the number of like resistors formula

solve for R
t
in the circuit below. Write your answer(s) on the response

sheet.

4:411.

Note: Solve for the series circuit first.

-I
R 2 442./ R2 4.n-

_..._

f Raig 4.n.
Rt

a' 3n-

Note: Solve for the series circuit first.

R
4
s4n.

I
-410n. R4= 10.11.

R
5

r 1 0-a-

Note: Solve for the series -circuit first.

18

6b9

R6 210.n.



Answers to Frame 12: 1. 1.330 2. 1.00 3. 2.00 4

Frame 13

When deterrining the TOTAL value's in a parallel circuit, yce must
decide whether the chorm.teristic to use is the SUM, SAME, or SMALLER
THAN THE SMALLEST.

In the space provided on the response sheet, write the character-
istic beside the work it describes.

a. Voltage:

b. Amperage:

c. Resistance:

19 6s4
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Answers to Frame 13:

A. Voltage: is ae same through the parallel circuit

b. Amperage: 11.11214um of all the amperages in the parallel circuit

c. Resistance: is smaller than the smallest resistor in the
partials' circuit

Frame 14

SAME (E) VOLTAGE

SUM (I) CURRY s_dENSITY)

SMALLER THAN THE SMALLEST (R) RESISTANCE

If you remember them in this order, it's much easier

If you really understand these cnaracteristics, there are several
problems in frame 15 that will help you see how true those characteristics

are. It will show you how far you have come in the field of electricity
and electronics tool

You should be able to solve all the problems in frame 15 using

Ohm's Law.

E y I X R, I
'R
R and the characteristics of parallel and

series circuits.

Characteristics of SERIES CIRCUITS:

SUM: total voltage is the sum in a series circuit.

SAME: total amperage is the same in a series circuit.

SUM: total resistance is the sum in a series circuit.

Characteristics of PARALLEL CIRCUITS:

SAME: total voltage is the SAMA as any voltage in the circuit.

SUM: total amperage is the sum of all the amperages in the circuit.

SMALLER THAN THE SMALLEST: total resistance is less than the grisliest
resistor.

NO RESPONS REQUIRED

655
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Frame 15

Solve tho following and write the answers on the response sheet.

6.

I
2

-30c

E2110V

E =- E
1
=110V E

2
=

ti

I
t
*2a I

1
=la I

2
=la

R
t
=550 Ri= R

2
=1100

T
E
t
=24V.

It

R
t

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

3

7.

8.

9.

t
(DI 0 (:)

-1
=6 R

2
=30 (:) R

3
=20

10.

3
=40

_LEt

E2==18V

I It=

17 R
t
=

P
t
=

_LEt
E.,1, =. 2 3

12V

I
1
=

1f 2

I ::: =
R
1
=

=
R
2

-6nI

3
411

F tw----
P
1
= P

2
= P

3

I1= I =

R1-18n
-.4... 2

' R
2
=90

Pl= P.
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CORRECT RESPONSES FOR PARALLEL CIRCUITS in Frame 15:

18a

,=30Q

=110V

E
t
=110V E

1
=110V

2
=110V

I
t
=2a I1 -la I

2
=1a

R
t

R1 -1100 R
2
=1100

E
t
24V E

/
=24V 24V---

I
t
..4a I

1
...2a 22.2a at

R
t
60 R1.120 R

2
=12R2-12S2

6.

R
t
=114 R

1
=60 (i) R

2
30 (:

7.

R3 -2S2

8.

LI_ E =12V
t

I It3a
R
t

9.

11--
,

-- E
t
=i8V E fla__

1
=10 E

, Iit -3b_ I1 -la 12=21

R. =6L___
t

R
1
=1852 R2 -9i1

P
t t
-54W P =1811

---
P =36W
2

E
1
=12V

I
1
=la

R,=12S1

2
=12V

I2 -2a

R 196Q
2

10.

1 E
t
=12V 2=12V E3=121

Rt=2Q
1r 1

R =120
2
=60

1

: !!!.

6a
1 2

=2a

I t
-

P
t
=72W P1 -12W P

2
=24W P

3
=36W
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()I3
Environmental Pneudraulics Branch
Chanute APT, Illinois

PARALLEL CIRCUITS PERFORMANCE

OBJECTIVES

3ABR42331-WB-111A

Using a DC Fundamentals trainer, construct a parallel circuit
and measure electrical values with one ;..istructor assist allowed for
each task area.

EQUIPMENT

Basis of Issue
Trainer P/N 521685 DC Fundamentals 1/student
Multimeter 1/student

SAFETY

040161.
Caution: Remove watches, rings, Blacelets, etc., before
starting any work on equipment. It is also good safety practice
to work on the equipment with one hand. This practice reduces
the chances of receiving,an electrical shock to some vital body
organ when working with electricity. Also remember that light
bulbs, resistors, etc., do get hot and could burn the skin.

PROCEDURE

Pay close attention to all direjtions thin; you are given in
the workbook. When performing in the workbook, such as answering
questions or recording electrical measurements, if your response
is incorrect, restudy the information with instructor assistance
as needed. Do not hesitate to ask the instructor questions. You
will be required to accomplish several exercises and have sbme of
them checked by your instructor before you move to the next
exercise. You will also find that many of the exercises have the
correct answers au page 7 . After you have completed all the
exercises you will satisfactorily complete the progress check
assigned by your instructor. Pages 12 through 16 may be removed
for your convenience.

When you leave your trainer for scheduled or unscheduled breaks,
complete the following the .list before you go.

1. Insure the SPST switch is turned off in the circuit.

2. Insure the 28V DC bus bar has all'the electrical leads
removed from it.

Supersedes 3ABR42231-WS-114A, 29 June 1971.
OFR: 3370TTG

DISTRIBUTION: X
3370TTGTC - 600; TTVSR 1

2
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3. Insure e negative (black) bus bar has all the electrical
leads removed from it.

4. Insure th-multimeter is properly stored during this period.

a. Insure the controls are properly set for storage.

b. Leave the test leads attached to the meter.

c. Wrap the meter leads around the instrument.

d. Place the meter on the locker shelf.

5. When you. return from break, take the same meter and go
back to work.

Exercis4 1. TRAINER PREPARATION

1. The metal plate on the right side of the trainer may be
raised for your workbook to lay on.

2. Sign out a multimecer. See the lab instructor if
assistance is needed.

3. Insure that the instructor has connected power to the
trainer. You will\do this by measuring the power with the multi-
meter at the positOe (red) and negative (black)- bus bars. These
bus bars are located in the lower right 416 left band corners of
the trainer. If you don't read a voltage of 24 t 4V DC, see your
instructor.

4. Insure that fuse wire is 'across the fuse holders of each
of the three (3) ammeters on the trainer. This will protect the
ammeter's internal circuit from an overload. If the fuse wire is
burned in two or is missing, see your instructor for assistance.

5. Pull the circuit breaker out (open) and turn OFF (open)
two (2) single pole single throw (SPST) switches.

6. Insure all leads in the drawer are in good condition
with a plug at both ends. If you find .'any damaged leads, give
them to the instructor.

7. Examine the electrical lead ends, and note how you may
connect them together if one lead is too short. See your instructor
for assistance if needed.

Exercise 2

Note: In this exercise you are required to build a parallel
circuit with two (2) loads which will be light bulbs, both
sharing one common ground wire. Follow the steps given
following.

3
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1. Usinii the electrical leads from the drawer, construct the
circuit shown in figures 1 through 3, consisting of a circuit breaker,
SPST switch, and two lights bulbs.

Note: If an electrical lead to too short you may connect leads
together to prevent stretching'or breaking them.

2. Before applying power to your circbit, be sure you have
one path for current flow from the negative bus bar to the lights.
Tracing from negative to positive, electrons first go to the common
aide of both lamps and from there they can go two different paths.
One is through the first lamp and the other is through the second
lamp. The electrons (current) will rejoin again at the common
positive side of the light that is closest to the SPST switch,
and follow one path to the positive bus bar. (You hove formed a
parallel circuit at the lights.)

STOP and have your instructor check your work at this time.

3. After the instructor has checked the circuit and with
the instructor present, do the following:

a. Push the circuit breaker.

b. Turn the single pole single throw (SPST) switch ON.
The lamps should now light. If the lamps do not light, turn OFF
the SPST switch and ask the instructor for assistance.

c. If the lamps light and everything appears OK,
turns ;tee SPST switch OFF.

STOP and have your instructor initial here before you proceed.

Exercise 3

1. Measuring and proving current flow is the sum in a
parallel circuit.

a. You will use all three (3) ammeters on the trainer to
prove current is the sum of all the currents in a parallel circuit.
Refer to figure 3 for the circuit construction. As you can see,
this is the same circuit you have previously done. Refer to figure 4

for the ammeter hookup.

b. Using figure 4 in the exercise, you should have done
the following in hooking up the ammeter.

(1) Connect an ammeter between checkpoints 2 and
4 remembering the polarity of the + and - of the ammeter to the

circuit. The positive lead of the ammeter will go to the most
positive point and the negative ammeter lead will go to the most
negative point.

4
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(2) Connect an ammeter between points 5 -5.
486

(3) Connect an ammetcr between points 7-8.

(4) Insure the polarities on all three meters are
correct.

(J) Turn on the power and record the ammeter readings
in figure 4. If you do not get a reading on the ammeter and/or the
circuit breaker pops, or the fuse wire burns in two, turn OFF the
power. Do not touch the circuit wiring and see your instructor. Do
not leave or turn the switch back on if you didn't get a reading
the first time. This could prevent internal damage to the meter.

(6) Check your readings you have recorded from
figureN4 and if they were correct, move on to the set of questions.
If your readings were wrong, check with your instructor before
going on.

Answer the following questions using the information given
so far in this workbook.

1. A parallel circuit provides at least paths of
current flow in the circuit.

2. Total current flow in a parallel circuit is the

3. An ammeter is hooked in with the rest of the
circuit.

See page 7 for answers.

If your answers to the last set of questions are correct,
proceed on. Turn off the power to the circuit and put all the leads
in the drawer if you fully understand the exercise. If any questions
arise, be sure to ask the instructor for assistance.

ir

Note: In the previous exercise yo proved that total current
in a parallel circuit is the sum o all the currents in the
circuit. Also that current in a p allel circuit must have
two or more paths to follow.

Exercise 4

1. Measuring and proving that an increase in the number of
paths of current flow will increase the total current in the whole
circuit.

a. Using figure 5 and three lights in parallel, construct
and measure the current in a three load circuit.

J
b. Hook up the circuit in figure 5. Notice that the

circuit is just about the same as figure 4, but you have connected
in one more light and are now using only two ammeters.

5
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1)0 (1) By hooking the ammeter between the cam,
breaker and the switch, you are measuring the total circuit current.
Also the second atmeter indicates the amperage in one light bulb
which would be approximately the same for all the light bulbs.

(2) If you compare the two light bulb circuit in the
previous exercise to the total reading in this exercise, you can
see that by adding one more path of current flaw (3rd light) the
total current wilkincrease.

(3) Record the amperage readings on figure 5, and
-.heck your answers. Then proceed on to answer the following
questions.

Note: If you have any questions up to this point, please ask
your instructor.

Amer the following question, using the information given
so far in this workbook.

1. The current in a parallel circuit is the same/sum

2. Adding more paths in a circuit wilfincrease/decrease the
total circuit current.

3. An ammeter is hooked in parallel/series with the circuit
being measured.

time.

See page 7 for answers.

If you have any questions, please ask your instructor at this

Take apart the circuit and proceed to the next exercise.

Exercise 5

1. Measuring and proving voltage is the same in a parallel
c{ -cuit.

a. Using figure 6 as a guide, construct the circuit
indicated on the trainer and take the voltmeter readings at the
points indicated.

b. Record your findings of the exercise and check your
answers on page 7 . If you are having trouble connecting the circuit
ask your instructor for assistance. After you have connected the
voltmeter. take the readings at the indicated checkpoints and
record your answers on figure 6. If you receive the correct readings,
take the circuit apart, and proceed to the progress check, page 8 .

6
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ANSWER SHEET

Exercise 1

1. t:io or more

2. sum

3. series

Exleiise 4

1. sum

2. increase

3. series

Exercise 5

4

Figure 4

2 - 4

3 - 5

7 - 8

Figure 5

4 - 6

9 - 10

Figure 6

1 - 2

3 - 4

1.3 ± .5 amps

1.3 t .5 amps

2.5 ± .8 amps

1.3 ± .5 amps

4.2 ± .3 amps

24 ± 4V DC

24 ± 4V DC

6,1
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PROGRESS CHECK INSTRUCTIONS

This progress check N.11 require you to correctly construct a
parallel circuit and measure electrical values with one instructor

assist .11owed for each task area. Instructor assist for each task

area is defined as an aid, such as technical direction or explanation,

given a student who caa proceed no further on his/her awn. The

instructor will initial your work after you have satisfactorily
completed each task of the progress check. If you do not pass the

progress check you will follow the instructions given by the

instructor.

You !ill not communicate (talk, etc.) with other students
during the progress check without your lab instructor's permission.

You will not use fellow students' work to solve the problems

in this progress check.

You must satisfactorily complete this progress check before
further progression to other lab progress checks.

Have your instructor select and initial on pages 9 o- 10
the parallel circuit progress check you are to draw on figure 7.

Using a lead pencil only, draw in the parallel circuit leads

between the various symbols. Later you will construct this circuit

on the trainer. After you have satisfactorily completed the
progress check, you will follow the instructions on page 11.

8
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00Instructor's Initials. Assigned progress check #1.

Complete each task listed below. Do not go on until the instructor
has initialed your work for that task.

Task 1 Draw the circuit for a 10 ohm resistor in parallel with a
light, with a circuit breaker and a SPST switch on figure 7.

Instructor's Initials
.

Task Initials

Task 2 Construct the parallel circuit drawn on figure 7 on the
trainer and complete 9rOperational check gor the instructor.

Instructor's Initial( Task Initials

Task 3 Measure and record the electrical values required below.

The total current flow (amps)

The voltage across the resistor . (volts)

The voltage across the light (volts)

Task Initials

Instructor's Initials

Turn to page 11 for further instructions.

Note: If the instructor provides an instructor assist for a
task, the instructor will initial behind the task initials
(see objectives).

9
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Instructor's Initials. Assigned progress check #2.

After completion of each task listed below, do not progress
until the instructor has initialed your work for that task.

Task 1 Draw the parallel circuit for two 10 ohm and one 500 ohm
resistors. The circuit must also contain a SPST switch
and a circuit breaker. Make your drawing on figure 7.

Instructor's Initials. Task Initials

Task 2 Construct the parallel circuit drawn on figure 7 on thg
trainer and complete an operational check for the instructor.

T-.7-ructor's Initials. Task Initials

Task 3 Mgasuie and record the electrical values required below.

The total curient flaw .amps.

The voltage across left resistor Volts.

The voltage across right resistor volts.

The voltage across 500 ohm resistor volts.

The total voltage volts.

Task Initials

Instructor's'Initials

Turn to page 11 for further instructions.

al*

Note: If the instructor provides an instructor assist for a
task, the instructor will initial behind the task initials
(see objectives).

697
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After you have satisfactorily completed the progress check
will do the following:

1. Put all the good leads in the drawer of the trainer.

69;
you

2. Give the broken leads to the lab instructor with the parts,

3. Place the work table in the lawn position on the trainer.

4. Return the multimeter to its storage cabinet. 4 sure
the controls on the meter are set correctly for storage.

5. You will turn in your wort to the lab instructor before
you leave the lab area.

Note: You may review any part or all of thiVw2rkbook if
you wish, but your work will n t leave the lab Oea without
the lab instructor's permission.

698
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Exercise 2, Figures 1 through 3.

Figure 1.

RED

Figure 2.

0

0

0

SLACK

O

0

0

0

SLACK

Figure 3.

Note: Firs: light ground (negative side of load).

}

Second light ground (negative side cr the load)
and common ground for BOTH lights.

12
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Exercise 3

I BULB 2 BULB

691

Figure 4.

CHECKPOINTS

2 - 4

3 - 5

AMPERAGE READINGS

amps

amps

7 - amps (TOTAL)

13
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b f f Exercise 4

4. ..
e V2 o

AMMETER 3

Figure 5.

CHECKPOINTS AVERAGE READINGS

4 - 6 _amps

9 - 10 amps

14

P:10
I j.: I

INIIIMIP

0
0

O



Exercise 5 696

Figure 6.

CHECKPOINTS VOLTAGE READINGS

1 - 2 volts

3 - 4 volts

15
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699
FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42331 Aircraft
Environmental Systems Meelanic's Course. The materials contained herein
were validated with students from the subject course. At least 90% of
the students taking this text achieved or surpassed the criteria es' blished
in the lesson objectives. The average time for completion of this !xt was

6 hours and 15 minutes.

OBJECTIVES

1. Use Kirchhoff's current law to solve for unknown values in basic
electrical circuits. A minimum of 8 cut of 10 unknown values must be
correct.

2. Use Kirchhoff's voltage law to solve for unknown values in basic
electrical circuits. A minimum of 8 out of the 10 unknown values must
be correct.

3. Use Ohm's law and power formulas to solve for unknown values in
basic electrical circuits. A minimum of 8 out of the 10 unknown values
must be correct.

4, Using schematic diagrams of electrical circuits, malfunction
indications, and meter readings, select the type of trouble for a minimum
of 8 out of 10 indications.

INSTRUCTIONS

This programmed text presents information in small steps called frames.
Carefully study the written material and/or schematic in each frame until
you are satisfied you understand its contents. Each frame requires you to
respond to the information in some way. For example, you may be required
to select true statements, solve problems, etc. Specific instructions are
provided in each frame. After you have made your response on the response
shot compare your answer with the answers given on the top of the next
frame. If you are correct, go on to the next frame. If you are incorrect,

study the frame again and correct your mistakes before continuing. If

you still can't understand your mistakes, ask.your instructor for assistance.
Read carefully, select the correct answer(s) and DO NOT HURRY. DO NOT MARK
IN THIS TEXT.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

As you complete this PT you should have a copy of the laws and formulas
(Handout 3ABR42331 -HO -101B) in front of you for easy reference.

There are a number of frames in this PT in which the answers are not
given. In these frames you are told to have the instructor check your

answers. These frames have been included in the PT for a distinct purpose.
Do not proceed any further in the PT until you have had your answers

checked. For example, frame 13 requires you to have the instructor check

your answers. Do not proceed to frame 14 until your answers to frame 13

have been checked.

OPR:. 3370 TTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TTGTC - 400; TTVSR - 1

2
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INTRODUCTION

You have just made a study of series and parallel circuits. Many
circuits consist of both series and parallel units. A circuit of this
type will be called a series- parallel circuit. No new formulas or laws
are needed to solva for unknowns in series-parallel circuits. The only
laws and formulas that you will need are in the handout that should be
in front of you this time.

00

Frame 1

Do not start this frame unless you have a copy of the laws
in front of you. See your instructor for them if necessary.

A series-parallel circuit is shown below. In this circuit
are connected in parallel with each other. R1 is connected in
the parallel combination of R2 and R3.

RI

I

and formulas

R2 and R3
series with

Mark the correct answer for each of the following questions on the response
sheet. Use the circuit shown below.

1. The two resistors which are in parallel with each other are

a. R3 and R4,

b. R1 and R2.

c. R2 and R3.

d. Ri and R4.

2. The circuit shown is a

a. series circuit.

b. parallel circuit.

c. series-parallel circuit.

3 706



101
Answers to Frame 1: 1. a 2. c

Frame 2

11111111

No new laws or formulas are needed to solve series-parallel circuits.
In this PT we will review each of the laws and formulas with you. In the
circuit shown below we want to find Ii. Applying Kirchhoff's current law
to junction 1, the sum of the currents flowing into junction 1 is equal to
2 + 1 + 3 or 6a. Since 6a flows into junction 1, 6a must leave junction 1.
Thus, Ii = 6a.

DO NOT MARK ON THIS PAGE

Using Kirchhoff's current Lw from your handout, solve for the unknown
currents in each of the following circuits. Put your answers on the
appropriate blanks on the response sheet.

1.

2.

4

707

0

0
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3.

4.

5.

I
I

7o
Frame 2 (Cont'd)

5
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Answers to Frame 2: 1. Ii = 6a

12 = 6a

14 = 4a

5. 13 = 3a

14 = 6a

2. Ii = 4a

14 =4a

3. 14 =3a 4. I1 = 4a

It = 4a

Frame 3

Kirchhoff's voltage law is also used to solve for unknowns in a series-
parallel circuit. In the circuit shown below we want tp find Et. To find Et
we need to know all the voltage drops around a closed path. Since we do not
know the voltage dropped on R3 and R6, we will not use the path in which they
are located. Instead we will use the R54 R4, R2, and R1 path. Apply
Kirchhoff's voltage law to this path. We -have 6 + 3 + 6 + 10 = 25V. Thus,
Et = 25V.

DO NOT MARK ON THIS PAGE

Using Kirchhoff's voltage law frdm your handout, solve for the unknown
voltages in each of the following circuits. Put your answers on the
appropriate blanks on the response sheet.

1.

2.

Et V

---^IVV---WV----
£32411 EON'

6 70

Es "10V

V

011111
FINN.

MEM



3.

4.

5.

7oy
Frame 3 (Cont'd)

Er IVI E531V

Es V

1710
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Answers to Frame 3: 1. Et = 26V, 2. Et = 24V, 3. E'2 = 3V, 4. E4 = 4V,

Es = 10V

5. El = 8V

Frame 4

Ohm's law formulas are also used to find unknowns in series-parallel

circuits. In the circuit shown below we want to find I1. When using

Ohm's law formulas be sure that the values used are for the same component.

For example, to find I1 we would use El and R1. Thus, II = El /R1 = 12/4 3a.

DO NOT MARK ON THIS PAGE

'N.A/V

E1 =12V

I1= 0
I2 =I°

IE lay R
I

=4".ir

Using Kirchhoff's voltage and current law and Ohm's law formulas,

solve for the indicated unknowns in each of the following problems. Write

your answers on the response sheet.

1.

1,7.. a

E2=6V

12=2°

E3= V E4= V

L3=10

R3=2 n.
14=

0

R = Re tt

--isM.,
6V-1-El=

2 .
-- E 1= V 1 1 = 0

it= 0 R 1 =2 11

R..=611.

8

711

I E312V
4=10

Re /I

It



Answers to Frame 4:

1. Il = 3a, E3 = 2V, E4 = 4V, 2. Et = 18V, I1 = 3a, R3 = 1252

Ri - 2n, 14 = la

R4 = 452

It = 3a

Frame 5

764

Now let's look at how to find the total resistance in a series-parallel
circuit. Since R3 and.R4 are in parallel with each other in circuit A, we
can use either the "product over the sum formula" or the "reciprocal formula"
to find the series equivalent resistance of R3 and R4. Using the "product
over the sum formula" we' have

R3 X R4 12 X 6
R34 R R 12 + 6

72/18 = 4 ohms.
3 + 4

Circuit B is the same as circuit A except we have replaced R3 and R4
by their series equivalent resistor R3,4. Now we have a series circuit.
In a series circuit the total resistance is equal to the sum of the
individual resistances, Thus, Rt = 16 + 6 + 4 = 26 ohms.

Note: To find the total resistance of a series-parallel circuit,
first find the series equivalent resistances of the parallel parts
and then you just have a series circuit.

DO NOT MARK ON THIS PAGE

RI L. isn R2=61'1

A.

I
Rt= .n.

R3=121-1

R4=6I1

RI =16.x1 R2-1 6n. R34=411

B.

9 712
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Frame 5 (Cont'd)

Find the total resistance in each of the following circuits and put
your answ2rs on the appropriate blank on the response sheet.

I.

4"

I
k e 11.

71t. 311.

18 II

7" 7" 74

M NI
Rt._ 11 Ent

2411
.-111

'N/V\r----
2411

10

711

7'13

NORMS



Answers to Frame 5:
708

1. Rt = 17Q, 2. Rt = 230, 3. Rt = 280, 4. Rt = 24.50, 5. Rt 160

Frame 6

To find power you use the formula P = I X E. The total power in ANY
circuit is equal to the sum of the powers used in the individual units.
This can be expressed as a formula by Pt = + P2 + P3 .

Solve for all indicated unknowns in the circuits shown below. Put
your answers on the appropriate blanks on the response sheet.

1.

Pi =6-1

Pt w

E = V

I =30
Et= I4V RI=an.

pin wJ..
wIL

11

Rel

12= 0

1E52 V

Th
It" 2 a

I
Ear=8V

R f -
.7.; Pe w

714
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Answers to Frame 6: 1. 42W, 2. El = 6V, 12 = la, E3 = 8V

PI = 18W, R2 = sn, R3 = 4n

P2 = 8W P3 = 16W

Frame 7

So far in this PT we have reviewed all the formulas and laws that are

on your handout. We have seen how they are used to solve for unknowns in
series-parallel circuits. Remember, if you can't apply one law to a parti-
cular circuit, try using a different one until you find one that can be used.
In this and the next two frames we will solve the problem shown below step-
by-step with you. Since we do not have any voltage readings we cannot use
Kirchhoff's voltage law. However, we can use Kirchhoff's current law.
Since there are 3a that leave the battery there must be a 3a that flow
through R4. Fill in 3a for 14 on the response sheet. Applying Kirchhoff's
current law L, junction A we have 3a flowing into junction A. Thus, there
must be 3a leaving junction A. Since 2a flows through R3, la must flow
through R2. Fill in la for 12. The sum of the currents flowing into
junction B (12 + 13) is equal to the current leaving junction B. Thus,

3a leaves junction B and I1 = 3a. Fill in 3a for

DO NOT MARK ON THIS PAGE

AAA9-----
Ee V

142 a
R41-- 4n

No further response required, proceed to the next frame.

12
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e
Frame 8 7/0

This is the same circuit as in the last frame. The values

and 14 that you found in frame 7 have been filled in for you.
don't have enough information to use Kirchhoff's voltage law.

we can use the Ohm's law formulaE=IXRto find E1, E2, and
El = I1 X Ri = ; X G = 18V. L2 = 12 X R2 = 1 X 6 = 6V.

E4 = 14 X R4 = 3 X 4 = 12V. Fill in these values on the correct blanks

on the response sheet. We'll finish the problem in the next frame.

for I1, 12,
We still
However,
E4.

No further response required, proceed to the next frame.

op 13



reme 9

We will finish the problem we started in frame 7. We have filled in
the values that we have found so far. Now we can use Kirchhoff's voltage
law. Applying Kirchhoff's voltage law to the path that contains RL, R2,
and Ri, we have Et = E4 + E2 + El = 12 + 6 + 18 = 36V. drilldrill in 36# for
Et. We now can use Kirchhoff's voltage law to find E3 pply Kirchhoff's
voltage law to the path that contains R4, R3, and R1. We have E = E4 +
E3 + El. Substituting we have 36 = 12 + E3 + 18. Subtracting 30 from 36
we have E3 = 6V. Fill in 6V for E3 on the response sheet.

Now we can use Ohm's law formula R = E/I to find Rt and R3
Rr = Et/It = 36/3 = 12 ohms. R3 = E3/13 = 6/2 = 3 ohms. Now the

problem is solv,

No further response required, proceed to the next frame.

14
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17/2
Frame 10

Solve each of the following problems for the indicated unknowns.
Put your answers on the appropriate blanks on the response sheet.

2

S.

--F-7V1 E2= 4V
I I

Ce V

Er I I alji le
Ras ft.

Rt 4t Pitt w Pan ve

P w

Et =24V I I aa
its a RI = 211

Rt

ME
_IEt=20v 11=4a

Ei=12V

I It= a

Re it

Ie='4
V

R2=
2

is

Es= I 2V

n.
p3a w

Er V

128 0

Ree 11-

Eve V

133, a
Re 3"

-We
ce v

Ie. 0 le 0

Re n R4= 211
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Answers to Frame,10: 1. Ee 24V IL 4a 12 4a E3 3a E4 12V

Rt 60. R1 20 R2 10 R3 40 R4 120

Pt 96W P1 32W P2 16W P3 36W P4 = 12W

2. It 6a El 12V E2 12V E3 12V

Re 40 I1 6a 12 2a 13 4a

3. It 4a E2 8V E3 2V E4 6V

Re 50 R2 =812 13 3a 14 3a

R3 .660

Frame 11

In the circuit shown we want to find the value of Rt. To
a procedure for solving series-parallel circuits we will work
step-by-step with you. As you complete each of the following
a check on the blank by ,e number of that step on the respons

DO NOT WRITE IN TEXT

establish
this problem
steps place
e sheet.

F;47.3.rt

First draw the above circuit on scratc? Japer with all the E, I, R,
known and unknowns, along with the letter for points A, B, C, and D as
shown below.

E =

I i=

1=
A

E3=-_-----

R

kelt Eta E

X+13 e I2 a lo Ise
3 4.= Rza 9" r R4= 3 A-

C

16
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7/if
Frame 11 (Coned)

1. Examining the circuit you can see the first step in this circuit
should be to solve for E2. Why? Because only Ohm's law is needed
to solve for E2. R2 X 12 a 9fi X la a 9v E2. Now you have the
voltage at point A to point C. Because C and B are both ground
points you vial also have 9 volt from point A to point B.
Remember A to C is in parallel with A to B, but A to B is a series
circuit by itself.

2. Because Kirchhoff's current law states current flow in a series
circuit is the same, 14 1...ist be equal to 13 therefore, 14 a 2a.

3. Now solve for E4 by using Ohm's law. 14 X R4 a 2a X 30 a 6v a Ey.

4. Now solve for E3 br twins Kirchhoff's voltage law. Subtract the
voltage 54 a 6v from this total voltage (9v) across points A to B,
which is'9v, E3 a 9v -. 6, 3v. Now do you see how E3 does equal
3v? If not, sea Kirchhoff's voltage law and/or your instructor.

5. To solve for R3 you must use Ohm's law.

3
a I

3
/I

3
a 3v/2a a 1.50

6. Now you must find the total current.
current law. Add the current (2 amp)
current (1 amp) from A and C. This 3
and will return to the positive point
means Il a 3 amp and also It a amp.

7. Now that you know that /1 .6 3a you can now apply Ohm's law and solve
for El, El a Ii X RI. a 3a X 30 0 9v

8. Circuit A to B is in parallel with circuit A to C and the
characteristic rules of a parallel circuit say that voltage is-
the tame in a parallel To solve fog Et you must add
the A to B voltage OR the A to C voltage tp El which will equal
Et, Et a 9v 9v a 18v.

To do this you use Kirchhoff's
from circuit A and B to the
amps' will join at a point A,
of 'the power sources. This

Rt Now to solve for Rt you must use Ohm's law.

It
18vR a a 60

t I
t

3a

17
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Answers to Frame 11: R
t

6 ohms

Frame 12

Solve each of the following problems for the indicated unknown. Put

your answers on the appropriate blanks on the response sheet. Set up the

problems, using the same procedure as in the last frame.

1.

ivVV -111

It=60

_1.E
2
=8V -NIN7

R
2
=-2/1

V
- IaRc

Ei=i2V E =

2. ,VVs. 'VW

14=30

El= V

13:20

R2= 6 /1

R4=611
Rt=12 1-1

t .1.11110 aMill=1,Mil
=IP

3.

Et=24V

Rt=

We
1=6V -^AAr---

R2= 6I1

---Ws--
833/1

18

721

IP *
E 4=6V



C

e

1r

A.

5.

6.

7.

12=10

R3=611.

7/6
Frame 12 (Coned)

14=3° E5-4 6v
R4=2 n.

---1111/1r-111
R3=1811.

Re 3'
MAr--111

R6=9/1

..EEr-tV
A.M.

R2=611. ,,,,
E424V

1

Et=36/ 1322a

19

mom.. smINIP
mow. womeal
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ES= 4V

13 =1e





7/9
Answers to Frame 12: 1. 6v, 2. 12v, 3. 4 ohms, 4. 54V 5. 16 ohms,

6. la 7. 10v 8. 72W, 9. 18W, 10. 18W

Frame 13

Solve each of the following problems for the indicated unknown.
Put your answers on the appropriate blanks on the response sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

E
3=eV

R2a gel2V

I3=2 a

21

724

E32"
131,24

E4112V

Easi6V

1352a

Er 12V

2326V

13y21

E
4
al2V





11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

-I-

E

vo
1

= 6 V

We
V-60 I

R2=2"

=Il

Eir.24V
= a

720
Frame 13 (Coned)

R47 11

1

Rt=6 n

w

Have the instruct,r check your answers on the response sheet.

Instructor's Initials
23

726



Frame 14

The rest of this PT deals with troubleshooting. In order to trouble-

yal must know what the readings ate in a good circuit. In the circuit

shown the readings at points 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 should all be 24V. Let's

see why: For example, trace a path from the negative side of the battery

through the voltmeter (VI) at point 5 and back to the positive side of the

battery. The only item in this path is the voltmel,- (V1). Thus, the

voltmeter would read 24V. The same is true for points 1, 2, 3, and 4. Now"-,

trace path from the negative side of the battery through the voltmeter (V2)

connected at point 6 and back to the positive side of the battery. In this

path there are two items (the voltmeter and 'ki). Since R1 uses 6V, the

voltmeter must read 18V. Fill in 18V for the voltmeter (V2) at point 6

on the response sheet.

Note: Voltage is a press a that moves electrons through a resistance.

The resistance will use up er all the voltage or part of it in doing

its task in the circuit. In chis circuit E, used 6 volts of the 24 volts

with a remainder of 18 volts of pressure being applied atween point 6

antt the circuit ground.

Using Kirzhhoff's voltage law determine what the meter would read at

points 7 and 8. Fill in your answers in the circuit shown on the response

sheet.

DO NOT MkRK IN THIS TEXT

11=1011W vIIMmilm.

2.

72;1 )



Answers to Frame 14: V
3

12V, 4
4

- OV

Frame 15

An open is an incomplete path for current to flow. In the circuit
shown we have good readings at points 5 and 8. The readings at point
6 and 7 are abnormal. Even though the readings 1r, points 6 aad 7 are
abnormal, we know that we have a complete path fr.41 the positive battery
Arminal to point 7 since the voltmeter needle is deflecting. The abnormal

-reading of 24V at point 7 indicates that the difference in potential across
R4 is 24V and there is an incomplete current path between here and ground.
In this case R4 is open.

-=7-- 24V

5 6
R2

7 8

Mark the following true statement(s) with a "T" on the 7 onse sht 't.

1. A voltmeter connected between points 5 and 6 would read OV.

2. A voltmeter connected between points 6 and 7 would read 24V.

3. A voltmeter connected between points 7 and 8 wculd read 24V.

25
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Answers to Frame 15: 1. T, 3. T

Frame 16

In the circuit shown all lamps* are inoperative. Since none of the
lamps work. the open would be between points 1 and i. If the open was
anywhere else in the circuit, one or more of the lamps would be lit. The
24V reading at point 6 indicates that there is a complete path to point 6.
The OV reading at point 7 indicates that there is an open between points

6 a i 7.

For each of the following malfunction indications, indicate on the
blank the possible open components that could be the cause. Write your
answers on the response sheet. Number 1 has been done as an example
(see your response sheet for the aners).

1. L1 is inoperative.

2. L, is inoperative.

3. L3 is inoperative.

4. L
2
and L

3
are inoperative.

*Note: Lamps in this text are identified by the letters L
1,

I,

2'
L3,

etc., or, by an applicable symbodar, _Mose drawn as a simple circle
with a letter inside denote its color; e.g., C for clear, R for red, etc.

26
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Answers to Frame 16: 1. 8 & 10, 10 & 13 (L2), 13 & ground.

3. 8 & 11, 11 & 14 (L3), 14 & ground 4. 7 & 8

Frame 17

Before taking readings or analyzing readings in a circuit you should
consider the poesible components that could cause the circuit malfunction.

Using the circuit shown, determine the type of trouble and the faulty
component for each of the following problems. Put your answers on the
appropriate blar.ks on the response sheet. The first one has been done for
you to show you how to do it. Look at the answer on your response sheet
and compare it to the circuit.

I 2 3 4 5 6

24V

I

RI

7 8

1. Li is inoperative. A voltmeter connected between point 7 and ground
reads 24V. A voltmeter connected between point 9 and ground reads OV.

2. L2 and L3 are inoperative. A voltmeter connected from 8 to ground
reads OV.

3. All lamps are inoperative. A voltmeter connected from 5 to ground
reads 24V. A voltmeter connected from 6 to ground/reads OV.

4. All lamps are inoperative. A voltmeter connected from points 1, 2,
and 3 to ground reads 24V. A voltmeter connected from point 4 to
ground reads OV.

5. L3 is inoperative. A voltmeter connected from 8, 11, and 14 to
ground reads 24V.

Aa

21 7 :n)
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Answers to Frame 17: 2. open 7 & 8, 3. open 5 & 6 (R1),

4. open 3 & 4 5.open 14 & ground

Frame 18

The normal circuit readings are given in figure 1 below. From these
readings you should see that the voltage drop across Rl is equal to 6V,

(24 - 18 = 6V.) The drop across each lamp is 18V. (18 - 0 = 38V.)

24V
)14

Figure 1.

Now let's see what the readings would be if L2 burned out. This is shown
in figure 2. Since there is still a complete path in the circuit, there
will be current flowing through Li and R1. Since there is current flouling

through R1, there will be a voltage drcp across it. Thus, even though L2
is open, the difference in potential across it will not be equal to the
applied voltage (24V). If you had not been told that L2 was open, you
could still determine this from the readings given. Since there is a
difference in potential across the L2 and it is not lit, the lamp must
be open.

Figure 2.
28
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7c2 6
Frame 18 (Coned)

Mark the correct answer for each of the following questions on the response
sheet.

1. If R.1 was open in figure 1, the voltmeter would read OV at point

a. 1
,

b. 2

c. 3

d. 5

2. If the wire between points 5 and 8 was open in figure 1, the
voltmeter would read OV at point

a. 1

b. 3

c. 5

d. 8

29
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Answers to Frame 18: 1. d, 2. d

Frame 19

Analyze the meter readings and circuit indications in each of the

following circuits. On the blank provided by each circuit list the
type of trouble and the faulty component on the response sheet. The
first one was done for you as an example.

1. Both lamps inoperative.

2. Both lamps inoperative

3. L
2

is inoperative.

30
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4. L
2

is inoperative..

701 f
Frame 19 (Coned)

5. L
2

is inoperative.

6.

31
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?al
An.w.r. to Frame 19: 2. open 5-6 (Ri), 3. open 10 to ground, 4. open 6-9

5. open 9-10 (L2) 6. open R4

Frame 20

An open ian also be located with an ohmmeter. The ohmmeter has its
own source of power and should not be used in a live circuit. Before we
use an ohmmeter for troubleshooting let's see what readings the ohmmeter
would indicate in a normal circuit. We will use the circuit shown below.
An ohmmeter connected from point 4 to ground should read 0 ohms because
the resistance of the ground wire will be 0 ohms. An ohmmeter connected
from point 3 to ground should read 2 ohms, the resistance of R4. What
should the ohmmeter read when connected at point .2? If you said 5 ohms,
you are correct. When the ohmmeter is connected to point 2 it reads
through R2, R3, and R4. Since R2 and R3 are in parallel with each other
we need to compute their series equivalent resistance. Using the product-
over-the-sum formula we find this to be 3 ohms. Add this value to the
value of R4 and we find that the ohmmeter would read 5 ohms at point 2.

Mark the correct statement(A) with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. An ohmmeter connected from point 1 to ground would read 11 ohms.

2. An ohmmeter connected from point 1 to point 2 would read 11 ohms.

3. An ohmmeter connected from point 2 to point 3 would read 16 ohms.

32
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Answers to Frame 20: 1. T, 2. , 3.

Frame 21

7,30

Let', get some practice troubleshooting wixh ar ohmmeter. In the
circuit shown below we have given you ohmmeter readings at different
points in the circuit. In order to have needle deflection, you must have
current flowing through the movement. If no current is flowing through
the movement, the needle will indicate infinity (s*). A reading of 0 ohms
at point 4 indicates that the ground wire is good. The readings at point
3 and point 2 indicate thet there is a complete path to point 2. When the
ohmmeter is connected to point 1, the needle doesn't deflect. This indicates
that no current is flowing through the ohmmeter when it is connected to point
1. Since we had a complete path up to point 2 and didn't have one up to
point 1, there must be an open between points 1 and 2. In this case R1 is
open.

Nark the correct answer for each of the following questions on the response
sheet.

1. If an ohmmeter was connected around R1 (points 1 and 2), t e
ohmmeter would read infinity (e0) indicating that RI is

a. closed.

b. open.

2. If R4 was open, an ohmmeter connected from point 3 to point 4
would read

a. 0 ohm.

b. infinity.

33
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7:31
Answers to Frame 21: 1. B, 2. b, 3.

Frame 22

We will use the same circuit that we ti-&.ed in the last two frames.
Let's see what the reading at pint 2 would be if R2 became open. With
R2 open, the chmmeter would reed through R3 and R4. Since R2 is open,
R3 and R4 are connected in series with each other and the ohmmeter will
read 6 ohms (4 4- 2).

Mark the following true statement(s) with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. If R3 had been open instead of R2, the ohmmeter at point 2
would read 14 ohms.

2. If R3 had been open instead of R2, an ohmmeter at point 1
would read 6 ohms._

34
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Answers to Frame 22: 1. T, 2.

Frame 23

730

In some cases you-will need to isolate the branches of the parallel
part in order to determine the faulty component. For example, in the
circuit shown below we have a 6 ohm reading at point 5. This indicates
that the ohmmeter is reading through only one of the parallel branches
and means one of the parallel branches has an open in it.

7

Figure 1.

To isolate the branches we would need to only disconnect one of the
branches. This is shown below. We took readings at the points indicated.
The ground wire for R3 is good as indicated by the 0 ohm reading. The
infinity reading at point 8 indicates that R3 is open.

Figure 2.

Mark the following true statement(s) with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. An ohmmeter connected around a good ground wire should read 0 ohms.

2. An ohmmeter connected, around an open will read 0.

3. An ohmmeter connected at point 4 in figure 1 would read 12 ohms.

35
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?33
Answers to Frame 23: 1. T, 2. T, 3.

Frame 24

Analyze the meter readings in each of the following circuits. On the
blanks provided by each circuit list the type of trouble and the faulty

component. The first o.i has been done for you to show you how. Look at
the answer on the response sheet and compare it to the meter readings.

1.

2.

3.

4.

36 ,..,

(39
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Frame 24 (Coned)



13c
Answers to Frame 24: 2. open 6-7, 7-81, a_ g to ground, 3. open 5-u,

4. open 6-9, 9-10 or lo to ground
5. open 7 to ground, . open R2 7. -Ten R2

Frame 25

Analyze the meter readings and circuit indications in each of the

following circuits. Using the blank on tae response sheet for each circuit,
lisi; the type of trouble and faulty component. Have your instructor: check
your work when you have finished all ,ine problems.

1.

2,

3.



4.
1

is inoperative.

736
Frame 25 (Cont'd)

24V

1 .

5. L
2

is inoperative.

6.

39
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731
Frame 25 (Cont'd)

7.

8.

9.

.I111i

Have the instructor check your sw.rs on the response sheet.

Instructor's Initials
40
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?31
Frame 26

A short circuit is an accidental path of low resistance which passes
an abnormal amount of current. Each load unit in a circuit should drop
some of the Epplied voltage. If the load unit is shorted the current will
bypasb the load unit and flow through the low resistance path. With no
current flowing through the load unit, it will not have any voltage dropped

,across it. In the circuit below we have given you readings at different
points. Mich resistor does not have a difference in potential across it?
If you said R1, -vou are correct. Let's see why! The potential at point 4
is 24V and the potential at point S is 24V. Thus, there is no difference
in potential across R1. Look at the rest of the circuit. R2 and R3 are
dropping 6V. R4 is dropping 18V. There is current flowing in the circuit.
Since there is no difference in potential across R1 and there is current
flowing in the circuit, R1 is shorted.

Mark the correct answer for each of the following questions on the response
sheet.

1. A voltmeter connected between points 4 and 5 would read

a. 0 volts.

b. 24 volts.

2. A voltmeter connected between points 5 and 6 would read

a. 24 volts.

b. -1.8 volts.

c. 5 volts.

3. The difference in potential across a shorted resistor is

a. 24 volts.

b. 18 volts.

c. 6 volts.

d. 0 volts.
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739
Answers to Frame 26: 1. a, 2. c, 3. d

Frame 27

In the circuit shown we have given you readings at different points.

Let's find the faulty component. The difference in potential across R1 is

6V. The difference in potential aLross the parallel part (R2 and R3) is

18V. The difference in potential across R4 is OV making the resistance

of R4 0 ohms. Since there is voltage dropped on R1, R2, and R3, we know

there is current flowing through them. Since there is current flowing
in the circuit, but no voltage is dropped across R4, R4 must to shorted.

Mark the following ttue statement(s) with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. The difference in potential across a shorted resistor is OV.

2. A voltrheter connected between points 4 and 6 would teed 24V.

42
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Answers to Frame 27: 1. T, 2.

Frame 28

Vo

Analyze the meter readings in each of the following circuits. Usin2
the blank on the response sheet provided for each circuit, list the type
of trouble _Ind the faulty component. The first one has been done for you
tu show how you should record your answer. Use the answer listed on the
response sheet and determine why it is r-f.ght by analyzing the meter
readings.

2.

3.

AM. =MI

74
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Frame 28 (Coned)

A.

5.

.6.

44
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Answers to Frame 28: 2. short R1, 3 short R2, 4. short R1,

5. short 1/2, 6. short R1

Frame 29

Many times a short circuit will cause the fuse to blow. this
happens you will need to use an ohmmeter to find the faulty component.
Since a shorted resistor has a 0 ohm resistance path, an ohmmeter connected
around a shorted resistor will read 0 ohms. In the circuit below we have
taken ohmmeter readings across each resistor. Which resistor is shorted?
Ri is shorted since the ohmmeter connected around it reads 0 ohms.

Mark the following true statement(s) with a "T" on the response sheet.

1. An ohmmeter conrected from point 7 to ground should read 3 ohms.

2. An oh:mm.3r connected from point 5 to ground should read 12 ohms.

3. An ohmmeter connected from point 4 to ground would read the
same as one connected from point 5 to ground if R./ was horted.

45
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V.3
Answers to Frame 29: 1.

Frame 30

2. 3. T

In the circuit shown we need to find why the fuse has blown. The reading
at point 7 should be 0 ohms since we are just measuring the resistance of the
ground wire. The reading at point 6 should be 3 ohms since we are just
checking the resistance of the ground wire and R4. However, the reading at
point 6 is 0 ohms. This indicates that R4 is shorted.

Mark the correct answer for each of the following questions on the response
sheet.

1. You probably have a short somewhere in the circuit if the

a. switch closes.

b. fuse blows.

c. ground opens.

2. An ohmmeter connected between points 4 and 5 read

a. 0 ohms.

b. 3 ohms.

c. 6 ohms.

3. An ohmmeter connected between points 5 and 6 read

a. 2 ohms.

b. 3 ohms.

c. 6 ohms.

46
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Answers to Frame 30: 1. b, 2. c, 3. a

Frame 31

141

The reading at point 6 indicates that R4 is good. What does the reading
of 3 ohms at point 5 indicate? If you said a short in 112 or R3, you are
correct. Let's see why! If either R2 or R3 is shorted, they are in effect
both shorted as the resistance of the parallel part would be Ofl. In order to
find which resistor is shorted, we would need to isolate R2 and R3.

Mark the following true statement(s) with a "T" or. the response sheet.

1. An ohmmeter connected between points 5 and 6 would read 0 ohms.

2. An ohmmeter connected from point 7 to ground should read 0 ohms.

47
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71,15-
Answers to Frame 31: 1. T 2. T

Frame 32

Analyze the meter readings in each of the following circuits. Using

the blank on the response sheet provided for each circuit list the type

of trouble and the faulty components. The first one has been done for

you to show you how to record your answers.

1.

2.

3.

48
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4.

5.

6.

7V6
Frame 32 (Coned)

4.4

49
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Answa-m to Frame 32: 2. short R4, 3. short R2 or R3, 4. short R2,

5. short Ri, 6. short R1

Frame 33

Analyze the meter readings in each of the following circuits. Using
the blank on the response sheet provides for each circuit, list the type
of trouble and the faulty component.

1.

2.

3.

50
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4.

5.

6.

7i1
Frame 33 (Cont'd)

MID

o

11.

372" R4=2"

A

Have the instructor check your answers to thin frame on the response sheet.

51
INSTRUCTOR's Initials
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Frame 34

Analyze the meter readings in each of the following circuits. Using
the blank on the reEonse sheet provided for circuit i: t the type of
trouble and the faulty compcat. The first one has been done to show
you how to record .our answers.

1.

2.

3.

12VI

12V

7

52
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7.5-0
Frame 34 (Cont'd)

6 ,

-1_

:Me
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Answers to Frame 34: 2. short Rls 3. short R2, 4. open 3-4 switch

5. short R4 6. open 7-ground 7. short R1

Frame 35

Analyze the meter readings in each of thc following circuits. Using
the blank on the response sheet provided for each circuit list the type of
trouble and the faulty component. The first one has been done to show you
how to record your answers.

1.

2.

3.

=61-1





91a
Answers to Frame 35: 2. start R1, 3. open R1, 4. short R2,

5. open 4-5 6. open R4, 7. short R4

Frame 36

Solve each of the following problems for the indicated unknown.
Put your answers on tte appropriate blanks on the respcnse sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

I
IEt 4.4V

IitikAr-........-..-...--1.--....--.-...---....--- --...ONAA91 I 1

E32V

e

=

Fi--1

11=30 E2=6V
Ia = 1 a

E
1

=6 V

Et=24 V

It= a

f
Rt = -r-

__

Wsr-------
R

I
=3ft

Nr--

z=3ft

AAr---
R3= 6 rt

III

E4 =I2V

,9

srfelbs-e,
fall0

4=
31-1



5.

6.

7.

Pt* W

R2 =2 rt

=a6M.

?SY
Frame 36 (Cont'd)

---We--1! I

Ef 6V

=2o il3=2

L2=2

E
3
=20V

MAr
R
3
4 E

4
R3V

lin. -ill

Re9tt

Have the fr,tructor check your answers and circle the next frame number

on the response sheet which you ate to do.

Instructor's litials

Note: you need additional practice, you sill be assigned the

problems in Frame 37. If you don't need additional practice, the

Instructor will tell you to go to Frame 38.

57
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Frame 37

Before starting this frame, reread flame 11. Frame 11 outlines the

procedures for solving for unknowns in series-parallel circuits. Solve

each of the following problems for the indicated unknown. Fut your

answers on the appropriate blanks on the response sheet.



5

756

Frame 37 (Cont'd)

ws---,
6. we----- R

Ei =4V

.112=10
*--------wk,---

E4=2 VE
T

=16V

R =,It7_--, 3 5n.
(3

_I_

7.

8.

10
=NO

=6n

I
I

Et=24V

-4.A.est-
1

1
=60 I`Eel 8 V

2 =34

Have the instructor &ieck your answers on the response sheet.

59
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Frame 38

Analyze the meter readings and/or circuit indications In each of the

following circuits. Using the blank on the response sheet provided for
each circuit, list the type of trouble and the faulty component.

1. L2 is inoperative

T 24V

--1

2. Lamps cannot be dimmed.

3. All lamps are inoperative.

L2

60
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4.

5.

6.

7.

95-81
Frame 38 (Cont ' cl)

-7- 24V

RI R2

-NNA.---111
R3

----AAA9-111
OV m R4

r--Pi --0" -- ---VsAr--
1_

761



76P,
Frame 38 (Coned)

8.

9.

10,

R1 -6Z

R3=2,

R2' 2r
V^

R5=4n.

7.411.

stave the instructor check your answers on the response s).eet.

Instructor's Initials

Note: If you need additional practice you will be assigned the

problems in Frame 39. If you don't need additional practice you

will see your instructor and as to be given the appraisal for

this text.
62



Frame 39 '60
Analyze the meter readings and/or circuit indications in each of the

following cirrlits. Using the blank on the response sheet provided for
each circuit list the type of trouble and the faulty component.

L
2

is inoperative.

2. Both lamps inoperative.

3.

RI

24V

63

766

R2

R3

R4

/.1,10.10





I

9.

10

I

I

V4ve the instructor check your answers to

Instructo

When you finish this frame see your instruct°
appraisal for this text.

65
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Environmental Pneudraulics Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

SERIES- PARALLEL CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE

OBJFCTIVE

3ABR42331-WB-119

Using a DC fundamentals trainer, construct a series-parallel circuit
and measure electrical values with one instructor assist allowed for each

task area.,

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

Trainer P/N 521685, DC Fundamentals 1/student

Multimeter 1/student,

SAFETY

Caution: Remove watches, rings, bracelets, etc., before starting

any work on the equipment. It is also a good safety practice to

watt on the equipment with one hand. This practice reckces the
chances of receiving an electrical shock to some vital body organ
when working with electricity. Also remember that lightbulbs,
resistors, etc., do get HOT and could burn the skin.

ZROCEDURE

PaY close attention to all directicne that you are given in the

workbook. When performing in the workbook, such as answering questions
or recording electrical measurements, if your response is incorrect,

restudy the information with instructor assistance if needed. Do not

hesitate to ask the instructor questions-. You will find that many of

the exercises have the correct answers on page 6. After you have

completed all the exercises, you will satisfactorily complete the

progress check assigned by the instructor. If you wish, pages 12

through 14 maybe removed for your convenience.

Before you leave your trainer for scheduled or unscheduled breaks,

make sure the following items are done.

1. Make sure the SPST switch is turned OFF in the circuit.

2. Make surek.the 28V DC bus bar has all the electrical leads

removed from it.

3. Make sure the negative (black) bus bar has all the electrical

leads removed from it.

4. Make sure the multimeter is properly stored during this period.

a. The controls on the meter must be properly set for storage.

Supersedes 3ABR42331-141-419, 31 October 1978.
OPR: 3370 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370TCHTG/TTGU-P - 300; TTVSA - 1

37;*/)
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b. Leave the teat leads attached to the meter.

411144it c. Wrap the meter leads around the instrument.

d. Place the meter on the locker shelf.

5. When you return from the break, take the same meter and go

back to work.

Exercise 1

1. Trainer preparation for exercises 2 and 3.

a. The metal plate on the right side of the trainer may be
raised for the workbook to lay on.

b. Sign out a multimeter, see the lab instructor if assistance
is needed.

c. Make sure that the instructor has connected power to the
trainer. You will do this bypeaauring the power, with the multimeter,
at the positive (red) and egative (black) bus bar. The bus bars are

located in the lower righi and left corners of the trainer. If you
don't read a voltage (24V DC t 4V DC), see your instructor.

d. Make sure that fuse wire is across the fuse holders of
each of the three (3) ammeters on the trainer. This will protect the

ammeter internal circuit from aier load. If the fuse wire is burnt in
two or is missing, see your instructor for assistance.

e. Pull the circuit breaker out (open) and turn OFF (open)
two single pole single throw (SPST) switches.

f. Make ere all leads in the drat ,r are in good condition

with a plug at both ends. If you find any damaged leads, give them to _

the instructor.

g. Examine the electrical lead ends, and note how you may
connect them together if one lead is too short. See your instructor

for assistance if needed.

Exercise 2

2. Build a series-parallel circuit. This circuit will be made
up of two loads (light bulbs) in parallel with each other, and in series
with one load (10 ohm resistor).

a. Using the electrical leads from the drawer, construct
the series-parallel circuit shown in figure 1. This consists of a C/B
(circuit breaker), SPST switch, two light bulbs in parallel with each
other, and in series with a 10 ohm resistor.

7 7 1
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Notes If an electrical lead is too short, you may connect leads
together to prevent stretching or breaking them.

b. Before applying power to your series-parallel circuit,

be sure you have a common ground for the two light bulbs in parallel,

which are wired in series with a 10 ohm resistor.

c. If you study this series-parallel circuit in figure 1,
you will find that IF power is applied, electrons will flow from point 1,

the negative (-) bus bar, to point 2, then from point 2 they will divide
and some will flow through the (right) light bulb to point 3 and on to

point 5. Looking back at point 2 you will also find the electrons have

another path to flow. They will flow through the wire to point 4 and
on through the (left) light bulb to point 5. After the electrons,

which have been divided into two paths through the light bulb's parallel
circuit, regroup at point 5, they will enter the series portion of this

circuit. The electrons will leave point 5, moving on to point 6 on through
the resistor to point 7, then oa through the remaining circuit to the

positive
/
+) bus bar IF power is applied.

Exercise 3

3. Measuring electrical values in the series-parallel circuit

constructed on the trainer from figure 1.

a. Make sure the circuit from figure 1 is correctly con-
structed on the trainer and them turn ONE the power (SPST switch and

C/B). Measure and record the voltage readings with the multimeter
as required in figure 1:

(1) You should note that points 1, 2, 4 are all equally

negative in the circuit. This is why you can put the meters (-) negative
Black lead at either point to measure voltage applied across each bulb.

(2) You should also note that the total voltage applied

can be measured at points 1 and 12. You may also add the reading of

points 6 & 7 to the applied voltage across one of the bulbs.

b. Measure and record tae total current flow in the circuit

constructed as shown in figure 2.

c. Measure and record the voltage drop across the 10 ohm

resistor at points 6 (-) to 7 (+) in figure 2.

Note: Leave the ammeter connected in the circuit until instructed

to remove it.

d, Observe the ammeter in the circuit and do the following:

(1) Using a 'short lead from the drawer, you will connect

it across the resistor from points 6 & 7 as shown in figure 3. This

will simulate the effect a shorted resistor will have on a circuit.

4
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(a) Note the light brightened because resistance
decreased and note the current (amp) increased.

e. Measure and record the total current flow in the circuit
with the shorted resistor (simulated) in figure 3.

f. Leaving the circuit connected as shown in figure 3, measure
and record the voltage reading at points 6 and 7 in figure 3.

g. Answer the questions in figure 3.

h. Observe the ammeter in the circuit and do the following:

(1) Remove the short lead from points u and 7, the one
across the resistor shown in figure 3 used to simulate a shorted resistor.

(2) Using the same short lead you will now connect it
across either light bulb (load) in the parallel circuit part of this
seriesparallej. circuit. Either across points 2 and 3 or points 4 and 5.
We show it across points 4 and 5 in figure 4. Note the ammeter reading
increased and the lights both go out.

(a) If you trace from point 1 to 12, you wilt, find
only the resistor is left in the 11611t and carrying current flow. The
current will flow from point 1 tqr to 4 to 5 and on through the resistor
to point 12. It flows around ta light bulbs beCause there is less
opposition to current flow in the wires from points 2 through 5 then in
tha bulbs.

i. Measure and record the total current flow in the circuit
with the shorted bulb (simulated) in figure 4.

j. Leaving the circuit connected as shown in figure 4,
measure and record the voltage reading with the multimeter as requi
in figure 4. ,/

k. Answer the questions in figure 4.

1. Remove all the leads and store them in the drawer and
report to your instructor for a progress check assignment.

113
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CORRECT RESPONSES FOR FIGURES 1 through 4.

Figure 1

CHECKPOINTS VOLTAGE READINGS

2 - 3 or 1 - 3 ± .57 DC

4 - 5 or 1 - 5 8.5 ± .5V DC

6 - 7 16 ± 1.0V DC

1 - 12 Total 26 1 3.0V DC

Figure 2

CHECKPOINTS READINGS

1 - 2 Total current 1.6 ± .4 amps

6 - 7 Voltage drop 16 ± 1.0 volts

Figure 3

-
Total current flow 3.0 ± .3 amps

Voltage points 6 and 7 0 volts

1. a

2. b

CHECKPOINTS-"N READINGS

4 - 5 0 volts

1 - 2 2.2 ± .2 amps

1. a

6

4



121.4GRESS CHECK INSTRUCTIONS

This progress check will require you to correctly construct a -

series- parallel circuit and measure electrical values with one instructor
assist allowed for each task area. An instructor assist for each task "

area is defined as an aid, such as technical direction or explanation
given to tho student, who can proceed no further on his/her own. The -
instructor will initial your work after you satisfactorily completed
each task of .the progress check. If you do not pass the mogress check,
you will follow the instructions given-by the instructor.

You will not communicate (talk, etc.) with other students during
the progress check without your lab instructor's permission.

You will not use fellow student's work to solve the problems in .

this progress check.

-Yoursmat satisfactorily complete this progress check before further
progression to other lab progress checks.

Have your lab instructor select and initial on page 8 or 9 the
series-parallel circuit progress check you are to draw on figure 5.
Using a lead pencil only, draw in the series-parallel circuit leads

between the various symbols. Later you will construct this circuit

on the tr.iner. After you have satisfactorily completed the progress
check, you will follow the instructions on page 11.

7
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(4

N

',!t

Instructor's initials. /waived progress chat*01.

After completion'of each task list below, do not progiess until

the instructor has initialed your orit,...for that teak.

11"

TASK 1 Draw the series-parallel circuit. This
1

circuit will be made

up of two loads light b and 500 ohm resistor) in parallel

r with each other, and in sea load, (10 ohm resistor),

) SPST. switch, and circuit breaker in figur

Instructor's initials. "Task initials
.

TASK 2. Construct the series-parallel circuit drawnen. figure 5 on

tilt trainer and demonstrate an operprow-t eck for the

instructor.fi - 4
.4:41

. ifr

Instructor's/initials. task initials

k. -1

*ASK 3 'Measure and riohd the eleetricalfvalues required below. Take

these valuis from the oircuit in,figure 5 assigned.

/

0

Total current flow,
\t

amps.

Total voltaie:to:ii(d circut

Voltage drop acroia the bailie .

Voltage -drop across the 500 ohm resistor

Voltage drop across the TO ohm resistor

Inst ctor's initialg/

Turn to page 11 for further instructions.

Rate: Ifthe instructor provides an instructor assist for a task,

the instructor will initial behind task initials (see objective).

Instructor's initials. Assigned progress check #2.

After completion each task listed below, do not progress until

the instructor has initialed your'work for that task.

TASK 1 Draw the series-parallel circuit. This circuit will be made

.up of two loade Clight bulb and 10 ohm resistor) in parallel
with each other, and in series with one load (10 ohm resistor),

SPST switch, and circuit breaker in figure 5.
%

Instructor's initials. Task initials
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TASK 2 Construct the series-parallel circuit drawn in figure 5 on the
trainer and demonstrate an operations check for the instructor.

Instructor's initials. Task initials---

OtTASK '1 Measure and record the electrical values required below. Take

these values from the circuit in figure 5 assigned.

Total current flow
"'-

Total voltage /the circuit

Voltage"laficross the bulb

amps.

Voltage drop across the 10 ohm resistor
par lel part of the circuit.

Vo t

par

drop across they 10 ohms resistor
series part of the circuit.

.,

Instructor's initials.

. In the

. In the

Turn to page 11 for further instructions.

Aote: If the instructor provides an instructor assist for a task,
4the instructor will initial behind task initials (see objectives).
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After you have satisfactorily completed the progress check, you
will do the following:

'1. Put all the good leads in the drawer of the trainer.

2. Give all the broken leads to the le) instructor with the
ports.

3. .Place Cue work table in the down position on the trainer.

4. Return the MuItimeter to its storage cabinet. Be sure the
controls on the meter are set correctly for storage.

5. You will turn in your work to the lab instructor 'Adore you
leave the lab area.

Note: You may review any part or all of this workbook if you wish,
but your work will not leave the lab area without, the lab
instructor's permckseion.



RED

20VDC
( +)

CHECKPOINTS

2 - 3 or 1 - 3

4 - 5 or 1 - 5

6 - 7

1 - 12

Correct answers are on page 6. Go to step "b" in exercise 3.

Figure 1.

Total

VOLTAGE READINGS

volts

volts

volts

volts

=MI

RED

CHECKPOINTS

1 - 2

6 - 7

Figure 2.

READINGS

Total current

Voltage drop

Correct answers are on page 6.

Go to step "d" in exercise 3. 74)0

amps.

volts.



Total current flaw

Voltage point's 6 and 7

ampq.

1. The current flow increased

volts.

a. because the total resistance in the series -- parallel
circuit decreased due to the simulated short in he
resistor.

b. because the total resistance in tha seriesparallel
circuit increased due to the simulated open in the

resistor.

2. The voltage drop across points 6 and 7

a. increased.

b. decreased.

Correct answers are on page 6.

Go to step "h" in exercise 3.

13
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CHECKPOINTS

4 - 5

1 - 2

Figure 4.

READINGS

1. The current flow increased

volts

amps

a. because the short caused th total resistance to decrease,
allowing the current flaw to bypass the parallel loads
(bulbs) causing the lights to go out. Current flow is
from point 1 to 2, not through the right light bulb, but
around it over to point 4. From point 4 it goes around
the left bulb through the jumper lead to point 5 and on
through the resistor over to the positive bus bar.

b. because the short 'caused the total resistance to decrease,
allowing the lights to go out and all of the current to
flay through both light bulbs and not the resistor and
on to the positive bustar.

Correct answers are on page 6.

Go to step "1" in exercise 3.

7 52
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in Course 3ABB42231, Aircraft
Environmental Systems Repairman. The materials contained herein have been
validated with 36 students from the subject course. At least 90% of the
students achieved the objectives as stated. The average time required to
complete the text is 58 minutes.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this programmed text, you will be able to:

1. Accurately identify relay symbols.

2. Correctly select flom various circuits a minimum of two that are
relay control circuits.

3. Correctly sclzt from several circuits a minimum of two that are
relay controlled circuits.

4. Label the parts of a relay with 70% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONS

This program presents informs ion in small steps called frames. After
reading each frame, slide a mask (sheet of paper or cardboard) down the page
until you see a short row of slashes (/////). Read the question; answer it
and then slide the mask down until the correct answer is exposed. lIf ydtr-
misl a correct answer, or you are not sure, restudy the appropriate frame.

J



'1,,
Frame 1

While aircraft and missiles are not really human, they are capable of
doing some things that seem almost human. They can respond to orders just
as we do. Through the use of small electrical devices called "relays," they
can transmit electrical orders to mechanical motors to operate vital parts
of the aerospace vehicle.

///////////////
Mb response required

Frame 2

To better Understand a relay, we will examine the "working parts."
Below, is a coil of wire that will be used as an electronagnet. Perhaps you
recall that as current flows through the coil a magnetic field is built up
around the coil. Like any magnet, it will attract any nearby metallic object
that a magnet normally attracts.

WIRE COIL

/////////////////

No response required

Prase 3

A soft iron core is put into the center of the coils While this bar does
not actually touch the coil of wire or have electrons flowing through it, it
does sake the magnetic field stronger by providing an easier path for the
magnetic flux to travel.

.IETAL CORE

WIRE COIL

So far we have seen that a relay may be made up of a coil of
and a soft iron

/////////////////

wire Core



rigp
Tram 4

If the wire coil is connected to a battery, a magnetic field will build
up around the coil. The field will reach out to attract any object that is
normally attracted by magnets.

/////////////1////
No Response Raga/red

7Sf;
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Prase 5

NICAUS4 our electromagnet has the ability to attract certain metallic
objects, as can make it do some useful work.

1,1110 ROLT

t

=r.

BATTERY

METAI SAR

Study thi illustration car.lully and then couplets the statements below
by underlining the correct word(s).

a. The CORE is actually a (soft-iron) (hard steal) bar.

b. A (battery) (switch) supplies current to the electromagnet.

e. Current flows through the (coil) (core).

d. A magnetic field flows through the (coil) (core).

e. The current is CONTROLLED by the (battery) (switch).

f. If the switch is turned on, the magnetic field will (attract) (repel)
the metal bar.

g. The spring will pull the metal bar back to ils original position if
the switch is turned (on) (off).

//////////////

a. soft iron. b. battery. c. coil. d. core.

e. switch. f. attract. g. off.

3
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Frame 6

Study this illustration carefully and complete the statements that
follow by underlining the correct word(s).

1 NUM. OAR

SPRING

SATTERY

WIRE COIL

METAL CORE

a. If the switch is closed, the metal bar will ( compress) (stretch) the
spring.

b. The battery supplies current to the (coil) (core).

c. The switch controls crIvo It through the (coil) (core).

d. The movable parts are the (coil) (coil and spring) (metal bar, coil
and spring) (spring and metal bar).

e. The strength of the magnetic field is determined by the (spring)
(current).

f. There (is) (is no) current flowing in the coil with the switch open:

g. There (is) (is no) current flowing in the upper metal bar.

h. The only purpose of the spring is to (pull the metal bar down)
(push the metal bar away fronthe core).

///////////////

a. compress. b. coil. c. coil d. spring and metal bar.

a. current. f. is no. g. is nc.

h. push the metal bar away from the core.

4
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9f3
Frame 7

Here is another way out electromagnet can be setup to pull on a metal
bar,(ermaturn). Notice that the bar is pivoted (hilged) on one end. It can
be pushed up by the spring, and pulled down by the electromagnet. Ths proper
name for this metal bar is the ARMATURE. Complete the.statements below by
underlining the correct word.

PIVOT POINT Q ARMATURE

SPRING PUSHES UP

(MOUNTE9 SOLID
ON THIS END)

COIL

CORE R $40

a. The battery sends current into the pivoted -armature.- .(true) (false)

b. If the armature is hinged at the pivot point, the (right) (left) end
of the armature will move down.

c. The spring will return the armature to ts.normal position anytime
the switch is (open) (closed).

////////////////////
a. false. b. .right.

c. open (if it is closed_the magnetic field will pull the armature down).

5
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Fran 8

In this illustration we have added something new. There are two contacts
labeled "A" and "B." Underline the correct answer after you have carefully
studied thislillustretion.

a. If the switch is open, the armature will be resting against cc..cact
(A) or .

15. If the switch is closed, the armature will be drawn against contact
(A) (8).

c. When the coil is turned OFF, the armature will normally rest against
contact (A) (B).

d. _Current from the battery will flow through the armature. (true)
(false).

////////////////

a. A. b. B c. A

. False (Current flows only through the coil).

'Li

6



For a moment, let's take a look at a simple circuit.

SATTER',

S
SWITCH

LAMP

1/4104r

Frame 9

All we need to do is close the switch and the lamp will light. The
battery supplies current to light the lamp when the switch is closed. The
switch completes the path from the battery's negative terminal through the
lamp, and back to the positive terminal.

1

///////////////

No Response Required

791
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Prase 10

Now we can put our electromagnet to work. Remember ve normally turn a

switch on and off with our fingers. What is to keep us from using our

electromagnet to open and close the circuit between the battery and the

lamp?

Look at this illustration and then underline the correct word in the

statements below.

a. The switch controls current through the (coil) (lamp).

b. Current for the electrowAnet's coil is supplied by battery (No. 1)

(No. 2).

c. Current for the lamp is supplied by battery (No. 1) (No. 2).

d. iCurient will flow from battery No. 2to the lamp. (true) (false)

e. The current that lights the lamp flows through the (coil) (core)

(armature).

f. After the switch is OP , the lamp will go out because the spring

pushes the armature awe* from he contact. (true) (false)

x
.

\\g. Curr*t flows through the pivot, armature, and contact to get to

the asp. (true) (false)

a. coil b. No. 2 c. 'No. 1 dr false

e. armature f. true g. true

7J2
8
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Frame 11

It's time to give our electromagnet and armature combination a name.
From hare on it will be referred to as a RELAY.

Label the parts in this illustration by writing the approprist.. words in
the spaces provided.

RATTER',

ARMATURE

CONTACT-ow

SWITCH

CONTACT

SPRING

COIL

CORE

9
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RELAY
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Frame 12

This is also an illustration of a relay. Label thl parts by writing the
appropriate word in the space provided.

(

( arl-(
IMO

VB.

SPRING

It --CONTACT

CONTiCT

ARMATURE

10

(91

+ --RELAY
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Frame 13

Relays are actually remotely controlled switches. An example of theiruse is the start. solenoid (coley) in your car. It takes a LOT of currentto start a cold engine. If the battery cables are too long, they will reduce
the amount of current the battery can deliver to the starter motor. The trick
then is t' keep the battery cables short and, yet not have to get Out of the
car andAgo beraath the hood just to close a switch between the battery,andthe starter motor. This is an illustration of one way in which it is dove.

BATTERY

STARTER
SOLENOID (LELAY

_J
BATTERY CABLE

GROUND

STARTER SWITCH

M

STARTER GROUND
MOTOR

Close the starter switch and the magnetic field pulls the armature of
the relay down. Nov current can flow from the battery, through the starter
motor and armature of the relay, than back to the battery. In this case, it
is easy to see how a very small wire can come up to the starter switch inside
the car. All the starter switch has to do is complete the circuit from the
battery's negative terminal, through the relay coil and back to the battery's
positive terminal (or to the chassis). No current Imes from the relay coil to
the relay armature.` It is the magnetic field that pulls the armature down
and closes th. contacts.

//////////////

No Response Required

I

11
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Frame 14

By now you have noticed that we have two electrical circuits in our relay
diagrams. One of these is the CIRCUIT THAT CONTROLS THE RELAY causing it to
turn on and off. The parts that make up the circuit that controls the relay
are the -

O
BATTERY

SWITCH

Below are some circuit components. Draw a line between them to show
how YOU would wire then to sake a circuit that CONTROLS just the relay.

HUM/ WU/
Your answer should resemble this drawing.

12
7 .9 G
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Frame 15

The second circuit we have illustrated is the CIRCUIT THAT IS CONTROLLED
BY THE RELAY. It is usually mode up of:

A SOURCE
OF POWER

O

AND A DEVICE THAT
USES THE ELECTRICITY

SUCH AS A LAMP
01 A MOTOR

It 552

'Draw a line between the components below to show how you would wire a
CIRCUIT THAT IS CONTROLLED DT A RELAY.

e

////////////1/1/1/

.0111.

Since we provided.thip,"grounds," your answer should resemble this.

rNotice the relay coil is NOT wired because it is part of the circuit that
CONTROLS THE RELAY.

13
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' frame 16

With the experience you have just gained in wiring a circuit that controls

a relay and a circuit that is controlled by a relay, draw in the necessary

wires to show how YOU would wire both a circuit that controls the relay, and

the ciicuit that is controlled by the relay. YOU MAY USE ONLY ONE BATTERY.

//////////////////

Your ulelg should be similar to this - (if it is not, have your
instructor explain what must be done to correct it).

14



Frame 17

Below are several illustrations of electrical circuits. Look at then
carefully and, when you are certain which kind they are, label than "Relay
Control" for those circuits that simply turn the relay on and off, and
"Controlled by a relay" for those circuits that are cm:trolled by a relay.
Write the correct answer in the space provided next to each illustration.

2.
r--$57

3.

4

//////////////

1. relay control 2. controlled by a relay

3. controlled by a relay 4. relay control

15
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Tau have learned that the circu4-- can be divided into two entirely
different circuits. Study the circuit illustration below and underline the
correct answer to the questions that. follow.

1
a. The battery supplies energy for both_circuits. (true) (false)

b. Zhe switcn is part of the circuit that is controlled by the relay.
(true) (false)

c. The motor is part of the circuit 'hat controls the relay. (true)

(false)

d. The relay coiyis part oi the circuit that controls the relay.
(tru2) (false)

//////////////

a. true b. false\ c. false d. true

16
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Frame 1.9

Sytbals are used to represent the parts me have been working with so
.let's get acquainted with them. It saves a lot of time if you recogaise the
symbol an.1 don't have to draw a picture of the bate' relay, etc. In the
right column are the symbols for the units in the 1 ; column. Match them
by drawing a line from the symbol to the device it ispresents.

0

17

X 1

X2

0
/ / / / / / / ///

0
0

1 2 V
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Fran 20

A relay can be used to control more than one circuit. Study this circuit
for a fiv minutes then underline the correct answer to the statements below.

NO.1

a. With the witch in the position shown, (No. 1) ',4o. 2) (neither)

lamp is lit.

b. If the switch is closed, (No. 1) (No. 2) (neither) lamp will light.

c. The switch lets current flow to both lamps if it is closed. (true)

(false)

d. The switch controls current ONLY through the relay coil. (true)

(false)

e. Which circuit is NORMALLY closed when the relay is not turned on?
(No. 1) (No. 2)

a. No. 1

////////////////

b. No. 2 c. False d. True e. No. 1
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You saw in frame 20 that the relay is at a certain position when it is

NOT turned on.

NC

A-- NO

(NOT TURNED ON)

- so we labeled its upper contact (A) me NC - Normally Closed.

Contact II has been labeled as NO - Normally Open to show that circuit

as being open when the relay is NOT turned on.

Label the contacts in tha relay illustrations below to show their positions

with the relay at rest (not turned on). You may abbreviate them NO and NC -

*NC

//////////////

19
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As with switches, relays are named according to their contact arrangements.
This is called a "Single Pole, Single Throw" relay.

POLE

SPST

THROW

A "POLE" is the place where current enters the contacts and a -near
is the position the relay can be moved to iebrder to complete a circuit.
The one shown *bow! has "Single Pole" and=can be "thrown" (pulled down) to
complete a path. Below is another SPST (single pole, single throw contact
arrangement) .

POLE\,TA

///////////////

THROW

No Response Required.

20
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Frame 23

Study" the illqatration below and notice we have added a set of contacts.

POLE

POLE0,- AL-4,

rl
THROW

POLE

POLE

j
lirTHROW

In this illustration each relay has TWO poles (places for current to enter
the contacts) and TWO throws (positions to which the relay can be thrown to
complete the circuits'). If the relay is tprned off,'the spring moves the
contacts to their original (up) resting position and certain circuits are
completed. If the relay is turned on, the contacts are thrown down to com-
plete different circuits. So, this relay would correctly be called a DPDT or
double-pole, double-throw. Select the correct abbreviation for the contact
arrangements below by underlining the correct answer.

(SPST) I (SPOT)

(DPST) (OPOT)

C0--0 0-0

(SPST) I (SPOT)
(DPST) (DPDT)

(SPST) I (SPOT)

(DPST) (OPDT)

(SPST) (SPDT),-
(DPST) tii')

k

///////////////

a. SPST b. SPOT c. DPDT d. SPST

21
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Frame 24

.

Did you identify figure "b" in frame 23 as a single pole, double throw
relay? If you did, EXCELLENT! This shows you are capable of fi'guring out
these arrangements by simply remembering that the contact where current
enters is called a "POLE" and the positions it can be "thrown" to are called
"throws." Perhaps you also noted that figure "b" had only one 661MHON POLE
so that y current entering this pole could be switched to either the upper
(NC) tact or the lower (NO) contact depending upon which position the
relay s thrown. Take another good look at the figure in frame 18 to see an
example of this "common" pole of the single-pole, single throw relay. Here
is a problem to stimulate your memory. With the information you have learned
so far and the illustration below, underline the word or words that correctly
fit the place being pointed to by the arrows.

(POLE)

(POLE)
(THROW) (NO) (NC)
(THROW) .---1"--e(NO) (NC

0A A-4

(POLE)

(POLE)

XI

(COIL) (CORE)
X2 (COIL) (CORE)

///////////////

(CORE)

22

(NC)

(NO)

S

1

(SPST) (SPOT)

(DPST) (DPDT)

1(DPOT)
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Something far too important for us to overlook is how current travels
across the relay's contacts. We have shown a DPDT relay in this figure, so
you can see the path current flows.

POLE NO 1

em71110
CIRCUIT NO 1

CIRCUIT NO 2

CIRCUIT NO 3

POLE NO 2 ----'- A-4, CIRCUIT NO 4

----

COIL CIRCUIT

410
Its current travels fro' Pole No. 1 to circuits 3 and 4 at any time.

Pole No. 1 carries current only to circuit 1 or 2. Pole No. 2 carries current
ONLY to circuits 3 or 4, NEVER to circuits 1 and 2.

Incidentally, so you won't misunderstand, the actual contacts on a relay
,will be labeled according to the 'manufacturer's own desire. We labeled them
as shown here so you would know which ones we are talking about in our explana-
tions. It is necessary that you fully understand bow current travels from
a pole-out through the contacts. Actually, there is some type of insulavn
between the upper (No. 1) and lower (No. 2) armature poles so that current
cannot possibly get from one armature pole to the other. Our relay is made
this way so we can CONTROL TWO circuits at the same time with only one switch.
Dram a relay circuit that controls two different light bulbs separately. You
may use

1. a switch.

2. t a relay.

3. ONE battery.

4. Two lamps.

5. ONLY the CORRECT circuit symbols.

//////////////

Your circuit should closely resemble the illustration in frame 20.

23
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Frame 26

This concludes our presentation of relay construction and operation. It
is by no means all you can learn about these wonderful devices. It is enlugh
to enable you to actually wire a relay into a circuit and observe its °peti-
tion as it controls a lamp.

You will apply what you have learned in the relay P1OJECT.

END OF norr

24
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Environmental Pnaudraulics Btanch
Cb,nute AFB, Illinois

RELAY SWITCHING CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE

OBJECTIFE

3ABR42331-WB-120

Using a DC fundamental trainer, construct a relay switching circuit
and measure electrical values with one instructor assist allowed for
each task area.

EQUIPMENT

Basis of Issue
Trainer, P/N 521685 1/student
Multimeter 1/student

SAFETY

CAUTION: Remove watches, rings, bracelets, etc., before starting
any work on the equipment. It is also a good safety practice to
work on the equipment weir' one hand. This practice reduces the
Oiliness of receiving at tric "t shock to some vital body
organ when working with 441, cricity. Also remember that light
bulbs, r4sietors, etc., do Sat HOT and could burn the skin.

,PROCEDURE

Pay close attention to all directions that you are given In the
workbook. When performing in the workbook, such as answering questions

. or recording alectricalmeasurementl, if your response is incorrect,

. restudy theinformation with instructor assistance if needed. Do nut
.) hesitate to ask the instructor questions. You will find that many of
the exercises have the correct answers on pages 5 and 6. After you
haire Completed all the exercises you will satisfactorily complete the

progress check assigned by the instructor. Pages 13 through 15 may, if
you wish, be removed for your convimianc..

When you leave your trainer.for scheduled or unsChedulad breaks
insure the following are done before you go.-

1. Insure the SPST switch is turned OFF in the circuit.

2. Insure the 28 VDC bus bar (red) has all the electrical
leads removed fr ',m it.

3. Insure the negative (black) bu. bar has all the electrical
leads removed from it.

4. Insure the multimeter is properly stored dLring this period.

a.. Insure the controls on the meter al-. properly set for
storage.

Supersedes 3ABR42331-WB-111C, 29 July 1977.
OPR: 3370 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370TCHTG/TTGU-P - 400; TTVSA - 1
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roc
b. Leave the test leads attached to the meter.

c. Wrap the meter leads around the instrument.

d. Plena the meter on the locker shelf.

5. When you return from the break take the same mater and go
back to work.

Exercise'l

1. Trainer preparation for Exercises 2 through 4.

a. The metal plate on the right aide of the trainer may be
raised for the workbook to lay on.

b. Sip out a multimeter, see the lab instructor if
assistance is needed.

c. Insure that the instructor has connected power to the
trainer. You will do this by measuring the power with the multimeter -

at the positive-(red) and negative (black) bus bar. The bus bars are
located in the lower right and left corners of the trainer. If you
don't read a voltage (24 VDC + 4 VDC) sea your instructor.

d. Insure that fuse wire is acro,,, the fuse holders of
each of the three (3) ammeters on the trainer. This will protect the
ammeter internal circuit from overload. If the fuse wire 4a burned
in half Or 'is missing see your instructor for assistance.

e. Pull the circuit breaker out (open) and turn OFF (open)
two . ) single polo single throw (SPST) switches.

f. Insure all leads in the drawer are in good condition
with a plug at both ends. If you find any damaged leads, give them
to the instructor.

g. Examine the electrical lead ends, and nuts how you may
connect them if one lead is too short. See your instructor for
assistance if needed.

Exar .ise 2

2. Build a circuit which controls the relay tn a relay switching
circuit. This circuit will be made up of one (1) load (the relay coil)
with a SPST switch and a circuit breaker.

a. Using the electrical leads from the drawer construct
the relay control circuit shown in figural on page 13. This consists
of a C/B, SPST switch, and the relay coil.

Note: If an electrical lead is too short you may connect
leads together to prevent stretching or breaking them.

b. Before applying power to your circuit, constructed to
control the relay, be sure you have the wires hooked up as shown in
figure 1.

3
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c. If you study this circuit you will find that the relay
coil control circuit is nothing more than a series circuit with the
coil as the load.

d. Answer the question below figure 1 on page 13.

Exercise 3

3. This exercise will help you build a circuit which is
Annected at the relays "NO" contacts. This circuit will be made up
of two (2) loads (light bulbs) in parallel, wired through the relays
"COM" and "NO" contacts and connected to the C /B.

a. Using the electrical leads from the drawer construct
the circuit being controlled by the relay arMature, as shown in
figure 2 on page 14. This circuit consists of two (2) light bulbs,
the relay armature with its contacts, and the C/B.

b. The wire between the "COM" point and the C/B will be
connected to the negative side of the C/B. This is the side of thee
C/B which does not have the wire connected to the bus bar. This
way, the C/B can protect all the circuits.

c. If you have correctly wired the circuit you -will be
Able to turn on the lights by moving the SPST switch to ON. Remember,
the SPST switch controls power to the relay coil, the current flow
through the coil creates a magnetic field, the magnetic field pulls
down the armature allowing current to flow through the bulbs.

d. When the SPST switch is ooened (OFF), current is cut
Gff to the relay coil, the magnetic field disappears, the armat:re
is pulled up by a spring which cuts off the current flow through the
bulbs.

e. Answer the questions below figure 2 on page 14.

Exer.ise 4

4. This exercise will help you build a circuit which is
connected at the relays "NC" contacts. This circuit will be made
up of two (2) loads (light bulbs) in series, wired through the relays
"COM" and "NC'' contacts and connected to the C/B.

a. Using the electrical loads from the drawer construct
the series circuit being controlled by the relay armature, as shown
in figure 3 on page 15. This circuit is connected to the "NC"
contact of the relay end consists of two (2) light bulbs in series,
the relay armature with its contacts and the C/B.

b. The wire between the "COM" and the C/B is the same wire
you used in exercise 3. You now can see how it serves a dual purpose
for the "BC" and the "NO" contacts of the relay. The C/B serves
several circuits, the relay Coil circuit, the light bulb parallel
circuit on the "NU" coracts (amortise 3), and the light bulb series
circuit on the "NC" contacts constructed in this exercise.

4
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c. If you correctly wired the circuit in figure 3 you

will be able to turn on the light bulbs in the parallel circuit by
moving the SPST switch to the ON position, and if you move the SPST
snitch to the OFT position, you will turn OFF the parallel circuit
and turn ON the light bulbs in the series circuit.

d. Also note that when power is applied to the relay coil
the light bulbs connect to the "NO" circuit illuminate (light) and
if.power is cut off to theorelay coil the light bulbs connected to the.
"NC" circuit illuminate.

A

a. Answer the questions below figure 3 on page 15.

f. If you have ary questions about thi" exorcises you
have just completed, ask your iustructor NOW.

g. Remove all the leads and stole them in the drawer and
report to your instructor for a progress check assignment.

Correct responses for figures 1 through 3.

FIGURE 1

Total applied voltage 44 VDC + 4 VDC.

Voltage drop across the relay coil is 24 VDC + 4 VDC.

1. a

2. a
3. b

4. b

5. b

FIGURE 2

Right lamp 24 FDC ± 4 VDC

Left lamp 24 VDC ± 4 VDC

Tcltage drop across the relay coil is 24 VDC + 4 VDC

Total current flow through only the light bulbs is 3 amp + 0.4 amp.

1. b
2. a
3. a

4. b

5
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FIGURE 3

Right lamp 12 VDC + 2 VDC

Left imp 12 VDC + 2 VDC

Total current flow in the light bulb series circuit is 1 amp + 0.4 amp.

1. b

2. a

PROGRESS CHECK INSTRUCTIONS

This progress check will require you to correctly construct a
relay-switching circuit and measure electrical values with one
instructor assist allowed for each task area. Instructcr assist for
each task area is defined as an aid, such as technical direction or
amplapaticasiven a student, who can proceed no further on hislher owe.
The instructor will initial your work after you satisfactorily complete
each task 2 the progress check. If you do not pass the progress check
you will follow the instructions given by the instructor.

You 2111. not communicate (talk, etc) with other students during
the progress check without your lab instructor's permission.

You will not use fellow students work to solve the problems in
this progress check.

You must satisfactorily complete this progress check before
further progression to other lab progress checks.

Have your lab instructor select and initial on paze 6 or 8,
the relay-switching circuit progress check you are to draw on the
figure on page 10., Using-a lead pencil only, draw in the relay-

switchins circuit leads between the various symbols. Later ;ou will
construct this circuit 0^ the trainer. After you have satisfactorily
completed the progress check you will follow the instructions on page 11.

Instructor's initials. Assigned progress check 1.

STUDENT'S NA?
Last First MI

After completion of each task listed do not progress until the
instructor has initialed your work for that task.

USX - Draw a relay control circuit in the figure on page 10. This

circuit will be made up of a C/B, SPST switch, and relay coil.

Instructor's, initials for first instructor assist.

Instructor's initials for second instructor assist which is
failing.

Instructor's initials for progression.

814



TASK 2 - Draw a parallel circuit controlled by the relay in the
7Iiiire on page 10. This circuit will be made of two (2)
loads (a light bulb and a 10 ohm resistor) in parallel,
vired,to the "NO" contact of the relay. Also Alimin
the power lead between the CO and the "COM" of the relay.
These two (2) loads will share a common ground wire.

InstFuctor's initials for first instructor assist.

Instructor's initials for second instructor assist which is
failing.

Instructor's initials for progression.

TASK 3 - Draw a series circuit controlled by the relay in the figure
on page 10. This circuit will be made up of two (2) loads
(light bulbs) in series, wired to the "NC" contact of the
relay. This series circuit will share the common ground
Ara used for the parallel circuit above.

Instriseterts -initials for first instructor assist.

Instructor's initials for second instructor assist which is
failing.

Instructor's initials for progression.

TASK 4 - Construct the relay-switching circuit drawn in the figure
on the trainer and demonstrate an operations check for the
instructor.

Instructor's initials for first instructor assist.

Instructor's initials for second instructor assist which is
failing.

Instructor's initials for progression.

TASK 5 - Measure and record the electrical values required below.
Take these values from the circuit in the figure on page 10
assigned. Total current flow for only the circuit connected
to the "NO" contact of the relay is amps.
Voltage drop across the resistor in the parallel circuit
connected to the "NO" is volts.
Voltage drop across the left light in the series circuit
connected to the "NC" is volts.

Instructor's initials for first instructor assist.

Instructor's
failing.

Instructor's
completion

initials for second instructor assist which is

initials for progression and satisfactory
of this progress check.

Turn to page 11 for further instructions.

Nora: If the instructor provides Mn instructor assist
for a task, the instructor will initial as raquired.



Instructor's initials. Assigned progress check 2.

STUDENT'S NAME
Last First MI

After completion of each task listed do not progress until the
instructor has initialed your work for that task.

TASK 1 - Drav a relay control circuit the figure on page JO. This
circuit will be made up of a C /B, SPST switch, and relay coil.

Instructor's initials for first instructor assist.

Instructor's initials for second instructor assist which is

Instructor's initials for progression.

TASK 2 - Draw a parallel circuit controlled by the relay in the figure
on page 10. This circuit will be made up of two (2) loads (two
(2) light bulbs) in parallel, wired to the "NO" contact of the
relay. Also draw in the power lead between the C/B and the
"COMP of the relay. These two (2) loads will share a common
ground wire.

Instructor's initials for first instructor assist.

Instructor's initials for second instructor assist which is
failing.

Instructor's initials for progression.

TASK 3 - Draw a series circuit controlled by the relay in the figure
on page 10. This circuit will be made up of two (2) loads
(a light bulb and a 10 ohm resistor) in series, wired to the
"NC" contact of' the relay. This series circuit will share
the common ground wire used for the krallel circuit above.

Instructor's initials for first instructor assist.

Instructor's initials for second instructor assist which is
failing.

Instructor's initials for progression.

TASK 4 - Construct the relay switching circuit drawl in figure on
page 10. on the trainer and demonstrate an operation check
for the instructor.

Instructor's initials for first instructor assist.

Instructor's initials for second instructor assist which is
failing.

Instructor's initials for progression.
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Tait 5 - Measure and record the electrical values required below.
Take these values from the circuit'in figure on page 10
assigned. Total current flow for only Oa circuit connected
to the INC" contact of the relay is amps.

Voltage drop across the resistor in the series circuit
connected to the "NC" is volts.

Voltage drop across the left light in the parallel circuit
connected to the "NO" is volts.

Instructor's initials for first instructor assist.

Instructor's initials for second instructor assist which is
failing.

Instructor's initials for progression and satisfactory
completion cf this-progress check.

Turn to page 11 for further instructions.

Note: If the instructor provides an instructor assist
for a task, the instructor will initial as required.
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AftqL you have satisfactorily completed the progress checilliku
will do die following:

1. Put all the good leads in the drawer of the trainer.

2. Give all the broken leads to the lab instructor with the
parts.

3. Place the work table in the dowposition on the trainer.

4. Return the multimeter lop its storage cabinet. Be sure the
controls on the meter are set correctly for storage.

5. You will Aura in your work to the lab instructor before you
leave the lab area.

Note: You may review any part of all of this workbook if
you wish, but your work will not leave the lab area without
the lab instructor's permission.

ti
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PC)S.

Figure 1.

Total applied voltage

COM

SPST X1

Voltage drop across the relay coil is

Circle the correct answer below,

X2

NC

NO

Islay

volts.

NIG

1. The circuit you have constructed will magnetize the relay coil
and cause its armature contacts to be pulled down.

a. Tv'.

b. False

2. For the relay to operate, BOTH the circuit breaker and the SPST

switch must be
fl

a. closed.

b. opened.

3. When the relay is to d ON the armature will complete the path
between the "common" ( OH) pole and the "normally open" (NO)
and the "ncrmallyclose ( ) contacts.

a. Yes

b. No

4. The pulls the armature down.

a. SPST switch

b. magnet field

5. The circuit breaker .is provided to

a. permit turning the relay on and off Romany.

b. open the circuit in case the circuit becomes shorted.

Correct answers on page 5.

Go to exercise 3.

Li
13
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VS:
NC

Voltage drop across the lamps on the trainer. Right lamp

Ned

volts.

Left lamp volts.

Voltage drop across the relay coil is volts.

Total current flow through only the light bulbs is amps.

1 The two light bulbs in parallel are directly controlled by the

a. SPST switch.

b. relay armature.

2. The relay armature is controlled by the

a. magnetic field.

b. SPST switch.

3. The magnetic field is controlled by the

a. SPST switch.

b. C/B.

4. The SPST switch is controlled by the

a. C/B.

b. circuit operator (you).

// Correct answers on page 5.

Go to exercise 4.

14



NEG

Voltage drop across the lamps on the trainer Jo only the series circuit.

Right lamp volts.

Left lamp volts.

Total current flow in the light bulb series circuit is naps.

1. When the SPST switch is in the ON position

a. all four (4) lights are to light.

b. only the lights in the parallel circuit will light.

2. The meaty will show the total current flow in

a. only the parallel circuit when the SPST switch is ON.

b. both light bulb circuits and the relay coil circuit when the
SPST switch is ON.

Correct answers on page 6.

Go to exercise 4, step "f".

822
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FOREWORD

This programme/text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42330 and
3AAR42331 instructional system. The material contained herein has been
validated using 17 students enrolled in each of the subjects coerse.
Ninety percent of the students taking this text ar ieved the objectives.
The average student required 71 minutes to complet. the text.

OBJECTIVE

Given 10 characteristics of DC motors, match 70% correctly as
being characteristics of either a series or a shunt motor.

INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE: :EFOLE PROCEEDING, REMOVE THE RESPONSE SHEETS AT THE
BACK OF THIS TEXT. THEN ENTER YOUR ANSWERS ON THE REMOVED SHEETS.

This programed text presents information in small steps called "fumes."
After reading each frame, you are expected to respond by supplying a word
or words, to complete a statement, choose either TRUE or FALSE, select the
correct answer, or atch terms to their proper meaning. DO NOT MAIM
IN THIS TEXT.

Use a piece of paper or card as a mask to cover the printed materials.
Slide the paper or mask down the page antil you expose the row of slashes
(//////////////////). One small step is now exposed for you to read.
Read the material presented, select y,r response to the question, and
indicate your response on the response sheets. After you respond to
the question, slide the meek down and compare your answer with the one
given in the tr. t. If you are correct, 116 on to the next frame. If

your answer is wtong, read the frame again.



Franc 1

Mechanical energy which has been converted from electrical energy
is used in many different applications. You will be working on equip-
ment that contains some form (.4 *nem conversion. Therefore, an under-
standing of the devices providing energy conversion are ersential if
you are to become good in your field.

There are many devices whilh convert energy. Our discussion will be
limited to a device which changes electrical energy into mechanical energy,
the motor. Motors are normally classified according to the voltage or
current used, that is, AC or DC. In this text we will discuss the series
and shunt DC motors.

////////t//////////////////1//////////////////////////////////////////////
No Response Required

Trams 2

As you have already learned, a magnetic field exists around any current-
carrying conductor. The strength of this magnetic field depends 1pon the
amount of current flowing in the conductor. When this current-carrying
conductor is placed in a fixed magnetic field, the reaction of the two mag-
netic fields will cause the conductor to move out of the fixed field. The
Amount and direction of this force resulting from the interaction between
the conductor's magnetic field and the fixed magnetic field determines the
speed of the motor and its direction of rotation. All motors operate
on the same fundamental principle, the force exerted on the current-
carrying conductor when it is placed in a magnetic field.

Check the following statements that are TRUE.

1. A magne'c field exists around all current-carrying conductors.

2. The etrength of the magnetic field around a current-carrying
conductor depends upon the amount of current flra in the conductor.

3. The fundamental principle of operation of any motor is that force is
exerted on a current-carrying conductor when placed in a magnetic
field.

1
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Answers to Frame 2: 1. vi 2. 'I 3.

Frame 3

The force which acts on the current-carrying wire (conductor) when it is placed
in the field of a magnet is at right angles to OA wire. It is also at right
angles to the magnetic field set up by the magnet. The action of this force
upon the current-carrying conductor is shown below. The illustration
shows a wire located between the magnet's poles. The lines of force
in the magnetic field are from the north pole to the south pole (exter-
nally). When no current f:aws no force is exerted on the conductor.

;; W1/141:1Ut MUM
LOCA110 IN A NAGNITIC PAID

Complete the following statements.

1. A
cond.-ctn.

field exists around any current-carrying

2. Unless current is flowing within a conductor, no
is c-erred upon it, even when in a magnetic field.

2



Answers to Frame 3: Mptgnetic--Force

!rime 4

When current flows through the conductor, a magnetic field is set up
about it, as is shown in the illustration.

win WON CORM,
AND ACCOMPANYING NOW

The direction of the field around the current-carrying conductor depends
on the direction of currant flow. Current in one ,irectinn creates a clock-
wise field about the conductor. Current in the othe direction creates a
counterclockwise field.

Do you remember the rule for
determining direction of rotation

of he magnetic field? The rule

states "Grasp the conductor in the

left hand. The thumb points in the
direction of current flow. The

fingers will point in the direction
of the magnetic lines of force ONICION OP NRD
*round the conductor."

P-1

MICRON DP CUMIN,

UPI HAND DING RAI

Study the diagram above and answer the following question.

With current flowing through the conductor in the direction of the
arrow, (you are standing at the left end of the conductor looking towards
the right end) the magnetic field will rotate in a direction?

(Counterclockwise) (Clockwi.e)

3
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Answer to Frame 4: Cour.z.erclockwiss

Frame 5

The force which acts upon the current-carrying conductor when it is
placed between the poles of the magnet will drive the conductor out of the
field. The direction of this force is shown below. Note that the magnetic
liaes of force below the conductor are in the same direction as the lines
of force around the conductor. These two forces add and strengthen the
magnetic field below the conductor. The lines of force above the conductor
oppose the magnet's lines of force. This action weakens the magnetic field
above the conductor. The combination of the strong field below the con-
ductor and the weak field above the conductor produces force which drives
the conductor up. The conductor is always pushed away from the side where
the field is strongest:.

RISULTANI NILO AND ONICPON
Of POICI ON wmi

Identify the following statements as true (T) or false (F).

1. A current carrying-conductor placed between the poles of a magnet
is not affected by the magnetic field.

2. With current flowing as shown in the illustration, the conductor will
be pushed up.

///////////////////////////////////////////////ii///////:////////1////////

F 1. T 2.

S2s



Frame. 6 573

If the current flow through the conductor were reversed in direction,

the two fields would add at the top and subtract at the bottom. Since a

conductor is always pushed away from the strong field, the conductor would

be pushed down. The direction of motion can be determined essay as the

following illustration shows. Don't confuse this rule with the left hand

rule which tohichiedtiVIeteLVrM_____thelari of a coil. This is called

the Right Hand Motor Rule states Point the index finger of the IlAbl

And in the direction of the magnet's external magnetic field (N to S).

The second finger pointed in the direction of current flow. The thumb will

indicate the direction of motion."

Complete the following statemer*..

The Right Rand Rule is used to .4etennire the direction of conductor

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Motion

Frame 7

We :Low know how a current-carrying conductor moves in a magnetic

field. Let's determine how this action is put to use in a motor. Although
DC and AC motors operate on the principle jest explained, they use dif-
ferent methods in obtaining a magnetic field and conductor current. For

this reason let's discuss the basic DC motor before covering the basic
AC motor.

//1////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
No Response Required

5
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Frame 8

If the single conductor is bent into a loop, the loop will tend
to rotate in the field between the magnets. In the loop shown below,
current flow is inward on side "A" and outward on side "B". The mag-
netic field about "B" is clockwise. The magnetic field about "A" is
counterclockwise. With the single conductor, in which current flowed
inward, a force will develop which pushes "B" downward. Current flaw
in the field of the magnet and the field about "A" is inward. The
magnetic field will add at the bottom and subtract at the top. You
can prove this by the Right Rand Motor Rule, "A" will move upward.
The loop (A and B) will rotate until both aids. are outside of the
magnetic lines between the north and south poles of the magnet. In

this position no torque (twisting force) is produced and the loop
remains stationary instead of turning over.

POLE PIECES

/ MAGNETIC
FIELD

CURRENT
'Low

Identify the correct words to complete the following statement.

With current .low as shown in the diagram above, the magnetic field
will be (strangest) (weakest) above B and below A, causing the loop to rotate
(clockwise) kcounterclockwise).

////////////t/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
strongest

Frame 9

counterclockwise

Let's summarize what we've learned in the preceding frames by
identifying the following statements as true (T) or false (F).

1. When current flows through any conductor, a magnetic field is set
up about the conductor.

2. If a current-carrying conductor is placed between le poles of a
magnet, the two magnetic fields cancel each other.

3. The direction of current flow within a conductor determines the
direction of the magnetic field about it.

4. The direction in which a conductor is forced out of the magnetic
field can be determined by using the Right Eland Motor Rule.

6
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Answers to Trams 9: 1. T 2. f 3. T 4. T

1111.1..
sac

Frame 10

It is general practice tto draw A cross representing current flowing
away from you in a conductor: A dot represents current flowing toward
you.

Study the illustration to become familiar with this method of showing dir-
ection of current flow through a conductor.

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////i////i

No Response Required

=n,=1...m...1.lim
Frame n

When the loop is parallel to the magnetic field as shown at 0° in
the following illustinition torque is maximum. Maxim= torque occurs at, this
position. In this poiktion the force acting upon the coil is in the same
direction as coil movement. In any other position, however, only a portion
of the force is in the direction of coil movement_

zero TOROUt

Complete the following statement.

Maximo torque occurs when the
coil is in the position labeled

(0°) (900)

////////////////////////////////

(0 °)

Torque on a coil at various angles of rotation.

7
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Frame 12

As the loop approaches the neutral plane of 90° (refer to frame 11),

torque decreases. If the loop has sufficient "Inertic," (a tendency to
keep moving as a flywheel would) it will swing vest the neutral plans,

as shown in figure 1.

When loop side A swings to the right side, and loop side B swings to
the left of the neutral plane, torque reverses. The loop will attempt

to reverse Its direction of rotation.

Figure 1.

Notice in figure 2, loop side A is to the left of the neutral
plane. The currant through it causes a counterclockwise torque. The
current through loop side I to the right of the neutral plane is in
the opposite direction. It also causes a counterclockwise torque.

)

To keep torque in a counterclockwise directio , the current through
the loop side to the left of the neutral plan must always flow out
of the page (o). The current on the right of the neutral plane must
always be into the page (x). T1 maintain continuous rotation some
means must be provided which will reverse the direction of current
through the loop as it rotates past the neutral plane.

Figure 2.

the following statement TRUE or FALSE?

In order for the loop to rotate counterclockwise, the current through
both sides o: the loop must be in the same direction.

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
False c ,

8 °kik?
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Frame 13

This current reversal is accomplisho& by use of brushes and a commutator
A cossutator is made up of a number of copper segments separated by in-
sulating spacers. The number of segments depends upon the number of loops
placed in the magnetic field, the typo of coil winding used, and the voltage
applied to the coils. Each segment is connected to a coil. The coils

are wound so their sides are 1800 apart.

ARMATURE

No,
COMMUTATOR

Complete the following statement.

The procedure of reversing current is accomplished oy using
and a

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

brushes comeutator

9
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Frame 14

Cosplete the following statements.

1. In a diagram showing current flow in a conductor, a dot (e) indicates
that current flow is (into, out oWthe page.

2. Maximum torque occurs when a coil Its

(inside of ) (outside of) the magnetic field.

3. In order to maintain continuous rotation of a coil, current flow
must (reverse-not reverse) in direction within the coil as it
."weeps past the neutral plane.

4. Each segment of a commutator is connected to a
(coil-brush).

/////////////////////////////////////////itattAti//////////////////////ill

1. out of 2. inside of 3. reverse 4. coil

Frame 15

The amount of torque developed in a coil depends upon several factors- -
the strengths of the two reacting magnetic fields, and the position of the
coil in the field. Let's take another look at the different positions of
the coil (loop). In a coil carrying
a steady current located in a uni-
form magnetic field, the torque will
vary at different positions of ro-
tation. When the coil is parallel
to the lines of force, such as at

4%00, the torque is maximum. When it
is at 900, tha torque is at minimum.
At other positions the .torque ranges
between zero and maximum.

ZtRO tOIQUt

Torque on a Coil at Various
Angles of Rotation.

Study the illustration and answer the following question.

With current flow and force in the direction as shown, the conductor
will rotate in a direction?

(clockwise) (counterclockwise)
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Counterclockwise

la
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When a loop (conductor) is rotated'
in a magnetic field, a voltage is in-
duced in each side of the loop, see
figure 1. During rotation, the two
sides (A and 1) of"the loop cut the
magnetic flux lines in. opposits7dir-

actions. Although the current flow
is continuous in the loop, it moves
in opposite directions with respect
to the two sides A and B. To check

this, apply the right hand rule, as
shown in figure 2, to A and B in

figure 1. Comparing wires A and B.

When the loop rotates half a turn,
43thei wires have exchaug.d positions.

The induced Z)ff within each wire
has reversed its direction. When two

magnetic poles are used, the induced
voltage reaches itkpeak value and reverses its direction twice per revo-

lution. As a motor Changes electrical energy to mechanical motion, it is

at the same time generating a voltage (EV) because it moves through the

magnetic field.

la?
From* 1

Figure 1. Voltage Induced

in a Loop Conductor.

FLUX FORWARD &CONDUCTOR
!MOVED UP

INDUCED.V
IMP RIGHT

HAND

N
N INDUCED EMF

Figure 2. Left Rand Rule.

The action of the induced EMF will always-oppose the applied EMF

in a motor armature. This action called counterelectromotive force

(CEM7). The CEMY tends to decrease the applied EMF on the armature.

This in turn decreases the total armature current.

Is the following statement TRUE or FALSE?

Counterelectromotive force (CEMF) always has the same polarity as the

applied EMF.

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////i////////

False

31
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Items 17

As the Cliff gets nearly is large as the applied armature voltage the

armature current decreases. Very little current is required to keep a motor
running without a loAd, ltnr. enough to overcome electrical losses and

friction. If a grouter load is put on the motor, the motor will slow down.
This reduced speed causes the motor to enerate less CUP. Since there
is now less CDC, (induced voltage) the applied current will be allowed to
increase. The increase in current develops a greater torque to make up for
the increased load. Since the applied voltage remains constant, there is
a definite speed for each change of load. The treater the load the lower
the speed. The CEMF if., the controlling factor in speed and torlue regu-
lation of a motor.

Select either TRUE or FALSE for the following statements.

1. From our discussion of countoreloctromotive force (CEMF) we can say
that CEMF is induced voltage or current in the armature.

2. Counterolectromotive force is always opposite in polarity to the
applied EM!.

3. CEMF is the controlling factor in the regulation of the speed of a
motor.

ao
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

T 1. T 2. T 3.

Prins 18

As we begin to discuss the differen types of DC motors, let's first
cover the major part.s of a basic DC motor. These major part' are the arma
ture assembly, the field assembly, the brush assembly, and the end Trams.

These will be die used separately in the following frames.

////////////////////////% k/////////////////////////////////////////:'///

No Response Required

S t;
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Frame 19 '3I

The armature assembly con64ins a laminated oft iron core, coils, and a
commutator, all mounted on a steel shaft. Lam-vations--layers of soft
iron, insulated from each other- -form tht armature core. Solid iron is not

used. since a solid iron core revolving in the magnetic field would heat and

use energy needlessly. The armature
windings are made of insulatr: copper
wire. They are inserted in slots
which are insulated to protest the
windings. The ends of .a windings

are connected to the commutator aeg-

lents. Wedges or steel bands holi
the windings in place to prevent
them from flying out of the slots
when the armature is rotating at Commutator

high speeds. The commutator is made
up of an even number of copper seg-
ments insulated from each other and
from the armature shaft by pieces

-- of mica.

ARMATURE ASSEMBLY

Complete the following statements.

1. A soft iron core, coils, and a Comaltator make up the

assembly.

2. Th .nds of the windings are connected to the

3. The commutator is made up of an (even) (odd) number of copper
segments.

/////////////////////////7///////////////////////////////////////i///////

1. armature 2, com;Jhtor segments 3. even

Frame 20

The field assembly consists of the field frame, the pole pieces, and

the field coils. It contains laminated soft steel pole pieens on which

the field coils are w( d. A coil. consisting of several turns of insulated

wire, fits over each po4e piece. Together with the pole, it makes up a

field pole. It is this field assembly that takes the place of a witural

magnet such as we have used in previous illustrations. By winding the field

pole we form an electromagnet.

Identify the parts that make up the field assembly.

1. 2. 3.

/////////////////////////////////////////i////////////////////////////////

1. pole pieces 2. field coils 3. field frame

13
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Frame 21

The brush assembly contains the brushed and their holders. The brushes
are usually small blocks of carbon. Tha, material lasts a long time and

4% 'v't wear the commutator out as
qui,kly as other -materials might. The

holders permit some play in thw brushes
'so they c.%,n follow any irregularities

in' the surface of the commutator and
they -.eke good contact at all times.
Sp11:40 hold the brushes firmly
*gains; the commutator.

lox TYPE !RUSH

Complete the following statement.

Brushes are usually made of to reduce wear on the

IflIIII11111111111111,11111111111111111111111111/1111111111111/11111111111

carbon commutator

Frame 22

The and frame is the part of the motor or the opposite end from the
commutator. The end frame is usually assigned so that the motor can be
geared on that end to the unit it will be turning. The bearing for the
drive end is located in the end frame. Sometimes the end frame is made a
part of the unit driven by the motor. When this is done, the be 1g on
the drive end may be located in any one of a number of places.

Select TRUE or FALSE for the statements.

1. The bearing for the drive end is located in the end frame.

2. The end frame is a part of the commutator.

3. The motor is usually geared to the unit drive on the end frame.

111/111111111111111/111111111111111111,1111111111/1/11111111111111111111/11

T 1. F 2. T 3.

14
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Pram 23

Match the units listed in the left hand column below to the major part
of a DC motor to which they belong in the right hand column.

End frame.

Armature assembly.

Brush assembly.

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

1. c 2. d 3. a 4. b

1. Coils, commutator, and
soft iron core.

a.

b.

2. Brushes and brush holders.
c.

3. Bearings.

d.

4. Pole pieces, field coils
and fluid frame.

Field assembly.

The first type of DC motor which we shall
discuss is the series motor. A series motor
has.its field winding connected in series
with its armature. This method of con-
nection makes it necessary for the field
to be heavy enough to carry the armature
current. Due to the serials connection,
the field winding is composed of relatively
few turns of heavy wire in order to carry the
relatively high armature current. The
same current that flows through the field
winding also flows throw the armature

wilding. Therefore, any change in arma
ture current is accopanied b a change
in field strength.

Select the letter for the s_atement 'which completes the following statement.

In a series motor, the fiell winding

a. is connected in series with the commutator.

b. consists of a few turns of fine wire.

c. is connected in series with the armature winding.

d. has a separate power source.

//////////////////////////////////////i///////////////////////////////////

Frame 24

SERIES FIELD

'RUSH

ARMATURE

SERIES MOTOR

C

15



Frame 25

When voltage is first applied to a series motor, a high starting current
flows and a large starting torque is developed. The large starting current

is due to the Ailments of CEMF, and the low resistance of the armature. As

soon as the developed torque becomes great enough, the armature starts
into motion. It accelerates toward its normal running speed.

Are the fo'lowing statements TRUE or FALSE?

1. Because of the low resistance in the windings, the series motor
draws a large current when starting.

2. In passing through both the field end armature windings, the
starting current produces a high starting torque.

/////////iii//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

1. TRUE 2. TRUE

Frame 26

After getting started, armature current begins to decrease as an in-
creasing CEMF is induced into the armature. This decrease in armature

current also decreases motor field strength. This in turn attempts to
decrease CEMF, Due to this action the series motor continues to accelerate
it. an attemp' to maintain CEO' and limit armature current to a safe value.
If the mote is not connected to a load, it attempts to crerato at a very
h.gh 'pest which may result in motor damage. For this reason, soften
m:tors are never operated without a load.

From the foregoing statements, select either TRUE 07 FALSE for the following:

A series motor sill run at high speed when it has a light load and at
a low (peed with a heavy load.

//////,///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

True

Fame 27

A series motor will slow down when its load is increased, due to the
increased opposition to armature movement. The decreased CEMF caused by
the decrease in motor speed results in an increase in armature current.
The increased armature current provides the additional torque required by
VI' increased load. A series motor, because its field strength depends upon
armature current, requires a large veriation in speed for a relatively small
change in torque. Remember that an increase in armature current is the
result of a decrease in speed. This also increases field strength which
t*nds to decrease speed,

Complete the following statement.

An j::oml; in armature current is the result of a decrease in
armature

i/////////////li/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

increase speed

16
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Frame 28

Direction of rotation for a series motor may be changed in one of two ways:

1. Reversing current flow in the field winding. or

2. Reversing current flow in the armature.

When either of these currents is reversed, motor torque reverses and

the direction of rotation reverses. Direction of rotation cannot be re-

versed by reversing the power source leads. This action would reverse

current flow in both the armature and field windings. When both these
currents are reversed, torque remains in the same directiqp and motor

rotation remains unchanxed.

An exception to this is the small motor with a permanent magnet for a

main field. In this ease reversing the power source leads only reverses
current through the armature_ windings and not the main (permanent magnet)

field.

Identify two ways by which direction of rotation may be changed.

1.

2.

///////////////i/////////i////////i///////////////////////////////////////

1. Reversing direction or current flow in the field winding.

2. Reversing direction of current flow in the armature winding.

1011/111.

Frame 29

To rtio.iew whet has bii.Ti covered in the last few frames, select either
TRUE or FALSE where needed, cr complete the statement.

1. In a series motor, the field winding and the armature windings are

connected in series.

2. The large starting current produces a high starting

3. The heavier the load applied to the series motor, the faster the
speed.

4. The field strength of a series motor depends upon armature and
field

/1////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

1. T 2. torque 3. F 4. current

17
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Frame 30

Another type of DC motor is the shunt motor. In this type of motol, the
field winding is connected in parallel (shunt) with the armature winding.
There ere two circuits through the shunt motor--one through the armature
and one through the field. The field coils are wound with relatively small
wire and have a large number of turns.
In this type of winding only a small
current flow is necessary to maintain
the magnetic field. Because the field
is connected directly across the power
supply the magnetic field remains con-
stant. Therefore, the torque of a
shunt motor most vary with the current
in the armature; that is, if the arma-
ture curref 'ambles, the torque is also
doubled. Since the field strength is
conscant, the motor speed will be con-
stant from no load to full load. The
&Matt-wound motor is a constant speed
Ira, but uecause of fixed field cur-
rent, it does not have starting torque
as high as the serifs motor.

Is the following statement TRUE or FALSE?

'SHUNT MOTOR

The shunt motor, like the series motor, has a high starting torque.

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

False

Frame 31

Small shunt motors may be started simply by connected voltage to them.
The field current and field flux rise quickly to their till value. The
armature current also rises rapidly since CEM7 is zero when the armature
is stationary. When the developed torque is great enough to overcome the
friction end inertia of the armature and load, the armature starts into
motion. CEM7 proportional to motor speed is induced in the armature.
The CEMF causes armature current to drop rapidly as the motor accelerates.
Armature current becomes constant when motor speed becomes constant.

Complete the following statements.

1. The CEM7 causes armature to drop rapidly as the
motor speeds up.

2. A shunt motor has two circcs--one through the
one through the

/////////////////////////////////////////1/1//////i//////////W//////////

1. current 2. Armature 3. field

18
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Prase 32

The field strength of too shunt motor remains constant. The operating
characteristics are quite different from those of the series motor. The
shunt motor has:

1. Low starting torque.

2. Good speed regulation.

The low starting torque does not mean the shunt. motor cannot be started
with a load. Instead, it indicates that given a series and shunt motor of
equal sise and horsepower, the series motor producer greater starting
torque.

1. Which typo of motor, the ear_ 3r shunt, produces the greater
starting torque?

2. Which typo of motor, he series or shunt, has the bettor speed
regulation?

//////////////////////////////////////)///////////////////////////////////

1. Series motor 2. Shunt motor

Frame 33

A shunt motor's direction of rotation is charged in the same manner
as the series motor, which is:

1. Reversing current flow in the armature. or

2. Reversing current flow in the field winding.

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

No Response Required
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Frame 34

In addition to the series and shunt motors there are also compound
motors. We won't go into a lengthy discussion of these motors °filer than
to point out the different trpet of compound motors.

CUMULATIVE-compound motors have both a series and a shunt field which
arc connected so that the series windings aid the shunt field. This motor
combines the characteristics of series and shunt motors. It is normally
used when a starting torque greater than that of a shunt motor and a fairly
constant speed are desired.

DIFFUENTIAL -compound motors are similar to cumulative-compound motors
in all respects except the field windings. In this type of motor the fields
are arranged so that the series fields oppose the maiu shunt field. This
weakens the main field and tends to increase the speed of the motor u the
load is increas.d. Due to this opposition, the field strength decreases
as armature current increases.

DIPPEIENTIAL- COMPOUNO
WOU 4O

CUMULATIVE-COMPOUND
WOUND

l////////1////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

No Response Required

S``1
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Frame 35

The accompanying diagrams show the operation of a typical DC motor.
As you study these diagrams, recall the theory of operation as was ex-
plained in the preceding frames.

21

X45

If any of these illustrations raise
the slightest question, go back
to the frames that explain the area
in which you are having difficulty.

No Response required
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Frame 36

At this point you have learned some of the differences associated with
the DC motors.

Match the letter of the motor types on the right with the DC motor char-
acteristics on the left.

1. Field winding connected in parallel
with :he armr',ure.

A. Series motor.

B. Shunt motor.
2. Field winding has only a few turns

of heavy wire.

3. Poor speed regulation.

4. Torque varies with current in the
armature.

S. Has low starting torque.

6. Ras highest starting torque.

7. Good speed regulation.

8. Large current when starting.

9.. Magnetic field remains constant.

10. Must operate under a load.

/////////////////////////////////////////////i////////////////////////41/

1. B 2 A 3. A 4. B 5. B 6. A 7. B 8. A 9. B 10. A

5.11;
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Via
Environmental Pneudraulics Branch 3A2R42331-WB-121
Chanute AFB, Illinois

DC MOTOR AND CONTROL CIRCUIT WIRING DIAGRAMS

OBSECTIVES

Using an electric diagram, identify a minimum of 8 out of 10
circuit malfunctions when given the cause and the circuit cm,,dition.

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue-

Color Pencils Set 1/student

INSTRUCTIONS

Pay close attention to all directions that you are given- in the
text. When performing in the text, such of tracing or answering
queations, if your response is incorrect, restudy the information.

'At the and of this workbook, you have a progress check, which
will be graded by your instructor.' If you are ready to begin, and
have no questions, proceed.with the lesson.

Exercise 1

1. Using a RED pencil, trace the following voltage sources on
figure 1.

a. -Trace from, .the bus bar tetpugh the circuit breaker,

(CB No. 1) along wire H1A18.to pole Al. With the circuit breaker
(CB) pushed in (closed), there will be a voltage potential (28V DC)
up to pole Al. A

(1) Voltage stops at A1 because relay #1 (R1) has not
been energized. The spring attached to the armature contact is holding
it away from contact A2 of R1, thereby breaking the electrical cir4it
between points Al and A2 of relay #1 (R1)-. Relay Rl'is called the

close relay.

b. Trace from the bus bar through the circuit breaker (CB
No. 2) along wire H5A18 to the pole of the control switch. With the
circuit breaker(CB) closed there will be a voltage potential up to

the pole of the control switch.

(1) Voltage stops at the pole unless the switch is placed

(moved) to either the OPEN or CLOSE position.

Supersedes 3ABR42331-WB-114, 5 January 1977.
OPR: 3370 TCETG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370TCHTG/TTGU-P - 300; TTVSA - 1
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c. Next trace from the bus bar through CB No. 3 along

wire R2A18 to'pole A.L. With the CB closed there will be a voltage
potential up to this point.

(1) Voltage stops at this point because R2 has not

been energised. The spring, attached to the armature contact is
holding it sway from contact A2 of,R2, thereby breaking the electrical
circuit betweAn points Al and k2 of relay 112 which is called the OPEN

relay.

d. Nov trace frpm the bus bar through CB No. 4 across wire

H7A113 to the pole of the TRANSFER switch. With the circuit breaker

closed and the TRANSFER switch in the OFF (open) position there will
be a voltage potential up to the ;witch.

SPRING r

AI
MARI

H501114 XI

CLOSE

0 OFF

O--HSCI$
OFEN

10 A 142A13

CO NO. 3

R.
*
CC

5A

CR NO. 4

RA/4KP
SWITCH NI,

N7A113 N7811

H5E111

X

X2

A2

RI Close Relay

R2 Open Relay

SPRING
82

DI

AI

H3AI$

H4AI$

X2
I 1--- 047C18N

TRANSFER RELAY
Figure 1.

After tracing the above diagram, turn the page and compare the
diavam tiat you have traced with the diagram on the following page.
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Confirmation for Exercise 1:

The bold lines in the diagram below indicate the circuit that you
should have traced.

10A

NO.1

NIAIS

SPRING r

Al

111H5018N XI

CONTROL CLOSEwat
0-- N5813

Cr.SASibmmur HUSS OMMIIMINI45 OFF
CS NO 2 0---145Cle

OPEN

0 A
CS NO. 3

142418

145EION

X

TRANSFER
SWITCH

TAM 0---- 447818

X2

X

1

AZ

RI Close Relay

RZ

Heavy solid line

is the RED line.

Open Relay

AI A2

N3A1

01---447CI8N

TRANSFER RELAY

XI

X2

R3

If your diagram WA correct, continue the exercises. If not, see

your instructor.
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Exercise 2

1. Using an ORANGE pencil, trace the vcwer on TRANSFER relay
circuit in figure 1.

Start from the voltage potential Otich is on the pole
(left side) of the transfer switch. Trace through.the switch across
wire H7B18 to point X1 of the TRANSFER relay (R3), through the coil of
the relay to X2, then along wire H7C18 to the common ground point. As
soon as the switen is turned on, you would send power over to X1 of
relay R3 coil.

(1) Relay R3 is now energized. By the term "energized"
we mean that the relay coil becomes a temporary magnet. With relay R3
energized the relay armature con'ects between Bl to E2, and Al to A2
will be pulled down toward the magnetized relay coil. The magnet is
strong enough to overcome the sprink, tension that normally holds the
armature contacts sway from contacts B2 and A2 of R3. Relay R. is
called the TRANSFER relay.

Note: Th' vertical dotted lines (running up and dowu) going
through the .slay coil up to and through the armature contacts
Al and A2, B1 and B2 indicates that when the relay becomes a
magnet anything connected to the dotted lines will be pulled
toward the magnet. Wnen the coil is not magnetized (without
current flow in the coil) the springs connected to armature
pull them away from B2 and A2 contacts. TL, dotted line indi-
cates mechanical linkage is used to p-11 the armatures down.

it*

5
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Ca NO 2

IO A .

NO 3

tr
(^

CONTROL
CLOSESWITCH N\a H5818

OFF

0--- H5C18
OPEN

HZA 18

X2

I H5EIRA xI

Close Relay

R2
Open Relay

TRANSFER
SWITCH ,,36,

SA H7818

RED Pig 1

Xi

I R3

X2 1

II H7C1ON 0
TRANSFER RELAY

Figure 2.

After t-,:acing tha above diagram, turn the page and compare the

diagram that you have traced with the diagram on the following page.



Confirmation for Exercise 2: g97

Ths bold lines in the diagram below indicates the circuit that you
should hsvN traced.

lei

C8 NO I

H141$

Iii-- HSOIaN

CONTROL
CLOSESWITCH 0-- H58I8

5 A HSAIS 0 OFF

C8 NO 2

0
C8

CB

10A 6-
NO. 3

NO 4

RED

H2 A le

0-- H5
OPEN

I H5EI8N

X2

RI Close Relay

Heavy solid line

is the RED and
R2 ORANGE line

Open Relay

'14 GNSF
SWITCH

H7418 =.04)........
ORANGE

H 7919

H3418

SPRING

RIN"..,..4

82

H4418 -

110H7CI8N

TRANSFER RELAY

AI

X I

0

0

X2

42
Note: The RED line is
a carry over from
exorcise 1.

If ;our diagram was cc,rrect, continue the exercises. If not, see
your instructor.
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Exercise 3

1. Using a BROWN pencil, trace the armature contacts of relay 3
to Chair energized position (DOWN, B1 to B2, Al to A2) on figure 3.

a. Remember: When the relay is "not energized" the spring
holds. the armature contacts to the OPEN position. When the relays
are energized the magnetic strength overcomes the spring tensir
and pulls the armature contacts award the relay coils.

SPRING

Al
10 A

Ce NO. I

A

CE NO 2

CB

RED Fig 1

H Ia

H5MeN

CONTROL.
CLOSESWITCH

HSElle

HSAIJI OFF0- H5C
OPEN

M A 0 H2A18

NO 3

RED Pig 1

RED Fig 1

TRANSFER
SWITC

SA

H NIL

H71310

4

ORANGE Fig 2

10 HsEleN

AI

SPRING"...

r

RI

R2

NSA'!

A?

HA le

a

XI

03

x2
NTCIIIN

v4gure 3. ! TRANSFER RELAY

Altai tracing thoehave diagram, turn the page and compare
the agrsm thatyou heirs traced with the diagram on the following
page .

8
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Confirmation for Smarties 3:

The bold lines (BROWN) in the diagram helot, indicate the circuit

that you should have traced.

10A

NO. I

ila11111.11=, MI A Nil

SPRING ...... 2
Al
0° 46.

111---N5W8N XI

cnotria. I

SWITCH CLOSE X2
10 N51318 --0

5 HI. ....-.0--.. OFF
NO 2 0 /45C111

OPEN X2 1

C8

4.

10A H2A11

NOS

RFX FIG 1

RED Fig 1

5A mnite

C8 NO

TRAMFIR

H5EiGN XI

RI

R2

1

Nrela

l R

ORANGE Fig 2 X2

j
I,4444' ..leN

1 TRANSFER RELAY

BROWN

If your diagram loss correct, continue the exercises. If not,

sot your instructor,
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Exercise 4

1. Using a BLUE pencil, trace motor #1 "Close" circuit. At this
point you must draw the control swi6ch to the "lose" position.

a. Start the trace from the pole (off) position of the
control switch to the close position. Trace from the close position
of the control switch along wire number H5B18 to X2 of relay #1. Trace
through the coil to point Xl, from X1 along wire H5D18N to the common
ground point.

(1) You now have a 28V DC potential applied to the relay
1, and a ground for it. From your previous study of relays, you know
that the relay will energizt. (as long as the circuir, is good) becoming
a temporary magnet and will pull the armature contact down toward the
coil making contact from Al to A2. This completer the voltage circuit
from circuit breaker #1 to the "Close" side of the motor.

b. Using a BLUE pencil, draw the contact of relay R1 to the
"down" position.

(1) As soon as the electrical path is made across Al
to A2 the voltage is impressed to pin "B" of the connector plug of
motor #1.

c. Again using the BLUE pencil, trace from A2 of Ri over
wire alB18 to B of the motor #1, through the limit switch contacts
the motor and down through the "Close" armature winding of the motor
to pii.. "L" over wire H6A18N to the common ground point.

(1) With paver applied to the "Close" winding in the
motor and a good ground wire the motor's armature would now rotate
and turn bot% a cam (see figu....2 4) And a valve.

(2) When the cam lobe rotates and presses the plunger
in the close limit switch to the arrow contact, it will shut off power

to the close winding.

10
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Confirmation for Exercise 4:

The bold lines in the diagram below indicate the circuit that you

should have traced.
41111101144..

03 0

L_ t_
1

O

4

L.

Note: The RED line is a carryover
from exercise 1.

It your diagram was correct, continue the exercises, If not, aee

your instructor.
12
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Confirmation fdr Exercise 4:

The bold lines in the diagram below indicate the circuit that you

should have traced.

0 UJ

------TtoNOtv9i4H;

1-z
0a
U

U

QzS

Note: The RED lino is a carryover1 from exercise 1.

z
1

If your diagram was correct, continue the exercises. If

your inetructor.
12
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Confirmation f?r Exercise 4:

Tha bold/1 in the diagram below indicate-ihe circuit that you ,1

should have ra

3

0

W

30

CD 0 4

If your diagram was

your instructor.

Note: The ?ED line is a carryover
from exercise 1.

"h.

correct, continue the exercises.
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Exercise 5

Turn to figure 5 and familiarise yourself thoroughly_ with the

basic parts of the DC motor valve assembly. This sketch shows only

the parts that concern us. Locate and identify each labeled part by

number.

Although this is a simple assembl, let's see how it works. As

the motor armature #1 rotates it will then turn the drive gears #2.
Ai the drive gears rotate, they in turn rotate the valve shaft #3.
At this point the valve shaft does two jobs. First, it turns the
valvo butterfly #4 either to the open or closed position. Second, it

turns the limit witch actuating cam lobe ;5. Examine the cam lobe
carefully and note what it looks like and where it is located; further
note that the cam lobe is a physical part of she valve shaft.

sts,

Figure 5 has a TOP view of the rotating shaft and the limit switch
actuation by cam lobe. Study the figure closely.

If you look on either side of the cam lobe you will see two
rectangular boxes. These are the "limit switches." One is called
the "open" limit switch and the other is calla- the "close" limit
switch.

NOTE THAT THE CAM LOBE IS PERFECTLY CENTERED BETWEEN THE OPEN
AND CLOSE LIMIT SWITCHES.

2
We discuss the limit switches more depth later, first

complete the following. Turn \to figure 5A and label the parts of thern

DC motor assembl . If you encounter any difficulty in labeling the
parts refer back igure 5 and become more familiar with them. When

you complete labs refer to figure 5 to check your ansars. When

'IP you successfully camp ed this bask, go oe-to verelse 6.
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Figure 5a.

After completing the above, turn to figure 5 and compare your work.
If your work is correct, continue with the exercises.
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Exercise 6

1. As you recall from the preceding projects, we discussed the

location of the limit switches in conjunction with the DC motor valve

assembly. Now you will learn exactly vhat a limit switch is, how it

works, and why it is used.

a. f. .imit switch is a device which is used to limit or

stop something from running. An example would be an electrical motor.

When a valve assembly goes to full travel (either full open or full

closed) you do not want the motor to continue to run. Simply stated

we could say a motor is like a "door." Once it is closed it's closed,

once it is open it's opened, so why waste more energy trying to close

or ope- something when it has already traveled to its full position.

b. A limit switch is used to stop the valve assembly from

trying to go past the ful/y "closed or opened" position. The limit

switch accomplishes this by removing power from either of the armature

windings. If we did not stop motor travIl the motor would overwork

and probably burn up.

2. Refer to figure 6 and locate wire H1B18. If we were to send

a 28V DC potential to point B of the motor, power would be impressed

across the "Close" armature winding of the motor to ground. Remember,

when the armature is energized, the armature will start rotating the

valve shaft, turning the cam lobe. As the "cam" lobe leaves the neutral

position (by the arrow) note that it is turning toward the close limit

switch. Dotted lines indicate the previous position of the cam lobe.

Only the wiring that is necessary for this explanation is shown.

a. Refer to figure 6a and notice what happens to the cam

lobe and limit switch after the motor has traveled full closed.

28 VOC HI818

_L--
H6A18N----

LIMIT SWITCHES - SPRING LOADED TO
POSITION SHOWN (OUT POSITION)

CLOSE
LIMIT

SWITCH

NEUTRAL
POSITION

a OPEN
0 LIMIT

SWITCH

Figure 6.
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b. As the valve assembly tinally closes, notice that tne cam
lobe has rotated around and has depressed (pushed in) the closed limit

switch button. If you study figure 6a very closely, you will notice

that the cam lobe has depressed the limit switch spring and contact.
By this action the voltage is removed from the "close" armature winding.
As was stated previously one of the purposes of a limit switch is to

stop a valve fr ening or closing too far. We do this simply by

removing the power om the motor.

(1) Also note that with the close limit switch button
depressed the 28V DC power has been re-routed to pin D and then along
wire Oh3A18; this wire indicates that it goes to another motor (motor
#2). There is nothing to say that we can't use the 28V DC for other
systems after it does its primary job. But remember, if the primary
system does not operate, there is no way that power can be re-routed.

28 VOC HI818

d

N

H 3 A 18

V
TO OPEN
SIDE OF

MO roa NO 2 N6A' 8N E

CAM LOBE
ROTATION

a.

r.4

CLOSE
LIMIT

SWITCH

a. OPEN
LIMIT

SWITCH

Figure 6a.

c. Now you know why the closed limit switch is used; it
is to prevent our DC motor assembly from rennin; too far closed. Its

secondary purpose is to control another motor circuit.

d. Now let's see what will happen if you apply voltage to

the "open" side of the circuit. We will start from the full close

position and go to the full open. Refer to figure 6b.

(1) Assume now that you energize a circuit and send
power in on wire number H2818 to pin A of the motor, through the open

armature winding to the ground. As the armature starts to rotate
toward open, the valve shaft and cam lobe start turning (dotted lines
& direction of arrow).

(2) Note that as the cam lobe is turned the "Close"
limit switch button is released. Remember, these switches are spring

loaded.

17
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28 VOC

29
VDC

H2818

H4A18

TO CLOSE SIDE
MOTOR NO. 2

operation again.

CAM LOBE
ROTATION

CLOSE
LIMIT

SWITCH

28VDC e-N

Figure 6b.

OPEN
LIMIT
SWITCH

(a) This action sets the "close side" up for

(3) As the cam lobe reaches full travel (shown by solid
cam lobe) the limit switch button has been depressed and as a result:

(a) power is removed from the open armature winding.

(b) power is re-routed along wire number H4A18 to
the close side of motor #2.

e. To better understand limit switch operation refer to
the electrical display box #8 (located in e.le classroom). Locate the
microswitch cam. Physically turn the round black knob (this normally
would be armature rotating) and actuate the limit switches. Observe
the action.

3. With your knowledge of how a limit switch operates and why
it is used, continue with your color tracing in exercise 7.

18



Exercise 7 863

Note: you have already applied power to motor valve 111 on the close

aide in figure 4. Let us now say that the valve is fully closed and

the LIMIT switch is depressed.

1. Using a BLUE pencil, trace motor valve 112 OPEN circuit.

a. Draw the CLOSE LIMIT switch in the depressed position in
figure 7 then trace from the LIMIT switch contact to point "D" of the

motor.

b. Next trace from point "I," of motor valve #1 along wire
H3A18 to Al of relay R3.

(1) Back in exercise 3 you have already energized relay
#3, so the contacts of the relay are down and ready to transfer voltage
across Al to A2 and on to motor valve #2.

c. Trace across the contacts of relay R3 from Al to A2.

d. Trace from A2 along wire H3B18 to point "A" of motor valve
#2 connector plug.

e. Nov trace from "A" of the connector plug of motor valve
#2 through the LIMIT switch contacts, on through the OPEN FIELD winding
of the motor. Trace from the field winding to point "E" of the connector
plug. From point "E" along wire H6B18N to the common ground.

(1) Stop a minute and examine what you have done thus
far in the text.

(a) You have applied power to your circuits. You
put the power to work by closing motor valve #1. If you examine your
circuit you will note that by closing motor valve #1 you OPENED motor
valve #2 through the use of the LIMIT switch if the TRANSFER switch is
CLOSED.

Note: Confirmation page for exercise 7 is identified with "BLUE
FIG 7" and an arrow pointing to the heavy bold line. The other
heavy bold lines are identified by their color and the figure
on which you have traced the circuit. You may refer back to these
figures as needed.

19
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Exercise 8

1. Using a GREEN pencil, trace motor #1 "open" circuit.

a. Trace from the pole "OFF" position of the control switch

to the "OPEN" position of the control switch.

b. Trace from the open position of the control switch along

wire #H5C18 to X2 of relay #2, through the coil to point Xl. Trace

from X1 along wire HS 18N to the common ground point.

c. Using the green pencil, draw the contact of relay #2 to

the "UP" position (Al to A2).

(1) As soon as the electrical path is made across Al

to A2, the voltage potential that was up to Al is impressed across

the path from Al to A2 than to th.i motor.

d. Trace from point A2 along wire H2B18 to A of the

connector plug of motor #1, then through the limit switch contacts

and on through the open field winding of the motor to point E.

ground.

e. Trace from point E along wire H6A18N to the common

(1) With power applied to the open winding and a good

ground, the motor armature would begin to rotate and open the valve.

"\.

Note: Before continuing with the rest of the tracing, refer

back to exercise 6 describing the operation of the open limit

switch, then continue with this exercise.

f. There are a few items that you should note about the

combined operation of the two motors. They are:

(1) The top motor (motor #1) controls the bottom motor

(motor #2) through the open or close limit switches.

(2) If for any reason motor #1 does not operate (run),

there is no way that motor #2 can operate.

(3) The two motors operate
opposite of each other; when,

motor valve #1 runs to the open position, motor valve #2 runs to the

close position.

(4) When motor #1 runs to the close position motor #2

runs to the open position.

(5) Motor #2 DOES NOT control motor #1. If only motor

valve #2 fails to OPEN,and/or CLOSE, it will not affect motor valve #1.

Note: If there is any doubt in your mind pertaining to the motor

operation at this point, go back over ALL the preceding exercises.
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Exercise 9

Note: You have already applied power to motor #1 on the OPEN
side on figure 8. Let's now say that the motor is finally open
and the limit switch has been depressed.

1. Using a GREEN pencil, trace motor #2 "Close" circuit.

a. Draw the depressed OPEN limit witch from the limit
switch to point C of the connector plug on motor valve #1.

b. Trace from point C of motor #1 along wire #H4A18 to
point 81 of relay #3. In exercise 3 you have already energized relay
43, so the contacts of the relay are down, and ready to transfer the
voltage to motor #2.

c. Trace across the contacts of relay #3 from Bl to B2.

d. Trace from B2 along wire #H4B18 to point B of motor #2,

e. Now trace from point B of the connector plug of motor
42 through the limit switch contacts through the close field winding
of the motor at point E.

f. Trace from point E of the motor along wire H611611 to
the common ground point. Again let's see what you have done. You
have turned the control switch to the OPEN position. In turn you
OPENED motor #1 and CLOSED motor #2.
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Using figure 10 and figure 11, you will identify the circtlit

malfunction(s) in the DC motor control circuit which are all caused

by open circuit(s). You will place an "X" in the block which will

give you the correct circuit malfunction. The :irst one (1) has been

done for you. The second one you must do for practice and have it
checked by your instructor before you progress to the problems in

the progress check.

PRACTICE PROBLEM 1

First look at figure 11 and find practice problem 1 and then,

using figure 10, look for problem #1 in the DC reversible motor con-

trol circuit. After you have found #1 on figura 10, you will see

that it points to an open ground for motor valve #1. Remember that

all the problems given in this exercise are open circuits.

1. Figure 11 gives you the answer sheet for practice problem #1.

2. Figure 10 gives you the location of the open circuit H6A18N

ground for motor valve #1.

Note: An "OPEN CIRCUIT" may be a condition of an electrical
circuit caused by the breaking of continuity of one or more

of the conductors of the circuit; usually an undesired condi-

tion. It may also be a circuit which does not provide a

complete path for current to flow.

3. The left column of figure 11 gives the circuit condition

for each open circuit (control switch closed and R3 energized). In

problem #1 the open ground circuit will not allow the electrons for

flow, thus affecting both the CLOSE and OPEN windings (load) of the

motor. You also know from exercise 8 if motor valve #1 fails to

operate motor #2 will also fail to operate. With this in mind select

the correct circuit malfunction given at the top of figure 11 by placing

an "X" in the correct block, which has already been done for you.

The selection made is circuit malfunction (motor valve #1 and #2

inoperative). This is the only complete and correct answer because

the motor ground is for both the OPEN and CLOSE windings, this causing

motor valve #1 to be completely inoperative. Because motor valve #1

must operate before motor valve #2, motor valve #2 is also inoperative.

The above circuit malfunction will result regardless of the control

switch position (close or open).

You might have selected circuit malfunction (motor #1 will not

close and motor #2 will not open) which is only half (1/2) correct.

This states only half of what is wrong with each motor valve. You

must remember the motor valve grounds will affect both the open and

close operation of its motor.

Note: Be very CAREFUL in selection of the circuit malfunctions.

They must describe exactly what is malfunctioning, nothing more

or less. Also always note the posit-ton of the control and

transfer switches given in the circuit condition column in

figure 1.
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PRACTICE PROBLEM #2

First look at figure 11 and find practice problem 2 and then

using figure 10, look for problem #2 in the DC motor control circuit.

After you have found #2 on figure 10, you will see that it points to

motor 2 open control circuit. Remember all the problems given are

open circuits.

1. Figure 11 gives you the answer sheet for practice problem #1.

2. Figure 10 gives you the location of the open circuit H3A18

for motor #2 open circuit.

3., The left column of figure 11 gives the circuit condition for

each open circuit (control switch closed and R3 energized). Problem #2

open circuit will not allow the electrons tc flow, thus affecting only

the open winding in motor 2 with R3 energized. You know from the past

exercises that if R3 is energized and motor 1 will close the valve

normally that motor 2 is to open its valve. With this in mind, select

the correct circuit malfunction given at the top of figure 11 by

placing an "X" in the correct block. Your instructor will grade your

work and initial it if you are to progress to the next five problems.

The next five problems will not be done any place but in the

classroom and under the supervision of the instructor. You will not

do these problems in the barracks or at home. You must identify a

minimum of 8 out of 10 circuit malfunctions correctly. Your instructor

must check your work after the first five problems. If your instructor

says your work is satisfactory the instructor will initial your work

allowing you to progres &. If the instructor says your work is unsatis-

factory, it will not be initialed and you will folic 7 the instructions

of the instructor.
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OBJECTIVE

3ABR42331-WB-114A

DC MOTOR AND CONTROL CIRCUIT TROUBLESHOOTING

Using DC motor control circuit, electrzal diagrams, and multi-

meter, locate and record a minimum of 4 of the 5 troubles.

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

Trainer,P/N 18501387, DC 1/student

Reversible Motor System

Multimeter 1/student

CAUTION: Remove watches, rings, bracelets,. etc., before

starting any work on the equipment. It is also a good,safety

practice to work on the equipment with one hand. This practice

reduces the chances of receiving an electrical shock to some

vital body organ when working with electricity.

PROCEDURE

The first seven pages will be done without the trainer. They

may be done in the lab and/or classroom at the descretion of the

instructor(s). Page 8 on will be done in the lab. After you get

to the lab ask the lab instructor to assign you a trainer to :omplete

the workbook and progress check. You will also need a multimeter.

Follow the procedures that are given 1,n each exercise. ,

When you leave your trainer for,a scheduled or unscheduled break,

insure that the following procedures are done before you leave.

1. Place the CONTROL SWITCH to the OFF or center position.

2. Place the TRANSFER SWITCH to the OFF position.

3. Secure your multimeter during this period.

a. Insure the controls on the meter are properly set

for storage.

b. Leave the test leads attached to the meter.

Wrap the test leads around the meter.

d. Place the meter on the locker shelf.

4. When you return from your break take the same meter from

the locker and go back to work.
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1. Before stting with the troubleshooting exercise, thoroughly
refamiliarize yourself with the operation of the voltmeter.

a. In order for the multimeter to read voltage (AC or DC)
there must be power applied ,to the circuit to have a voltage potential

or a difference between a positive point and a negative point.

(1) TO better understand what is meant by this, look

at figure I below and continue reading.

(2) If the voltmeter leads were placed into the circuit
as shown in figure 1, the meter would indicate a "0" (zero) voltage

reading The reason is because the wire between the two leads allows
the same v4tags (pressure) to enist at both ends of it. Because its

the same at both ends, the UK -dr cannot measure a difference.

VOLTMETER
"7' METER INDICATES

"0" VOLTS

p
0

E
R

8
U

+ 28 V

Figure 1.

Id
xi

Relay
13

Coil

X2

Note: Alsiays place the negative (black) lead at the most negative

(-) point and the positive (red) lead at the most positive (1)

point.

(3) In figure 1 locate the 28V DC bus (+) and note that
the wire coming off the bus is merely an extension of the positive power
source going through a protective device (CB). Therefore, the wire is

as equally positive'at the power bus as it is at the pole of the switch.

b. Now let's look the negative side of the circuit.

Refer to figure 2. If you were to place the meter leads in the circuit

as shown, the meter also would give an indication of "0" volts.
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a
V
D

METER INDICATES

"0" VOLTS

Figure 2.

(1) As you know there must be a voltage potential
and/or drop in the circuit for the voltmeter to read. This normally

caused by resistance (load) between the red and black leads when they

are connected in a circuit.

(2) The ground wire is hooked from point X1 of the

relay coil to the (4----) ground point.

Note: BecausJ of the reading of zero voltage in figures 1 and 2

these two wires are GOOD circuits WITHOUT opens.

c. IF you had a voltage reading on the negative side of

the circuit in figure 2, which you should NOT have, it would stand

to reason that something must be wrong with tae circuit, but what?

.1) Refer to figures 2 and 3 and note in figure 3 that

th ground wire for this circuit is broken (which will automatically

make the circuit not work). Note the way the meter is connected in

figure 3. The 28V DC reading is caused by the (high resistance) open

wire in the ground circuit.

(a) There is a definite vc.tage difference

in the ground circuit in figure 3.

(b) Orly one side of the broken ground circuit

in figure 3 is iiow physically connected to just the positive side (+)

of the circuit. This is the part of the ground circuit connected

to X2 of the relay coil.

(c) The other side of the broken grcund circuit

in figure 3 is Physically connected tc the negative siae () ground

point of thesaircuit. 492



METER INDICATES
28 VDC

Figure 3.

SWITCH

(d) The black meter lead is connected to the
negative side in figures 2 and 3.

(e) The red meter lead is connected to the

positive side in figures 2 and 3.

1 The meter readb _.- difference between

the two points (+ to -). This is because of the broken ground wire.
If the wire was not broken you would have the conditions as shown
in figure 2, a good circuit.

METER INDICATES
28 VuC

BLACK LEAD

Figure +.

5
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d. Now let's see how the meter MUST be connected to the

circuit to get a voltage reading. In figure 4 note that the black

meter lead has been placed at the common ground point, further

note that the RED meter lead is placed at the circuit breaker

checkpoint.

(1) The voltmeter in figure 4 will now indicate a

reading of 28V DC. Why? This is because of the distinct difference

between the (+) and (-) points caused by the resistance (relay coil)

between the two meter test points in the circuit. This voltage

reading is obtained with power on.

2
8

V
D
C

RED LE <!

METER INDICATEST-2), 28 VDC
BLACK LEAD

My) XI

Figure 5.

X2

Rei).
coil

(2) In figure 5 there is infinity resistance in the

open contacts of the switch. The open in the switch is a NORMAL

condition if the switch is turned to the OFF position. This causes

the meter to read 28V DC as shown in figure 5. Remember back in

figure 4 the mtLer also read 287 DC. This was with the switch closed

and the reading was caused by the resistance of the load (relay coil).

Note: Compare the polarities
(+) and (-) on X2 from figures 4

and 5. They changed because of the switch position.

e. Let's take another reading of this circuit in figure 6.

Take a reading from X2 of the relay to the ground point. Note in

figure 6 how the meter leads are connected.
The black at the most

negative (-) point and the RED at the most positive (+) point in the

circuit being measured.

(1) Again the meter will indicate a reading of 28V DC.

Because here again there is a difference in potential between the

positive (+) and negative (-) sides of the circuit, which is the relay

coil (load).
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METER INDICATES
28 VDC

tag

Figure 6.

NOTE AND REMEMBER: In order for the multimeter to indicate
voltage, there must be a voltage potential or a difference
between positive ( +) and negative (-) which 's normally caused
by a resistance (load, open, high resistance, etc.) between them.
When you start to take a voltage reading, you should "automatically
ground" your black meter lead.
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Exercise 1

Caution: lemove watches, rings, bracelets, etc., before

starting any work on the trainer. It is also a poet safety

practice to work on the trainer with only one hand. This

practice reduces the chances of receiving an electrical shock

to some vital body organ when working with voltage.

1. Trainer Troubleshooting: Before you can effectively

troubleshoot the DC motor trainer, you must become thoroughly

familiar with the normal operation of the system. An operational

checkout MUST be performed prior to troubleshooting to determine

the condition of the system and to help you locate exactly which

portion of the system is defective. Knowing when and how the

systems operate normally is the key to successful troubleshooting.

2. Follow the procedures below and perform an operational

check of the system with relay R3 energized.

a. Insure all (4) circuit breakers are pulled out.

b. Place control switch in the OFF position.

c. Place transfer switch in the OFF position.

d. Place all trouble switches toggles to the OUT

position. These are located on the back of the trainer.

e. Insure trainer is plugged in.

f. Push in all four (4) circuit breakers. This supplies

28V DC for the system.

g. Place the TRANSFER switch to the ON position. Leave

the TRANSFER switch ON for exercise 1. When the TRANSFER switch

is turned ON relay #3 will be energized.

Note: If you have any questions at this time see your lab

instructor. As you perform each of the following steps, place

an X in the blank that correctly indicates relay or motor

position. You will observe the motor valve operation and also

study the electrical diagram on the trainer to answer the

questions.

h. Place the CONTROL switch to the CLOSE position and

insure the TRANSFER switch is in the ON position.

(1) Which relay should and did energize?

(a) Relay #1 (close relay)

(b) Raley #2 (open relay)

S96
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(2) Which motor valve opened?

(a) Motor valve #1

(b) Motor valve #2

(3) Which motor valve closed?

(a) Motor valve #1

(b) Motor valve #2

(4) Should R3 be energized?

(a) No

(b) Yes

i. Place the CONTROL switch in the OPEN position and insure
the TRANSFER switch is in the ON position.

(1) Which relay should and did energize?

(a) Relay #1 (close relay)

(b) Relay #2 (open relay)

(2) Which motor valve opened?

(a) Motor valve #1

(b) Motor valve #2

(3) Which moan valve closed?

(a) Motor valve #1

(b) Motor valve #2

(4) Should R3 be energized?

(a) No

(b) Yes

This completes the operational check procedures with R3 energized,
now compare your answers to those given. This way you will know that

the trainer is operating normally.



gas
Correct responses to Exercise 1:

h. (1) a i. (1)

(2) b (2) a

(3) a (3) b

(4) b (4) b

If all of your answers agree with those given above, you are now

ready to ,,egin operational check with transfer switch OFF (R3

deenergized). If your answers do not agree, perform the operational

check again or ask your instructor for assistance.

Exercise 2

1. Following the procedures below, perform an operational check

of the system with relay R3 deenergized.

a. Insure all circuit breakers are in and power is applied

to the trainer.

b. Place the TRANSFER switch to the OFF position.

c. Place the CONTROL switch in the OFF position.

d. Insure all trouble switches toggles are to the OUT

position. These are located on the back of the trainer.

Note: If you have any questions at this time see your lab

instructor. As you perform each of the following steps, place

an X in the blank that correctly indicates relay or motor

position. You will observe the motor valve operation and also

study the electrical diagram on the trainer to answer the questions.

e. Place the CONTROL switch to the CLOSE position, and

insure the TRANSFER switch is in the OFF position.

(1) Which relay should and did energize?

(a) Relay #1 (close relay)

(b) Relay #2 (open relay)

(c) Relay #3 (transfer relay)

(2) Should motor valve #2 have opened?

(a) No

(b) Yes

(3) Should motor valve relay #2 have closed?

(a) No

(b) Yes

10
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(4) Should motor valve #1 have opened?

(a) No

(b) Yes

(5) Did motor valve #1 close?

(a) No

(b) Yes

(6) Is relay R2 energized?

(a) No

(b) Yes

(7) Is relay R3 energized?

(a) No

(b) Yes

f. Place the CONTROL switch to the OPEN position, and
insure the TRANSFER switch is in the OFF position.

(1) Which relay is energized?

(a) Relay #1 (close relay)

(b) Relay #2 (open relay)

(c) Relay #3 (transfer relay)

(2) Should motor #2 valve have opened?

(a) No

(b) Yes

(3) Should motor valve #2 have closed?

(a) No

(b) Yes

(4) Should motor #1 valve have opened?

(a) No

(b) Yes

(5) Should motor valve #1 have closed?

(a) No

(b) Yes

(6) Is relay R1 energized?

(a) No

(b) Yes

11
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(7) Is relay R3 energized?

(a) No

(b) Yes

This completes the operational check procedures with R3 deenergized,

now compare your answers to those given. This way you will know that

the trainer is operating normally.

Correct responses to Exercise 2:

e. (1) a f . (1) b

(2) a (2) a

(3) a (3) a

(4) a (4) b

(5) b (5) a

(6) a (6) a

(7) a (7) a

Exercise 3

If you are thoroughly familiar with the normal operation of the

system you will now start with troubleshooting. 11 you are in doubt

z.bout the normal operation of the system, see your lab instructor.

1. Follow the procedures below to program a cause for a mal

function in the trainer.

a. Insure power is connected to the trainer. See your lab

instructor if needed.

position.

b. Insure the CONTROL switch is in the OFF or center

c. Insure TRANSFER switch is in the OFF position.

d. Insure the circuit breakers (CB) are pushed in.

e. Sign out a multimeter and insure it is properly set up

and leads connected to the meter. Place the meter in the meter box

on top of the trainer.

Note: As you can see on the wiring diagram, the bus bar has 28V

DC and the multimeter must be set up for these values.

f. Insure that all the trouble switches on the back of the

trainer are in the OUT position.

g. Now place trouble switch #2 on the back of the trainer

to the IN position.

12
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Exercise 4

1. Now you are ready for the operational check of the system.
Remember you are now looking for a visual malfunction of the valve(s)
during the operational check.

Note: You are going to use trouble switch #2 on the back of the
trainer for the first practice malfunction. The trouble switch
on the back of the trainer when placed to the "IN" position will
place a trouble in the electrical control circuit giving a mal-

function. Because the location of the cause for the malfunction
is unknown to you in the circuit, you will need to perform a
complete operational check and then troubleshoot the malfunctioning
circuit with a multimeter. Once you have moved a trouble switch
to the IN position you will leave it there until this workbook
and/or instructor instructs you otherwise.

a. Place the CONTROL switch to the OPEN position.

(1) What has happened? Motor valve #1 should be in
OR is going to the OPEN position. Is this normal operation? From
your studies you know it is correct.

b. ?lace the TRANSFER switch to the ON position.

(1) What has happened?. Motor valve #2 should be in
OR is going to the CLOSE position. Is this normal operation? From
your studies you know it is correct. (Motor valve #1 OPENS and then

motor valve #2 CLOSES.)

Note: You can look through the clear plastic cover on motor
valve #1 and observe the action of the armature shaft rotating
the cam lobe toward the limit switch. On both motor valve
assemblies you can observe the valve butterfly movement through
the clear plastic covers.

c. Place the TRANSFER switch in the OFF position and
CONTROL switch in the CLOSE position.

(1) What happened' Motor valve #1 should but did not

CLOSE. The TRANSFER switch is in the OFF position which will not

allow motor valve #2 to operate.

(2) Refer to the practice problem chart on page 17.
Make the correct entry under the malfunction OFF column. The entries
made will be one of the letters shown below in that chart which
identifies the correct malfunction. Trouble switch #2 has already

been completed. The letter G (motor valve #1 will not close) is

entered in the OFF column. This is because the TRANSFER switch is

in the OFF position.

d. Insure the control Twitch is in the CLOSE position and
place the TRANSFER switch in the ON position.

13
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(1) What happened? Motor valve #1 would be but is not

CLOSED and motor valve #2 did not OPEN. This is the observable mal-

function because you can see what_ DID NOT happen through the plastic

covers on the motor valve assemhltes. (Motor valve #1 will not CLOSE

and motor valve #2 will not OPEN.)

(2) Refer to the practice chart on page 17. Make the

correct entry under the malfunction ON column. The entry made will

be one of the letter(s) shown below the chart which gives the correct

malfunction. The letter A (motor valve #1 will not CLOSE and motor

valve #2 will not OPEN) is entered in the ON column.

(3) This observable malfunction should tell you that

the CAUSE of the malfunction is in the CLOSE control circuit for motor

valve #1. As you know, motor valve #1 must complete an operation

before motor valve #2 will operate.

Exercise 5

1. Now you are ready to troubleshoot the control circuit and

to find the CAUSE for the observable malfunction (motor valve #1 will

not CLOSE and motor #2 will not OPEN). You will use the voltage

measuring method of troubleshooting. This procedure starts at the

connector plug of the malfunctioning unit (load) or motor winding.

You will take the first voltage measurement on the positive side
Having the correct

amount of power in the positive circuit up to the malfunctioning

unit (load) indicates that the positive circuit is OK. This first

voltage check taken at the plug will tell you to continue trouble-

shooting the positive (close) control circuit or troubleshoot the

ground circuit. IF the voltage reading is below the required value

of 28V DC, you would continue troubleshooting in the positive (close)

control circuit. IF the required value of 28V DC is measured you

would then check out the ground circuit for the malfunctioning load.

Follow the following instructions to solve for the cause of the

a. Connect the BLACK lead from the meter to the common

ground point on the trainer. This point is located on the frOnt

of the trainer between the two motor valve units. The BLACK lead will

stay there during the following voltage measurements.

(1) This is the common ground for all units (relays

and motors) in the control circuit.

b. Use the RED lead and measure the applied voltage on

the positive side of the malfunctioning unit (load).

(1) The failing unit (load) is the close T. ,,ing in

the motor #1.

(2) Because BOTH valve motors failed to operate as

recorded in the practice problem chart, you must start troubleshooting

with motor valve #1. This Ls because motor #1 must complete its

function BEFORE motor valve #2 can operate.
14
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(3) You will begin measuring on the positive side of
the malfunctioning load. Use pin B on the connector plug of the
motor valve #1 for this. ,Place the RED lead on pin B and read the
meter. Pin B is connected to the motor winding on the positive side.

(4) The meter reading on point B on motor valve #1
is OV DC (should be 28V,DC) and this OV DC indicates the positive
(CLOSE) control circuit has failed. This means you will now trouble-
shoot only in the positive (CLOSE) control circuit for the CAUSE
for the malfunction.

Note: IF at point B you had a normal voltage reading of 28V DC,
this reading would indicate a good positive CLOSE control cir-
cuit and then you would check out the ground circuit (point E
motor valve #1). You will check out the ground circuit ONLY IF
the positive circuit is OK.

c. Because you now know the malfunction is in the positive
CLOSE control circuit, you must move the RED lead to the next point
(junction) A2 of Rl. Remember because of the low voltage you are
looking for the 28V DC power in the circuit. You will have to
follow wire H1B18 to junction A2. The meter reading at A2 is also
OV DC and this should tell you to move across the armature of the
relay to Al.

Note: Why? Because the voltage comes from the bus bar and you
will troubleshoot from the load to the power source, trying to
find where the 28V 0C power has stopped in the positive control
circuit before it reaches the load. This location will help
you identify tkomcause.

d. The next check point (junction) is Al of Rl. This

meter reading on Al of 28V DC indicates that from this point to the
1QA circuit breaker is a good circuit, and you will not need to
check the voltage at the circuit breaker.

Note: Remember voltage, power, current will not at anytime FLOW
through OR in the dotted one in the relay symbol.

e. The power on one side of the relay armature, (point Al)
but NOT on the other side (point A2) indicates the armature didn't
CLOSE.

f. To-find out why the relay armature didn't close you
must now troubleshoot the positive relay control circuit. Being
that the relay coil is a load on this circuit you will now trouble-
shoot by measuring with the RED lead at the positive side of the
relay coil (load) connection, X2 of.Rl. The meter reading at point

X2 of R1 is 28V DC. This indicates the positive circuit for the relay
coil is functioning normally.

Note: Only IF point X2 of R1 was reading OV DC would this
indicate a failing positive circuit for the relay coil. IF
this was the case, You would continue troubleshooting further
into the positive relay circuit, through the control switch to

15
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and through the circuit_breaker TF needed. flememberl, only IF

both' positive and negative circuits checked out OK for the
relay coil, then the load (coil) itself may have failed

internally and yoii would replace it.

g. You should have checked out the positive side of the

circuit to the relay coil and found it is OK. NoW, because the relay

is still inoperative you must check out the-negative circuit of the

relay coil.- Thisis done by measuring, the voltage at X1 of Rl. You

should normally read OV DC but you find an unwanted 28V DC power at

this point, this indicates an open ground circuit for the relay

coil. Remember, without the relay functioning correctly it will

cause a malfunction on motor valve #1.

(1) Identify the malfunction by writing in the letter(s)

Which identifies the malfunction. Only one letter in each column if

required. (These have already been done for you.)

(2) Complete the cause columns by writing in the

(type of trouble) and (unit or wire nunber). These have already

been done for you.

(3) See your lab instructor if you have any questions

at this time.

h. Referring to the practice chart on page 17 and you will

find all the required entries already made for trouble switch #2.

Study the entries made to acquire knowledge on how to make the

entries'for the remaining trouble switches. You will also find that

you have two (2) malfunction columns. You will complete both

columns as needed.

Exercise 6

You have completed troubleshooting trouble #2. You should be able

to troubleshoot a malfunction on your own at this time. You may ask

for assistance from the lab instructor, if necessary.

1. Follow the procedures below to troubleshoot a malfunction

in the trainer that you will do for practice.

a. Insure power is connected to the trainer. See your lab

instructor if needed.

b. Insure CONTRt,.. switch is in the OFF or center position.

c. Insure TRANSFER switch is in the OFF position.

d. Insure circuit breakers are pushed in.

e. Insure multimeter is properly set up and leads are con-

nected to the meter.

f.- Insure that all the TROUBLE switches on the back of the

trainer are in the OUT position.

16
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g. See the instructor to have a TROUBLE switch # entered

in for the practice problem and progress check charts on pages 17
and 19.

h. Now place the TROUBLE switch I entered on the practice
problem chart to the IN position on the back of the trainer.

2. Perform an operational check.

3. Complete both malfunction columns transfer switcn "ON" and

"OFF required. (If there is an X in one of the blocks, no entry

is required.)

4. Troubleshcoting thitcircuit(s) for the cause.

5. Complet( both CAUSE columns

6. Check he wire number against your entry in trie malfunction

.lolumns fora recheck of your work. Note: Remember how you did

your wiring diagram workbook in the classroom, use that knowledge

to cross check is work.

7. Have your instructor check and initial your work before

progression. If your work ist7rect follow the instruction given
by the instructor.

Practice Problems

Ttouble Malfunction Cause

glitch
Number

Transfer Switch Type of trouble
open, short, etc.

Unit or wire
NumberON OFF

2 I A G open H5D18N

A. Motor 1 will not close and motor 2 will not open.

B. Motor 1 will not open and motor 2 will not close.

C. Motor 1 and 2 inoperative.

D. Motor 2 will not open.

E. Motor 1 inoperative.

F. Motor 2 inoperative.

G. Motor 1 will net close.

H. Motor 1 will not open.

I. Motor 2 will not close.
17
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Note: The circuit malfunction must describe exactly what is

malfunctioning, nothing more or less. Always note the position

of the control switch, transfer switch, and motor limit switch.

Instructor's Initials
Practice Problem Grade

If your lab instructor signs off your practice work you will be

assigned your progress check material.

Exercise 7

PROGRESS CHECK INSTRUCTIONS

This progress check will require you to correctly solve a minimum

of 4 out f the 5 problems given. This should be accomplished in much

the same manner as the practice problems. The instructor will check

and initial your work after the 5 problems are graded and passed. If

you have missed more than one (1) rroblem you will follow the initruc

tions of your lab instructor.

You will-not communicate (tail etc.) with other students during

the progress check without your lab instructor's permission.

You will not use fellow students' work to solve the problems in

this progress check.

You must satisfactorily complete this progress check before further

progression to other lab troubleshooting projects.

Note: If any part of the answers (cause or malfunction) to the

trouble switch * is wrong, the instructor will mark the whole

trouble switch entry incorrect. Thi,, means YOU will have to

find what part or parts of the cause c' malfunction is incorrect

for that trouble switch.

Students will please complete the following (print).

STUDENT'S NAME
Last First

DATE PROMESS CHECK STABTE7

906
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PROGRESS CHECK

Trouble
Switch
N .,er

Malfunction Cause -Instructor

assist InitialTransfe
ON

Switch
OFF

Type of trouble
o.en,short,etc.

Unit or wire
number 1st 2nd

...P-

A. Motor valve 1 will not close and motor valve 2 will not open.

B. Motor valve 1 will not open and motor valve 2 will not close.

C. Motor valve 1 and 2 inoperative.

D. Motor valve 2 will not open.

E. Motor valve 1 inoperative.

F. Motor valve 2 inoperative.

G. Motor valve 1 will not close.

H. Motor valve 1 will not ',pen.

I. Motor valve 2 will not close.

Before you have your instructor check your work, recheck it your
self like you did in the practice problems.

Instructor's Initials Complete Progress Check Grade

Whether you have failed or passed this progress check, you will
follow the instructions given to you by the lab and/or classroom

instructor.

19
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If you hers satisfactorily completed the progress check, store your

multimeter and trainer in the following way.

1. Pull out all the circuit breakers (4) each.

2. Place the control switch in the OFF position.

3. Place the transfer switch in the OFF position.

..---"
4. Place all trouble switches toggles to the OUT position. These

are located on the back of the trainer.

5. Insure all your training literature, pencils, etc are taken with

you when you leave the lab.

6. Insure your trainer and the area around it is clean before you

leave the lab.

7. Properly store and sign in your multimeter before you leave the

lab.

8. Check with the lab instructor before you leave the lab.
t

NOTE: Did you leave your multimeter set on O}{'s? If you have

go back and change it.

1 8 0 S
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Frame 1

You are going to learn a circuit that is used extensively in

aircraft environmental systems. It is called the automatic

temperature control circuit. That's right -- AUTOMATIC. It can

actually decide the correct thing to do. Of course, we "program"

its activity so it will make the right decisions.

If the pilot or a crew member wants to change the temperature
in the cabin, he will simply turn a control knob. The system will

automatically adjust to the temperature he selects. This system

operates much like the heating and air conditioning system in your

home. You simply set a thermostat to the temperature. Your furnace

or air conditioner automatically maintains the temperature you

select.

Do you recall the symbol for a battery? We thought it best

if we pre ted the battery symbols again to refresh your memory.

A-Dattery symbol is shown at the bottom of the page. Notice

the symbol has long lines and short lines. The long lines indicate

the POSITIVE terminals. The short lines indicate the NEGATIVE
terminals of the battery.

Of course, the (+) sign indicates POSITIVE while the (-) sign
indicates NEGATIVE

1111111 I-

N/ifPOSITIVE

NEGATIVE

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

911
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 1: No response required.

Frame 2

.The circuit that you will be working with is called a DC bridge !

circuit. This "bridge" is used to automatically control the tempera-

ture in the aircraft. You must know the basic structure of the circuit

to learn how it automatically controls the temperature. Notice, the

circuit has five separate resistors and a source of EMF (voltage).

Notice that between points A and B the circuit shows resistor R-3.

This resistor bridges across the parallel circuit making it a bridge

circuit.

The circuit operates on the principle of a voltage potential

between different points of the circuit, A and B. Notice, at point

C the circuit parallels into two branches. The left branch is made

up of resistors R-1 and R-2. The right branch is made up of resistors

X-4 and R-5. The parallel circuits become a bridge only when connected

together by resistor R3.

Complete the statements. Write your response on the response sheet.

1. The bridge circuit operates o- the principle of a
of voltage between different points in the circuit.

2. The resistor that bridges the two parallel branches is

resistor

4
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Frame 3

For a current to flow, a difference of voltage potential must

exist between two points. If point A has a higher potential than B,

current will flow across resistor R3. Also, if B is higher than A,

current will flow across resistor R3.

It is necessary to know operation of a bridge to understand

aircraft temperature control. You must know the structure of the

circuit and the function of its components. Also, how each part of

the circuit affects operation of the bridge. The following frames

will go through computation of bridge voltageq.

Answer the statement true (T) or false (F) on the response sheet.

Current can flow either from points A to B or from points B to A.

9153
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 2: 1. potential or balance 2. R-3

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 3: True

Frame 4

Refer to page 49. Locate the diamond shaped diagram; it

looks similar to the circuit shown in frame 3. Locate the points

of the diamond, A, B, C, and D. If a difference in voltage potential

exists between points A and B, there will be a current flow across

the coil between these two points. This will energize the temperature

control valve. It will then operate in one direction or the other.

For example, assume that the voltages are unequal and current

flows fron point A to point B. As current flows across the coil

(located between A and B) the coil becomes magnetized. The right

hand end becomes the north pole. This pushes the contact down on

the right side. The close side of the temperature control valve is

energized. As a result, this valve closes farther and allows more

cold air to enter the cockpit.

Assume that current flows across the bridge from point B to

point A. In this case, the coil becomes magnetized in the opposite

direction. The left side of the contact is pushed down. The open

side of the temperature control valve is energized. This allows

more hot air to enter the cockpit.

Complete the statements. Write your responses on the response sheet.

1. If voltages between points A and B are equal there will be

across the bridge coil.

2. The temperature control valve is controlled by the

circuit.

3. If the voltages are unequal between points A and B, there

will be across the bridge.

6
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Frame 5

The rest of the text describes the circuit function. To under d

how the bridge operates you must compute voltages in series and par 1

circuits. You must know how each point of the circuit relates to al

other points. How to combine and compute series-parallel circuit

voltages. Be able to determine how an unbalanced or balanced condition

Occurs.

Foldout #1 shows a bridge circuit controlling a temperature

control valve. The valve gives either hot or cold air. The purpose

of the bridge is to automatically control this valve. The valve,

in turn, controls the aircraft temperature.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

0
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CORRECT RESPONSE TO FRAME 4: 1. no current 2. bridge

3. current flow.

CORRECT RESPONSE TO FRAME 5: '4o respons required.

Frame 6 6

Previously, you studied series and parallel circuits. You

observed the effects of current, voltage and amperage in these

circuits. Before you can use these values you must determine

which is a series or parallel circuit.

io------1111 11

Ra BRANCH I
AAA,

Rb

BRANCH 2 Rd

In the illustration above notice that resistors Ra and Rb are

in series with each other. Resistors Rr and Rd are also in series

with each other. Note that Ra and Rb make up Branch #1. Rc and

Rd make up Branch #2. Notice that Branch #1 and Branch #2 are in

parallel with each other.

Study the illustration below and answer the questions which follow.

4F-211111111
24V

B C

Write the correct answers on the response sheet.

1. Points F are common (resistors) (grounds).

2. Resistors B and C are in (series) (parallel) with L h other.

3. Resistors B and C are in (series) (parallel) with D and E.

4. Resistors D and E are in (series) (parallel) with each other.

8
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Fra e 7

Resistors are placed in a circuit in many different ways. When

they have certain things in common, they form a series-parallel

circuit.
Illustrations A, B, snd C are a few circuit arrangements.

C

A

B

C

B

D

D

li'D

A 2

C

We have assigned numbers and letters to different points in

the circuits. This will assist you in locating the points being

discussed. The reference points must be known before the circuit

can be analyzed and computed. Use illustrations A, B, and C to

answer the statements on your response sheet.

1. Point C is located between resistors (1-3) (2-4) and is

-onnected to the (+) (-) battery terminal.

2. Point D is located between resistors (1-3) (2-4) and is

connected to the (+) (-) battery terminal.

3. The most positive point in these circuits is point (A) (B) (C)

(D).

4. The most negative point in these circuits is point (A) (B) (C)

(D).

9
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 6: 1. .grounds 2. series 3. parallel

4. series.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 7: Sl. (1-3) (+) 2. (2-4) (-) 3. (C)

4. (D)

Frame 8

At this point, let's have a quick review. Rzmember the rules

for finding the totals of , I, and R in a series circuit?

E
t
= sum of voltages, I

t
= same, and R

t
= sum of all resistors in

the circuits.

Apply Ohm's laws to solve the following series circuit problems.

If you feel you need a review, refer to the text on series circu4.ts.,

Kirchhoff's Current Law, Kirchhoff's Voltage Law and Ohm's Law as

necessary. Use your response sheet to record your answers.

Er I5V

1143A

PTs--_

Era

RT:rn

A

D

Ei
3A

Ii1 =3Ci

IT

E2 =6V RT

1:12.72f1

R.73A c

IT s

RT22011

ite
_____

E

Retort

R

tT2*6V

a4f1

/la

i Els
Its

Rix 4n

1222A

R2.1411

Ei al2V

Et

Ras6C)
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CORRECT RESPOASE3 TO FRAME 8:

A B

ITs2A

T :

IT'S
1_

_
El:V.

f1

11=3A

IT'S
ET =2SV _i_

1

1

E 15V
x3

RT =n RTs140

1

E2=6V

2s3A
R2: 2n

D_

ET.5bv r
--)

y
el:24V

11 s8A

R1=30 ET= 40V

IT =8A = IT= 2 A --7--:

8r711 R =2011

I_

E2= 32V

R

12=8A

2=40

E

El= 20V
11=2A

R1 = 10n

E2=8V

12=2/1
Rr 4C1

iElsEN
11=2A

Ri=4C1

c.ruv

RIVI6ACI

1ET = 36V

IT =2A

RT.en

lEi =Ely

Ir2A
R1 :4(

E2=28V
12=2A

R2=14ft

fET=30V

ITs 3A

RT=10f1

F

E1=12V

11=3A

RI= 40

E.2=18V

VA&
R2=611.

'rame 9

When computing series - parallel circuit problems, the main appli-
cation of Ohm's law you will be dealing with is voltage. Let's review

the effect of voltage in a parallel circuit. In a parallel circuit
voltage pushes with equal pressure across all branches. Or voltage
has the same value in each branch of a parallel circuit. Solve the

parallel circuit problems. Notice what happens to voltage.

ET =12V

E 4V

It .111111111ilk

0

=4b

NO RESPONSE NO RESPONSE

1=100V IE:100V/1

ET,

11

1
E= 2V
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRA 9: 1. E = 4v 2. E

t
= 7v 3. E = 3v

4. E
t

= 2v.

Frame 10

In a parallel circuit, remember that Et = same, It = sum, and

R
t

less than the lea.t. In the figure below you will notice there

is a 12 volt potential.
This potential is at the positive (+) post

of the battery. Also, 12 volts are impressed at point C of the

circuit. Note, from the battery to point C there is only one path

for voltage. Starting at point C you have two paths for voltage.

The first path is from point C to point B to point D. One of the

easiest ways to trace a voltage path is from the positive terminal

of a power source to the negative point in a given circuit.

12V

C

W' It the correct answer for the statements below on the response <Thee:

1. The easiest way to trace a voltage pa'' in a circuit is

from (negative to positive) (positive to negative,.

2. 'Ioltage drop (is the same) (differs) across all branches

of a parallel circuit.

3. In the circuit above, there are 12 volts impressed at

point (A) (8) (C) (D).

12



The circuit below is a series-parallel circuit. Study it closely.

Remember that between glints C and D the circuit divides into two

series branch2s. When you see the two circuits, go on to Frame 12.

C

No Response Required
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elOgi
CORRECT RESPONSFS TO FRAME tOc 1. pL__ositivejaLliegative 2. is the same

3. c.

CORRECT RESPONSE TO FRAME 11: No response required.

Frame 12

To aid in romputing the voltages and carrents in a series parallel
circuit use a mask to cover the right side of the circlit. It would

then appear as shown in the circuit below. You are now dealing with a

series circuit. The circuit has tdo resistors in series with each

other. Study the reading of the battery. The voltage total for

the circuit is E 12 yolti.

C

Write your answers on the response Meet.

Look at resistors R1 and 117; you have been given the value of

each resistor. if you add them together (R1 and R2), you can get

the total resistance (Re). Do so now and enter the resistance total

on the response sheet.

You now have two complete values (E
t

and R ). Using Ohm's law

find the reLL of the totals. Use the formula

I
t

t
=

When you have determined the current total (I ) you have the key to

the rest of the circuit. Remember the statement? "Throughout a
series circuit, current flow remains the same." Simply stated; when
one (1) amp of current flows through tb, first resistor, the same
one (1) amp of current will flow through tie rest of the resistors
in series. Example: 11 = 1A; 12 IA. Find the rest of the values
in the circuit\.

14
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Frame 13

The next step is to complete the right side he series-parallel

circuit. Follow the same procedures used in the ceding frame.

Cover the leff1Nranch of the circuit. Your circuit should appear as

shown. Remember, you are not required to compute this circuit as a

parallel circuit. The only computation that you must know of a

parallel circuit is that voltage potent1±1 is equally applied across

each branch of the circuit. From there, tha two branches are ;separated

and treated as two separate series circuits.

ET=12V

IT=-
RT=

C

E3=
13=

R3= 411

D

B

E4=

14 =
R4= 411

Write your answer on the response sheet.

Using the information learned so far, compute the right hand

side of the circuit. The totals formula (E
t
= , It = R = ) will

t

not be entered on the rest of the circuits. It will be necessary for
you to set up your own formulas. When you first look at a circuit
from now on, you should automatically set up the formulas.

15
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 12: E
t
- 12v, It = la, Rt = 12; E = 8v,

1

I = la, E
2
= 4v, I

2
= la.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 13: Et = 12v, It = 1.5a, Rt = 8, E3 = 6v,

13 = 1.5a, Elli= 6v, It = 1.5a.

Frame 14

Let's cor'bine what you know about a series and parallel circuit.

Refer to the figure. Solve the following problems using Ohm's Law,

Kirchhoff's Laws and the principles of series and parallel circuits

on your response sheet.

Note: Remember at point C. voltage is equally applied across

each circuit. Read the bottom paragraph before computing the

bridge.

=MP

Remember, from point C you are dealing with two series circuits.

Take your mask and cover the right path of the circuit (R3 lind R4).

R
1

and R
2
now make up a series cixcuit. It must be computed as-such.

After completing the left path of the circuit, cover the left path

and compute the right path. You now have resistors R3 and R4 in

series. The circuit must be treated as such. You do not compute

this circuit as a parallel circuit, except for the voltage factor

being equally applied across each branch.

16



CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 14:

4-

I2V

E=8V E= 6V
1=IA I=1.5A
R=8r1 R=411

E=4V E=6V
1=IA I=1.5A

R=411 R=412

Frame 15

To aid you further in computing, series-parallel circuits, we
have 1l3Ped four more thz.t you must complet?. Using The principle4
learned thus far. Write your answers on your response sheet.

r
ET =04=1._

CIRCUIT I

El=

4=
R1 =311

A

Ea=

R2=Ift

Es:
13=

R3=in

CIRCUIT 3

ET=IN

CIRCUIT 2

4=
R1.6n

ET=24V =M-
B A

E4

R4=211

17

E5=
137

R3=411

:2=52.1=M

CIRUIT 4

!f2,5

E4=

14:

R¢811

1.1111.11111111.
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 15:

CIRCUIT I

ET 1.12V

CIRCUIT 3

ET:12V -17:-

CIRCUIT 2

E1::9V
11=3A
RI ::3n.

E3=6V
13=1A

R3=6I1

E2=3V
12:: 3 A

R2 = In

CIRCUIT 4

ET= 24V III-

18

2f;

E4 :6V
14=1A
R41:6(1

C

E1 =18V E3= 8V

11=3A 13 :2A

R1=611 R3=411

62116V E4= I6V
12 :3A I4=2A'

2C1 R4=8C1

C



Frame 16

The next important step is defining voltage polarities at different
points within the circ . Remenberi it.was stated that point D is

negative. It is con cted to the negative terminal of the battery.
In fact, point D is t e most negative point in the circuit. Simply
stated, if point D is moat negative, nothing else could be more

negative. If any other points are referenced to D they will always
have to be positive. Read this information again; it will prove to
be a key in determining bridge operation. Referring to the illustra-
tion, identify the correct polarity symbol in each statement.
Write your answer on the response sheet.

1. C is (+) (-) in respect to point D.

2. D is (+) (-) in respect to point C.

3. B is (+) (-) in respect to point D.

4. A is (+) ' in respect to point D.

5. D is the most (+) (-) point of the circuit.

6. C is the most ( +) (-) point of the circuit.

19
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 16: 1. (+) 2. (-) 3. (+)_ 4. (+) 5. /.-)

6. (+) .

Frame 17

Up. to this point you have been dealing with series-parallel

circuits. This type of circuit is necessary for a "bridge" circuit.

What is a bridite7 It is something that allows us to get from one

point to another. An example is the Golden Gate Bridge. It allows

you to get from one side of the Bay to the other without going around.

Our bridge works on the sai'e principle. We are going to bridge our

circuits between points A and B. Below are some possible arrangements

of bridge circuits. Notice, the paths that have been provided for
curre.it to flow from A to B or from B to A.

BRIDGE 2 D

"HI

BRIDGE 3

D

BRIDGE 4 BRIDGE 5

Did you n3tice that in bridge 1 we used a voltmeter, bridge 2,

a resistor, bridge 3, a coil, bridge 4, a light bulb, and bridge 5,

a voltmeter? Remember, to make a bridge, you can use various types

of bridging devices.

No Response Required

70
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Frame 18

You have learned that voltage was "used up" in a circuit by pushing

current through a resistance. Another term for the "using up" of

voltage by a circuit is "voltage drop." Voltage drops in a series

circuit are in proportion to the different resistances in the circuit.

Tte total voltage drop is equal to the sum of the voltages. Voltage

drop is determined by the resistance of the circuit.

In the circuit below, notice that resistor RI indicates 8 volts.

What this means is, of the 12 volts available at point C, 8 volts ate

being used. The 8 volts will push 1 amp of current flow through this

resistor. You have 4 volts remaining.

From resistor R
1
there is a wire to the top of resistor R2.

This wire offers ve:y little resistance to current or voltage.

The remaining 4 volts will not be used on this wire. The 4 volts

will be used through resistor R2.

It should be obvious at this point that no voltage is coming out

of resistor R2. The voltage difference between C and D is 12 volts.

All the voltage is used by the circuit to push current through both

resistors. A voltage reading to ground at point D is zero volts.

C

..11.

12V

El= 8V E3:6V

11:10 13=1.5V

=1311 R3= 4f1

+4V A 8 +6V

E2 4V E4=6V

1 =-102 14=1.5°

R2=4f1 R4=411

Using point D as reference in the diagram above, _ rlete the

following statements by writing your answer on the response sheet.

1. Vcltage potential at point C is

2, Voltage potcritial at point D is

3. Voltage potential at point b is

21

92)

volts (+) (-).
Its (+)

:0 rs (*) (-).



CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 18: 1. 12v +, 2. Ov, 3. 6v+.

Frame 19

A bridge circuit has two legs; points CAD and points CAD. Look
at the right leg (CBD) of the bridge circuit. It takes 6 volts (V)
of the 12V potential at point C, to cause 1.5 amps to flow through
R
3

to R4. The remaining 6V can be found at any point on the wire
--------

`etween R
3

(-) and R
4

(+). Notice how the voltmeter is connected

around point B. The voltmeter would indicate a + 6V potential at
point B. Remember, current flows from positive (+) point C to
negative (-) point D. The remaining 6V pushes the 1.5 amps through
R4. The potential of 12V at point C is used to force 1.5 amps through

R3 and R4. The voltage potential at point D is zero. Another thing

to consider; the voltage value of point B is -6V in relation to point C,
and +6V in relation to point D. This is also true for the left leg
(CAD) of the bridge circuit. Point A has a - 8V in relation to point C
and + 4V in relation to point D. Point D is ground (-) and has a
voltage relation of - OV to point C. The voltage potential at point C
is + 12V.

C

Complete the statements by writing your answer on the response sheet.

1. The voltage at point C is

2. fhe voltage drop across R
1

is

3, rhe voltage drop across R
2

is

4. -The voltage drop atross R.
3

5. The voltage drop aLross R4 is

6. rhe voltage drop across CAD is

7. The voltage drop across CBD is
6. The voltaFe at point D fs

22
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Frame 20

Sol_ve for the missing value in the bridge circuit below and
answer the questions which follow. Use point D as a reference point.
Determine the voltages and polarities at points A and B.
Write your answers on the response sheet.

C

Complete the statements.

1. I
1
and 1

2
=

2. Voltage at point A is

amps.

volts and is (+) (-).

3. Point B is volts and is (+) (-).

4. Point is the reference point of the bridge and all
points in reference to it are (+) (-).

5. The difference between voltages at point A and B is volts.

6. Point D should indicate a _ voltage reading on_
a voltmeter.

?3

,931
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 19: 1.

6.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 20: 1._

4.

Fr.:me 21

12v, 2. 8v, 3. 4v, 4. 6v, 5. 6v,

v 1 7. f 8.7 12v 8 Ovl'

2 amps, L. 16v (-9, 3. 12v ( +),

D (+) , 5. 4v, 6. Zero_

Did yo4 notice the difcerence between points A and A? You saw

that point A was 16 volts positive and point B was 12 volts positive.

There is 4 volts difference between the two voltages (16 12 = 4).

The difference between tha two voltages (points A and 13) means that

the circuit is unbalanced. If you have a difference between two

voltages, current will flow if a path is provided. We have established

a path between points A and B. Now we have to determine which way

the current will flow.

To determine which way current will flow is a simple process

Both voltages are positive in respect to D. One is less positive

than the other in respect to D. Study the scale below then read the

paragraph.

(POTIVE LINE IN REFERENCE TO D)

VOLTAGE LINE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

POINT1D POINT Bt PO'AT A MOST POSITIVE

MOST NEGATIVE

Voltage Scale

Remember, point L is most negative. It is considered ground and

therefore it has zero voltage. The two voltages obtained fi.m frame 20

are (B = 12 volts and A = 16 volts) on the scale. It is apparent that

12 is closer to zero than is 16. Point B is more negative than point A.

Furthermore, Know that current flows from a negative to a more

positive point; hence, current flows across the bridge from point B -o

point A.

No Response Required

24
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Figure 1.

Frame 22

? O

Refer to figure 1, and answer the following questions on the response sheet

1. What is the potential at point B in reference to point D?
volts (+) (),

2. What is the potential at point A in reference to point D?
volt' (+) ( ).

3. What is the voltage drop betw .n points A and B? volts.

4. Current will flow across the coil from point to point .

5. Which of the wo following circuits has the smallest total
resistance to current flow? DABC or DBAC?

6. Which of the two following routes will the current flow take:
DABC or DBAC?

ET =1210

-r

Figure 2.

Refer to figure 2, and dnywer the following questions on the rsponce shee'_.

1. What is the voltage potential at point A in respect to poin_ D?

volts (+) ().

25

_13j

librmi.1=sr



2. What is the voltage drop across R17 volts.

3. The voltage petelfial at point B in ic.,pect 'o D is

(+) (-).

4. Whi,h way will (intent flow across the bridge? From

to

5. Which of ti,c two following circuits ha; the smallest total
resistance 1-) current flew: DABC or DBAC?

volts

6. Which of the two following routes will the current flow take:
:)ABZ or DBAC?

:Id I
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CORRECT RESPONSE TO FRAME 21: No Resp(n1k6 Roquired.

CORREUf RESPONSES TO FRAME 22: Figure 1: 1. 16v+, 2. 6v4-, 3. 10v,

4. A to b, 5. 1. 6. DAB:,

Figure 2: 1. 3y 2. 3v, 3. 8v+,

4. A to B, 5. DABC, 6. DABC.

Frame 23

By modifying the PC bridge, it Lan be .u5ed lo control aircraft
temperatures automatically. Components used in the bridge are listed
is the following frames. Fixed res'itors have values which do not
change. The fixed resistor is used in the bridge circuit to provide
a constant resistance value. It can be identified in the schematic by
the symbol shown below.

We may desire to adjust the resistance values in a circuit to
allow for certain variations or to permit calib ition. in this case

we would use an ADJUSTABLE resistor. Its symbol is shown here.

'elect the adjustable resistor from the electrical display box.
Obtain a display box from Your inst-uctur. Notice how the wile is
wound around the ceramic cylinder and how the wip,2r ,_ontact is moved.
Adjustment is actomplished b!. a spvcial4st 'icing a s'rewdriver to

a s(rew, The ,,ntact is al ,ng until it is (lo!,-et

to t3 e 2nd !";at -.E- 4-, icy is
ret Sr ts. ri

11,
_-. i.

- 'VW 4-

-0 -',.A.A.

tLe
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CORRECTRESPONSES FO FAME 23'

1. fixed resistor

2. adjustable re!,istor

Fr7te 2477
A rheostat is e resistor that iras a moveable contact (wiper arm).

Moving the contact changes its resistance. The contact is conlected
6 a shaft that is turned by a knob ;like the volume control on a
raid) o) .

The rheostat is in the bridge circuit to change the resistance
on one side of the bridge. This automatically unbalances the circuit.

The pilot manually changes the resistance.in the bridge circuit
by rotating the rheostat knob. Shown below is the electrical symbol
and a picture o4 the back side of a rheltat. Look in the electrical
display box. dote how the resistance may be changed cn the rheostat.

Draw its electrical symbol for each -:cmponent cn the response sheet.

1.

2.

3.

:'8

Adjustable Resistor.

Fixed Resistor.

Rheostat.

.9 '3 t;



CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 24:

__Jt4:4;

FraMe 25

,rhe component that "senses" the temperature of the air is called

a temperature sensor. See the illustration below. Find the sensor

in the electrical display box. This is one of the more common types

in use.

This temperature sensor is a specially designed resistor. Its

resistance changes, any time the temperature of the air around it

changes. The manlier in which it changes resistanpe depends on its

"temperature coefficient." That is: ifvthe TEMPERATURE of the air

across it incrzases and the RESISTANCE of the sensor also inzreases,

the/sensor has a POSITIVE TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF RESISTANCE. It

follows then that with a POSITIVE COEFFICIENT the resistance will

decrefse if the temperature of the air decreases. The point is,

they increase together and decrease together. On the other hand, if

tne TEMPERATURE increases and the sensor's RESISTANCE decreases at

the same time, it has' a,Negative Coefficient. This also means the

sensor's resistance will increase as the temperature decreases.'i_.

Below is a standard symbol for a sensor. Locate and identify the

diffE ent types of sensors in the electrical display box.

C7rplete the statements by using the word increases or decreases on

:11-e r(-sponse sheet.

POSITIVE COEFFICIENT NEGATIVE OEFFICIENT

1. If temperature increases, the 3. If temperature increases, 'e

resistance ,esistance

2. if temperature decreases, the 4. If temperature d-creases, Lhe

resistance resistance

29
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Clan
CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 25: 1. increases, 2. decreases,

3. decreases, 4. increases.

Frame 26

Changing an electrical bridge signal into .useful motion, is done

by a device called a MICROPOSITIONER. See the picture below. Find

the actual component in the display box. Not,- the contact arrange-

' cent.

The micropositioner is a relay that can be tilted like a teeter-

totter. It will tilt one Way and close one set of contacts, or the
opposite way and close a different set of contacts. How it does 'ids

can be seen in the simplified explanation that follows.

[NN NN ARMATURE

7 PIVOT

CONTACT- A CC!'n ACT - B

The armature (see above) of the micropositioner is similar to
, magnet that has two north ends. (The south ends being unused.)

A coil of wire is running alongside. If current flows through,the

coil, .he coil will have a north and south pole. Remember the Law of

Polarity; like poles repel and unlike poles attract. The armature

will tilt around the pivot point and close the proper contact
depending on the polarity of the coil and of the armature. (See arrows

X and Z in the figure below). Since it is actually a relay, it will

control a.valve motor circuit. Check your understanding of the

micrOpositioner's principle of operation by answering the questions

on the response sheet.

X

TO THE
MOTOR CIRCUIT

')

91\

TO THE
IMOYOR CIRCUIT

93s



%C*

1. Like poles (attract) (repel)

2. Unlike poles (attract) (repel)

3. Contact X will (open) (close)

.4. Contact Z will (open) (close)

If the battery is reversed;

5. Contact X will (open) (close)

6. Contact Z will (open) (close)

1'

L

94
Frrime 26 Cont'd
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CORRECT RESIONSES TO FRAME 26:. 1. repel, 2. attract, 3. 0)en,

4. close, 5. close, 6. open

Frame 27

Reversing the direction of current 1:16w through the coil changes

the coil's magnetic north and south poles to the opposite ends.

The armature tilts to the opposite contact closing a different relay.

You will recognize the mioropositioner in a diagram by the symbol

below. The micropositioner provides a path for current to flow if

the bridge is unbalanced.

Identify each symbol by drawing them on th. response sheet.

2.

3. --1111-1 i

4.

S.

32 S
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Frame 28

The figur' below shows all of the components we 1 ye mentioned.

Now let's go on to learn its operation as a bridge circuit.

+

ADJUSTABLE
RESISTOR

TEMP
SELECTOR
RHEOSTAT

A

TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

TEMP FIXED
SENSOR RESISTOR

You will see that the components are not always found in these

positions. All of thet may not be used or perhaps, as in some bridges,

even more are added. Basically they will however, perform in much the

same manner aS these. The micropositioner, for instance, may be used

in quite another way. We have used it here for one purpose and have
already explained its principle of operation in a simplified manner.

No Response Required



CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 27: 1. Fixed Resistor, 2. Rheostat,

3. Temperature Sensor (or Variable

Resistor), 4. Adjustable Resistor,

5. Micropositioner.

CORRECT RESPONSE TO FRAME 28: No Response Required.

Frame 29

Carefully solve the problems in the circuit below. Determine the

polarities of points A and B. Use point D as reference.

Complete the following statements on the response sheet.

1. The most negative point in this circuit is (A) (B) (C) (D).

2. The most positive point in this circuit is (A) (B) (C) (D).

3. Point A is volts (+) () with respect to point D.

4. Point B is volts (+) () with respect to point D.

5. P-,int A is positive with respect to point B (true) (false).

6. Current will flow from (A to B) (B to A) (neither direction).

7. There is no difference in potential 1.etween A ind B (true) (f:11',e).

8. The bridge is balanced (true) (falce).

34



Frame 30

At this point it is necessary for you to understand the operation

of an air conditioning system. Refer to foldout #1. This foldout

shows just enough units to permit operation of the system. Air

conditioning and completed circuits will be covered in later lessons.

Locate the two engines on the right hand side of the foldout.

Remember the text material on Jet Engines? Recall the term engine

bleed air? It was stated that the secondary purpose of the compressor

section of a jet engine was to provide air for the air conditioning

system. Now you will put this knowledge to use.

Locate the arrows coming from both engines. Arrows will indicate

the direction of air flow. Follow the arrows from the engines. Notice

that the air from both engines combines and enters the hot engine bleed

air manifold. The manifold divides into two paths for the air to

follow. One path is through the, heat exchanger. The other is to the

temperature control valve. Let's stop at this point and consider the

temperature control valve. This valve has a butterfly-type gate.

When open it allows hot engine bleed air to bypass the heat exchanger

or closes to prevent bypassing air. Also, it can stop at any ,Dint

between fully open or fully closed to allow a desired portion of hot

air to bypass.

Complete the following sentences on the resnonse sheet.

1. Air which is tapped from the engines is (hot), (warm), (cold).

2. Air is supplied by the section of a jet engine.

3. The temperature control valve allows a portion of the engine

bleed air to be around and through the heat exchanger.
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 29: 1. D, 2. C 3. 6(+1_, 4. 6(70_,

5. false 6. neither direction,

7. true, 8. true.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 30: 1. (hot), 2. compressor, 3. bypassed.

Frame 31

Let's assume the temperature control valve is closed. No hot r

is allowed to flow through. All the engine bleed air (EBA) is forced

to go through the heat exchanger and cooling turbine. Through the

combined action of these two units, the EBA temperature is greatly

reduced. As a matter of fact, the air will become very cold. Note

that airflow coming from the cooling units will go straight into the

cabin through the conditioned air vents. At this stage, we are not

controlling air temperature, are we? We are merely making the air

very cold.

Answer the statements as true (T) or false (F) on the response sheet.

1. Air flowing through the heat exchanger will get hotter.

2. To get cold air to the cockpit, the temperature control

valve is closed.

3. To warm up the cockpit we must open the temperature

control valve.



c/33
Frame 32

Assume that the temperature control valve is fully opened. Air

flow, like many other things, tends to follow the path of least

resistance. Rather than going through the heat exchanger and cooling

turbine, most of the air flows through the open valve. This hot air

goes down to the ho; and cold mixing section. Then to the conditioned

air outlets into the cockpit. Under this conditJon the cockpit woilld

get extremely hot. The air has bypassed the cooling units through the

open temperature control valve. It would be desirable, then, to have

a mixture of hot and cold air. This mixture can be obtained by
positioning the temperature control valve in a partially open or

closed position. Here is where our bridge circuit and micropositioner

come into play. By rotating the temperature selector (rheostat) toward

cold, we unbalance the bridge. This tilts the micropositioner. An

electrical circuit is completed to close the temperature control

valve. The pilot then, will receive the cold air he wants, merely by

rotating the rheostat.

Refer to foldout 1; answer the following statements on the response sheet.

1. To gst_a mixture of hot and cold air, the temp control valve

should be

2. If the temperature control valve is open, you will receive

air in the cockpit.

3. If the temperature control valve is closed, you will receive

air in the cockpit.

4. The cooling tlrbine (cools) (heats) the engine bleed air.

37
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 31: 1. F, 2. T, 3. T.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 32: 1. partially open or closed. 2. hot

3. cold, 4. cools.

Frame 33

In frame 29 you saw a balanced bridge. Any time the potentials

at paints A and B are the same, there will be no current flow across

the bridge. The coil of the micropositioner will not become

magnetized. Therefore, the armature will not tilt either way. Both

sets of contacts will stay open.

Refer to the circuit below and foldout 1. Let's see what happens

when the temperature selector (rheostat) (113) is rotated. As each part

is mentioned, locate it on both circuits. Remember that the rheostat

is nothing more than a variable resistor. By rotating the rheostat,
let us say we have manually decreased the resistance of the rheostat

(R
1
). You ro longer have as much resistance on R as you did in

frame 29. As you can see from the circuit below,
1
resistance has been

decreased from 6 to 2 ohms. Now yeu have to recompute the bridge

electrical values. After you compl. 2 computation, answer the

following statements. Remember to-use point D as reference.

C

Write your work on the response sheet.

1. The most negative point of the circuit is (C) (D).

2. Potential at point B is ( +) (-)

3. Potential at point Ais (+) (-) volts.

4. Which point is most negative? (A) or (B).

5. Which way will current flow aciuss the bridge? (A to B) (B to A).

6. Will the micropositioner tilt in a given direction? (Yes) (No).

7. This bridge ci.-cuit is (balanced) (unbalanced).

volts.

1R

946
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Frame 34

Refer to foldout 1. Locate resistor R1 which :s the temperature

selector(Vostat)(.ariable resistor). Also locate resistor 3 which

is located in the hot and cold air mixing sec ion. This resistor is

a temperature sensing element. The sensing element changes its

tesIstance whenever itE temperature chai.6es. Keep these two units in

mind as you continue through this lesson.

By changing the resistance of the rheostat R
1

(refer to the

figure in frame 33), you unbalanced the bridge circuit. Current

flows across the bridge from points B to A. Using the left-hand

rule for a coil and D as you: reference point, identify the correct
respo-ses for the statements on the response sheet.

1. The micropositioner armature (will) (will not) tilt in a gien

direction.

2. The mi2ropositioner armature (will) (will not) tilt to the

(right) ( eft) (neither direction).

3. The rheostat has 4', resistance change) (automatically) (manually)

(by temperature cuanges).

The temperature sensing elements' resi.tance is changed (auto-

matically) (manually) (is not changed).
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FR A_ME

Frame 35

33: 1. D, 2. 4-6v 3. 9V, 4. B,

5. 11 to A2 6. Yes, 7. hnhalanc,

34: 1. will, 2 will left

3. manually, 4. automatically.

Refer to foldout 1. Locate the micropositioner armature.

Assume it has tilted to the left. Le ate the wire which carries

24V DC to the micropositioner armature. When the armature is tilted

to the left, a circuit is completed. 24 volts is sent to the open

side of the valve (Electrical motor), running it to the open position.

As the valve opens it allows more hot air to go to the mix4ng section.

This increases the temperature in the cockpit area. Here is where the

temperature sensing element plays a very important role.

Assume that the temperature sensing element has a negative co

efficient. (If temperature goes up, the resistance of the element

goes down and vise versa). The temperature increase is felt by the

sensor as the air flows over it. As the temperature increases, the

sensor resistance starts to decrease.

Complete the ft,Ilawing statements on your response sheet.

1. The 24V DC applied to the micropositioner armature is the power

used to open or close the

2. Current flow from B to A in the bridge would call or

air.

3. The temperature cuntiol valve is operated by an electric



936
Frame 36

Refer to the diagram below and foldout 1. Notice that thy- resistance

of R2 (temperature sensing element) has been decreaseu from 6 ohms to 2

ohms; this is indicatA by the slash mark through the 6. This means that

at the start it was 6 ohm, (Frame 29) but doe to the rise in temperature,

the ensor's resistance has decreased. Recompute the bridge's electrtFal

values. Remember to use point D t3 your reference.

12V

7-7

Complete the following statements on the response shit.

1. Point A is volts and is (+) ().

2. Point 8 is volts and is (+) ().

3. Current will flow (from A to B) (from B to A) (neither direction).

4. The bridge is (balanced) (unbalanced).

5. The micropositioner armature is (tilted to left) (tilted to right)

(not tilted).

This means the cabin air is increasing and this not air flowing

over (toucuing) R2 in the cabin (refer to foldout 1) is driving the

r,-,istance down in R2. This has lowered the resistance now causing

current to flow from A to B the micropositioner will now begin to brake

contact on the left side, which is to the open side of 7 the temperature

control valve.

41
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CORRECT RESPONSFS TO FrAME 35: 1. Ter crature control valve

2. hot , 3. motor.

COKRECT RFSPONSLS FO FRAME 36: 1. 3v, (+) 2, (+)

3. A to B

4. unba ace 5. tilted to right

Frame 37

Starting at frame 32, we manually unbalanced the bridge by rotating
the temperature selector rheostat. By changing its resi tance, we
caus.d current to flow across the bridge fr-,m points A to B. This

energized a motor circuit to allow a decrease in the temperature of
the air enterin3 the cockpit area.

Cooler air begins to flow across the temperature sensing element.
--e senor: resistance starts to increase. At that point the bridge

starts to rebalance. That is, as soon as the sensors resistance again
equalcd the resistance of the L,eustats new setting, current ceased ,o
flow across the bridge.

With nv current flowing across the bridge, the micropos-itioner

deenergizes. Current ceases to flow through the motor circuit. When
the circuit has balanced and the motor stops running, the system is
said to be at its t=11perature control_Toint.

It must be made clear chat at times the temperature se
element tends tc overcorrect itself. Instead ef stopping when the
voltages are ociaal (at points A & B) the sensors resistance w' 1

continue to :ecrease or , crease after the mixed air temperature
has leached the tern; rature control point. This is due to a slight
heat transfer lag be feen the air and sensor metal. This cause tl-

sens Jr to be a little late in sending its final "balanced" signal to
the bridge. ihe motor is late in shutting off and overruns. This

causes t-le br lee to ulhalance in the opposite direction. The bridge
tries to "hunt" for its balanced condition. In other le-,ons you will
study e,nits which are put into the circuit to compensate for this
problem. Remerber the rheostat and the _sensinja, elf ments c're the 'wits

that unbalance and balance the bridge circuit.

Oprating '_h-inges of the chvines cir air c qr11,-i,, , its frequently
,hinge t be t e i pi n , i t ate of i , int A t ,, a i r I I k wing past t I c temper,ituf L

ening elcmktli and iwno thi cabin. ,..hen this happehq the re,istn,_E
of _he sensor mcmcd!ri ,,r changes, thercbv, '.:Iihdlancipg th ntidge.

The bridge r i i .ce wilt -, -I( L to this ' n :he ,-,-,4-o ',',40; 41:, t._ d,,o; ,',,an
1,e of lot tom e-, t 'ic Hit- ,1 ' n4). C, .1cat .'iii flow 1' A N ii , t

': to A. :inct ,-; 1,1 i ' t i i" I

'Or 'II the tii,1,1:ii-ire

turn, s or cs as I. :hired to ti -t i t I" i r ,

to th, i,_-,i i it o 4 in: 1-1,, , 1 ,4.
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Complete the followIng statements on the response sheet.

1. When the fridge is balanced, the system is at its

2. An inaccurat temperature sensor could change the

q.3

J. When the bridge is unbalanced, current (will) (will not) flo'i

across the bridge.

4. Whenever the resistance of the sensor differs from the resistance
the rheostat is set on, the bridge will not rest until the two

resistances are

MI1111IMILN --,MMIUM=MMMWKINImml
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 3i 1. te-ipeiature control point

2. temperature control _point

3. will 4. alike

Frame 38

Refer to page 49. If the pilot wants colder air in the cockpit,,

all he needs to do is to increase the rheostats resistance. This will

unbalance the circuit. Current will flow from points A to B, tilting

the micropositioner armature to the right. 24V DC will flow to the

close side of the tempera:lure control valve.

By park sally closing the valve, a greater portion of the air wtil

e routed through the heat exchanger and cooling turbine. A greater

proportion of cold air will be delivered to the cockpit.

The micropositioncr connecting A to B on the preceding diagrams

are not always built the same ;:ay. The wiring connections can be rnAde

on the outside of the circuit (figure B). Notice that point A JF,

marked a negative potential (less positive). Point B is positive.

F 'lowing the arrows ( to +) you will note that current flows from

A 'o B on the outside of the diamond. Shown below are both types of

circuits. Figure A shows wiring on the inside of the diamond,

Figure B shows the wiring connections on the outside of the diamond.

C

A

WIRE RUNS
UNDER THE CORE

B

W!RE RUN3 OVER
CORE
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Frame 39

Complete the statements on the response sheet. If any of your

responses are incorrect, review the appropriate frames to detelAne

the correct response.

1. Increasing or decreasing one or more of the resistances will

cause the bridge to become unl,alanced. (True) (False)

2. A sensor may have a DI: a temperature

coefficient.

3. A resistor that increases its resistance as the temperature

around it increases has a temperature coefficient.
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 38: No Response Required.

CORRECT RESPONSES 10 FRAME 39: 1. true 2. pos t ve nr ne_ga t ve

3. positive

Frame 40

As a final review of your ability to asF.ociate symbols and
statements, draw the component symbol where the tame of the
component would normally Tit on the response sheet:.

1. A fixed has a value that normally does net
change.

2. Temperature is "sensed" by a

3. The pilot's temperature selector is turned

by a r.uob.

4 A change in the direction of current across a bridge cIrc,,iL

can be sensed ay a

5. Small adjustments can be made to a/an
screwdriver.

6. Which of these is not really a bridge circuit?

(A) (B)

"HI'

(C)

5

with a

(0)



CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 40:
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TEMPERATURE CONTROL CIRCUITS WIRING DIAGRAM

After completing this workbook, you will be able to use an electrical

diagram, identify a minimum of 8 out of 10 circuit malfunctions, when

given the cuase and circuit condition.

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

Colored Pencils 1 set/student

WE-116A 1/student

PROCEDURE

When you have acquired the above listed equipment, proceed according

to the instructions for each proicct of the workbook. DO NOT change the

color of the pencil you are using to trace each part of the circuit

unless you are told to do so.

Project 1

In this project you will be tracing out three (3) different

circuits, all controlling tna same motor and va:-'e assembly (only one

circuit will be on at a time). One circuit will "automatically" control

the temperature control valve. One circuit will "Manually open" or

close the temperature control valve assembly.

Tha MANUAL HOT & COLD circuits are used as a "back up" system in

case the "automatic" circuit malfunctions.

INSTRUCTIONS

Using foldout 1 from the back of the text and a set of colored

pencils, trace the circuits in each of the following situations. Locate

the various components that you will be working with; ie., the power bus,

circuit fuse, temperature control switch, hot and cold relays, micro -

r;sitioner, and the temperature control valve. Fro ease of following

the circuits, we will trace from the voltage source to ground, although

in the actual circuit the current will flow from ground (-) to the

voltage source (+).

Supersedes 3AER42331-WE-112, 31 October 1978.
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1. Using a red pencil, trace the following voltage source.

a. Trace from the 28V DC power bus alcng wire H28A18 to
the five amp fuse, through this fuse along wire H29A18 to the tempera-
ture control switch. Stop at this point for a moment.

Notc: This temperature control switch provides power to operate
the AUTOMATIC, MANUAL COLD, and the MANUAL HC1 circuits. To
operate any of the three circuits from this point it is necessary
to position the "switch" to the position that is desired. From
the switch you will be using three different colors of pencil
to show you the distinct separation of the three circuits even
though they all control the same valve assembly.

If the power circuit you have just traced does not look like the
completed portion of figure one, redo the previous step 1 or ask your
instructor for assistance.

2. Using a green pencil place the temperature control switch to
the "manual cold' position and trace the following voltage source.

a. Trace along wire H31A18 over to junction A2 of the
"cold relay," from A2 along wire H31B18 through the close field winding
of the temperature control valve, to junction "A" of the valve assembly.
The symbol (Iam) represents the motors armature field, brushes or

slip rings and end frame. Next trace from junction A to the motor,
then from the motor along wire NM418 to the ground point (

(1) From your previous study of DC motors you should
recall that if you apply voltage to the close field and armature windings
ct the valve, the armature and valve shaft begins to rotate, in turn
rotating a unit or butterfly device of some type to a "closed" position.

(2) From the previous study of bridges you learned how
the position of this temperature control valve butterfly affected the
cockpit temperature. If you do not recall how this valve mixes the
ratio of hot and cold air, then refer back to the text prior tv, this
one that covers the briuge's operation in relation to the temperature
control valve.

The manual cold circuit you have just traced, smuld look like
the coniplated portion of figure 2. If not, redo step 2, or ask your
instructor for assistance.

3. Using an orange pencil, trace the voltage source for the
manual hot position.

a. Trace across the temperature control switch to the "hot"
position along wire H30A18 to junction A2 of the hot relay. Now trace
from Junction A2 along wire H30818 through the OPEN FIELD winding of
the motor to junction A. Then trace on to the ground point, along the
motor ground wire NKA18.

3
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Figure 1.
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qi"? (1) At this point the armature rotates and in turn
will open the butterfly allowing hot air to enter the cockpit as long
as the switch is left in tl,is position.

The manual hot circuit you have just traced should look like
the completed portion of figure 3. If not, redo step 3 or ask your
instructor for assistance.

(2) From previous lessons you learned that you must
get a ratio of hot and cold air to the cabin. In the manual range
just explained, there must be a method so that you can momentarily
_position the temperature control switch to manual hot or cold and
position the valve to the desired point whey= you want it; hot,
warm, cool, or cold air.

b. If the switch Is properly constructed this can easily
be accomplished. Refer to the illustration below, then read the
information that follows:

SPRING

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL
MMITtN

POWER

!PONT

/.......TO MANUAL COLD

1 .._
4 OFF

11

\---IP TO MANUAL HOT

SPRING

Figure 3.

CLOSE

OPEN

(1) Note that there are two small springs connected
to each side of the switch. If you were to hold the switch to the
"manual cold" position and then release it, it ic turn would spring
back to the OFF position, thus removing power from the close (cold)
side of the motor. By the same token if you placed the switch to
"manual hot" and then released the switch, it would spring back to
the OFF position.

(2) Simply in this manner you could send small blips of
power to either side of the motor and position the valve to the exact
point desired. Full open, partially open, partially closed or full
closed until the desired cockpit temperature is reached.

(a) Due to the varying altitudes and different
throttle setting of the aircraft engines, creating temperature changes
to the air conditioning system, the temperature would have to be
continuously "monitored" in manual to maintain the proper temperatures
in the cockpit. For this reason the automatic range was designed to
give better temperature control, without having to constantly "monitor"
the system.

6
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4. Using a 'Lluu pencil., trace the following voltage sources

in the "auto" position.

a. Draw the temp control switch in the auto ntosition and

trace across wire B1A18 to the 3 way junction (---417---).
Note at this point the circuu.t parallels into three paths.

(1) One along wire H33A18 to point Al of the cold relay.

(2) One along wire H32A18 to Al of the hot relay, then
along wire H34A18 to the micropositioner armature contact.

(3) The other path through resistor R-6 along wire
B1818 to the "top" of the bridge.

b. Let's take each path individually as you trace them
out on the foldout.

(1) First trace along wire H33A18 to point Al of the
cold relay.

(a) Voltage would stop at this point because the
cold relay has not been energized at this point. The spring attached
to the armature contact is holding it up, therefore breaking the
electrical circuit between points Al to point A2 of the relay.

(2) Now trace along wire H32A18 to Al of the hot relay.

(a) Again voltage would not be sent across from
Al to A2 of this relay; for at this point it is "deenergized."

(b) Trace from Al along wire H34A18 to the micro -

positioner armature contact). You now have a voltage potential

on the contact. At this point with no current flow across the bridge,
the contact is in it.. neutral position and neither relay is energized.
Therefore, it should he.of special interest to note if there is NO
CURRENT across the Lridge the system will not energize the hot or cold
relays which feed power to the motor windings it automatic.

(3) Now trace across resistor R-6 at'the three way
junction, along wire B1818 to the TOP of the bridge circuit.

Note: Resistor R-6 is a voltage dropping resistor to the
bridge, simply the aircraft or trainer circuits would only
require a small amount of voltage for actual operation.
Therefore, this resistor is used to regulate voltage to the

bridge.

8



Asa
(a) Notice that the circuit at this )oint is

nothing more than a parallel circuit. One path down th3 left side,
one path down the right side.

Note: At this point you must assume that the bridge is in a
balanced condition; that is voltage at points A and B are
the same and NO current is flowing across the micro-positioner
coil.

(b) Trace along wire B2A18 through the rheostat
and vaciabie resistor along wire B2B18 to point A. Continue on wire

B2C18 through the temp sensing element (-AN--) along wire B2D18 to

point t then to the ground point along wire H3E18N.

(c) Go back to the top of the circuit and trace

to the right along wire B3A18 through the sensing element ( )

along wire B3B18 to point B, continue on wire B3C18 through the variable

resistor (ABC1.....) along wire B3D18 to the ground point along wire

H3E18N.

The circuit you have just traced should look like figure 5. If
your traced circuit does not, redo step 4 or ask your instructor for
assistance.

Note: At this point you have traced the manual cold circuit,
the manual hot circuit, and the auto circuit under a balanced
condition. In the next two steps you will unbalance the
circuit and energize each relay in turn, the hot and cold
relay circuits.

5. In this step you will create a difference in voltage
potential by raising point A's voltage to a higher value than the
voltage at point B.

a. This can be accomplished in three ways.

(1) By the rheostat.

(2) Ry the variable resistor.

(3) fly the temperature sensor on the left side of
the hrfdge.

(a) If the rheostat's resistance is decreased,
then less voltage would be used to get the current to flow through it;
therefore, the voltage at point "A' would be higher. Remember,
voltage drop or usage is in proportion to resistance in a series
circuit. Simply istor's value changes, the voltage require-
ment for t esistor or clvutit automatically changes.

96s
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Figure 5.
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(b) By the same token, the resistance of the
variable resistor could be decreased also making a higher voltage:for
point A due to less voltage being required for it.

(c) On the sensing element, the resistance would
have to be increased. By increasing this resistor's value, you would
require a larger share of the voltage to get current to flow through
it. Therefore, less voltage would be used through the other resiators,
in turn impressing a higher voltage across point "A" to the sencing
element.

b. Now that a higher voltage has been established at
point "A" than point "B", there would be current flow across the
bridge.

Note: Always remember that if a resistor's value changes, for
any reason, voltage will automatically be changed, either
imaressing or decreasing the voltage requirement for that unit
or units.

(1) Using the orange pencil, again trace across the
bridge from point II" to point "A".

(a) Point B now has a low voltage. Point A hls
the higher voltage %otential. Extmple: Point B 6voIts, point A

8 vol.s.

(b) From your previous study you should note
that the mIcropositioner coil magnetizes and the armature is offset/
tilted to the left. Note the illustration below.

Figure 6.

971
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c. Using the orange pencil, trace from Cl to X1 of the
hot relay through the coil to X2 to ground along wire H35118N. The
relay now becomes a temporary magnet and pulls the relay contact down,
making a path for voltage from Al to A2 of the hot relay. Use a
brow pencil and trace across to A2 then on to the hot motor winding
to ground.

Note: At A2 of the hot relay, auto hot and manual hot uses
the same wire to get to the motor windings.

The circuit you have just traced should look like figure 7. If

not, redo the previous section, or ask your instructor for assistance.

6. In this step, lower the voltage at point A. Assume that
this voltage is now lower than point "B".

a. Again this can be done by changing any of the resistance
values on the left side of the bridge. This could have easily been
done on the right side of the circuit; however, the left side is merely
being used as a point of reference.

b. Now that a lower voltage is established at point A,
current will flow from A to B (left to right across the bridge).

(1) The micropositioner armature contact tilts/offsets
to the right in turn energizing the contact to C2. Note the illustration
below. Dotted armature contact indicates balance condition of the bridge.

Figure 8.

c. Using a green pencil, trace current from point A across
the micropositioner to point B. Trace out contact C2 to X1 of the
cold relay through the coil to X2 to ground.

(1) This relay now becomes energized, the contact
between Al and A2 is pulled down and makes the electrical circuit.

d. Trace from Al (using a brown pencil) to A2 through
the close (cold) motor windings to the ground point along wire
NMA18.

13
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Note at A2 of the cold relay that "auto cold" and "manual cold"
use the sass wire at this point to transfer voltage to the motor
windings.

This completes project 1. The figure you have just traced should
look like figure 9. If you do not understand what you have done up
to this point and why, then redo this project. If you still do not
understand, then notify ths instructor for aid.

Project 2

INSTRUCTIONS

Using foldout 2, note the circles and squares with numbers at

the various points on the circuit. The circled numbers (

represent an OPEN wire'at this point. The squares ( 0 ) indicate

that the circuit is SHORTED at this point. REMEMBER! If for "any
reason' a resistor's resistance is changed on either side of the
circuit, voltages at points A and/or B will be changed.

1. Using the illustrations below, see what happens when either
side of the bridge resistance it changed. Illustration 1 indicates
anormal circuit under a balanced condition (no current flow across
the bridge). Illustration 2 shows the same circuit with resistor
R-3 broken (open) and the circuit is shown in an unbalanced state.

MOM
OPEN

INEINTOR

Illustration 1

Figure 10.

97?
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951 a. Note that the left side of the bridge in illustration 2
is normal and still has a +6 volt potential at point A. Note further

that with R-3 broken, that there is NO voltage across the break and
the voltage potential at point 6 is at 4 zero (C) volt potential.
From your previous studies you know that current would now flow from

point 3 (7 ...to point A (+). Keep in mind that point B could be 0,

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5.9 volts and current would still flow until B reaches
the mimes voltage as point A, than the circuit would be balanced.

With currant now from B to A, the micropositioner armature contact
will tilt /offset to the left making contact with the wiring going to

the hot relay.

(1) It is noteworthy to realize that at this point

the resistor will remain broken until the aircraft returns from
flight and ycu, the maintenance ran, correct the malfunction.

(2) In turn the system would be demanding FULL HOI

in AUTO at all times.

(3) The crew "must now" select the manual override

ranges to control temperature.

2. As yuu may note, computing the different breaks or shorts

on the bridge could become quite a math headache. However, there is

a method for figuring out exactly which way current will flow when

there is a malfunction on the diamond itself. 'Study the illustrations

below as you read the information below them.

C.

0.

Figure 11.

a. If current were to flow ONLY in a lopsided Z pattern

from point D of the circuit (note illustrations 1 and 2) and we used

this method, we could readily identify du; malfunction and determine

which way current would flow across the bridge. Arrows indicate

direction of X, and current flow across the bridge.

16
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(1) Remember this will only be a method used in aiding
you to bypass having to mathematically compute voltages each time
there is short or open on the diamond. Keep these Z from D patterns
in your head as you continue.

b. Using the illustration below, let's see exactly how
this Z pattern will help in determining which way current will flow
on the bridge.

Figure 12.

(1) Using a green pencil and the Z pattern, trace from
point D up to pint A, So far the circuit looks ok., now trace across
from point A C5 point B then up to the broken path (resistor R-3) of
the circuit.

(2) AL this point the circuit has an incomplete path
and current could not flow on to point C or anywhere. (You must have
a complete path for current to flow.) Seeing as how you don't have a
complete path from this point to C and on tc positive, there is NO
ACTION on the micropositioner coil and it remains in the neutral
position (neither relay on).

(3) So now you must go back to point D and start the
Z pattern in the opposite direction. Use figure 13 shown below, in
this procedure.

0

Figure 13.

17
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(1 114
(a) Using a green pencil, trace from D to point

B across to point A, up to point C and to the positive bus. As you can

see, the circuit is complete; the armature contact is tilted to the left,

and the HOT circuit is energized. Trace the contact in its tilted

position to the left in orange.

c. What if resistor R. were shorted in the illustration

below? Remember, if the bridge is unbalanced, the current will always
take the Z pattern from the lowest voltage potential to the highest.
In figure 14 below. use the green pencil to trace out your Z pattern,

and then answer the questions about the circuit.

0.

Figure 14.

Answer the following questions.

1. Current now flows across the bridge from

(A to B, 3 to A)

2. This Z path has the least resistance

(DBACIDABC)

3. The micropositioner contact is (tilted/not tilted)

to the (left/right/neither direction)

to

4. Current flow takes the path with the (least/

highest) resistance.

Check the-following page for the correct answer to the illustration

and questions. If your answers do not agree with these, then reread

the information given.
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Asmara to illustration and questions 1 through 4 on page 18.

C

TO HOT

11

TO COLD
RELAY RELAY

1VOC

0

Figure 15.

c. Your circuit should appear as the one above. This is
the portion of the circuit that you should have traced in green. From
point D to b to A to C. Note the position of the micropositioner
armature contact.

1. B to A.

2. DBAC.

3. tilted - left.

4. least.

(1) The system is still demanding full hot as was
the previous circuit.

(2) The thing to remember is that current goes in
the opposite direction of the o ens and flows with the shorts when
using the troubleshooting Of Z' from D.

J. As was stated previously, this "Z" from D is merely
an aid in troubleshooting. If the circuit was to be mathematically
computed in each case, you would find that this method proves correct
in determining direction of current across the bridge.

Using toldout 2 and figure 16, you will identify circuit malfunction(s)
in the temperature control circuit which are caus'd by OPENS or SHORTS.
You will place an "X*" in the block which will give u the correct
circuit malfunction. The first one has been done ,or you. Numbers 2,
3, 4 you mist do for practice and'have them checked by your lab instructor
before you progress to the problems in the progress check.

19



0 First look at figure 16 and find practice problem 1, then using
foldout 2, look for problem 1 in the temperature control circuit. After

you have found 1 on foldout 2, you will see that it points to an OPEN in
the power lead to the temperature control switch. You can identify an
open in this foldcut 2 by the circle around the number of the cause, or
you can also look on figure 16 under the cause column.

I. Figure 16 gives you the answer sheet for practice problem 1.

2. Foldout 2 gives you the location of the OPEN circuit power

lead.

3. The circuit condition column for the temperature control

switch and rheostat in figure 16 will give you the position the
controls will be in during an operational check when the given CAUSE
is in circuit.

a. How will the circuit malfunction when the temperature
control switch is in the manual cold position? You're right; 1 is

an open in the power circuit causing the power to be cut off to the
temperature control switch. By tracing the circuit, you know this
switch must have power to it for both the manual and auto circuit
to operate or the whole system will fail. This can now be marked in
figure 16 with an 'In under (NO OPERATION).

Remember, NO OPERATION means that the temperature control valve
will not operate in manual hot, cold or automatic. This does not

mean that the bri6ge will not control the micropositioner and the hot
and cold relay.

The selection made is the CIRCUIT MALFUNCTION (NO OPERATION).
This is the only complete and correct answer because the power has

been cut off to the circuits. The above circuit malfunction will

result regardless of the temperture control switch and rheostat
position.

If you would have selected any of the other circuit malfunctions,
your answer may b3 either half or all wrong.

Note: Be very CAREFUL in selection of the circuit malfunctions.
They must describe exactly what is malfunctioning, nothing more
or less, Also, always note the position of f-he tempeature control
switch and rheostat given in the circuit condition column in
figure 16. Sometimes more than one answer could be correct.

20
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS

First look at figure 16 and find practice problems 2, 3, and 4, and
then using foldout 2, look for problems 2, 3, and 4 in the temperature
control circuit. After you have found 2, 3, and 4 on foldout 2, select
the correct circuit malfunction given at the top of figure 16 by placing
an "X" in the correct block. Your instructor will grade your work and
initial it if you are to progress to the next five problems.

PROGRESS CHECK

The next ten problems will not be done any place but in the
classroom and under supervision of the instructor. You will not do
these problems in the barracks or at home. You must identify a
minimum of 8 out of 10 circuit malfunctions correctly. Your instructor
must check your work after the first five probellis. If your instructor
says your work is satisfactory, the instructor will initial your work
allowing you to progress. If the instructor says your work is
unsatisfactory, it will not be initialed and you will follow the
instructions of the instructor.

21.
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Student couplets tn. followint (print).

STUDENT NAME
(Last)

DATE PROGRESS CHECK STARTED

(First)

CIRCUIT CONDITION CAUSE. CIRCUIT MALFUNCTION(S)

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL SWITCH RHEOSTAT

(.3

.,
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X X X, OPEN

X X X OPEN
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i. X
.

X OPEN
.

10

X

...

OPEN 11

X X X SUORT 12

X X X SLLORT 13
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Figure LW.
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Environmantal Pneudraulic Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

OBJECTIVES

3ABR42331-WB-122A

TEMPERATURE CONTROL CIRCUITS TROUBLESHOOTING

After completing this workbook, you will be able to:

Use a temperature control circuit, electrical diagrams, and multimeter,
locate and record a minimum of 4 of the-5 trouble causes.

EQUIPMENT

Basis of Issue
Multimeter 1/student
DC Bridge trainer #3072 1/student

PROCEDURE

When you have acquired the above listed equipment, proceed
according to the instructions for each project of the workbook.

When y..:11 leave yoUr trainer for scheduled or unscheduled breaks
insure the following are done before you go.

1. Place the control switch to OFF position.

2. Secure your multimeter during this period.

a. Insure the controls on the meter are properly set for
storage.

b. Leave the test leads attached to the meter.

c. Wrap the meter leads attached to the meter.

d. Place the meter on the locker shelf.

3. When you return from the break take the same meter and
go back to work.

Supersedes 3ABR42331-WB-115A, 5 April 1977.
OPR: 3370 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TCHTG/TTGU-11' - 300; TTVSA - 1
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Project I

1. This project is performed in the electrical labors'
to the lab instructor with this workbook and your progress
you will learn the operation and troubleshooting technique
successfully check out this circuit. RE SURE TO REMOVE YOUR
WHILE IN THE LAB AREA.

990

orv. Report
cord. Here
equired to
JEWELRY

Note: You must acquire a multimeter from the lab instructor,
upon receipt and sign out of the meter. The instructor will
direct you to the trainer that you will be operati-g.

a. Open the multimeter and place it at the top of the trainer
in the holder that is provided.

b. Remove the test leads and probes from the meter cover and
insert them into the proper holes in the meter jacks. (Red to Red - Black
to Black.)

c. Position the "Function" switch to OHMS Range X 10.

d. Zero the ohmmeter. If it does not zero notify the instructor.

e. Put the test leads aside for the present so that you get a
clear view of the trainer.

2. Before you can effectively troubleshoot any system you must
become thoroughly familiar with the "normal" operation of the system.
An "operational check" of the system MUST BE performed prior to trouble-
shooting, to determine the condition of the system and to help you to
locate exactly which part of the circuit is defective.

3. Follow the procedures below and perform an operational check of
the system.

a. Note the physical location of the 28V DC bus, fuse,
temperature control switch, micropositioner, hot and cold relays and the
temperature control valve and the different ground points ( ).
on the circuits. Thud ground points/symbols actually means thaethe
negative wire, of a given component, is connected to the fuselage/frame
of the aircraft in some manner. On the trainer you will note at the very
bottom of the bridge, a small round plastic hole that says ground. This
hole (ground) represents the fuselage of the aircraft. Therefore, if you
take a meter reading on a negative wire it will be taken from the negative
side of the component to the frame/fuselage which is referred to as the
common ground.

b. Place all the trouble switches on the rear of the trainer
to the "off" position.

c. Insure that the trainer is plugged in, this supplies 28V DC
to the + bus.

d. -Insure that the tie point jacks are installed at points
A & B of the circuit. These are two metal rectangles that have 3 nuts
and jacks on each plate.

3
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(1) Note the green plastic place over the close (cold)
winding of the motor.

(2) Note the red plastic plate over the open (hot)
winding of the motor.

(a) When either light is on (plates have lights behind
than) it simulates actual operation of-the temperature control valve.

(3) Note the green and red plastic plates across points
A and B.

(a) If the red light is on it indicates current flow
from B to A, but does not indicate the motor valve has operated.

(b) If the green light is on it indicates current
flow from A to P, but does not indicate the motor valve has operated.

Note: As you perform each of the following steps, fill in the
information in the blanks provided that correctly identifies
correct bridge current or motor operation.

e. Place the temperature control switch to the MANUAL COLD
position.

(1) The temperature control valve
(opened/closed).

(2) The (hot relay/cold relay/neither
relay) energized.

f. Place the temperature control switch to the MANUAL HOT
position.

(1) The temperature control valve

(opened/closed).

(2) The (hot relay/cold relay/neither

relay) energized.

g. Place the temperature control switch to the AUTO position.

(1) If any lights are on, locate and turn resistor R-1's
knob either clockwise or counterclockwise until all lights are off.
Resistor R-1 is located on the upper left side of the bridge diamond.

Note: Do not adjust any other resistor on the circuit except resistor
R-1. If you cannot :urn off all the lights while you are in automatic,
at this time assure all troubles are off in the rear of the trainer.
If this does not solve the problem, inform the instructor so he/she
can perform calibration.

h. Now turn R-1 counterclockwise (to the left) until the red

light comes on.

4992
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(1) There (is/is not) a current flow across the bridge.

(2) This current is from (A to B/B to A/does

(3) The (hot/cold/neither) relay is energized

(4) The system would be demanding a (cold/hot/t3 change)

temperature for the cabin.

1. Turn R-1 clockwise (to the right) until the circuit is
balanced (no lights on). Now continua to turn R-1 clockwise until the
green light comes on.

not flow).

(1) There (is/is not) a current across the bridge

(2) Current flow is from (A to B/B to A/does

(3) The (hot/cold/neither) relay is energized.

(4) The system would be demanding a (cold/hot/no change)

temperature for the cabin.

This completes the operational checkout procedures, now compare your
answer with those on the following page. This way you will know that the
trainer is operating properly.

5
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Answers to operational check.

a. (1) closed

(2) neither relay

Note that either relay is energized, simply because you are in the
"manual" range. Manual bypasses the automatic-system completely.

f. (1) opened

(2) neither relay

Note that neither relay is energized, simply because you are in the
"manual" range. Manual bypasses the automatic system completely.

h. (1) is

(2) B to A

(3) hot

(4) hot

i. (1) is

(2) A to B

(3) cold

(4) cold

If all your answers agree with the ones given above, and you are
THOROUGHLY familiar with the operational checkout procedures, then you

Are ready to begin with the troubleshooting. If you do not agree with
the answers, perform the operational check again, then if you still do
not agree contact the instructor for assistance.

4. Use the following meter procedures to checkout the various

circuits. Note the different checkpoint locations on the trainer. These
are round plastic jacks installed at different points in which the meter
leads are inserted to check the circuit at these points.

a. Use the "voltmeter" to check the following circuits.

(1) Power bus to "temp" control switch.

(2) Entire manual cold circuit.

(3) Entire manual hot circuit.

(4) Auto circuit up to "top" or bridge, junction point
to Al of hot and cold relays. From the 122. of the bridge the diamond

Will be isolated and checked with the Ohms portion of the multimater.
Do not use your meter at this time.

6
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b. The circuits that you will he checking with the ohmmeter
is the diamond, the path across from A to B of the diamond, the ground
wires and the hot and cold relay circuits.

S. Turn on switch .71 located on the back of the trainer. You
have now placed -i trouble into tie circuit somewhere.

6. To locate the trouble caused by turning on the trouble switch,
ask yourself this question. Which of the circuits, manual hot, manual
cold, auto, do not operate as they should? Then proceed in the following
sequence.

a. Place the temperature control switch to MANUAL COLD. Note
that it works as it should. If you forgot this check then refer back to
project 1, pare 3, step e.

b. Placa the temperature control switch to MANUAL HOT. Note
that it operates as it should. Project 1, pare 3, step f.

c. Place the temperature control switch to AUTO. Turn R-1
counterclockwise. Note that the bridges fails to respond and does not
run the motor to the close position.

d. Turn R-1 clockwise. Note that the bridge still does not
respond and you cannot energize the hot relay to run the motor to the
open position.

7. Here then is where the actual troubleshooting begins. You
have determined that the "manual" circuits are normal and that you have
100 AUTO" operation at all.

a. Note with the manual circuits "good" that there is no
reason to check these circuits at this point.

b. You must now locate the trouble in the AUTO range by
using the multimeter as a testing devic..

(1) The first step is to ground tne black meter lead
to the common ground. Set thg meter up to read 28 volts dt.

c. With the switch in the AUTO position, use the red meter
lead test probe to take the following voltage readings. Use figure 1
and the one on the trainer and take voltage readings at the points
indicated in figure 1. Record the readings as required in the following
steps.

7
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(1) Test points are identified by C. Example Cl, C2,C3, etc.

(2) Test point Cl indicates
volts.

(3) Test point C2 indicates
volts.

(4) Test point C3 indicates
volts.

(5) Test point C4 indicates
volts.

(6) Test point C5 indicates
volts.

(7) Test point C6 indicates
volts.

(8) Test point C7 indicates
volts.

Answers to the above test points can be found on page 13.

At test point C2 there was a three way junction. WhllA you are atthis junction it is always a good idea to pull a voltage check to Al ofthe cold relay (C5). A voltage check to Al of the hot relay (C6) andthen on to pin 8 of the nicropositioner
armature contact (C7). Thesecheckpoints indicate that at each, there is a 28V DC voltage potentialwaiting to go to work as soon as there is
current across the micropositionerand either relay is energized.

Further note that only the portion of the bridge being checked isshown. If your answers do not agree with the ones above, repeat thesechecks. If your answers still do not match, notify the lab instructor.
Note: With voltage to Cl this indicates that the circuit is OK fromthe +28V DC power bus to this point. Checkpoint C3 indicates thatthere is a voltage drop across the voltage dropping resistor R-6.If you concur with the above then proceed on to the next step.

8. Now that you have determined that the circuit is OK to the topof the bridge, the next steps will be in checking out the "bridge" itself.Turn the meter to Ohms Range X 10 and zero the meter.

a. Turn the temperature
control switch to "OFF." On the air-craft or any circuit that deals with temperature control circuits, youwill have to isolate the circus by turning circuit power off and checkingthe temperature sensors, rheos..tt and bridge wiring on ohms.

b. Before taking any resistance readings isolate ttle circuiteven more by breaking the connections between the various sensors andresistors on the bridge. On the aircraft itself you would either haveto unsolder some wires or disconnect the cannon plug from the temperaturecontroller and take the readings (resistance) at the plug itself. You willfind that this latter method is normally used to check the various bridgesensors and rheostat.

(1) On this particular circuit pull straight out on thetwo tie point jack, located at points A and B of the circuit. These aretwo meter rectangles that have 3 nuts and jacks on each plate.
9
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(a) Upon completion of bridge resistance checks be
our& to replace the plugs or you will be unable to get bridge operation.

(2) If you do not isolate the bridge in this manner you
might read resiAtance in another part of the circuit. Refer to the
illustration below. Study it carefully, note direction of mater current
by direction of arrows, the open sensor tresistor) and the values of the

otter manta's.

MIR 11101Galo 0 y 1000A
ARROW! RRACJOR MOW OF
OURRIM PRO11 TOIR MIR 114RU TM
COCA N444,6 at mums me me

RI

OF WW1
Ntv'aL,LY HAS A

nomusta OF 400A

Ni 1008 14 -100J .

Figure 2

(3) Note that the Ohmmeter is placed across t open

resistor R-1. Note by the arrows that the meter is actually ee ing the

TOTAL value of R-3, R-4, and R-2. Remember that the ohmmeter has own
power source and puts a small amount of current through the circuit being

checked.- This is necessary to ;et nsidle deflection on the meter.

(4) Referring again to the Illustrae,on, if the electrons
had a choice to go through a tremendous amount of resistance (open co) or
a small amount of resistance to get to a given point, which path would
the electron flow? They will flow through a conductive path which will

allow current to flow.

10
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c, Using the illustration and the checkpoints listed or, page
11, take the following resistance readings on the trainer and record
your answers in the spa_es provided. Indicate whether the meter indicated
an open, short, continuity (0 ohms on straight run of wire) or resistance.
(Resistors should indicate resistance.)

cN

CO

Ce......--Ni41 UNN .411Illb

CHECKPOINTS

Cl to

C., co CC35

C6 to C7

C7 to C9

-.

3.71:Figure

.

.

.

C9 to C11 .

C11 to C12 .

C1' to C13 .

C14 to C15 .

C15 to C16 .

C16 to Cl .

The correct responses for the above can be found on page 13,
11
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d. The only thing left to check is the path across the bridge
and the hot and cold relay circuits.

(1) Refer to figure 4 and take the following resistance
readings at the checkpoints indicated. Indicate if it has continuity,
resistance, is shorted, or open.

C -17 C-18

C-19 to C-20

C-18 to C-19

The correct response, for the above can be found on page 13.

e. Between points C 19 a4d C-20 the ohmmeter indicated
infinity (0). This shows that tie path for current to flow from A to
B is interrupted at this point. No current can flow across the micro-
positioner coil, therefore, neither the hot nor cold relay can work.
The temperature control valva will remain in its LAST position.

(1) By uoing this step-by-step procedure the problem has
been located without too much difficulty. RememLer to use these procedures
when checking other malfunctions.

Note: The only units in the automatic circuit that were not checked
were the hot and cold relay circuits and the ground for the relays.
At this point if you suspected a problem in either relay you should
be able to check it out by using the voltmeter from point-to-point.
Remssiber, if you still have not located any troubles by the time
that you reach checkpoint C20 then more than likely you do have a
relay problem. When checking the bridge ground, motor ground, or
rale), grounds, turn the power on with both isolation tie point jacks
installed and measure the DC voltage on ground. The DC meter should
indicate "0" volts for good grounds and a voltage reading for an
open ground.

12
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Correct responses for figure 1:

Cl 26 + 4V DC

C2 26 + 4V DC

C3 20 to 25 volts DC

C4 20 to 25 volts DC

C5 26 + 4V DC

C6 26 + 4V DC

C7 26 + 4V DC

Correct responses for figure 3:

Cl to C3 - Resistance.

C3 to C5 - Resistance.

C6 to C7 - Continuity.

C7 to C9 - Resistance

C9 to C11 - Continuity.

to C12 - Resistance.

C12 to C13 - Continuity,

C14 to C15 - Continuity.

C15 to C16 - Resistance.

C16 to Cl - Continuity.

If your answers do not agree with those above, recheck at the different
checkpoints. If your enswern still do not agree, notify the instructor.
Up to this point all the circuits twit hay, been checked indicate that they
are GOOD.

Correct responses for figure 4:

C-17 to C- 18 Continuity

C-19 to C-20 Open

C-18 to C-19 Resistance

13
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f. You are now ready to do two more practice problems on your
own. Use the space provided to record your findings. Note number #1 has
been done for you. In the malfunction column provided, piece the letter
of the indicated malfunction from the list provided after the exercise.

Practice Problems

Trouble
Switch

Malfunction
a

Cause
Type of trouble f Unit or wire
open, short, etc. l Number

Open B4 B18

Instructor's initial Practice problem grade

A. No Manual Cold

B. No Manual Hot

C. No Operation (nothing works)

D. No Auto

E. Full Auto Cold

F. Full Auto Hot

G. No Auto Cold

H. No Auto Hot

If your lab instructor signs off your practice work, you will be
assigned Our progress check material.

REMEMBER! Check all circuits except the bridge circuit with a volt

meter.. The briGge circuit will be check with an ohm meter only.
Also when you check the bridge circuit you isolate it by pulling
the two metal jacks and replace them upon starting a new operational

check.

PROGRESS CHECK INSTRUCTIONS

This progress check will require you to correctly solve a minimum of

4 out of the 5 problems given. This should be accomlished much in the
game manner as the practice_problems. The instructor will check and
initial your work after the 5 problems are graded and passing. If you

have Aged more than one (1) problem you will follow your lab instructor's

bun ztions.

You will not communicate (talk, etc.) with Ither students during the --

progress check without your lab instrt. _or's permission.

0'63



You will not use fellow students work to solve the problems in this
progress check.

You must satisfactorily :complete this progress check before further
progression to other lab troubleshooting progress checks.

Note: If any part of the answers (cause or malfunction) to the
trouble switch # is wrong, the instructor will mark the whole trouble
switch entry incorrect. This MAMA YOU will have to find what part
or parts to the cause or malfunction is incorrect for that trouble
switch when marked incorrect.

Student complete the following (print).

STUDENT NAME

LAST

DATE PROGRESS CHECK STARTED

FIRST

PROGRESS CHECK

Trouble
Switch
#

Malfunction Cause

Unit or Wire
Number

f Type of trouble
open, short, etc.

__..;

Instructor's initial Grade

A. No Manual Cold

B. No Manual Hot

C. No Operation (nothing works)

D. No Auto

E. Full Auto Cold

F. Full Auto Hot

C. No Auto Cold

H. Nc. Auto Hot

15
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If yen have satisfactorily completed the progress check, store your
aaltimatarand trainer in the following way.

1. Pull out all the circuit breakers. (If any.)

2. Place the control switch in the OFF position.

3. Place all trouble switches toggles to the OFF position.

4. Insure all your training literature, pencils, etc. are taken
with you when you leave the lab.

5. Insure your trainer and the area around it is clean before you
leave the lab.

lab.

6. Properly store and sign in your multimeter before you leave the

7. Check with the lab instructor before you leave the lab.

Note: Did you leave your multimeter set on OHMS ?_

If you have, go back and change it.
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Iff FOREWORD

This Programmed Text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42231 instructional
system. The matertal contained herein has been validated using thirty 42010
students enrolled in the 3ABR42231 course. Ninety percent of the students
taking this text surpassed the criterion called for in the approved lesson
objective. The average student required (28) minutes to complete the text.

OBJECTIVES

After having completed this Programmed Instructional Package, the student
will be able to:

1. Plot an AC sine wave.

2. Label the components of an AC sine wave.

3. Determine the frequency.

4. Label the peak and effective voltages.

INSTRUCTIONS

This program presents information in small steps called "Frames. " After
reading the information in each Frame, you are asked to select an answer or
make an entry that shows you understand the "information" in that Frame.
You may write your answer in this booklet. You may check the a.:curacy of
your answers by looking on the next page.

1 007
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Frame 1

ALTERNATING CURRENT

Alternating current and direct current are the two main forms of elec-
trical power known to man today. You have already been introduced to direct
current and to the method of producing it. In this unit of instruction we will
deal almost exclusively with alternating current.

Alternating current is produced by the mechanical method. Both the
alternating current generator and the direct current generator use the same
prineples of magnetism to produce a voltage. Both types of generators must
have conductors, a magnetic field, and relative motion between the two. The
difference in the type of output is controlled only by the internal parts of the
generators.

No response, go on to the next page

1
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Frame 2

An AC generator has a conductor (actually many conductors) which
rotates in a magnetic field. The diagram below shows a very basic AC
generator, with a one wire conductor. Notice that the conductor is in
the form of a loop, with a pivot point midway in the loop.

When one side of the loop is traveling up, the other side is moving down.
The voltage buildup on one side of the loop always aids the voltage buildup
on the other side. Since this is so, we will use only one of the conductors
in the loot) to explain how an AC voltage is produced. The diagram below
represents this conductor in a magnetic field. (End view) If the conductor
is rotated in a circle (represented by the dotted line) it will first cut across
the magnetic lines of flux in one direction fright to left). Then it will cross
the flux lines in the opposite direction (left to right). This causes current
to flow first in one direction in the conductor, and then in the opposite direc ion.

PK

i

S

i1+-CONDUCTOR

No response, turn to the next page
.I_ 004
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Frame 3

A sine wave is commonly used to represent this alternating current
in a circuit. The next few pages in this program will teach you how this
sine wave is developed and the terms used with it.

Let's start with the terms used when plotting a sine wave. The two
solid lines in the diagram below are reference lines. In order to show how
much voltage the generator is producing, the vertical line called an
"Amplitude" line is used. This line is sometimes marked with numbers to
represent specific voltage or current values.

5 Wi.

4-
3.6.

2-I-
0-.
I-
2-
3-
4-
S.

Draw an arrow pointing to the amplitude line in the diagram above.

3
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III
Answer to Frame 3:

frame 4

The horizontal reference line has two names. It can either be
called a "0" (zero) reference line or a "time" reference line, for it
represents both zero voltage and time.

Label the reference lines in the diagram below.

4
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Answer to Frame 4:,

semPtITUOI REFERENCE LINE

t1.61 IMII6NCE LINE
011741110 kIMINCE LINE

190

Frame 5

Now let', combine the basic generator (one conductor) and the reference
lines to show how a sine wave is produced.

In the diagram below, the basic AC generator is producing no voltage.
The conductor is moving parallel to the magnetic lines of flux at this instant,
and therefore is not cutting across any lin .s. The "0" ..-oltage produced at
this time is represented by a dot on the zero reference line.

1

0'
10

6

4

0

2

6

6

10

Draw an arrow to the "0" reference line in the diagram above.

5
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Antiwar to Frame 5:

Frame

As the conductor rotates from the starting point 'through 22 1/Z° of
a complete circle, it begins to cut across lines of magnetic flux.

190"

1111111111i1111111111111111

1111111111111
4

This produces a voltage in the conductor. The amount of voltage at this
time is small, but it is building toward the maximum vo.tage the generator
will produce. This small amount of voltage is shovn on our reference
lines by a rising line. (Tha start of our sine wave.) As the conductor
continues to rotate. it cilLs across more lines of flux and produces a
highet vol age.

.109
-er ."" 9V/ 40

sv

_ Iv3v

\ /
Liao

111,411111111111111111110

,A111111111111111
45' 90' 135" 180" 771' 140

I I I I I

I I I I
IIi. I I 4 , , 7 3,4

SIC SEC SEC SEC SIC

In the diagram above, the conductor has traveled 450 of a circ4e, and the
voltage shown on the reference lines has risen higher.

What is the voltge at this time?

How long has it taken for this voltage buildup?

6
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Andwers tafFrame 6: 7 volts

1/8 second

Kir

The conductor continues to rotate unitl it reaches 90o,
a circle.) At this time the conductor is cutting a maximum
lines and producing maximum voltage.

Frame 7

(One quarter of
number of flux

i

i

iiigialiall"
1,4111111111

111 I MM
11 I

I
90

SIC

'$0

1

SEC

270

3

StC.

360

SEC

On the reference lines above, we have shown the voltage sine wave
maximum height. Circle the letter '-,e;re the correct answer
1 What is the maximum voltage this generator is producing?

a. 6 volt.
b 8 volts

10 volts
d 12 volts

2 How long did it take to produce this peak (maximum) voltage/
a.
b

d.

1/8 second
1/4 second
1/2 second
3/8 second

3 How many degrees did the conductor travel to produce
voltage:
a. 45
b. 90o
C. 180
d 270°

4 At
a.
b.
C.

d.

at its

this maximum

what point on the time reference line 13 maximum voltage ,huvrti
45o
90

180
0

270



ArkVre to Frame 7. 1. c
2. 'b
3. b
4. b

Frame 8

Av the conductor continues to rotate to 180° of a circle it cuts fewer
and fewer flux lines, until it is finally traveling parallel with the flux
lines again, cutting "0" lines of force, and producing zero voltage.

\ /
V \/

s's. ,.1 --'

r

0
11

3343' 1

1 1

.,

1 1

00 ISO' 210 360'

Complete the portion of the sine wave on the reference lines above to show
the drop of voltage to zero volts at 180

8



Answers to Frame 8:
10

amwaialmaram
11111011111111
1111M11111111

111111111111111111

mom
00` ISO 770' 360

971/

The sine wave must be drawn so
that it covers the corners where the
graph lines cross.

F r am e 9

When the conductor has moved from 0° to 180° in a circle it has completed
one alternation (one rise and fall of voltage from zero to maximum and
back to zero volts). When the sine wave for one alternation is brawn above
the zero reference line, it always indicates a positive (+) alternation. Plot
a sine wave on the reference lines below, showing one complete positive
alternation of voltage.

10

1

1111.1:111111111
1111111111111111
1111111111111111

9

90° 110° 270° 360'



Answers to Frame 9:

0

IA1110111111111
W111110111111 I

90 ISO' 270" '100'

Frame 10
When the rotating conductor completes the entire circle it first moves

through the flux field in one direction, (0 to 1800) and then cuts across the
flux field in the opposite direction. (180 to 3600) This is one complete
cycle (a complete sequence of events), for the conductor is now back at "0"
degrees of the circle, and starting on the second cycle. The first half of
this cycle produced a positive alternation. The last half of the cycle
produces a negative alternation. (A reverse in the direction of induced
EMF.) This negative voltage buildup and collapse is always drawn below
the zero reference line.

90 ISO 210' 300'

I 4 1 2 3 1

SIC SEC SIC SIC

1. Huw lung did it take for one complete cycle?

2. How long did it take for one complete alternation?

3 How many positive volts did the generator produce?

4 How many negative volts did the generator produce 7

5. Would it be possible to produce more negative voltage than positive
voltage with this generator?

6. At what point on the graph is maximum negative voltage shown

7. At what points on the graph are "0" voltages shown
a

and.//....../01.
10
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Answers to Frame 10: 1. 1 second Z. 1/2 second 3. 101/

4. 10V

194

5. no 6. 270° 7. 0, 180, 360

Frame 11
Plot a dine wave on the graph below, showing one complete cycle of AC
voltage. Label each alternation as Positive ur Negative.

0

0 0. SO°

Label each of the following on the sine wave below.

Zero reference line
Time reference line
Amplitude reference line
One complete positive alternation
One complete negative alternation
One complete cy:le

270' 360°

Label each of the following points on the sine

900

180o
270

o

3600

11

wave below.
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Answers to Frame
Frame 12

11:

51111111M1111111
111111111111115
1111111110111121
NIIINEELIMS!

90 ISO 770'

AMPLITUDE REFERENCE LINE,
positivE ALTERNATION

CYCLE

ISO°

360w
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Frame 13

As you have seen, the generation of an AC voltage produces a sine wave
that is constantly changing in amplitude and periodically changing in direc-
tion. The voltage is always rising or falling, and twice per cycle is at zero
volts. Therefore, the amount of work a peak AC voltage can do is not equal
to the amount of work an equivalent DC voltage can do. An AC voltage which
reaches a maximum peak of 10 volts will do the same amount of work as 7.07
volts of DC.

Therefore, if we are referring to the effective voltage of an AC circuit
it is only about 70% effective. It will only be . 707 of the peak voltage.

Which of the lines across the positive alternation below represents effective
voltage? (Circle the letter before the correct line)

A-10
11 9
C-7
0 -5
E- 3f-I
G-0

13
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qqgAnswer to Frame 13:

Frame 14

Unless otherwise specified, all AC meters are calibrated to read the
effective voltage of a circuit. The actual peak voltage will be higher than
what your meter reads. There may be times when you will find it necessar
to determine peak voltage. This can be done in one of two ways. Either
divide the effective voltage by .707 or multiply by 1.414. Example:

141 4 100
707 / 100.000 1.414

707 400
2930 100
2828 400

1020 100
707 141.4
3130

Yuu will find these numbers in almost any book on electricity, if you need
them, so we don't expect you to memorize them.

1. AC meters (unless otherwise specified) are always calibrated to read
a. amperage voltage.

b. instantaneous voltage.

c. effective voltage

d peak voltage

14
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Answers to Frame 14: c /000
Frame 15

When our simple generator is turning at a speed of one revolution per
second., it is producing one complete cycle per second (CPS). Another
term for cycles per second (CPS) is Hertz. The number of cycles per
second (Hertz) is called frequency. If the speed of the generator rotation
were increased to 5 revolutions per second, the frequency of the output
would then be 5 cps (Hertz). Frequency is always measured by the number
of complete cycles in each second. The sine wave for 5 cps (Hertz) would
lock like this:

I StC(',f(),,
What is the frequency of the sine wave below/

a. 2 cps
b. 4 cps
c. 8 cps
d. 16 cps

Frequency is always measured in cycles per: (Circle the correct letter)

a. Microsecond.
b. Second.
c. Minute.
d. Hour.

15
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/001Anriwerx to Frame 15: 4 cps b.

you have now completed this program. Please inform your instructor
that you have completed the text.
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/003
FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3A3R42231 Instruc-

tional System. The material herein has been validated using thirty-

seven 42010 students enrolled in the 3A3R42231 course. Ninety percent

of the students taking this text surpassed the criterion called for

in the approved lesson objective. The average student required 24

minutes to complete the test. The student will demonstrate his knowledge

of the objectives by answering questions to an accuracy of 70L

OBJECTIVES

When you have completed this programmed text, you will be able

to:

1. Describe hiWcapacitore are constructed.

2. Describe how capacitors store an electrical charge.

3. Explain the capacitor's ability to oppose any change in

voltage.

4. Explain the capacitor's ability to cause current to lead

voltage in a circuit.

INSTRUCTIONS

This erogram presents information in small steps called "frames."

After reading each frame, you are asked to select an answer or make

an entry that shows that you understand the information in that frame;

do so by writing your answer in the response sheet. Do not mark

in this text. You may check the accuracy of your response by checking

correct responses at the top of every even numbered page.



/owl
Prams

You have learned about electron flow in a previous text. At
this point, lets see how a capacitor would effect this flow. To
start with lets answer ',to question, "what is a capacitor?" A
sleple definition of a capacitor is: "an electrical device capable
of toning electrical energy." It would be quite possible at this
time to confuse this definition with the definition of a batt.ry,
however, there is a essential difference between the two. A battery
is a chemical generator which products electrical energy as a product
of chemical activity. A capacitor is a storage device (not a ge -er
*tor) which stores electrons.

GLASS SAR.

SATTlAY

Figure 1 above, illustrates a glass jar, two conductors and a
battery. The inside and outside of the glass jar is wrapped with
copper foil. The positive terminal of the battery is connected to
the inside piece of foil. While the negative terminal is connected
to the outside piece of foil. Thera is no connection between the
two conductors as the glass jar separates them. It insulates the
inside and outside copper foil from one ano'.her. We now have the
three essential parts o: any capacitor; two conductors, and an
insulator. Each of these three parts has a specific name. The
conductor (inside foil) connected to the positive post of the battery
is called the anode. The conductor (outside foil) connected to the
negative post, t. called the cathode. The insulator (glass jar)
is called the dielectric.

Answer each of the following statements either true (T) or false (F).

1. The insulating material in a capacitor is called a dielectric.

2. A capacitor is a electrical device capable of storing
electrical energy.

3. The glass jar used in figure 1 would be an example of a
conductor.

4. The foil used in figure 1 would be an example of a insulator.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PLSE 2.

ti
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Correct Responses to Frame 1: 1. T, 2. T, 3. F, 4. r

Frame 2

Now that we have established that there is no electrical con-
nection between the two einductors, (or plates as they are sometimer
called) lets see haw the electrons row. The electrons in the nega-
tive plate want to pass through the dielectric to the positive plate.
Thus, we can say that a potential exists between the two plates.
The eleptrons tend to accumulate on the negative plate (see figure 2A
below). If we disconnect the battery, electrons will ha trapped
on the surface of the negative plate (see figure 23 bolvi). Now
if we touch thy leads connected to the plates, the electrons will
have a way to reach the positive plate (see figure 2C below).- Since
electron movement will be virtually instantaneous, a spark will be
produced.

;4

5--

Figure 2A. Figure 23. Figure 2C.

If the capacitor is removed from the circuit while still charged,
we would have the equivalent of a small battery. It would not be
a very useful battery however. For as soon as it was connected to
a circuit, the electrons would leave Cm negative plate and attempt
to reach the positive plate. Once this has occurred, the capacitor
is discharged. Then the plate.; of the capacitor become two pieces
of neutral metal. As the capacito lischarget through the circuit,
it momentarily supplied a voltage. £his voltige is almost as high
as the original battery toltsge due to the electron build up.

Indicate khe letter of the correct response to, each of the following
ste,tementss,,

When a, charged capacitor is removed from a ,ircult, it will

a. immediately charge.

b. immediately discharge.

c. retain its electrical charge.



too('
Frame 2 (Cont'd)

2. A capacitor discharges with a voltitga that is

a. slightly higher than the applied voltage.

b. slightly lower than the appliC

c. squal to the applied voltage.

SEE TOP OF PAGE 4 FOR CORRECT RESPONSES.

S.
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Correct Responses to Frame 2: 1. c, 2. b.

Prams 3

The =aunt e.f charge that a capacitor can hold depends upon

how it is constructed. This capacity for storing energy in an elsctric

field is called capacitance. Three separate physical properties deter-

mine the amount of charge that any capacitor is capable of holding.

1. Plate Area - The larger the plate area, the more electrons

it can hold; therefore, it has more capacitance.

2. Distance Between the Plates - When the distance between
the plates is increased, the capacitance its def.reased because the
greater distance between the two plates reduces the attractive force
between them.

3. Type of Dielectric - Electrons are easier to displace in
some dielectric materials than they are in other dielectric materials.
The type of eielectric, therefore, has a direct bearing on the capaci-
tance of the capacitor.

Complete the following statement.

1. The three physical properties that df'ermine the capacitance
of s capacitor are:

a.

b.

C.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOF OF PALL 6
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Frame 4

Capacitors are effected more by temperature than by any other
environmental conditions, except humidity. This is because capacitors
are electrical devices and they store electrons. As the temperature
increases, Alt.:tram activity increases and as temperature decreases
electron activity decrease'. Therefore, when a circuit is designed
to use a capacitor, the temperature factor must be taken into consideration.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

CHECK YOUR RESPONSE AT THE TOP OF PAGE 6.
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Correct Responses to Frame 3: 1. a. plate area, b. distance between

the plates, c. type of dielectric.

Correct Response to !rams 4: None Requir-Id.

Trams 5

A capacitor has the ability to oppose any change in voltage.
To explain this ware clearly, lets connect a capacitor in parallel
with a resistor in a circuit. The symbol most commonly used to

represent a capacitor is 4 ( ;(Positive --I , Negative

When the switch is closed in the circuit above, voltage causes
current to flow through the resistor. Full voltage is applied across

both the resistor and the capacitor. The capacitor is being charged
at the same time that current starts flowing through the resistor.
When the c.pacitor has been fully charged (to a volt.lge almost as
high as rte battery voltage), there will no longer be a flow of
electrons to the negative plate c! he capacitor. Now all the electron
flow will be through the resistor. (This applies to a DC circuit
only.)

Indicate the letter of the correct response to each of the Zollowing
statements.

1. A capacitor has the ibtlity to oppose Jianges in

a. currant flow.

b. voltage.

c. frequency.

d. tesiatance.

2. is the symro1 for

a. a capacitor.

b. an inductor.

c. reactance.

d. impedance.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 8.
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Frame 6

When the switch in the circuit below is opened, aftfr the capacitor
has been charged, the battery voltage is removed from the circuit.
Voltage across the resistor is not removed though, because of the
charge on the capacitor. The capacitor discharges across the resistor
keeping the voltage applied for a very short time. The capacitor
acting likes battery, opposes the decrease (change) of voltage across
the resistor. This circuit was used for demonstration purposes only.
A capacitor is not needed to keep the voltage constant across the
resistor because the battery voltage does not fluctuate.

Suppose we need a constant voltage across 4 resistor, and the
power supply fluctuates 1!rom 100 volts to 110 volts. Would a capacitor
in this type circuit help us obtain a steady voltage? It certainly
would! As the voltage from the source rises from 100 to 110 volts,
the capacitor would continua to charge to the higher voltage. Now
when the applied voltage drops back to 100 volts, ate capacitor dis-
charges electrons through the resistor. This action helps stabilise
the voltage acress the resistor.

Pawl.

SUPPLY

-411:14"la°111

Answer each of the following statements either true (T) or false (F).

1. The capacitor in the above circuit charges when the applied
voltage increases.

2. The capacitor discharges through the resistor when the
applied voltage decreases.

3. Fluctuations in applied v1/4,..tage are not opposed by the
capacitor.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 8.

7
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Correct Responses to Frame 5: 1. b, 2. a.

Correct Responses to Pram 6: 1. T, 2. T, 3. F.

Y2111187

A capacitor in a circuit causes current to lead the voltage.
That is, the capacitor causes a shift in phasing between the c trent
and voltage. This shifting action can be explained with the circuit
and graph shown below.

e 12 VOLTS

12

11111

011
IMD

1 a

CLIMMNT
CURRENT WILL LEAD

vCKT/101 VOLTAGE BY 90° IN
A PURELY CAPACATIVE
CIRCUIT.

TIM! mrem===.011.

Voltage-Current
Relationship During Charging4-

a Capacitor.

Before the switch in this circuit is closed, the capacitor has
a neutral charge. In other words, its voltage is zero. As soon an
the sw2tch is closed, the 12 volts from the battery causes a maximum
flow of current. As the current flow continues, the voltage at the
capacitor increases. As the charge of the capacitor builds up, the
differenc4 in 7Nltential between the battery and capacitor plates becomes
less. This causes a progressively decreasing current flow. When
the capacitor is fully charged (maximum voltage), the current flow
will stop completely (minimum current).

The graph shows the voltage-current relationship at the capacitor
during the charging ?Jae. The vertical line at the left of the graph
reiresonts the voltage-current condition in the capacitor at the
Latent the switch is closed. The current (electron) flow is at
max'imm, and the voltage is at minimum. As the voltage increases,
the current flow decreases. When the voltage has reached maximum
(nee. 12 volts), the current flaw has dropped to zero. If we com-
pare t ts action with one-half cycle to an AC circuit, we can see
that t e capacitor causes the current to lead the voltage.

Answer each of the following statements either true (T) or false (F).

1. At the time that the capacitor is fully charged (maximum
voltage) the current flow is also maximum.

2. The cavacitor causes current to lead the voltage in the
circuit.

3. At the instant that the capacitor is starting to charge,
the current will 1-,e4 at maximum.

CRECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 10.

8
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Frame 8

The unit of measurement fL: a capacitor is the farad. Ito letter
"C" is the symbol of capacitance. If one coulomb (6.28 x 10 ele,..trons)
will charge the capacitor to a one -volt charge, the capacitor has slne
farad of capacitance. The farad itself is too large for practical
use. Therefore, the unit of measurement actually used is microfarad.
The microfarad is equal to one-millionth of a farad and is abbreviated
mfd or ufd. The micromicrofarad is also used. It is equal to one-
millioea7of a microfarad and is abbreviated mad or Lf...

Most capacitors also have a DC and an AC voltage rating stamped
on them. This is to insure the capacitor will not be used in a circuit
where its voltage limitations could be exceeded. Ocher capacitors
may have color coding to designate the size and voltage rating. pppeR

cop/out:rot a Mu LAM R
FOILF.rxaP PAPER

rteciesc cAPACiToR gLeAP

LEAP.N
CoNOucToR

ForL
Answer each of the following statements either true (T) or false (F).

1. The units of measurement for capacitance are the microfarsd
and the micromic-!ofarad.

2. An abbreviatiou for the microfdrad is ufd.

3. The voltage rating stamped on the capacitors should be
observed when the capacitors are connected in circuits.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 10.

9
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Correct Responses to Frame 7: 1. F, 2. T, 3. T.

Correct Responses to Frame 8: 1. T, 2. T, 3. T.

Frame 9

There are many different types of capacitors. Let's briefly
describe a few different types so that you will be familiar wit:
them.

One common type of capacitor is made by placing a long, narrow
sheet of oiled paper between two similar sheets of tinfoil. Then
another sheet of oiled paper is placed against the outside surface
of each tinfoil sheet. These layers of tinfoil and paper are then
rolled up and sealed in a cardboard tube. Two terminals are connected
to the tinfoil and one extended to the outside of the tube.

The amount of voltage that can be applied to such a capacitor
depends upon the insulating ability of the paper (dielectric). In
other words, the dielectric of a capacitor determines the highest
voltage that the capacitor can withstand without breaking down. When
the plates are charged, electrons attempt to move from the negative
plate to the positive plate. But, the dialectrieprevents this from
happening. However, depending upon the applied voltage and the type
of dielectric's own electrons may break loose and move to the
positive plate. This reduces the efficiency of the capacitor. There-
fore, it is desirable to use dielectrics with high "electron holdiag"
characteristics. This electron-holding ability of a dielectric in
indicated by a numerical value which is called the "dielectric con-
stant." The dielectric constant value compares the electron-holding
quality of a dielectric, to a comparable insulating layer of dry air.
For example, a nonconductor with a dielectric constant of 6, would
be 6 times as good a dielectric as a layer of air of equal thickness.

The higher the dielectric constant, the better the quality of
the dielectric. The dielectric constant rating is so important that
capacitors are classified by the kind of dielectric used. The
general types of capacitors, classified by dielectric, are; air,
compressed-gas, vacuum, mica, ceramic, glass, oil, oil-paper, caster
oil paper, chlorinated diphenyl "paper, and wax paper. The castor
oil paper type of capacitor is one of the better paper capacitors.

Answer each of the following statements either true (T) or false (F).

1. The dielectric of a capacitor determines the highest voltage
the capacitor can withstand without breakdown.

Capacitors are distinguished by the type of dielectric
they contain.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 12.
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Frame 10

We have previously stated that DC voltage, when applied to a
capacitor, causes current to flow only until the capacitor is charged.
However, if an alternating (AC) source of power is substituted the
capacitor will act differently. We stated (in a previous text)
that one AC cycle would be half positive and the other half negative.
As shown, in the next figure, current flow frail. the AC source will

alternate. On the firs, cycle, Y would be positively charged, while
X would receive a negative charge. On the next cycle, X would receive
the positive charge and Y the negative charge. This alternation will
continua with each cycle. No current will flow through the insulator
(dielectric) between the capacitor plates. However, current will flow
in the remainder of the circuit in between cycles. The amount of
current flow, within the circuit, will increase if one or more of
the following occurs: (1) The amount of applied voltage is increased,
(2) the capacitor is replaced by a larger capacitor, or (3) the fre-
quency of the applied voltage is increased. A capacitor, for an AC
circuit, must be carefully chosen. The capacitor (.106421 must (hangs

fast enough to store the needed energy. Yet, it must discharge fast
enough to avoid bucking the next cycle of current.

AC GENERATOR

CAPACITOR

AC AMMETER

Answer each of the following statements either true (T) or false (F).

1. When a capacitor has AC applied to it, the charge on the
capacitor constantly reverses.

2. When DC voltage is applied to a capacitor, the charge on
the capacitor constantly reverses.

3. Current flow in the above circuit will change if the fre-
quency of the applied voltage changes.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 12.

11
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Correct Responses to Frame 9: 1. T, 2. T.

Correct Responses to Frame 10: 1. T, 2. F, 3. T.

Frame 11

Capacitance may be compared to the elasticity, (epringness) of
a punching bag. Before the blow is delivered, the bag can be con-
sidered as being uncharged. Just as a capacitor is said to be uncharged
before it has been connected across a power source.

Delivery of the boxer's punch causes the punching bag to move
outward. The extent of movement depends upon the force exerted.
Similarly, a capacitor accepts a charge. The strength of the charge
is determined by the applied electrical energy.

The punching bag reaches the maximum distance it can move, in
a given direction, because of the elasticity of its supports. This
extreme distorted position represents stored energy, that flings
the bag backward with almost equal force. This action may be compared
to the action of the energy stored within a charged capacitor which
is released when the capacitor is discharged.--

Indicate the correct response to the following statements.

1. The strength of the capacitor's charge is determined by what?

a. Magnetic field.

b. Circuit resistance.

c. Applisd electrical energy.

d. Current.

2. When is a capacitor said to be uncharged?

a. After it has been connected to an emf.

b. When it is gathering electrons,

c. Before an emf is connected to it.

d. When current is flowing.

CHECI YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 14.



Frame 12

Below are shown some different types of capacitors that are
used in various circuits. Study the illustrations and become familiar

with these different types of capacitors.

I. APO 100 VOLT MINIATURE
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR

Moat economical for AC
motor starting circuits.
Used with a centrifugal
switch:

1.11111(3011111 LSE rmaININII

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR

Most economical for AC
motor starting circuits.
Used with a centrifugal
switch.

TUBULAR PAPER .CAPACITOR

Has ability to withstand
high voltages.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

CHECK YOUR RESPONSE AT THE TOP OF PkGE 14.

13
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Correct Responses to Frame 11: 1. c, 2. c.

Correct Response to ?rams 12: None Required.

Frame 13

Answer each of the following statements either true (T) or false (F).

1. The insulating material in a capacitor is called a dielectric.

2. The else of the plates, the distance between the plates,
and the type of dielectric determine the capacitance of a
capacitor.

3. Capacitance is measured in henries.

4. When a charged capacitor is removed from a circuit, it
immediately discharges.

5. A capacitor has the ability to oppose any change in voltage.

6. A capacitor causes current to lead the voltage.

7. The voltage ratings on capacitors need not be observed
when connecting the capacitors in AC circuits.

8. Capacitors are distinguished by the type of dielectric they
contain.

9. When an AC voltage is applied to a capacitor, the charge
on the capacitor ..onstantly reverses.

10. You should use caution when working with capacitors because
of their ability to store an electrical_cherge.

Correct Responses to Frame 13: 1. T, 2. T, 3. F, 4. F, 5. T
6. T, 7. F, 8. T, 9. T, 10. T.

14 103.9
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FOREWORD

This programmed text s prepares. for use in the 3ABR!,2231 instructional sysLem.
The material contained herein has been validated using thirty-four 42010 students
enrolled in the 3ABR42231 course. Ninety percent of the students taki-g this
Lext surpassed the criterion called for in the approvea lesson objective The

average student required (a3) minutes tc complete the text. The student will
demonstrate his knowledge of the objectives by answering questions to an 1:curacy

of 75%.

OBJECTIVES

After you have completed this programmed test you will be able to:

1. Use the left nand rule to determine the direction a magnetic field
rotates around a conductor.

Describe how EMF is induced into a conductor mutual induct!-x.

cribe how EMI' is indnced into a coAuctor ny self-induLtion.

Descr'_be the effect count EMP 35 07. :nrrent In a _ol.

5. Describe the r_haracteristics i)t a Ji.7,11 ,ietermi:es e

its inductance

I:vSTRUCTIONS

This program presents informatior in sma.31 steps .:afled "frames." After

reading ea:h step, yo_ are asked to complete a ,tatement or respond as direc-,-7..
Use a ;i,:.ce of paper or - card as a mask to cover the printed material, Site
this mask down the page until you expcse the top of a shor- row of slasl.,:s
(i / / /I / / / / / / / /). One small step is now exposed for your viewing. Re . t =

naterial nresented aad make your response in the space(s) provided.
the mask down and comnare your answer with the ,:,)rrect Tf Vpq an-

read the frame agair, if you art correct, go n t-) net
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raf 1

1T hen current flows through a condu,'_G- a magnetic tield is created around
ithe conductor. If the current increases, the magnetic field expanc's T )
petermine the direction that the magnetic field is rotating a: I" "t,-;
the left hand rule is used. The left hand rile is demonstrated below.

LEFT lAND RULE

Thumb Points In Direction of Current Flow and
Fingers Show Direction of the Rotating Magnetic

7inenever the direction of currert Kn9wh, the dire ._:1,,-)11 t tie tInt.;
magnetic field can be found

;:Wneriever the direction of the rhanetiL. tield
:_urgent Clow ,_an be found

tne letter ii:: he resbt_nse rJ the t.,_)11,..),.;

Which diagram Below shows the ourrec directir)n. -)t :urreht

diagra ii
n- a gne tic

; re, rion. t

)1.
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Answers to Frame 1. 1 b -I a.

....

Frame 2

When two separate conductors are parallel to each other (adja _ent) and one rips

current flowing through it, an electromotive force is induced in the adjacent;

conductor R,rnember, to create an EMI-, triere must be a conductor, a
magnetic field, and relative motion The vvi- es serve as conductors, as
current flow increase3 through the first conductor an expanding magnetic

field is created which cuts across the adjacent (.\,To. 2) conductor. ther2o,
producing an EMF. When current flow in one conductor produces an EMF

another conductor it is called mutual inductance By using the le't nand rule,

we find that the EN1F APOrtrf is unduced in the second (adacent) concluctc,,r

the opposite direction of the applied EMF

NC(J( '4.

at tnese same tr,3r:- an enc'..

t --le lett hand around No 2 conductor the wa4, that rJ-le field is bent v-21_, cal

,ee 'rat toe thump o".-our to 'land Inrilcate inddce,I r MF 17i toe

s,.te 2'3 the _:-)1311e.(1 EMF
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Review the principle of operation of a basic generator as shown here. Fol-
low tht bent magnetic lines arcund the conductor with the fingers of your left
hand and you see the current is flowing into the conductor away from you.

I ..... ',.. ....... 4..,
..o. ....,

./....".......

n Wtre moytng through
0 Movnerc Reid

4

Notice that the conductor moves across the magnetic field in a generator,
but isn't the result the same whether the conductor moves across the field
or the field moves across a stationary conductor' Either way an EMF will
be produced Mark the following statements true (T) or false (F).

When the conductor mo,,e3 parallel -.with A magnetic field, no EMF
well be produced.

Z. If a m, gnetic field moves across a conductor, an EivIF will be
educed,

The EMF that a conductor induces into anotr conductor is called
mutual inductance
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Answers to Frame 2: 1 T 2 T 3. T

Frame
A single conductor, when wound into loops, can induce an EMF within itself
When this occurs, it lb called self-inductance. Also, when a conductor is
wound into loops to form a coil, the strength of the overall magnetic field
greatly increases Tr.ae amount of induced EMF therefore would be much
greate r

Notice in the ' p shown above, that - magnetic lines inside tne loop aid

eacn other _reate a strong overall magnetic field. Consequent], when
many loops form a coil, the self-inductance would oe much greater the lei-
ter symbol used to indicate inductance "L You may see tne symbol J-011-1
in diagrams a represent a coil (inductance) The ur of measuren-ent for
Inductance is tne 'henry

Circle the letter of he ect answer to the followin g
Self-inductance is a voltage produced

by a cnemical method
in a conu.ictor cur' nt flow 'n ,..ne same _ond1,-,or

c n a conductor by ctent .n a .i.ift,_ent
by mechanical means

letter symbol isecl
a

The an-dunt
increased 5v
a forrhih,g

rearing the e'r-,2t-- conciidt
decrea.9ing Ire ie.gr' of .tie

reasini tz-4.

A re

r;.e r r-

r a
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Answers to FT one 3: 1. b c. c 3. a 4. a

LOOP NO

APot,E0 Es;

INDUCED EMF

APPLIED EMF

II

F rame 4

Looking at one expanding field as it cuts an adjacent conductor, (as shown
!above) we see that an induced EMF is produced which opposes tie applied
EMF. This action would be multiplied many times over if all the magnetic
fields of all the loops were taken into consideration. Upon further examina-
tion, we can see that the induced EMF would also be created when the mag-
netic field collapses, but the induced EMF would now be in the opposite
direction. A coil, therefore, has the ability to oppose any change in current
flow. NoVce that when current starts to increase in the coil, an expanding
magnetic field produces an induced EMF whi,-:h opposes the buildup of cur-
rent. If the c.irrent in the coil tends to decrease, (as shown below) the ex-
panded field collapses and creates a counter EMF that would try to keep
current flowin, in the coil.

A r5 sD EMF

INDUCED EMF

,F THIS CURRENT STARTS TO
DECREAf',E THE FIELD COLLAPSES

, AND THE EMF WOULD NOW
8- AIDING THE APPLIED eMt

APPLIED EMF

I-3

IMark the ollowing statements true (T) or false (F).
i 1. Ai. coil has the ability t oppose any change in current Boor.
I

2 The property of a coil to produce an induced EMF is called inductance.
A coil will ot_..../y1 oppose any change in currt'rt flov/wher its magnetic
field is expanding.

4. Tnergy is stored in the magnetic field of a coil.

MO/
5

*;
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Answers to Frame 4: 2. T 3. F 4

Frame 5

When an inductor is connected to a source of alternating voltage to form an
inductive circuit, the current through the inductor lags the voltage across
the inductor. This means that the current does not reach its maximum
value until after the voltage has reached its maximourn value. The curl eqt
lags the voltage in a purely inductive circuit by 10 .

Mark the following bLateme nt s true (T) or false (F).

1. The current in an inductor does not reach its maxirnun -;alue until
after the applied ---Atage has reached maximum.

In a pure inductive c rcuit, the current lags trie ,,oltage



Answers to Frame 5: 1. T 2. T

Frame 6

15uppose that current is starting to flow through a coil. The current causes
an expanding magnetic field which causes a back EMF to be induced in the

oi.l. The polarity of the back EMF is opposite to the polarity of the
pplied voltage across the coil, and it, therefor.', tends to oppose the
ncrease in current. The result is that the rise in current flow is caused to
ag behind the rise in voltage.

APPLIED VOLTAGE

, '.'"%\
CURRENT

.Ar\

mg-
PHASE

ANGLE
90

CURRENT SAGS VOLTAGE BY 90

The illustration above shows that the induced (back' EMI' is always in opposi-
tion to the applied voltage, thereby causing current to be minimum when the
applied voltage is at its maximum value. Notice that current in the coil does
not reach its maximum value until the applied voltage has dropped to zero.
You can clearly see that there is 90

el

difference between the applied EMF and
ctrrent flow in the coil.

I //

No Response Requtr,-d.



Frame 7

As current increases through the coil, energy is stored in the expanded

magnetic field. When the applied voltage starts to decrease from maximum

positive, the stored energy is returned to the circuit in the form of current

flow. This current flow is actually greater than the current flow caused by

the applied EMF alone.

When the negative portion of the applied voltage occurs, a similar action

takes place and maximum current will flow in the reverse direction at the

instant that the voltage has decreased to zero from its maximum negative

direction.

Mark the following statements true (T) or talse (F).

1. The applied voltage cn a coil causes an induced EMF that is

rut of phase with the applied voltage.

The energy stored in the magnetic field can cause a greater current

co flow than the applied voltage does alone

rrent lea.d3 voltage by in inductor,



nswers to Frame

Frame 8

tog

ome of the main physical characteristics of a coil that determine the amount
of its inductance are:

1 - rurnber of turns (loops)

- spacing of the turns

3 type of core

Let's first discuss the effect that the number of turns has on inductance.

Assume that a coil has a given number of turns and is carrying a definite
arnoun# of alternating current. If some turns are added to the original turns,
the current flow through the total number of turns will create a stronger
magnetic field. This stronger magnetic field will induce a greater back
EMF in the original turns. In addition the stronger field also cuts the added
turns. Both of these factors cause an increase in inductance. Look at the
illustration below for a comparison of two coils with different numbers of
turns.

COIL "A"
TWO TURNS

COIL "B"
FIVE TURNS

k;ircle the letter the correct response to the following staterrents

If the amount of current flow is the same in the coils above,
has

a less inductance than cod A.
b. more inductance than coil "A..'

a weaker magnetic field than coil
d the same strength magnetic field as coil 'A

The inductance of a coil can be increased '2,v

a decreasing the current flow through it.
h increasing the current flow through IL

adding more turns.
d decreasing the number of turns,

/// /



21Answers to Frame 8: 1. b 2. c

Frame 9

There are a number of methods of winding coils. Some coils are wound so
that adjacent turns touch each other (Close Wound). Others are wound so
that there is a certain amount of space between adjacent windings (Space
Wound). The space wound coil has less inductance than the close wound coil
because the magnetic field has farther to travel to cut an adjacent conductor.
The third common type is the layer wound coil which has more inductance
than either of the previously mentioned types since its individual rr :,netiC
fields are more concentrated with respect to the adjacent turns.

:LOSE wOuNID
SPACE AIOLJNO

_A *ER ,A00A)NO
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Frame 10

he third main factor that affects inductance is the type of core being used.
he inductance of a coil is directly proportional to the permeability of the
ore (Remember that permeability is the ease with which a material passes
agnetic lines of force.) Typical nonmagnetic core coils are those that are
ound on hollow porcelain cylinders and hollow cardboard cylinders. The
ore material in these coils is air. Magnetic-core coils are wound on cores
f soft iron. Since the soft iron core is very permeable, it provides an eaa.
ath fcr the magnetic lines and allows a much stronger magnetic field to
uild up< A greater back EMF is induced in the iron core coil as compared
o the air core coils.

lace the letter of the statement in Column A in the appropriate spaces of
olumn B.

Column A Column B

Increases inductance 1. Removing the iron core from a
coil.

B - Decreases inductance

2. Using :lose- winding method rather
than space-winding.

3. Decreasing the number of turns
____.

of the coil.

4. Winding the turns farther apart.

5. Winding the turns in layers,....._

6. Using a soft iron core instead of
an air core.

HI Hi

11
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Answers to Frame 10: 1. B 2. A 3. B 4. B 5. A 6. A
Frame 11

Familiarize yourself with the illustrations of various coils below. Sometim s
the word "choke" is used interchangeably with the word "coil."

I.APAINATIONS

Laminated Iron-core Cool

AIR GAP

RADIO FREQUENCY COIL

Fixed Tuning Cod

/NM

AIR CORE COIL

'7......;

W findings

)

Hollow Card-
,...._.

boArd Cylinde

COMMON TYPE AIR CORE COIL

No Response Required
12

1



kitar the following statements true (T) or false (F).

/on
Frame 12

1. The left hand rule can be used to determine the direction of 0. r..,tating
magnetic field aruand a condu, tor if the direction of current flow is
known.

2. An inductor causes current to lag voltage by inducing a back EMF.

3. The EMF that a coil induces within itself is calle_ mutual inductance.

1. A coil has the abili1.y to oppose any change in current flow because
it produces an induced EMF .

5. The ability of a coil to produce an induced EMF is called capacitance.

6. Inductance is measured in units called henries.

7. In a pure inductive circuit, the cur ,.:nt lags voltage by 90o.

8. The current in a coil does -tot reach its maximum value until after
the applied EMF has reached maximum.

9. The amount of inductance of a coil is determined by its physical
characterifr :s such as number of turns, spacing of turn, and type
of core material.

10. Energy is stored in the expanded magnetic field of a coil.

11. Coils having soft i -n cores provide les3 inductance than a
comparable coil that has a core of air.

12. When energy that is stored in the magnetic field of a coil is returned
to the circuit, a greater current is caused .o flow than can be
caused by the applied EMF alone.

Mill

1054
13
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Answers to Frame 12: 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. T S. F

6. T 7. T 8. T 9. T 10. T

11. F 12. 1'

1 055

14
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Study Guides and WorkbooLs are training publications authorized by Air Training Command

711/4' (ATC) for student use in ATC courses.

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the information you need to complete the unit of instruction
or makes assignments for you to read in other publications which contain the required
information.

The WORKBOOK (WB) dikiins work procedures designed to help you achieve the learning
objectives of the unit o Instruction. Knowledge acquired from using the study guide will help
you perform the missions or exercises, solve the problems, or answer questions presented in the
workbook.

The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) contains both SG and WB materaisl under one cover. The
two training publications may be combined when the 7B is not designed for you to write in, or
when both SG and WB are issued for you to keep.

Training publications are designed for ATC use only. They are updated as necessary for
training purposes, but are NOT to be used on the job as authoritative references in preference
to Technical Orders or other official publications.

FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42231 instructional
system. The material contained herein has been validated using thirty-seven
42010 students enrolled in the 3ABR42231 course. Ninety percent of the
students taking this text surpassed the criterion called for in the approved
lesson objective. The average student required forty minutes to complete
the text.

OBJECTIVE

After having completed this programmed text, the student will answer
discrimination type questions on principles of operation of AC motors, major
parts of an AC induction motor, and types of AC motors, with a minimum of
70% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE: BEFORE PROCEEDING, REMOVE THE RESPONSE SHEET AT THE BACK OF f-IS
TEXT. ENTER YOUR ANSWERS ON THE REMOVED RESPONSE SHEET

This programmed text presents information in small steps called frames.
Each frame is followed by some form of cuestioning. Immediately after
reading each frame, you will make the required response in the response
sheet. DO NOT MARK IN THE TEXT. Check your answer each time with the
correct answer shown at the top of each even numbered page. If you have
made the correct response go on to the next frame. If you have made an
incorrect response, reread the frame before going on to she next frame.
Be sure you understand the material presented in each frame before
continuing. Do not hurry!
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Frame 1

Since alternating current (AC) is the must widely used form of power,
most modern motors operate from an AC source. There are two general types
of AC motors used on aircraft. They are called synchronous and induction
motors. Either type of motor may use single or multiphase power. The
induction motor is more often used because of its' simple construction
and reliability.

In the response sheet mark the following statements (T) true or (F)
false.

1. Two types of AC motors are induction and synchronous.

2. Induction type AC motors use single phase per only.

3. The induction motor is often used.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSE AT THE TOP OF PAGE 2

Frame 2

For the purpose of this text we will be primarily concerned with the
two parts of an AC motor. The parts are the ROTOR and the STATOR. When
assembled together inside a case they form an AC motor. It s the action
of these two parts that cause the motor to operate.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

Frame 3

The stator is mounted in a fixed position inside the motor case. Although
the stator doesn't move its purpose in an AC motor is to create a rotating
magnetic field for motor operation. The stator consists of a laminated Lon
field pole assembly with insulated copper wire wound on the field poles.
The Field pole assembly is installed in a housing. When power is applied to
the STATOR windings the stator is said to be EXCITED.

In the reeponse sheet mark the following statements (T) true or (F) false.

1. The stator of an AC motor does not move.

2. The stator creates a rotating magnetic field.

3. The stator consists of two copper poles and an iron housing.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSE AT THE TOP OF PAGE 2.

1

1058
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 1: 1. T, 2. F, 3. T.

CORRECT RESPONSES Tu FRAME 2: None Required.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 3: 1. T, 2. T, 3. F.

Frame 4

The ROTOR is the portion'of the AC motor that turns. There are two
types of rotors used in AC motors. They are the SQUIRREL CAGE and the
WOUND. The squirrel cage is more often used in environmental systems work
so we will confine our discussion to it. (See illustration). The squirrel

cage rotor has two end plater_ made of soft iron, a good conducting material.
These plates are connected together by iron rods (rotor conductors). The
iron rods are imbedded in the end plates to provide better conduction of the
magnetic lines of farce. The rotor of an induction motor does not-have any
electrical connections. The rotor has current flowing through it. Current

flowing in the rotor is INDUCED current from the stator. The induced current
in the rotor will create a magnetic field in the rotor. The magnetic field

in the rotor follows the rotating magnetic field of the stator.

ROTOR
CONDUCTOR

NO
KATE

SOR1
IRON

tAMINATIO
COut

0

0

0

0
0

ROTOR
SMART

41711

Fill in the-missing information, in the response sheet, for the

following statements.

1. The current flowing in the rotor is current.

2. The rotating magnetic field of the will cause the

to turn.

3. The rotor of an induction motor doesn't have

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 4.

i 59
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Frame 5

. Since induction motors used in environmental systems work are primarily
reversible type, a brake assembly is sometimes used. The brake is designed
to prevent overtravel (coasting) of a motor after current has been turned off.
The brake is spring loaded ON and electrically disengaged. The illustration
shows one type of brake with the rotor and stator. The unit uses the magnetic
field of the rotor to disengage the brake. When poWer is applied the brake
disengages and the motor turns. When power is stopped the spring pushes the
brake against the brake disc stopping the motor. On AC motors that do not
use a brake, a limit switch that you studied it the text on DC motors is used.

BRAKE
DISC

In the response sheet mark the following statements (T) true or (F) false.

1. Moss. AC motors used in environmental systems work are reversible.

2. The brake is spring loaded ON and electrically disengaged.

3. Some AC motors use limit switches to prevent overtravel.

-r.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 4.
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 4: 1. induced, 2. stator, rotor,

3. electrical connections.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 5: 1. T, 2. T, 3. T.

Frame 6

To understand how an AC motor operates, an understanding of AC phase

relationships is necessary. The illustration shows the sine waves for

single, two- and three-phase power. Figure A shows the sine wave for

single-phase power, you studied in an earlier text. Figure B shows the

sine wave for two-phase AC power. Phase 1 is indicaLd by the white sine

wave and phase 2 by the black sine wave. Phases 1 and 2 are two independent

power supplies coming from the same source. These power supplies are 90

degrees out-of-phase. This means that by moving 90 degrees from the zero

reference point phase 1 is at maximum value. At the same time phase 2 is

at zero. Move 90 degrees further to the 180 degree point, phase 2 is at

maximum. Phase 1 has dropped to zero. The phase changes occur in much

the same manner in figure C except the three-phase power is 120 degrees

out-of-phase. A study of the sine waves will show that each of the phases

shownin figures B and C are at a different value at the sane point in time.

Because of this, each phase can be connected to different sets of poles in

an AC motor to create a rotiting magnetic field.
A

In the response sheet mark the following statements (T) true or (F) false.

1. Three-phase power has three independent power supplies from a

common source.

2. Two-phase power is 90 degrees out-of-phase.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 6.
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Frame 7

The stator is excited by applying AC power to the windings around
the stator poles. This will establish a rotating magnetic field for motor
operation. The magnetic field moves from pole piece to pole piece as the
applied AC power changes value. The illlatration shows the rotating magnetic
field of a 2-phase AC motor. Phase l'is connected to the poles marked A and
A'. Phase 2 is connected to the poles marked B and B'. The position of the
magnetic field in relatior. to ai,plied current values can be seen by comparing
the sine waves in figure A with figures B, C and D. At point B of figure A
phase I is at maximum value. At the same time phase 2 is at zero. The

_ magnetic field will be as shown in figure B. Current flow will be in the
direction as shown by the black arrow. At point C both phase 1 and 2 are
NEAR maximum and the magnetic field moves clockwise. Indicated by the
black arrow in the center of figure C. With current at the values of
point D the magnetic field is as you see It in figure D.

POINT-9 C

AOKI' MHASE2

PHASE 2

C
PHASE 2

Fill in the missing/information in the response sheet for the following
statements.

1. At point D of figure A phase 1 is at and phase 2 is

2. The stator is excited by applying AC power to the
around the

3. Phase 2 is connected to the poles marked and
4. The magnetic field moves in a direction.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 6.

5
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 6: 1. T, 2. T.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 7: 1. zero maximum, 2. Windings, stator poles,

3. 13 -13', 4. clockwise.

Frame 8

Current flow is induced into the rotor by the magnetic field of the

stator. You must know the direction of the induced current to determine
which direction torque is applied to the rotor. The direction of induced

current can be found IF the direction of conductor motion and the direction

of the magnetic field are known. This is done by using the LEFT HAND

GENERATOR RULE. The rule states "using your left hand, extend your thumb,

index and middle fingers at right angles to one another. (See illustration).

Position yc.ur hand with the thumb pointing in the direction of conductor

motion. Point the index finger in the direction of magnetic lines of force

(north to south). Your middle finger will point in the direction of induced

current flow.

CONDUCTOR
MOVED Up.

FLUX FORWARD

INDUCED
Emf

LEFT
HAND

S

N

In the response sheet mark the following statements (T) true or (F) false.

1. The left hand generator rule will give you the direction of

conductor motion.

2. Current flow is induced into the rotor.

3. The direction of induced current can be found by using the left

hand generator rule.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 8.

6
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Frawc 9

The illustration shows you how current is induced into the rotor.
The figures A, B, and C show the CONDUGTORS of the rotor between the north

and south poles of the stator. The magnetic field of the stator is rotating
counterclockwise. Remember the stator does notmove, the magnetic field moves.
Motion of the rotor conductor RELATIVE to the stator field is CLOCKWISE

(figure A). Use the left hand rule. The conductors on the LEFT are moving
UP relative to the tacor field. Point the thumb of your left hand toward

the top of the page. Point the i9dex finger in the direction of the stator
field (north to south). Your middle finger will show that current flaw in the
LEFT conductors is toward you. Motion of the RIGHT conductors is coward the

BOTTOM of the page. Point your left thumb toward the bosttom of the pagt
with the index finger Outing from north to south on the stator field.
Your middle finger will show current flow into the,page. Current flow in
the rotor will cause the stator field to move as showein figure C. Because
the routing magnetic field and torque are in the same direction the rotor
will follow the 'rotating magnetic field of the stator.

/

(N ®atcavisE
\...

Pi. toll:VON' A CURRENT INTO
TIME ROTOR CONDUCTORS

betaIC =

)N1111

N
. )01

) k'g
C

Oftwumemos
CONOUCTOR MOTION

In the response sheet mark each statement either (T) true or (F) false.

1. In figure A relative condu^r motion is clockwise bedause the
magnetic field is moving counterclockwise.

2. Torque is in the same direction as the rotating magnetic field.

3. Using the left hand generator rule the thumb is pointed in the
direction of conductor mo'ion.

4. The stator conductors turn between the poles of e rotor.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 8.
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 8: 1. F, 2. T, 3. T.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 9: 1. T, 2. T, 3. T, 4. F.

Frame 10

For induction to take place the rotating magnetic field must move faster

than the rotor. This is because the magnetic field of the stator must pass

through the rotor conductors to induce current. IF the rotor was turning at

the same speed as the stator field the conductors and lines of force would

be aligned and no induction could take place. The magnetic field of the
stator always sweeps through the rotor conductors slightly faster than rotor

speed. This induces current into the rotor which in turn develops torque.
The difference between the speed of the rotating magnetic field and the

speed of the rotor is called SLIP.

Fill in the missing information in the response sheet for the following

statements.

1. The magnetic field of the stator must move than

rotor speed.

2. Inducing current into the rotor produces

3. 'Difference between the speed of the stator field and rotor speed

is called

4. Inducing &rrent into the rotor the stator field must turn
than the

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 10.

Frame 11

It was stated in earlier frames that AC induction motors may operate

on single two- or three-phase power. Two- and three-phase motors have a
rotating magnetic field, because the phases are connected to ,.ifferen sets

of stator poles. Remember, each phase is an independent power source. The

two-phase motor has power 90 degrees out-of-phase. The three-phase motor

has power 120 degrees out-of-phase. What about sinip-phase motors? There

is no phase difference with single-phase power. Allotor which operates on

single-phase power is not self starting. It DOES NOT have a rotating

magnetiC field. Operation of a single -phase motor is accomplished by
connecting the internal wiring of the motor in different ways. How this

is done will be discussed in the following frames.

In the response sheet mark the following statements (T) true or (F) false.
44

1. A single-phase motor is not self starting.

2. The phaies of two-phase power are 90 degrees apart.

3. Single-phase power is phased 120 degrees apart.

4. Operation of a single-phase motor is by connecting the wiring of

the motor in different ways.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 10.
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Review Frame 12

Match the items listed in column A with those listed in column B.
Mark your answer in the response sheet.

Column A Column B

1. Rotor A. Has no rctating magnetic field.

2. Stator B. Has AC power applied.

3. Single-phase motor C. Has AC power induced.

4. Slip D. Difference in rotor and stator speed.

5. Torque E. Is applied to the rotor.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 10.

Frame 13

As stated in frame 11 a motor which operates on single -phase power

is not self starting. Because of this a single-phase motor is dssigned to
operate like a two-phase motor. This is accomplishedby connecting-an auxiliary
(starting) winding in parallel with the main (running) winding. Look at the
illustration. The main winding is labeled A aad Al, the auxiliary winding is
labeled B and Bl. Dotted lines identify the auxiliary winding. Notice the
centrifugal switch located in the motor starting circuit. A motor with this
type of connection is called a split -phase motor. The auxiliary winding may he
connected permanently or disconnected by the centrifugal.switch, after the motor

has started running. As stated 1 previous f.-...mes an out-of-phase condition is

required to produce a rotating magnetic field. In a split-phase motor the out-
of-phase condition is obtained in several wayss. In the illustration the out-of-
phase condition is obtained by placing high resistance in the auxiliary (starting)
winding and high inductance in the main (running) winding. While the motor is
starting both windings will have current flow. The centrifugal switch will dis-
connect the auxiliary winding at approximately 75% of motor speed. After the
motor has started the force of the turning rotor will maintain motor operation.

t
A

0 SINGLE.
PHASE
INPUT

CENTRIFUGAL
SWITCH

Fill in the missing information for the following-statements in the
response sheet.

1. The auxiliary winding may be disconnected by a

2. The auxiliary winding may also be called a winding.

3. The main winding is sometimes called the winding.

4. A motor connected in parallel is called a

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 10.

9
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 10: 1. faster, 2. torque, 3. slip, 4. faster,

rotor

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 11: 1. T, 2. T, 3. F, 4. T.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 12: 1. C, 2. B, 3. A, 4. D, 5. E.

CORRECT RERP6NSES TO FRAME 13: 1.r,cen11-fugal switch, 2. starting,

3.' running, 4. split phase.

Pram* 14

In our discussion of AC motors, the rotor is moved by es. The

force of the rotating magnetic field (frame 7) and the to .6 action as

ithe magnetic field around the rotor conductors act on the stator field

(frame 9). At sells point we will discuss a THIRD force which will make the

rbtor turn. As stated earlier when the rotor turns it has current induced

into it. This will cause the entire rotor to he magnetized. The magnetic

Meld of the rotor will be ih a position that will cause the rotor field to

be attracted to the stator fieli. The illustratior, shows the magnetic field

of the rotor with the south pole at the top and north at the bottom. The

south pole of the cotor will be drawn to the north pole of the stator. The

north pole of the rotor is.pulled toward the south pole of the stator. The

magnetic field of the rotor always remains in a fixed position. The rotor

an4 stator poles will never become aligned. Although the poles will never

align themselves the force which will cause them to try is present in the rotor.

Mark the following atatements (T) true or (F) false in the response sheet.

1. The rotor of AC motor will be magnetized.

2. The rotor field will be aligned with the stator field.

3. The rotor is acted upon by three forces.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP QF PAGE 12.
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Frame 15

A motor with a resistance in the starting winding doesn't have a high

starting torque. This is because the resistance does not create a very
large phase difference between the current flow in the starting winding

and current flow in the running winding. Where a higher starting torque
is needed, a motor with a capacitOr wired in the starting circuit is often

used (figure 13). This circuit arrangement will cause, the.current in the

starting. winding to lead the current in the running winding (figure A).
As a result a two-phase kFFECT is achieved. There is more of a difference

between the phases in this type of motor than one withrebistance in the

starting windings. Because of the phase difference a higher torque will,

result.

MAIN WINOINO

MIX W140 IMO

REFERENCE tiME

A

45 fir 135 ISO* 22 VG* 315 360

/ \
/ \

/ N
N

N/ N/ \
r4,

I 'MAX!
INPUT

CAPACITOR

STARTING.
A LIXILI ART
WINOMG

Fill in the missing information for the.follawing statements in the
response sheet.

1. More starting torque is obtained by connecting a
in the starting winding.

2. A capacitor is connected in the motor to achieve higher

RUNNING
WMOMG

3. In a aplit-phase AC motor a phase effect is obtained.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 12.
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CORRECT RESPONSE TO FRAME 14: 1. T, 2. F, 1. T.

CORRECT RESPONSE TO FRAME 15: 1. capacitor, 2. starting for ue.

3. halo.

Frame 16

The AC motor most often used in environmental systems is the reversible

AC motor. ReVersible single-phase motors will be equipped with two stator
windings. Supplying power to, one winding will cause the motor to turn
clockwise. Applying per to the other winding will turn the motor counter-

clockwise. In the reversible type motor the centrifugal switch is not used
and the starting and running windings are permanently connected

Mark the following statements (T) true or (F) false in the response sheet.

1. A reversible single-phase AC motor is equipped with two stator
windings.

2. A reversible AC motor uses two centrifugal swit "hes.

'I

C4ECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 14.
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Frame I

In places where high starting torque and relatively quiet operation
is needed a three-phase motor is used. The rotating magnetic field of a
three-phase motor creates a more constant torque than the fields of split

and two-phase motors. This is because more motor poles are ry.eiving
power at a given time. Other than that the operation of a three-phase

motor is very much like a two-phase motor. The illustration will show
you how a three-ph ,w.se motor is connected electrically. Notice that there
are three separate paths for current flaw to three sets of motor poles.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

107Y



CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 16: 1. T, 2. F.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 17: , None Required.

Frans 18

The illustration shows the rotating magnetic field of a three-phase

AC motor. Figure 6 of the illustration shows phase A connected to poles A

and Al, phase B to poles B and Bl, and phase C to poles C and Cl. Using

figure 1 as a guide and comparing it to figures 2 through 5 the figures

will show how a rotating magnetic field is achieved. Point wr of figure 1

shows phases A and B at near maximum value while phase C is at zero. The

magnetic lines of force are as shown in figure 2. The rotating magnetic

field will be moving counterclockwise. Now move down the time line

(figure 1) to point 3. At point 3, phase A is at zero and phases B and C

are near maximum. This will cause the magnetic field to rotate counter-

clockwise to the position shown in figure 3. Compare points 4 and 5

(figure 1) and figures 4 and 5 and notice how the field continues to

rotate counterclockwise. A check of points 2 and 5 (figure 1) and

figures 2 aad 5 will s:,ow that both current and the magnetic poles of

the motor have changed polarity. Point 6 is the place where the motor

will complete 360 degrees rotation. The current values of point 6 are the

same as they were at point 2.

Mark the following statements (T) true or (F) false in the response

1. The current values at points two and six of figure 1 are the same.

2. The magnetic poles of the motor will change polarity as the current

changes polarity.

3. From point two to point six the motor makes one complete turn.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 16.
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Fig. 2
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Fig. 4
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CORRECT RESPONSE TO FRAME 18: 1. T, 2. T, 3. T.

Frame 19

A single-phase motor is reversed by using two stator windings.

Reversing a three-phase motor is done differently. The direction of

rotation of a three-phase motor is reversed by reversing the connections

sn any tow of the three phases. The illustration shows you two AC motors.

These two motors will turn in opposite directions because A and B phases

have been reversed on the right hand motor. Reversing the phases will

reverse the direction. of the rotating magnetic field and also motor

direction. Reversing a three-phase motor is done using a relay circuit

which you will study in your next text.

B PHASE

A PHASE

MOTOR.? PHASE

C PHASE

Fill is the missing information for the following statements in the

response sheet.

Reversing two phases of a three-phase motor will change the

direction of the field.

2. Reversing a three-phase motor can be done using g-a

circuit.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 18.
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Frame 20

The rotor of an induction motor turns at a slo4er speed than the
rotating magnetic field of the stator. The difference in speed is called
SLIP. Slip is necessary in an induction type motor because if the rotor
turned at the S6MS speed as the rotating magnetic field no current would
be induced. The speed of the rotating magnetic field is called SYNCHRONOUS
SPIED. An AC motor which is designed to turn at the same speed as the
rotating field of the stator is called a synchronous motor. A synchronous
motor is used where exact speed regulation is necessary. The ROTOR of a
synchronous motor is made of permanent magnets or is magnetized from an outside
DC power source. ,Because the north and south poles of the rotor do not change
the rotor will turn at synchronous speed. The speed of a synchronous motor
is proportional to the AC frequency. The motor can be used to drive precision
units if frequency is closely adjusted.

Mark the following statements (T) true or (F) false in the response
sheet.

1. The difference between the speed of the rotor and the speed of
the rotating magnetic field is called SLIP.

2. The rotor of a synchronous motor can be made of permanent magnets.

3. The speed of the rotating magnetic field is called induction.

CHECK YOUR RESPONSES AT THE TOP OF PAGE 18.
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 19: 1. rotating magnet, 2. relay.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 20: 1. T, 2. T, 3. F.

CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 21: None Required.

Frame 21

The illustration will show you how several different types of AC motors
will appear on a wiring diagram. igure A shows a reversible single-phase
motor. Figure B is a two-phase tor. The two figures marked C and D are
two methods of wiring a three-p ase motor. The three-phase motor is generally
equipped with a ground wire to prevent electrical shocks but it is not
necessary for motor operation.

0 NO RESPONSE REQUTRED

DELTA CONNECTION

809

4..M75A22N

---117 2A 2

---1471A 27 --

C

WYE" OR r CONNECTION

5END OF TEXT 107
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OBJECTIVES

( Using an electrical diagram, identify a minimum of 8 out of 10
circuit malfunctions, when given the cause and circuit conditions.

EQUIPMENT

Colored Pencil Set

PROCEDUku

Basis of Issue
1/student

Pay close attention to all directions that you are given in the
workbook. When performing in the workbook, such as tracing or
solving problems, if your response is incorrect, restudy the informa-
tion. At the end of this workbook, you will have a progress check
which will be graded by your instructor. If you are ready to begin
and have no questions, proceed with the lesson.

In this section you will become familiar with an AC circuit
as shown in figure 1, page 24 in Part 3 of this workbook. It is
designed to operate and reverse the operation of single phase and
three phase motors. You will learn this by tracing the individual
circuits which make up the entire circuit. Let us begin by dis-
cussing the system's switches.

The three (3) switches in the circuit which control the body
crossover manifold valve and strut 113 bleed valve are the manifold
valve switch, master switch and bleed selector switch. The two (2)

switches in the circuit which control the open and close control
relays, used to control the modulating valve, are the master switch
and the manual switch. You will use this workbook, Parts 1, 2, and
3, to complete the lesson objectives.

Part 1 consists of instructions and confirmations. Part 2

consists of figures and foldouts. Begin with Exorcise 1,

Note: You may remove Part 3 from Part 2 for ease of tracing
if you so desire.

Supersedes 3ABR42231-WB-116, 19 August 1977.

OPR: 3370 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X
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PART I

Exercise 1

In this exercise, we will trace power to the manifold valve
switch. You will use a red pencil and figure 1 in Part '3 of this
workbook.

1. Trace from Point A on the 118-205V, three phase, 400 Hertz
AC bus bar, to the junction point of wires4H200A20 and H400A20.
Keep in mind that both wires use the same circuit breaker. For the
time being we will trace only H200A20.

2. Trace up wire H200A20 to the manifold valve switch- -pole A
and the jumper wires to poles B and C. You have now applied power
up to the manifold valve switch.

3. Turn to page 14 in Part 2 for confirmation. If you have
traced this correctly, transfer what you have traced to foldout 1
in Part 3 of this workbook.

Exercise 2

In this exercise, we will'trace the manifold valve switch in
the open position. You will use a dark green pencil and figure 1
in Part 3 of this workbook.

1. Draw the manifold valve switch to the open position, by
moving the armature of the switch down to Points 2 and 4. Notice
the broken line between the two contacts. This indicates that the
armatures are joined together by a single switch. If one armature
moves, the other moves, in the same direction at the same time.
This allows us to control two or more paths of current flowith a
single switch.

2. Trace from Point 2, across wire H220A20 to Point 1 on the
bleed selector switch.

3. Trace along wire H220B20 to pin B of the b dy crossover
manifold valve connector plug. Remember this is a single phase AC
motor. It has a capacitor start winding. In order to apply power
to the motor correctly, we must trace it in the following manner.

4. Trace from pin B of the body crossover manifold valve
connector plug, to the microswitch (open). Draw the microswitch
closed.

5. _Trace from the microswitch up to the capacitor.

6. Trace through and to the other side of the capacitor. You
have now applied power to b6th windings.

7. Trace through both windings and out to Pin C of the valve.

3
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8. Trace from Pin C down wires H31,B2ON, H310D2ON and along
H3IOE2ON and on out to ground on, the bus ba

9. Go back to Point 4 of the manifold valve switch. Trace

from this point along wire H240A20 to Point 4 of the bleed selector

switch.

10. Trace from the bleed selector switch to Pin B of the

strut #3 bleed valve connector plug.

11. Remember this is a single phase motor. You must trace

it in-the same manner as you did the body crossover manifold valve.
Trace the capacitor and the windings and on out Pin C.

12. Trice from Pin C on out to ground at the bus bar. You
will notice that wire H310D2ON and H310E2ON ground wires are shared
by both single phase AC valves.

13. The body crossover manifold and strut #3 bleed valve are

now open. Alsqk notice, with the manifold valve switch in the open
position, the Ingster switch and bleed selector have been bypassed.
Turn'to page 15 in Part 2 of this workbook for confirmation. If

you have traced this correctly, transfer what you have traced to
foldout 1 in Part 3.

Exercise 3

Now we will look at the manifold valve switch 4n the closed
position. You will use a dark blue pencil and figure 2 in Part 3
of this workbook.

1. Draw the manifold valve switch armature(s) to the closed
position.

2. Trace from Point 1 to pole A and stop.

3. Trace from Point 3 to pole B and stop.

4. With the manifold valve switch in the closed position,
power is supplied to the master switch. This switch has two
positions, RAM or up position and PRESSURE or down position. This

switch is also made, so that if one armature moves, all three

armatures move.

5. Trace the master switch in the RAM position as shown.

6. Trace from pole A to Points 1 and 2, and then over to

Point 3 of the bleed selector switch.

7. Trace down and over to Pin A of the slut #3 bleed valve
connector plug.

4
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8. Trace through the microswitch (closed), windings, ca?a-Ator

and on out Pin C of the valve.

9. Trace from Pin C to the ground on t e bus oar. This valve

will now close.

10. Trace from pole B of the master switch to Points 5 and 6

of the master switch.

11. Trace from Point 6 of the master switch to Point 2 of the

bleed selector switch.

12. Trace from Point 2 of the bleed selector switch to Pin A

of the body crossover manifold valve.

13. Trace through the valve, in the same manner as you did the

strut 1/3 bleed valve. to Pin C of the body crossover manifold valve.

14. Trace from Pin C to ground on the bus bar. You will

notice the H310D2ON and H310E2ON are again shared by both valves.

15. This valve is now closed. Remember, with the manifold

valve switch in the closed position, the master switch in the RAM

position, the bleed selector switch has been bypassed.

16. Turn to page 16 for confirmation in Part 1,

17. If you have traced this exercise correctly, transfer what

you have traced to foldout 1 in Part 3 of this workbook.

Exercise 4

Let us.) see what will happen with the master switch in the

PRESSURE p6sition. You will use an orange pencil and figure 3 in

Part 3 of this workbook.

1. Draw the manifold valve switch to the closed position.

2. Draw the armature of the master switch to the PRESSURE

(down) position.
0

3. Trace from.Point 1 of the manifold valve switch to the

master switch pole A.

4. Trace through the master switch to the bleed selector

switch.
ON

5. Trace through the bleed selector switch to Pin B of the

body crossover manifold valve.

6. Trace through the valve and windings to Pin C of the valve.

5
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7. Trace from Pin C to ground on the bus bar.

8. Go back to Point 3 o- the manifold valve switch and trace
irom there to the master switch.

9. Trace from-the master switch to the bleed selector switch.

10. Trace through the bleed selector switch lo Pin A of the
strut 413 bleed valve.

11. Trace through the valve and windings, and out to ground
on the bus bar.

12. You can see, with the master switch in the PRESSURE
position, power is always applied to the close side of the strut 413
bleed valve, to insure that the valve stays closed.

13. Turn to page 17 for confirmation in Part 2.

14. If you have traced this exercise correctly, transfer
what you have traced to foldout 1 in Part 3 of this workbook.

Exercise 5

The bleed selector switch in figure 4 in Part 3 of this workbook
is shown in the normal position. Let us see what will happen when
you place the bleed selector switch in the alternate position. You
will use a light blue pencil and figure 4 in Part 3 of this workbook.

1. Trace the manifold valve switch in the closed position.

2. Trace the master switch to the PRESSURE position.

3. Trace the bleed selector switch to the alternate position.

4. Trace from Point 1 on the manifold valve switch to the
master switch.

5. Trace through the master switch to the bleed selector switch.

6. Trace through the bleed selector switch to Pin A of tLe
body crossover manifold valve connector plug.

7. Trace from Pin A through the valve and windings to Pin C
of the valve.

8. Trace from Pin C to the ground on the bus bar.

9. Go back to Point 3 of the manifold valve switch and trace
from there to the master switch.

6
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10. Trace through the master switch to the bleed selector switch.

11. Trace through the b'eed selector switch to Pin B of the

strut #3 bleed valve connector plug.

12. Trace through the valve Rhd windings and to Pin C of the

valve.

13. Trace from Pin C out to the ground at the bus bar.

14. This will cause the body crossover manifold valve to close

and the strut #3 bleed valve to open.

15. Turn to page 18 for confirmation in Part 2.

16. If you have traced this exercise correctly, transfer what

you have traced to foldout 1 in Part 3 of this workbook.

Note: Before we continue, let's take a look at the ground

wire for the body crossover manifold valve and the strut #3

bleed valve. If H310B2ON is broken, only the body crossover

manifold valve won't work. If H310C2ON is broken, only the

strut #3 bleed valve will not work. Each wire is common

only to that valve. However, if H310D2ON or H310E2ON is

broken, neither valve will work.

Exercise 6

You have learned that the master switch has three armatures.

You have already traced wiring for two of these armatures. Let's

now trace the wiring that is connected to the third armature. You

will see that this armature allows 28V DC power to go to the manual

switch, which in turn controls the relay(s) and the relay(s) control

the 3 phase modulating valve. You will also learn where the power

for the three phase motor comes from. For this exercise, you will

use a brown and a red pencil and figure 4 in Part 3 of this workbook.

1. With a brown pencil, trace the master switch to the

PRESSURE position. Remember all three armatures move down at the

same time.

2. With a brown pencil, trace from the positive connection

of the 28V DC bit bat to pole C of the master switch.

3. With a brown pencil, trace through the switch and down to

the manual switch and stop.

4. Go back to the AC bus bar.

5. With a red pencil, trace from circul' breaker A to pole B2

of the open relay.
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6. With a red pencil, trace through armature (B2-B3) to Point B3
of the close relay.

7. With a red pencil, trace from circuit breaker B of the bus
bar to pole C2 of the open relay.

8. Trace through armature (C2-C3) to Point C3 of the close
relay.

9. Trace from circuit breaker C to pole D2 of the open relay.

10. Trace through armatLke (D2-D3) to Point/D3 of the closed
relay.

14

11. Turn to page 19 for confirmation in Part 2.

12. If you have traced this ,xercise correctly, transfer what
you have traced to foldout 1 in Part 3 of this workbook.

13. Let's go back and review what you have just traced. As
you have already seen, the power for the manual giditch is 28V DC.
The manual switch controls the open and close relays, which in turn
control the modulating valves three phase motor. Power for the
three phase motor comes from the 3 phase AC bus bar. This 3 phase
control circuit is now ready for a signal. This signal will cause
the 3 phase modulating valve to open or close. ihe manual switch

controls this signal.

Exercise 7

We are now going to trace the circuit that will close the
modulating valve. You will use a light green pencil and figure 4
in Part 3 of this workbook.

Nsts.

Draw the manual switch to the closed position. Remember,

in Exercise 6 you traced power to the manual switch in brown.

p
2. -Trace from the manual switch to Pin F of the modulating

valve.

3. Trace from Pin F, throughiithe close limit switch, to

Pin E of the modulating valve.

4. Trace from Pin E to X1 of theNeiose relay.

5. Trace from X1 to X2 of the close telay Coil.

6. Trace from X2 to ground on e negative point of the

28V DC bus bar.

7. Draw the three armatures of the close relay to the
energized (down) position.

8. Trace phase A from Point 81 of the close relay to Pin A
of the modulating valve connector plug.
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9. Trace ,hrough the valves AO (phase) winding to Pin H of the

modulating valve.

10. Trace from Pin H to ground on the bus bar.

11. Go bark to the relay and trace phase B from Point Cl to

Pin B of the modulating vale.

12. Trace thrOugh the valves BO winding and on out to ground

at the bus bar.

13. Start again at the close relay and trace phase C from

Point D1 to Pin G of the modulating valves connector plug.

14. Trace from Pin G through the valves CO winding to Pin H

and on out to the ground :in the bus bar.

15. tweChe mutlulating valve will now close, with all three phases

of power applied.

16. T_rn to page 20 for confirmation of what you have traced.

17. Ifytri have completed this exercise correctly, transfer

what you have traced to foldout 1 in Part 3 of this workbook.

r

Exercise 8

e.1

We will new see what will happen if the manual switch is in the

open position. For this exercise, you will use a purple pencil and

figule 5 in Parr 3 of this workbook.

1.- Draw the manual- switch to the open position.
1:411

2. Trace from the manual switch to Pin D of the modulating

valve.

3. Trace from Pin D of the modulating valve, through the open

limit switch (insure that this limit switch had been traced to the

closed position and the close limit switch to the open position) to

Pin C of the modulating valve.

4. Trac2 from Pin C through the open relay coil to round on

'the 28V DC bus bar.

5. The .1-,pen relay is now energized.

6. Draw the armature of the open relay to the energized

(down) position.

7. With this open relay energized, the close relay is de-

energized. This is caused by the operation of the limit switches

within the modulating valve. If you have forgotten limit switch

operation, refer back to the wiring diagram on DC Moutyworkbook.

I



. 8. With the open relay energized, we can trace 3 phase power to

the modulating valve. Trace phase A from Point Bl of the open relay

to Point Cl on the close relay.

9. Trace from Point Cl of the close relay toPin B of the

modulating valve.

10. Trace through the motor BO winding and out to the ground

on the bus bar.

11. Go back to the open relay. Trace phase B from Point Cl to

Point Bl of the close relay.

12. Trace from Point Bl of the relay to Pin A of the modulating

valve.

13. Trace through the motor AO winding and out to ground on

the bus bar.

14. Go back to the open relay and trace phase C from Point D1

to Point D1 of the close relay.

15. Trace from Point D1 of the relay to Pin G of the

modulating valve.

16. Trace through the motor CO winding and out to ground on

the bus bar.

17. The valve 30 wotor will now go in the opposite direction

and open. This is caused by reversingZwo phases of power to the

motor windings. Phase A and B are reversed to the A and B phase

motor windings on Pins A and B at the motor.

18. Notice the power direction when only the close relay is

energized. The power leaves Point A of the AC bus bar and travels

to Pin A of the modulating valve. The power that leaves Point B

of the AC bus beF goes to Pin B of the modulating valve.

19. Also notice the dftektion of the power with only the open

relay energized. The power that leaves circuit breaker A of the

AC b bar is now going to Pin B of the modulating valve, and the

powerWom circuit breaker B is now going to Pin A of the valve.

The CO remains the same with either relay energized.

20. Turn to page 21 for confirmation of what you have traced

in this exercise.

21. If you have traced this exercise correctly, transfer 1.1at

you have traced to foldout4 in Part 3 of this workbook.
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Note: Another point to remember is that the modulating valve
is a three phase motor. If you will recall from your AC Motor
programmed text, a three phase m,or does not require an
external ground far motor operation. This means that even
though all three phases are connected to ground wire H310A2ON
and in turn H310E2ON, an open in either or both of these wires
will have no effect on the operation of the modulating valve.

Note: Wire H300C2ON -1.s a ground wire shared by both open and
close relay ground.

Now that you have traced' the individual circuits, you should
be ready to solve some circuit malfunctions.

Using foldout 2, figureg 6 and 7, you will idrtgy the circuit
malfunction(s) in the AC Motor Control-Circuit which -are Ill caused
by open circuit(s). You will place one or more "X's" in he block(s)
which will Rive you the correct circuit malfunction. The first one
has been done for you.

The second one you must do for practice and have it checked
by your instructor before you proceed to the problems in the progress
check. Keep in mind as yr'u do each problem, you must mark only the
malfunctions that directly relate to each problem.

PRACTICE PROBLEM 1

First look at figure 7 and find practice problem #1, then,
using figure 6, look for problem #1 in the AC Motor Control Circuit.
After you have found il on figure 6, you will see that it points to
an open pc itive wire for both single phase valves. Remember that
all the problems given in this exercise are open circuits.

1. Figure 7 gives you the answer sheet for practice problem #1.

2. Figure 6 gives you the location of the open circuit
H200A20 the positive lead for both single phase motor valve assemblies.

Note: An "OPEN CIRCUIT" may be a conditi4 of electrical
circuit caused by the breaking of continuity of one or more
of the conductors of the circuit; usually an undesired con-
dition. It may also be a circuit which does not provide a
complete path for current to flow.

3. Look at figure 6 and place the manifold valve switch,
master switch, and the bleed selector switch in any combination
of positions, you should then find that the body crossover
manifold and strut number 3 bleed valve will not operate. You
will also find that wire H200A20 is not -used in any way to support
the operation of the modulating valve. Now examine figure 7 and
you will find how this problem number 1 has been marked for you.
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If you have any questions on how this problem was marked, ask your

instructor at this time.

PRACTICE PROBLEM #2

You should be able to complete this practice problem on ur own

in foldout 2. If you are not sure, consult your instructor ' this

time.

When you finish the practice problems, have them checked and

signed off by your instructor before you progress.

PROGRESS CHECK

The next ten problems in foldout 2 will not be done any place but

in the classroom and under the supervision of the instructor. You will
/

not do these problems in the barracks or at home. You must Identify

a minimum of 8 out of 10 circuit malfunctions correctly. Your

instructor must check your work after the first five problems. If

your instructor says your work is satisfactory, he will initial your

work allowing you to progress. If the instructor says it is unsatis-

factory, it will not be initialed and you will follow the instructions

of the instructor.
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PART 2

Confirmation(s) for Exercises 1 through 8.
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STUDENT'S NAME

7082

DATE PROGRESS CHECK SIARTED

(last) (first)

CIRCUIT INDICATIONS

CIRCUIT MALFUNCTIONS

BODY CROSSOVER I STRUT #3

MANIFOLD VALVE 1 BLEED VALVE
MODULATING
VF7E

E-4

pa

1 CLOSE RAM ALT OPEN

2 OPEN PRESS NORM cft§t

O

(044

0A.

H
O
1-4

E-1

PRACTICE PROBLEMS 1-2 INSTRUCTOR MUST INITIAL BEFORE PROGRESSION

3 CLOSE PRESS NORM OPEN

4 CLOSE PRESS ALT CLOSE

5
CLOSE PRESS NORM CLOSE

6 OPEN' PRESS ALT OPEN

7 CLOSE PRESS NOHM OPEN

PROGRESS CHECK 3-7

4

INSTRUCTOR MUST INITIAL BEFORE PROGRESSION

8 CLOSE RAM NORM OPEN

9 CLOSE PRESS NORM CLOSE

10 OPEN RAM ALT CLOSE

11 OPEN PRESS ALT OPEN

12 CLOSE RAM NORM OPEN

PROGRESS CHECK 8-12 INSTRUCTOR MUST INITIAL BEFORE PROGRESSION

Figure 7.
Foldout 2.
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Environmental Pneudraulics Branch 3ABR42331-WB-126A

Chanute APB, Illinois

AC MOTOR AND CONTROL CIRCUITS TROUBLESHOOTING

OBJECTIVE

Using an AC motor control circuit, electrical diagram, and
multimeter, locate end record a minimum of four out of five trouble

causes.

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

AC Valve Control Systems Trainer
P/N 2999 l/studant

Multimster 1/student

Safety

Resorve watches, rings, bracelets, etc., before starting any

work on the equipment. It is also a good safety practice to work
on the equipment with only one hand. This practice redutes the
chances of receiving an electrical shock to some vital body organ,
when worting with electricity.

PROCEDURE

This workbook will be accomplished in the lab. Aftiir you get

to the lab, ask the lab instructor to assign you to a trainer, to
complete this workbook and progress check. You will also need to
sign out a multimeter when this workbook instructs you to do so
later. Follow the procedures that are given for each exercise.

When you leave your trainer for a scheduled or unscheduled break,
insure the following hal been done before you go.

,mor -,aw -
1. Place all circuit breakers to the out (deenergized) position.

2. Slocure your multimeter during this period.

a. Insure the controls on the multimeter are properly
set for storage.

b. Leave the test leads attached to the multimeter.

c. Wrap the meter leads around the instrument.

d. Place the meter on the locker shelf.

Supersedes 3A1R42331-14-116A, 22 April 1977.
OPR: 3370 TUNIC
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370TCRTG/TTO-P - 300; TTVSA - 1

it I 0 f;
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3. ' When you return from the break, take the same meter and go

back to work. Insure that power is connected to the trainer and
circuit breakers are pushed in as needed.

Before you can effectively troubleshoot the AC motor circuits,
yeu must become thoroughly familiar with the normal operation of
ttilbsystem. An operational checkout MUST be performed, prior to
troubleshooting, to determine the condition of the system and to
help you locate exactly which portion of the system is defective.
Knowing-when and how the systems operate nermally is the key to
successful troubleshooting.

Exercise 1

1. Follow the procedures below to set up the trainer for an
operational check and this will also familiarize you with the
location of the components.,

Out.

positic-

a. Insure all five (5) circuit breakers (CB) are pulled

b. Place the MANIFOLD VALVE SWITCH to the OPEN position.

c. Place/the MASTER SWITCH to the PRESSURE position.

d. Place the BLEED SELECTOR SWITCH to the ALTERNATE

e. Place the *MANUAL SWITCH to the CLOSE position.

f. Place all T110 SWITCH toggles to the OUT position.

These are located on the back of the trainer.

g. The small switch that is not labeled near the top of
the other trouble switches; be sure it is in the UP position. If it

is not you will be unable to troubleshoot the trainer successfully.

h. Insure trainer is plugged in.

i. Push in all five (5) circuit breakers (CB). These will
supply AC and DC pawn to the circuits.

Note: IF the valves on the trainer run after you push in the
circuit breakers they are only running to the position for
which they are programmed by the switches. This is normal and
not a malfunction.

3
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EXercise 2

1. As you perform each ofthe following steps, place an "X"

in the blank that correctly indicates the motor(s) position. You

1411
will obse the motor valves operation and etso study the electrical

diagram the trainer to answer the questions. -The correct answers

are at t a end of this exercise on page 13.

a. Place the MANIFOLD VALVE SWITCH in the CLOSE position,

MASTER SWITCH to the RAM position, BLEED SELECTOR SWITCH to the

NORMAL position and the MANUAL SWITCH to the OFF position (centered).

(1) The Body Crossover manifold valve

u. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

(2) The Strut #3 Bleed valve

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

(3) The Modulating valve

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

To prove that these valves have functioned normally you could

trace the electrical circuit. Start the tracing on the trainer

circuit diagram by tracing the switches in the position they actually

are on the trainer control panels. Now start tracing the circuit at

point "A" on the "'NIFOLD VALVE SWITCH, going in both directions.

Tracing through the MANIFOLD VALVE SWITCH CLOSE position, through
the MASTER SWITCH RAM position, and on through the BLEED SELECTOR
SWITCH NORMAL position on to both single phase AC motors. As you

can see, because the MASTER SWITCH is in the RAM position, the
MANUAL SWITCH will NOT have, any control over the MODULATING VALVE.

To aid you in undersanding the circuit better be aura you draw

in the position of the vmrious.switches every time you change their
position on the ccitrol panels. After this start the tracing at
point "A" on the MANIFOLD VALVE SWITCH in both directions tracing
through the switches over to the AC valves. If the MASTER SWITCH
is in the PRESSURE position be sure you check out the three (3)
phase valve control system.' Be sure you mark the position of the
MANUAL SWITCH .idth the grease pencil and also the position of the

4
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relay contacts as necessary and also the MODULATING *IDE micro-

sWitthes as necessary. If you have any questions at this time

about thus procydures check with your lab instructor before you

progress any further.

b. Place the MANIFOLD VAL/T. SWITCH in the CLOSE position,

MASTER SWITCH to the FEMME position, BLEED SELECTOR SWITCH to the
NORMAL position and the MANUAL SWITCH to the OPEN position.

(1) The BODY CROSSOVER MANIFOLD VALVE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. sho_ld not operate.

(2) The STRUT #3 BLEED VALVE.

a. OFENED.

CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

(3) The Y/JDULATING VALVE

a. OPENED.

b. ,CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

Note: When 0...e master switch is placed in the pressure
position, you should also trace out the DC circuits. This

starts at the positive ( +) DC bus bar and on through the
master switch, manual switch, and on through the motor micro -
switches on through the correct relay coil to the DC ground.

Check your answers on page 13. If they are correct move on to
thi next operation. If any are incorrect, STOP and see your lab
instructor at this time.
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cif :lace the MANIFOLD VALVE SWITCH in the CLOSE position,

MASTER SWITCH to the RAM position, BLEED SELECTOR SWITCH to the
ALTERNATE positi-in and the MANUAL SWITCH to the OF position (center).

(1) The BODY CROSSOVER MANIFOLD VA VE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

(2) The STRUT #3 BLEED VALVE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

(3) ire MODULATING VALVE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

Check your arwers on page 13. If they are correct move on to
the next operation. If any are incorrect, STOP and see your lab
instructor at this time.

6
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d. Place the MANIFOLD VALVE SWITCH in the CLOSE position,

MASTER SWITCH to the MUM position, BLEED SELECTOR SWITCH to the
ALTERNATE position and the MANUAL SWITCH to the CLOSE position.

(1) The BODY CROSSOVER MAN/FOLD VALVE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.
I

c. should not orate.rate.

(2) The STRUT #3 BLEED VALVE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSE

c. should not operate.

(3) The MODULATING VALVE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

Check your answers on page 13.

7 ii
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s. Place the MANIFOLD VALVE SWITCH in the OPEN position,

MASTER SWITCH to the Ti AM position, BLEED SELECTOR SWITCH to the

NORMAL position and the MANUAL SWITCH to the 071 position.

(1) The BODY CROSSOVER MANIFOLD VALVE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

(2) The STRUT 03 BLEED vALVE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

(3) The MODULATING VALVE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

Check your answers on page 13.

8
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f. Place the MANIFOLD VALVE SWITCH in the OPEN position,
Kara mum to the PIASSURI position, BLEED SELECTOR *CH to the
NORMAL position and the MANUAL SWITCH to the OPEN posit i.

(1) The BODY clossovra MANIFOLD VALVE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. should not opetate.

(2) The STRUT #3 HIED VALVE

a. OPEUED.

b. CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

(3) The MODULATING VALVE

a.

b. C:OS D.

c. should not operate.

Check your answers on page 13.

r
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g. Place the MANIFOLD VALVE SWITCH in the OPEN position,

MASTER SWITCH to tha IAM position, SLEED SELECTOR SWITCH to the

ALTEINATE position and the MANUAL SWITCH to the OFF position.

(1) The BODY CROSSOVER MANIFOLD VALVE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

(2) The STRUT #3 BLEED VALVE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

(3) The MODULATING VALVE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

Check your answers on page 13.

10



h. 'nice the NANIVOLD VALVE SWITCH in the OPEN position,

mama mar= to the PIESSUIE position, BLEED SELECTOR SWITCH to the
ALTIENATE position sad the MANUAL SWITCH tr the CLOSE position.

(1) The BODY CROSSOVER MtWOLD VALVE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

.1111i0111111.11
c. should not operate.

(2) The STRUT #3 BLEED VALVE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

(3) The MODULA1ING VALVE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. Should not operate.
b

Check your answers on page 13.

1093



i. Place
thoSleNIPOLD VALVE SWITCH in either position,

MASTER SWITCH to the PPESSUBE position: BLEED SELECTOR SWITCH to

eithespoeition and the MANUAL
SWITCH to Ile OPEN position.

t

(1) The MODULATING VALVE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

Note: Be sure you place the switches in the correct position

with the grease pencil on the trainer wiring diagram. This

will aid you in understanding and later, troubleshooting the

circuits.

j. Place the MANIFOLD VALVE SWITCH in either position,

MASTER SWITCH to the PRESSURE position, BLEED SELECTOR SWITCH to

either poS1141sh and the MANUAL SWITCH to the CLOSE position.

(1) The MODULATING VALVE

a. OPENED.

b. CLOSED.

c. should not operate.

Note: Operation (i j). The MASTER SWITCH being in the )

PRESSURE oosititm allows the MANUAL SWITCH to control the

three (3) phase modulating VALVE. This should result

regardless of the position of the MANIFOLD VALVE SWITCH

and the BLEED SELECTOR SWITCH.

Check your answers on page 13.
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This completes the operational

your answers to those giVen if you
way you will know that the trainer
have any questions STOP and see you

progressing.

check procedures; now compare

have not already done so. This

is operating normally. If you

r lab instructor before

Correct response to Exercise 2:

a. (1) b f. (1) c

(2) b (2) c

(3) c (3) a

b. (1) a S. (1) c

(2) c (2) c

(3) a (3) c

c. (1) b h. (1) c

(2) c (2) c

(3) c (3) b

d. (1) c i. (1) a

(2) a

j. (1) b

(3) b

e. (1) a

(2) c

(3) c

11
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Exercies 3

If you are thoroughly familiar with the normal operation of the
system you will now start with troubleshooting. If you are in doubt

about the wipe' operation of the system, see your lab im*tructor.
Also be sure you understand how to use the grease pencil to mark the

switches and follow the circuit. _If you don't understand ask the lab

instructor NOW.

1. Follewrthe procedures below to program a CAUSE for a

malfunction in the electrical circuit.

a. Insure power is ,:onneeted to the trainer. See your

lab instructor if needed.

b. Place the MANIFOLD VALVE SWITCH to the r.LOSED position.

c. Place the MASTER SWITCH to the RAM position.

d. Place the BLEED SELECTOR SWITCH to the NORMAL position.

e. Place the MANUAL SWITCH t.. the OFF position.

f. Iniure the circuit breakers (CB) are pushed in.

g. Sign out a multimeter and insure it is propoerly set up

and leads are connected correctly to the meter.

Note: As you can see on the wiring diagram, the bus bar has AC

and DC power so be careful the multimeter is set up correctly

for whichever value you intend to measure. DO NOT use the ohms

portion of the multimeter on this trainer until you check with

the lab instructor.

h. Insure that all the troubles switches on the back of

the trainer are in the OUT position.

i. Now place trouble switch #3 on the back of the trainer

to the IN position.

Note: If you see motor operation disregard it at this time.

Now you are ready for the operational check of the system.

Remember you are now lcoking for a vicual malfunction of the valve(s)

during the operational check.

Note: You are going to use trouble #3 on the back of the

train for the first practice malfunction problem. The

tror'le switch on the back of the trainer, when placed to

tv "IN" position, will place a CAUSE in the electrical
....ntrol circuit giving a visuAl u.alfunction of a valve.

Because the location, in the circuit, of the CAUSE for

the malfuction is unknown to you, you will need to perform

a complete operational check and then troubleshoot the mal-

functioning circuit with a multimeter. Once you have moved

a trouble switch to the IN position you will leave it there

until this workbook and/or instructor instructs you otherwise.
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To perform the opexatiodal check you will place the switches in

the position you &Wire and mark the switches in that position on the

ele,:trical diagram on the trainer. Now you start at point "A" of the
MANIFOLD VALVE SWITCH and trace in both directions to the valves to
deterring their required operations. If they do nit perform as

required, you have then found the observable malfunction to record

on the chart on page 17. If you have any questions at this time

see your instructor. You may use the steps in Exercise 2 to assist
you in the operational check or you may position the control switches

on the panel as you wish. If you do this be sure you still use a
grease pencil to mark the switch position and circuit wiring to
identify whet functioned or failed to function.

What have you found to be malfunctioning? RIGHT: The body
crossover manifold valve is working backwards or in reverse. If

you have used Exercise 2 you will find the body crossover manifold
valve malfunctioned when you compare operation (step) (a and e OR

d and h).

Now look at your list of possible malLinitions on page'17.
You sea that it would be letter "D". Write the letter "D" on your
practice problems chart under malfunction for trouble switch F3.
Trooble switch.#3 has already been completed for you.

Now you are reedy to troubleshoot the control circuit and to
find the CAM for the observable malfunction for trouble switch #3.
You will use the voltage measuring method of troubleshooting. This

procedure starts at the connector plug of the malfunctioning unit
(load) or motor winding. You will take the first voltage measure-
ment on the positive Side of the unit (load) which failed to function
correctly. Having the correct amount of power in the positive circuit
up to the malfunc ning unit (load) indicates that the positive
circuit is OK. Thi first voltage check taken at the plug will tell
you to continue trou leshooting the positive control circuit or
troubleshooting the ground circuit. If the voltage reading is below
the required value you would continue troubleshooting in the positive

control circuit. If the required value is measured you would then
check out the ground circuit for the malfunction load,

Note: Insure that you place the meter controls to the
proper setting for voltage checks.

4, Follow the following instructions to solve for the CAUSE of
malfunction.

Connect the black lead from the meter to the common ground
pointion the trainer, there is one for AC and one for DC. You must
be careful in selecting the correct ground.

b. Use the RED 3A:A and measure the applied voltage on the
positive side of the malfunctioning unit (load).

Note: Remember you must place the switches in the position
the malfunction is happening. You will need to use either
two (2) of the four (4) steps, (a and e OR d and h) from
exercise 2.

15
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(1) Measuring the voltage at points A and B of the

BODY CROSSOVER VALVE, you will find that they are reversed.

(2) Measuring the voltage at points 1 and 2 of the

BLEED SELECTOR SWITCH, you will find that the readings are normal.
a

c. Now that you have found the CAUSE, the two wires

reversed or crossed, H230D20 and H220B20, you will slake the correct

entries on the practice problems chart, page 17.

(1) Identify the malfunction by writing in the letter(s)

which identify the malfunction. (These have already been done for you.)

(2) Complete the CAUSE columns oy writing in the type

of trouble and unit or wire number. (These have already been done for

at this time.

(3) _See your lab instructor if you have any questions

h. Referring to the practice chart on page 17, you-will

find all the required entries already made for trouble switch #3.

Study the entries already made to
acquire knowledge on how to make

the entries for the remaining trouble switches.

Exercise 4

You have completed troubleshooting trouble #3. You should be

able to troubleshoot a malfunction on your own at this time. You

may ask for assistance from the lab instructor if necessary.

1. Following the procedures below practice programming a

cause for a malfunction in the trainer.

a. Insure the switches on the front of the trainer are

in the position of your choosing. You may want to use Exercise 2.

b. Insure circuit breakers are in.

c. Insure multimeter is properly set up and leads connected

to the meter.

d. Insure that all the trouble switches on the back of the

trainer are in the OUT position.

e. See the instructor to have a trouble switch 11 entered

in the practice problem and progress check charts, pages 17 and n.

f. Set your switches first as shown in Exercise 1, set

up procedures.

g. Now place the trouble switch on the back of the trainer

matching the number entered on the practice problem chart, to the IN

position.

16
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2. Perform an operational check.

3. Complete the malfunction column on the practice problem

chart. You may need more than one letter in this column.

4. Troubleshoot the circuit(s) for the cause, using the meter.

5. Complete the cause columns below.

6. Check the wire number against your entry in the malfunction

column :or recheck of your work. Note: Remember how you did your

wiring diagram workbook in the classroom and use that knowledge to

cross check this work.

7. Rave your instructor check and initial your work before

progression. If your work is incorrect follow the instructions

given by the instructor.

-Note: BEFORE you place any trouble switch to the IN

position, be sure the four (4) control switches on the

frau: of the trainer are set as indicated below.

MANIFOLD VALVE SWITCH OPEN

MASTER SWITCH PRESSURE

BLEED SELECTOR SWITCH ALTERNATE

MANUAL SWITCH . CLOSE

PRACTICE PROBLEMS

TROUBLE CAUSE

SWITCH I MALFUNCTION TYPE OF TROUBLE WIRE NUMBER S

3 D Cross Wires H230D20 b H220B20

LIST OF POSSIBLE MALFUNCTIONS

(There can be more than one malfunction for each problem)

A. Body crossover manifold valve will,not open.

B. Body crossover manifold valve willInot close.

C. Body crossover manifold valve will riot operate.

D. Body crossover manifold valve runs backwards (reverse).

E. Strut #3 bleed valve will not open.

F. Strut #3 bleed valve will not close.

G. Strut #3 bleed valve will not operate.

H. Strut #3 bleed valve runs backwards (reverse).

I. Modulating valve will not open.

J. Modulating valve will not close.

K. Modulating valve will not operate.

L. Modulating valve runs backwards (reverse).
1 7
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Before you have your instructor check your work, recheck your

own work. You should recheck your, work much like you solved the

problems in the AC Motor Control circuit wiring diagrans workbook.

This may be done by taking the wire number you have written above

and using the wiring diagram located on the trainer. Doing this

you can determine if th' malfunction(s) you have written'in the

chsitt above are 100: correct.

Note: Be very careful in.rechecking by selectio the

circuit malfunction. They must describe exact what is

malfunctioning, nothing more or less. Also always note

the position of the cintrol switches,

Instructor's Initial: Practice Problems Grade:

If your lab instructor signs off your practice work you will

be assigned your progress check material by the lab instructor.

18



PROGRESS CHECK INSTRUCTIONS

llo

This progress check will requirm you to correctly solvs a miulmum

of four (4) out of the five (5) problems given. This should be

accomplished much in the same manner,as the practice problems. The

instructor will check and initial yo 7 work after the five (5) problems

are graded and pasted. If you have missed more than one (1) problem

you will follow your lab instructor Instructions.

You will not communicate (talk, eta.) akth other students during

the progress check without your lab instructor's permission.

You will not use fellow students' work to solar the problems in

this progress check.

You should satisfactorily complete this progress Check before
further progression to other lab troubleshooting progress checks.

Note: If any part of the answers (cause or malfunction) to the
trouble switch # is wrong, the instructor will mark the whole

trouble switch entry incorrect. This means YOU will have to
find what part or parts of the cause or malfunction is
incorrect for that trouble switch, when mark.d incorrect.

REMINDER: BEFORE you place any trable switch to the IN
position, be sure the four (4) control switches on the front of
the trainer are set as indicated below.

MANIFOLD VA 'L SWITCH OPEN

MASTER SWITCH PRESSURE

BLEED SELECTOR SWITCH ALTERNATE

MANUAL SWITCH CLOSE

1.9
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Student complete the following (print).

STUDENT'S NAME:
Last

DATE PROGRESS CHECK STARTED:

PROGRESS CHECK

Trouble
Switch # MALFUNCTION

CAUSE

TYPE OF TROUBLE WIRE NUMBERS)

LIST OF POSSIBLE MALFUNCTIONS

(There can be more than one malfunction for each problem)

A. Body crossover manifold valve will not open.

B. Body crossover manifold valve will not close.

C. Body crossover manifold valve will not operate.

D. Body crossover manifold valve runs backwards (reverse).

E. Strut #3 bleed valve will not open.

F. Strut #3 bleed valve will not close.
Strut #3 bleed valve will not operate.

H. Strut #3 bleed valve runs backwards (reverse).

I. Modulating valve will not open.

J. Modulating valve will not close.

K. Modulating valve will not operate.

L. Modulating valve runs backwards (reverse).

Before you have your instructor check your work, recheck your

own wo,k like you did in the practice problems.

Instructor's Initial: on cympLete
progress check.

Whether you fail this progress check or not, you A.11 follow

the instructions of the lab and/or classroom instructor(s) at thi3

time.

20
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If you have satisfactorily completed the progress check, store

your multimater and trainer in the following way.

1. Pull out all the circuit breakers (5) each.

2. Place the Manifold valve switch to the CLOSED position.

3. Place the Master switch to the RAM position.

4. Place the Bleed Selector switch to the NORMAL position.

5. Place the Manual switch to the CLOSE position (centered).

6. Place all Trouble switches to the OUT position.

7. The small switch that is not label:A near the top of the
other trouble switches; be sure it is 11 the UP position.

8. Insure all your training literature, pencils, etc., are
taken with you when you leave the lab.

9. Insure your trainer and the area around it is clean before
you leave the lab.

10. Check with the lab instructor before you leave the lab.

NOTE: DID YOU LEAVE YOUR MULTIMETER SET ON OHMS? IF YOU
HAVE, GO BACK AND CHANGE IT.

21
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FOREWORD

This programmed text is designed for use in the 3ABR42231 Course, The average

time required to complete this text was 1 hour and'2b minutes.

OBJECTIVES

After completing this programmed text, you will be able to:

1. State the difference between ineulato.i, conductors, and

semiconductors.

2. State the purpose and identify the symbol of a PN junction 4foete.

3. Seyect statements that define the difference between forward and

reverse bits.

4. State the purpose and identify the symbol of a Zener diode.

3. State the purpose and identify the symbol of a transistor.

6. Select statements that describe the requirements 4or a transistor

to conduct.

STANDARD OP PERFORMANCE

14(w
e student will demonstrate his knowledge of the objectives by correctly

an Grins 12 out of 13 questions.

INSTRUCTIONS

This pros am text presents in ormstion in small si.dps called "frames." After

each frame you are asked t comp ete a statement or match some statements.

Read the material presented and make your moonse u directed. After you

have made your response, compare your answer with the correct answer given

on the page following each frame. If your answer is incorrect, restudy the

frame to get the information correct. Write the correct answer next to your

original response and then proceed to the next frame. If necessary, you

may go back to Check information previously given, but do not skip thg

INTRODUCTION

Solid state devices are m'niature electronic components used to control or

amplify current in an electronic circuit The solid state device', that will

be described in this text arw PN junction diodes, Zener diodes, and transistors.

I;;;;;;Ta4 30142231PT13, 11 October 1972, which may be used until existing

nooks are exhausted.
OPRI TAB

DISTRI3UTIONI X

TAB 1301 TTVOC 1

1 12?
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The PN junction diode is used in almost every temperature control circuit.

This text will describe how the PN junction diode is constructed, how it reacts

to changes in current flow, and its purpose in today's temperature control

circuits.

The Zener diode is similar to the PN junction diode, except that its, function

in a circuit is different. This text will explain haw the Zener diode is

used as a control device and how it is used to regulate voltage.

The transistor also operates on the same principles as the PN julctionIdiode.

In this text you will be shOwn how the transistor operates and hiarit is

used in a temperature control circuit,

Understanding the operating principles of these three devices is very

/important when studying the operation of temperature control systems.

ii
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To understand the principles of solid state devices, we must have a short

review of electron theory. An atom is made up of PROTONS, NEUTRONS, and

ELECTRONS. The protons and neutrons make up the canter part of the atom

which is called the NUCLEUS. The electrons are held in orbit around the

nucleus. This is shown in the sketch below. Electrons have a negati e

charge and protons have a positive charge. The neutrons are neutral, which

seine they have no electrical charge.

NUCLEUS ,,...
a

PROTONS
NEUTRONS

/
`\

ELECTRONS i

IN ORBIT

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Atoms are composed of

2. Electrons have a

3. Prutons have a

ukaLge.

charge .

, and

4. Electrons orbit around the of an atom.-
5. Proto,s and neutrons make up the of an atom.

s
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Answers to frame 1: 1. protont neutrons electrons 2. at.kig-±t

3. positive 4. nucleus 5. nucleus

FRAME 2

In some materials the atoms have many electrons orbiting around their nuclei.

Some of these electrons are in orbits distant from the nucleus. This will

make it easier to get the electrons to flow from one atom to another. These

materials are said to have "free electrons." The atoms of other materials

tend to resist the efforts toward electron flow. These materials are said

to have almost no free electrons.

A material that has many free electrons is a conductor of electricity. Some

examples of conductors are copper, silver, and gold. When a voltage is applied

to a conductor, the free electrons can move with little or no resistance. This

is called current" flaw. The materials that contain almost no free electrons

are called insulators. Some examples of insulators are rubber, glass, and

paper. These Materials will oppose current flow.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. An insulator contains almost no electrons.

2. Conductors contain many electrons.

3. Normally current will not floor through an

4. Copper, gold, and silver are some, examples of

5. Current flow is the movement of through a conductor.

t1 ;()
2
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Answers to frame 2: 1. free 2. free 3. insuletar 4. conductors

5. electrons

FRAME 3

Let's go on with our review of atomic structure and learn a new term. In

each atom there are a specific number of electrons that orbit the nucleus.

These -electrons will be divided into a definite number of orbital paths.

The actual number of elections and the number of orbital paths will change

with the types of material used. This fact in shown in the sketch in this

frame. The number of orbits will depend on the number of electrons, In a

balanced atom, the number of electrons will be equal to the number of

protons. Note the number of electrons, protons and orbits in the sketch

shown.

The electrons in the outermost orbit are called VALENCE electrons. As we

explain the principles of solid state devices we will be 'concerned with

these valence electrons. Remember this term and that these are the

electrons in the outermost orbit.

A stable atom will have eight valence electrons. The maximum number of

valence electrons in any atom is eight. Some atoms may Lave less than

eight valence electrons but never more.

/1 ff.
/ /

%

t10 Ey
411 1'\

//
/\

NIk )9/

1 ORBIT 2 ORBIT 3 ORBIT

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The electrons'-in the outermost orbit of an atom are called

electrons.

2. The maximum number of electrons in the outer-ost orbit of an atom is

3 1131
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Answers to frame 3: 1 valence 2. eight

,,FRAME 4

The two basic materials used in the construction of solid state devices are

germanium and silicon. The electron structure of these atoms shown below.

Note that the germanium contains 32 electrons and silicon only 14 electrons.

Now note the number of valence electrons in each of these atoms. They both

have four. Qur discussion on solid state devices will be based on this

point. Because each of these materials have four valence electrons, their

application to solid state devices is similar. For this reason we will

use germanium in this text.

SI.

GERMANIUM SILICON

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The two basic materials used in the consttuction of solid state devices

art' y and

2. Germanium and silicon are similar because they both have foUr

4
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Answers to frame 4: 1. germanium silicon 2. valence electrons

FRAME 5

mr
In frame 3 it was stated that an at It stable when it has eight valence

electrons. A sLable atom has no free electrons. When a group of germanium

atoms are joined together to form a mass, the material will act as though

the atoms are stable. This is because the valence electrons of one atom

will join with the valence electrons of the atoms close to it. This makes

each atom ac* as if it has eight valence electrons. This is shown in the

sketch below.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. A stable germanium atom is one with electrons in the valence

orbit.

2. When a group of germanium atoms are joined, the material will react as

if the atoms were

5
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Am4vivrs to frame 5: 1. et g1121 2.

FRAME 6

Solid state devices are made from materials known as semiconductors. A

semiconductor is a man made substance. It is made by joining a material

that has a different number of valence electrons with the germanium. The

atoms that are joined with the germanium are called impurity atoms. The

impurity atoms have either three or five valence electrons, In either

case, when the impurity atoms are added to the germanium, the stable

state of the germanium is changed.

An impurity that has three valence electrons is called an ACCEPTOR atom.

Some examples are-aluminum, indium, and gallium. An impurity that has

five valence electrons is called a DONOR ATOM. Some examples are arsenic,

phosphorous, and antimony. In the sketch below, compare the valence

electrons of the donor and acceptor to the germanium atom.

GERMANIUM DONOR ACCEPTOR

Fill in the blanks to complete the following .itatements.

1. Germanium can be altered by adding atoms.

2. The number of valence electrons in a donor atom is

3. The number of valence electrons in an acceptor atom is

1 134



Answers to frame 6: 1. impurity 2. five 3. three

FRAME 7

Now let's see what change the donor has had on the germanium. when the

donor atom is joined with a germanium atom, four of the electrons of the

donor join the germanium atom. But since the dono: atom has five valence

electrons, one is left free to move in any dirvtion. The material now

has an excess electron which gill give it a negl4ve charge. Because of

this, material containing a donor impurity is called N-type material.

The sketch below shows the effect of joining a donor atom with a germanium

atom.

_.......
..._ ....

, \ N. /./'

0 G 0 )1c..\ S 0
/ N.s. 1/4.\,// ... 00 0 %......CY

...
...

..dr .4. ....a,.
GERMANiUm DONOR

4 5=9 ELECTRONS AVAILABLE
441-BEING JOINED BY-44= 8 ELECTRONS NEEDED

) FREE ELECTRON

Fill in the blanks to complete the following sLatements.

N.TYPE

1. N-type material lonsists of germanium combined with a atom.

2. N -type material contains a charge.

3. A donor atom contains valence electrons.

7
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As 4wers to cram- 7: I. donor 2.

FRAME

Now, let's see how the germanium will change when an acceptor impurity is

added to it. When tn.o acceptor atom is joined with a germanium atom, the

valence orbit will have seven electrons. Remember, to be stable, an atom

needs eight valence electrons. When the acceptor atom is joined with the

germanium, it leaves a space where one more electron can fit. '"..is space

is called a HOLE, and it can tAkg on an electron.

The last frame stated that an atom that had an exc "ss of electrons had a
negative charge. In view of this, if an atom lacks an electron, it must

have a positive charge. When an acceptor is joined to a germanium atom
it becomes a positively charged atom. This positively charged atom (a

material that has holes) is called P-type material.

The sketch below shows the effect of combining an acceptor atom with a
germanium atom.

. ... _, .-,--
/ N%

0
/ \ \ / /

A I s.-ItS i

J2)\ 0 /
...*.'".

'
%\ ---

..., *%.

GERMANIUM ACCEPTOR

4 + 4=8 ELECTRONS NEEDED
4 + 3=7 ELECTRONS AVAILABLE

P-TYPE

1 ELECTRC SHORT OF BEING BALANCED

rtll in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. An acceptor atom has valence electrons.

2. P-type material has a charge.

3. When an acceptor at'm is joined with a germanium atom, it leaves a space

called a

8
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'Answers to frame 3: 1. three 2. positive 3. hole

14AME

Match the terms given in column B with the statements listed 'n column A.

Place the letter that identifies the correct term in the blank provided.

Colt.mn II has more responses than needed. Select only v for each question. er.

A

1. The number of valence electrons
in a stable germanium atom is

2. The material used in solid state
devices is called a

B

A. Nucleus

B. Atom

C. Four

3. Electrons in the outermost orbit D. Semiconductor

are called
E. Electron

4. A material having many free
electrons is a Eight

5. impurity atom having three u. ValtncP 1 ctrons

valence electrons is an
atom. H. Conductor

6. An impurity atom having five I. Insulator

valence electrons is a
atom. J. Donor

7. The particle that orbits the K. Accepter

nucleus of an atom is the
L. N-type

3. When germanim is combined with M. P-type

an acceptor atom it is calleo
material.

9
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knswers to frame 9: 1. F 2. L 3. G 4 H 5. K 6. j

7. E 8, M

FRAME 10

Solid state devices are made of N-type and P-type materials joined together.

When these materials are joined, as shown in figure A, a device is formed

chat is known as a PN JUNCTION. Because these two types of materials are

joined, a "potential barrier' is formed as .hown in figure B. This barrier

will oppose electron flow until the right voltage potential is applied to

the junction. Phis voltage !s known as BIAS VOLTAGE. Bias voltage is

usually DC, and is used to fix or set the current flew in a circuit. The

two types of bias used are FORWARD a 1 RINRSH.

Figure A

BARRIER

Figure B

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

I. The voltage used to adjust the current flow through a PN junction is

voltage.

When I' -type and N-type materials arc jolliQd, the unit forned is known as

a

10
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Answer* to frame 10: 1. bias 2. FN junction

FRAME 11

Forward bias is a voltage placed on the PN junction in such a way that it
aids current flow. The sketch below shows how forward bias is placed on

a PN junction. Notice that the negative pole of the source voltage is put
on the N-type material and the positive pole is put on the P-type material.
This type of bias will cause the like charges to be repelled toward the

center. he repelling action of the like charges will decraase the size

of the potential barrier. When the barrier has been decreased enough
current will flow across the junction.

N

tuRRENT GLOW

FORWARD BIAS

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. When applying forward bles, the positive pole of the power source is
connected to the (negative/positive) material.

2. When forward bias is applied, the width of the potential barrier

3. current flows through a PN j=ction whe" bias is applied.

.111=170011MIgit7WISPIIWIw"Prr"70?"1,IfM"'"""P'IffIN
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Answers to frame 11: 1. positive 2. decreases 3. for.arn

FRAME 12

Reverse bias is a voltage applied to the PN junction in such a way that it

opposes current flow. The drawing below shows how reverse bias Is connected

to a PN junction. Notice that the negative pole of the source voltage is

connected to the P-type material, and the oositive pole is connected to the

..-type material. This rypl of connection Lauses the elecrroas in the N-type

material to be attracted to the positive pole of the source, and the holes

in the P-type material to be attracted to the negative pole of the source.

This causes the potential barrier to increase In width and allow little or

no current flow ia,ross the junction.

Ft:1 in

MININUM OR NO CURRENT FLOW

0

REvERSE SiAS

blanks to c_irapiete the following 3tafemertc.

1. The width of tr,e pctential barrier is

Is appliei.

Reverse ;,;as

_urren:

-)nne_'_ed rl-IP nct1,-,n ,t) tfl4t it will

3. W1.0- revetse tie :-IegatIve tne power ,=,ur,e

crormected to t,le inegativo rater- al .



Answers to frame 12. 1. reverse 2. oppose 3. positive 1114

FRAME 13

When the PN junction is used in an electrical circuit it-is called a DIODE.

A diode is a two element unit,
consisting of an EMITTER and a COLLECTOR.

The emitter is the N-t pa material which emits electrons. The collector

is the P-type watrial which accepts, electrons. A diode is used in an

electrical circuit to allow current flaw in one direction only.

The electrical simbol for the diode is shown in figure A below, Current

flow is always against the arrow. Figures B and C shows how bias effects

current flow in the diode.

EMITTER

-----0.
CURRENT FLOW IS

AGAINST THE
ARROW

COLLECTOR

NP

Figure A

FORWARD BIAS-
MAXIMUM FLOW

Figure B

Fill in the blanks to complete the foll..,44:16 statements.

REVERSE BIAS-
LITTLE OR NO FLOW

Figure C

1. When a )17N junctio" is used in an elec rical circus t, it is called a

2_ The two elements of , diode are the titter a.

J. A diode is used to allow current flow in

4. Current flow ti-..nugh a diode is always the arrow.

5. The N-type material is the (amirtericollector).

6. A diode will current In one dine _ion tut will

current to flow in the other dire: 'ion.

1i
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Answers to frame 13: 1. diode

FRAME 14

4. against

2. collector 3. one direction

emitter h. block, let or allow

Changin3 alternating curi.ent to direct current is known as RECTIFICATION.

When one diode is placed in an AC power supply circuit, it will lot c..;-;Lent

flow on one half of the alternation orty. Thi.1 I* called HALF WAVE recti-

fication. "For this reason, tie diode is called a half wave rectifier.

Now-let's trace the currei.t flow in figure A to see how the diode rectifies

it. On one half cycle (note arrow 1), the diode is forward 1,iased. Current

flow is from negative, through the lu-d, through the diode, a.id back to

positive. On the other half cycle (rote arrow 2), the diode is reverse

biased. Current will try to flow from the negative to the positive, but

it cannot get through the diode. Remember, current only flows through a

diode when it 1.9 forward biased. Therefure, the load (light) does not

burn steadily, but will flash (pulsate) every half cycle. Note in

figure B, the sine ware for the AC input as compalla to the pulsax g DC

output,,-,

Figure A

A C INPUTr\f\f"\
10AD

D C PULSATING
OUTPUT

Figure B

Fill in the planks to complete the following statements.

1. When one diode is used in an mr circuit, it is c -led a wave

r-ctifier.

A nalf wave rectifier changes altrnating current to
current.

14
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\\Answers to frame 14: 1. half 2. pulsating.

ro A In-.-

To dhanae Ar a continuous DC output requires a FULL WAVE rectifier. By

using either two or four diodes, the alternating current can be rectified
to provide an almost continuous di9fict current. Let's trace the path of

current flow through the circuit in :figure A. On one half cycle, diodes

1 and 2 are forward biased, while diodes 3 and 4 are reverse biased.
When the source is negative at point t, tile current flows through

diode 1, then through the load, through diode 2, 4111(1 back to the positive

potential at the source. On the other half cycle, diode s,3 and 4 become

forward biased and diodes 1 and 2 become reverse biased. Now current flows
from the negative potential at point B, through diode 3, trough the load,
through diode 4, and back to the source.

With the full wave rectifier in figure A, there is a continuous flow of
current through the load. Notice that this current flow is always in

the same direction. Compare the sine waves of the AC input to the DC
output shown in figure B. A filter network consisting of capacitors, coils
and resistors would be used ro smooth out the DC ripple effect of figure B.
Note in figure C the cutpu, cffect using capacitors, coils and resi6.tor
arrangement.

A

Figure A

LOAD

PURE DC OUTPUT

F14, ''.° '-

A ,NPUT

0 C OUTPUT

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements

Figure B

1. When four diodes are used in an AC circuit, it is called a
wave rectifier.

2. A full wave rectifier will allow current flow through tie load during
(one/both) half cycles.

3. Wher, a full wave rectifier is used, the current flow through the load
is in the direction.

5113
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Answers to frame 1: full 2. both 3. same

FRAME 16

A ZENER Diode is a special kind of diode specifically designed for uss as a
voltage regulator. The schematic symbol for a Zener diode is shown in figure
A below. On this illustration you will note that current flow is in the
opposite direction to that of the normal diode as shown in figure B. Current

flow in a Zener diode is with the arrow point. The Zener diode when hooked in
a clvtuit will not allow the electrical circuit to be completed until it
absofbs a certain preset voltage. By this token we say the Zener diode in
reality is a voltage regulator.

+

Zener Diode
Current Flow

Figure A

Fa11 in the blanks to complete the statements

41>f--

Normal Diode
Current now

Figure B

1. Zener diodes are used as regulators.

2. Current flow in a Zener is (with/against) the arrow.

3. Draw an arrow under the schematic symbol which shows the direction of

current flow.

6
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Answers to irduft 16: 1 Pape 2. with 3.
11423

FRAME 17

Match the terms given in column B with the statements listed in column A.
Place the letter that identifies the correct term in the blank provided.
Column B has more responses than needed. Select only one for each question.

A

1. The device used as a voltage
regulator is a

2. When reverse bias is applied
tc, a PN jucntion, it results
in

3. Biasing a PN junction effects
the width of the

4. A circuit that changes AC to
pulsating DC is a circ-it.

5. To have current flowing through a
diode requires

B

A. Rectifier

B. AC' voltage

C. Reverse bias

D. Forward bias

E. Potential barrier

F. N-type material

C. P-type material

H. Zener diode

6. The part (material) of the diode that I. Maximum current flow

serves as the collector is
the J. Minimum currE.nt flow

7. When forward bias is applied
to a diode, it results in

8. The part (material) of the diode
that serves as the emitter is the
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Answers to frame 17: 1. H 2. J 3. E 4. A 5. D b. G

FRAME 18

7. I_ 8. F

Thus far the PN junction diodes have been described. These diodes cons' sted
of P-type and an N-type material. When another N or P-type material is

added to the diode, it becomes a triode (three element) TRANSISTOR. In

modern day electronics, transistors are primarily used as amplifiers and

relays. They are replacing va -uum tubes and conventional relays. The
reason is that transistors are smaller and lighter than tubes or relays.

They also have no moving parts to wear out from excessive use. Thus, the

transistor's life span is longer. The two basic types of transistors are

NPN and PNF The block symbol for each is shown in figure A and B below.

Block Symbol for an

NFN rrausistor.

Figure A

Block Symbol for a

PNP Transistor.

Figure B

Fill La the blanks to complete rile following statements.

i. A combination of three N and P m 'erials joined together forms a

2. Transistors can be used as amplif _ers or

15
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Answers to frame 18: 1. transistor
WC

2. 12Lays \

Both NPN and PNP transistors are, used in temperature co trel systems. The
PNP transistor consists of two end sections of -P materi 1 and one center

section of N material. These materials are bonded to then to form one

crevice. In this process we actually have two PN jun tions. This also
forms to potential barriers, a potential bauler etween each of the PN

junctions. Note the barrier regions in the blo symbol shown in figure A

below. (

When a PNP transistor is used in an electrical circuit it is identified by
the symbol shown in figure B.

FRAME 19

BLOCK SYMBOL OF A PNP

Figure A

EmAITTER COLLECTOR

SASE -- N

ELECTRICAL SYMBOL OF A PNP

r , :E'r'ONSE REQUIRED

19

1 147

Figure 3
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WE 20

The.NPN transistor consists of two end sections of N material and one center

section of P material. This is shown in figure A. Note that this also forms

two PN junctions and two potential barriers.

Figure A Is the block symbol for an NPN transistor. However, when an NPN

transistor is used in an electrical circuit, it is identified by the symbol

shown in figure B.

The theory of operation of PNP and NPN transistors !c 'iasically the same.

In the remainder of this text we will limiL our discussion to the NPN

transistor. The MPN transistor is the type used in most envitonmental

system control circuits

Block Symbol of an NPN.

Figure A

COLLECTOR

Electrical Symbol of an NPN.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

20

Figure B
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FRAME 21

Electrical diagrams of equipment using transistors will contain only the

electrical symbol for transistors. The words or letters that identify

the emitter, base, and/collector are not used. Therefore, it's important
that you can identify the sections of a transistor by the electrical symbol

only. The arrow in the symbol is the key. The arrow always identifies the

emitter. It mace) tells you whether it's an NPN or PNP. Notice in figure A (NPN

transistor) that the atz.,w points out. Then notice in figure B (PNP

transistor) the arrow points in. If the arrow is NOT POINTING IN, it's

an NPN transistor. The center section is the BASE, and the remaining section

is the COLLECTOR.

EMITTER COLLECTOR EMITTER

Electrical Symbol for
an NPN Transistor.

Figure A

COLLECTOR

Electrical Symbol for
a PNP Transistor.

Figure B

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The three sections of a transistor are called
and

2. The section of a transistor that controls tt current flow through it

is called the

3. In the electrical symbol of a transistor, the emitter is signified by
an

4. In an NPN transistor, the first N is the emitter and the second N
is the

211
14'
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Answers to frame 21: 1. base emitter

4. collector

collector 2. base at row

FRAME A
/

Flavin letned that a transistor has an emitter, base, and collector, we can

now to k about how it works. There must be a positive signal put on the 1..-sz,

icfr_roai_zitotleativesiltheerni,tter and a positive signal put on the

collector. These are shown in the sketch below. With these signals, the

transistor is forward biased. As you recall from frame 10, bias is d voltage

that is used to fix onset the currer!. flow in a circuit. The sketch below

shows the biasing of a transistor. Note that the emitter is pure negative

while the base is 1.5 volts (+) positive. The collector circuit has a (t)

positive voltage potential of 4.5 volts. It could be said that in order to

forward bias the NPN transistor the emitter must be (-) negative, the base

(+) posit 1 and the collector at an even higher (+) positive potential.

I>1+

FORWARD BIAS
EMITTER/BASE

45 v+

SASE/Cot

For tile transistor to conduct, forward bias 1.9 always applied between the

emitter and base.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Forward bias is always applied between the and

2. A transistor is forward bias when the positive signal is applied to

the

IIMMICIFFEPIrVE777757r7"---777=m6
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Answers to frame 22: 1. emitter base 2. base

FRAME 23

The signal put between the base and emitter controls the curreint flow that
goes from the emitter to the collector. When the signal put op the base

is more positive than the emitter, the transistor is forward biased. This
will reduce the potential barrier and allow current to flow from the emitter

to the collector. Figure A shows the transistor forward biased. Current

flows from the negative emitter to the positive base. However, because

the collector is always more positive than the ')ase, most of the current

flows through the base to the collector.

In figure B, the bias signal to the base is negative in respect to the

emitter. This is a reverse bias. This negative signal (reverse bias

between the base and emitter) will increase the potential barrier and

stop current flow throvh the emitter-collector circuit. When biasing

an NPN or PNP (forward or reverse) you bias the transistor between the

emitter and base.

Figure A

REVERSE IIAS

Figure B

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Current flows across a transistor only when the base is

2. With a negative signal applied to the base, current flow across the

transistor

3. Current flow through a transistor is controlled by the signal
applied between the emitter and

4. When forward biasing an NPN transistor, you would bias it between
the anet

4

23
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Answers to frame 23: 1. positive 2. stups,

4. emitter and base

3. base

FRAME 24

This sketch shows how a transistor is used as a RELAY. The bridge circuit

has put a positive signal on the base of the transistor. This will increase

the forward bias of the emitterbase circuit. With this increase in forward

bias, th, -ransistor will conduct. With the transistor conducting, a cir

cuit is completed between ground (point A) and the circuit breaker (ppint 13).

Current flows from ground, through the transistor, to the positive source at

point B. When the transistor is conducting, the valve motor runs. When'the

bridge signal changesto negative, the base of the transistor also becomes

negative. This will increase the reverse bias and the transistor will stop

conducting. The current flow in the motor will now stop and the motor will

no longer run. In this circuit, the transistor is used as a relay to control

the operation of the motor.

POSITIVE INPUT
SIGNAL FROM THE
BRIDGE CIRCUIT

VALVE
MOTOR

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. When the forward bias is increased the motor will

2. The transistor will not conduct when the base is

3. When a transistor is used to control a motor circuit, it is being

used as a

24
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Answers to frame 24: 1. operate 2. negative 3. relay.

FRAME 25

Match the terms given in column B With the statements listed in column A.
Place likkietter that identifies the correct term the blank provided.

A

1. For current to-flow through an A. Triode transistor
gloN transistor, a positive signal
must be applied to the B. NPN

2. A transistor can be used as a C. Emitter

3. A transistor will conduct when D. Base

there is between the base
and emitter. E. Collector

4. When using an electrical symbol F. Arrow

of a transistor, if the arrow
is pointing away Airom the base, G. Forward bias
it is a/an transistor.

H. Reverse bias
5. The emitter of a transistor is

identified on the electrical I. Relay

symbol by the

6. The solid state device that
contains three elements is a

J. PNP

Name the sections of the transistor shown below:

7.

8,

9.

10. The transistor shown in the above illustration is (a PNP/an NPN).

25
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Answers to frame 25: 1. D

6. A

10. NPN

2. I 3. G 4. B 5. F

7. emitter 8. base 9. collector

26
'1.111132
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FOREWORD

This programmedtext has been prepared for use in Course 3ABR42331,
Environmental Systems Mechanic. The material contained herein has been

validated with 30 students from the subject course. 28 of the students

achieved the objectives as stated. Average time for completion of the text

is 4 hours and 15 minutes.

OBJECTIVES

After completion of this programmed text, each student will be able to:

1. Apply bridge circuit principles to the magnetic amplifier

temperature control.

2. Apply the principles of magnetism to the magnetic amplifier.

a. Effect of aiding and opposing magnetic fields.
b. Application of the left hand rule'.

3. Describe the functions of the magnetic amplifier windings.

a. Identification of each winding.

b. Purpose of each winding.
c. Effect of each winding-in the circuit.

4. Trace the signal for operation of a magnetic amplifier.

Standard of performance: I

The s;Alaent will demonstrate his knowledge of the objectives by
correctly answering 11 out of 15 questions:

INSTRUCTIONS

This text presents material in'small steps called "frames." After

each frame you are asked to make a response. Read the material carefully

before you respond. The answers to the responses for each frame are located

'at the top of the-lollowing page. If you select the correct answers, con-

tinue to the next frame. If you are incorrect, read the material again and

correct yourself before continuing.

Note: This text is used in conjunction with an overlay transparency.
If you do not have this transparency, ask your instructor for it.

115i
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INTRODUCTION

In the previous lessons on air-conditioning systems, we discussed how
the air temperature is controlled by positioning the temperature control valve.
You should recall that the position of the temperature control valvs can be
controlled manually by the pilot or automatically by the temperature controller.
During automatic operation, the temperature controller positions the valve as
a result of signals sent by the bridge circuit. But, how does this 4igoal
from the bridge circuit actually control the temperature control valve? That's
what we shall be discussing in this text.

In this programmed text we will didcuss one type of temperature controller,
the magnetic amplifier. The illustration on the opposite page shows the complete
magnetic amplifier temperature cortrol system. The area labeled "A" is the
bridge circuit, the area labeled "B" is the magnetic amplifier section, and
the area labeled "C" is the transistor circuit. As you study this text, you
will learn how the signal goes from the bridge, to the magnetic amplifiers,
then to the transistors. The transistors control the turbine bypass valve. In
the previous lessons, the valve that controlled temperature uas called the
temperatureklcontrol valve. In this system it is called the turbine bypass valve.
Its purpose is still the same, that is, it will direct the bleed air either into
or around the turbine.

Study the diagram and identify the various components. Frcm previous
, lessons you should recognize the symbols for the per transformer, the various

diodes and transistors, and the Zener diodes '(,1V-1, V112, and VR-3). The donut
shaped units in section "B" are the magnetic amplifiers. As you study the text,
*Reg couRonent and its function in the circuit,will be explained. We will take
a hot signal from the-bridge circuit and follow it until it causes the turbine
bypass valve to operate.

sr
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FRAME 1

In an automatic temperature control circuit that uses the signal from a
bridge, the.signal must be amplified (made stronger) before it can control
the operation of a temperature control valve. This is the purpose of the
magnetic amplifier. It will increase this small signal from the bridge cir-
cuit until the signal i¢ strong enough to actuate a relay or cause a transistor
to conduct. Magnetic a dlifiers are used for this purpose because they are
small, have no moving parts, and give off very little heat. These are impor-
tant factors for an aircraft component.

Note: In some texts, the electrical signal from the bridge circuit is
called "error signal." This is because it is signalling the system

that there is An error in temperature that needs correcting. However,
throughout this text we will refer to the signal from the bridge as
simplj the "signal."

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The purpose of a magnetic amplifier is to take a
signal and make it stronger.

2. The'magnetic amplifier receives the signal from the
circuit.

3. Advantages of the magnetic amplifier are; they are small, have no '

moving , and give off

4
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Answers to Fromm 1: 1. small or weak 2. bridge 3. parts

very little heat

FRAM 2

A magnetic amplifier works on the principle of magnetism, so let's review SOWprinciples of magnetism.

Magnetic poles that are alike (N to N or S to S) will repel or oppose eachother. Unlike magnetic poles (N to S or S to N) will attract or Add eachother. If the magnetic field is created by an electromagnet, that is, by
a coil winding, then the magnetic field will have a direct affect on the
current floe through the wires of the coil winding. When two Coils are usedon the same core, if currentt flows through the windings of both coils in the
ame direction, they will have like magnetic poles and will oppose each other.
Lf the current flows in one direction through one coil and the opposite
direction in the second coil, they will have un'ike, or opposite, magneti6
poles and will aid each other. This aiding or Lpposing of magnetic poleswill also aid or oppose current flow through the coil. This is an important
point in understanding the operation of a magnetic amplifier.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements:

1. : Unlike magnetic poles will (aid/oppose) each other.

2. If current flow/in the same direction through two coils that use
the same core, the magnetic poles will (aid/oppose) each other.

3. Lf current flows in opposite directions Lerough two coils that use
the same core, the magnetic poles will be (alike/unlike) and
will (aid/oppose) current flow trough the windings.

1 1561
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Answers to Frame 2: I. aid 2. oppose 3. unlike aid

FRAME 3 r
Tracing current ftow through the magnetit. amplifier requires us to determine
the magnetic polarity of vlrioua,coils. To uo this we must use the left hand
rule. The way to use the left hand rule is illustrated below. If you grasp
the coil with your left hand so that your fingers follow the coil windings
..and current flow through the windings, your thumb will point toward the North
pole. The 'other end of the coil is the Soth pole. This is how you can
determine all of the magnetic poles of the windings in a magnetic amplifier.
After you determine the magnetic polarity of the windings, then you can deter-
mine if the windings aid or oppose each other. This also allows you to deter-
mine if current will flow through the Winding,

Left Hand Rule.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Magnetic poles of all the windings in a magnetic amplifier can be

determined by using the

pole.

2. When using the left hand rule, your thumb will point to the

3. When using the left hand rule, your fingers should follow the

flaw through the windings.

6
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Answers to Frame 3: 1. left hind rule 2. north 3. current

FRAME 4

When using the left hand rule,,be sure that you follow the wire around the
core correctly. If you don't the magnetic poles that you determine will be
incorrect. The illustration below shows how a wire runs over or under a core.
When using the left hand rule, be sure your fingers are following current flow
from negative (-) to positive ,( i.) and they should run either over or under
the core the same way the wire does.

Determine the polarity of the coil in the illusr

Wan RUNS
UNOPIt THE CORE

WINE RUNS OVER CORE

11W

Determining Coil Polarity,.

If you determined that north is at the top and south at the bottom, you
are :orrect.

Draw in the magnetic pole3 for each illustration

1. 2.

+0C
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Answers to Frame 4:

1. 2.

FRAME 5

A basic magnetic amplifier contains a metal core, shaped like a donut, with
wire coils wound around the core. The core is a material that can be easily,
magnetized. The core is circular (donut) shaped because this design provides
a better magnetic field.

The diagram below illustrates a magnetic amplifier with three separate windings.
These are, the gate winding, the bias winding, and the control winding. Each
of the windings has a specific function in the operation of the magnetic
amplifier and in overall operation of the temperature c- ntroller. The direction
that current flows through the windings is the control...ing factor of the
magnetic amplifier.

Basic Magnetic Amplifier.

No Response Required

8
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FRAME 6

Before tracing the signal through the temperature controller, you need to know
the purpose of each of the three windings, how they operate, and how each one
affects the ether. We'll begin with the bias winding.

The bias winding, illustrated at the right,
used direst current (DC) power. This
means that current will always be flowing
in the same direction through the winding.
The polarity of this winding is shown
in the illustration. Since power for
the bias winding is DC and it's always
flowing in the same direction, then the
magnetic polarity will always be the
same. The purpose of the bias winding
is to establish a fixed control point
at which the gate winding can be triggered.

SIAS WOOING

Fill in the blanks to ccmplete the following statements.

1. The windings in a magneic amplifier are wound areouad a
core.

2. The bias winding operates on (AC/DC) current.

or

3. The magnetic pcles of the bias winding will always be the gate
winding because the flow is always in the same direction.

1163



Mowers to Frame 6: 1. metal 2. DC 3. same current

FRAME 7

e gate winding controls power from the amplifier to the load. The power
supply for this winding is from an AC (alternating current) source. However,
the current flow throueh the windings is DC. The AC current from the source
is rectified by diodes. In illustration "A" note the four diodes. Arrows
have been drawn on this diagram to illustrate the path of current flow for
one alto tidn of the AC power. Trace the current flow by following the
arrows and- termins the polarity of the gate winding by using the left hand
rule. Als note the direction of current flow through the load.

A

LOAD

3

LOAD

Illustration "B" shows the second alternation of the AC power source. Again,
arrows are drawn on the diagram to illustrate the path of current flow. Trace
the current and determine the polarity of the gate winding for this alternation.
Has the polarity changed? Did the direction of current flow through the load
change? The polarity remained the same and the direction of current flow
through the load remained the sore.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The gate winding controls power from the amplifier to the

2. Diodes are used in the gate winding circuit to change to

3. Current flow through the winding and the load will be in

the same

10
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Answers to Frame 7: 1. load 2. AC DC 3. gate direction

FRAME 8

The control winding takes the signal from the bridge circuit and, using this
signal, controls the gate winding. The signal from the bridge is in the form
of DC current. When the negative and positive points of the bridge are as
shown in illustration "A", current will flow through the control winding and
cause the magnetic poles of the windings to be as illustrated.

OC +DC

However, should the resistance in one leg of the bridge change, the negative
and positive points of the bridge will reverse as shown in illustration "B".
Now current will flow through the control winding in the opposite direction.
What will happen to the magnetic polarity of the control winding? It will
also reverse.

The resistance of the sensor or selector will determine the direction of
current flow from the bridge. This will, in turn, determine the direction
of current flow through the control winding. Remember, the polarity of the
winding depends on the direction of current flow.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The control winding uses (AC/DC) current.

2. The magnetic p^tes of the control winding are determined by the
signal from the

3. The magnetic poles of the winding will change with
the of current flcw from the bridge circuit.



tivc
Answers to Frame 8: 1. DC 2. bridge circuit 3. control direction

FRAME 9
REVIEW QUIZ

1. A magnetic amplifier uses a small signal from the
to control a larger signal.

2. Magnetic poles that are alike (N to N) will each other

and oppose flow.

3. When using the left hand rule, your thumb will point to the
pole.

4. The signal from the bridge circuit determines the polarity of the

winding.

5. In the gate winding circuit, the AC current is changed to a DC

current by the

6. The current flow through the lead is (AC/DC).

Determine the north (N) and south (S) poles of each of the following
windings and write N or S in the space provided.

7. 8.

9.

12
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Answers to Frame 9: 1. brides circuit 2. repel 'current 3. north

4. control 5. diodes 6. DC 7. S N 8. S N 9. N 10. S

S N

I
FRAM 10

Now let's see how the polarities of one winding effects the other winding.
Remember, the polarity .n the bias winding is always the same and the polarity,

of the gate winding is always the same. Polarity of the control winding
depends on the bridge circuit. Note in the illustration below that the bias
winding and the gate winding have like poles. This means they will always
oppose each other. The current flow through the bias winding will oppose
current flow through the gate winding.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The bias winding and gate windings have magnetic poles

current flow through1. The bias winding will always

the gate winding.

1.169

13
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Answers to Frame 10: 1. like. 2. oppose

FRAME 11'

Since the polarity of the control winding can change, depending on the direction
of current flaw from the bridge, it will either aid or oppose the gate winding.
When the magnetic poles of the control winding are as illustrated below it will
oppose current flaw through the gate winding. Note that the poles are alike.
When the magnetic poles are as illustrated, the bias winding and the control
winding are both opposing the gate winding. This opposition will reduce
current flow in the gate winding. This *ill also decrease current flaw to
the load.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

LOAD

1. The control winding can either or the gate

winding.

2. When the magnetic poles of the control and gate winding are alike,

current flow through the gate will

3. The signal from the bridge circuit determines the polarity of

winding.

14



Answers to train 11: 1. aid oppose 2. decrease 3. control flia

FRAM 12

When the ditection of current flow from the bridge changes, the direction of
current flow through the control winding will also change. This will change
the magnetic polarity of the control winding. When the magnetic poles of the
winding., are as illustrated below, the control winding will aid the gate
winding. Notice the gate winding and control winding have unlike poles.
Reneelbcr, unlike poles will aid each other. By aiding the gate winding there
will be loss opposition to current flow. .This will result in an increase in
current flow through the gate winding' and through the load.

LOAD

The gate winding controls the electricel signal that will cause the load to
operate. If the gate winding is aided by the control winding the load will
operate. If the gate winding is opposed by the control winding, the load
will not operate.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. When the direction of current flow from the bridge changes, the
magnetic poles of the winding will also

2. Current will flow througn the load when the control winding is
(aiding/opposing) the gite winding.

are
3. The control winding aids the gate winding when the magnetic poles

(like/unlike).

1
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Mowers to Frans 12: 1. control stisal 2. aldine 3. unlike

FRAME 13

Let's see how the magnetic amplifier operates with a signal from the bridge.
In the illustration below, the signals from the bridge and AC power source, and

the magnetic poles have been drawn in. The North pole of the control winding
is facing the South pole of the gate winding. This aids current flow in the

gate winding. MR bias winding is still opposing the gate winding, but now
the aid from the control winding is stronger than the opposition from the
bias winding. The ractified AC signal will flow through the gate winding to
the load. Current flow through the gate winding will build up until it is

strong enough to operate the load. The amount of current flow through
the gate winding will depend on the strength of the signal from the bridge.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. When the North pole of the control winding is facing the South

pole of the gate winding, current not) flow through

the load.

2. In the circuit illustrated, the bias winding is the

gate winding and the control winding is the gate

winding.

16
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. Answers to Frame 13: 1. 'will 2. opposing aiding

es,

100
FRAME 14

Let's see what happens to the operation when th

K

signal from the bridge changes

9)to that shown in the illustration below. The ontrol winding has changed

magnetic poles because of the change in direction of current flow from the

bridge. The South pole of the control winding is facing the South pole of

the gate winding. These two poles are repelling each other or opposing

current flow. The North pole of the bias winding is facing the North pole

of the gate winding, and will also be opposing current flow in the gate

.finding.

With the control and bias winding both opposing the gate winding there is very

little current flow through the gate winding. With this condition, there is

not enough current flow to operate the load.
-

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. When the South pole of the control winding is facing the South

pole of the gate winding, current (will/will not) flow through

the load.

2. In the circuit illustrated, the bias winding is
and the control winding is the gate winding.

17
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Answers to Frame 14: 1. will not opposing opposing

FRAME 15

Let's see haw the magnetic amplifier controls the turbine bypass valve. In

the illustration below, we've added a sec9hd-stage amplifier, a transistor

circuit, and a bypass valve. Tne illustration shows only the circuit that the

hot signal uses.

Bekuse the signal from the bridge is very small,si second stage amplifier
is needed to increase the signal for operation of the load. Note that the

load for the second stage is the transistors which in turn will operate the

bypass valve.

Before we trace a signal through this circuit, let's compare it to the simple
magnetic amplifier that we've been discussing. The bias windings of both the

first and second stages are connected to the same DC power source. The bridge

circuit is still connected to the control winding of the first stage amplifier.
But, instead of having the gate winding from the first stage connected to the
load, it's connected to the "control' winding" of the second-stage amplifier.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The magnetic poles of the bias and gate winding will always

(aid/oppose) each other.

2. Current flow in the second-stage control winding is controlled by

the first-stage winding.

1174
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Answers to Frame 15: 1. oppose 2. gate

FRAME 16

The power source for both gate windings is still from an AC power supply. Inthis circuit, the AC source is a power transformer. The power for the gatewindings is taken from the transformer;g secondary windings. Notice in the
illustration below that power for the first-stage gate winding is 3 volts
and the power for the second-stage gate winding is 12 volts. In our discus-
sion, we will refer to the secondary windings as the 3-volt or 12-volt taps.
Remember, the current going through tte gate windings is actually DC because
the AC is rectified by the diodes.

10,00C_ C

Let's see why the second-stage g nding uses 12 volts, where the first-
stage gate only uses 3 volts. The b dge signal going to the first-stage
control winding is very small (or weak). Therefore, it cannot be used to
directly operate the transistors. However, it can be used to control the
3-volt gate winding. The 3 volts is then applied to the control winding of
the second stage. The 3-volt signal is now strong enough to control the 12-
volt signal through the second-stage gate winding. Through the use of the
magnetic amplifiers, the bridge signal, which may be less than 1 volt, is
amplified to 3 volts, then to 12 volts. The stronger 12-volt signal is
required to cause the transistors to conduct.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The secondary winding' of the power transformer provide power for

operation of the windings.

2. The reason for using 3 volts in the firstictage gate windings is

because the bridge signal is very

3. The purpose of the two stages of amplification is to increase the

signal enough to cause the to conduct.
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Answers to Frame 16: 1. gate 2. small (weak) 3. bridge transistors

FRAME 17

Lot's trace the signal. Looking at the illustration below, note the signals
and magnetic poles have been set up so that each control winding is aiding
the gate winding. This allows current flow .rom the 3-volt source to flow
through the first-stage gate winding to the second stage control winding. This
in turn allows the current from the 12-volt source to flow through the second-
stage gate winding.

Follow the patn of current flow from the negative (-) side of the transformer
12-volt tap, through the diode to point "A." From point "A" it flows to, and
charges, the capacitor (C1). At the same time it sets up a voltage potential
at the three resistors marked X, Y, and Z. Resistor X is the normal path for
current flow until the Zener diode (VR2) breaks down and starts conducting.
Follow this return path through resistor X, through resistor V, through the
lower diode at the gate winding, then through the gate winding to the center
connection and back to the positive (+) potential at the 12-volt transformer
tap. Until the signal becomes strong enough to cause the Zener diode to break
down, the current will flow through resistor X. In this condition, the transis-
tors will not conduct.

No Response Required

76
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FRAME 18

As the signal from the bridge becomes stronger, it increases the strength of
the signal tarough the magnetic amplifier. This will increase the potential
across the Zener diode (VR-2) and force it to break down, When the Zener
diode breaks dawn, current flows through_resistor "Y," through the Zener diode,
then through the second-stage gate winding and to the positive side of the
12-volt tap.,

The current flowing through the Zener diode causes the base of transistor 01
to become more positive than its emitter. This will forward bias the transis-
tor and cause it to conduct. Current now flows through resistor Z and
transistor 01. The current flow through transistor 01 causes cne base of
transistor #2 to become more p -.Lave than its emitter, causing it to conduct.

Fill in the blanks to complete the fallowing statements.

1. Forward biasing of the trabaistors is controlled by the

2. The strength of the potential at the Zener diode is a direct result
of the signal from the circuit.
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Answers to Frame 18: 1. Zener diode 2. bridge

FRAME 19

The transistors actually serve as relays

or switches for the bypass valve circuit.

Th. transistors are forward biased when

the Zener diode breaks down. This permits

current flow from the emitter to the

collects, of the transistors. Note in

the diagram how this will complete a

circuit from the bypass valve ground to

the 28V DC source. When the transistors

conduct, curr'snt can flow from the bypass

valve ground, through the valve motor

winding (hot or open side), through the

.iiode, then through the transistors to

the positive potential at the 28V DC

circuit breaker. This will operate the

valve to the hot (open) position.

voce

C

S PASS
VALVE

Fill in the blanks to complete- the following statements.

1. The bypass valve circuit is controlled by the

CLOSE

OPEN

2. When hot air is demaneded, Lhe bypass valve will operate to the

position.

3. The bypass valve will operate to the hot position only when the

transistors are (forward /reverse) biased.

4. The transistors serve as for the val.* circuit.

22
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Answers to Frame 19: 1. transistors 2. ala 3. forward 4. switches

or relays

FRAM 20

Operation of the transistors is controlled by the Zener diode. That is, when
it breaks down it allows the transistors to reduce their internal resistance
where they can operate the valve motor. To prevent total breakdown and burnout
of the Zener diode, the capacitor mentioned earlier absorbs the rapid charging
and discharging when the Zener diode starts conducting.

If we had used a cold signal from the bridge circuit, the signal would have
aided the cold magnetic amplifiers. This would have caused the transistors
in the cold circuit to conduct. The circuit would have been operated in the
same manner, except it would cause the valve motor to operate in the opposite
direction, providing cold air. Remember, the bridge circuit signal determines
whether the hot or cold amplifiers operate.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

When cold air is demanded, the bypass valve will operate to the

(open/closed) position.

2. If the signal from the bridge causes the first-stage hot control

winding to oppose the gate winding, and the first-stage cold control winding

to aid the sate winding, the bypass valve will (open/close).

0".
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An:livers to Frame 20: 1. closed 2. close

FRAME 21
REVIEW FRAME

With thm signal on the bridge as shown in the illustration below, answer
questions 1 through 5.

1. Will the first-stage control winding aid or oppose the first-stage

gate winding?

2. Does the bias winding and gate winding have like or unlike poles?

3. Will the second-stage control winding have any currant flowing

through it?

4. Is the second-stage bias winding aiding or opposing the gate

winding?

5 With the signal as shown, is the voltage potential on the base of

the transistors positive or negative?

O II

Using the same illustration as a reference, fill in the blanks to complete
the following statements.

6. The purpose of the diodes in the gate circuits is to rectify

current to current.

7. The valve circuit is completed when the transistors are

8. When the wiener diode breaks down and causes the transistor base

to be more positive than the emitter, the transistor is said to be

biased.

24 liSO



9. The voltage applied to R-14 of the bias winding circuit is

volts DC.

10. The 3-volt tapoffs on the power transformer axe the
windings of the transformer.

11. When the base of transistor #1 is positive, the base of transistor

#2 becomes

12. The Zener diode in the transistor circuit holds back the signal

until it is enough to break it down.

Match the items listed in Column "B" with the statements given in C,Iumn "A."

13.

COLUMN A

Aids current flaw in the gate
winding.

14. Always opposes current flow

Is.

16.

In the gate winding.

Provides the signal to the
control winding.

Controls current flow to the
load.

17. thanges the AC current in the
gate winding circuit to DC

' current.

1 al

COLUMN B

A. Bridge circuit

B.. Gate winding

C. Control winding

D. Transformer

E. Bias winding

F. Diodes



Answers to Frame 21: 1. oppose '. like 3. no 4. opposing

5. negative 6. AC DC 7. conductinR 8. forward 9. 6.8

10. secondary 11. positive 12. strong 13. C 14. E 15. A

16. 8 17. F

Note: For the rest of this lesson, use the overlay transparency
provided with the text. If you do not have an overlay transparency,
ask the instructor for one. We will use this transparency to trace
the operation of the magnetic amplifier type temperature controller.

FRAME 22

In the previous frames we've discussed a basic magnetic amplifier. We've
followed a signal from the bridge, through the amplifier and transistors,
and caused the valve to operate to the hot position. However, a temperature
control system must be able to provide either hot or cold air. The magnetic
amplifier must have a hot and a cold amplifier circuit.

Open the overlay transparency until "sheet number 1" is the only sheet showing.
This shows the hot and cold first -stage amplifiers. A signal has been placed
on the bridge that will call for hot air. By tracing the current flow from
negative to positive and using the left hand rule, we can determine the
magnetic poles of both control windings. Notice as you follow the circuit
from the bridge that current flows through the control winding of the first -
stage hot amplifiei then continues through the control winding of the first -
stags cold amplifier and back to the bridge. But, notice that the control
winding on the hot amplifier is wound opposite the control winding on the

cold amplifier. What will this do to the magnetic poles? It will cause the
magnetic poles to be opposite. In the circuit illustrai'Sd, the hot control
winding will aid its gate winding and the cold control winding will oppose
its gatedinding.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. When current flow from the bridge causes the cold control winding

to aid its gat* winding, the hot control winding will be its

gate winding./

2. A magnetic amplifier type temperature controller will have a hot

and amplifier circuit.

3. The signal from the bridge will determine the magnetic poles of

the and cold -windings.
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Answers to Frame 22: 1. opposing 2. cold 3 hot control

FRAME 23

Fold sheet 2 over sheet 1. Note that the bias windings are added
1 the

circuit. Also notice that both bias windings have the same negative ground
point "A". Current will flow from this ground point through both bias windings
at the sane time. Current for the hot bias winding will flow through the
winding and through resistor R14 to point "B". Current for the cold bias
winding will flow through the winding and through resistor R15 and to point
"B" also. From point "B"', current flows to the 28V DC (+) source. This is
the same voltage source that is used for the bridge circuit. Since current
is flowing, you can determine the magnetic poles of the bias windings. The
direction of current flow through both windings will not change, so the poles
will always remain the same. Remember, the bias windings Plways oppose the
gate windings.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The bias windings always
gate windings.

//60

current flow through the

et.

2. Current flow through both bias windings is (AC/DC).

3. .1" poles of both windings will always remain the same.

27
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Answers to Frame 23: 1. oppose 2. DC 3. bias

FRAME 24

Fold sheet 3 over sheets 1 and 2. The gate winding circuit is added for both
'the hot and cold amplifiers. The power for these windings is from the
transformer 3-volt tap. Let's start by following current flow through the
gate.winding of the first-stage hot amplifier. Starting at the negative
point of the upper transformer secondary (3-volt) winding, current flows to
the middle of the hot gate winding, through the winding and through the diode
in this text vs will identify them and give their purpose.) From coil 1
current flows to coil 3, then back up to the diode at the hot gate winding
circuit and Nick to the positive potential at the transformer 3-volt tap.

I

. t will flaw in the hot gate winding circuit bete- as the control winding
ins current flow in this winding. The aid from the control winding will

ome the opposifig action of the bias winding.
. L.,\

Since Vurrent is flowing in the hot gate winding, the magretic poles can be
determined. You should recall that the current flow through the gifte windings
is direct current and is,always going in the same direction. The magnetic
poles will always remain the same.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. -Current flow through the gate windings is (AC/DC).

2. The purpose of the diodes in the gate winding circuit is to change
current to current.

3. The power source for the gate winding circuit is from the transformer
windings.

1154
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Answers to Frame 24: 1. DC 2. 'AC DC 3. secondary

FRAME 25

Let's look at the circuit for the gate windings of the cold amplifier. The
path for currentlow is from the negative point of the lower 3-volt transformer
tap, and from there through the diode and up to coil 2. From coil 2 the circuit
goes dawn through coil 4, through the diode A the, cold gate finding, then
through the gate winding and out at the center connection and back to the
positive potential at the transformer. However, notice in our circuit that
the cold gate winding. With the bias and control windings both opposing the
gate windings, there will be little, if any, current flow through the cold
amplifier gate winding.

We started with a signal for hot air from the bridge: and the hot amplifier
is operating and the gold amplifier is shut down. This is because the hot
control winding is aiding its gate while, at the same time, the cold control
winding is opposing its gate. Remember, the hot and cold control windings
are wound so that their poles are reversed.

Fill)in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Cifrrent will flow through the hot gate winding in the circuit

illustrated because the winding is aiding the
winding.

2. Current will not flow through the cold gate winding in the circuit

illustrated because the winding and, winding are

opposing the winding.
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Answers to Frame 25: 1. Control gate 2. bias control gate

FRAME 26

Fold over sheet number The second-stage hot and cold amplifiers are added.
Notice that coils 1,2,3, and 4 that were part of the first-stage gate winding
circuits are really the control windings for the second -stage amplifier. The
second-stage amplifiers have two control windings because one winding is used
as a positive shutoff for the amplifier that is not operating. This will be
explained later in the text.

With the hot signal fram the bridge, current will flaw in the first-stage hot
gate winding. Follow the circuit from the negative point at the 3-volt trans-
former tap and note that as current flows-.through the hot gate winding it also
.flows through control windings number 1 and 3. But,. also notice that these

windings are wound in opposite directions which causes he magnetic poles to
be opposite. This is the same as the control windings-on the first-stage
amplifiers.

Because currant flow has been stopped in the first-stage cold gate winding,
there will be very little, if any, current flow through control windings

2 and 4.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. For current to flow through the second-stage control windings, the
magnetic poles of the first-stage control wining and the first stage gate
winding must be (like/unlike).

ie 2. Current flow through the second-stage control windings is
(AC/DC).

the

3. The power source for the second-stage control windings is from

301186'
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Answers to Frame 26: 1. unlike 2. DC 3. transformer

FRAME 27

Fold over sheet number 5. Notice that the second-stage bias windings have
been added. Let's trace the current flow through this circuit. Starting at:

the negative (ground) point at the second-stage hot amplifier, current flows
through the second-stage hot bias winding, through the second-stage cold
bias winding, then through resistor R22 to point "C". From point "C" current
flows over the same circuit as the first-stage bias windings,to the 28V DC
positive potential at the circuit breaker.

Current always flows through the bias windings in the same direction, so
the magnetic poles will remain the same. Notice that all four bias windings;
have the same magnetic poles.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The magnetic field ofrthe bias windings opposes current flow
through the gate windings because they have (like/unlike)

magnetic poles.

2. The windings that always have the same polarity are thei
winding and the winding.
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Answers to Frame 27: 1. like 2. bias gate

FRAME 28

Told over sheet number 6. This sheet adds the second-stage gate winding
circuiti. The power supply for the second-stage gate windings is from the
transformer 12-volt taps. Notice that the apcond-stage gate winding voltage
(12V) is greater than the first-stage gate winding voltage (3V). Recall from
the basic amplifier, this is where the signal is amplified.

Current flows from the negative point at the 12 -volt, transformer tap to the
second-stage hot gate winding. Because the second-stage hot control winding
(number 1) is aiding the gate winding, we know current will flow through the
gate winding. Current will also flow through the load, which isn't shown yet,
and will return to the positive potential at the transformer. The diodes in
this circuit will rectify the AC signal to a DC signal. Current is flowing
through the gate winding, therefore, the poles can be determined. The magnetic
poles of the sontrol winding and the gate winding are opposite (unlike), so
jthe control winding will be aiding the gate winding.

Thire was no current flow through the first-stage cold amplifier, so the
second-stage control winding (coil number 4) will not have current flowing
through it. Current is flawing through coil number 3 of the second-stage cold
amplifier, but this causes the magnetic field from coil number 3 to oppose any

current flow through the second-stage cold gate winding. This second set of
controls windings acts as a positive shutoff for the amplifier that is not
operating.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. ;the power supply for the second-stage gate windings is

volts.

2. The AC signal to the gate windings is rectified to a DC,signal
by the in the circuit.

3. The second set of control windings in the second-stage amplifier
act as a for the amplifier that is not operating.
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Answers to Frame 28: 1. 12 2. diodes 3. positive shutoff

FRAME 29

Folkover sheet number 7. This adds the transistor circuit. The current flows
frostZthe negative point of the 12-volt transformer tap, through the second-
stage hot gate winding and to the transistor circuit. Following current flow,
notice that the signal will be applied to the emitter of each transistor and
to the Zener diode (1112). Remember fr.= the basic magnetic amplifier that
currant flow from the gate winding normally flows throuo the resistor to
the left of the Zener diode and back to the positive potential at the AC power
source. Only when the signal becomes strong enough to break down the Zener
diode, will current flow through it and cause the transistors to conduct.

As soon as current flows through the Zener diode to the positive potential,
the base of the first transistor becomes more positive than the emitter. Now
the first transistor will conduct. Ass soon as the current flows through the
first transistor's emitter, the base of the second transistor becomes more
positive than its emitter. Now the second transistor will conduct.

The hot signal from the bridge has now been used to make the "hot" transistors
conduct. There was not current flow from the second-stage cold gate winding, -

so the transistors in the cold circuit will not conduct.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The transistors will only conduct when the signal applied to their
base is more than the signal applied to the

2. t/ h transistors are forward biased by the current flow from the
second-stage windings.

3. The hot transistors will not conduct when the signal from the
bridge has energized the first and second-stage amplifiers.
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Answers to Frame 29: 1. positive emitter 2. gate 3. cold

FRAME 30

Fold over sheet number 8. So far we have taken a hot signal from the bridge
and gsed it to cause current flow through the first-stage hot gate winding.
This, in turn, cussed current to flow through the second-stage hot gate
winding. The second stage provided current flow that caused the hot transistors
to conduct. Sheet number 8 adds the bypass valve circuit (temperature control
valve). This .is the unit that we must control if we are to control the
temperature from the air conditioning system. Remember, the transistors act
like a switch or relay in this circuit. When the transistors are conducting,
that's the same as closing the switch in a circuit.

Let's trace the current flow that operates the bypass valve. Starting at the
turbine bypass valve ground, the current flaws through the hot side of the
valve motor and through the hot circuit to point "D". From point "D", current
flows through both transistors (from the emitter to the collector), and to
the 28V DC circuAt breaker. The transistors have provided a complete circuit
from the valve to the power source, so the valve will operate to the hot
position.

Fill in'theblanks to complete the following statements.

1. When the hot transistors are conducting, a circuit is completed
to the hot side of the

2. When a transistor is conducting, the current flows -hroggh it from
its to its

34
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Answers to Frans 30: 1. turbine bypass valve 2. emitter collector

FRAME 31

Fold over sheet number 9. We have seen how the hot signal from the bridge will
run the bypass valve toward hot. But, with the circuit that we've traced,
this hot signal could causal the valve to opet.te too far toward hot. This
would cause the temperature to become too lot in the cockpit before the
sensors could detect the temperature change and signal the valve to stop.
This action would result in the bypass valve going first to hot then to cold
and back to hf)t, always overshooting the exact position needed to deliver
the select mperature.

To prevent the valve from "hunting" or running continuously trying to maintain
the temperature, a "feedback" circuit is used. The feedback circuit for both
the hot atd cold amplifiers are added to the diagram by sheet number 9.

The feedback circuit wil_ cause the bypass valve to "pulse" instead of running
coninuously. The pus.. ng action prevents a rapid change in the valve position.
It also prevents a rapid change in air temperature coming from the air condi-
tioning system. The rate of the pusling action depends on the strength of
the rtgnal from the bridge. A real strong signal causes the valve to pulse
at a : ipid rate. A weaker signal causes the valve to pulse at a slower rate.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The purpose of the feedback circuit is to prevent the valve from
the exact position needed to deliver the selected temperature.

2. The feedback circuit will cause the valve to instead

of running

3. The pulsing action of the valve prevents changes in
air unerature

35
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Answers to Fr 14 31: 1. overshooting 2. pulse continuously i rppid

FRANS 32

Let's trace this feedback LIrcuit to determine what controls the pulling action.
Starting at the ground for the first-stage bias winding, point "A", follow the
current from point "A" up through the first-stage hot bias winding. From the
first stage hot bias winding, current can go in two directions. Current can
go through resistor R14, to point "IS" and back to the 28V DC source. The other
path for current flow is through the feedback circuit. Current in the feedback
circuit flows through resistors R24, R28, through the diode, then to point "D".
From point "D" current flows through the transistors and up to the 28V ')C
circuit breaker. Now, notic* that when the hot transistors start conducting
they complete a path fur current flow that operates the bypass valve and also

a path for ;Frost from the first-flue hot bias windiul This provides a
second path for current to flow from the first-stage hot bias winding and
increases the amo-at of current that flows through the bias windier. What
happens to the magnetic field around a coil when the current flow is increased? /
It increases. The strnegth of the magnetic field around a coil winding Is in
direct proportion to the current flow th7. 41 the coil. Also keep in mind that*.

the magnetic field of the bias winding is 'site, current flow in the gate
winding.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following sr..atements.

1. When the transistors are conducting, they complete a path for current

flow from the and the

2. When the feedback circuit is in operation, current flow through the
first-stage bias winding is

3. When the current flow in the first-stage bias winding is increased,

the magnetic field around this winding is

4. The bias windings always oppose the windings.
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Answers to Frame 32: 1. turbine bypass valve feedback circuit
2. increased 3. increased 4. sate

FRAME 33

The increased current flow through the first-stage bias winding increases
the opposition to current flow in the first-stage gate winding. This reduces
or stops current flow in the gate winding, or, in other words, stops the
fiiit-stage magnetic amplifier from operating. By stopping the current flow
in the first-stage gate winding, it alat stops current flow in the second-
stage control winding. This stops ths:Mieration of the second-stage amplifier
which, in turn, removes the forward bias from the transistors, and they stop
conducting. This, of course, stops the valve from operating and also stops
current glow -hrough the feedback circuit.

A.

Whewcurrent flow stops in the feedback circuit, there is no longer an increased
off0Osition to current flow through the first -stage amplifier. This allows
the signal to flow through the amplifier again, which allows the transistors

4Ib to conduct. Of course the same salt:enc. of events starts all over again.
This causes -the valve to pulsate until the temperature reaches a poiht to
balance the bridge circuit.

We have taken a hot siglial from the bridge and followed it thrsugh the complete
automatic temperature catrol circuit. A signal for cold woult, operate the
same s she hot signal, except we Weuld have used the cold amplifiers,
trans tors, feedback circuit, and cold side of the valve.

NO RESPONSE
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42231 instructional

system. The material contained herein has been validated using 30 students

enrolled in the 3ABR42231 course. Ninety percent of the students taking'this
text surpassed the criterion called for in the approved lesson objectives. The
average student required 3 hours and forty minutes to complete the text.

QBJECTIVES

After completion of_z4is text, you will be able to:

1. "-,te the source of air used for air conditioning an aircraft.

2. Identify each of the temperature control system components.

3. State the function of each component in a basic air conditioning
system.

Standard of performance:

The student will demonstrate his knowledge of the objectives by answering
14 out of 20 questions.

INSTRUCTIONS

This programmed text presents information in small steps called "frames."
After each frame you are asked to complete a statement or match some statements.
Read the material presented and respond as directed. After you have made
your response, compare your answer with the correct answer that is given
on the page following each frame. If your response is incorrect, restudy
the frame to get the information correct. Write the correct response next
to your original response and then proceed to the next frame. If necessary,
you may go back to check information previously discus-1d, but do not *Itkip
ahead.

INTRODUCTION

While workfng as an environmental system specialist you will be required
to maintain air conditioning systems installed on various types of aircraft.
This text describes the system used On a trainer type aircraft. It gives
you the name and purpose of each component in this system including general
operating characteristics about each component. It also shows you how the
air is conditioned to maintain a comfortable environment for the flight crew.

I

f.
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Frame 1

In the next three frames of this text we will learn about the three

different types of air used in an aircraft air conditioning system. They

are; bleed air, conditioned air, and ram air. We will discuss each of these

types 0 air individually. The illustration below shows a typical trainer

aircraft air conditioning unit.

NO RESPONSE IS REQUIRED.
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Frame 2

To air condition an aircraft, we need a source of air. The primary

source of air used for air conditioning is taken from the aircraft jet engine.

It is. taken from the last stage of compression. This is called engine bleed

air . The engine bleed air has a high temperature and pressure. The actual

temperature and pressure will vary for the different type aircraft, but usually

will be around 900°F and near 200 psi. The bleed air is routed from the

engine to the air conditioning unit through stainless steel ducting.

Jet Encine I.

Figure 2.

Fill in the blanks to complete the for,. sing statements.

1. The primary source of air for air conditioning is the

2. The air tapped frnmtUe'irt engine is called

1319 7
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Intr
Answers to frame 2: 1. jet engine 2. engine bleed air

Frame 3

The aircraft air conditioning syptem is designed to automatically maintain
a comfortable temperature in the cockpit. Since an aircraft will encounter
extreme temperatures, this system must be able to provide either hot or cold

air. As you study this text, you will find that this system provides either
hot air, cold air, or a mixture of hot and cold air. You will also find
that this system removes the excess moisture from the air. From this we can
define air conditioning as " controlling the temperature and humidity of the

air."

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements:

1. The aircraft air conditioning system is designed to provide either
or air.

2. Air conditioning includes controlling the temperature and
of the air.

4 1198



Answers to frame 3: 1. hot cold 2. humidity

Frame 4

Now let's discuss ram air. Ram air is air which is moving simply because
of the motion of an object passing through the air.

As an example, you are driving your car at 60 mph. Your window is open
and you stick your left hand out to make a left turn signal. It feels like
there is a strong wind blowing on your hand. This wind is what we call ram
air. As you slow down and stop, the wind also stops. Again you proceed
at 60 mph. You feel the need to ventilate your car. You have no air conditioner
in your car. You reach down and pull the vent knob out and immediately you
feel the cool air coming in through the vents. This ram air is now ventilating
your car.

Fill in the blank to complete the following statement.

1. The air felt on your face as you run would be called

4
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Answer to frame 4: 1. ram air

Frame 5

During maintenance it is often necessary to operate the air conditioning

system on the ground. The air for operating the system can be obtained by
operating the aircraft engine or by using a ground air cart. The ground
air cart is cheaper and safer to operate and is usually used. An MA-1A ground

air cart or compressor is shown both idle and in use. This unit contains

a small jet engine and supplies air in much the same manner as the aircraft

engine. However, there is one major difference. The air supplied 11, the

ground air cart will deliver a much lower pressure and temperature. The
ground air cart is also used to start the aircraft engin , since many jet

engines use air driven starters.

You should recall from previous lessons on safety that anytime you are
near an operating jet engine you must wear protective devices to prevent
damage to your ears. This precaution also applies to the ground-alxsArt.
Any time you are working near or operating an MA-1A cart you must wear ear
protective devices. Remember, this is for your protection.

OMA- IA

CCMPRESSOR

MA-1A Compressor
Figure 3

MA-1A Ground Air Cart

Fill NiXthe blanks tytomplete the following statements.

1. The ground air cart can be used to supply air for
aircraft engines.

2. The ground air cart supplies a source of air for ground checking
the

the

3. When operating an MA-1A cart ycu must wear ear

igi-;4v41-4tlft7r-t_,;

6 I-200
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Answers to frame 5: 1. starting 2. air conditioning system

3. protective devices

Frame 6

The bleed air used for air
conditioning can be supplied
from one or more engines. The

illustration at the right shows
bleed air being supplied by two
engines. Check valves are used
at each engine bleed air tap-
off to prevent a reverse flow
of air. If engine Number 1 were
shwt down for some reason, the
Check valve on engine %fiber
1 would close, prevent Lair
from engine Number 2 from flowing
into the compressor section
of engine Number I.

Fill in the blanks to complete
the following mtatements.

1. A check valve is installed at each

tap-off.

ENGINE

BLEED AIR
.7...,DUCT CHECK

'411 VALVE

Figure 4.

1178

2. With engine Number l'operating, and engine Number 2 shut down, the
would prevent engine bleed air from flowing

into engin:. Number 2.

_.isikkgaimist_.artyprz,

1201
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Answers to frame 6: 1. engine bleed air

A check valve, as shown
in the illustration, is used
to allow airflow in one direction

only . The direction of airflow
is indicated by the direction
of the arrow stamped on the

valve body. A check valve
consists of twc flapper type

valves. When air flows in
the direction of the aekow
it will push the flapOr valves
open, but if it tries to flow
in the reverse direction air
pressure will push the flapper

valves closed.

Fill in the blanks to complete
the following statements.

1. Check valves allow
airflow in

2. The purpose of the
check valve is to prevent

3. The valve is actuated
closed by

8

2. check valve

Frame 7

OPEN

0

1202

CLOSED

Figure 5.



Answers to frame 7: 1. one direction only 2. reverse airflow

3. air pressure

Frame 8

Match the items in column E with the correct statement in column A.

COLUMN A COLUMN B

1. The primary source of air
for air conditioning a jet
type aircraft.'

2. Used to start engines and
ground check the air
conditioning system.

a. Ground air cart

b. Air conditioning system

c. Jet engine

d. Check valve

3. Prevents a reverse airflow e. Flow control valve
at the engine bleed air
tap-offs.

4. Maintains a comfortable
cockpit temperature.
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081Answers to frame 8: 1. c r 2. a 3. d 4. b

Frr.r.e 9

The air from the engine is routed through a system shutoff valve and

then to the air conditioning package. The air conditioning package, shown

below, is designed to cool
the hot engine bleed air coming from the jet engine.

It also mixes hot and cold air to maintain a desired temperature in the cockpit.

This mixture of air is routed to the cockpit through the use of ducting.

T major components of the air conditioning package are the heat exchanger,

cooling turbine, temperature control valve, and water separator anti ce

control system.

COOLING TURBINE HEAT EXCHANGER

ANTI-ICE CO. TROT

Ai
a

CONDITIONED

NI)
AIR OUTLET

Figure 6.

va

CABIN TEMPERATURE
CONTROL VALVE

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. One purpose of the air conditioning package is to the

engine._ air.

2. The air conditioning package provides air to the cockpit at the

desired temperature by mixing and air.

10
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Answers to frame 9: 1. cool, bleed 2. hot, cold

Frame 10

For the remainder of this lesson, use the foldout that iq located in
the back of this text. Fold out this diagram now.

This foldout is an airflow diagram of the air conditioning system. Use
it as a reference for component location within the system. As each component
is discusses,, refer to this diagram. Most frames will also have an illustration
of the component. The shaded area on the schematic shows engine bleed air
and conditioned air flowing to the cockpit.

The bleed air taken from the engines first passes through the check
valve, item 1, ,hick we discussed in frames 6 and 7.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRLO.



Frame 11

The air conditioning system shutoff valve is shown as item 2, in the
foldout and in the illustration in this frame. It controls th -. bleed air
going to the air conditioning system. When the valve is closed there is no
airflow through the system. When the valve is open air will flow through
the air conditioning system to the cockpit. The sWem shutoff 1,alve, illus-
trated at the right, is a sliding
gate type valve which is actuated
by a 115-volt AC motor. It

is controlled by the master
switch, item 17. Wien this

ch is placed in the CABIN
PRESS position the system shutoff
valve will open. Placing the
master switch in the RAM DUMP
position will close the system
shutoff valve. This valve
is located between the air
conditioning package and the
aircraft engine.

Figure 7. System Shutoff `calve.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements,

1. The unit used to erultrol the air going co the air conditioning packageis the

2. When the master switch is in w.:AIN PRESS position, the systemshutoff valve will

3. The system utuff valve is

12
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Answers to frame 11: 1. Wystem shutoff valve
electrically

Frame 12

2. open
11 gy

3. motor or

The heat exchanger is shown as item 3 in the foldout and withi this frame.
It is used to partially
cool the engine bleed air
with, ram air. Ram air is
Obtafhsd from a ram air scoop
that extends out into the air
stream. Its impact pressure
drives the cooling ambient air
thrttUgh the-heat exchanger. A
cutaway view of a typical heat
exchanger is shown it the right.
It consists of many small tubes 622°F

ENGINE BLEED AIRthrough which the bleed air pass
Ram air is circulated over and
around the tubes of the heat
exchanger a4d cools the bleed
air. This is called an air to
aiK heat exchanger. The heat from the bleed air is transferred to the ram
air. This heated ram air is exhaustA overboard. This is the first stage
of cooling within the air conditioning package.

Figure 8.

230°F

Fill in the blanks to complete the follow_ng statements.

1. The purpose of the heat exchanger is to partially cool the

2. The heat exchanger cools the bleed air by transferring heat to the

3. The heat exchange,: is the stage of cooling.

13
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Answers to frame 12: 1. c ,ine bleed air 2. ram air 3. first

Frame 13

We can easily col4pare the operation of a heat exchanger to that of a car
radiatot% The ha water coming from the engine passes inside of a car radiator.
The radiator must cool the water and send it back to the engine to cool
it as the car travels. The heat from the hot water to the radiator is carried
away by the ram air flowing across the core of the radiator. This action
cools the hot water. We would call this radiator a "water to air" type
heat exchanger.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The car radiator is compared to the aircraft

2. In the radiator, the hot water is like the
in a heat exchanger.

14
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Answers to frame 13: 1. heat exchanger

Frame 14

On some heat exchangers
the bleed air will pass
through only once. On other
types, the bleed air may
pass through two or more
times. On the trainer
aircraft, the bleed air
passes through the hat exchanger
four times, as shown in the
illustration at the right and
as item 3 in the foldout.

2. bleed air
1114

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. -The heat exchanger used on the
pass heat exchanger.

Figure 9.

trainer type aircraft is a

2. A double pass heat exchanger would allow the
to ass through it two times.

15
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Itrr
ors to frame 14: 1. four 2. :deed air

the partial)* ..,----

cooled\ bleed aidr from
the beet exchanger is
routed to the turbine fan
assembly, items 4 and 5. COLD AIR OUT ..016.0
The turbine fan assembly
consists of a turbine and
fan mounted on a common shaft

as sham in illustration
"A." The bleed air goes BLEED AIR INLET HOT AIR OVERBOARD

in the turbine inlet, illustrations
B, where it is directed
through several small nozzles
onto the turbine wheel.
The pressure of the air
causes the turbine to rotate

at a very high speed. (Depending

on the type of turbine, speeds
can go as high as 60 to 70,000

rpm.) The air is expanded-
rapidly as it passes through Turbine Outlet

the turbine assembly. This
rapid expansion of the air

114,drops the temperature. The

cold air then, comes out
at the turbine outlet into
a duct leading to the cockpit.
This cooling process can
be compared to the
effect noted when releasing
air from an inflated tire. As you may recall, this air usually feels cool.
This is also due to rapid expansion.

TURBINE FAN

Frame 15

HEAT EXCHANGER

TURBINE ASSEMBLY

"B"

Figure 10.

RAM AIR
DRAWN IN

Turbine Inlet //I)

The turbine fan assembly is the second and final stage of cooling in the

air conditioning package. 0

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The turbine cools the air by

2. The turbine is rotated by

3. The turbine fan assembly is the stage of cooling.

16
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Answers to frame 15: 1. rapid expansion 2. air pressure

or final

Frame 16

We have stated that the
turbine and fan are connected
by a common shaft. This is

T\ shown in the illustration in Figure 11. -- 7--41111. FROM HEAT

As the turbine turns, it also EXCHANGER

turns the fan. One purpose of
the fan assembly ,is to pull ram
air across the heat exchanger.
Ra- air comes in through the
ram air inlet, item 6., and is
exhausted, overboard through

the ram air outlet, item 7.

Remember, during ground operation the aircraft is not moving, so there is
no ram air for cooling.in the heat, exchanger. The fan, which ii/being driven
by the turbine, draws cooling outside air through the heat exchanger. This
air, then, cools the bleed air and increases the cooling efficiency of the
turbine.

TURBINE FAN

3. svond

Figure 11.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. One purpose of the fan is to pull. across
the heat exchanger:

2. The cooling efficiency of the ' at exchanger is increased by the
esction of the _,""

3. The fan is driven by the

17
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Answers to frame 16: 1. ram air 2. fan 3. turbine

Frame 17

Another purpose of the fan is to put an air load on the turbine. The

turbine must work against this air load. By making the turbine work against

this load, the turbine speed is held down. This is another purpose of the

fan, to keep the turbine from overspeeding.

The fan, by air-loading the turbine, causes the turbine to work harder.

The harder the turbine works the colder the turbine outlet air temperature

becomes. Here is why .the temperature drops. Heat ene.by is in the ideed

air. This heat energy is the energy used to spin the turbine. As the turbine

spins, the heat energy is used up. When the heat is removed, the result,

an absence of heat, is cold.

Scientifically speaking, the turbine changes heat energy into mechanical

energy which is transmitted to the fan by their common shaft. The fan, then,

converts the mechanical energy back into heat energy which goes overboard

with the ram air. The air comes off the fan much hotter than when it was

drawn into the fan.

To summarize, the two purposes of the fan are:

1. Puts a workload on the turbine.

2. Prevents the turbine from overspeeding.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Overspcading -f the turbine is prevented by the

2. Much of the heat taken from the engine bleed air goes overboard

in the



Answers to frame 17: 1. fan 2. ram

Frame 13

Match the unit in column 13 with the purpose given in column A.

COLUMN A

1. Stops and starts the flaw
of air to the air conditioning
package.

2. Partially cools the bleed air
by transferring heat to the
ram air.

3. Draws ram air across the
heat exchangtr.

4. Drives the fan and causes the
air to be rapidly expanded.

S. Prevents the turbine from
ciiTerspeeding.

6. Puts a workload on the turbine.

7. Is comparable to a car radiator.

/[90

COLUMN B

a. Turbine Fan Assembly

h. Heat Exchanger

c. Air Conditioning System

d. Shutoff Valve

e. Turbine

f. Fan

19 1213



Anjjell to frame 18: 1. d 2. b 3. f 4. e 5. f 6. f 7. b

Frame 19

So far, we have followed the air from the engines, (review this bystudying illustration A below) through the air conditioning system shutoffvalve, then through the heat exchanger and turbine fan assembly. This providedthe cold air needed for cooling. This cold air could be below 0°F so wemust supply some hot air to mix with this cold air. We can then supply comfortabletemperature air to the cabin. Locate the cabin temperature control valveillustrated in A and B below and in the foldout (item 3). If we open the
temperature control valve, air will come directly from the bleed air sourceto the cabin. Under this condition, the temperature in the cockpit wouldquickly get very hot. If we close the valve, all the air will be forcedthrough the cooltag units, (heat exchanger and turbine). Now the cockpitreceives only cola air. By controlling the opening and closing of this valve,we can control or modulate the

temperature of the air going to the cockpitRemember, for hot air the valve opens and f-r cold air the valve will close.To get warm air, the valve moves to an approximate mid-position.

..."

TURBINE

TO CABIN

HEAT EXCHANGER

CABIN CHECKTENRATURE VALVE
CONTROL VALVE AIR

CONDITIONING
!,EILTTOTE VALVE

LEGEI D
HOT )TEED AIR

COOLtD AIR --

AT ENGINE

Figure 12.

The cabin temperature control valve is shown in illustration B. It isan electric motor actuated, butterfly type valve. The motor is operatedto position the valve.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following s(atements.

1. .1 the
temperature control valve is full open, the temperature ofthe ai entering the cockpit will be

2. When cold air is desired in the cockpit, the temperature controlvalve is

3. ThA temperature control valve is actuated by an

20
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Answers to frame 19: I. hot 2. closed 3. electric motor

Frame 20

A few lessons earlier we mentioned that moisture is present in the air.

This is called humidity. The removal of this moisture is an important part

of air conditioniag. When air is cooled by the turbine, this moisture condenses.
The outlet Lemperatvre of the turbine can drop below freezing, thereby causing
fog or snow to enter the cabin from the air conditioning outlets. Ambient
air at lower altitudes (10,000 feet and below) contains much more moisture

than does the air at higher altitudes. To remove this undesirable moisture
from the conditioned air, a water separator is installed in the system. It
is shown below and is item 9 on the foldout.

Figure 13.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The moisture condensed in the air as a result of refrigeration is

1111 removed by the

2. Should the pilot report a fogging condition in the cockpit, it would
indicate a malfunctioning

211215



Answers to frame 20: 1. water separator 2. water separator

Frame 21

The water separator illustrated below contains a condenser assembly which
consists of a louvered cone and a fiberglass blanket (condenser bag). The
,00led moist air enters the air inlet and passes over the fiberglass blanket
where the moisture is condensed into water droplets. The louvered cone is
designed to cause the air to swirl as it passes through it. This motion throws
the water droplets against the water separator housing. The droplets collect
on the housing and drain down to the moisture drain where it is passed overboard.
The conditioned air, with the excess moisture removed, flows on into the cockpit.

WATER SEPARATOR
HOUSING

WATER SEPARATOR
HOUSING

CONDENSER
CONE

CONDENSER
BAG

RELIEF VALVE

R -1040

DETAIL A

Figure 14.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The excess moisture is condensed into water droplets by the

2. The water droplets are directed against the water separator housing
by the

3. The purpose of the water separator is to

22
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Answers to frame 21: 1. fiberglass blanket 2. louvered cone

3. remove excess moisture

Frame 22

The refrigeration package has the ability to reduce the air temperature to
below freezing. This could cause icing in the water separator. Should a layer
of ice form on the condenser bag, (sometimes called the blanket) it will restrict
the airflow to the cabin. A pressure relief valve is installed to allow the air
to bypass (go around) the water separator condenser assembly should the blanket
become clogged with ice, dirt, or any other substance. This,Valve is attached
to the cone assembly as illustrated below. The pressure relief valve is
held closed by spring pressure. if the blanket becomes clogged, the pressure
of the air will overcome the spring pressure and force the relief valve open.
With this valve open, moist air is allowed to pass on through the water separator
because moisture laden air is certainly better than no air at all!

CONDENSER
CONE

kELIEF VALVE

CONDENSER
BAG

Figurg 15.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The un!t which allows air to bypass the water separator is the

2. The pressure relief is opened by

3. If the blanket froze over, the pressure relief valve would open
and could cause in the cockpit.

23
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Answers to frame 22: 1. pressure relief valve 2. air pressure

3. fosekg.

Fro me 23

In the previous frame we mentioned that the water separator blanket

cGuld freeze over. To prevent this, an anti-icing system is built into the

Lir conditioning system. This system consists of an anti-ice c,..troller,

. item 10, and an anti -ice valve, item 11 on the foldout. Should ice start

to form on the water separator blanket; this system will cause the air temperature
to increase and melt the ice.

4,

This system is operated by air pressure only. Should the water seoarator
start to freeze, a difference in air pressure will be sensed by the anti-

ice controller. This difference in pressure will be sensed between the water
separator inlet, point B on the foldout, and the separator outlet, p...nt

C. The difference in pressure between these two points will signal the anti-
ice controller, which in turn, signals the anti-ice valve. This syst m melts
the ice after it starts to form rather than preventing ice from formi g.
Other systems that we will study later are designed to prevent Ice froSsorming.

Fill in the blanks to complete the follow* statements.

1. The anti-ice system consists of an anti=ice and an ant4.-

ice

2. Icing of the water separator is sensed by a difference in
between the water separator and

24
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Answers to frame 23: 1. controller, -Alm

Frame 24

The anti-ice valve,
shown at the right, opehs
co allow partially cooled
air to bypass the cooling
turbine and mix with the
air entering the water
separator. This air has
been partially cooled by
the heat exchanger, but
is sail warm enough to
raise the temperature of
the air entering the water
separator. This will melt
any ice that has formed
on the blanket. This valve
is actuated open by lir
pressure from the anti-
ice controller and is spring
loaded closed.

11%
2. pressure, inlet, outlet

CONSTANT AIR PRESSURE FROM
AIR CONDITIONING DUCT

ACTUATOR

AIR rkESSURE
iliOAT-C-ONIROLLER

Figure 16.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The unit that opens to allow warm air to enter the water separator
for anti-icing of he blanket is the

2. When an ici condition exists, air pressure will the
anti-ice valve.

3. The air conditioning pack anti-ice system remo"es ice frow the wa.Ler
separator by the air temperature entering the

2e,
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Answc s to frame 24: 1. anti -ice valve

The opening and closing
of the anti-ice valve is
controlled by the anti-
ice controller illustrated
at the right. The anti-
ice controller senses the
pressure at the water separator
inlet, point B on foldout
1, and the water separator
outlet, point C, by means
of sensing lines. A difference
in pressure between the
inlet and outlet causes
diaphragm in the controller
to move. This opens a port
that directs air pressure
to open the anti-ice valve.
The anti-ice 'ontroller
senses an icing condition
and controls the position
of the anti-ice valve.

open 3. incredsinE, water sepaiator

..,PSTREAM
PRESSURE
SENSING
CONNECTION

Fame 25

DOWNSTRE4km
PRESSURE
SENSINO
CONNECTION

F'gure 17.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

TO ANTLICE
VALVE ACTUATOR

1. Icing of the water separator blanket will cause a difference in
across the water separator.

2. The position of the anti-ice valve is controlled by the

3. The anti-ice and the an'i-ice
toLether to remove ice from the water separator.

26
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Answers to frame 25: 1. pessure
3. valve, controller

Frame 26

2. anti-ice controller

Match the units in column B with the purpose of the unit given in column A.

COI JMN A

1. Removes moisture from the
conditioned air.

2. Opens to allow warm air
to mix with cold air to melt
any ice that has formed-on
the war separator.

3. Used to control the temperature
of the air enterIng the cockpit.

4. Senses a difference in pressure
between the inlet and outlet of
the water separator.

5. Allows air to bypass the water
separator if the blanket becomes
clogged.

27
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COLL 1N B

a. Temperature control valve

b. Water separator,pressure
relief valve

c. Water separator

A. Anti=ice controller

e. Anti-ice valve-

f. System shutoff valve
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Answers to frame 26: 1. c 2. e 3. a 4. d 5. b

In frame 19 we discussed
how the air conditioned
by cooling the bleed air
and removing the excess

moisture. We' also discussed
" the temperature of the air,
and, in frame 19, how it
is controlled by positioning
the temperature control valve.
However, we cannzt spare MAN
a crew member to continually, COLD

manipulate the temperature
control valve to matntain
a comfortable cabin temperature.
This brings)in a need for
an automatic temperature CA /IN ENP

controller. We now have CONTROt SWiTCH

a temperature control system
which will regulate he

rempereture in the ockpit

automeically or allow the
pilot to control the system
manually. A schematic of
the temperature control system is illustrated at the right.
the following components.

11$1,$AC

OXYGEN QUANTITY
CABIN CONDITIONING

MASTER SWITCH

CABIN
PRESSURE

Frame 27

CAIN TEst
CONTROL VALVE

1 I
fA F D Pi

C

CABIN TEM
CONTROLLER
V

CABIN TEM
SEL.CTOR SWITCH

OUST Tim? CABIN TEMP
SFNSOR SENSOR

Figure 18.

It consists of

a- Cabin ..emperature control switch.

b. Cabin temperature selector.

c. Cabin temperature sensor.

d. Duct temperature sensor.

e. Cabin temperature controller.

f. Cabin temperat re control va've.

Each of t"se components will be discussed in detail in the following
frames.

NO RESPONSE Rf(pikiD.
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Frame 28

The cabin temperature control
(IP switch, shown in the illustration

at the right and as item 12 en
the foldout, is used to provide

automatic and manual temperature
selection. This switch has four
positions, AUTOMATIC, MANUAL
COLD, MANUAL HOT, and OFF. When
placer.: in the AUTO position, 115

volts AC is applied to the cabin
temperature controller. This
will cause the temperature to
be controlled automatically. -
When this switch is placed in
either MAN COI-I) or MAN HOT the
pilot directly controls operation
of the temperature control valve

' (item 8 on the foldoUt). The
. switch is spring loaded to the
OFF position when using MAN HOT
and MAN COLD. This meads that

000
II5VAC

CABIN TEMP

5A OXYGEN QUANTITY CONTROL VALVE

CABIN CONDITIONING

MASTER SWITCH

CABIN
PRESSURE

rA o II

CABIN TEMP
CONTROLLER

AUTO

mAN?OFF HCOLD HOT

(ABM IMP
CONTROL SWITCH

Figure 19.

the switch will not stay in these positions, but. must be held there. In manual
operation, if the pilot desires warmer air, he can hold the switch in MAN
dOT which will cause the vrlve to operate toward the open position as long
as the switch is held, but to stop when the switch is released. If colder
air is desired he can hold the switch in MAN COLD and the valve will travel
toward the cicsed position.

Fill in the flanks to complete the following statements.

abin

1. Thu switch used to mannali, ^ontrol the cockpit temperature is the

2. Holding the cabin, temperature control switch in MAN COLD will cause
the temperature control valve to (open/close).

3. When the cabin temperature control switch is placed in AUTO, it directs
5 volts AC to the cabin

29
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Answers to frame 28: 1. temperature control switch 2. close 3. tclperature

controller

The cabin temperature selector,
showr in the illustration at
the right and as (item 13 on
the foldout, is used to select
the desired temperature during
automatic operation. This selector
is a rheostat and forms part
of a temperature control bridge
circuit. It allows the pilot
to select the temperature he
wants to maintain. The rheostat
will control the . neraturc
control valve only if the temperature
selector switch is in the automatic

position. The cabin temperature
and nd thNabin temperature

control switch areboth iodated
on a panel in the cockpit.

Frame 29

OPYGIN QUANTITY
CABIN CONDITIONING

MASTER SWITCH

CABIN
PRESSURE

I40, 100P
rAirr..

AUTO
1--..40

oto roso,
MANr1MAN

CABIN TEMP
SELECTOR SWITCH

CABIN IC.*
CONTRO1 VALVE

CM F Illr, , Cj

to 1 1 I

CABIN imP
CONTROL SWITCH

Fill in the blanks to'complete Figu4 20.
the following statements.

1. When the temperature control switch is placed in AUTO, the desired
cockpittemperature is selected by rotating the

2. The cabin temperature selector is part of the temperature control
circuit.

3. The cabin temperature selector is a

30
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Answers to frame 29: 1. cabi, temperature selector 2. bridge 3. rheostat

Frame 30

The cabin temperature
sensor, shown in the illustration
at the right and as (item
14 on the foldout, senses
the cockpit air temperature.
This sensor is alto part of
the temperature coatrol bridge.
Its purpose is to sense the
temperature in the cockpit
and send this signal to the
controller in the form of

a resistance signal. Here
is how it is done. The sensor
contains a resistance element
which changes resistance with
changes in temperature. This
resistance element forme one
]vg of the bridge circuit of
C.-le cabin temperature controller.

This sensing element has a
negative coefficient of resistance.
This means that as air temperature
around he sensor goes up,

II/ sensor goes down, and as the
the resistance value of the

temperature around the sensor goes
goes up.

115VAC

OXYGEN OUANJUY
CABIN CONDITIONING

MASTER SWITCH

CABIN
PRESSURE

{CABIN TEMP
CONTROL VALVE

(A
CABIN TEMP
CONTROLLER

DAING 1
MAN

COLD

CABIN TEMP
SELECTOR SWITCH

CABIN TEMP
CONTROL SWITCH

Figure 21.

1

,A

CABIN TEMP
SENSOR

clown, the resistance value of the sensor

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. As the temperature around the sensor goes up, the resistance of
the sensor goes

2. The cabin sensor sends signals to the,

An open in the sensor will mean a - I (high/low) resistance.

4. An increase in temperature around the sensor will cause the resistance
of the nsor to (increase/decrease).
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Answers to frame 30: 1. down

3. high 4. decrease

2. cabin temperature controller

The duct temperature
sensor, show in the illustration
at the right and as (item
15 on the foldout, senses
the temperature of the conditioned
air in the air supply duct
before it passes through
the water separator. The

resistance of the sensor changes
with changes in air temperature
and also causes a signal
to be sent to the cabin temperature

controller. This sensing
element also has'a negative
coefficient of resistance
and forms a part of the temperature
control bridge circuit.

IISVAC

OXYGEN QUANTITY
CAII1N CONDITIONING

MASTER Swacm
CARIN

PRESSURE

Frame 31

CAIN TEMP
CONTROL VALvL

CARIN TEMP
CONTROLLER

AEHOI
MAN
COLD

CARIN TEMP
SELECTOR SWITCH

The purpose of the duct
CAUNTEmP

CONTROL SWITCH
temperature sensor is to
sense major changes in the
air temperature before it
enters the cockpit. In doing
so, it prevents extreme temperature
changes from occurring in

the cockpit. This allows the
cabin tempenture sensor to accirately maintain the selected temperature.

Figure 22.

DUCT TEMP CARIN TEMP
SENSOR SENSOR

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The cabin and duct sensors both have

2. A change in cabin temperature is sensed by the

coefficients of resistance.

3. An increase in duct temperature will cause the sensor resistance

to (increase/decrease).

4. The temperature selector switch, cabin sensor, and duct sensor each
form a part of the temperature control

32
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Answers to frame 31: 1. negative 2. cabin temperature sen--)r

3. decrease 4. bridge circuit
---7----

...

Frame 32

Remember that the temperature

selector, cabin temperature
sensor, and duct temperature

sensor each form part of the

bridge circuit. This part of the bridge

circuit then sends signals

to the temperature controller.

The cabin temperature controller

is the brains of the system.
Look at the diagram on the

right. Notice that the wiring

from both sensors connects

to the controller. Also notice

that the wiring from the cabin
temperature control valve is
also connected to the controller.
Placing the cabin temperature
control switch in AUTO will
send 115 volts AC to the controller.
The controller receives signals
from the temperature selector
rheostat, duct sensor, and

cabin sensor. Based on these

input signals, the controller
directs electrical power out

to the temperature coptrol

valve. The electric motor will move the temperature
required position and maintain the temperature selected

11SVAC
-mist

A OXYGEN QUANTITY
2 CABIN CONDIIIONING

MASTER SwilCH

CABIN
PRESSURE

MAN
COLD

'OP IOW
r'esTr.

AUTO

r
Off HOT

taoy

CABIN TEMP
CONTROL VALVE

B C

CABIN TEMP
CONTROLLER

DAEHGB

CABIN TEMP
SELECTOR SWITCH

CABIN TEMP
CONTROL SWITCH

Figure 23.

DUCT TEMP CABIN TEMP
SENSOR SENSOR

control valve to the
by the pilot.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1: The unit which automatically controls the temperature in the cockpit

is the

2. The cabin temperature controller receives signals from the cabin

temperature sensor, and the sensor.

3. The cabin temperature controller directs electrical power to control

the position of the

4. If the resistance of the duct temperature sensor increases, the
temperature controller will receive a ;cold /hot) signal.

33j 90.
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Answers to frame 32: 1. cabin temperature controller 2. selector,
cabin, duct 2. cabin temperature control valve 4. hot

Frame 33

Match the units in column B with the purpose of the unit given in column A.

COLUMN A

1. Senses temperature of the air
in the cabin air supply before
it enters the cabin.

2. Senses temperature of the
air in the cabin.

3. Allows the pilot to select
the. temperature he wants
to maintain.

4. Receives signals from the
sensors and selector and
positions the temperature
control valve.

5. Controls the mixture of hot and
cold air entering the cockpit
to maintain a selected
temperatyre.

6. Provides automatic or manual
control of the temperature
control valve.

34

COLUMN B

a. Cabin temperature controller

b, Temperature selector

c. Temperature control valve

d. Duct temperature sensor

e. Cabin temperature sensor

f. Temperature control switch

g. Heat exchanger

h. System shutoff valve

1 228



Answers to frame 33: 1. d 2. e 3. b 4. a 5. c 6. f

Frame 34

/106

In the previous frames we followed airflow through a basic air conditioning

system. We started with hot bleed air from the engines, cooled it Ly directing
it through the heat exchanger and through the turbine fan assembly, arid

then directed it into the water separator to remove excess moisture. Then

we discussed how the temperature is controlled by positioning the temperature
control valve either automatically or manually. But, the pilot also needs

a means of obtaining fresh air for ventilation should the air conditioning

system fail. If the pilot needs fresh air, a ram air valve is provLded.
The ram air valve will allow outside air to enter the cockpit. This will

not be conditioned air and may be cold or hot, depending on outside air
temperature. To obtain ram air ventilation, the masker switch, item 17 in
the foldout, is turned from CABIN PRESS to RAM DUMP. This closes the cabin

conditioning shutoff valve, item 2, and opens the cabin ram air valve,

item 16. This method of bringing air into the cockpit is normally used

only in an emergency.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED.



0,07
The ram air valve,

illustrated at the right
(item 16 on the foldout),
consists of a 115-volt
AC motor, a small scoop,
and a hinged cap that
serves as a check valve.
When the valve is actuated

HINGED CAP

open, the small scoop SCOOP
will open into the airstream
allowing ram air to enter
the cabin. When the Figure 24.

scoop is opened, the pressure of the ram air will force the spring loaded

hinged cap open. In the event the ram air valve is closed and is turned on
again, the cap will close to prevent a loss of conditioned airflow. This
is another scoop than the one mentioned in frame 12. That scoop takes in

ram air for the air conditioning heat exchanger. After picking up heat, that

ram air is dumped overboard. The ram air we are talking about here is for

cabin fresh air or ventilation.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. If the air conditioning system should fail, the pilot can receive

outside air by opening the

2. The ram air valve is actuated by an

3. The hinged cap serves as a

36
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Chanute AFB, Illinois

TRAINER AIRCRAFT AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM
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OBJECTIVE

3ABR42331-WB-129

Using electrical diagrams, identify 8 out of 10 circuit melfunctions
when given the cause and circuit condition.

EQUIPMENT

Colored pencils

INSTRUCTIONS

Basis of Issue
1 set/student

Pay close attention to all directions that you are given in the
text. When performing in the text, such as tracing or answering__ -----
questkons,''if your response is incorrect, restudy the information.
At the end of this workbook, you w. 'l have a progress check, which will
be graded by your instructor. If you are ready to begin, and have no
questions, proceed with the lesson.

Supersedes 3ABR42331-4B-118, 7 October 1977.
CPR: 3370 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370TCHTG/TTGU-P - 400; iNSA - 1
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Exercikl

Using 1 red pen_Il, trace in the two power supply circuit_, one
from the cabin conditioning circuit breiker to the ma,;ter witch and
the other from the cabia air valves circuit breaker to the macter
switch. Do this in the figure below at ,,s time. Do not trace
through the mas er switch.

PHASE C

1!5AC
430 CY

nHASE A

r 81,R RAN; S A 161

CABIN COND,TION,Nr;

5 222.2 A 2

A,R VALVES

CONIROL PANE' S'A !,3

mA,'f Sw,TCH

'-, 4 ' : '
RAM :,,IjAnt,

con' 0.----.]aA "22

jum---,,----"" HIT- . , A /i_

LNI 22-0.--1.___

----n1C22

.t 'A11

0

C

CCIA .4.4. 5;A
NQ

Ae.N PRE SSuRE

U

8 2 A:1

R 102Y

Afte tracin?, tl-! above diagram, turn the page and compare- the
diagram thit you have traced with the diagi,n on the following page.



/MConfirmation for Exerci'e 1:

The bold lines in the diagram below indicate the circuit that you
should have traced

STA 163

CADM lONDITIONING
PHASE C S

IL5AC
400 Cr CAI,M AIR VA tES

A 1-117A22
Pre.acE A

N17.0 tO mwi201127

4

CUNT, 5T6 163

r 0.ASTER Sw.'CM

.41-14 CG 2 2...0

1141C27A
RAM DUMP

COM 0--M64A22---
r.C)

CF -M63A22.

0----Y4C1A22HIGH 2M.
E460A22

0
PLE1C 22

COP. ,7-4P---?::7_
NO

CAB,N PRESSURE

POPA22,...

410673

OR 2

6 w120f22....

S -1030

If your diagram was correct, continue the lesson. Tf not, see
your instructor.
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Ex-srciie

CAIN AIR VALVI-S CIRCLIIS

1. Using a purple pencil, in the tigure halo. cra,-e the ci-in
air valves circuits and te7Terature cont- )1 sitch circuit, ICI i'e
master switch in the CABP. PRESSIRr. position only. Aft, era. 1-
these circuits, -ro(eed to paragraph 2.

2. Using a brown pen, il, in the fi,,re below trace the ca5tt,
air valves circuits with t-e master switch it-, the RAM Ut:,a' position.

r
I I

I,. 12 --

" I
0

52a(1 1 .0 71

1,1 ij .4
_

07. 21 t A I
711

t ,
CO.. I)

22L2
22

urn the page and corTat2 the diagr,LP, th y)u
the diagrd on the following page.

-4,

,, - C ,I

:rte: In the AC motor for the two air valvL, di,!-,t trace
through the microswitch. tract_ to borh sides of tire

capacIter and through both motor windings and ('it tht motor
ground wire. In (,(i motors, current must flow through both
windiigs if it is to open or cliff . lhe capacitor plov;des
the iftoded phase relationship bet,,tien the wioding,i,



Confirmation for Exercise 2:

The bold lines in the diagra' below indicate the circuits thit you

should have traced with the riastcr switch in the CABIN PRESSIRE position.

the dashes indicate the circuits with the raster switch in the RAM DUMP

position. Note that the circuits are only traced from the master switch

to the vales. Power was traced to the master switch in the previous

dirgram,

r

1 Sal 3
CI ac,

.. .4 i 4 V .

' .

7

Hr -4.1.1114

.0

.C.i I I
te.

- ..wwwww. VANO1444, 40.14. ammo- -.1memm

Peavy sc,lid line purple pencil_

.h.qh I e Brawn peric_ i

if trAtef, d r r t

_t t, Volt r

p r
,0

A 4 a

R 1032

c'rse 3;



Exercise 3

Using a purple pencil, draw the -a-iter s4itch in the cabin prere
posl'ion and the cabin rep control s...iit(b in tne off position. Not.

dra%; in the complete circuit in the figure below to tIle air valves.
You I start at the circui. breakers and cor-dle'e the circuit to
air valvevalve gruundc and c-bin temp control s%,,Itc.D.

s,s1...!, .1

`baC*I. .
90 {

4,11 l' .7

0
(0 'y _,017.0

01.1

fi

17-,. 1., tit-2 L inswer for e,ich bHow.

. t_, I Luu in r t t tricel
an

;trim 1).!

0. Ca`)1-, Pr .

jr tilt cii , tI tI I rat' .33r v31-Jt.:

fr a.

b.

0 I,

3. in tbi 11, r

rivr,

a- r-11.14 i<

tut it the pa' t t m. r t r wI th

the 3 I agr am on t h f I Inc p ;,, Ia r your E u t Oo

quei,ri-ns OH ti

I

/2/Y
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Confirmation or Exercise 3:

0.p 111 1. .

r.1.
PpIr

OP. C.

-st

27
Cs.

5.0 11.0(60

)). sue*
(0. 0

r II..))

PI
0: 110I

..7.):
0,0ts.o.

0,0
IL.) /7

R -1031

Heavy bold line - purple pencil

_orrect answers to the questions:

1. b 2. b 3. a

If you have answered the questions correctly and traced the
diagram correctly, proceed to exercise 4. If your answers are
incorrect, see your instructor.

123s



Exercise 4

Using a brown pencil, draw the mister switch in the ram dump
position. Now draw in the complete circuit in the figure below to
the air valves. You will start at the circuit breakers and complete
the circuit to the air valves grounds.

111C
tite (7

.67

CO.,10t twit 1, ,7
.1111

--077017 2177

w. C7II.. Our.
Co. 4,----77

ote

Ji

[
.6.0017

lc 70.7f --

.77

C C ONO.,
105,0"

Circle the correct answer for each question below.

1--1031

1. The master switch is in what position in the circuit traced
above?

a. Ram Dump.
b. Cabin Pressure.

2. In the circuit !ou have traced above, Lhe cabin ram slir
valve

a. open.
b. close.

3. in the circuit you hive tr-.1 1 alp-eve, the cull i'aditiohig
shutoff valve will

orPq.
b. clo,e.

Turn the page and compare the cilakta t' t you have tt-ufd with t -

diagram on the following page. AINO check your respon,-;L,4 to t'e aLos:e
questions on the follow:ng page,



1217
Confirmation for Exercise 4:

onsC
itlC

tolSI

CI, sat r «ii
C.. COW11,14."16-1

35533

C1111 515511

tOootret Pm!' it

31111 le/DICO
411..

aaaa

3518-/.
aaa

0
wot7I-176.4.

.3011
(ima ,t.)7 Val

":e.0'747"""
(m1101110* .
I(0.1110tpron.,

m1112
5 41 MOItS. Itst

I 5'11 n)/17/

tItm .as I COND0.0*./11
$.009/

sig. 3.5 w 1155 545

5015(0«.1C,0

Heavy bold line - brown pencil

Correct answers to the questions:

1. a 2. a 3. b

R - -101

If you have answered the 4uestions correctly and traced the
diagram correctly, proceed to exci7cise 5. If your answers are
incorrect, see your instructor.

11)
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Exercise 5

MANUAL HOT TEMPERATURE CONTROL CIRCUIT

Using a green pencil, trace the manual hot temperature cu-trol
circuit starting at the temperature control switch to pin E of the
controller, into the controller, across the capacitor, out both A
and B pins of plug 142 to the temperature control valve. Then trace
from B and H of plug 809 through both motor windings, across the
common ground wire, and pin C of plug 809 to a ground connection.

UMMOUSIMV
/WO

CA MN rtio% / \
convick
IWITC.11

11/D NOT
mamas

Kam coss
usage'

CAM TUYIRATVRII COSITIOLLIA 'TA

Note: The cabin temperature control valve uses AC power from
only phase C. Because this valve uses single phase, it needs
a capacitor across it windings like the cabin air valve motors.
The capacitor used for the motor's two windings is located in
the cabin temperature controller. Because of the capacitor's
electrical location in the circuit, per will phase shift
through the capacitor and down BOTH power leads to the motor
to open or close the valve.

Turn the page and compare the diagram that you have traced with
the diagram on the following page.

After you have completed tracing the manual hot circuit, proceed
to exercise 6.

11 2'11
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Confirmation for Exercise 5:

The bold line's in the diagram below indicate the circuit that you

should hove traced.

CA OM PRIMA,
AVO

MS7Att
CA, . -AMP Of \
C.. 'ROL

rEZ2
MAN MO

14

NAM CO..
MS2l2 Su

CAS& TEleftRATUNi CONTMOLUED STA In,

SOLID STAY[ CIACISTS
DI THIS pox

A IP 0 P AS

C1A22J
40-0141211

Mn

m7IA22

CALM TEMP COATioi. ywyg
STA 110

GCS

If your diagram was correct, continue the lesson. If your diagram
is incorrect, see your instructor.



Exercise 6

MANUAL COLD TEMPERATUR CONTROL CIRCUIT

Using a black pencil, trace the manual cold temperature control
circuit starting at the temperature control switch to pin H of the
controller and from the Controller out both A and B pins to the
temperature control valve.

cum tRESSUSE
AUTO

11474E1
CAIN iW / 4
SOser4CPL
SINITCR

ROO
SIAM HOT A. M

NAN coy

RUSES

A fi1SIAEE

N

CAIN TCAUIMATUM1 CONTNI'LLEN ETA 1S3

WOO CIRCUITS
SI EMS SOX

A C S

A-1033

U
CAIN MAP CONTROL. VALVE

STA ro

Note: Applying AC power to the appropriate side of the capacitor
will control the direction of the motor rotation. This in turn
will open or close the valve.

After you have completed tracing the manual cold circuits,
proceed to exercise 7.

Turn the page and compare the diagram tr vni have traced with
the diagram on the following page.

13



WI
ConUrmation for Exercise 6;

The fold lines in the diagram below indicate the circuit that you
should have traced.

CAMS AIISURD
AuTO

HISTAID
CAPIN TLAIIP I
CONTIOL 4 jSWWA Ntil....

CAIN TEAWCRATUAll CONYROLLIEN STA ISI

SOLID STATE CHICUITS
IN THIS DOD

Ile

MOT -56
.

NA.M
MOCOLDILS A NDIA22

RAMS

-.----...-..i.

R. I03S

A

III-H7SAt2N

NT!

CAIRN TEMP CONTROL VALVE
STA 7$0

11011

NTIA22

If your diagram was :orrect, continue the lesson. If your diagram
is incorrect, see your instructor.

14
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Exercise 7

TEMPERATURE SELECTOR SWITCH

The temperature selector switch is a manually controlled variable
resister or more commonly called a potentiometer. It is used to choose
the temperature that is wanted in the cockpit only during automatic

operation. It does this by either increasing or decreasing the
resistance in one leg of the bridge circuit. In the sketch below,

note how the resistance is increased in sketch A and decreased in
sketch B.

COLD

t--
HOT COLD

taa

Manually controlled-00 mr wiper arm.

e.VA/ HOT

A Resistive B

material
HIGH RESISTANCE LOW RESISTANCE

The point at which the wiper arm touches the resistor is called

the "control point." The control point is set by the pilot when he
puts the temperature selector to the temperature he wants held. The

reference to "control point- is important to remember for we will be

referring :.-o it again when we talk about the duct temperature sensor

A high resistance in the temperature selector will cause the

system to call for cold air. A low resistance in the selector will

cause the system to call for hot_ air.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. A high resistance in the temperature selector calls for

air.

2. A low resistance in the temperature selector calls for

air.

3. the point where the wiper arm touches the resistor is called

the

Turr the page and check your answers. If your answers are correct,

proceed to exercise 8. If your answers are incorrect, see your

instructor.

) 15
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/a3
Answers to questions for Exercise 7; l. cold 2. hot 3. control point

Exercise 8

SENSOR OPERATION

Theiensors, since they are part of the bridge circuit, will
have a small amount of current flow through both of them. Now that
we know this, we will see how the ambient air temperature around
each of the sensors, will caw-a the resistance of each of the sensors
to change, and in turn, control which way the current will flow across
the bridge. This is the action we want and also what will cause the
system to run hot or cold, and keep the right temperature. Do not
fcrget that both of the sensors have a negative coefficient of
resistance. An increase in the air temperature will drop the sensors
resistance. A drop in the air temperature, will raise the sensors
resistance. The sketch, as shown below, may help you in not forgetting
wl _ you have so far learned. Sketch A shows that when the air temper-
ature goes up, the resistance will go down. This will cause more
current to flow through the sensor. Sketch B shows that when the
temperature gees down, the resistance will go up, and this will cause
less current to flow through the sensor.

B

TEMPERATURE INCREASE, RESISTANCE
TEMPERATURE DECREASE, RESISTANCEDECREASES SYSTEM CALLS FOR COLD INCREASES SYSTEM CALLS OR HOT.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. If the ambient 4 temperature arouna the sensor goes up,

the resistance goes

2. An increase of current flow through the sensor will call

for conditioned air from the air conditioning system.

3. A decrease in current flow through the sensor will call

for conditioned air from the a'r conditioning system.

4, if the ambient air temperature around the sensor gees d'wn,

the resistance will go _ _ _
Turn the page and check your answers. If your answers are cc.rect,proceed to exercise 9. If your answers are incorrect, see your intructor,

16



Answer to E.. rise 8: 1. down 2. cold 3. hot 4. up

Exercise 9

t. What you have learned so far is the normal operation of the
temperature sensors and the temperature selector in the automatic
mode of operation. What will happen when the selector and/or sensors
fail? The failing of these should be a short or an open. For you to
find out what happens to the circuit operation with bad sensors you
must keep the following in mind. _The sensor, wIten it is open, has
an infinite resistance.. The sensor with a short has zero, or no
resistance in it. C.

Do not forget that the high temperature outside the sensor will
have to change the resistance in the sensor. This high temperature
will take,it to a norms low resistance and this will cause the system

54to give cold air. If e sisor had a short.,, it would go to a unwanted \--

low resistance and call for unwanted cold air. With a low temperature
outside the sensor, the resistance in the sensor will go to one of
high resistance. This change to a high resistance wtll.call for hot
air. Also, an open, which is high resistance, will tell the system
to call for unwanted hot air.

If you have a short or an open in the cabin sensor, the air in
the cabin will get either full auto cold or full auto hot from the
system.

If you have an open or short in the duct sensor, the cabin 41F
will receive either full auto hot or full auto cold, but there cant
he some control by the temperature selector. This characteristic
of the sensors is due to their-positi-1 on the briidge circuit.

4rN
Answer the following questions T for true and F for false.

1. An open in the cabin sensor would gOt a,signal of low
resistance calling for cold air.

2. A short in the duct sensor will give a full cold signal
before any adjustment_ is made.

3. Cabin temperature sensor is fully controllable, even if it
is shorted or open.

4. A shorted cabin sensor gives a low resistance signal calling
for cold air.

Turn the page and check your answers. If your answers are correct,
proceed to exercise 10. If your answers,are incorrect, see your
instructor.

17
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Answers to Exercise 9: 1. F 2, T 3. F T

Exercise 10

IRAINER AIR CONDITIONING SUMMARY OF SENSORS AND N RATURE SELECTOR

UNIT CHARACTERISTICS

Negative coefficient
In automatic when the
unit malfunctions and
is not controllable.

Cabin
Sensor

Duct

Sensor

Negative coefficient
In automatic when the
unit malfunctions some
control is possible
with temperature
selector.

-r

TYPE OF SIGNAL

High resistance
,ignal or an open

Low resistance

signal or a short

RESULTING AIR

Hot air to cabi

Cold air to

cabin

High resistance
signal or an open

Hot air to cabi

Low resistance
signal or a short

Cold ai'r to

cabin

Temperature
Selector
(Potenti-
ometer)

In automatic operation
when this unit mal-=
functions the circuit
is not controllable.

High resistance
signal or an open

Cold air to
cabin

,ow resistance
signal or a short

Hot air to cabi

Answer the following statements T for true and F for false.

1. Full auto hot air to the cabin indicates a shorted tempera-

ture selector.

2 High resistance signal in the duct

-which will call for

_3. FtS1auto
cabin sensor.

4114.

hot.

cold in the cabin

sensor sends a signal

is due to low resistance in the

Full auto cold in the cabin air conditioning is due to a

open in the cabin temperature selector.

5. The cabin and duct and temperature selector work exactly alike.

6. If the temperature on the outside is higher, then the
resistance of the sensor would be low.

Turn the page and check your answers. If your answers are correct,

proceed to exercise 11. If your answers are incorrect, see your
instructor.

18
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\---3 Answers to Exer-ise 10: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. T 5. F 6. T

Exercise 11

AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL CIRCUIT

You will use an orange pencil to trace in the automatic temperature

control ci cult. You must start to trace from the temperature control

switch. N you will trace from the control switch to the solid state

box in the temperature controller. Next you should trace from the

solid state box, down the two leads, to the temperature control valve.
Do not forget to trace both leads. Now trace in _the temperature

selector, and both of the sensor circuits. Do not forget to start at

the ground for each item and trace it to the solid state box. We will

not learn the solid state circuit for it is too complex for you at

this time. You do not need to know the way it works to be able to

troubleshoot the rest of the circuit.

CIP
&WO ?11

C011.4 11m, P

7"1"Mrcm

.0, co,

Nr

6.:
.

C.f.-.1 -1 SifiCtel, ....
I? 14

CABIN TIENPINATUNt NONTROLLIN IOTA tii

SOLID UNTIL MINTS
IN TUTS SOX

irrastrum',vim's?, arra

CM°. If.. 1t-1011 Ma I ss OVCI I. II -1011 1 110i
gal

1111

Note: See notes in exercises S and 6.

C.a.. WIMP CC90110% v 1{11
It 1,

4- «

1.1.11701.

R--1035

After tracing in the diagram as directed, turn the page and

compare the diagram that you have traced with the diagram on the

following page.

19
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Confirmation for Exercise 11:

The bold lines in the diagram below indicate the circuits that you

should have traced.

4 )/

i0000.11

I

CAIN TEMPERATURE CONTAOLLEA !TA IS)

SOLID
IN TWIN SOS

.
S10.11.610, .f

318711,0

w(' 11.011.10S f )7

R-1035

If your diagram was correct, proceed on to exercise 12. If your

diagram is incorrect, see your instructor.



Exercise 12

Check your understanding of.the system operation by filling id

the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The cabin temperature control valve is actuated by a

phase AC motor.

2. When the temperature control switch is placed in the MAN HOT

position, the temperature control valve will (open/close).

and

3. The two modes of temperature control system are

4. To operate the temperature control valve, the circuit must be

complete to windings.

5. To operate the temperature control system, the master switch

must be in the position.

6. The temperature control system receives power from the

circuit breaker.

7. The temperature sensors both have a

of resistance.

8. When the air conditioning system shutoff valve is open, the

ram air valve is

coefficient

Turn to page 23 and check your answers. If you have answered

the questions correctly, proceed to exercise 13. If you have answered
the questions incorrectly, review the past 12 exercises.



I DI

FIXED
POWER SOURCE RESISTOR

POWER
SOURCE

Exercise 13

DUCT
SENSOR

CABIN TEMP
FIXED

CONTROL RESISTOR
SWITCH

SOLID STATE DISCINMWATOR
CIRCUITS IN THIS BOX

CAPACITOR AND FIXED
FIXED RESISTORS ARE
INSILE TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLER.

CABIN TEMP CONTROL VALI
STA ZTO

Complete the following statements by filling

1. Only hot air entering the cockpit is an
cabin sensor.

to be

SO,

in the blanks below.

indication of a/an

2. A shorted cabin sensor will cause the air entering the cockpit

3. An open or shorted duct sensor will change the
of the temperature selector.

4. Both sensors have a coefficientlof resistance.

5. When the duct sensor malfunctions, the,temperature can
still be partially controlled by the

6. When the sensor malfunctions, the temperature
of the air entering the cockpit will be: either full hot or full cold
and cannot be controlled automatically.(

Tbrn the page and check your answers: If you have answered the
questions correctly, proceed to exercise 14. If you have answered the
questions incorrectly, review the past 13 exercises.

22
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Anwwers to Exercise 12: 1. single 2. open 3. manual automatic

4. both 5. cabin pressure

6. cabin conditioning 7. negative

8. closed

23

125.3

1c230



1.731
Answers to Exercise 13: 1. open 2. cold 3. control point

4. negative 5. temperature selector 6. cabin

Exercise 14

This is the progress check. The next 10 problems will not be done

any place but in the classroom and under the supervision of the

instructor. You will not do these problems in the barracks or at

home. You must identify a minimum of 8 out of the 10 circuit malfunc-

tions correctly. Your instructor must ,-heck your work after the ten

(10) problems. If your instructor says your work is satisfactory,

the instructor will initial your work allowing you to progress. If

the instructor says your work is unsatisfactory, it will not be ini-

tialed and you will follow the instructions of the instructor. To

complete the progress check, you must identify the following malfunc-

tions with the numbered troubles from foldout 1. You will do this by

writing in the numbers from foldout 1 in blanks 3 j below. Have your

instructor check and initial your work before fur-her progression.

a. Only the cabin ram air valve will not open.

b. Automatic and manual temperature control is inoperative.

c Automatic temperature control is inoperative. Manual

operation is normal.

d. Ram air valve remains open while the air conditioning system
operates in cabin pressure position.

e. Only manual HOT control is inoperative.

f.

g.

h.

In automatic only cold air will enter the cockpit.

Cabin air valves will not open or close.

The air conditioning system will not shut down. The cabin

ram air valve operates normally.

i. In Automatic, only HOT air will enter the cockpit.

j Cabin air conditioning aLgita will not turn on. Cabin ram

air valve is operating normally.

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS

This completes your study of the trainer wiring schematic. Report

to your instructor and turn in your workbook and ask the instructor to

check your answers to the above problems.

24
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CIET 11L1 PANEL. STA 463r.
CAIN CoNomom1.0

1

PHASE C

1

11S.AC
1 00 CY

PHASE A
1

L

WITOA22SA
$

CABIN AIR VALVES

SA...3--T410A22

WI20122

H1c/127--4

As

CONTROL PANEL STA 163

MASTER SWITCH

1440022

444IC22
RAM DUMP

COAL 0'464A 22
NO

4463A22--,

j 0---4161A22-*
444014221,_

H60A22--

; 0
4441C22

1

COM

1
CABIN PRESSURE

m67A22
1

CABIN TEm I \
CONTROL
SWITCH I

rMAN HOTt,.
Of

351--44 311122--
ALAN COLD

CABIN TEMP SELECTOR

41--446922NL _

PER

1255

(AIM RAN AIR VALVE
STA 240

OPEN CLOSE

ADDED CONNECTORS

WI20122

446022-.----

44.63122

K H61122

H60242

P 4467122

L

A 1451A22

MS2A 22X*

S 4468A 22- k
26

4464122
411 HOSA2344

-1463122

CABIN TEMPERATURE CONTROLLEt STA 153

Lee

SOLID STATE CIRCUITS IN THIS SOX

142

CABIN CONDITIONING
SHUTOTE VALVE

STA 60

CLOSE I 9OPEN

N0.1177

1460122

CABIN TEMP CONTROL VALVE
STA 270

it

CABIN TEMP SENSOR STA 1
LOS

DUCT TEMP SENSOR STA 270

HSSA22N-111

I11-4476A2214

Foldout 1. Bauic Air Conditioning System.
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nig

Environmental Pneudraulic branch
Chanute AFB, Illinoin

TRAINER AIRCRAFT AIR CONDITIONING
SYSTEM TROUBLESHOOTING

OBJECTIVES

3ABR42331WB-129A

Using a trainer, electrical diagram, and multimeter,
troubleshoot system and recorda minimum of four causes'
for five malfunctions.

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

Multimeter '1/student
Grease Pencil 1/student

Cloth Eraser 1/student
Trainer 3301, Air Conditi ling

System 1/student

PROCEDURE

1. REMOVE ALL JEWELRY. Report to the lab instructor and inform
him or her of the lesson that you are working on. The instructor will
provide you with the materials needed -for this:lesson.

2. -Look atfigure 1 on page 3. .This figure ehoWs the trainer that
yo' swill be working with and will help you to locate the various components.,

. You must be able to locate and identify each component to correctly perform
the'operational check and troubleshooting. After you are familiar with the

trainer you may continue with this lesson.

3. Also, when you Leavc your trainer for rcheduled or unscheduled
breaks insure the following steps have been done Lefore you go.

a. Place the control switch to the off position and pull the

two circuit breakers.

b. Secure your multimeter during this period.

(1) Insure the control9 are set on the proper Settings

for storage.

(2) Leave the test leads attached to the meter.

(3) Wrap the leads around the meter.

(4) Place the meter on the locker shelf.

c. When you return from the break take ne same meter and go

back to work.

Supersedes 3ABR42331-WB-118A, 19 April 1977.

OPR: 3370 TTG

DISTRIBUTION: X
3370 TTGTC - 400; TTVSA - 1
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Troubleshooting is the word used to describe a mechanic's locating
mechanical and electrical failured. This-worksheet is designed to acquaint

you with abasic approach to troubleshooting'. It is highly unlikely that
any two individuals will troubleshoot in exactly the same manner. You, as

an Environmental Systems Specialist, will have to develop your own technique

as you gain experience on the stems. But, regardless of the technique

used, the problem must fi e solved in the troubleshooter's mind; that/
is, all of the possibilities are thought out until the most likely one is

determined.

When troubleshooting electrical failures, the multimeter is an

essential tool. However, the multiopeter does not do the actual

troubleshooting. You must first analyze the system and determine the

possible causes. Then use the meter to verify the actual cause.

Circle the number of each true statement below.

1. Troubleshooting is used to locate mechanical and electrical
failures.

2. The multimeter does all of the troubleshooting for you.

3. Analyze the system for possible causes, then verify them with

the multimeter.

4
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Answers to Project 1: 1, 3

PROJECT 2

During this lesson you'will be using the multimeter to test for voltage
and resistance in the circuits and components. In previous lessons you were
taught how to use the multimeter. The quiz below will help you recall how
to use the multimeter.

Before completing the quiz, open the meter, and prepare it for use.

Usingthe meter as an aid, fill in the blanks to complete each of
the following statements.

1. The Ohms scale is colored

2. The negative probe is colored

3. When:checking or resistance, the trainer power must be turned

4. The multimeter is used for testing and
resistance.

5. The aC volts scale is colored

6. When checkingbor resistance, the function selector must be

set on and the range selector to the desired ohms range.

7. Tr. test a 115 volt AC ciruuit, the function selector must be

edit to and the range selector to

8. If an accurate reading is to be obtained with the ohmmetsr,

it must be

5 1262
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Answers to Project 2: 1. green 2. black 3. off 4. voltage 5. black

6. ohms 7. AC, 250 volts scale 8. zeroed

PROJECT 3

Before we continue with the use of the multimeter, we need to learn

how the trainer air conditioning system is operating. Let's do this by

making an operational check.
\.. 1r

OPERATIONAL CHECK PROCEDURES

1. Make sure all trouble switches at the left end of the trainer

are in the OUT position, and the trainer power switchrlocated in the

upper left hand corner is placed to the OFF position.

2. Insure the trainer power cable is connected to an AC outlet,

and make sure all J.rcuit breakers on the trainer are pushed in.

3. Place the trainer power switch to the ON position':

4. Place the following switches to the positions listed below.

Master switch to CABIN PRESS position.

Tempirature control switch to OFF (center) position.

Temperature selector switch (potentiometer) Lo the 60° position.

Note: As you perform each of the following steps, place an X in

the blank provided that correctly indicates the valve position.

5. Place the master switch to the RAM DUMP position.

a. Cabin ram air valve Opened closed

b. Cabin conditioning shutoff valve opened closed

6. Place the ma 'er switch to the CABIN PRESS position.

a. Cabin ram air valve opened closed

b. Cabin conditioning shutoff valve opened closed

7. With the master switch still in the CABIN PRESS position, hold the

cabin temperature control switch to the MANUAL HOT position.

The temperature control valve is now moving open

close

8. Hold the cabin temperature
control switch to the MANUAL COLD

position.

12b



close
The temperature control valve is now moving open

1.739

9. Place the cabin temperature control switch to the AUTO position.

10. Rotate the temperature selector (potentiometer) to the HOT (100°)
position.

The cabin temperature control valve is now moving open
close

11. Rotate the temperature selector to the COLD (40°) position.

The cabin temperature control valve is now moving open

close

12. Place the master switch to the RAM DUMP position.

The ram air valve opened

cabin conditioning shutoff valve opened

closed

closed

, and the

13. With the master switch still in the RAM DUMP Position, place
the temperat4re control switch to each of the following positions and
observe the temperature control valve.

MANUAL HOT position, MANUAL COLD position, and AUTO.

Did the cabin temperature control valve operate with the switch in
any of the positions? Yes No

This completes the operational check procedure, now compare your
answers to those, below. This way you will know that the trainer is
operating normally.

Answers to Project 3:

5. a. opened
b. closed

6. a. closed
b. opened

7. open

8. close

9. open

10. close

12. opened, closed

13. no

If all of your answers agree with the ones given above, you are ready
to begin troubleshooting. If yOu do not agree, perform the operational
check again or ask your instructor for assistance.
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PROJECT 4

In the previous lesson you learned about the sensors and the potentiometer
and what happens If they malfunction. This knowledge is essential for you
to do effective troubleshooting. Let's see what you remember.

Complete the following statements by filling in the blanks.

1. Only hot air is entering the cockpit in automatic. This would

be an indication of an cabin sensor.

to be

2. 2. An open duct sensor will change the control point of the

3. A shorted cabin sensor will cause the air entering the cockpit

4. Both sensors have a coefficient of resistance.

5. A shorted will change the control point of
the potentiometer.

6. An open in the potentiometer circuit would cause air
to enter the cabin.



Answers to Project 4: 1. open 2. potentiometer 3. cold 4. negative

5. duct sensor 6. cold

PROJECT 5

You should recall from the previous lesson that the sensora_and the

potentiometer are variable resistors. To check then, we use the ohms
portion of the meter.

Procedure for checking resistance of the sensors with a multimeter.

1. Place the trainer power switch to the OFF position.

2. Set the meter Function Selector to-Ohms.

3. Set the range selector switch.

Note: The easiest part of the scale to read is near the center
of the scale. Use the range setting that will place the needle
near the center when reading the resistance according to the
sensor resistance values.

4. Isolate the bridge circuit. You do this by disconnecting
the cannon plug at the section marked 188 on the cabin temperature
controller. This process is to disconnect all the components of the

bridge for individual ohm check. You did this same type of exercise

when you pulled out the junction pins on the bridge circuit trainer
in the lab.

6. Locate the cabin sensor on the wirtu diagram. Notice that
the circuit coming from ground goes through pin B of the cabin sensor,

out pin A, and then to pin C of the controller.

7. Now locate the cabin sensor on the trainer. Place one multi-

meter lead in plug 105, pin B, and the other lead in pin A.- This circuit

is illustrated below.
--------

t,.....saticsotto

IN N

Figure 2. Checking Sensor Resistance.

8. Read the resistance and record it.

9
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9. Now locate the duct sensor and measure its resistance.

Duct sensor resistance is ohms.

10. Both of these resistance values should be between 16,000 and
47,000 ohms. If the values you have recorded are not within this range,
ask the instructor for assistance.

Now that you know the resistance of the sensors you can use this
information during troubleshooting. When you check them again during

troubleshooting they should have close to the same resistance values.

To check out the cabin temperature selector you must isolate the
bridge circuit by disconnecting plug 188 and then ohm out the potentiometer.
You must connect the meter leads at ground and either Pin S on plug 26 or
Pin A on plug 188. The resistance should vary on the meter when the

temperature selector is rotated. If it does not show any resistance

you have a short in the potentiometer.

When troubleshooting, if you get a zero (0) reading on the meter,
it means the sensor is shorted. If you get an infinity (co) reading on

the meter, it means the sensor is onen.

Complete the following statements by filling in the blanks.

1. Trainer power should be turned when using the ohmmeter.

2. If the meter indicates zero, it means the e,nsor is

3. If the meter indicates infinity, it means the sensor is

4. When checking for ohms, the function selector must he set to

5. To check sensors and potentiometers, you should use the
portion of the multimeter.

1,267
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Answers to Project 5: 1, off 2. shorted 3. open 4. ohms 5. ohms

PROJECT 6

Now let's find out how to check a wire for resistance.* Normally a
wire has extremely small resistance, and the ohmmeter should read zero.

Locate wire number H54A22 on the wiring diagram. This wire connects
the cabin sensor to the controller. An open in this wire would be like
having an open in the cabin sensor.

Check the resistance of wire number H54A22 by performing the
following steps.

Note: Anytime you find a need to troubleshoot in the bridge
circuit be sure t) isolate the circuit with plug 188 and then
ohm out the circuit.

1. Place the trainer power switch to the OFF position:

2. Set the function selector to OHMS.

3. Set the range selector to 0 x 100 and zero the water.

4. Put one lead in pin "C" connection at the controller and
the other lead in pin "A" connection at the cabin sensor. This test
circuit is illustrated below.

Figure 3. Checking Wire Resistance.

GOOD

If the meter reads zero (0) the wire is good. If the meter reads
other than zero, it either has an opeft or a high resistance.

Complete the following statements by filling in the blanks.

1. A good wire has resistance.

2. Whoa using an ohmmeter, the power switch should be

3. When measuri4 the resistance of a wire, if the Meter reads other

than sett the wire is or has'a high

1268



Answers to Project 6: 1. small (zero) 2. off 3. open, resistance

PROJECT 7

Most of your troubleshooting will be done using the voltmeter
portion of the multimetor. The only time you should use the ohmmeter
is for checking the sensors or potentiometer circuits (bridge circuit).

To illustrate this point, let"; make a comparison. Locate the
master switch on the trainer. This switch controls the air conditioning
shutoff valve. Locate the shutoff valve. On the trainer it would be
possible to check the wire from the master switch to the shutoff valve
it 7h an ohmmeter. But let's compare this to the same circuit on the
T-38 aircraft by noting the illustration below. On the actual aircraft
this valve is several feet from the switch. IMagine the difficulties
one man would have in checking this same circuit from the cockpit to the
shutoff valve with an ohmmeter.

Figure 4. Voltmeter or Ohmmeter?

To prepare yourself for troubleshooting circuits on the aircraft,
USE THE VOLTMETER FOR TROUBLESHOOTING THE TRAINER CIRCUITS. Use the
ohmmeter for checking the sensor or rheostat circuits only.

Complete the following statements by filling in the blanks.

1. To check the sensor and potentiometer circuits, you should

use

2. For most of your troubleshooting, you should use the

3. An ohmmeter is always used to check and

4. The most practical meter used when troubleshooting is the
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Answers to Project 7: 1. ohmmeter 2. voltmeter
3. sensors' and potentiometer 4. Izoltmeter

PROJECT 8

Before using the multimeter to check voltage, let's see if you know
how the system operates normally. Run through an operational check again.
Start with the switches in the normal positions. Go back to project 3
for the procedure if necessary.

When you are sure you know how the system operates normally,
perform the following steps.

1. Place trouble switch number 1 to the IN position.

2. Place the trainer power switch to the ON position.

3. Pao= an operational check to aetermine which component
does not operate properly..

Note: You should have found that the air conditioning shutoff
valve did not open.

4. Using the grease pencil and the wiring diagram on the trainer,
trace the circuit from the cabin air valves circuit breaker to the open
side of the shutoff valve.

Note: The diagram below illustrates how the circuit should look
when traced on the diagram.

CABIN AIR VALVES

113
ACV
%./1

MASTER
SW.

O

°*19
CABIN PRESS

CABIN CONDITIONING SHUTOFF
VALVE

OPEN

1

Figure 5. Circuit Tracing.

5. Analyze the circuit to determine why the valve didn't open.

Ask yourself, Awe would an open be that might prevent the valve from
opening.

1312;
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PROJECT 9

Now let's use the voltmeter to see if you were right.

1. Leave the trainer power switch ON, Check the wiring diagram
and determine the type of voltage you will be measuring. The voltage
is indicated at the circuit breaker on the wiring diagram.

2. Sat up the meter for checking this voltage.

3. When you are checking for voltage, the black lead (negative) .s
always connected to ground. Locate, on the trainer, the small metal strip
marked AIRCRAFT GROUND. Place the black lead in this ground, and
leave it there while checking for voltage. This metal strip represents
the frame of the aircraft. When checking for voltage on the aircraft,
the frame (metal) of the aircraft is ground.

4. Pladikthe rod lead (positive) in pin Al of the shutoff valve.

Is there power at pin Al?, Yes No

You should have answered NO. There is no power at pin Al,
but there should be.

5. Now trace the circuit back and find the next check point. This
is pin "J" on control panel 26.; Place the red lead in pin "J." Is there

power at this point? Yes No

You should have answered YES, there should ba power at this point.

Complete the following statements by filling in the blanks.

1. There is an open in wire number

2. The voltage for the circuit checked is

3. You had the function selector on

4. You had the range selector on

5. The color of the meter acale you used is

6. On the aircraft, any part of the frame can be used as an

7. When measuring voltage, the lead that toes to ground is the

lead.

0
1
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Answers co Project 9: 1. H601322 2. 110 - 120 volts AC 3. AC volts

4. 250 5. black 6. ground 7. black (negative)

PROJECT 10

While performing the steps in project., 8 and 9, you have actually
completed troubleshooting one malfunction. Let's review the steps
you followed after placing the trouble in the eystem.

Step 1: Perform an operational check.

Step 2: Determine the malfunctioning component and how it malfunctioned
(the valve wouldn't open).

Step 3: Trace the circuit on the wiring diagram.

Step 4: Analyze the circuit for possible causes (which wire could
be open or which unit could be defective).

Step 5: Use the multimeter to verify the possible causes and
determine the actual cause.

Performing the operational check is a step-by-step procedure used
to cause all components to operate. This procedure is given to you in
project 3. When working on an actual aircraft, this procedure is
given in the technical order.

To determine the malfunctioning component you must know how each
component is supposed to operate normally. Then you observe each

_,----_, component's operation to see if it does operate normally.

Tracing the circuit on the diagram helps you select the circuit
or circuits that are involved in operating the malfunctioning component.
This is the first step in isolating the problem.

Analyzing the circuit for the possible causes requires you to consider
all of the available information (symptoms). Let's review the analysis for
trouble switch number 1. Follot.)on the diagram as we analyze this problem.
From the operational check we found that the air conditioning system shutoff
valve would not o , but the ram air valie does open and close. With
this information ti know the circuit bringiag power to the mpter switch
is good. Since the problem is "the valve won't open," we citfi assame the
close circuit to be,good. This leaves our possibilities to be wire number
H60322, wire number H60A22, the ground wire, or a defective valve motor.

After determining the possible causes through analysis, the meter is

uses to determine where power is and find the actual cause.

15
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PROJECT 11

Troubleshooting

Apply the five steps of troubleshootinuto determine the cause for
the trouble in each of the problems. You are to complete the remaining
3 practice probAems, before you do your progress check. Each problem
is placed into the trainer by one of the trouble switches. The trouble

- witches you are to use are not in numerical sequence - check the chart
on the following page for thetrouble switches to use.

Note: When troubleshooting the manual temperature control system,
be mare you hold the temperature rrntrol switch in either the manual
Hot or manual Cold position.

Note: Anyeime you find a need to troubleshoot in the bridge circuit
be sure to isolate the circuit with plug 188 and then ohm out the

circuit.

Troubleshoot the system and determine the cause for the trouble in

each of the problems. Place only one trouble switch to the IN position

for each problem. Start with problem uuMber written in by the instructor.

After completing each problem, be sure to place the switch for that

problem to the OUT position.

Record your hagsf gs far each problem on the chart. We haveitA

completed problem number 1 and the information has been fille2, out.

When you have completed the 3 practice problems, report to the
instructor and the instructor will check your answers. If you are

correct, you are ready for the progress check.

Note: When you find a HIGH RESISTANCE in a malfunctioning circuit,
be sure that you have the circuit isolated that is showing the

HIGH RESISTANCE. This may be done by disconnecting the unit

electrical plug.

I. 733
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On the chart below list the following inf tion.

In block A, name the unit that is malfu tioning.

In block B, state how the unit is malt nctioning - example: will
not open, will not close, will not operate in automatic.

In block C, state the actual cause, giving the wire number or
unit and whether it is An open or a short or high resistance.

After you go over the first problem which was done for you, do the
next three practice, problems and have the instructor check your work
when you are done.

Vote: Use only the trouble switch that is given by instructor
for each problem.

I PROBLEM NUMBER 1 TROUBLE SWITCH 1

A Air Conditioning System Shutoff Valve

B Will Not O.en

C Wire #1160B22 O'en

PROBLEM NUMBER 2 TROUBLE SWITCH

A ,

B

C

PROBLEM NUMBER 3 TROUBLE SWITCH

A

B

...

PROBLEM NUMBER 4 TROUBLE SWITCH

A

B

112
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Student complete the following (print).

STUDENT NAME
LAST FIRST

DATE THE PROGRESS CHECK STARTED

PROGRESS CHECK

You must locate 4 causes for 5 malfunctions (5 problems).

Each problem has a tocal of 5 pts

A 1 pt.

B 1 pt.

C 3 pt.',"

Over thiwhole progress check you cannot miss more than a total of
5 pts.

PROBLEM NUMBER 1 TROUBLESWITCH NO.

A ___

/

C

PROBLEM NUMBER 2 TROUBLE SWITCH NO.

A

B

C

PROBLEM NUMBER 3 TROUBLE SWITCH NO.

A

B

C

PROBLEM NUMBER 4 TROUBLE SWITCH NO.A.B.
C

1275
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PROGRESS CHECK (Cont'd)

PROBLEM NUMBER 5 TROUBLE WITCH NO.

A

B

C

1 0***1(1
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If you have satisfactori.4 completed the progress check, store your

'multimeter and trainer in the following way.

1. Place all trouble switches toggles to the out position. These

are located on the left side of the trainer.

2. Push in circuit breakers and turn on trainer power.

3. Place the master switch in cabin pressure position with red

cover also down.

4. Place the cabin temperature control switch to the center off

position.

5. Place the trainer power switch in off position.

6. Pull out all the circuit breakers (2) two each.

7. Push in the work table on the trainer.

8. Insure all your training literature, pencils etc are

taken with you when you leave the lab.

9. Instre your trainer and the area around it is clean before you

leave the lab.,

lab.

10. Properly store and sign in your multimeter before you leave the

11. CheFk with the lab instructor befbre you leave the lab.

Note: Did you Lave your multimeter turned on? If you have,-go

back and correct it.

1277
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